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The SCA/AYA Summer Conference on Argumentation had ,

its beginning.in 1976'whèn Professor David 7arefsky, then
chairperson Of the SCA Fdrensics Division, .lappointedn,
planninz committee. to investigate the possitility of such
a cohference. This initiatiye cohtinued under subsequent
chairpersons-- ponn Parson, J. Roert CQX, and David Thomas.
Ln 197,8 the University.of Utah was .selected as the host
institu'tion; anci the'American FOr,ensic Aasociatiod at that
time joined the undertaking as a co-sponsor, under the
leadership of_AFA President Gerald Sanders. The re-organized
planning committee tifen began'its work in earnest at tho
Minneapolis convention of the SCA and the A. 'After soveral'
months of planning and preparation, the summer.conference
convened at Rustler Lodge in Alta, Utah, July 26-29, 1979.

The purpo.Nse of the conference was to bring together
interested scholars frA around the country to share ideas
about Argumentation in three areas: Argumeptation and the
Law, Argumen.tation,TheorY and Criticism, and Argumentation
and Forensics.- During the course of the conference, most
of the conereeS attended at least one session in each of
the three areas. Hopefully, this arrangement allowed for
maximum choice between speoiklization and diversity of
interests.

These Proceedinv of the Summer Conference on Argumen-
tation represent most of'the papers ahd programs presented.
When-fhe paper has not been available, an asterisk in.the
reprtht of the conference program indicateAtthe omission.
The individual papers.are,the property of the individual
authors, reprinted hereby permission.-

V

In an.undertaking of this site'there are many people
to thank. I would like to exp.65ss my appreciation to all
of the conference participants for'attending 'and to the
pladning committees since 1976 who worked to make the con-
fevence p. reality. Thanks are alAo extended td' Robert N.
Oiall of the Speech C9mMunication Association, Gerald Sanders
of the .AmeOcan Forensic Associations and Malcolm 0. Sillar$,
Dean of the College 'of Humanities at the University ofTtah.
Finally, the largest share of respect and apprebiation to
Sara Newell; whose organizational abilities greatly enhanced
the conference itself add who:6e editorial care has seen these
Proceediligs thropgh.the press.,
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' Jabk Rhodes.(,
-Conference Director
tiranwary, 1980
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'THURSnAY, JULY 2eL 1979:

-3:30 PM.to 5:30 PM -- OPENING GENERAL SESSION

4

Welcome, alcolm O. S411ars, Dean
College of Humanities -
University .of Utah

Conference Overview, Jack RhoOes,'Director
-

s"Argument and the Law," W. Scott Nobles
Macalester dollege

"Vi-om ArgumeRt to Argumentation: Fiftedn Yearn pf
Identity Crisis," BruCe,E. Gronbeic

University of Iowa

"Argument and Porensfcs," David 7areifsky
Northwestern University

P1MAY, JULY 27, 1979: -r

LAW4 9:00 AM to 12:00 noon. "Communication and the Law: An
In:Depth Workshop"

2:00 P4 to 3:20 Pik!

.3:30 mi to 5:00 MT

Carl Moore, Kent State University

"Wotkshop" continues

"Leg;t1 Argumentation and
Advocady: A Panel"

rl/Ioore, Kent §-tate University
*W.)Scott Nobles, Macales,ter Gollegt
*Richard D. Rieke, University of Uta

THEmly AND CRITICIS%
-

9:00 A916to 12:00 noon -- +"Criticism of Argument: The
State of the Art"

*Bruce E. Gronbeck, U of Iowa
*J Robert Cox, U of N. Carolina
Michael McGee, V of Iowa
Herbert Simons, TeMple U
Robert P. Newman, U 6f Pittsburgh
Philip C. Wander, San Jose State U

',PA paper was not-presented foi the Proceedinp

+Papers presented in this.session provided the focus for the
workshops conducted later in the confereAce by their
respective authors (Workshops desigOated +)..

(2
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'2:00 PM.to 5100 PM -- Two Simultaneous Workshops

+"Argumentation, and Culture-Building"
Michael ,McGeeUniverecity of Iowa

.+"Argumentiktion in:Sbience"
Herbert Simons, Te4le University

FORENgICS:

9:00 AM to 12:00 noon--"The Sedalia Conference: Five
YeaIs Later"

aeorgew. Ziegelmueller, Wairne.State U
Balthrop,\Irof N Carolina

David A. Thomas, Auburn U
el

Jack Rhodes, U of Utah

2:00 PM to 3:20 PM -.-"The Nature ol Evidence:. 'Three Papex's"

Chair:.Robert P. NeWman, U of Pittsburgh
Gtharles.Arthur Willard, Dartmouth C
Marilyn Young, Florida State U .

Sara E. Newell, U of Utah .

3:40 PM to 5:00 PM --"The Liberal and the Conservative
Presumption: On Political Philosophy
and the Foundations of Pubilc Argument"".

G. Thomas Goodnight, Northwestern U

Response: Thomas Hynes, U of Louisville

SATURDAY, JULY 281 1919:

LAW:

9:00 AM to 10:20 AM Contributed Papers in Legal Argumen7-
tation

"Analogical Reasoning in Legal Argumen-
tation

William Benoit, Wayne State U and
John France, Owens-Illinois, Inc.,
Toledo

"Theoretical Hurdles for the Advocate
.in Rape Trials"

Ralph Towne and Steven M. Weiss,
Temple University

3



, .:00 PM .tci P4/0 Pm --*114eiz;al. Concepts and the Questions.of

* / 'FaCt, Value, and.156licy"..

3:30

/

Sharla Uarber4 U,of
Nancy Lyn6h Street, Uof Colorq.do

PM to:3:30 PM --4s"Teaching Legal AriNmentation: The Ali
Role of SpeecVCommuni,Cation
Teaghers ,Ar Panel"

Chair; Perald Sanders, College of Wooster
M. Jack Parker, Northern Tillñois. U
W Scott,Nobles, Macalester
Gerald Crawford, Attorney, Des Moines,

Iowa

THE011Y AND CRITIC13M:

8:30 AM to 10,45 AM.:--"The Theory of-Arguffient .A Symposium"

J.Atobeit.Cox,.0 of N Carolina
Joseph'W. Wen:01, U Of;Iliihois-Urbana.
Charl.es -Arthur Willard,..DartmoUth C
V. WillianCBalthrop, U of N Carolina
,Ray E:"McKerrow,A1 OfAVainerOrono
David Zarefsky,-Noi-thf4stern

2:00 Pld.to 5:00.PM Two Simultaneous Workshops

+"Argumentition in ForeignPolicy
Deliberitions°
Robert P. Newman, U of Pittsburgh

+"Argumentation in Television's 'Social
Reality'"
Philip C. Wander, San Jose State.0

'FORENSICS:
4

2:00 PM to 3:20 PM -- "Some Questions about Toulmin's View
og, Argument".

Charles Arthur Willard, Dartmouth
Response: Ray E. McKerrow, U of Maine-Orono

300 PM to 5:00.PM -- "The Textbooks for the Basic Argumen-
tation Class:, An Exchange with the
Authors" 4

Austin J. Freeley, John Carroll U
*George W. Ziegelmueller, Wayne State U
*Malcolm Sillars, U'of Utah

el 7
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11.:00 AM
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,

*"Argument ind the Law: A Personal
Perepeotive"

Former. Utah-Governor Calvin L. Ramptqn
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KEYNOTE ADDRESSES

FROM'ARGUMENT-TO ARGUMENTATION:. FIFTEEN YEARS OF IDENTITY-CRISES'

Bruce E. Gronbeck
University. of Iowa

,

Let me begin this evening by dropping back fiftepn years. I was a
carefree graduate student, convinced beyond doubt that the field of argu-
mentation needed my mouth, my wit, and my good sense, probably in that-
order. \In 1964, thoSe.peop4e who called themselVes debate coaches and

tt

scholars of fbrensics were as irl in exciting-but7controlled controver.:
sies. .Ehninger and'Brotkrie had juSt brought out Decision by Debate,
urging that debate ougfit to. e viewed as a-method of "probIem-solving
and not just a game, that,"proof" should be understood not abstractly but -

as proof to and for real people, and that Stephen,Toulmin's scheme for
laying out arguments was both pedagogically and strategically sound.

In 1964, the theory of argumen.tation was being expanded by two other
traditions.as well. Social scientists were beginning to get in the act,
with my fellow graduate student Gary Cronkhite firing an early shot. In

his attack an'the classic persuasion-conviction dichotomy, he was unshakably
convinced he.had methematically and experimentally demonstrated the connec-
tion betweenlogical structures and motivational appeals through a theory
of concept association. And, in,thai same year, two of my doctoral profes-
sors, Donald Bryant and Douglas Rhninger, returned from a conference at
Pennsylvania State University, urging-us to read with considerable care
articles from two upstart philosophers, Maurice Natanson and Henry W. John-
stone, Jr. Natanson spent that conferenCe running on about the 'self' which '
risks its well-being in argymentyand Johnstone had produced a'somewhat naive
but provocative piece on the relevance of rhetoric to philosophy and philbs-
ophy to rhetoric.'

In other words, although the great textbooks in argumehtation arid debate
by Freeley, Kruger,, Mills, Potter, and others2 still held center court in
their essential defense of highly rationalistic theories of argumentation,
pyschologism, phenomenology, and post-positivist philosophy were'getting
info the game.

The criticism of argumentation as a field likewise was being opened up.
Edwin Black's 1965 assault on neo-AristotelianiSm was priparily an attack
upon critics who blithely Olarted logical, emotional, and ethical appeals,
who, in other words, mechanically took apart units-of-proof. In their.place,
he urged us to examine what he terthed argumentative incapatibility, clusters
of opinion, and universes-of-discourse created by stylistic mpneuvers..Gone
were diagrams of arguments; in came'essentially content analyses of linguis-
tic choices apparent in enthymematic discourse. A.second call-for-change a-
mong critics was sounded by Leland Griffin in, 1964. He showed us how to
analyze the argdmentative foundations and subsequent exchanges between "pro".
and "anti" rhetoriciansAn his hauntingly predictive sttidy of the "New Left."
He encovaged us to examine, not just arguments, but the entire historical-
cultural processes of argumentation. Griffin'-i call for a process view was

8./5
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echoed by a member of this'audience; Malcolm Sillars insisted that we
viewindividual speeches..As acts, more specifically, as a series ofacts
occurring wtthin a determinattloocial-cultural setting.3

Again,.then, Although,Thonssen'and BAird still was-tht bible for critics
learning hpw to analyze closely.Argumentative discourse, the demand that
we 'move from "arguments" to."argumentation" was.forceably-before us. , Both
theory and criticism, as I sat in the basement of Schaeffer Hall in IoWa
City during 1964-65, were being driven out of the tabulation room and
into the-worlds l.f hwman affairs'and academic reification; Although we
disk not.really know it then, what We were witnessing Was the beginning of
a full-fledged asiault upon a seventy-five year tradition of conceptualiza-
tion

In thiss mini-keynote tonight, I want to review some of the weapons whfch
have been used in mounting that assault. Pullinptogether some of the "new"
perspectives and exhortations'undoubtedly will produce, in my brief time
here, a dizzying maelstrom of Kafkaesque nightmares and bareboned "-isms"
and "-ologies." That is the point, really: As we have attempted to skcify
and operationalizé in some little completeness the concept "argumentation"
understood as an intrapersonal, interpersonal, inter-group, and intercultur-
-al process of mutual influence and decision:making, we have experienced a
good fieal of frustation and confusion. We have experienced a successivqly
deeperting set of identity crises. I will not pretend to solve those afflic-
tions tonight. But, I will review the genesis of our manic depression and
neuroses, and'attempt to isolate a few pivotal fears which must be worked
.out before the field of argumentation will achieve mental health.

Theory of Argumentation: Manic Depression

Let me begin by noting some instances of manic depression among philoso-
phers of egullientation. In the mid-60s, some of the traditional joints be-
tween argumentation and rationality became unglued. In 1966, David Shepard'
attacked the utility of deductive and inductive logic as An instrument for
understaiding policy debates. in 1967, Ray Lynn Anderson and C. David Mor-
tensen disparaged strict formal logic's ability.to comprehend the'usual con-
nectives among argumentative ipropositions in everyday or marketplace dis-
course. ,In 1968, Parke Burgels won an' SCA Monograph Award for berating our
misunderstanding -- and hence misanalysis -- of the deeplp moral, illogical
bases of.contemporary social-political conflict. And, in 1969 James McBath
and Walter Fisher hammered away at the notion that political argumentation
is not really substantive at all, but rather an exercise in image-building.'

t

Worse, real-live philosophers questioned the traditionally understood re-

4
lationships betweeh argumentation and rationali . 'Natanson and Johnstone's
Philosophya Rhetoric, and Argumentation (1966) manded that we deal with
the seeming irrationality of everyday argumentat on and with the existential
personness of arguers. The 1969 English edition of Perelman and.Olbrechts-
Tyteca's The New Rhetoric had much the same force, basing its theory of ad-
herence and dtscussion of argumentative techniques upon personal belief and
only "quasi-logical" connectives. The severest attacks, however, came from
an aggressive new breed of symbolists, dramatists, and sociolinguists,,culmin-.
ating in what we are calling constructivists. In roughly the last seven
or eight years, we have been,told that all communication -- including argu-
mentation - is dramatistic or at least interactional, that reality is so-
cially or interpersonally constructed, and that units-of-discourse "smaller"

9
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than propositions control our lives.

6

Now,ijust stop for ailmoment to congider what happells as one asSerts.
thos,é last three statements." Traditional studies of ar6umentat1on wipe
based,on a positivist paradigm. A good 'positivist works from two viol-
able standards - a formal logic and an experiential analysis of prWkoS17
tional content. These two a.ssumptions demand that theorists of argumenta-
tion focus on mathematically derivable connectiVes for standards of validity,,-
and on operationally verifiable statements for standardsof 'truth.

The:new.."-imils" and "ologies" s1,61dently challenge those assumptions.
To them, stantlards of validity are not to be found in the good old logical
words -- "all," "none4" "some," and "some are not" or, in Aristotle's .

Square of Opposition,' but in community standards for language usage and
in context-determined rwles for interpresonal relations. Validity to the
linguist is 0 matter=of verbal competepcy; 'and, to the humanistic sociol-
ogist, a matter of social competency. Furthertruth is not to be found
in either universally 'accepted maxims or in bropositions whose force.can be
ascertiined through inductive and deductive proofs and a look at evidence,.
but in a society's perception of itself and in indiiiduals' relationstlips
with each other. Truth to the phenomenologist is iWapersonally and
interpersonally-constructed, and, to the ethnomethodblogist, is imbedded
in a series of perception - ind behavior-controlling myths or fantasies.8

Fundamentally, therefore, theory of argumentation over the last fifteen .

years has been viewed by the new pro011ets as a poetic rather than a logical
enterprfie. We have.been asked to see,arguers as actors -- even "lovers"9
-- role-types who write and play out scripts within a quasi-poetic or myth-
governed universe. Any arluer-lover-actor who wishes to triumph must under-
stand and employ the culture's mythoi, and must adhere to the procedures for
proper human relations, in oder to be judged competent to ltad, to advise,
to persuade via arguing. The traditional theory of argumentation has been
successively buffetted by psychorbgism, phenomenology, dramatism, humanism,
and, now, constructivism -- poeticizing our vision of what we are about.

As a result, I think, we have 6een left in a state of manic depression.
On the one hand, we are fascinated by new claims that rhetoric and argumen-

;tation are what makes society and human relations possible at all, by our '

newfound ability to deal with what Cicero termed hrgumentato rather than
mere argumenti, and by our warm affinity for scholars in fields other than
logic or history. Yet, on the other.hand, we are occasionally driven to
the depths or despair in the knowledge that our old machinery for arguing
and speaking is no longer applicable. If intersubjective,standardsior
validity and truth are embra6ed, then we must abandon old appeals to logic
and externalized criteria-of-judgment. The new.rationality may be, to some,
a rule-governed systeci, but those systems are context- or even person-de-
termined, and hence wa continually must begin anew,'constructing systems of
evidence and proof context by context. We must livewith, Gerry Philipsen
in Teamsterville, and follow along when Charles Willard sings the praises
of contextual analysis. Given that we are surrounded with a near infinite
number of contexts, we are liable to go crazy examining the argumentative
rules governing science, law, south.Chicago, and used car lots. No wonder -(1

we suffer manic depression when pondering turrent theories of argumentation.'"
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Criticism of Argumentation:_ Neuroses

p

If contemporary theories of argumentation mi make us manic, current' -

'approaches to the criticism of argUmentation are cilculated to make us
absolutely neurotic. As I argued in a 1972 JAFA.article, mosf of us came
into the field of lOgumentation via historic-a-I-critical dissertations anal-
yzing arguments7that-mattered in some usually political context. Our
studies of classical.oratory and confrontations depended in large measure .

upon the careful isolation of topoi, reasoning and organizational patterns,
use of evidence -- in a phrase, of what we sqlsimPly called "logical ap-
peals." What most of uswere doing in those studies was analyzing argu-'
'cents, that is, discrete units of discourse, with a "unit" understood as
'premise-plus-assertion-plus-evidence-plus-conclusion. Then wewould append
a few remarks about common ground, the valuative or emotive Appeal those
units must have had for members of the decision-making group, and perhaps
a word or two about the short-circuiting of reasoning. In other words, we
in the name of criticism did-essentially ideological analyses of argument.

But, as we'all know, both Goa and ideology died somewiriere in the
mid-60s. The assassins were legion. Following Black's book, the next major
assault came from the New Orleans Conference of 1968, whose deliberations
were-published the next year as Conceptual Frontiers in-Speech-Communication.
It urged the scientizing bf rhetorical criticism, oral interpretation, anT
theatre, among other ttlings, and demanded that.we deal with all florms of
symbolic interactions." Two, years later, The Prospect of Rhetoric pub
lished by the Wingspread Con.krence went much farther, telling critics to
"broaden [their] scope to exaMine the full range of rhetorical transactions;
that is, informal conversations, group settings, public settings, mass media
messages, picketing, sloganeering, chanting, singing, marching, gesturing,
ritual, institutional and cultural symbols, cross cultural `transactions, and
so forth," and to "undertake the eicamination of the rhetoric of such areas
of study as sociology, political stience, mchology, anthropology, English,
history, education, speech, and so forth."Il Those two "and so forths'"
literally blew our cannons of criticism to smithereens.

To be sure, many of us doggedly went on analyzing arguments, but the
call _to non-ideological discipleship could not be denied. Ernest Bormann
pushed fantasy theme analysis as a way of dealing with competing visions of
society embedded in discourse. Articles treating the "argumentation" in popular
songs, sit-ins, flag-burnings, popular magazines, sitcoms, and operas were
printed with respectable regularity. The message of constructivist criticism
was preached by even such fallithful AFA members as Cliorles Arthur Willard,13

. The symbolit-constructivist paradigm was destroying qur positivist meth-
odological machinery. Premises could no longer be conceived-of as ideologi-
cal statements; rather, they were seen as narrative-based myths. Arguments
came to be seen as value-ladden myths or fictions or.themes. Evidence was
construed as the associations any given auditor could make with a particular
statement. And proof could be understood only as the use to.Which any given
listener might put a statement. Overall, argumentation came to be seen as a
process of attaching any' symbol to literally 'any 6ther symbol so as to pro-
duce any sort of perceptual, attitudinal; or actuative change. As long as
we could,call a 'symbolic manipulation "strategic,"'we were willing to term
it argumentative.
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Among critici ofargumentation, consequently, there arose a neurotic
_malaise. We, indeed,.almost dared not publtsh an analysis of propositions
,anCevIdence, for fear of being charged with inpccurate translation, mere
descriptitieness, and contextual id*KiKity. For fear of, in Willard's

. *ords,.leaving out the "paralingufstf6, jdnesic, and proiemic cdei [which]
can and do modify the meanings of *opositions,"14 we willingiy allow0 our
criticayseIves to be declared c)inically certifiable neurotics, patients
deneeio a'life of.scholarly inaction. Rhther than simplify and distort
the world'of human affairs, we.more or less decided, let us instead abapdon
ail attemptt to deal with the process of public argumentation on any but
essentially poetic §rounds. 'We found ourselves sitting in the cell next
to our old rationalistic theorists of argument. .

Conclusions: Directions for Mental Health

Now, I suppose I can be accused of an ocoasional hyperbole im this re-
N. view of fhe theory and criticism of Argument, and I know I have left out a

good many Ways along the wny, buty I hal;fe been overly dramatic and
sketchy, it is only because the entire field is. Further, anyone who has
read my writing over the last few years knaws I personally embrace some of
the positions I have tonight exaggerated. Neither 1.113; inttntional reductiones
ad absurdum new my idiosyncratic shortcomings, however, really blunt the
force of the preceding analysis. We are in a state of turmoil. We are in
danger of collapsing time-honored disiiiietions between "rhetoric" anrwargu-
mentation," between "argumentation" and "poetics" -- between private musing
and public decision-making processes. In'throwing out positivism and pres.-
cription and in embracing an elastic concept of communication and mere des-
cription, we have transmuted our self-concepts. Our sense af distinctiveness
may be gone. The plea of the rich ruler from the New Testament -- "What
must I do to.be saved?". -- is upon our lips.

While I have no nostrums to offer, I can suggest three issues which must
be confronted directly before we once again are happy with ourselves.

1. We usi reassert and o erationalize distinctions between "ar umenta-
tion" and 'argumepts, even between ar9ument and argu n9. In S sec ara-
tion Argumentatia est explicatio argumeri, CiCert firmly distinguished be-
tween the essentially public, tradition governed process of bringing forward
proofs and the essentially private, personaliqed ways for building units-of-
inference, in order to separate that which is expected in public from that
which creatively goes on in private. O'Keefe writing before Willard and Bur-
leson writing after him similarlje have attempted to maintain such,a distinc=
tion,13 although as Willard has noted in response, the separation at times
is nearly impossible to maintain. Yet, without the distinction, we fall into
the traps which plague ethnomethodologists and,other researchers preaching -

participant-observation and intuitively descriptive linguistic analyses of
discourse: (a) How can we specify the rules of communicative intbeaction with,.
out getting'hopelessly,locked into a petitio principii?. And (b), if all
communication is undeniably subjective and meaningful .only to the actual par-
ticipants, how can any theorist or critic of argumentation get far enoulh
outside the process to analyze it? .If, in other words, re are to follow the
ethnomethodologists into conversational analysis, like them we muSt grapple
with distinctions between private strategies goverming individual units or
phases of attack and defen4e on the one hand, and the general, public flow
of the whole exchange on the other. Only in this way cam we discover the ways
in which idiosyncratic modes of thought and justification are transformed and

1
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mplded into public expressions of facts, values, and policies, If disc
tinctions tmong4fl4rgumentation,"."argument," "arguments," and "arguing'
fall by the waystde, so too does any notion of publitneSs.

2.. We m st ras sle

Mead a 'rea s

ex 1 icitl ivith'the issues iihich made Geors lierb r
a vso er t e re at ons

an soc ety. rea esse e a or ar'es ars 1'.sée_c ever
attempfs to discuss "mind" and "self," but frankly floundering effOrts to
deal With,"society." .In'a time especttilly when cultural analyses ofsol-
jectIvittes re waxing, that is too bad. It always has.been some concebtion
of "society" and "social standards" which has allowed us to talk about gen-
eralized rationality, about inviolable rules governing argumentation, and
about procedures for evaluating argumentative effectiveness and ethics.
Cultural arbiters of argumentative effectiveness, reasonableness, and ethics
sometimes have taken the form of an Ideal Mind; s metimes, the Church; some-
times, the constitutive rules of language-use; so etimes, fact-based science.
Whatever tqe form, some notion of "society" or

' thority" or "culture" has .
been posited'in order to give us an externalize court of appeal -- an ob-
jectivatedr-judge of rationality, truth, and order. Without such judges,
argumentation becomes wholly indistinguishable from, say, dialectic, persua-

. sion, and even art. We must return to social philosophy to ftnd an operable
'notion of "society"-as-arbiter in order to separate the sensing mind from
language as the public medium of communication, and in ordeift to reaffirm
the importance of procedural,tobstantive, and-social rules within argumenta-
tive-enterprises. Without firm distinctions and a sense of social power or
authority, all of our speculations degenerak into mere particylarization
and the age-old death trap of psychologism."

3. And s-rha s most obviousl we must identif and romote a workable
relationshi between t e t eor and he criticism of ar umentation. As
oo over journa art c es,. Lam mpre se -- an so ewhat r tened

the fact that the theorists and the critics of argu ent, for the most part,
represent two distinct communitjes of scholarship. Only in rare instances
is the same person both a'theorist and' critiC. Theorists of argument have
become evangelicat perspectivists, filling their prose with exhortations con- p
cerning proper critical attitudes, deinands that critics beginiworking'oh in - (
tersubjective rather than objectified rules-of-inference, wirpanegyrics on -t

the virtues of conversational analysis of arguing..

Now, consider the plight of the poor cri(Vc: Critics who want to live up
to such guidelines are expected to mystical y isolate arguers' "real" intents,
to ferret out all of the possible "meanings" a participant might have assign-
ed to an argument:and to unearth unspoken "rules".governing a particular
argumentative exchange. Str'ipped of any concept of objective reality, of
externalized rules-of-inference, and of social rules, critics must muddle
along, hoping against hope they won't objeCtify 'too much, simplify 'naively,
translate inaccurately, or generalize beyond a sing,le context. Unless theo-
rists are willing to transform their exhortations into behavioral-procedural
constructs which conform to real-world discoursing; or.unless critics are
willing to join in theoretical activities, the current gulf between theory
and-criticism will widen. And if it does, a good many of us will fall into
the pit -- or take up a less frustrating occupation such as textbook writing,

Unless,,ip conclusion, we disambiguate our vocabulary, restore a sense of
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"publicness" into our speculations concerning argumentation, and reunite
theorists and critics, we all continue to dwell in the booby hatch.
Even in thehface of the Attractive cases forwarded by social constructers
of reality, by phenomenologists, by cognitive sociologists, and by con-

, structivists, we must recognize with Goethe,that "II is not given'to us
to grasp the truth... . -. We perceive.it only in reflection., in exaMple .

and symbot, in singular and related experiences. It meets us at' a kind'
of life which is fncomprehensible42 us,..and yet me cannot free ourselves,*
from the desire to comprehend it."16

It is that desire to comprehepd which, ultimately, we must not abandon
if we are to maintain t6e theory and criticism of argumentation. Without
the desire, we are relegated to the asylum.

-
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4
ARGUMENTATION AND FORENSICS.

'David Zarefirky

ChairMaa
Department of Communication Studies

Northwestern-Mniveriity

S

Whatever else it may do, participation in forensics hastens the
process of aging. Five years ago I took solace in the'fact that, as
the youngest participant at the Sedalia Conference, I could make ir-

. 'responsible statements knowing that they would be Written off as yquiph-
I fill indiscretions. Now I. f1n44yself in a, role often filled by Someone

with enough years of experience that.the speaker's irresponsible tate-
oents can be ignored as a coricession to overly advanced age, Since I'hope -

I, like Pmffssors GronbecK.andlkAbles, am without that defense, 1 find ,

myself' in a difficUlt assignment.

a

In the years since Sedalia, my' own life has changed in at leaSt two
ways which bear upon what I have to say this atternoon. First, when I
was asked to asSume the chairmanship of my department; I had to lioth limit
and change the nature of my involvement in forensics. Although Vie wish-
ful thinking about' my "retirement," like the rumor of Mark Twain's demise,
was slightly exaggerated, my active participation and-ego-involvement in
directing a forensics program undoubtedly have declined. This change coultr-
be viewed as putting me outrif touch with the latest developments, but I
prefer the More generous interpretation that it has given me a Maluabla
sense of objectimity.

The other change was my appointment in 1977 as Editor of the Journal
of the AmeriCan Forensic Association. In this capacity, I have seen.muc
of f1ie-6irrent research in TorensicS and have become more keenly aware of
its strengths and drawbacks.

This conference focuses on research and scholarship, but these seldom
have been viewed as the strong suits.of forensics. This anomaly is hardly
attributable to a shortige of bright people or intriguing research ques-
tions. In part; of course,- it reflects the extiemely heavy demands on one's

b time, with a combination-of teaching, coaching, travel, and administrative
duties that boggles the mind. But to cite the press of these duties as an
explanation for our failure to make our fair contribution to scholarship is
to sell ourselves short.

.

Fdr one thing, the press of our other duties ts partly pf our own making.
., We hvie created organizations galore,. all with their time-consuming 01111-
, mittees, boards, and business meetings. Our competitive season has lengthened

' over the ears, largely because we have chosen to add more tournaments on
,

tl
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more weekends. We have chosen to stretch travel budgets by creating long
"swings" that keep us on the road for days "at ,a time. My point is not that
any of these choices is unwise on its own merits, but rather that we have
not faced up to the "opportunity costs": Every day we spend on the road
or in a.business Meeting is a day that we cannot spend in the library or at
the typewriter. In most organizations, day-to-day operations tend to drive
out long-range planning. Analogously, we always can find'more urgent things
to do than taking the time to.investigate the idea that occurred to us in
the course of working with students or to revise a convention paper for pub-
lication. If we wish to give'more of ourselves to scholarship, we must
decide to rearrange our professibnal lives and schedules to make it pos-
sible. It will take Some conscious decisions and some sacrifices.

But, for me at least, there's no.question that this is the directioe in
which we need to move. The conferees at Sedalia put it well in describing
thesfundamental importance of research to this or any other academic field. ,
They adopted a resolution stating, "Research and scholarship in forensics
function to a) delineate the nature of the field, b) investigate,the relation-
ship between theory and practice,- c) interrelate forensics with other dis-
ciplines, d) describe, evaluatek and develop teaching methods." It is some-
what'embarrasing, however, td'note how little progress has been made in the
past five years'in working on several, though not all, of the questions which
the conferees identified as important issues for research.

In calling for a reassessment of priorities for our time andseffort, I
may be doing no more than urging the inevitable. It seems clear to me that
the elaborate travel and.competitive schedule we have evolved.over the-past'-
generation is unlikely to tUrvive the dua,l, effect of inflation and fuel short-
ageS' which will continue well into the next decade. Just as the Depressiop
economy of the 1930's gave rise to the forensic tournament, TO the energy-
scarce economy of the 1980's may force drastic modifications in the tourn'ament
system: Facing thisprospect, we may be able to make a virtue of necessity-
if we not onll r#actN external events bueseize the chance to shape our
professional careers ift 'line with our priorities. ; Such reshaping should give
greatee weight to research and scholarship than haS been our Custom.

But even a decision to commit ourselves more actively to scholarsip will
not get the job done; it will only bring us up against a more fundamental
problem. As a field, we lack clarity or.consensus as to the object of our
study -- what, in brief, IS the rerationship between argumentation and for-
ensics?

The National Developmental Conference made an important, though insuf-
ficiently recognized, effort to answer this question. The participants de-
fined forensics as "an educational activity Primarily concerned with ucing
an argthentative perspective in examining problems and communicating with people."
This statement clearly did not equate "forensiCs" with, the competitive acti.,
vities of debate and indiVidual speaking events. Now, if forensics is that
branch of the communication field which approaches its study from an argu-
mentation perspective, it would seem to me that "argumentation" and "foren-
sics." are virtually synonymous terms. At least-within the vision of the
Sedalia conferees, all three subdivisions of this summersconference could be
grouped under the heading of "forensics."

This vision, no'doubt, is more expansive than most people in°forensics
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find customary. The reason, I believe, is that they equate their interests
with a second term defined at ttie Developmental Conference: forensic activi-
ties. These were seen as "laboratories for helping students to underipnd
and communicate various forms of argument more effectively in a variefT-of
contexts with a variety of audiences." The distinction between "forensics"

l'and "forensic activities" is not trivial. Rather, the first stands to the
second 'as genus to species. But people in forensics, by and large, iden-
tify themselves with the species rather than the genus. They define their
professional roles by reference to activity programs rather than to the
object of their study. This myopic self-concept adversely affects researeh
and scholarship.

For one thing, it makes' the need for research seem less pressing. To
be sure, new tournament formats and nev_affirmative case forms always will
be proposed. But these advances reflet ad hoc administrative or strategic
innovations more than research. Recogpii5g this fact, we can better un-
derstand why some directOrs of forensic activities might see research as
not central to their mission.

Moreover, a myopic focus on "forensic activities" makes the research .

which is done relatively trivial in scope. If all we have to investigate are
the contrivances of contest activities, we have defined away most of the real-
ly interesting questions. Chronologies of the-development of caSe form, em-
pirical studies of the influence of soMe variable on tournamen$ success, and'
"think pieces" on how to argue the counterplan are not without value. But
thiir usefulness is limited to the participants in contest activities. Not
.entirely without foundation is the oft-repeated charge that research of this
type is trivial, even banal -- and the reason is that it does not advance
our understanding of forensics, the genus.

A somewhat related problem is that research in forensics tends to be a-
theoretic. Empirical studies attempt to determine regularities of relation-
ship without any,theoretical framework from which to make sense of the results.
Historical Studies examine the argumentative behavior of advocates by apply-
ing a predeteemined gAtegory scheme. Such studies may tell us something about
the specifiphenomena being invettigated, but they do little to enhance our
more general understanding of the process of reason-giving by people. The
fact that we are not as familiar with the logic of theory construction as we
should be aggravates this, problem.

Additionally, research tends not,to be pro;grammatic. By this 1 mean
tbat it is difficult to find sequences of investigation eaCh of which builds
upon what has gone before. The result is that the accumulation of research .

over time results in far less progress for the field than we would'expect from
a healthy and vital discipline. 'For example, we are unlikely to advance our

. understanding of the epistemic function of argument if we have not investi-
gated the concept of validity, in non-formal argument. We are unlikely to
advance.the notion of argument fields without systematic examination of tiow
the process of argument-varies from subject to subject, or from community to
community of arguers. We are unlikely to answer the question Qf how dialecti-
cal argument differs from empirical argument without careful attention tq the
nature of arguing about values as distinct from arguing about facts. We are
not likely to determine the contemporary topol or "stock issues" of public
discourse withaut a body of analysis and crit cism of public argument. An
occasional piece on one of these topics by a single researcher will not ad-
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vance the state of the field very much. Of course, any attempt to set
research priorities is likely to be difficult, because each of us natural)y
tends to equate our own personal interest with the most pressing issue
in the field. Nor would it be desirable to develop a rigid set of prior-
ities that would stultify creative inquiry. But, at the same time, it is
essential that significant fheoretical questions in forensics be identified,
so thatilyoups of scholars might pursue them in a programmatic way.

In order to gain a cleare'r sense both of why we need scholarship and
of what sorts of scholarship we need, we must investigate more carefully
the nature of the genus, forensics. Scholarly disputes about what "argu-
ment" is, are important largely because they help us to say more clearly
what forensics is all about. In this regard, several promising possibili-
ties are represented at this confe4nce. The "personal construct theory"
perspective would lead us to the study of argument from the point of view
of ths arguers. The concept of argument as criticism.would lead us to see
it as a perspective which the critic adopts in order better to explain sOme
critieal object. The linkage between argumentation and political philosophy
would direct our attention to the kinds of argument which characterize people
of different political persuasions. The concept of rhetoric as epistemic
would direct our attention to argument,as a fairly rigorous method of "coming
to know."

\That each of these approaches has in common, and what an equation of
"forensics" wtth "forensic activities" lacks, is an organizing principle. Such
a principle will give meaning and direction to our research, indicating what
is important or how different investigations might relate to one another. ,

It should both provide a focus on what questions.need to be answered, and
the motivation to inspire scholars to'address them.

I have suggested that we shOuld avoid an overly narrow focus on "for-
ensic actiwities." Yet we do spend muc4 of our time ln activity programs,
and they may offer unique ways to contribute to advancing research and schol-
arship in argumentation. My call is not for dismantling or de-emphasizidg our
contest-activity orientation, but for using it more skillfully as a way to
meet our rbsearch needs. How can forensic actiyities better contribute to
our knowledge of argumentation?

) One promising effort is the attempt in recent years to view forensic
activities as reflecting some more general tYpe of communicative behaviorihidh
serves ds the paradigm case. When we investigate how contest activities day
be mcoleled after policy-making, system-analytic, hypothesis-testing, or game-
theoretic paradigms of human behavior, we actually may be contributing to the
answers to broader questions about how argument functions as an instrument of
knowledge and decision. Our answers are prompted by our concern for forensic
activities but have a much thore general application. We need in our work to
give greater stress to the more general application.

Another promising possibility is the examination of the topic areas ex-
plored in forensic contests, in order to determine the .standards of proof and
validity which characterize different fields.or disciplines. Although we'do
not know haw to draw the boundaries of an argument field precisely (a re-
search topic in itself), it does seem to me,that specific issues of public
policy tend'to have their own standards for proof and validity. Discussions
of social programs, energy, and diplomatic affairs, for instanpe, all differ
in these respects. People in forensics discover the implicit standards of a
field in the course of carefully investigating the literature on a topic. Roth-,
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er than allowing their knowledge to go to Waste, they might try systematic-.
ally to characterize the implicit theories of argument which are operative
within various fields. Then, comparative studies would be facilitated, both
across fields and between expert and general discourse within a given field. .

Again, these studies are prpmpted by forensic activities but have a much
wider application.

Third, concepts employed in forensic activities may be used to analyze
public argument. For example, we all could profit from a'well-developed
theory of presumption. Such a theory-might help us to explain -- among other
thir* -- what value presumption serves in public arguments, how advocates go
about jockying for presumption when it is not stipulated, what arguments and
appeals seem most likely to capture presumption, how much strength presump-
tions carry and what is required to overturn them. Similarly, the concept
of stasis *could be used to explore and explain the argumentative choices avail-
able to advocates in situations of differing types.

d
, -

Fourth, the process of judgment among competing arguments -7- intrinsic
to forens"ics -- has much wider pote9tial application. Howcan one argue that
we have a responsibilityto future enerations? On what grounds could one-
justify the claim that the quality life is a greater value than life it-
self? How should an auditor evaluate an argument which suggests that great
consequences will -.follow from an action of which there is very small risk?
Contest participants and judges deal with questions like thos4e all the time.
But the questions certainly are not confined to the contest situation. A

theory of choice under conditions of uncertainty, a philosophy of public ac-
tion, and a theory of ethics, atl will depend upon just such questions. The

contest format offers a laboratory for trying out ad hoc approaches to)resolv-
ing them. But the opportunity is there-for scholars iiiforensics to use the
ad hoc approaches as the basis for a more thorough and careful contribution
to the philosophy of argument.

These four suggestions hardly exhaust the rese6rch potential of forensic
activities; they barely4scratch the surface. What they have in common is that
they take foren0c activities as a starting point for research which is of
more general relevance and appicat on. What we do not need, in my opinion,
is research which has no broader foCus than the actiViDts themselves. We

do not need to spend our time writing aboilt esoteric strategies of argument
which have no application outside the contest debate, or techniques of arrange-
ment and'presentation never found outside the individual event contest round.
We do, of course, need evaluation research on fbrensic activities -- to deter-
mine to what degree they achieve their purposes and to modify them so that
they may enhance their purposes. But we must regard'forensics, not jst fo-
rensic activities, as the object of our research and scholarship.

Even.more important, we must use forensic activities as an opportunity,
Rot a substitute, for scholarship. It is easy to argue that the long hours
and great energy invested in administering a forensic program make a coming-
ment to research impossible, and there always are things to do in place of
serious scholarship. But,without a strengthened commitment to scholarship,
we will have a diffidult time convincing our colleagues that forensics is a
field with intellectual integrity warranting their respect. And, what-is more,

we will fail to advance the understanaing of the.argumentative perspective as
a way to study communication.
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It was my privilege to chair the SCA Division of Forensics in the
year in which the idea for this Conference was first proposed:and to ap-
point the initial planning committee. I have watched the planning with
great interest and am delighted to be able to participate in the feuits of
the labor. I hope that the programs here will illustrate the,potential
of research and schOlarship in forensics, and that the interiction this
weekend ardong like-minded colleagues will stimulate all of us to strive to
realize that potential.

41.
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I've entitled my paper "Argumentation as a Communication Process"
because I believe argumentation theory has much to gain by treating

argumentation as a specific type of communication process. V

Some of you will hear those words -- "argumentation as a communica-
tion,process" -- and begin nodding your heads in approval. "Yes," you

will say, "It's about time we brought argumentation theory into the
twentieth century!"

Others of you will'hear those same words and, perhaps reflecting
on the rather dismal record communication theory has had in making co-
herent sense out of communicatioAs a process, begin wagging your heads
in dlsapproval. "No," you will say, "Leave argumentation alone!"

Before you choose up sides -- ''pro-process" versOs "anti-process" --
let me warn you: What I mean,by the phrase "argumentation as a communica-
tion process" is not what anyone else currently in print seems to mean
by it. For example,

-- I do not mean "argumentation as an interpersonal process."

- t I do not mean "argumentation as a type of human interaction."

- - I do not mean "argumentation as a form of human behavior."

-- And, most emphatically, I do not mean "argumentation as arkything
whi0 sinwly influences beliefsattitudes or values." -- or otherwise per-

What I do mean is this: Argumentation as we have traditionally treat-
ed it.-- serial predication, premises and coftlusions, formal and informal
fallacies, valid or invalid deductive arguments, correct versus incorrect
induCtive arguments, and the like -- can be better understood as
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communication processes, but only lf we are willing to adopt a radically
altered view of what we mean by the phrase "communication processes." than
we currently employ in communication theory today.

Thus, the purpose of my paper is to introduce an alternate conception
,of the phrase "communication in protess" to those conceptions currently
employed, and to suggest the usefulness of that conception for conceiving
argumentation as a.communication process.

In order to contrast my conception of argumentation as a communi-
catton process with what I take to be the,currently-emerging one among
communication theorists, I would like to show precisely how my conception
differs from the approach betng developed by, for example, Charles Willard
in a recent series of three articles, ostensibly on the same theme.

You will remember that Willard argued, in the first of his three
articles,1 that arguments should be treated as a species of human interaction
rather than as "'things' possessing, Wependent of the people who use
them,certain fynmal characteristics."1 Thus, according to Willard, dia-
grams of arguments should not be employed because.they cannot possibly cap-
ture the true "process" nature of the argumentative interaction. And,'only
if we concern ourselves With the argumentative interaction can we join the
mainstream of where communication theory is presently drifting.

In his second paper, Willard decribes a "constructivist-interactionist"
sociology of argument which is designed to support the claims of his Aorlier
paper.J And, in his third paper, responding specifically to a challente to
his position on argument diagrams by Charfes Kneupper,4 he extends his'analysis
so as to claim that arguments can be either partially or wholly non-verbal--
just as comunication conceived as interaction may be partially or wholly
non-verbal.°

It is Willard's claim concerning "non-verbal argument" that has led me
to reject not only his claims about argumentation as a communication (i.e.,
interaction) process -- but-also to neject the more general idea that com-
munication itself should be conceived as human interactfon. Let me explain
-why by continuing my consideration of Millard's argument.

Wpard bases his claim concerning pon-verbal argument, so he says,
on Susanne Langer's distinction between discursive and non-discursive sym-
bolism -- developed in Philosophyln A New Key, and published in 1942.6
Unfortunately, Langer's distinction cannot be used to support such a claim
-- a point Bill,Balthrop made clear' in a paper read at the SCA convention
in Minneapolis,' based on internal evidence from Philosophy In A New Key
itself. Willard simply but dramatically misread Langer.

reaTly does not seem to matter to Willard's position whether
the claim concerning "non-verbal" argument, and the larger claim that argu-
mentation is a form of human interaction, can be ground ta Langer's theory
of symbolism or not. For Willard's claims concerning arqUmentaion is inter-
action seem to be the natural outcome of taking seriously contRmporary com-
muniCation theory's treatment of communication as interaction.° That is, if
we take seriously the claim that the phrase "communication as process" is
synonymous with the phrase "human interaction," then we are inevitably
bound to conclude at some stage in our theorizing that argumentation as a

.5
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ipecies of communication (i.e., a species of human interaction) can have
non-verbal components, and in some lases be entirely non-verbal:

The only problem with treating argumentation as interac is that

to do so we must arbitrarily dismiss as irrelevant 24 centuri:nif careful
thinking and observation about argumentation andwlogic -- and me must per-
form this dismissal_without so much as a theoretically detailed, interest-
ing replacement'for the thought being dismissed waiting 1r the wings./ For
the.interaction approach is conceptually untested -- a fact that is reflec-
ted in Willard's remark that,

Due to the paucity of theorizing about this interactional
'conception of argument, we must be content, for now, with
asserting.that it is legitimate to thibk of argument as.a
specific genre of interaction. 0

0

And, if he says soi I suppose we must! But, when an "assertion" asks
us to give up so much hard won knowledge merely to allow us to align op'
theory of argumentation with what is, at best, an incoherent hodge podge of
ideas generously called by its advocates "communication theory"; when inter-
actionism can offer nothing more in exchange for the 24 Centuries of theory
and practice we are,asked to give up than a "paucity of theorizin9," then
something is deeply and seriously wrong with the basis of that assertion.
And what's wrong,it seems to me -- what has caused this "paucity of theoriz-
ing" -- is that human communication itself cannot profitably be conceived as

a process of interaction.

What I am claiming, then, is that argumentatlin is best conceived as a
wholly verbal, propositional form of communication process -- a communication
process which does indeed have formal properties and specifiable relations
among its elements which.difiprentiate it from other formeof communication --
and which the "communication-as-interaction" approach to communication theory
is powerless to,understand, and therefore either, has to reject as false or
dismiss as unimportant.

Instead of accepting as itsfate the interaction theorist's dismissal of
its labors and results, argumentation theory should.demand to be understood on
its own terms by communication theory. .RAther than allowing itself to be
cavilierly dismissed because the theory of "communication-as-interaction l! and
its theorists cannot account for the manifest facts of argumentation, argu-
mentation theory should seek its own approach to process -- finding some ap-
proach which holds out more hope of comprehending the facts of argumentation
and at the same time brings those facts into systematic relation to other
areas of theory.

And, there is as alternative to treating communication as interaCtion --
An alternative which is proces's-oriented and yet can still account for the

facts of human argumentation, can account for its properties and its features.

But, before describ ing that alternative let me.be very explicit about

one thing: I am indeed suggesting today that Willard.'s claim about "non-
verbal" argument, rather than being right about argumentation, is wrong about
communication -- mid that it is wrong in such a fundamental way that the col-
lapse,of Willard's argument about argumentation heralds'the eminent collapse.
of communication theory as it is presently formulated around the concept of
"communication-tis-interaction."
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In order to see how this might be so, let us look at a portion of
the Kneupper-Willard dialogue on argument dOgrams, found in the Spring
1978 edition of JAFA. For the claims made there reveal the proOlems in-
herent in treating communication as interaction:

- In Kneupper's response to Willard's criticism of argument diagrams,
he makes the innocent but far-reaching obs&vation that Willard's redefini-
tion of argument. .

-

implies th argument may,be in part or wholly non-verbal.
Although -verbal signs or symbols may be utilized in com-
municatin an "argument," this communication does not fUnction
as argument until it is linguistically interpreted by the
receiver. Linguistic interpretation is necessary to make non-
verbal communication meaningful."

To Kneupper's claim that "Linguistic interpretatipn is necessary to
make non-verbal communication meaningful," Willard responds'vehemently.
With almost McCarthytst zeal, Willard accuses KneuRper of having "positivist
assumptions," writing:

This assumption is reflected in a statenlent l'can only describe
as astonishing. It is astonishing because (a) it reflects.a view
of non-verbal communication which, as far asI know, is shared by
no one working in that domain,rand (b) it is advanced as an obvious
fact rather than a proposition requiring supportive proof. . . .

Now, this is a very radical proposition': it says that people do
not attagh meanings to non-verbal-cues without linguistic trans-
lation.'

Willard is right -- on both accounts. First, Kneupper's statement
does imply that non-verbal cues have no meaning without linguistic interpre-
tation; and,-second, Kneupper's statement does reflect a view of non-verbal

. activity shared by none of the experts in that domain. So it is probably
questiable whether Kneupper is prepared to defend the claim that there is
no non-verbal communication just to be able to defend the claim that there
is no non-verbal arciument.

But that is precisely the claim that must be defended if we are to
understand why there can be no non-verbal, non-propositional argument.

And the claim is defensible -- there is no non-verbal communication.
.And the authority I use to support my claim is none other than Willard's own

prime source -- philosopher,Susanne-K. Langer.

For, you see, Wi/lard is not alone in trying to develop the implications
of the theory of symbolism presented in Philosophy in a New Key. Langer.hersslf has subsequently continua to develqp the themes of-her earlier work
-- publishing a philosophy of art in 1953," and the first two Arstallmtnts
of a philosophy of mind (1967, 1972)." And it is clear that bofrOf thesephilosophies are direct developments ofthe distinctions made and the theoriespresented in Philosophy in a New Key.' Thus, if we want to discover the im-
Wications of Langer's distfintions in Philosophy in a New Ke ,.we are no
longer confined to evidence provided there a one. We now have the resultsof.her own researches and reflections to draw upon -- and the results are
surprising.
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It is in volume two of her philosophy of mind that we find the crucial
theories and comments which m4ke possible the radical revision of commu-
nication theory that I am proposing today. While a description of her
justifhation for the following conclusions is beyond the scope of this
paper," several of her observations merit special attention relative to
the theme being here developed.

First,..based on her philosophy, she defines communication as follows:
"Communication is the intentional transmission of ideas from one indtvidual
to one or more others.1"16 The first key implication of Langer's definition
for the revision of cimmunication theory is that communication is not the
same thing as interaction. For one can interact, without communicating.
Langer makes this implication explicit when she writes: .

If the intention Miscarries, i.e., no ideas "goes across," the
individuats fail to communicote, though they may interact closely,
elaborately, even'violently.1/

Thus, while communication may be a component of some interactions, it is
not the same thing as interaction. 14h41e I suspect that no communication
'theorist of-communication currently writing today would go this far in em-
)10psing the ideational content of communication and how that differs from
-interaction in generA, Langer not only goes. that far in developing the
logical implications of her earlier philosophy of symbolism, she goes fur-
ther, saying:

I would make bold to say that,dolphins do not communicate, any
more than other animals -- crows, elephants, chimpanzees. [Langer
adds]: It is better to start systematic thinking with precise
though narrow concepts and proceed.to widen them by stepwise
generalization than to start with highly general notions which
being carried from one context to another, change their meaning.18

And what of the so-called "non-verbal communication" upon which any
theory of "non-verbal argument" must ultimately rest? Since those fpatures
of human inteaction which we presently designate "non-verbal communication"
are based.(for the most part) on an animal heritage which:we share with
other animals (and which Langer has already indicated is not "communication")
and because they operate using the same mechanisms which participate in ani-
mal interaction, nearly all of What we call "non-verbal communication" is
not communication at all -- even though those features of human interaction
may accompany actual communication, affect it in many ways, enhance its lik-
lihood of implementation; and even prevent its occurrence. That is, those
fa0ors are not the intentional transmisOon of ideas -- even though they
may enhance or inhibit that transmission% And, because tifey are not the
intentional transmission of ideas; they are not themselves communication.

I'm sure Professor Willard Would be shocked at Langer's conclusions --

especially since Langer even has a word to say about the "experts" Willard
-would have us give obeisence to. Writing of the conceptual carelessness
of two of the best_known experts in animal communication, Langer says:

William Evans and Jarvis BaStion, for.instance, define animal
"communkation" as any sort of interactiOn dmong animals, and
then spend paragraphs demonstrating by "deduction" tht in
animals interaction and communication'are
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and' what is Langer's evaluation of the fusion of the concepts of "com-
munication" and "interaction" as done by Evans and Bastion? She writes:

A definition that permits no distinction between phenomena
which analytic thinkers are trying to bring into systematic
relation is pragmatically a bad definition.2u

Willard's definition, it seems to me, is just that sort of definition
-- for in its fusion of argumentation with interaction, it makes it impos-
sible to consider how interactions involving argumentation differ from those
involving other forms of communication, non7communication, etc.

Finally, then, Langer applies her discussion of animal interaction more
specifically to human non-verbal interaction A- revealing in the process a
key distinction between that component of interaction which may be said to
be "communication" and all others which may,not. Referring again to Evans
and Bastion, she writes:

With such broad definitions one cannot make precise or even signifi-
cant statements. In order to fuse animal and human "communication,"
our authors have had to play down the conceptual content ofhlanguage,
i.e., the information intended to be conveyed by means of words, and
dwell on [in their words] "the,non-linguistic forms of human commu-
nication, which are no less significant in the context of human
social life. ." .21

Firmly denying Evans and Bastion's claim that non-verbal interaction is ither
the same as or an important as communication, Langer suggests the critical
difference between communication and non-verbal interaction centers on the
human ability to assert. She writes:

If facial expression, tont of voice and shrugs are really "Nb less
significant" than the verbal statements of our disCourse, then type-
written proposals, printed books and newspapers mnt present very
poor fragments of what a writer wishes to assert..".

The fact is, non-verbal activity asserts nothing at all. And, if non-
verbal activity cannot assert, it cannot argue: Thus, if we would have
theory of communication as process in Langerian terms,,we would need to have
a theory of the process of asserting and understanding.

Langer's denial that animals communicate ahd that human non-verbal
activity is communication because it cannot assert anything to be true or
false leaves many questions to answer that are beyond the scope of this paper
to develop. For example, we would certainly want to know:

(1) If animals don't "communicate," what do they do?
Ct'

(2) What is the relationship of verbal to non-verbal inter-
action, and what is the relationship of interaction of
either kind to communication?

(3) And what about "process"? Doesn't Langer's definition
of communication deny the "process",nature of communica
tion? Haven't both Barnlund2.3 and Delia24 criticized
this particular definition of 'communication as being non
"process oeiented"?
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While it is no answer to say so, Langer's philosOphy of mind pro-
vides a conceptual framework for systematically.answering all these
questions about comunication and more. J am presently preparing a
book-length manuscript desCribing the poisible.implications oi:J..anger's
philosophy for communication, but that is a yeae'or two from being
ready for presentation.

.

In the meantime, in.closing this papesr, let me griefly actress only
a portion of one question, as it Affects theorizing in argumentation, '
mamely: What do we mean by argumentation as a Communication process in
Langerian terms if neither,aegumentation nor communication are best con-
ceived is inteeiction?

Firtt, argumentatiOn as a forivi-of communicafion IS exactly what it
.

has always been the intentional assertion of conclusions based on

4.,
premises (whether the preferred analysis is ctassical syllogistic, Toul-
minesque,.or sentential logical, etc.) which are offeeed.as support. ,.
That is, because cOmmunication is-conceived as the ,"intentional transmis-

--sionof Ideas (called. "CcinclUsionsfl) bksed sin some. wal% oft other ideas ,

(called "prefilises"), Iq some cases, tht "based dh" relation between premiss
and conclusion is a deductive.relation; sometimes it ii an fnductive one.

-7.But-, the important'thing tn treating argumentation as a communication proc-
elS is that mining is'changed by the seemingly hovel discovery oi the in-
teractionfsts that it is.people in situations who argue with one another,
that they ocCasionally persuZi. one anoiller, misuoderstandone another, and
even .tnteract with ve Miother. Argument is distinguished from other species
ofcommuriication'prbtes.S primarIly by the fact that assertions, traditionally
called.premiS.ses,.are offered as support for other assertions called conclu-
sions. :those argument& have discernible form and describable properties --

a fact which'is attested by 24 centuries of observation, from Aristotle to
Toulmin, and,whfch,needs theoretical explanation-, not dismissal.

Why, then, havt commuhication theorists been driven io the position .

that communication ha& no characteristic form and discoverable properties
-- opting instead for an-interactional approach to defining communication?
And why will commUOcation theory oriented argumentation theorists like

inevttably be driven to the same position in spite of its "paucity"
of theoretical and empirical results?

The answer is to be found in their commitment to the notion Of communi-
cation as process: Specifically, scholars like Willard are compelled to deny
that arguments have form (when considered as communication) because communi-
cation itself is said,not to have an essential form. And their claim concern-
ing the absence of an essential form for distinguishing communication from all
other processes is Beelo's unchallengeddescripfion of "process" -- a descrip-
tion which explicitly specifies that processes do not have an essential form.
Interactionism in communication theory is a specific response to that theoretT
ical commitment.

But, the fact is, Berlo was as,wrong about Whitehea4's concept of process
as Willard was about Langer's theory of symbolism. Berlo utterly confused
"process" with "relativity" (in the sense of "relativism," not even Einstein-
ian relativity) and his sent an entire Oneration of comMunication theorists
on A merry chasein search of an illusory notion(of process. In truth, one
of Whitehead's chief concerns in his metaphysics\was to describe,how it was
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that processes came to have the forms, and therefore, the ro erties the
&W. }ifs ViTphilosophicariiiirght was to see t a w a 'we exper ence as
material objects, etc., were built,up from underlying processes whose fqrm
gave the material objecIs we see and experience their form. Thus, he was
concerned with how various processes could be disttnguished from one .

another by their formal properties. He analyzed how distinguishable proc-
esses might-be related to one 'andther, by such relations as "causal ef-
ficacy," among others. Mountains',' for all their apparent permanence, were
processes, and so were trees, and so is communicatia, But each of these
processes is distinguishable from the others by its formal' nature and
properties -- a formal nature which was not created by man tn his role as
observer, but which is discoyerable by man. Thus, the two Iwy commitments
of contemporary communication We-61:y,which are derived from Be'rbo's,approach,
to "process" are both in fundamental error -= if it As a Whiteheadian ap-
proach to process we are seeking. Explicitly, then, Berlo was wrong in
saying (1) communication as a-process means that "it does not-have a begin- '
ning. an end, a fixed sequence QI events,"25 and (2),"the structur-e of phys-
ical reality cannot be discovered'by man; it pust lie created by man."6
Communication and argumentation do have specifiable forms:and those forms
are discoverable, though the task is not,easy nor-the,forms as obvious as
syllogistic forms, which are simply the.codification of common sense and
careful observation.

Thus, in the final analysis, the fact that communication'is a process
in Whiteheadian terms changes nothing concerning our pre-information theory
and pre-Berlo era of theory. We have simply been sent on a snlpe-hunt lor
.a notion of process which never stood i .chance of succesa. 'And yet, it
changes everything. For arguments as coMmunication processes are still
processes, not things per se. And this .is where I susp d t at Langer's-
writing will be of future value. For Langer, as a student,of Whitehead's .

(he wrote the preface to her first book and:Philosophy ip a NewKey was deo-
icated to him) has written everything she's pUblished with 5rocess" think- 1,

ing as a background. Her claims about -Eommunieatiok reflect a process view- .

point in a truly Whiteheadian spirit -- while. dropping toth the metaphysital
generality of Whitehead's writing (because it cannot accuratelyyepresent el'
actual living processes, of which communication is just ome) and the meta-
physical vocabulary (choosing instead to,reconceive the already prese0
ulary of psychology and sociology to make it more ierviceable). e

J

In summary, then, the fact that communication theOrits in general,
and Willard in particular, dehy that arguments as proceses'haVe obervable
forms and specifiable properties derives from their sincere attempt to proper-
ly apply Berlo's total misreading of Whitehead's.process philOsOhy._ We halve
been working with an incoherent concept of process and byming our methodol-,.
ogies for our conceptual and empirical failures of the last tweoty' years.:
And, in this last observation is yet another reason-Jhat drOment
seems to me to foreshadow the radical disintegration of contemporary com-
munication theory -- that theory is based on a fuddamentilly:flawed concep-.
tion of communication as process.

To conclude, argumentation can best be conceived as a communication
process -- but only if we are willing to adopt a radically altered concept of
both communication and of process than we are presently drifting toward. For
communication is not interaction, and process is not formless. ptopertyless
activfty.

-
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I. WORKSHOP ON SKILLS.AND ISSUES RELATED TO USES OF VIDEOTAPE
TECHNOLOGY IN THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT

PRESENTORS

Carl M. Moore - Project Director, Communication and Law Project
Associate Professor, School of Speech

Bruce A. Landis - Program Coordinator, Communication and Law Project

Kent State University

A. INTRODUCTION

1) Background and major activities, CommunIcation and Law Project
2). Workshop rationale
3) Wortshop units

B. PERSPECTIVES

(Videotape) Persons with considerable experience discuss
potential applications of videotape technology
in the courts.

C. ADVANTAGES, DISADVANTAGES, RECOMMENDED USES

Advantages and disadvantages of using Videotape to record
depositions, demonstrative evidence and entire trials were
presented and discussed. Recommendations were offered.

D. RULES/CASE LAW

Federal and State Rules affecting the use of videotape in
civil actions and case law affecting the scope and limi-
tations of videotape in criminal actions were presented and
discussed. A manuscript version is enclosed.

E. VIDEOTAPE DEPOSITION

(Videotape) A videotape deposition is shown being recorded.
All major steps in the operator's preparation
and the recording of the deposition are demon-
strated.

F. EDITING

(Videotdp. ) Narious methods of editing 'videotape for
trial arepmonstrated.
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I.)

G. PLAYBACK

Equipment configurations for playing testimony or
evidence to a jury were described.

U. "LEGAL ARGUMENTATION AND ADVOCACY: A PANEL"

Carl M. Moore, Kent State University
W. Scott Nobles, Macalester CollegV
Richard D. Rieke, University of UtRil

An open discussion of issues raised by the Workshop was
held. Special attention was paid to how trial advocacy
might change if testimony and evidence are videotaped.
The following outline, distributed by Professor Moore,
served as the basis for a portion of the discussion.
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Depusition
CoTponent

co rdriTg

Where?
When?

HOW MIGHT TRIAL ADVOCACY (LEGAL ARGUMENTATION) CHANGE IF
TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE ARE VIDEOTAPED?

1. What er e. the differences between delivering courtroom testimony and
evidence by video-tope depositions ralther than by stenographic depositions?

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VIDEOTAPE AND STENOGRAPHIC DEPOSITIONS
(When recorded for and used in trials)

Stenofrdphic

Anywhere
At court, witness, attorney

convenience
How? Special operator skills

Who?

Revaiirng/
Editing

Witness, attorneys,
stenographer

Where?
When?
Reviewing

, Editing
How?

Who?

Olayback------

Whet?
Where?
When?
How?

Who?

Videotape

*Special space requirements
(Same).

*Special operator skills/
special equipment

Witness, attorneys, videotape
operator

Judge's determination

Judge's determination
As read at trial
Judge rules; reader executes

Judge; reader

(Same)

(Same)
Before or during tria,l presentation
*Judge rules; operator executes

(optional)
Judge; opetator (optional)

Written record
Courtroom
Trial
"Read"

Anyone

.....10 OININ

Videotape record
(Same)
(Same)
*Playback on VTR/monitors by

operators
Videotape operator

"J
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2. What ars the differences between videotape trials -- wherein most, if not all,

,
testimony is presented by means of videotape depositions -- and traditional

live trials?

Trial

Component

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VIDEOIAPE.AND LIVE TRIALS

Difference(s) in videotape trials

Time Likely.to be shorter, better planned.

Because all testimony has already been recorded likely to be a
more appropriate selection of jurors. May be ference for jurors .

with different experiences/attitudes.

Voir Dire

Opening
Arguments

Likely to be more precise, cogent and innoculatory.

Examination Style of presentation likely to be affected by medium; videotape

of Witnesses is far "cooler" than live examination. Attorneys will not be
able to utilize courtroom mystique, will not be able to adapt to

jury or judge reactions to testimony and evidence.
,?

Presentation Special evidence can be presented and witnesses can be made

of Evidence available

Closing
Arguments

Jury

Judge

Attorney

No perceived differences.

Fewer trials are likely to be resolved by jury decisions as there
are better bases for reasonable pre- and during-trial settleMents.
No reason to believe that the amount of award will be affectld.
Unknown what is filtered from juror perception by the caper*:
More efficient use of juror .time; likely to be shorteflury
duty.

.Able to make studied rulings on objections. Likely to expend

lest) time per trial.

To avoid incoherent and missing testimony, necessary for
attorneys to adapt questions to judge. Likely to expend more

time per trial". Because of recency of training and attitudes
toward VTR medium, young/new attorneys may have advantage.
Unclear how videotape will affect factors which contribute to

attorney credibility.

Plaintiff, Speedier trial will result ill speedier settlements. Defendant

Defendant, may lose opportunity to face accusors in person.

Litigant
4

Docket More trials can be'conducted more efficiently.
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.3.. What potential impact do the differenCes between videotape and the current
methods of delivering trial testimony and evidence have for the practice of legal
erguMentation?

'tone view of what constitute& the study and practice of argumentation is the
Jellowing model:

Refutation (opposing
argument, cross-examina-
tion) would be the choices

Issues f available to the opponent
for addressing each of

4. these components.
Argument
1. Conclusion
?. Proof

a. Evidence
b. Peasoning
c. Values

Arrangement (case construction) delivery (presentational skills) and style
* (language choice) are necessary to and affect these analytical components.

We believe that certain propositions (types of cases) -- especially shorter and
more routine trials -- are more,suiiable for videotape than others. Conversely,-
certain propositions -- especially long, complex cases -- are probably not suitable
for videotape.

Utilizing videotape to deliver trial testimony is not.likely to affect the issues
which will be addressed by the disputing parties or the conclusions which the
disputing parties want to communicate to the jury or judge.

The choice to videotape is likely to-affect the types of evidence which can and
will be brought to trial, whether certain evidence can be brought to trial and the
relative vividness and effectiveness of some evidence.

An tfl.torney's reasoning may be modified if videotape is selected. An attorney
may adapt her lines of argument to maximize what is-perceived to be the nature,
strengths and weaknesses of the medium. Choices have.to be made regarding the
best means of presenting the witness and his testimony. A position has to be
developed regarding objectionable material. One extreme would be to 'avoid asking
questions knowing the judge will sustain the objectiomaed that portion of the
tape will be edited before presentation to the jury. The other extreme, not
mutually exclusive, would be to raise objections in order to purposefully create
breaks in the tape and/or affect the continuity of the presentation.

Clearly, presentational skills are far more important on a videotape deposition
than on a stenographic deposition. Yet to be determined is what style(s)
are most suitable for the videotape mode. A whole host of factors can be affected
by the choice of setting for the videotape depositions. Witness background,
clothing and physical movement, to name a few, all ban be manipulated.

Maybe the mast important change is that the .attorney has to adapt to a yet to be
selected jury because she can not experience juror reaction to, testimony and
evidence.
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CASE-AW/RULES\

Civil

We will not spend much time on the several State laws and rules
governing the use of videotape in civil actions for several reasons:

1) Many:state rules explicitly permit the use of videotape in
civil actions. In these States there are not outstanding
legal issues to be discussed.

2) Rules vary somewhat from State to State. A brief summary
would be impossible here.

3) In those States which don't have rules allowing the use of
videotape the legal questions to be resolved are, generally,
not very interesting. The basic question is whether video-
tape qualifies as a "writing" or a "document" or a "written
document." The tide seems to be running in favor of video-
tape on this question.

I would, like to discuss briefly the Federal rule relating to the use
of videotape in civil actions. The use of videotape (andother non-
stenographic methods) to record depositions is expressly permitted under
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 30, which describes the pro-
cedures required for the taking of a deposition in a civil case in the
Federal Courts. Only one portion of this rule is directly related to
the use of videotape, and that is the only portion of the rule that we
will discuss here.

Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(b)(4) states: "The court may upon motion order
that the testimony at a deposition be recorded by other than stenographic
means, in which event the order shalldesignate the manner of recording,
preserving and filing the deposition, and may include other provisions to
assure that the recorded testimony will be accurate and trustworthy. If

the order is made, a party may nevertheless arrange to have a stenographic
transcription made at his own expense."

Note that under this Rule:

1) A specific, court order is required to authorize each non-
stenographic deposition. Pt is not the unilaterii-Prerogative
of the proponent of the testiniony to specify the manner of
recording. The court may refuse such a petition.

2) The court has wide latitude to include in the order any pro-
visions it feels are warranted to assure that the record will
be accurate and trustWorthy.

The first case in which a videotape deposition was ordered was
Carsow-v-Burlington Northern, Inc. [52 F.R.D. 492(1971)].
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The order in this case contained a specific set of procedu'res to be
followed. Another early interpretation of Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(b)(4)
was Kallen-v-Nexus Corp. [54 F.R.D. 610(1972)] which dealt with audio
tape use. This order also prescribed detailed and specific procedures
for use during recording.- These precedents were followed in Wescott-v-
Neeman [55 F.R.D. 257(1972)], which involved videotape, and in Marlboro
Products Corp. -v-North American Phillips Corp. [55 F.R.D. 487(1972)1,
whleh involved audiotape. It should be noted fhat in Marlboro the
court deemed an "independent operator" unnecessary from both a techno-
logical and an ethical point of view. This constitutes a departure
from Kellen.

Criminal

The use of videotape in criminal cases raises several Constitutional
and legal questions. These concerns have inhibited the growth of
videotape use in criminal cases and received extensive discussion in
the legal literature. We will discuss these points in some detail.

Ex Pake Evidence

Videotape is being used incrosesingly-to record physical (or real)
evidence for later use in trial. Recording scenes orcrimes, searches,
interrogations and sobriety tests are a few of the many potential uses
of video technology in this area.

This use of video does not seem to i.aise any serious Constitutional
issues. The major issue has been one of the reliability of the record.
The test that has evolved is a simple one wried over from still and
motion pictures: the videotape tape in the instant case must be a true
and accurate representation of the events recorded. As a general rule
if this can be shown no other criteria need to be met; the operator
need not have special skills nor must continuity of.possession of the
tapes be shown. Moreover, a witness other than thelvideotape operator
can be used to lay the foundation for the evidence. There are some
potential limitations to this use of videotape,'however. It has been
held that photographic evidence must not be overly inflammatory, must
possess adequate xalue as evidence and must not unfairly prejudice the
dedendant's case.'

Line-Ups

Line-ups are a type of evidence. However, because this, use of
videotape poses more serious questions of Constitutional law, it will
be considered separately. Remember that as with other real evidence
the videotape of a linel-;up must be an accurate and true'representation
of the events recorded.'i

The Sixth Amendment guarantees a defendant the right to have his
attorney present during a line-up. How this right affeCts videotape
line-up procedures is still a controversy. There are, basically, three
ways videotape can be used in a line-up:
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1) To record-a-normal line-up;
2) Topresent a recorded line-up to a witness;
3) To record a situation like #2.

As long as videotape is being used simply to record the event, as it
is in procedures #1 and #3, and provided that the .defendant's attorney
is present at the line-up according toqiormal practice, the toe of
videotape presents no problem. The presentation of a line-up on video-
tape, however, raises more complex problems. First, there are two types

of pre-recorded line-ups. The first involves showing the record of a
previously conducted line-up to a witness who could not attend the
original. In this case, the civestion is: It is permissible to play back .

a iideotape of a previously recorded line-up at which defendant's coun-
sel was present, for the purpose of allowing a different witness to make
an identification from the videotape, if counsel is not present.at the

playback? In United States-v-Collins [416 F.2d 696(1969)] the court
upheld the use of still photographs in just such a fashion, a ruling
that could easily be extended to videotape.4 The second:videotape line-
up procedure involves the use of videotaped pictures as the sole means
of presenting lineLups to witnesses. In this case, there is no "original"
lipetup. In Cox-v-State [219 So.2d 762(1969)] it was held that the
defendant is entitled to presence of counsel during,the identification.'

The Fifth Amendment privilege against self incrimination covers
verbal communication, "testimony," but is not considered to extend to
this form of evidence. Because no testimony is involved in a line-up,
videotape line-up procedures do not violate Fifth Amendment rights.

Confessionl

Confessions involve verbal communication, "testimony," and there-
fore fall within the scope of Fifth Amendment guarantees. Therefore,
for a videotaped confession to be admissible it must have a double
foundation: 1) it must pa'ss the basic evidentiary test of being a
true and accurate representation of the event; and 2) the confession
must be shown to be free and voluntary.6

Videotape Testimony

The major concerAbout the use of videotaped testiaony is that
it may prove violative of the confrontation clause of the Sixth Amend-
ment, which states: "In all criminal proceedings, the actused shall
enjoy the right ... to be confronted with the witnesses against him."
Construed literally, this would preclude the use of videotaped testimony;
but the tlause is not construed literally. Just how it is to be con-
strued, however, is a matter of some dispute. There is general agree-
ment that the right of the defendant to cross examine witnessesjs an
important element, if not the central element'of-confrontation./ Video-

tape testimony in no way interferes with the right of cross examination,
which can be conducted at the time of-recording with the,defendant present.
Another traditional element of confrontation is the ability bf the jury to
observe the demeanor of the witness. Videotape preserve-s demeanor evidence,
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but videotape recordingl can alter perceptions of the participant's
demeanor in some cases.0 It does not seem that thii alteration _is
sufficient to violate confrontation considering that the importance
of the demeanor requirement has been consistently diminished in recent
years'.9 The.requirement thit "the prosecution ... produce any.flailable
witness whose declarations it seeks to use at a criminal trial"lu appea
to have been retently elimlnated but availability may still be an issue..
This problem can beleliminated by-extending the definition of "court" and
"trial" t9 include the place and time of recording. In that case the
witness would be "produced" and availability would not be at issue.

A final interpretation of confrontation is that it is designed to
prevent the admissionipf unreliable evidence.. However, because video-
taped testimony preserves the major junctions of confrontation by:
1) insuring that the witness testifies under oath;,2) insuring that the
witness submits to cross examination; and 3) permitting the jury to ob-
serve the demeanr of the witness, videotape testimony could be pre-
sumed reliable."

Confrontation also guarantees the defendant the,right to be present
when testimony is given against him. This should not prove a problem as
the recordings easily can be taken in the presence of the defendfnt and
he can be present in the cour:troom during playback of the tapes.13

There also has been concern that the use of videotaped testimony
would run afoul of the hearsay rule. This concern can be approached in
two ways. First, it can be argued that when testiMony is recorded on
videotape for presentation in trial, the difinition of "court" and "trial"
should be extendedto'include the taping. Thus, the witness would

077

testify "in cou t" and hearsay would not be at issue. Second, it can be
argued that th hearsay rule was designed to exclude unreliable evidence
(exceptions t the rule are generally based on presumptive reliability,
e.g., dying declarations) and that videotape avoids the dangers generally
associated with hearsay because the witness is under oath, demeanor is
preserved and can be observed by the jury, and the witness can be cross
examined. Therefore a new exception to the hearsay rule allowing' the use
of videotape could be made.14

'S

Videotape Trials

The presentation of entire criminal trials,on videotape raises yet
another set of issues.

The Sixth Amendment guarantees a defendant the right to a public
trial. Allowing the public to view the playback of the tapes in the
courtroom andLor to be present at the tapings would seem to satisfy' this
requirement:lb

Article III and thwSixth Amendment guarantee the right to trial
bY jury in criminal cases. If trial by Jury is interpreted in the
traditional common law sense, the videotape trial isi'precluded. This
right is now interpreted functionally, however, its purpose being defined
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by the Supreme Court as "the interposition between the aaused and his
accuser of the commonsense judgment of a group of laymen and ... the
community participation end shared responsibility that results from that
group's determination of guilt or innocence,"10 To perform these
functions the jury mullt be large enough to: 1) insure deliberation;

,

2) be free from'attempts at intimidation; and 3) make possible a repre-
sentative crosi section of the community)/ Because the videotape trial

. procedure does not interfere with any of these characteristics or
functions, it should not abridge this right. .

/

1 The guarantee of.trial by jury in the Seventb Amendment implicitly
bliges the judge to be present during the tria1.18 The literal

pplication of this\rule would preclude the videotape trial as it currently
is conducted. Two arguments can be made in this regard. First, it can

be argued.that videotape allows the judge to fulfill his major functions,
i.e., ruling on testimony, controlling the*effects of misconduct,
explaining the law of the case, and warning jurors of their duties.
Videotape simply allows a jud-ge to perform many of these duties out of
the presence of the jury. Second, it has been stated that "the test
in determining whether the absence of the judge from the courtroom
durinq the pmgress of the trial calls for a, reversal of the judgftnt
is whether; by his absence, he loses control of the proceedings.'"
Barring a malfunction of the tape equipment there should be no need
for close control of a jury viewing previously recorded and edited
testimony.e0

I
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at 640 [hereineftir cited as Stiver].

10
California-v-Green 399 U.S. 149 (1970), at 174 (conCurring

opinion of Harlan, J.).

11
Dutton-v-Evans 400 U.S. 411.(1970). This ruling appears to

eliminate any rule requiring the prosecution to produce all avail-
able witnesses. But, see Stiver, at 639; which holdt that Dutton
is a narroW exception to a general rule requiring the produaTcFC
of witnesses enunciated in Barber-v-Page 390 W.S. 719 (1968).

12
Ca1i ornia-v-Green 399 U.S. 149 (1970), at 158. In this
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Analogical argument has been the subject of much discussion 1

and study
2

in the speech communication field. However, little research attempts to
discover those circumstantes under which it is frequently utilized. This
paper will first discuss the nature of argument from analogy, and then
present and explicate instances of analogical argument in one particular
field--legal disputation.

Analogical Reasoning

Fundamentally, argument'.from analogy is the process of comparing two
(or more) distinct objects.or ideas to reveal certain similarities. If
similarities are established, then something known to be true of or
applicable to.the former is,assumed orinferred to be true of or applicable
to the latter. Symbolically, if item A possesses attributet 1 through n + 1,
and if item B possesses attributes 1 through n, then item B is inferred to
possess attribute n + 1 as wel1.3 For instance, if an advocate compared'
New York City and Washington, D. C. and demonstrated various similarities,
it might then be claimed that if New York City. had a successful mass transit ,

system, then Washington, D.C. -could establish an effective mass transit
system as well. Siiiions essentially employs analogical argument in his
extension of scientific methodology,to generic rhetorical criticism:
"There are norms which distinguish the scientific quest from other
intellectual activities, and these, I woul4 maintain, have direct appli-
cationito the study of rhetorical genres." Thui; argument BY analogy, claims
that what is true or applicable in one example or field is likely to be
true or applicable in another example or field, based on,observed similaMtces.

Traditionally, analogy is divided into two types: literal and
figurative. Literal analogy refers to a compariSon between objects of
one class (relevant to the claim advanced).° Examples could tnclude
analogies between two large cities, two automobiles, or two persons.
Figuratiye analogy encompasses comparisons between items in two different
classes.° Instances could include comparisons babies and new countries,
between bottles and wits, or between businesses and families. Argumentation
texts generally hold that only literal analogy has logical validity; figura-
tive analogy is considered to possess persuasive value only as it effectively
explains ideas.!

This view has been challenged, however. Wallace suggests that some
figurative analogies, like "London:England;:heart:body (London is to England .

as the heart is to the body) may have the force of fact; whereas the literal
analogy with its many relationships may at best attain a high degree of
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probability."
8

While it may be true that, in point of actual fact, this
figurative analogy ls true, while most literal analogies are only probably
true (even if it is a sound literal analogy), this is not dueQto its
logical structure. Truth is simply not the same as vaTTaity.' It is not
the case that the figurative analogy has the "force of fact" in virtue only
af its form of reasoning (i.e., figurative analogy).

Furthermore, Rieke and'Sillars claim that since n9 two entities10
compared are "literallr the same, thert "all analogy is figurative.
However, "literal" here modifies "analogy", and, since the term "analogy"

, explicitly refers to a comparison between distinct objects, then utilization
of the phrase "literal,analogy" to refer to comparisons within a given
class is not inappropriate. This phrase is not intended to connote com-
parisons of the same object, but comparisons within the same class.

Other classifications.have been suggested as well. Several authors
have written of analogies utilizing a comparison of relations or ratios.
Mill writes of "resemblance betweem relations," which is one of the meanings
of the term analogyx11 Whately speaks of analogies or ratios in his
Elements of Logic,16.and of 'analogies between examples in his Elements of
Rhetoric:is Wallace discylses analogies both as ratios and as comparisons
between objects or items." Sacksteder identifies three types of argument
from analogy: "An argument from analogy may cite a similarity between

.15
qualities, a similarity between relations, or a similarity between structures.
There appears to be a similarity between anal9gies between entities and of
qualities; and between ratio's and relations.10 A classification similar to
those ditcussed above is proposed here. However, it is more useful to
classify analogy on the basis of the type of claim established rather than
purely on the basis of the type of comparison utilized. Sacksteder notes
that his classification system is "cumulative," that "to cite a similarity
of relations includes a similarity of qualities,"17 which could lead to
confusion jn distinguishing between the various- types of analogy.

Exemplary, analogy is here defined to be a comparton of two (or more)
particular instapces of a given phenomenon so as to discover a datum about
the nature of ,one instance. Thus, its function is to discover an item of
information not yet known about one, from comparison with another example
of that phenomenon in which that item of information is already known. ,This
mass transit analogy is an example of this type of analogy. An extensional
illustration is here defined to be a comparison of two,(or more) fields or
sets of circumstances so that a rule or generalization appropriate for the
'one field is found to be appropriate for the other as well. This form of
analogy functions to extend a rule or generalization beyond itsbpresent
scope. It should be noted that this may well employ an exemplary analogy
to justify the extension of the rule to the other field, by comparing
examples from each field sp as to disclose their similarities. An example
of this is Simons' extension of scientific methodology to rhetorical criticism.

In order to facilitate ensuing discussions, analogical arguments will
be analyzed into two parts. The first part of the analogy is termed the
initial instance or initial field. It refers to that part of the analogy
inferred from. The remaining part of the analogy is termed the terminal

+
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instance or terminal field. It refers to that part of the analogy which is
being inferred to. Thus, New York City's mass transit system is the initial
instance; WaSh:gton, D.C:'s (potential) mass transit system is the terminal
instance. The ciences are the initial field in_Simons' analogy, while
rhetorical criticism is the terminal field.

Universal agreement does not exist up6h the appropriate test for sound-
ness of analogical argument. For example, Thompson writes that "the basic
test of an analogy is simply, '012 the points of essential likeness outweigh
those of essential difference?'"I8 Ah alternative view is expressed by
Ziegelmueller and Dause, who suggest that a test of analogy is simply, "Are
the compared cases alike in all essential regards?"19 While these two
tests may appear similar, the former sets a standard which is much too
generous. While it is reasonable (actually, necessary) to allow some
differences between compared instances, it seems unwise to accept as sound
an analogy based on cases which are in any essential respects different:\
The latter test for argument by analogy is, therefore, preferable. Those
characteristics which must be similar for one case to be analogous which
another can be stated formally in what will be hereafter termed a rule of
applicability. This rule states those conditions (as criteria) which must'
be satisfied for the two cases or sets of circumstapces to be considered
analogous and the inference to be considered sound./u

It is not claimed here that advocates typically make the rule of
applicability explicit--or even that advocates in general considqr such
a rule. Rather, this role is an abstraction of part of the reasMing
process inherent in the justification of analogical argument. The advo-
cate who does utilize this notion in his argument, however, makes clear
the basis for his claim of validity (or soundness) for his analogy.

. In the first illustration utilized earlier, the rule of applicability
would state those conditions essential to a successful mass transit
system, e.g., a certain geographic dispersal of housing, employment,
shopping, and recreational opportunities; certain levels'of resources, etc.
If it is shown that Washington, D.C. meets these criteria', if it is similar
to New York in all regaYds essential to the claim advanced, then a datum
known to be true of New York City is inferred to be applicable to
Washington, D.C. as well--namely that conditions are appropriate for a
successful mass transit system.

In the second example, the rule of applicability would state those
conditions essential to successful application of scientific research method-
ology, e.g., opportunities for observations'of a large number of the phen-
omenon under investigation, availability of appropriate measuring tools, etc.
If it is demonstrated that the field of rhetoric is similar to that of science
in all regards essential to the claim advanced, then a rule or model of
research applicable to science can be extended to cover the field of rhetoric
as well

- It should be noted that one method of justifying an extensional analogy
is to utilize an exemplary analogy, In that case, one (or more) instance
from the field where the rule is accepted is compared with an instance from
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the.field where the rule is not yet considered appropriate. Onecould
attempt to justtfy, the extension of norms of scientific research to
rhetorical research in this fashion. This exemplary analogy would begin
as any exemplary analogy in the field of science, with a rule of appli-
cability stating the criteria for appropriate applicatiom of the example
of scientific research to another instance of research. However, a
difficulty develops here. Since scientific methodology is heretofore
assumed to be valid only in the realm of science, one of the criteria of
the rule of applicability would be that the terminal instance must also
be in the field of science. Therefore, when utilizing an exemplary analogy
to extend a rule from op field to another, the advocate must alter the
rule of applicability so as to allow extension to a new field. The advo.-

tate must demonstrate that a criterion thus far assumed to be essential--
in this case, that the example of research must be in the field of stience--
is not reallly essential. Only then can the exemplary analogy proceed, and
if that criterion can indeed be shown to be nonessential, the extension of
the rule from one field to another is justified.. The rule of applicability
has been altered so as to extend the scope of the rule.

Thus far, two types of analogy have been distinguished: exemplary
analogy, which moves from an examination of two (or more) particular in-
stances of a given phenomenon to discover some information about one of
the examples; and extensional analogy, which extends a rule, method, or
generalization from one field or set of circumstances to Another based-
on observed, relevant similarities (both of these types of analogies could
be characterized as forms of "literal" analogr,' the former corresponds
roughly with analogy Akom example and with Sacksteder's qualitative
analogy, the latter with analogy of relations and with Sacksteder's relational
analogy). The instance or field inferred from is,termed the initial instance

!g

or field, and the instance or field infer ed to is termed the terminal field.
The test of an analogy is bound up with i rule of applicability. That
rule states those criteria which must be tisfied for the datum or rule
known to be true of or applicable to one field or exampleto be inferred
to be true or applicable to the other field or example. These criteria are
the set of all conditions essential to the claim being advanced.

Analogical Reasonin_g in Legal Argument

Justice Benjamin Cardozo, in his essay, The Growth of the Law, outlined
some of the important characteristics of any viable legal system:

Law must be stable, and yet it cannot stand still. Here is the
great antimony confronting us at every turn. Rest and.motion,
unrelieved and unchecked, are equally destructive. The law, like
human kind, if life is to continue, must find some path of compro-
mise. The two distinct tendencies, pulling in different directions,
must be harnessed together and made to work in unim. All depends
upon the wisdom with which the joinder,is-effected.41

It is the contention of thts paper that this joinder of stability with
the ability to evolv'e, is effected to a significant degree through the utili-
zation of the two types of analogical argument distinguished above. Support
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for this contention will consist of an examination of, first, the use of
exemplary analogy by judges and lawyers to argue from past precedent to
present case--commonly known as the doctrine of stare decisis (to stand
by previous decisions):-and an examination of the use of exemplary analog-
ical reasoning to reject a potential precedent case by demonstrating
essential differences between it and the instant case (commonly known as
distinguishing a case). Second, examples of the utilization of extensional
analogy by the courts will be examined to show how a court can extend
existing rules to covermew areas, facilitating evolution in the law.

Exemplary Analogy in Legal Argument

From earliest times the courts in England--from which we draw much
American lawrecognized the value of emploiling past cases to.decide
current cases. Thus, one of the earliest English writers on the law states:

If any new and unwonted circumstances, hitherto unprecedented in
tIv realm, shall arise, then if anything analogous has happened
before, let the case be adjudged in like manner (si tamen similia
evenerint per simile indicentur) Once it is a good opportunity for
proceeding.a similbus ad similia.2

This practice of following prKrdentifas evolved into the legal doctrine of
stare decisis, bithich requires that if a question decided in a past case
is the same or substantially the same as that found in a case Currently
under consideration, then the court is (generally).obliged to follow the
previous decision in ruling on the present case. American Jurisprudence
discusses this doctrine:

The determination of a point of law by a court will generally be
followed by a court of the same or lower rank, if a subsequent case
Kisents thre same legal problem, although different parties are in-
volved in the subsequent case. This, judicial policy JA frequently
referred to as the doctrine or rule Of stare decisis."

Corpus Juris Secundum notes the limitations on .this method of legal policy:

However, the rule of stare decisis has a limited application in
determining whether settled legal principles are applicable to a
particular fact situation; and the positive authority of a decision
is coextensive only with the facts on which it is founded, and can .

apply only in subsequent caaes in -which the facts are similar. Thus,
while a decision is binding in a later case where the issues and the
facts are the same or substantially the same, it is nat conclUsive in
a later case if the facts are different.24

This parallels clearly the form of exemplary analogy. Two cases are compared,
and, if they are found to be alike in all essential regards, then what is
known about one--the way it was decided--is inferred to be vpropriate for the
other. The past case, the potential precedent, is the initial instance, andthe instant case is the terminal instance. Furthermore, the courts utilize
the appropriate test for this analogical argument: the former case serves as
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precedent only if the facts are the same (or substantially the same);
no analogy can be drawn if the compared instanceS are different in
essential regards.

'American Jurisprudence indicates that the courts look to the previous'
case itself to determine whether or not the previous decision is applicable
to the instant case:

A prior decision on a legal point has stare decisis effect in a
subsequent case only if the same or substantially the same
question is involved in the later case. To determine whether
the questions are identical or substantially so, the alleged pre-
cedent must be considered in light of the facts and issues
existing in the prior case as determined from a reading of the
prior opinion as a whole. Where the facts are essentially different,
stare decisis does not apply, for a perfectly sound principle as
applied to one set of facts might be entirely inappropriate where
a factual variance is introduced.25

Thus, appeal to past precedent is not simply a matter of applying a rule
articulated in a prior case; it is clearly on analogical process which
examines the particulars of the alleged precedent. The court must look
beyond the rule stated in the past decision and also examine the facts of
the case in the potential precedent: If all of the facts essential to the
decision in the first case are found in the second case, and if there are
no important facts present in the second case absent from the first, then
the facts are "the same or substantially the same" and stare decisis
requires (in general) that the decision of the earlier case.be applied in
the later case.

If, however, an attbrney (or the court itself) can point to an essential'
element not found in both cases, then the former case is distinguished from
the case currently under consideration. In that instance, no analogy can
be drawn between the two cases, and the decision of the former is not appli-
cable to the latter.

Thus, exemplary analogy serves to give the law stability, a sense of
justice, and it provides the opportunity for citizens.to conform their
behavior to a predictable law. This function of analogy was elucidated by
Bodenheimer:

A fundamental tenet of justice demands that essentially similar sit-
uations be treated in the same way by the law. It is the purpose
of analogous applications of rules to aid in the implementation of
this axiom by an equal treatment of cases falling under the same
principle of policy.26

Exemplary analogy is frequently utilized by our legal system, and serves the
important function of facilitating stability in our legal system through
application of past precedent to present case. '



Extensionil Analogy in Legal Argumentation

4.

Just as the utilization of exemplary analogy to move from past
precedent to.present case (on the basis of the principle of stare
decisis) stabilizes the law, the use of extensional analogy in the
application of established rules to new circumstances or fields allows
the law to evolve. This contention will be supported mainly from an
examination of actual court cases to illustrate this application of
extensional analogy.

An excellent example of this evolutivary process can be found in
the landmark case of Pearlman v. Feldman./I In that opinion Chief Judge
Clark (of the Second Circuit Court of Appeals) held that Feldman (the
Director and majority stockholder of a corporation) was liable to the
minority stockholders for selling control of the corporation through selling
a block of stock at a significantly.higher price per share than was obtained
by the minority stockholders. In arriving at this decision the Court found
that as a director Feldman has a fiduciary duty to the corporation. The
court then defined the responsibility that was entailed by such.a relationship
by comparing the director-corporation relationship to the fiduciary relation-
ship existing between a trustee and the beneficiary of that trust. The
Court reasoned:

BOth as a director and as a dominant stockholder, Feldman stood
in a fiduciary relationship to the corporation and to the minority
stockholders as beneficiaries thereof... His fiduciary obligation
must in the first instance be measured by the law of Indiana, the
state of incorporation of Newport... Although there is no Indiana
ease directly in point, the most closely analogous one emphasizes
the close scrutiny to which Indiana.subjects the conduct of
fitiuciaries when personal benefit may stand in the way of fulfill-
meilt of trulst obligations.28

Here, the Court compared a relationship in the initial field where the
fiduciary relationship has been defined--trustee-beneficiary--with the
relationship existing in the instant case or terminal.field--director-
corporation (and thus director-stockholder)--and decided that the rule
which applies to the first relationship--strict scrutiny--should be
extended to apply to the new relationship in another field. This exemplit-
fies the court-s utilization of extensional analogy to extend the scope of
a previously established rule.

Bodenheimer also notes this utilization of analogy in legal reasoning:

Reasoning by analogy involves the extension of a legal rule to a
fact situation not covered by its words but deemed to be within
the purview of a policy principle underlying the rule. If there is
a rule, for example, that the executor of a will is precluded from
bringing actions outside the state of his appointment, it might be
extended by analogy to an administrator of an estate. This extension
would be predicated on the rationale, held to be implicit in the rule
in question, that the authority of court-appointed functionaries to act
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in a representative capacity should be limited to the juris-
dictional limits of the state in which they are performing
official acts. Another ammle of analogy would be the
application of a rule, Or set of rules, imposing liability for
negligent performance of obligations on vendors, purchasers,
landlords, tenants, and bailees to other categories of
obligors, in the absence of cogent arguments favoEing the limi-
tation of the principle to the enumerated groups."

Thus, extensional analogy is a viable tool for extending a legal rule
from one set of circumstances or field to another. This form of analogy
serves to allow evolution to the laW, to allow application of rules to
analogous situations so that the fundamental fairness of the law is
facilitated.

Mapp v. Ohio--An Illustration of Analogical Argument

The importance of both exemplary and extensional analogy in legal
argumentation and decision-making is illustrated by the utiliiation of
these forms of argument in the case of Mapp v. Ohio,J0 which is one of
the most important cases ever decided in history of criminal procedure.
Prior to Mapp, the Court had ruled that evidence seized by Federal
officers in violation of the Fourth Amendment's prohibition of illegal
search and seizure was inadmissable in court. This exclusioury rule
was first articulated in the case of Weeks v. United States.." However,

in Wolf V. Colorado, the Court decided that "for a state crime the Four-
teenth Amendment (prohibition of violation of due process of the law by
the state action) does not forbid the admission of"evidence obtained by
an unreasonable search and seizure."32

In the instant case, the defendent was convicted of possession of
pornographic literature in violation of Ohio statutory law. Her con-
viction was based primarily on evidence seized in an illegal search of
her house. Some of the arguments made by the-State of 'Ohio, by her
defense counsel, and some of the arguments cited by the Supreme Court's
decision in this case contain various arguments from analogy.

r
The State urged that her conviction be upheld upon this appeal. Its

brief claimed, among othier things, that the decision of the instant case
should be guided by decisions in'certain potentialS precedents. It cites

Supreme Court opinions in the Irvine v. People of State of California and
Wolf v. Colorado, as well as the State v. Lindway decision (which the
Supreme Court had denied an appeal in, thus tacitly approving of it).33

TF'1, State also urged that a case advanced by the appellant--Rochin v.
Californ a--should be disttnguished from the present case:

The efense claim that the appellant's constitutional rights were
disre arded by the police in.obtaining evidence in this case, and, ,

cite Rochin v. California, 342 U.S. 165, in support of that con-
tenticin. No physfcal examination of the appellant was made o .

secure the evidence which was the basis for this prosecution,
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as was done in the Rochin case. It is therefore inapplicable,
and the Supreme Court of Ohio so held in its op1nion.J4

Thus, it is claimed that a criteria essential to the rule of applicability
in the Rochin case--a physical examination of the defendent--is absent in
the instant case. Therefore, the State contends that the Mapp case should
be distinguished from it, and that the decision in the Rochin case not be
binding on Mapp.

The appellant's brief, as suggested by the response of the State,
advances Rochin v. California as a potential precedent.35 It is also
argued that the Mapp case be distinguished from State v. Lindway--one of
the cases,advanced by the State. In the latter case, the defendent was
suspected of making bombs. Mapp's attorney is claiming that since bom&
making is more dangerous than possession of yoillography, the admission of
illegally-seized evidence may be justified in the prosecution of a criminal
dangerous to society, but not in the prosecution of possession of pornography.36,
Thus, the claim is made.that these two examples differ in an essential re-
gard, and so the decision of the earlier case is not applicable to the
current case.

The Supreme'Court in its decision suggests the presence of an
extensional analogy. First, it notes that the Wolf decision should be
overruled:

Today we once again examine Wolf's conlptutional documentation of
the right to privacy free from unreasoWbble state intrusion, and,
after its dozen years on our books, are led by it to close the
only courtroOm doorreniaining open to evidence secured by official
lawlessness in flagrant abuse of that basic right, reserved to all
persons as a specific guarantee against that very same unlawful
conduct. We hold that all evidence obtained by search and seizures
in violation of the ConstitytiOn is, by that same authority, inad-
missable in a state court.v

This implies, of course, that the exclusionary rule should be extended
from federal to state action as well. Later, they specifically note
that they are "extending the substative protection of due process to all
constitutionally unreasonable searches--state or federal."J8 Thus, exten-
sional analogy is illustrated by the Supreme Court's expansion of the
exclusionary rule from federal searches and seizures to all searches and
seizures.

Thus, the Mapp case illustrates analogicd4 argument on three levels.

1----)
First, both prosecution and defense urge that decisions in past cases be

, held as precedents. Second, both prosecution and defense urge distinction
of cases advanced by their opponents as precedents. Finally, the court
extends the extensional rule from federal action to state action.
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It appears that analogical argument not only is utilized
frequently in the judicial system, but that it serves important
funotions there as well. Exemplary analogy provides stability to
the law through the doctrine of stare decisis. Extensional analogy
allows the law to evolve by extending rules to analogous situations.
Both serve to facilitate fundamental fairness--to help assure that
equal situations receive equal treatment.

vi
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THEORETICAL HURDLES FOR THE .ADVOCAT i RAPE TRIALS

X Ralph Towne
411/1

and lir D

t' Steven 11: Weiss.

.J.et.us presume you have just been selected alga juror for a rape
trial-% The judge addresses you and eleven of your peers with the

V
following: 4

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury: Jew

You have been selected for an extremely important activity.
You hove a great responstbility ahead ofryou. You must take on
this task with lreat seriousness. ,-'You have been selected as the
jury for the case of the State vs John -We. That is, you must de.-

cide whether John Doe.raped Jone Roe.

You ore to listen carefully for the next several days.to'all
the evidence you will hear' and, based on that evidence And that
evidence alone, determine whether the State proves to you, "beyond
a reasonable doubt," that John, Doe had forceable, sexual inter-
course with Jane Roe against her will.

You must make no decision before all the evidence has been-
presented. You must poke your determination from the facts pre-
sented and those facts alone. ,

As the trial proceeds, you will notice that you will hear con-
flicting descriptions of events among the witnesses. Their stories .

will vary in detail. Even a,given Witness's testimony may change
from time to time during the trial. You must recordthese differences
in your mind, remember them, and later in the jury 'room decide whose
version you,will accept, ou.will have to decide h. ignificantly42
,the stories vary and how important is the variation. timately, you

... will have to decide who to believe.
My. 'function is to tell you what theolaw is and to explain it to

you if you have questions about it. You, and you alone, are respon-
sible to determine what the facts of the case tre. You are the fact-
finding body, not the opposing attorneys, not even me.

In will, from time to time, hear one or the other attorney
object to questions raised or testimony given,. At thattime I shall
rule. If I sustain the objection, you will disregard the information
in making your decision. If I overrule the objection, you may con-
sider the Material..

The prosecution will begin the trial. Upon ccimpletion of the

State's caie, the defense may or .may nOt present a case. -And even
if the defense.decides to present a case, John Doe may or may not
take the stand. You 'Mist remember that Mr. Doe does not have to
take the stand in his own behalf. You must not reach any-conclusion from
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his willingness or unwillingness to take the stand. He is the
defendant and is innocent until he is proven guilty. It is vital
that you remember this. In our system, a man is innocent until
proven guilty.

With this in mind, we shall begin the trial. Will the
prosecution please begin its case.

What you have just heard is an hypothetical opening.speech by a
judge to a jury. Though it is hypothetical, it i0not atypical of What
you would hear were you empaneled as a juror in a rape trial. It includes
all of.the major topoi of such speeches. We.wish to analyie this speech
with you, examining t number of contradictions inherent,to the courts, as_
presently structured, which can impose significant hardship on the advo-
cates in a rape trial unless they are thoroughly aware of the total
courtroom model. ,Our present wnsiderations are theoretical alout.the
structure of the courts rather-than psycho)ogical (though there arc many
psychological.problems as well).'

4.

First, the judge insists that the'jury is'a fact-finding body. The
jury must base its decision on the evidence (uied interchangeably by the
oourtl with "facts") presented ahd that'evidence alone. TheY are told
to listen to all 'the testimony, render no decision until all has been
presented, and then decide what happened on the facts alone. The jury's
function is investigatory. They must determine'what the lAtts of the
case are and render judgment accordiegly. ,They are asked to listen and
decide whether the,facts show "beyoncra reasonable doubt" that John Doe
did, or did not, rape 3ane Roe.

4?
And yet we are sure you would all agree that this is a-strange

fact-finding, investigitory body. It ig one which: (1) has others, the
advocates, select for it which "facts" it will hear; (2) has another, the
judge, determine for it what is relevant and what is not, what they may
consider and what they must.disregard; and (3) has outsiders,.the advo-
cates again, do all of its investigation and research.for it. What an,
unusual fact-findinlieroup!

Second, an investigatory situation is established for truth-seeking.
Such a truth-seeking situation is customarily supplied with all of the
normal techniques of inquiry. But not so in this particular-situation.

410
At work here are also additional techniques of advocacy. These are the
very techniques which many people like ourselves have argued may be used
for,the examination of truth but more often are the techniques used for
winning a decision whatever the'truth may be. We contend that the court-
room it a good deal more like the latter case than the former and is,
therefore, a good deal more like a battlefield than a laboratory.

Third, the judge reinihds the jury to suspend judgMent, until all the
evidence has been presented. Literally, this must mean that.the juryidoes
pot know and should not try to figure out whether dr not John Doe raped
Jane Roe until they have been sent to the jury room. This is after all the
testfmony, the cloging speeches of the two attorneys, and the final charge
of the judge, when he will carefully explain the rape laws,to the jury.

,
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One might wonder whether such a caveat is even humanly possible in the
debate format of the courtroom (a psychological question).. But there is

yet another structural inconsistency we wish to observe. While the jury
is to reach no decision until.trial's end, they are also cautioned strongly
to remember that the defendant is innocent until proven guilty. They must

and must not suspend judgment. They must reach no conclusion until they
deliEiTiti but must carry with them throughout the entire trial the judge's
words and the fundamental principle, of our legal sYstem which proclaims the
innocence of the defendant.

Fourth, and finally, the judge asks the jury to consicjer the question
of fact, whether or not John Doe raped Jane Roe? We contend that this

direction is incorrect in two ways. To begin, that which is being con-
sidered is not a question of whether the defendant As or iS mot guilty.
Because of the debate format, they consider no question of guilt or inno-
cence but the proposition of guilt, Resolved: That John Doe raped

Jane Roe. The defense is not required td investfgate thainnocence of
John Doe. They merely mayWiild that the prosecution must prove guilt.
Innocence is not necessarily established. It may be only the case that

the defendant is not proved guilty.

Even more important, however, in its influence dn the burden'of
the advocates is what seems to us a mistake'of both the coats and our
argumentation theory, The courts and our theory both contend thatwa.
proposttion of fact is being argued in the courts. We do ndt, 'believe

this is the case." Pa'rt of the defense for Our position can be found in'
the rape trial itself as well as the judge's opening comments. In thg

rape trial, a major issue the jury must decide is the believability of

the woman,whO claims to have been. raped.' While on some.occasions others
are present who can co.rroborate her teftimonY, rarely is this the case,
Corroboration ofthe particular aCt'of rape is hard to'come by.- Most
frequently, the jury must detide whether it believes the woman's
description of the'rapist 4nd/or believes her when she claims she was
attacked, there was sexual:intercourse, and that there was intercourse
without her consent: The believability Of the woman is fundamental to
the trial and the jury's decision. And to determine her believability,
the jury must make use of a great deal more than the "facts" of the case
described by the woman. At the very least'they are making a very com-
plicated value decision in the trial rather than trying to decide on the
proposition of faCt alone.

But, further; when,the jury passes a iferdict of guilty, to the
supposed yroposition of fact:we believe they are also saying, "and
should be punished." Without this addition to the dedsion, there would'
be no.real reason to have the trial. If all they were deciding was guilt,
and,dfd so, the judge would say, &the defendant, "The jury has found
ygp guilty as charged," and then aajdurn tile court. Nothing further womld

appen. And if this were the case, who would want to play such'anexpen-
sive, traumatic, absurd game. No, the jury has to presume that Wis
recommending that the man be punished or not for the rape as well or the ,

4Whole affair becomes qui.te unacceptable. A simple proposition.prfact is
not what the jury is considering.
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An alternaeive proposition that can be offered, then, is ResolOed:
That John Doe raped Jane Roe and should be punished for it. This at
least justifies the need for a trial . Something is going to happen from
all the unfortunate proceeding. If something like this proposition can
be seen to be at the heart of.the debate, it permits us to see that there
is probably some underlying proposition of policy being argued. And yet
this proposition does not yet satisfy us. 'The act of naming guilt is
sepaeated from the act of sentencing by the courts.

From the initial realization, though, we discover a policy proposition
which really does seem to underlie the activity at the rape trial. That is,
Resolved: That you (the individual jury) should vote that the defendant
John Doe raped Jane Roe. This seems more clearly to represent what the
jury's responsibility is for they do not always have control over sentencing
(though they still presume that punishment wilA result and are recommending
it with a guilty decision7-a plan detail or plank, as it were). This
proposition stems to account better for some of the actions that do take
place in the rape trial than the simple proposition of fact which we shall
begin to see in the next sectfon of the paper.

We, therefore, coriclude that the model of the trial held by the
court (and some argumentation theory as well) involves a number of major
inconsistencies. Among others, the court conceives of the trial as a
fact-finding investigation to determine truth whereas the process followed
is one of advocacy structured to give a win to one side or the other.
Further,.consistent with the notion of inquiry, the jury is told to suspend
all judgment until the end of the trial. At the same time they are warned
to 'hold the.defendant innocent until proven guilty. Finally, the court
peesumes that a proposition of fact is being debated and this is not the
case. At least a verPcomplicated proposition of value is present, the
believagility of tile woman, and ,probabTy a proposition of policy. The
courtroom model is ihdeed a complex mixture bf elements which intermingle
with each other, sometimes consistently and sometinies fnconsistently!

One way for us to deal With the inconsistencies in t -model, if
inconsistency is Annoying to us, is tp determine the co istent pattern
we favor and campaign for legislative change of the co ts. Some have
lobbied successfully to effect suth change,. Witness t e reasonable success
in restricting the use of "past se).sual ,history" of th woman in rape .

trials. (We believe this particular modification may not have been wise,
by the way. There is evidence to suggest that jUrie want such information
anyway. This being the case, ,they can build all° sor of damaging images
of the woman in their minds given some of the covert implications that a
defense attorney can offer and-whtch7are-virtually impossible to,stop. In

muchjs called tb .the jury's mind by theAetails of the incident
self and th4surround1ng context. Foe instanCe, imagine what an active

imagination'can do with the following -facts: the woman- was drinking beer
with a friend at 2:26 am in a%barl a man,, the defendant tame op and, after a
little conversation offered her. a, 41iiiiit" lf she wriuld go out to lics car
to get it; she accepts, gets into the car, they drive, park.in a Aark spot',
have a smoke; he rapes her she claimS. Mithout a balance of the real past
sexual history of the woman which may 6e as pure a life as the Virgin Mary,

.4
la
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the creative imagination can easily destroy the woman's character
and, therefore, her believability.) The process of change is slow,
however, so the advocates must find ways to account for and adapt to
the model rather than bemoan it.

How a given attorney adapts will, of course, depend a great deal
on the particulars of a given case. lf, for instance, the raped woman
is a sweet, young thing who is able to maintain her composure under the
difficult conditions of strenuous cross-examination, the prosecutor may
choose to treat the whole trial as a fact-finding search for truth. tf

the defense has a client who is the All-American boy who is alleged to
have raped a sixty-three year old woman, he may well build .a whole case
on this anomaly and worry almost not at all about the "facts" of the
case. Given an act so distasteful and bizarre, the prosecutor may well
choose to develop other issuesof the policy proposition (like.the threat
to societi, of a sick defendant, for instance). Presented with certain
conditions in the particular case, the attord!ys must be aware of the
problems presented in the first half of this paper and select their
'rhetorical strategies accordingly.

However, even mith the variability of the particular, thkprevious
'analysis does lead to a number of important observations for the attorneys
in the rape trial. First,,they must understand that the process in which
they,are involved is one of advocacy, nbt inquiry. Scientific demon-
stration is not what is going on. The-IT-facts" tn and of themselves do not
win. the'trial. The Process -IS rhetorical in t,he fullest sense of the
.term. At a minimum, the facts must be spun into a believable, web. There
is no scientific data unconnected to the whole panoply of rhetorical
strategies, The attonieys must clearly distinguish between finding the
faC'ts and finding the way _to present them. These observations do not, by
the way, prohibit an attorney 'from treat-41'g the trial asp it were a

' science laboratory interbsted'only in the "facts." If this approach-fs
taken, though, the attorney'MuSt recognize a rhetori6a1 Choice has been
"made 'designed to produce a winning decision. In spite of the strategy
.se'lected, the.situation is not a scientific inquiry. And the selection
is only one of.many approaches that one can take. It does not eXhaust

, the possTiTie case approaches.
A

Second, the attorneys must be much more conscious of the "real" burden
rather than just the leg& burden. The prosecutor has, at least, the
responsibility of convinring the ju'ry that the woman is believable. The
jury is surely not going to suspend judgment until the ghd of the.trial.
One reason for this will be based on the believability,of the woman
claiming rape. ,T6 defense must not make firm decisions about its case
c.until the woman has testified and been cvss-examined. Depending on the
estimated believability of the woman% thedefense may choose a range of
cases from simply resting to putting the defendant mthe stand. The
comparative believability.must weigh heavily in the decision. The jury is
placing the burden in their minds,and both attorneys, but particularly
the defense, must be aware of the issue. When the attorneys eealiie that,
the court is fundamentally contradictory on'the whole issue of burden, then
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it opens .further cautions for case construction.

Finally, the attorneys must be able to adapt to what is probably being
decided upon--a policy proposition rather than a proposition of fact. This
is of primary impbrtance to understand the inherent issues underlying a
given jury's decision: If we presume the propqsition of fact in the rape
trial, there are only three basic issue's -in the trial. Did the man have
(1) forceable, (2) sexual intercourse with this wmman, (3) without her
consent? Such an analysis permits a relatively simple case based upon a
handful of particular assertions with their evidence advanced by the
prosecution and denied by the defense.

But as we realize that there may well be a proposition of policy being
considered (Resolved: That you [the juror] should vote that John Doe
raped Jane Roe) the issue analysis is no longer the same. Any good debate
coach worth his or her martini can make clear for both the defense and the
prosecution the standard issues inherent to propositions of policy. It,

then, requires only that the advocates spin a web around the details of .

the case in such a way as to imply the issues to the jury.

The prosecutor may decide, for instance, to build a case around the
vils in the status quo" (the status quo being described as having this

Oil, perverted man, John Doe, loose on the streets). The strong impli-
cation fi)r the jury as the "hideous" story is reveale4 is the threat to
themselves, their wives, their daughters. Then, rather thitcn having the
woman's character tarnished by being required to tell the ghastly tale
in public for all to hear, the story that one wOuld repeat even to their
closest friend, she becomes a person who is rying to save the community
from this apparent "monster."

Or a defense attorney may want to struc ure a case which emphasizes
the,real danger of putting an innocent man behind bars for 30 years. We
Must presume that in any crime where "consent" is a major issue, doubt
can be raised. 'What makes the doubt a "reasonable doubt" may be the
defense,httorney's dependence upon a fear of false convictions--a serious
"plan. disadvantage."

The major point to be emphasized in this final observation for the
advocates is that they must not be limited in their issue analysis? For

either of them to assume that the topic being debatedis a proposition of
fact is probably incorrect. For either of them not to employ a policy
analysis cheats themselves, and ultimately their client, out of the
available means of persuasion in the given/case.



THEORY AND CRITICISM

THE "IDEOGRAPH" AS A UNIT OF A14ALYSIS IN POLITICAL ARGUMENT

Michael Calvin McGee
University of Iowa

Though we think more often of the substantive ideas it spawned,
the French Revolution also produced a unique orientation to thought in
general, a perspective centered on tha concept "ideology." _This new
concept emerged in 1795 out of the perceived need to change the mass
self-conception of a French people previou'ily conditioned to Royalist
or ancien regime worldview. The habits of thought, the established com-
monplaces of argument, which had been effective in confronting the col-
lective life in 1780 were after the Revolution inappropriate and in many
cases counterproductive, "reactionary" and in a way more dangerous to the
new order than an enemy army. Thus the Convention created the Institut
de France, charging elite academics with the job of "re-educating" the
French people. These pedagoguei chose the strategy of characterizing
the human "idea" as historical process rather than as a discrete thing
belonging to the )ndividual, "Idea," in other words, was said to be a
comillex, collective phenomenon which evolved over long periods of time in
res'ponse to various and changing circumstances. The formal study of this
process could be called "ideology," the science of ideas, and practitiOners
might be thought of as "ideologues." If each member of the French polity
studied "ideology" as part of his/her formal education, the notions of the
ancqn v4gime could be presented as a step along the road to more enlight-
ened and noble ideas associated with the new order. So we have the first
of a series of examples in recent history of bending the educational pro-
/cess to the service of ,the state, making our schools into instruments of
propaganda by insisting on "quality control" with regard to the teaching
of values, interpretations, judgements of all sorts.'

At least in its original sense, there would seem to be an intimate
and obvious connection between "ideology" and "rhetoric." Yet4 despite
the appearance of close association, the concefts "ideology" and "rhetor-
ic" developed in isolation. Only very recently have the two traditions
been associated with the intention of using one idea to enrich or fortify
the other: Among social theorists, the notion "rhetoric" has been a
in favor of the more scientific concept of "communication-research. The

claim is clear,ehowever, that ideology must be studied by analyzing the
messages which "persuade" lindividuals to accept the "reality"of life as
it is pictured in "the products of the'culture industry, film, magazines,
illustrated newspapers, radio, television, and the best-seller literature."2
Among students of rhetoric interested in "movements" or in "generic criti-
cism," the term "ideology" is used with an increasing requency, albeit in
a casual manner, to describe either the inventional sources or the actual
collection of arguments used by a group to articulate and protect special
interests.3 And am9ng writers who study "ideas" for their history and not
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for their social or political function, a curious union of "rhetoric"
and "ideology" is provided by their use as competing methods of organiz-
ing and interpreting hittorlol data:. Bailynhas used the concept °ideol-
ogy" with prof1t,l0pile PocWEk is convinced that "rhetoric" is the more
useful concept.4

As Lichtheim has observed of "ideology" and Scott of "rhetoric," the
two concepts are ambiguous and subject to perplexing terminological abuse
even in the traditions which spawned them.5 If there is to be profit in
linking the concepts, therefore, we must be careful neither to borrow
gratuitously nor to -Impose' presumptuously one tradition from/upon the
other. In this essay I shall try to avoid the stretching or mystifica-

Ns tion of either term: It will be argued that links between "rhetoric" and
"ideology" are simple, straightforward, and empirically verifiable in the
body of public discourse. will suggest that both concepts derive from
the need to explain human motives, particularly those which actuate public
behavior. Each idea is wholly dependent on the language which is used to
communicate or control human belief and behavior, and it is through an
analysis of the language in which "ideology" is expressed that one can de-
rive a verifiable conclusion regarding the state of a public consciousness.
"Rhetoric," in short, is a genre of publIc discourse in the context of which
demands 4re put upon the belief or behavior of "the people," at large and
in specific. Rhetoric is capable of.generating social reality, a masS "con-
sciousness" or "ideology" which is false" only tiecause it is a creature of
faith and commitment and thus beyond or prior to both empirical- verifica-
tion and the criticiSm of logically toordinated inferences.6 Once created,
an ideology.becomes the primary inventional source for future rhetorics,
future persuasive surgeries 40 the mass consciousness. My inIerest in
this process is essentially methodological, for I am convinced that the mar

. ture, and even the fundamental existence, of an "ideology" can'be establish-
ed only through careful analysis of specific rhetorical documents; and, vice
versa, I am convinced that any assessment of the social effect of rhetorTE--
musk be made with reference to that "ideology" which is simultaneously both
the source and the object of public persuasion.

Human Motive

One of ihe nagging problems of the last two centuries, and particu-
'larly of the ewentieth century, has beem our inability to gauge and describe
specific human "Mot4ves." We can see and describe the conduct or behavior
of individuals, but when we ask, "Whydid she/he.do'that thing?" we enter
a realm of almost metaphysical speculation. So, for example, the only
"non-scientific" specialty in medicine is psychotherapy, where, in effect,
we "brainwash" individuals who are engaged in "aberrant" behaviors by
"conditioning" them to adhere to "acceptable" principles of conduct. We,
determine which motives are acceptable by a survey of "normal" individuals,
and we procee0 with our "conditioning" by creating a persua0on out of our
analysis and description of dreams, myths and such non-emptrical or meta-
physical concepts as "Id," "Ego," and "Fantasies." So obvious is our "witch-
doctoring" that ptychiatrists are referred to in common parlance as "shrinks,"
and even among psychoanalysts ,thete have been admissions that psychotherapy
is in the end a tyranny of the majority.7

Though primarily it affects our judgements of personal conduct, the
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more consequential manifestations of the problem of.determining "motive"
are social, affecting human collectivities. Thus when our Leaders
choose a particular mode of conduct, it is important for-us to believe
that they are sincere and motivated by acceptable principles of public
welfare. Because justifying one's behavior with argument discloses
"motive," it has been true through .the course of history that, As Nh-
mier. observed, "even KingsChave feit constrained to give reasons."8 If
a Leader can convince the people that she/he acts.only in the public
welfare, his/her power is thereby magnified by the process of acquies-
cence Locke destribes:

He that will look into he history of England will find that
prerogative was always largest in the hands of our wisest and
best princes, because the people observing the whole tendency
of their actions to be the public good . acquiesced in
what they did, and without the.least complaint, let them en-
large thetr prerogative as they pleased, judging rightly that
they acted conformably to the foundation and end of all laws,
the public good.

Because, as Edmund Burke argued, Leaders have much to gain by seducing the
people into a 'good opinion of them, we can never be s'ure of their pious
claimS.10 So all oflus must be critics of sorts, evaluating first the sin-
cerity of our Leaders and then the principles of public-conduct they rec-
ommend: When a RichArd Nixon claims for his motive "the principle of con-
fidentiality," it must first be decided whether he is wressing his true
ideal or trying to save his power, and then we must jud4e whether or not
the alleged "principle of confidentiality" is an acceptable motive of public
behavion.

In making these collective judgements, however, we have forced upon
ourselves the same sort of majoritarianism which handicaps our judgement
of indiviOual.motives. For "Id" and "Ego" we have substituted the con- ,

cepts "rhetoric%and "ideology": Thys, in deqiding if a particular Leader
is, as he claims, one of Locke's "God-like Princes," we say that his jus-
tifications are on a dialectical continuum between."Nixon's honest convic-
tion" at one extreme and "Nixon's campaign rhetoric." If we believe.the -

Leader to be virtuous, we subsequently characterize his argument substan-
tively as "Nixon's pKilosophical principle" at one extreme, or, with a
pitiful tone, we label the argument'"Republican ideology" and suggest that
poor Nixon is a victim of his conditioning. These sets of.opposites
("Sincere/Rhetorical" and "Philosophical/Ideological") indicate that we
have made a sound judgement, for in using technical terms such hs rhetoric
or ideology we say ,that a Leader is sincere, but that we do not like wItat
we have 6een told. q.

4.
J

A single paradox underlies our difficulty with the problems of "mo-
tive." Whether we deal with a person supposed,tg be "ibsane" or a Leader' ,

supposed to be driven by dedication to the publR good, we conceive ,"motive"
to be an objective thing. We observe the conduct of individuals, traps-

, lating their stated beliefs and observed behaviqrs into a vocabulary of des-
criptive and supposedly 'Ivalue-neutral" terms.1', We tome up with a thor-
oughly fictional thvention which is wholly dependent upon a technical vocab-
ularly. "John Doe engaged in thus-and-such behavior which we can describe
with our vocabulary of purely descriptive concepts." We then submit our
full-styled story .(emphatically notAhe behavior 0.11 behavior) to an "analy-
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sis of consistency"; that is, we inquire whether or not our conceptions,
grammatically, are general enough to comprehend all analogous behaviors
which we can observe and logically coordinate. Should a random set of
behaviors sensibly fit the generic term imposed upon them ("neurosis,"
for example), we think that we have explained a human motive; in faet, we
have explained nothing except the premises and terms of our own story,
the meanings of words fabricated by an observer. As Szasz suggests,
"objectivists" say a great deal about themselves, as translators, but
little about the motive of John Doe:

Language has three main functions: to transmit infor-
mation, to induce mood, and to promote action. . .

The social sciences -- psychiatry among them -- are de-
voted-to the study of how people influence one another. The
promotive use of language is, therefore, a significant aspect of
the observations the social sciences seek to describe and explain'.
A major difficulty in this enterprise is that the social sciences
. . . use everyday language, which ts often imprecise and which
lends itself readily to promotive usage. Thus, psychiatric and
sociological -descriptions frequently offer promotive statements
in the guise of cognitive assertions. In other words, while al-
legedly describing conduct, psychiatrists often prescribe it.
Calling a person mentally sick is an example: it asserts, or
implies, that his behavior is unacceptable and that he should
conduct himself in other, more acceptable ways. When social
science functions in this fashion, its own formulations present
a barrier against the recognition of the very phenomena it seeks
to elucidate and comprehend.

. .

Terms like 'neurosis,"psychosis,"mental illness' --
indeed, the whole gamut of psychiatric diliteastic labOs --
function maAnly as counters in a pseudomedical rhetoric of
rejection."

The invention of what Ortega calls a "physico-mathematical" and "objectip"
vocabulary of motives misleads us because we come to think of our own ana-
lytic terms (e.g. "neurotic") as purely cognitive or empiriCal when in fact
such terms have no referent outside the_mind of the analyst. They reflect
a subjective social reality, an agreement among us as to acceptable" or
"unacceptable" conduct, but the "objectification" of that reality is a fal-
lacy, "rhetoric, the ttimmings of Oildish presumption . . . the terrorism
of the laboratory. 1114

The paradox, of course, is not our lack of objectivity; rather, our
predicament derives from the piety with which we insist on maintaining ob-
jecti4ity when dealing with inherently subjective matters. We are afflict-
ed by an impulse to credit only "objective" demonstrations, but at the
same time there is a general inability in judging both public and private
motives to be "objective" in practice. The impulse is widespread to reject
the inherent subjectivism of social life in general and political argument
in particulars When we criticize an argument we cannot accept -- the as-
sertion that A conflict of classes makes social revolution inevitable, for
example --Ihere is the impulse to say that it is based on A thepry only,
that rigid scientific tests cannot verify the extravagant claim.1 But
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should we be called upon to deil with an argument we believe -- the
vision of absolute human_equality, for example -- we tend, in practicel _

to accept the advocate'§ "philosophy" uncritically and to test nothiti
but his/her sincerity.110 In the first case we use a general belief in .

objectivism to discredit the idea that there is or'can be,"truth" in the
inherently subjective "lies" which are the substance of rhetortp and ide-
ology. In the second case we are practically incapable of objectifying
our own ideology, unable to think of our most noble cultural values as
rhetorically-generated commitments and not demonstrable "truths.'

The alternative has already been mentioned; that' is, one might identi-
fy "motive" wholly with its expression, conceiving with Szasz that in clas-
sifying motives as "acceptable" or "unacceptable"'we do no more than evaluate
communicational styles and messages:

According to [the currently prevalent positipn], Psychiatrists
treat mental diseases which are just as "real" and "objective"
as bodily diseases. I submit that the holders of [this] view
have no evidence whatever to justify their claim, which is ac-

. tually a kind of psychiatric propaganda: their aim is to create
in the 'reopular mind a confident belief that mental illness is
some sort of disease entity, like an infection or a malignancy.
. . . Not only is there not a shred of evidence to support this
idea, but, on the contrary, all the evidence is the other way
and sUpports the view that what people now dall mental illnesses
are, for the most part, communications e#gre'tsing unacceptable
ideas, often framed in an unusual idiom."

When on0s "mentally ill," "duped by rhetoric" or "deluded by ideology,'u
the only objective evidence of such condition is self-report, peculiar lan-
guage usage. Indeed, since the representation of an internal state by cer-

,-tain verbal behavior is purely suppositious, "motive," "rhetoric" and "ide-
ology" are in practice purely symbolic phenomena. ,All We can know of such
things is confined by the words used to express fundamental consciousness of
motivation.

This notion is not unfamiliar to rhetoricians, of course: The major
works of Kenneth Burke are focussed precisely on the symbolic analysis of
human motives. Burke, however, approaches the question of motive in spec-
ific, looking with his "dramatistic metaphor" at a particular problematic
text, an individuatee"motive" which appears to require interpretation.18
Burke appears to avoid the concept ot "ideology,"'perhaps because he is.in-
terested in the relationship between discoursp and "humanity" generally,

,.not, as Marx and Mannheim had beeh, in the connection bytween "usage" and
"mass consciousness" in ?particular political totieties." The Marxian con-
cept "ideology" invites attention to a "grammar" and "rhetoric" of motives
within a specific culture. Such "grammar" and "rhetoric" would be a prod-
uct, not just of our symbol-using essence as human beings, but also of 0
defintte social and political structure into wbich' we are born, and'in the
context of which we must survive.

There are two perspectives from whtch"one might investigate an "ideology"
in specific as it relates to the style of "rhetoric" evident in a particular
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socia -political systein. One may'look. to mset of an ideology in 'specic
inst ces of rhetoric meant tobcontrol a mass audience, "the people."'
One flay also look to the source$ 'of such argument directly, probing the

.

presipppositions which contain a "map' or paradigm of the:social relation-
shiA between Leaders ("government") and "the peopletwhich have been
institutionalized in the community-. The first strategy puts emphasis ex-
clusively on the wayjn which those who have power control.the mases,
leaving the false impression that the rhetorical function of ideology is
'simply manipulative. The second strategy accurately portrays ideology
and rhetoric as politically neutral-, equally effective (potentially) in
controllJng the Wiavior/belief of Leaders or "people." Because it is
in my judgement more accurate generally, and because the rhetorical ef-
fects of ideology in Anglo-American communities are alleged to be equal
pn Leaders and "people," I will pursue the second strategy by suggesting
that "ideology" is in practice a political language with the capacity to
dictate decision and to control the political behavior-even of the most
powerful individual in the community.

The Coercive Power of "Ideographs"

The power of a.Prince is no smaller nor more subtle because he/she
was freely elected by "the People"; yet most of us (indeed most of the wqrld
much prefer enduring the.power of a President instead of suffering the tyr-
anny of sow Ugandan dictator. Why? Nixons or Fords or Carters are certain-
ly free to Indulge personal vanity with capricious uses of their power, but
they have not made such tyranny a habit. Each seems to acknowledge some
control over his behavior. And what could control the behavior of a person
with the capacities of a President? Each day, wherever he goes, Carter
has at his side an innocuous black valise containing everything necessary
to reduce the earth to radioactive rubble. All he need do is push the button.
We can punish tYrants and maniacs after the fact of their ounacy or tyranny
(if we survive it), but in practical terms, the only way to control power
at the moment of its exercise is prior persuasion.

Most social theori,sts conceive these controls as socializing or con-
ditioning 'agents, for we acquire the vocabulary of control (terms such as
"liberty," "law," "tyranny," and "trial by juey of our peers") with the
idea of rhetoric, however, for controlling power is in fact a seduction and
not strictly the stimulus/response process conceived in behaviorism. Leaders
who wield the power of a state are not made to heed a rhetoric of control in
the same way Or a conditioned dog is obliged to salivate, or socialized
children are required to speak English. Against the naked reality of power,
a phrase such as "rule of law" is just that, three words with no objective
meaning. If the Leader can find words powerful enough to justify his abuses
of power, he may ignore with relative impunity normal and usual constitution-
al requirements -- even to the point of engaging fn an unauthorized and illegal ,

war in Viet Nam made palatable by nothing but a rhetoric woven around the term
"national security."

Despite insistence that prior controls of power are essentiallArhetor-
ical, however, one cannot dismiss the notion of "socialization" or ,"condi-
tioning" entirely, for we are dealing with an unusual genre of rhetoric which.

, presumes its own effect: All future Presidents of the United States learn
with the,rest of us tile limits of government power and their obligation as



citizens. Though we do not always see the proper course of action, it is
presumed that our reaction tc; any claim put upon us as civic duty will be
autonomic. So it is that we are surprised, nOt when an allegedly sane young
man agrees to travel half-way around the world to die for God, country, apple
pie, and no other particularly good reason, butrather wheNe young man dis-
plays good common sense by refUsing to be conspicuous in a civil war which is
none of his business. We create a rhetoric of war to persuade us of its neces-
sity, bUt we presume the rhetoric to be effective and regard negative popular
Judgements of it as unpatriotic cowardice. We see this rhetoric reinforced
throughout society, in requirements for citizenShip imposed upon immigrants; -

4.
constitutional requirements for the holding of pOlic office, classes reqdired
for a high school diploma, the conduct of a grammar school classrobm, and the
promotional techniques employed in every sector of the private economy.

Rhetoricians generally identify the rhetoric of control as sOme species
of political dis6ourse and proceed to deal with it by naming it "argumenta-
tion," submitting it to the formal analyses recommended by the category "reason."
This is totally unsatisfactory. Consider our idea of "rule of law"; Argu-
ment is a process of affirmation and denial of propositions; it is the means
of proving the truth of grammatical units, declarative sentences, which purport

- to be a reliable signal representation of reility. Propositions make claims
in their association of subject-terms and predicable-terms. And it is in the
association of-terms, not in the terms themselves, that reason seems to lie.
So within the vocabulary-of argumentation.the term "rule of law" makes no sense
in itself, it is beyond or prior to criticism of any sort, until it is placed
in the context of a proposition, as the subjeot or predicable of a declarative
sentence. If I say "The rule of law is a primary cultural'imperative in the
United States," or if I say, "Charles I wat a cruel and capricious tyrant,"
I have asserted a'testable claim which may be criticized by logically coor-
dinated observations. But if I say simply "the rule of law," my utterance can-
not even qualify logically as a claim. Further, should I force such terms as
"Religion, Liberty and Property" (the essential rally-cries of the Puritan
Revolution in England) into propositions, in order to see "arguments" rather
than "slogans'," I will have distorted through oversimolification the complex

am meanings of the key terms of conflict and commitment."

Terms such as "property," "religion," "liberty," "right of privacy,"
"equality," "tyranny,"-"freedom of speech," "rule of law," and "principle
of confidentiality" seem to have intrinsic force , perhaps compelling ration-
al agreement just by their utterance. Though words only,.and not claims,
these terms are more pregnant than declarative sentences could be. They
are the building-blocks of "ideology," We might think of them as "ideo-
graphs," for, like Chinese symbols, they signify and "contain" a unique
ideological commitment; further, they presumptuously suggest that each mem-
ber of our community will see as a gestalt every complex nuance in them. .

What "rule of law" means is the series of propositions, all-of them, which
could be manufactured to justify a Whig/Liberal order. Ideographs are one-'
term sums of an orientation., the species of "God" term or "Ultimate" term
which will be used to symbolize the line of argument the meanest sort of
worker would pursue, if he had a dialectical skills ofAhilosophers, as a
defense of his stake in and commitment to the.society." Nor is one
permitted to question the fundamental logic of ideographs: Everyone is
conditioned to think of "the rule of law" as a logical commitment just as
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one'is taught to think that "286,000 miles pee second" is an accurate em-
pirical "description of the speed of light even though few of us can work
the experiments or do the mathematics to prove it.

A complex...series of logical and epistemological questions arise frOm
recognizing ideographs. We might, for example, inquire closely, into the
"reasonableness" of using ideographs in usual political circumstances, for
if we cannot say that "rule of law" is the desirable criterion for judging
"Nixon's conduct" on the basis of our ordinary logics, and if we think such

. Judgements possible and permissable, we should take pains to.describe how
. our conclusions can be "reasonable." A beginning could be made by looking'
'to =either of the Burkes, Edmund or Kenneth: In The Sublime and the Beauti-
ful, Edmund describes what he calls "compound abstractions,'t terms which,
TTEe ideographs, have complext-primariTy historical and experiential, mean-
ings. He argues that there is good sense in compound abstractions, a con-,1
cession that he will not grant to the "simple abstractions" of philosophy.'
And the "logic" part of Kenneth's "dramatism" (Grammar of Motives) seems
pointedly designed to avoid the oversimplification of "'motive which de-

24rives from pushing our key usages into predetermined propositional molds.

Either of the Burkes' reasonings, hpwever, must leave us with a more
basic epistemic question: In suggesting that ideographs act astagencies of
both seduction and conditioning, we seem to be asserting that such terms as
"rule of law" are simultaneously "ideas" which use to warrant our own
deed and to persuade others, and "imperatives4 or 7-diities" which use us,
determining with social pressures our capacity to accept or to reject claims
made upon us. We have a thing in front of us which, contrary to the tradi-
tional meanings of the terms, appears to be both "idea" and "feeling" at the
same time. It is the epistemic eqUivalent of thp "wavicte" recently di,scover-
'ed in physics, a thing which is both matter and energy, either simultaneously
or alternately. Behavioral or cognitive epistemologies seem as unprepared to
account for ideographs as Newtonian theory with gyantum mechanics. So Cly-
nes argues, though his alternative seems wobbly.zb'

In any case, though one must acknowledge their existence, it is pre-
mature to address either logical or epistemic questions here. 'At best these
concerns seem tangential to the argument, siijipl.y, that in public argumegt
ideographs exist and function, clearly and evidently,.,as agents or media.of
political.consciousness. The more immedi,pte problems are of analysis andl
interpretatim: How does the notion of ",ideograph" aid description.s of-pub-
lic argument? What do we gain by looking to an "argumentative" unit which

.

is pre-propositional?

Many arguments simply are not "rational" in their force. There ii no
news in such a claim, of course: We haW.long.recognized that a darker side
of rhetoric "makes the better argument appear worse and the worse appear
better."2b In the twentieth century particularly we have been worrizi about
the "short-circuiting" of reason by emotional appeals', "propaganda."" But
though we recognize that there is non-rational persasion, most of us in the
past have fallen prey to the impulse Rudolf.Heberle exemplifies:

One rarely*finds a well organized', systematic presentation [of the
"ideas" of a social movement]. Ideologies are usually; formulated
in proclamations,-resolutions,. speechs, pcograms, platforms, pam-

,
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phlets, essays, and newspaper ffirticlei. . . . .As a rule',,,one .has ,

to .reconstruct the thought 'Aystem of a movement frok many differ-
ent sources.. . . . The publicly:proclaimed goals and ideas are not
always the true and real alms of:a movement. . . . [To describe_ .

'ideologies] (1) We begin with th4 systematie presentation 'of the
proclaimed content of the ideology. (2) This' may be.folloWed by .. an inquiry into the historical orligin of the variousideas which .

'compose the ideology. . . . (3) We then inquire 'into the underlygn
assumptions concerning the. nature of man and ofsociety on whicir ,.

the proclaimed program or ideolo4 is based; . .. . (4) Finally,
the question may be raised as to what made this ideology appealing
to, the people who participate in the fnovement. , . .. On the:first
level (If analysis . . '. incoherentlyypublicized-ideaS have to be ...
brought together in a systematic order. The discqiery)of thir-order .

i s, holever, often impossible before the secondvild *third steps:have
been taken. In particular, the fh4r1j. level of alystis *wilt often

, . 4

presentnus with thoie ideas_ thkt enable Id to-bring, order itito_ the,, r

whole.
.

. ..

f/
., 40 : It

INWP :y4 -k\*i ."
. .

.. . ,

Presdntbd with "propaganda," a- series..of 41ppeals- whicrr aittracts.,the large "" P'
masses. of the people, we'9observe th'at the, "arguments" are incbherent, emo.=, '"1
tional, associationalAutbursts unworthy of', the name "argumttnt.",14e-theli .

. ,.
either ignore the persuasion altogethet, 6eat 'it strictly ps'ychol*dgicaily
(with nO attention to i ts idea .content ),,- or" wo.fo'll ow 'Hebei e.by -rewni ti ng
the propaganda, making it proposttional in our ariallsis -when in fac<t',- in4 II ' A 'its real terms, it was not propositional a l.lt-a. '.

.

i
. .: .

..
' )

. 4 .,

Three. eiamples will-testify to the neceiStstty'of 'the ConceRtion ",ideo-
graph" 'in describing the reality of ideo1elfa1 1144.,politieal compeOtion:c, 4

( 1 ) . Michael, Polailt
, .

is but one of ttietespectable "historians-of Wet',
.

. i
. , - , , ...

who 'profess to belitve that it iS possible.to 4dentify the origiQ of Anglo- 4
American pol itical 'commitinents in coherent pol itical .,philosophy.30 He ii(- ,
wrong. A. survey of the arfuments generatigc during. thelPuri tall' Revolution,' 1.

_the time ivhen allegedly the "philosophical" fkadition of "Rettgion, Liberty -,-
and Property" originated., shows that the ,idtWI're}igionfl iberty &nil prop-,
erty" functiOned as idebgraphS: .. ,

..
.. . ... ....

a.

., . is "7 . 1-

, - When the men Of the Long Parl lament' wanted 'a- -shordnind. phrase to '--
-,,

, tj Um up their- Caue they,. said -they were--idefetid` ing ."rel igion_.,:fiberty,
iand 'property."' "Ve .,gan.noW te.ehOw willel,y ttreSe..,w0dS.,. extend., Re-!

. 1 igion. could cover the var.:thus emotions 'linking -..Pl4otettaniism; and.:, ,..
.0

. -. .: patricktism; the strategic anxieties "'Avid by. the Iteirty Yearis' War, ,..

. - ..",'the,desire ,foe an- expansionist 'attf-tCpanish foreign polltry.. It'
co&lilcover'th..# thitditional fear. lar the safety of:monfitti.c.;latidi,

..
.... .. 'and ths. anxietlei haused b1,1...tud's economic activitieS. It,cOuld

.--- ., ,, eover the, initense sfudy of the-Scrtpturet.., and the-appeal,Ilo'.the ;"1 c..
,Bible . to, tri tfti Ze :existing ihstilufibns.. and praptice.- 1'f:could . N

4 , .

,, cpvse-thevPuritan sense.of'Spiritual equali;ty and human olignity, ,,. . ,

. . . A I

.V arid the.aPpealto'-the'Individtia'1:cofiscieneCe, witholl its a narc hi st - .
.

...., .. I .
.

.. .. ,- ,opc4ti bil i ties . ; ,It..tould s.ovef , the demand fOr.greater, freedgm of...

.i.' '7'. '..!. speech, pOltoAt'ion, a.stsably.., end di:scuSsion7 ..47:2,1.. ,irpberty"
4 I

. .,

.
, .. tt Ad "Woperty!) ;Wert, al to vords. Ili th , wi de meanings,' ., ,..... . .- c, .

, ,:p 1
0 i ti

V V .; , 1/; ..,

,Pintsto.pher..kill'i *-00,111.:-.4 that, the terins "religion-, liberty:4 anil property"-

-7 f 11111 S., ,

701.
.

.. - . . .'..
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were poHticaf,slogak, "ideograph's" which functionesl to keep iiverse
interest groups all $44rk1ng for a common goal ,iPurith revolution. Those
who 'ded the ideographs did not share meanings or intentions.- PreCisely

.. -by keeping "propostitional" coatent- out of the term"s, they could"perform
-t,the41. rhetorical , !'argumentati ye". fuTh7t1on. Those whb created. from the

r. 'slogans a political 'philosophy did so by Newriting, the history of the
k . p fri o d to create the illuV.ion 'of 'a:niore sophisticated..agreement s to

. -)Fials; emuch;m9re homogen ,ous populati&-than actually exiSted.31 In-
ct., the _4ilosdphy created by s.uch as Milton- and -Locke has been more'

influentiaWthah ithe sloganAting 'of the ear seventeenth century -- bat ,

if our goal ;1 s d scription of-t-he actual ivargliment" which made the Puritan
ve -Revol t4ii?'n ncr created.; the 'passibil

,

ity of art Anglo-Ame'rican theory)/ of 'V. government, 4.1e to pay aittentiolt to the' function of sloganS as slogans':.. as "Ideoraphs Aith, deethiltg a . 'function independent of t,he priiiiositions
in.. which thdlb-might ultimately be couched,. ,

to r.. . v ' ,, .
"...

"

:(2.) rroposipons are necessary in ttie ei've-aa-take'df,political 'com-
b

Pet ttion, for we mist:action' the bis.'of'the ideas we hold -- and action
prepposks the. tubject; Verb and. predicate_of the prOposition; But before

-we act, kt the. time Map we are beccfmihg "poliAcally consciou^s^ of the 'terms
trhe SuINTEt ancriMettAt pcppositions, we must crea,tV srym

.bolic images and simple assoeVatioti s-Officfentt to the cqminUh'icatioir:nd
. containmentof -an object'ciY,,itontsctousnrs. Alp 1844, 'for example, .the'

cul tire .was di sintegratini. .Euro.pe.. :ftT,-he 'zeitgeist was the pfittbsophy of
ibera 1 i sm which tiNd been ti'anslAtedi,inW pi3-1 i tical real i fy through much

Angl9-AMirica: Old kings were Jbeil;g depOsed and new republics estab)ished:'
For, the' fir5t time siope the 'fall.:. 41of the' Roman Republic, 'emaeraCy" was not

dirty" irord 'in the mkto'r,sapitalrs of the continent. in this context Karl .

Marx and Frederick Ei4,ge1s were busy: manufacturing' an alternative to the
esophy of liberalism. Though .fiiey .of al 1 aodern i deologues. were the' most
careful to specify,. coherently and respectably:'mfriad indictments of both
feudal arid bourgeoiis societies, 'they did so lesS in their rhetoric than in
their phi losophy-.- When tileaddressed.the masses fzif peopte of Germany, they
be§an by attemptin'g Itpariufactyre-,iima`os ttf IheVi oppOnents, structured link-

, ages OfAdeographsnidetigned, t9 make- proletartan German§
what $1'10110:0 od ety via S' about -- fr.oF a crmuni st-viewpoint, of

r. coiirte: . hl

eN*.

.

'

r

,
^ " a

.9ertilans. dre, `tol d Year in; .itear out b'Y the liberal jpdroal . t
" ists and'plarTiamentartans what ;wonderful peoplet Apt independent. .4 %,

men the English ares and-all (in accoukt df theix free institutiorts,
_and frbm -411 guitetlimpres's,i'Ve-. The pe.bates in
the Houses. of Parll'ameptT the Irei. press, _the tumultuous popular ii,e'et7.1 -; A

the elections, the jurSe 'system these cannot fail tO inipress ,
the timid spirit of the- avftrage German, and' ie ;his astbnishment he-
takes all theseAplendid appeararices- for trwe cdin. but Ultimately

, the position of the liberal,journalist and .partliamentari.an is really..

. far from being elevated enough to -provide a comprehensive view, ithetlqtr
ttibe of the development olimankind or just that (0.A 4ingle"nation." n'

Engels goes on to -develop an indictment of English-.institutions based on, the
explojtation of common workers during the dislocktions ef"the industrial 4i.evo-

,lution.. But he 'does. so specifically by restructing the "key ideographs which
he- has here enumerated and claimed as decisive image's gof "liberality": "free.-
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institutions," "debates," "Parliament," 'free-press," "tumulf!bous meitings,
"elections," "Jury system," these terms function,-in Engels argument Pre"
cisely as the slogans of ,the Puritan Revolution functioned,:as tetms wh101
represent an entity too 1arge.a4 too remote to sense immediately, as
mary-terms which permit thejMind ict,gras0 in consciousness a thing.which

,'transcends th senses.' Engeft, of course, does make Oropositions, but each
proposition has as'its referent, not"anAbjective condition in material,
reality, ,but an ideogrkph, a word which is supposed-to have material ref-

\ etence. TheTemoval of4:the-emetr1pal:werld through symbolizing it is,
at this case, absolutely,fundamental fo conceptualizing it in the
terms and with the resourcesn4e,ls ,dlesired.

-)
(3) Finally,' there are times whertthe fundamentil consciousnesk of ,

a sdtiety is the "issue at the heart of propositional debatt. So, for
example, we distort yrrident Carter's speechlo the nation,of July 15, 1979 -,

if we fail to recognize that an ideology is inipedded in the propositional
flow olylis argument. That is, though the Pretidtht constructed a.cohkrent
flow orarguments, those arguments were structured'ebout-the ideogitaph 'threat
'to democracy": The Pres.ident. iuisted.on,claiMing'that currerit American.prob-
lems run deeper than:energy shortiget and infitation; rat4gr, he_suggested,
our politiol consciousness makes our abilitY'-.to cope,with-material problems
difficult." We are not, of course, forced tb theconcept. 'ideograph' to

describi Carter's speech tn the same way,we are obliged .4to deel with the '..

slogans of the ftritan Revolution or nineteenth-century German conceptual-,
iptions of "Liberty".in'images of English ihstituffiont: It is possible to
make a "flow chart" of Carter's speech and to accoUrlt for ideographs as:load-

/ ed tefms in a poopositional context. But in'so doing, we would distort the
President's stated intention (to call attention to the" mtsdefinition and mis-
apOlication of American'ideographs), and we would oyertdok,the qrwizapon-

. pattern of the Speech, for the argument'is formed in tin(' aroundVe_organiza-
tion of ideogeNphs, not the organization of-7014 propositTbns:#, -,-

4

There is good reason to believe, in short,.that our propensity too hi-
: write ideologies and "propaganda" generally, to make them logically coher,--
"ent, dittorts the account of.them as they appear and function in politica,l
reality. IdeograPhs are signs of potiticarcOnsciousness, and as iudhrtAgy ,

.are iometimes priorito propositional logic (as in the example of 'liberty,
religion, ahd property"), sometimes adjunct to a propositional logic (ts
in Engels' description of liberalism.' and sometikes imbedded in-proptisition-

,- .;al logic as a primary organizational principle (as in Carter's July 1fk,spee6).
But in ea0 case, "ideOgraphe more precisely capture the "consciousness;"
the ideology, of a people "than dp.propositional translations of-slogans intp

,

coherent philosophy. ',

Conclusion

Rat4et than accept the implicatipn that.thq>conceptt 'rhetoric': eihd =

"ideology" are distinct, a.ltenative, perhaps aalthettcal ways of Charkter-.
izing-the phenomenon of "masstonsciousness,"I have,argded that the
notions may be linked theoretically.without imposing-ont concept iiptinAlle
other or borrowing gratuitously from alien traditithisrtind.oelenta,Ons.,.:-The .

cotaceptt are linked by common concern for finding a way accuratelYAo:de
cabe4ublic motives" in a particular society. Fhave _suggetIted: fhat the.
best evIdence of the existence of a "public-motive" lieSAn.a Oe.
language unit and not in logically coordinated observat400.0f*kreCtive
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111 behavior or in inferences based upon an indivitlual's membership, in a parv
ticular social .class or category,, Jhe "ideograph," I have ae ued, is found
in all public discourse which afticulates, refers to or invdke 4 the pecu-
liar mass commitments Which define the collectivity'. and mark i apart from
other human societies. "Jdeographs" 'are "rhitorkal" in that tlhey are
seductive,inherently,persuasive language units which characterlistically
are called kiporp.by a society's advotates when it is.jfecessary tO collectiv-

, ize the masses or to legitimi.,ze particular, acts of governments. ,"rdeon
graphs". are also 'Ideological" phenom6na in that they 'symbolize hnd contain

. the s"consciousnesis" which all individuals have of their existence and stake
in the-society Ot their birth, as' "consciousness" which is iaherently'lfalse"- s,

because it has'been manufactured rhetorically and is thus a creature of oni::'
mitment -and faith,. not of reasoned sel f=interest or carefullif-chosen R",pfill'o-
sophical" positidns.

,
inft The most obvious advantage of linking -"rhetoric" anth"ldeology" is,

.methodologicbl: "Ideogratihs" are not invented by observers artificially to
describe the "motive" of public behaviors.: Thete'terms are ustges, and as
such they MT as natural to the socIal .coytittion` as air or rock it natural

, \ , to the physical environment: "Ideographsr6re useVin real citcyriitances
ter excuse or justify behavior and to construct the pyrotechn-ks which.whipi

..mass societies into 'movement" toward or away from an toNect of CollectiVe
corisciousness. When we analyze the verilcal'ancir-horizontal structures of
ideogeaphs therefore, the result is a destrtption bf..the. only, publ ic "motiy,e"

. which can be Obseeved. In -thi past, writersehaye fabricated terms to capture
,c) the motives they believe to underlie collittfve-behaviors they,,have Witoessed.,

. The pretense is that such terms 'as 'paranoid ,style" and "typically bdiligeoiss"
have objective referents.. In fact, these invented terens are imbreCiSe and 1

ewholly dependent for, their meaning on the pattern ,.of organizition _forced up-.
on observations, events, arid rprs440 iti es by third-Party analyfts.. Human:-.---.,\ motives-'are contained whollycin, the ,languaje-used to `artitulate them,''and be- ....'.. cause"of that, the "real" motives for publiq,behavior, in "sn objective sense,4 . , must ever remain hIdden, for la'.ngUageisnor up to the perfect'. comMunication
.of an internal state even ,In those cases where we believe that,there -is no
intent on the 'part of-an actor to deceivepobservers. A proper and accurate
description ofpublic motivei, I: have suggested.; can be made- On)y ,if we re- .

. fuse. the lmpulse to- lro-ok behihd rhetorical behaviors in'an.attempt sctentii fir,
- ' ally to.charaCtercze what we will never be-able to obserie, the .internal.'state,

t

4
, of human mind, ,., . , , ..0

, .:---- , .., -...,,,--- '', 9 - ,
.

.., ,

.
.

-concrettzes andllemystifies the.concept,..it Ow cr ates 6 new li 7c:of -der

Recognifing.the"hetorital o'rigih and-nature o tdeology",ntonly
,.?

fense fs4r several contrOversial theses "unfdrtuttatery abandoned in-;s6Ci.a3
theory'betiuse of ulethi,dologiCal problems. MariiantheortespilOr eAaMpl,
have always contairted' the claim that eadical 'political dissent is'jinhibited

1

. by tlib.influence of a ,"tioniirfar "it ideologyE: (that, sohtiousnets 41eyeloped- by'
., the ruling:ordierst.).on ."subordihatv..closse" whei eve persandki t:2 dirscount

.,

the-eveidehce of their own,,cori.d,ition.,' .The claim stems!eitentlY true; but .if vii, iork-tive".iid'eolog? to "be, pui:ely internal state, nd i f, we try to
e!)inf§ir.it:from what peoPle do .rather.tlian what people say', the thesis becoMes
Aill'.buit. indefensible: As nercrombte and. Turner have obseeved, the. very,ex- ,;istenee, eff. a .dominant ideology, in late capitaliosm is open to .question, and

Stigge titi.h"-that subordinate'cla,ssei-5actuelly hatte the capacity to "share"
the.c'ons ' souSnes of. the elite seems libturd, o$ at least contearyto facti..36
Bergdrle .1.41ckman seetninglY; agree, but ip-their, notion of "thc; reinfic6.tion,,,-
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of consciousness" they seem also to envision a rhetorical conceptApn of
"ideology" in which the "dominant ideology thesis". is possible: While
the relationships between behavior beCome.more dubious as doMinant classes_
becdme pore pluralistic ahd as class confrontations diminish, there can
be constant 'and objective relationships between landuage usa,ges

, tion," that "process of 'explaining' and justifying") ond ideofogy.s/ ,In
the terms of this essay, one could agree that it is impossible for siibor-

: dinate classes to know the internal state of an elite -- but it is not
impossible Or such classes to share the language, specifically the ideo-

, graphs, of the ruling orders. poreover, the existence of a:dominant ideol-
ogy, measured by tommon-ideographs in.all discourse'aimed at leg1t1m9tion,
is'beyond.q4estion. Inde4d, from this perspective, the problematiC concept.
could be "clhss and not ideology: tlirx argued that socio-economic 'class'',
determines a person's consciousness.J." Characteristically, we do not con-
ceive a reciproCol relationship between "classy and'"consctousness." If

,.

we think of 'consciousness" rhetorically, however, and tf our analYsis of

,

e discourse reveals. An.increasing.homoaeneity of ideograOhiC usage, we hiye
?Hi:argument not foi:,Tthe end of ideology," but,for "the end of claSs.,"".,

In the,relationshiP MairX-tyypotbesized, in other Wouls, it is as reasonable.
%. 4difine a pe.0000s" by his/* "legitimatan behaviors" as to infer

'Atm uconscioOsnits" underpihnind,och behaviollf:.from a person's allegea con-
7 phemebt witIA e4oC4111.,9roup.flWij am not,l)f:course, suggesting that "the

I believe thot theAdeographic analysis of dis-
..

, .court'e )011.-rexe ,An 'arrWy of- "elassv'cliviiim and distinctions; but until.

,-
.7 ;_., we hove idble ion 40attiti of "Flass'tonsciotliness" tn actual discourse, it

, ... 145'Wserisible,or4$0,sillpfo stespecf the exi.stence of-"dominant ideology"

t,
'1 as to stspect the. exislenée of "middle cliss."-.. ,. ... I 0It - . , I
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to become (in the sense of StaKislavsky's "method-acting") Flaubert or
Freud or Jamespors Milton, and while in this projected, transcorporated
itate, he elpldres "himself" to'reveal the"conScibustess" underlying.
"his" thought,and action. Burke., in my judgment, is therefore emphat-
ically not engaging in a °great and timelesOialogue" such as that
envisioa by Lovejoy, nor is he addressing the "universal audfence"
Perelman fabricated, nor ip he operating from the Social.:organic
Metaphor underlyinj othee neo-Marxian thought. He is mud closer to
,Polanyi's !'personal knoWledge"'ih.t t ".Motive"fis an intensely

, personal phenomenon., an.individua d interaction between a conscious
being and situations tn which su h person finds him/herself:. Burke's

,
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"dramatism" is thus a vehicle for preserving the uniquely
individual characteristics of human motive, and while he often
makes sweeping references both to general humanity and to social-
material life conditions, his interest seems rarely larger than
that of the individual who is trapped by and/or caught up in a
human or-material environment. See 6urke's Counterstatement,
2nd ed. (1953; rp4 Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1968),
pp. 107-22; Permanance all(' Change, 2nd ed. rev. (1954; rpt. In-
dianapolis: Bobbs-MerriI1, 1965), pp. 19-58, 230-36; Attitudes
Toward History, 2nd ed. rev. (1959; rpt. Boston: Beacon t)ress,
19611, pp. 3-33; A Grammar of Motives (New York: Prentice-Hall,
1945), pp. xv-xxifl; and Michael Polanyi, The Tacit Dimension
(Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday, 1966). Contrast A. 0. Lovejoy,
Great Chain of Being (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1936);
6. PereIman4and-L. Olbrechts-Tyteca, The New Rhetoric: A Treatise
on Ar umentatien, trans. John Wilkinson and NrceT1 Weaver
Notre Dame, Ind.: Univ. of .Notre kme Press, 1971), pp. 31:45,
501-14; and, as an example of other neo-Marxian thought, Jean-Paul
Sartre, Critique of Dialectical Reason, trans. Alan Sheridan-Smith
(1960; Eng. trans. London: New Left Books, 1976), pp. 447-48, 538-39.

19
Burke's early use of the term "ideology" (Counterstatement,

pp. 146-47) seems alMost careless, subsuming under the term all
religious beliefs, all beliefs which come about from participating
in any human or environmental "form." In his most creative period,
he abandons usage of "ideology" in favor of conceptual specifications
silch as "magic," "religion" and "ritual," (Permanence and Change,
pp: 59-664 Attitudes_Toward History, pp. 179--N5.) In his mature
period (Gra-Tim:11FR Motives, pp. 10D-14), Burke attempts to expose
the ideological character of orthodox Marxism, but rather than sub-
scribe to the "false coniciousnessw implications of "ideology,"
he creates a "dramatist gramMar" for Marxism: He has mixed reactions
to Mannheim in the same period, applauding the attempt to "liberalize"
and "neutralize" Marxist ideologies, but at the same time sticking to
strictly rhetoricaPlanguage in characterizing the "sociology of
knowledge." [Rhetoric of Motives (New York: Prentice-Hall, 1950),
pp. 197.-203.] BuOce wants nothing of i Culture-specific analysis of
ideologies, calling tnstead for a "philosophy of myth" consistent
with his poetic categories and dramatistic methods. In my memory,,,,
Burke attempts the'sort of particular analysis, proposed here onlje
in his earliestessays (Counterstatement, pp. 107-22), but even
then, he'kept.aviay from the social-organic metaphor, and he pro-
ceeded through dramatistic introspection rather than through a
rhetorical and diachronic analysis of public (as opposed to philo-
sophical) argument.

"This strategy is typical of Marxism. "The people" are distin-
guished from their government and frowelites whose interests appear
contrary to the "general welfare." See [. Khorute, "A Critique of
the Idealistic Conception ofijdeology-in the Sociblogy of Knowledge,"
Sovlet Review, 4 (1965): 60766; Richard Ashcraft,."Marx and Weber on
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Liberalism as Bourgeois Ideology," ComOrativl Studies in Society
and History, 14 (1972): 130-68; S. S. Aililov, êaT., frobleris
of the tommunist MOvem nt, trans. David Skvirsky (Mbscowr-PF5i-Fess
übTThirs, l975J pp. -78. Those neo-Marxians asipciated With
the development of "critical sociology," the "Frankfurt School,"
seem uniformly to accept this orientation. See, e.g.41prkheimer
and Adorno, pp. 120-67.

21
Though I suspect that he would object even to the analysis of

slogans (becaute such analysis would.be of discursive texts and
not of an actual "argumentative transact-Tin"), Willard exposes
the error of forcing the terms of conflictand commitment into a
predetermined propositional mold or "diagram." Willard, "Utility
of Descriptive Diagrams," pp. 313-1g. See also Kenneth Burke,
'A Dramatistic View of the Origins of Language," in Language as
Symbolic Action (Berkeley: Univl of Califotnia.Press, 1f66),
pp. 418--711, esp. pp. 453-63. 6

22
See K. Burke, Grammar, pp. 43-5, 415-18;,Rhetoric, pp. 275-76,

298-301; and Richard W-WiToTfer, The Ethics OrRhifOT1E-(1953;4pt.
Chicago: Gateway Books, 1970), pp. 211-32 Ialso pp. 87-112 of
Johannesen, et. al.].

23
E. Burke, Works, 1:246-62,

24
K. Burke, Grammar, pp. 101-108; and Permanence and Change,

pp. 29-36.

25
See Manfred Clynes, "Towards a Theory of Man," Human Context,

1 (1971): 1-75; Manfred Clynes, "Toward a View of Man," in-
John H. Milsum and Manfred Clynes, Biomedical Engineering Systems
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1970), pp. 272-158; and Manfred CTynes,
Sentics: The Touch of the Emotions (Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday,
1971). The 4ideograph" described 'here, if I understand Clynes'
terminology, is a social/political specification, in ordinary
language, of the "idiolog" in "sentic process theory.' See Sentics,
pp. 20, 43-45, 72-73, 209.

26See Plato, Protagoras, trans. Benjamin Jowett, 3168-334C.

27
Seejranklyn S. Heiman, "DemocraticlEthics and the Hidder

'Persuaders'," Quarterly Journal of Speech, 4(1958):385.-92; and
Jacques Ellul, Propagandat The.ForMation of Men's Attdtudes, trans.
Konrad Kellen and Jean Lefner (1962; big. trans.rpt..New York:
Vtntage Books, 1973). ,' ,r

. )2

8
See Thomas R. Nilsen, "Free Speech, Persuaston,Ind the Demo-

cratic-Process,A Quarterly Journal of Speech, 44(1958)(235-43; and
Eilward Rogge, ."Evaluating the Ethics of a Speaker:in a Democracy,"
quarterly,Journal'of Speech. 45(1959) :419-25. -
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29
FlUdolf Heberle, Social Movements: An Introduction to

Political Sociolow (New York: Appliton-Century-Crofts, 1951),
pp. 25-31.

30
Michael Polanyi and Harry Prosch, Meanin (Chicago: Univ.

of Chicago Press, 1975), p. 7. See'also, c ae Polanyi; The
Logic of Liberty (Chicago: Univ. of Chic go Press, 1951).

31
Chv1stopher Hill, T e Centur of evolution 1603-1714

(London: (Nelson, 1961),-pp.

32
See Michael Calvin tioSee, "ihe 0 igins of :Liberty':

A Feminization of Poiver," Communication Mono ra hs, forthcoming.

33
Frederick Engels, "Review of. Tho s Carlyle's PasCand

Present," trans. Christopher Upward, i The Collected Worls of
Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, ed.,Le Gol- et al: (Moscow,
Progress Publishers, 1975), 3:445.-

34
James Earl Carter, "Television 46ess to the Nation,"

July 15, 1979; The Des Moines Register .,(Des Moines, Iowa),
July 16, 1979, p. 4A ff.

1

35
See MaWn Seliger, The Marxist Conception of Ideology: A

Critical Essay (Cambridge: Cambridge UnG. Press, 1977), pp. 58-75.
15146. /

36
Nicholas Abercrombie'and Bryan S. Turner, "The Dominant

Ideology Thesis," The British Journal ofSociology, 29(1978):149-70.

a

37
Peter L. Berger and,Thomas Luckman, The Social ConstructiorC

of Reality.(19661 rpt. Garden City, N. Y.: Anchor Books, 1967), -

pp. 92-128;,and Peter L. Berger and-Stanley Pullberg, "Reification
,

and the Sociological Criiique of ConsciousnesS," History and°Theory,
4(1965):196-211. .

38
See Karl Marx, "Theses ad Feuerbach," traps. Clemens Dutt

et al., in Works, 5:4; Marx andEngels, German Dledlogy, pp. 28-37;
Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, The Holy Family, in Works, 4:4-68-76;
and Karl Mrax, The koverty of. Philosophy, in Works, 6:160-78. /

39
This reductio is better illustrated fin Poole's beginnings

of a "grammar ind rhetorió of the ethically embodiled act." See
Poole Deep Subjectivity., pp. 3-43.

- "An earlier version of a portion of this paper.appears as "The .

Practical Identity of Thought and Its Expression.," in Martin Stein-
mantv,Jr. and,Robert L. Brown, Jr., eds. Rhetoric 78 (Minneapolis:
Univ. of Minnesota Center for Advanced Studies in Language, Style,
and Literary Theory, 1979); pp. 250.13. Elaborations of/the concept
"ideograph",are forthcoming in Communication Monographs and Quarterly
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BETWEEN THE LITERAk AND .THE METAPHORICAL.:
SOME SOURcES OF AMBIGUITY IN SCHOLARLY DISCOURSE

Herbert W. Simons
Temple Univeriity

the concerns of this paper are with the metaphorici y of'key,
terms in scholarly discourse, with the way academics co unicate
about their use of these terms, and wtth what we as crit cs'Can,do
tn analyzing their rhetoric.

In their well known elsiy on schizophrenia as a communicational
disorder, a91 in subsequent commentaries on metaphor, Gregory Bateson
and his collOgues have helped reinforce the popular view of the ,

literal and'the metaphorical as qualitatively different modes of
-expression) Metaphorical expresstons, they argued, are a kind of
linguistic play which imply at a meta- or second-orde0 level the
denial of what they assert at the literal or first-order level. To

confuse the two, they maintained, is akin to one monkey mistaking
'5another's playful nip for a serious bite. The Batesonians went on to

'suggest that, while this error in logical typing afflicts schizophrenics,
% it leaves the rest of-us largely untouched.

How shall we evaluate the,Batesonians' argument? Let me acknow-

ledge, first, that.their analogy between literalness and seriousness,
metaphor and pldv, makes intuitive sense; furthermore, hat the literal
and the metaphorical often appear to be distinct logical types. Wfiat-,

ever our attitude toward EIXON, we know that its spokesmen are biting,

not nipping, when theyWarn .us that there will be severe fuel shoqage&
in the years ahead if*we do not restrict fuel consumption now. Unless
we happen to be schizophrenic, we are Likely tu grant no such literal

status to the statement: "Put'a tiger in your tank." The tiger meta-
phor works as metaphor theorists say a good metaphor should work: it

produces the,shock of absurdity'or sontratidtion upon first hearing.
In Monroe Beardsley's,terms,- it introduces an elemene of,"foreignifiess"'
into an otherwise straightforwa5d assertion, thereby inviting a parch
for hidden or implied meanings.' What is hidden or implied may be easy
to paraphrase or remain forever rife with ambiguity, but.at least we
know that the metaphorical expression cannot be taken at face value".

d

Although numerous exaMples can be cited in support of the Bate-

. . sonians' case, I do not find their ai-Omentientirely satisfying. If,

indeed 'the literal and the metaphorical are distinct logical types, .

then I am afraid that we academics are in serious psychiatric difficulty;
for we too have great difficulty distinguishing the,literal frq5the
metaphorical.

OWProblems as academics are not that serious, however. Were I

to torifide to this alidienCe that Ilhavé butterflies inlmy Stomach, I
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doubt that anyone here would suggest Sending me to.the hospifal and
the butterflies to Utah's Department of Entymology.* And, though-
quite a few,of you here might'salivate upon reading this afternoon's

.

luncheon mega, I-doubt that any of.you would 1m1t4te the schizophreviic
who ate a menu and then progpunced it scrumOtious.'

If it is any consolation, I believe that our problems are more"
like those of Pavlov's mad dogs than of Bateson's schizophrenics. In .

the Pavlovian experiment to-which I am referring, dogs .were made'
, acutely psychopathological whent after being rewarded for discriminating
between circles and ellipses, tfilay were presented, og succesSive trials,
with elliOses that lobked increasingly like circles.'"

Our problem, then, is not that we are incapable of distinguishing
the clearly metaphorical from the clearly literal but, rather,,that a
dispropovtionate share of the key .terms we deal.with appear in context'
as very circular'looking ellipses. ContrarTto Bateson, the literal
and the metaphorical are not distinct logical type§l'thty only appear
sd when, as in by EXXON examples, we are presented with paradigm cases
of each. For'the most part, however, the-My tenms-We deal with stand
,at or near the borderline betWeen the metaphorical and the 14teral.
They consist, in the Main, (1) of once blatant metXphors.that have be-'
come increasingly literalized.through repeated usage, (2) of terms whose
so-called primary or notral usage is contestable, .and (4) of seemingly
literal expressions that hevertheless display some degree of metaphoritity.,

.In his excellent treatise on metaphor, Dutch analytic philosopher
J. J.' A. Mooij has attached a number of qualifiers to the general.view.
of metaphor as a word or expression which,is "foreign" tWits context.'

"For our purposes, three of these qualifiers are most Qelevant. A teilm

of expression can be Gonsidered.pkradigmatically metaphorical, he argued,
only if: (1) it.continues to have some shock or eurprise value; i.e.,

. it has not through repeated usage become a time-worn.or "dead" metaphorv
(2),the foreign term deviates in a Special waY from one or more other
ways of using it that are considered to be primary or.rionmal; (3) the
deviation from primary or normal Usage is radical or.rukjor.

. ,

By Mooij's criteria there are, indeed, a great many key terms in
scholarly usage which were clearlYpetaphorical at their point of
$ntroduction. Think, for-example, of some of the terms often cited as

,exampleS.of social scientific metaphors: game metaphors used to .describe
social conflicts, economic terms used to describe social exchanges, 4

dramatistic terms used.to describe,battles'between id'and Operego, an4;
. of course., the mechanistic metaphors--the-memory as a Storage bin, intra-
psychic life as a hydraulie system, the eye'as.a. camera', the brain as a
computer ortelephone switchboard, and behavior ttseU as .tiri4en. Let
us note,'however, that these metaphors have been.around for a long time.
Though they arellardly "dead" metaphors, they tp longer shock or sur'..;
prise us very much:. Indeed,.some of.these teems--Freud's militaty rnta-
phors, for example--hafe been appropHated into ordinary language as'quite
familiar expressions. My second category consists of cases that rbsist
classification as either literal'or metaphorical expressiobs.because
there are no establphed primary or normal usages'for the term. These

e-,
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fncludi cases in whichtke issue of appropriate usage is in.dispute
within a scholarly commun ty And others in which scholarly usage de-
parts radically from ordinary language usage. The term "atom",can
serve as an example for both subcategories. As used by Newton; atom
wa5 a purely mechanical concept. Then Ernst Mach put forth the radical
pnoposition that atom should -.he regarded as an exclusively mathematical

, abstraction wtth po objective reality of its own. Then the concept
Alloyed to the electrical realm as atbms were linked with elteotrons. For

y

those-who had become accustomed to the mec nical atom, was thkmathe-
Watical atom a metaphor becaUse of the shi t in contexts, or was the
mathematical atom "real"? And was the new electrified atom a

'.

,metaphor for the same reason? Consider furtherthat if atom-referred
to Anything over a period of almost two thousand years'it meant some-
thing irreducible. Then the atolp was distovered to have a nucleus. .

And then that nucleus was split and out came neutrinos; positrons, and.
a host of other particles. Was the divided atom a metaphor? Or, now
_that,we have accqmplished nuclear fisslon,is every reference to atoms
asArreduHble metaphoricalr

Recall that my third.category,of ambiguous cases consists of'
eemingly literal terms and expressions that, on careful inspection,

exhibit some degree of metaphoricity. Included here are "nearly dead"
metaphors that refuse to lie quietky; expressions fully consistent
with conventional Usage, but whose accepted meanings continue to re-
flect the influence of their metaphorical origins% Examples of thi
subcategory include substantives used in an abstract sense, terms such
as levels" (e.g., levels of consciousnesS) and "steps" (e.g., "Steps

' to An Ecology of ,Mind") that require a "mind's eye" conception of a

physical relationship (as in levels or steps of a building) for us to
understand-their applications to incorporeal relationships. Also in-'
cluded are what I would catl'implicit metaphors. Until I read Skinner,
I was convinced that I had a self and that the self had wishes, expectations,
delusions, etc.6 Skinner apgued that "self"necessarily Implied the

. metaphorical nOtion of an homonculus, a little person residing within
each of us tbat required another little person to explain it. My little
person, and his parts, said Skinner, are not very different from the
souls and spirits ttlat populate theological discourse. "Self," then,
is,an im licit-metaphor, a conventionalized 'substance" grounded on a
metaphorical fiction.

1

My'second subcategory consists of seemingly minor, undramatic
deviations from.primary to normal usage. As with the discourse of
ordinary mortals, scholars bend.and shape language to their own pur-
poses, someiimes blaiantly, more often subtly and innocuously,. Estab-
lished distinctions are ignored for the sake of a larger point or the
'meaning of a term is shaded Ly a particular kind of emphasis. We pay'
'a price for shifts of this kind in the form of increased ambiguity, but
they are_probably a.necessaryyart of 'scholarly argumentation. pill.of
ds can no doubt Identify examples of these sorts-of ihifts in contemporary
usage of the term "rhetoric" (e.g., "the nonverbal rhetoric of goodbye").

-

The metaphoricity of seemingly literal Appressions often escapes
. our attention because it is.subtle, implicit or obscure, but Scholars
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often compound the ptsoblem by the way in Which they metacommunicate
. about their use of these terms. Of the two basic errors, that Of-

classifying metaphortFaT expressions as literal, the latter iS far
morepcommen. Though scholars,sometimes(justify the introduction'of
vaguely defined terms on grounds that they are "only" speaking meta-
phorically, more often they reify or hypostatize key tetms or intimate--
often by.saying nothing--that their.use of the terms. is fully consistent
with established usage. After' warning of the dangers of hyPostatizinw
reality, katzlawick, Beavin and Jackson hypostatize in turn when they
Allege as "fact" ,that a "hierarchy of levels seems to.pervade the world
we lixe in and our experience of selxes and other5."7 After using'
gaming)metaphors fOr six chapters f their scientific treatise on social .

conflicts, Tedeschi, Schlenker and Bonoma maintained in the seventh
the5,the "free use of metaphor" has no place in science.8

Bit2er's essay on the rhetorical situation prqvides an example
f of a failure to signal.9 The, debate which his essay provoked would

have been more sharply focused, I think, had Bitzer alerted his reader.
to Ihe quasi-metaphotical status of the terms he used to describe the
force of situation. Bitzer\used.a great many such descriptors, some

thenisonsiderably weaker in tone than the initial metaphor of the
situation as controlling. Whereas at some points heAspeaks of the
situation as "controlling," "determining," "constraining," "requiring,"
at other points he speaks of it only as "inviting," "suggesfing," or
"inspiring" a fitting response. these.subtle.shifts from his initial
propositional claiin have been a chief source of confusion for his
readers, I suspect.

P.

Conclusion

We have seen'in this paper that scholars tend to use terms of
the neither-nortvariety: neither paradigmatically metaphorical in
Mooij's sense n* entirely literal. We have seen, too, that they tend
to reify quasi-metaphorical terms or to sumest that their usage of
t4ese terms is fully consistent with conventional usage and therefore
unproblematic. Why'the reluctance to. make -free use of metaphor,00r, /
even to own up to the metaphoric play in seemingly literal expressions?

I think, first, that metaphoric invention is difficult for many
z, scholars, both because4it taxes the imaginations of those who would

prefer not to think, and because it requires an oxymoronic s4wle. In

. , using fnetaphor within scholarly contexts, they must metacommuntcate..
simmltaneously that they'are engaging.tn a kind of verbal play and that,'
as scholars, they wish to be taken seriouAy. sMany scholari find this
style of "serious.play" difftcult to handle.

But this is.not all there Is.to the matter.. Those who insist that
their words can be understOod in i purely literal sense.reflect a long-
standing mistrust of metaphor itself. Though few contemporary ,pcholars
echo the'British empiriciSts' (e.g., Hobbes, Mentham; Ocke) denunciation
of metaphor as an ilstrument of deceit, a "perfect cheat," a device, for

,

obscuring the differences 'between "real entities" and "fictitious
entitles," there are those still who would insist,that all scholarly /

O -
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language manifest what Gusfield 'calls the "style of non-style"--

,
that it iVittions as 4 "clear windowpane uflow the world."1u As -

philosopher Ted Cóhfo has remarked, metaphor's epistemological status
A remains "insec

Elsewhere I have urged, as part of a larger project in rhettfrical
criticism, that.the key terms used by scholars be subject to meta-
phoric analysis. That component of the project might begin mith the
unpacking of key metaphors, with special attention to the tropological
haracter of seemingly literal terms and expressions. Because

scholars' )tetacommunications about metaphor are often more ambiguous
than theterms and expressions they cotment upon, there is need for
critical analysis of their explicative rhetoric. And, too, there is
need for assessments Of how a given metaphor funCtionsiwithin a body
of discourse and for judgments of ,its appropriateness.I4

The task of critically assessing scholarly ittetaphors need not
be construed narrowly. As Wayne Booth has argued.:

4

A very large part of'what we value as our cultural
monuments can be tpought of as metaphoric criticism
of 'metaphor and the charactyrs who make them. In this

eyen the great would-be literalists like Hobbes-
and Lode-are finally metaphorists--simply committed to
another kind of metaphor, one that to them seems literal.
Without grossly overestimating we could say that the

, whole work of each philosopher amounts.to an elaborate-
critique of bhe inqdequacy of all other pkilosophers'
metaphors. What is moi.e, the.very existence of a tradition
of a small group of great philosophies is a sign that
hundreds of lesser metaphors for the life of mankind have
been tested in the great philosophical--that is, critical--
wars and found wanting.° A

t -

My main objectives(in this paper.have of course been much more
modest than the project,proposed. In coritrast td the Batesonian
conception of the literal and tlie metaphorical as distinct logical
types,'I have argued that they might better be viewed as ideal types,
with most actual instances of key terms in sCholarly discourse having
an ambiguous sthtus with respect to the literal-metaphorical continuum.
'Of the three types of ambiguous terms--the once blatant metaphori that
have become familiar with repeated use, the terms for which there is
no established priwy or normal usage, and the ostensibly literal
expressions--I have urged that special attention be given to the .

latter. The seemingly "dead° metaphors that we label as lietral"
are very mOch alive) and the seemingly subtle shifts from conven'tional

lage ma,i, on close( examination, appear as conceptual leaps,

p.
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THE CRITICISM OF FOREIGN policy ARGUMENT

*

, Wbert P. Newman
University lf Pittsburgh

I

My assignment could not have come at a- better time. A few
days before I began to construct.this statt-of-the-art paper on :

foreign policy deliberations, the Spring Asue of International
Studies NoteA arrived, contaiAing a new feature: a "Restarch in
Progress" ses'tion. Therein Norman D. Palmer, Professor of Political

, Science at tilt University of Penniylvania, and a prestigious analyst
of foreign pdlicy decisions for half'a century, surveys the state of
-International Relations (IR) research. I exkggerate not at all when
I qaim that he wrote my prolegomenon for me. Everything he has to
say about international relations applies tO criticism of foreign
policy argument in spades. Attend:

1. After more than-half a century of debate, there is still
no agreement whether International Relations is a separate
discipline, although it is widely regarded as a legitimate
field of inquiry.
2. Even if it is accepted as a, field of inquiry, there is
ljttle agreement regarding its nature or content.
L. Although innumerable theories of IR have been advanced,
few, if any, have been generally Accepted, even fewer have
been well devqoped, and all attempts at developing a general,
theory or theories have been largely abortive. . . .

5. The study of/R is further handicapped by the fuzziness of
the basic conceptsthat are used, and by the impresston of, and
lack of agreement regarding its.terminology.
6. Still another handicap is the changing nature and the general
uncontrollabiTity of the "laboratory" in which IR scholars must
work - which is the "real world" or,the international system and
its subsysteths. . . .

9. There are many unresolved "great debates" in the field of IR-,
such as those between ."realism" and "ide4lism," between "radicalism"
'and "conservatism," between "traditional" and "scientifie methods
of yesearch, between "normative".and "empirical" approaehes.

10. There is still basic disagreement on the nature and role of
values. . . .

11. HOwever objective IR scholars try to be, they still tend to
be ethnocentric and "culture-bound." They often reveal distinct
cultyral oeideological .biases. . . .

12. If, as Karl Deutsch has written, "Ur study of international
ations in our time'is an introduction to the art'and science

f the-survival of mankind," feW IR scholars are either-ready or
willing to meet ttle fundamental'challenge and obligation of
their profession.'
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I do not believe Palmer's pessimism to be exaggerated. In fact,
believe that were a similarly candid assessment po be made of the .

/1state-of-the-art of other so-called socia1 'scienc0-, equally negative
conclusions wou)d be reached. If, then, ctiaos and inadequacylcharacterize
the study of international r4elatfons generally, as they do, and if U.S.
foreign policy as a subsystem of internationWrelations suffers the
same maladies, why mess with it at all? Why not study.Zen, or raise
floWers, or go into law and make money?

One answer.- and a powerful answerIL is to be found in Palmer's
last contention, which incorporatts a qpilte frpm Karl Deutsch. The_
nuclear-fueled anarchy of great power c nflict does threaten the

,,"survival of mankind." Foreign policy may seem remote from the moun-
tainS"of Utah, as indeed it once was. But we are now only minutes
away from the missile silos. of Wyoming; ;and no one knows how far away
from the incident which can trigger.Arm geddon. We study foreign policy
liecause we hope to intrease the chances of survival.

But where do we begin, what areas of foreign policy should we
study? We are confronted with a bewil ering array of possibilities.
,And wherever we,start, tha heavy infl ence-of past events leads'us
backward to antecedents and precedentf, or the probab)e consequences
of present events leqd us forward to Jnd1ess repercussions.

One plausible starting point ca be obtained by asking, "What
event has placed mankind closest to he holocaust?" The answer is "The.
Cuban Missile Criisis of 1962." Her was a conflict so dangerous that
Kennedy himself estimated the chanc s of nuclear war to be as sreat as,
50-50. The Cuban Missile Crisis of ers magnificent opportunities for
the student of argument. We know uch about the background of the con-
flict, about'the operational codes and vested interests of the decision
makers, about the hour-to-hour unf lding of events, about the arguments
offered to support alteenative cou ses ofaction, and about which arpu-
ments were ultimately9persuasive. The literature is rich, provocative,
and available to 01.' While the Missile Crisis is, embedded in the whole
complex history of Sov*et-America and.U.S.-Latin American relations,
the action came within a limited eriod, and it can be studied as a
relatively self-contained unit:

ually signifitant,, but les wieldy is the syndrome of crises
beginning with the-fall of Nation list China, leading throuSh the
Xorean War and the Quemoy incidents, culminating in Vietnam. It is .

13ften forgotten that Eisenhower,tbreatened,the use of nuclear weapons
in 'Korea, and that various Agerican military-political figures, including ,

a candidate for the Vice-Presidency, argued for their use in Vietnam. The
long-term consetluencestofthe China-Korea-Vietnam embroilment have been
Nore traumatic for this country than even the Missile Crisis. The liter-
ature here is more diffuse and less focused; Asia is a, quagmire in which
argument analysts Can easily.become bogged down. 6ut the dramatis personae
of.our Asian adventures,are as colorful a any set of decision makers are
likeiy to be: Vinegar Joe Stilwell, Claiee Chenmault, Douglas MacArthur,
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Harry .Truman, Joseph McCarthy, John Foster Dulles, Lyndon Johnson,
Richard Nixon, Henry Kissinger. How they argued and reached decisions,
land with what integrity, has to be of interest even to jaded under-
graduates.

There is, of course, the possibility of plunging directly into
the foreign policy arguments occupying today's headlines. How should
we evaluate the arguments for and against SALT II? What should we
believe about the new government of Rhlodesia? How Cogent are the argu-
Ments for U.S. support of the Israeli-Egyptian peace? Should we carry
through the controversial Panama Canal Pacts? All of these tortured
controversies can lay claim..to otir attention%

Or, if one is morehistorically minded, there are at least two
seminal decisions farther back in'time, both of which powerfully
influenced the st4pe-of the modern world, both of which were cliff-
hangers for the American nation: Wilson's decision t9 invade the
Soviet Union, and the Senate's decision to keep the United States out
of the League of Nations. In retrOspect, both these decisions seem -

Moronic and incredible. Is it too much to.eipect that a stucty of
the arguMents which led to them would enlighten us in our present trials?

4,11S.

How can one analyze'and critique foreign policy arguMents? Texts
on argument are rather thin on this point. One of the complaints
Palmer articulates about the study of international relations applies
with particular force to argument theory: everybody is uneasy about
the nature and role of values.

The brethren in international studies, lfice their compatriots in
political science,,sociology, and even economics, Have tended to try
to develop a valuelfree "science" which will, in mimicry of B. F. Skinner,
finesse the raging problems o f human goals and aspirations. Usually
this approach assumes agreement on some form of census-taking as pro-
viding sufficient'guidance in the development of policy.; As David Braybrooke
explained it to me just as the Vietnam War was heating up, in 1965, we
could know what policy to follow in that tortured land by applying
scientific survey techniques to ind out What the natives want. When
we find out,- we give it to:them. I hope I need not, b fore this
audience, criticize that analysis. It is, of cour'se, a reductio ad
,absurdum of the value-free ambition in social science. But it is
Braybrooke'v"reductio not mine, and it is not really all that far removed
from the 'claims of those who tout systems analysis as th ultimate'
technique of decision makers. Prom where I stand, the d scussion and
criticism of values lies at tbe heart of every foreign p licy argument.
Where values are.not made explicit and raised to the level 'of.consciousness, ,

deliberation is apt tt5 go astray.

tIt is precisely by way of articulating and criticizin values that
the most trenchant criticism of the U.S. involvement in Vi tnam has Come.
The hawks who nurtured that war.., probably without exceptio presupposed\
the sanctity of Ameritan gommitments to aid nations threat ned by Communist

lo
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invasion-or subversion. The argument offer d countless times in the
early nineteensixties for an escalation of. ur'role in Vietnam, when
fully spelled out, looks like .this:

Goal or value-statement: The U.S.. should fulfill itt commitment to
the Vietnamese.

Position re this goal: We are not now fulfilling our cpmmitment to
the Vietnamese since we are not fully engaged in the war.

-Prediction: Full involvement in the war wilI clearly fulfill our
--commitment to the'Vfietnamese.

Therefore, the U.S. should get fully involv d in the war.

Here, under impriAktur of official rhe oric, was a badly flawed
'argument.. Serious doubt exists about the v lid.ity of interventionismin general, but the main flaw was the 'vague ess of our "commitment" to
Vietnam. Johnson, Rusk, Bondy, McNamara, R stow all talked as if there
were a specific, clear and binding promise. But there was none.

"Gruening and Morse, initially, and Fulbright later, singled out the
value premise here and held it up to careful inspection; but for most
of the body politic, this premise, unexamined, allowed official argu-
ment to prevail.

The."fulfill our Commitment" argument on Vietnam was at least
openly laid out. Not all of the argument in foreign policy decision
groups is shared with outsiders. In the CUban Missile Crisis, one
very significant argument was not publicized until long'after the..
event. This aigument Was apparently never even articulated during the
deliberations, though this.is not surprising. it has to be recon-
structed from memoirs of the participants, and from a conversation
reported in Robert Kennedy's Thirteen Days. President Kennedy had
decided on a blockade of,Cuba, and the U.S. NaVy was in truculent
deployment. As-Soviet ships approached our blockade, JFK confided to'
his brother that things looked bad. Robert replied, "'I just-dont
tbink there was any choice, . . .' The President thought for a
moment and said, 'That's what I think - I would have been impeached.'"
(page 67).

Here we obtain an indication of the marticulated, possibly even
subconscious, working of an argument Which begint to, explain Kennedy's
rejection of the whole range ofvnon-forcible alternatives in the Missile
Crisis. This argument might be laid out this way:

Goal or value-statement: Thii Administration mutt maintain its public
support.

Position re this goal: The public expects firM response to such
aggressive moves as missiles in Cuba.

Prediction: An aggressive response such As a 'blockade will maintains'
public support for this Adminfstration.

Therefore, we thould establish a blockade of Cuba.

What influence this line of thought had with President 'Kennedy we
can never know. There Were, of course, other arguments for ;e: blockade.
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'But as Kennedy himself put it, "The-eS'sence- of ultimate decision
remains iippernetrable to the observer, -.often, indeed, to the decider
himSelf." From Other sources we know that getting reelected was verY1
important to,KerinedY. He told some of his close associates that he
1ntende0 to get Out of Vietham If he were reelected in .064 - but hot
before.° He .told Theodore White, dOring the1960 campaign, that he
0ould apoldgize to John King Fairbank and'Owen Lattimore for having
joined the WCarthyites in.accusing-themcof "losing" China - but this
,had to wait-on-the appropriate moment'pOlitically.° It never came.

So At is entirely possible that the most important argument of'
all, in the'deliberations during the Cuban Missile.Crisis, was never
put forward at an Ex-Comm meeting simply because it uould reveal that
the President was putting his personal interests first, yather than -

the national intsrest: "I have got to be tough in Cuba'or Uwill be
,impeached."

-

HQW does one judge a value premise such as "This Administration
must retain its public support," when the consequence of accepting
such a premisemay be nuclear war? Value criticism may be the fuzziest
and most linsatigfactory of all schblarly 6nterprises. As the great
Apostlta said, we see as through a glass darkly. Nevertheless thbre

.

are ways in which value premises in policy arguments can be critiqued.
First, one can inspect their factual grounding, as in the "commjtment" '.
to Vietnam" example. Second, one can test their consistency, a la Kant,
and ask".00 we always act on this 1%sis?" And thirdly, one can-test ..

their compattbility with other values. Do we' really want to maintain
military superiority over the Soviet Union, for instance, if that goall
is incompatible with a healthy economy, or mith a desired level of
social services? I offer these approaches.to the criticism of value
premises not as a complete heuristic, but as,sa starting point. The
absolutely"vital matter is that all f eign Oolicy argument incor-
porates value judgments, an4 one's .irg ent layout Must force these
judgments into view. One can then, ho yer inadequately, begin to

'criticize them.

1 ,

If an'adeqUate foreign policy argument layout must begin with a
value statement, it must close with a,prediction. Inherent in any
such argument is a claim that taking X'action will achieve, or r

approximate, or move us closer to the goal or value upon which the
argument is based. This is not just a matter of definition. The
necessity for anticipating the outcomi of proposed policies has long
been acknd lédged in economics, tilowever impotent economists are in
aligningj eir predictions withithe.world of events. iolitical scientists . .

recognize t4at the bottom line,of political argument is always-a pro-
jection.of Some policy into the future. So much is simple common sense.
If one asks,-"Why should we ratify the SALT II agreements?" some part of

" the answer has to be a statemgnt'of this sort: "Because they will slow
1._down the arms race."



-

In the great foreign policy debates of this century, one argu-
ment of global coniequence, which had impeccable credentials, centered
on a predfction which came true. Had this argument been accepted by
decision makers'in Washington,'the history'of the last thirty-five ,

years would have 46een quite different, and the massive Vietnam trauma
which racked this cbuntry a decade ago might have been avoided. The
argument was made by-responsible Journalists, by promtnent military
ffgures, and by some of the mpst perceptive foreign service officers
this country has ever produced - yet it failed. The argument, offered
during the period 1943 to 1949, was simply this:

Goal. or iialue-statement: The U.S. should maintain.contact with the
futur'e rulers of China.

Position re this goal: The U.S. now maintains contac"i'Only with the
Kuomintang Government.,

Prediction: The,Communists under Mao will probably'take control of

Therefore, we should'establish'significant contact-vitth the Chtnese
Communists in Yenan.

-

This argument was,made by Edgar Snow, and Theodore White, and-
Annalee.Jacoby. Stilwell subscribed to it, and Col. Evans Carlson':
John Paton Davies% Ray Ludden, and JohnliStewart Service made the
argument in their Official dispatches after serving with the pixie
Mis,sion. Davies authored the most pithy forMulation, which became,
larr in the McCarthy Years, notorious; in.a displach of November 7,
19.4, he said, "The Communists are in China to stay. And China's
destiny is not Chiang's but theirs."7

When the terror was in full flood, the McCarthyites claithed that
this was a self-fulfilling prophecy,,in that American refusal to com-
pletely underwrite Chiang caused his downfaull. There is not one
shred of evidence to support this contention. .The Nationalist,Govern--
ment fell of its own venality and incompetence. It.lost the mandate
of heaven years before its final demise, and no force on earth cOuld
have preserved it.8

Losing arguments, as well as winning arguments, deserve our
attention. Aristotle was surely wrong in claiming that truth and
justice are more powerful than their opposites, so that if a truthful
argument fails, those who used it are to blame. History is full of
instances where bad arguments drove out good, where the paranoid
style of argument overcame reason, where malicious men and corrupt
institutions triumphed over the true and the virtuous. I do not
practice, nor promote, the analysis of foreign policy argument in the
belief that any scholar can produce an enlightened policy which will
make consistently good decisions. For one, thing, Henry Kissinger is
still at large, and neithe'r Gak.ry Trudeau nor-William Shawcross is
likely to counterbalance his meretricious influence.

Failure, in fact, is the lot of most cogent arguments about
foreign policy. I can claim to have been at the vortex of one of the
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most magnificent failing argUments of the latter half of the
'Twentieth Otntury. The Tagnitude of this failure can be measured by
the tact that now for the first time; eighteen years after the event;
am-I able to confront the failure publicly and head-on. In 1954, when
the college debate topic.was recognition of Communist China, I was
among those debate coaches attacked by the Hearst press for sübverting
the youth. This topic was not debatable; to even ,suggest that we
'should haVe dealings with the devils in'Peking was treasonable. The
debate fraternity was profoundly shocked by this attack. I reacted by
.6onstructing, betweeff°1955-and 1961, a full-scale analysis of all°the,
arguments on recognitron of Communist China, fgç and against, which
analySis Macmillan publis6ed in the Fall of 1961.

,

I .do not claim that this analysis was flawless.. misevaluated
the Chinese takeover of Tibet, for.tnstance, accepting the faulty

. conclusions of the International COmmission of.Jurists. I did not
-appreciate theflepth of either Great:Russian or ChinesechauvinisK,,
and hence, failed to reilize theAntensity and durability of Sino-
Soviet conflict. But worst of all, I did not realize that the power
of the China lobby; the hammerlock put on Chinkpolicy by McCarthy'
and Kiallies, the feat within the Democratic Patly of wolamage such
as was,sustained by.Tuman.due-tojhe "loss!' of China had all made
by carefal arialysis of the question irrelevant.

,

:Recognition of Communist China: A Study in A6umenOkfe11'from
Ihe pi-ess stillborn. Jt came to all the right concimsions - a decade
before the country" was ready for them. It received flattering endorse-
ment injourtialistic and intellectual circles - a third.page encomium
in the Times,Book Review section, favorable treatment in Saturday Review,
even' considerable praise in tee dour American Political Science.Review.

, Nobody attacked it. Bill Buckley's Nilional Review, which carried a
hostile two-paragraph pre-putirication notice,-710se- to remain silent,
thereafter. It sold 20,000 copies, was reed in the Kennedy State
Department, and then totally ignored.

How:mote.teaumatiC could,the f.eception of a majo'r analysis of
. foreign poltcy argument beI What clearerwarning could one have that

the world is not governed'ipy rational argument, but by crude popular
Passions and blind self-iMerest? NoeMan Palmer's jeremiad about the .

state.,-of-the-artofInternational RelatiOns in 1979 is mild Compared to,
..\ the:sitOtion which prevailed at-the end of the nineteen*.-fifttes:'

McCarran carried on for McCarthy; Jenner. went Knowland one:better;
pranced on the brink' of the Netherworld, 'to be succeeded by'Dean Rusk,
whose rigidity. on Asian policy Was Second,to none, Change came,-the
policy I so asSiduously -showed was correct,'only whenilichard Nixon, one .

of the Original creators-of, estrangement,' found that 'he neede4ja foreign
policy spectacular to assurd his 1972 election.

Nor was I.alone in finding my rational masterpiece spurned in the-
corridors of power. One of the:most impressive analyses of.Soviet-

.

,American relations ever produced,'authored by the originator of the
doctrine of containment, a former U.S; Ambassador to the Soviet Union
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enrci Director of the Policy Planning Staff of the Department7of State,none other than. George F. Kennen, ceme out in 1958. Kennan's Studyshowed'brilliantly that we should disengage from the toviets inCentral Europe; while his argument aroused much cOntroversy, itultimately met the same fate as mine.. Russia, the Atom, and the Westiscompelling in its treatment of the
Soviet-AmericaniFonfrontation;INA the-real world is not.governed by compelling arguments.

So we are once again beck at an eerlier question. Why do webother to mike and critique argumtnts on 16eign policy? If thestate-of-the-art is as dreary as-Norman'Palmer says; if the.devotionof decision makers to bad arguments and to demagdguery is es enduringas it appears to be; if one's best.efforts are greeted by-apathy and'rejection, why continue?

Men ;4111. ague, on foreign policy ind other matters, as long asthey inheblt this earth. Just as the unexamined life4is not worthliving, the unexamined argument Is not.worth making - or listeningto,- We criticize, and analyze, because we must. Let us have at it."The Specialistssin
International Relations have hardly preemptecithefield. Someday, somewhere, someone may listen.
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WELCOME BACK RHOJACK: MASS MEDIA AND THE
STUDY OF ARGUMENT

'.

Pbilip Wander
.San-Jose State Universt-ty

All societies have evolved ways of explainina the world to
'themselves'and.to their children. Sociall constructed
'reality' gives a coherent'picture of whAt exists, what
important, what is related to what, and wha 4s right. The
constant cul4vation ,of such 'realities' is the task of
mainstream rituals and mythologies. They legitimize action
along social,functional and conventionally acceptable lines.

Television, thd flagship of industrial mass culture,
now rivals ancient religions as,a purveyor of organi6
patterns of symbolanews and ether enter.tainment-r-that
animate natiional and even global communifTbs' senses off,
'reality and vaJue.

--George Gerbner and Larry Gi4oss

lass media igentify moral, social,- and political
problems ad,a matter of course. Obvious in ,the case of'
news, the same is trim of what is popularly cftlled "enter-
tainment." .Prime-time TV is a series oliproblematic
situations encounlered by a variety of dharacters. "Family"
shows dramatize problems facing the family; "law and order .

shows" dramatize problems facing law enforcement igencies.
These problems'may be in the face of reality, quite trivtal;
they,may constitute afi illusion, obscuring important issues;
or they may reveal,useful alternatives to the status quo.
Ho* they are defined and resolved symbolically, this id the
point at which the student of argument, interested in the
delibegation-of public issues, cuts ihto the content of mass
media.4

1

What follows is an analysis of'the way three shows,

O

popular in th

P

1970s, identified and resolved probSems re,-
lating to t. kamily, education, and law enforcement. Be-
ginning wit N a context in which problems may, be said to exist
as other than symbols, vfe turn to the symbolic constructs
through which they manifest themselves on primetime. No
asstiMptIons are made about the 'intent of the viriters, dtr-,.
ectors, and actors--they may or may nof,hive beem aware of a
dialectical relationship between their work and other shops
.or with problems exgerienced by real people in the workaday -
world. Our.focus ison the senqe.of coherence these shows ,
provide for the:world beyond the screen. Drawing together tjte
titles of these series, we are in A Tition to "Welcome Back
Rhojack." .
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Treeways rip into old neighborhoods, people struggle
6 escape garbage-Strewn inner cities, the young lifave small'
towns in seixrch of better Jobs, 'the oenter-does-not hold.
Ififlatiron;. unemployment, scarcity forealose thq prosperous
future which, until ripcently, was thought to constltute the
'American way or life. :We are,beginning.to look backward, to
ie-discover.the world of our fatheYs. -There is, as,Howard'
Stein:and llobert Hill' point mit in the AmeriCan Scholar, a
passion tor ethnicity abroad, a passion which'is-"part,of a
more. teneral'quest among (I's in America for roots, cOmMunity,
order, for the mystifications and longifigs and hunger that
travel under the.banner of 'identify."3. "We no longer loOk
back in the way that "Bonanza" or "flunsmpkett did, on the
strong; brawlillg pioneeis who made thiscountry great, but
upon the ordinary people,,the families whb worked together
to survive hard times. The.Waltons.represent one of two'
archetypal families in the American mythos, the one which

'l es on the farm with children doing the chores, women in
th kitchen, dad andkranddaddin the'fiefds. The. other
fam ly lives in 'the city, en the-wrong siae of town, when
"wro g" was associated .with mMigrarAs and not with ghettos
wher parents from the.old country struggled.with poverty,
language, and new world ideas with a sense o? purpose, to
help their children have it better than they did.

"Rhoda" in the beginning, was squarely in the ethnic
tradition. Rhoda is Molly rroldberg's daugHter. Thfrty-five
yearS old, her mother, Ida-liorgenstern, continued to treat
her like a child, offering advice on sexual matters ("don't')
manners,'and the importance of marrying'a good provider. In
one episode, Rhoda's mother thought herself Seriously ill."
nirawing closer to Rhoda and tier-other daughter, Brenda, Ida
asked to "share in their secrets, not like a:mother, Nit as '

a sister'. Brenda was thinkibg-about hav,ing an affairrwith
an accordian player. The secret reirealed, her mothe'r teils
her to live it up; that, in the face of death, she now sees
that she might have led a different, more exciting life.
Rhoda is incredulous: "You nevei- talked to me that way."
"I know," her mother replies, "but would it have made any
di'fference?" "No,flinused Rhoda, "but it would have made me
,feel'a fot differ2nt about what I did." When Irrenda, earlier
had asked Rhoda for her advice, she had counseled prudence.
Bhoda was a Jewish mother-to-be. She had seen life, saw it
as problematic, but had returned to, the world df her mother.
The Bohemian-world exists, may even be tasted by women in
modern' dress smoking Eve cigaretteS, but,it was tradition,'
keeping house, counseling the young; remaining constant, and
thus keeping sanity and life,together, that "Rhoda" was
celebrating.

Lucy was completely daffy. Oil stocks, mink coats,.
vacations to Rio, the series was a scheme a week for living .
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beyond whatIRicky could provide. This.was not a theM with
"Rhoda." ,It did not need tO be. Whether'single or M rried,
she lived in exPensive, wp361:-furnished apartments...'IThoda
was middle tp upper-middleiblass; Lucy hovered at a_llbwer

RetainjWcy's dreams. of wealth and status, Okay it
on the borscht circuit, aria you have Ida Morgenstern.

Thatever efse-might.be.said; the early "Rhodapor-
trayed a tight family: Drenda.c6nsulted her:older sister:'
who, jn-turn, /was.being constantly advthed bY their mother.
Thg humor aame through !Modal's ironic vision, hei attempt
to maintain her mother's love and r'espect,while, at the -

same ttme; trying.to create.her own lifee We saw her coping
with a variety of neuroses issUing'out of a,childhood of "be
carefuls-," "don't get fat," "why aren't youl Married by- now.".
RhOda's7strategy was to hold on to her Upbringing while, at
the same time, acknowledging it'provides only one among many
roles open to the modern woman in the'big city. Through her
Affairs, her desnair,--through wild and chaotic times, Rhoda
still hears,the fiddler on the roof. Ti'aditionA

It- wAs both ironic and revealing that, in an effort to
a profitable spinoff, Rhoda's mother moved to Nevada

to t e a job as a chaperone for a group-of chorus girls .

while, in an effort to improve ratings, Rhoda divorced Joe.
TV's commi-tpent is not to the Family, but to profitable
families. Tradition, in mass media, survives so long as it
attrac,ts a large enough share of the harket.

"Kotter" was another show celebrating ethnicity ande

tradition. Kotter, a higirschool teacher, was once a member
of the cilagis he now.teachea, a class of trouble. makers, Iosers,
all but dropouts. Kotter returned to his childhood, his home
among Jthe tenements, in the role of a teacher who'se aim is to
keep kids from dropping out. While Gabe Kotter's ethnic bdck-
ground was uted, the kids in his classroom-----Barbarino, Epstein,
Horshack, and Washington--were cleftrly, identified. In one
epiaode, Epstein was aski)d to perform a mdck ceremony_for
Tashington and his girl friend who were planning to dron out
and get married. He performed it in Hebrew. Washington,
after doing a dance in rhythm-with the chanting, turned to
Kotter and asked what ripstein was-aaying, Kotter answered:.
"It's all right. I'll tell you 'lf he, saws anything bad." The
entire show turned on theefforts of Kotter and several of
his students tg prevent tlie marriage, so that,Washington and
his girl would not have to drop out of school..

Kotter was Molly Goldherg in drag, a Jewish mother at
school, treating .students as so Many children to be watched
over, guided, protected from the harpher.realities.- itome-
room was family time. Not only'did Ketter play.an established.
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rojte, in which he Oad ta outwit,administrators -in his school
whb looked upon students as "them" to'be diTected, examined;
and guarded sagainst--deliriquents sent on their waysas qu;ckly
as possibAl-rbut he 'also "held a bosition which_had adiits
goal'the fittingof other people into established goldi. The
"cwekthogs" were, .of course, not easily directed. They could'
not stay id their seatS for-mere than fivi) minutes, knd,could 7
not remain silent, Some crossed over the line; kt least, we
were told that they did. tip one ever ,drew a knife; no one
was bver "ptinched put"; the.kids did not scratch or swear .or
make obscene gestures.

Not that they'should. The stories of teacherssassaulted
in the classroom fill education conferences--threats are not
even worth talking about. Stvients are dropping out by the

Of thousands, mentally if not physically. Johnny
can't read. Discipline is a joke. Yet there are the-Gabe
Kotters, and there aie students, given up. as encourageable,
who do respond. But this is an idealized World in which
every student, by the end of the show, comes 1.ound. Kotter
set up a role-playing situation for Washinkton and his girl.
They became engrossed in the problems of married life to the
point that they drew away from one another, wondered:why they
really were-getting parried (she was moving away, and he did .

not want her going out with other guys), and decided to call
it off, promising to bf,true to one another even though apart.
All this took place during one homeroom period with eveiyone,
when the bell rang, hAppily going off to first period.

- It is comforting to feel that schools are working, will
still work when young mod males and females are in charge
and grey haired, when authvritarian straights retire. The
vice-piincipal was ode of those crotchety, can't-get-it-up-
over-the-hill stereotypic jokes the media latches ontO for
an easy laugh. , "It's them'against us," he told Kotter. '"Cóme
to think of it," he reflected, "you're one of them." "Thgnk
you," replied Kotter. 4It was so easy to identify with the
personable, hard-working, virtuous Gabe, and to dismiss the
suited, addled, uptight vice-principal, that we may have
missed one of many elderly villains who populate the media.

Discrimination against the aged in our society makes
itself,known in the media just as does discrimination against
race and sex: For all,we have had to say about Rhoda's mother,
she was still a foil for Rhoda's more worldly wit. Prime time
television "assoiiateP old age with increksing evil, failure;
and unhappiness.' In a world of pleasant portraits and happy
endings,.only 40 percent of older male and even fewer femare
characters appear successful, happy, and good."4

The media's pitch against the elderly represents only
one break with a tradition in which grandparents were not
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only loved hut also respected fo;, their wisdoth. Molly,
Goldberg's family hns not siurvivOW. 'Rhoda'e Mother wanted
to be a.grandparent, but w4s not,i. Kotter's family did not .......

figure into the show much,lexc tjor'9.-fpw bouncy scenes
:in tfle apar.tment, though thls'c ang90 StmeWhat with the
arrival of%twiji daughter§. Halliqg Otpdparents move in
would be awkWard'and, no doubt; UmpOptaar (whicifis .enough
to keep.it,off the air). What woulti rtappen to the happy
sensuality .1hbda and Xotter eftjoyedr,COld they smoke dope .

openly--on:e supposes these. mod dhaitictOs,would be- absle to
distinguish a cockroach ffem ayoacl'iclip-Lor.would they have
to hide in the bathroom? How wbuld Kotter explain his students'
aropping IA at all hours with- weird peksonal problems?

Vlese shows wore not desirned Ntended famil16s
or for children. Rhoda had a child nly in a metaphorical
sense of a yeunv;er sister, but---the etlnic revival had a
deeper attraction here Wan'simply.reaffirming the insti-
tution of the familyjin Rhoda's caSe, all the more obvious
for her divorce). The attraction had to do with-the sure,
direct, lovin; old coufttry way Of Ontrolling behavior.

.Neither Kotter nor Rhoda were as single-minded as their-
.parents. They were more fragileintrospective,umore

tolerant of differenees; but neither represented the benign
permissiveness' which would alloW, a, sister or a student to do
their own .thing, ,if it meant dropping out. Both were'much
too committed to a society built arouna family and school to
allow'for that.

11,

A similar celebration of ethnic values appeared in
"Kojia." Theosophtlous Kojak was Greeki and prominently so.
7is job was not edudating ttleAfioung, but keeping the peace.
In place of sensitivity 'anCintrospection, we had power:" the
hustler, the pool nark, olio who might have gone either way:
No family man, Kojak, though he.dedicated himself to pro-,
tectirr: the young 'and the inOocent. As we watched a -parade
of beautifUl women attracted to his Zorba-like charm,, his
sense of humor, warm feelings for his friends, his willingness
to put his bo.dy in the way of the knife, we discovered the
ethnic center outside the family. 7.ojak knew who he'was; he .

knew where he came from, Re *as no rule worshipper. He knew
the law both in the letter and in the spirit. A pleasant con
man helped him track down a killer. At the.pnd, the killer
dispatched, Kojak turned ,to him and said, "Then I.turn
around again, don't want to see you.", Like Marshall Dillon,,
Kojak faced a problematic world wherein he not ofily-enforced
but also interpreted-the law. What guided Sergeant Friday
when the law`v14uired fiuman interpretation? What helped MO*.
when ambiguity in the, crime or the law.demarided personal
judgment? Friday was rootless'; his forte was dedication to
the law and delight in routfne, In a prdblematic world,
Sergeant Friday in empty, ,an automaton. Kojak, on the other
hand, called on a moral cod moreancient than English common
law. 'Ng was Ulysses wiley, intelligent, courageous% He
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tolerate& institutional authority, but only so long as it
did not interfere with his'telos, his true,function
'was pever 6onfused with-simply following rufes. He harassed
thec"feds"sover'the inyestigatidp and prosecution of crimes--
the Greek hero versus the emplay bareaucrat% A "trefteury !
official," young., smooth Anglo, wanted" to call off a "tap"
.beciutte rcould have turned up information embarrassing to
66rta1n unnamed 6tate ahOlederal government representatives.
He.told Kojak that the stakeout was'over; it cost too much
for what it was delivering; they akready had enough evilience.
Kojak loaked him, in the,eye: "You plAyed your truMp. Now
I'm going to play' mine. How embarrvMsing," he sheeked, "for
the newspapers to find out that an important cooperpftive
effort between state and federal officials was called off
'just beforeevidence damaging to important politicians was
about to be uncovered." "You-ilyou wouldn'tt" the young
politician-stammered. Dut we knew that he would.

Kojak, the Greek godfather, protected his people, but
the godfather, as Coppola understood, was the sat under-
belly of old world tradition. The theme threading through
Coppola's epic,. especially Clear in "Godfather II,".concerns
the destruction of the immigrant family: Mather, 'father
gone, divorce, custady fights, Michael at the end has
ordered the execution of his brother, watched his sisteT
throw herself at one gutless male After another. He is com-
pletely cut off froh the world that made his father. The
Family became a Legion, the Legion a Corporation. 14ichael
enjoys corporate.profits, but for what? He has no center,
no love, no feeling; his life has become.a dark blossom of
malevolent calculation. kb

c .

The Immigrant Ifish family with its Jimmy CagneyS,
Mickey Rooneys, and Spencer Tracys,has faded. Looking back
to,a time when families contributed orderly, hardworking boys.
'and girls, reliable, honest, flag-saluting citizens of the
Republic; no matter that, during/the "gay 90s" When .this
lolden Age Aas supposed to have 4x1sted these same'ctildren -

were being pressed into the mines and'the sweat'shops for
. nennies a day, that the Haymarket riots had occdrred and the
Palmer raids were to come.. Just before the turn-of the.
century, Henry Adams, fearful of the anarchists, wrote:

It has been assumed that the United States, With
.
her boundless opportunities for industrial develop-
nent, could easily absorb all immigrants an& instruct
fhemin the ways of free institutions. For the most
part this expectation has been.met, but.of.jate cer-
tain Poles, Bohemians, and Hungarians,(many of whom.
it)aust be.said, were imported by labor.contrattors),
as well as some Germans who left their country for

5
their country's good, have proVen a hard heal to digest..

4
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1.1.1.1 we seariwh for som6 relic, some rragmept pf long dead
saints: the Jews, the nr ks, the noles,.first generation
immigrants wilose..sons grew believing that they could
become president.

A .

. No-matter that th'e imm4hrant populalion in New,York is
noW pr'edeminantly Puerto Rican an-d Southern Blaek; -0o matter

I. that young.men from this group bhow up .on'sprime time TV and
in MOVi(A like "Death Wish" as those againSit whom the weak
must be protected; no matter that the third and fourth gen-
eration immigrant sons have moved out into the SUburbs to
worry about property, taxes and getting their parents to
Golden Acres so they can be with their own kind in their
declining years. The myth If ethnicity, and its manifold
virtues, lives on in the media, an ideali ation of tradition
and power which, in retrospect, makes th turn of the century
a goldenage, a time which enjoyed a moé secure and orderly
society, when geople could recite the names of the Presidents
and salute the flag with tears in their eyes. We tune in to
watch them and their children try to put the pieces back
together, maintain the family, make high school work for the
poor, instill the police force (no longer manned with red-
faced Irish cops) with tIoe..sensg, of commitment which once

.made the streets safe to walk at night.
-

Stepping back.from our critique of "Rhojack," 1pwever,
what conclusions are.there to draw forsthe.study of argu-
mt:41t? On the face of it what we have been dealing with is
a social critique of prime-time television. But the content
of mass media, when it is situatoea in an hi torical context,
in a dialectical relationship with real pro g lems, becomes

/6oth an important and relevant subject for the,student of
argumentation. For While-there is more'to the critique than
a formal analysis of argument, if it were so reducedand
what is the "structure" of an argument but a shorthand
reduction of the context and drama of an actual_ di7Agree-

' me-nt-it would'look like this:

(1) Social inStitutions in `moclern America--t e famiay,
education, law enforcemenA agen.ciesare
encountering problems.

The ethnic groups from which many of us are
dêscended had a strong belief in the family,
respected education,sand supported the forces.-
of law and order.

(3)--Therefore, we should return to our roots in an
effort to resolve our difficulties.

Tiking on this form,sthe argument invites all sorts of re-
joinders, the most telling of which is that the plan-does
not meet the need. Reducing everyfhing to a crisis of the
spirit, to attitudes or beliefs, or to inspired ruminations
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1-
encourages Ira, not to 01,40on a,sodial order which depends
on unemploymeot-to solve.economic problems and, at the same
time, rails against:the numberless "able bodied" who are un-
willing to work, the welfare cheat, and the criminal. To
build a society-with a sense of cominunity 'strong enough'to
nurturwlong lasting relationships; where people are.both
econOmically secure and yet have enough time away from work-

- to get to know one another, where "sweathogs"have something'
1 more to look forward to in life than Stupifying labor in

factories under conOitiOns dangerous to their. health, where
crime ceases tp be l_romanticized attemPt to survive, but
evidence of a lack of 4maginationi to build a society like
.this requires tremendchis effort.' Stich effort is,especially
difficult In a time of.diminished.resources when individuals
are.tempted, even more,than usual, to adopt:an "I-am-the-
fittist" ethic. -It is in this context that prime-time
becomes more than mete entertainment.. It enters the domain
of 6olitics, leitimiing actionsalong socially functional
4nd conventionally acceptable'lines. That the argument is
cast in the poetic mode, unintended by the writers,'- directors,
actors, or networks,' and ignored by the audience, does not,
in a world'in which "reality" is mediated through commercial
television, make it one whit less relevant to the'deliberation
of importadt public issyes.

s.
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PIASPECTIVES ON AWIUMENT

Joseph W. Wenzel
Untversity of Illinois

41

The main purpose,of this essay is to explicate three
distinct but interrelated perspectives for the study of,
argument;_takee together, they constitute a conceptual
system which may give greater order and clarity to an.
area of inquiry that is presently characterized by a'
d versity of approaches and apparently incommensurable
r ults. The cOnentional notion of argument as a formal

construct ht§6 lately been challenged by new
conceptualizations./ One themeof this essay is that the
Very question posed in many of those efforts-2--What is argu-,
ment?--is misleading. For recent scholarship in the field
demonstrates that one singlesconstruct of .argument cannot
do justice to the several unique approaces-qaken by
diverse scholars. If we are ever to Aevelop, anything like
a "theory of argument," or to place argument within a
larger theory, we will need conceptual scheffies that recog-
nize and clarify relations among thQ different sorts of
questions, data, and explanations tRat scholars produce.
This essay, therefore, poses a more appropriate set of
queStions along these lines: What are the several ways
in which scholars construe argument? What different per-
spectives are thereby created? What ihterests or'purposes
inform each Perspective? What can be gained trom studyin
argument in each way? An-analysis of the three chief
perspectives-that have guided the study of argument in
fact (though often unconsciously) will yield a better
appreciation of the uses and limits of each one and may
pave the way to an eventual,synthesis.

A sepond purpose of this essay is to apply the scheime
of three perspectives to some recent problems in argumen-.

tation. ; will argue that several such controversial issues
will turtl'out io be pseudo-problems 'when examined from the,
standpoint of the4three perspectives.

The distinctions drawn in this essay have bebn lurking
abouein the scholarship on argumentation for some time; and
I claim no originality for merely recognizing them. The
three perspectives have never been analyzed in the sort of
detail undertaken here, however; nor have their relationships
as parts of a larger conceptual'system been fully explicated. .
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By way-of preliminary orientation, it will he helpful to
note where this essay stands in relation to some other
efforts-te conceptuglize argument. In one recent ex-
change, Brockriede kid O'Keefe made some'progress toward
desoribling the, phenomena that.are of interest to scholars
in argumentation.1 Brockriede's initial observatiOns.about
argument as a perion-centered, open, and variable concept
are useful starting points, particularly hks observation
that "argument is not a 'thing' to,be looked for but a
concept people use, 4 perspective they take."2 Although

.hp offered_a definition of argument based on six charact-
eristics, I am inclined to discount the definitional'approach
in order to re ret Brockriede's purpose as characterized
by his title, Wher is Argument?" What Brockriede offers, I
believe, is a descri tion oçI the kinds of situations where
the study of argument will, trove fruitful. Thus, I find it
useful to recast his description to say .something like the
following:

The study of argument, however one construes it, is
gemerally appropriate in situations where one or more
members of a social group (i.e.., persons who share a
frame of reference) respond(s),to problems or uncer-
tainties by advancing and justifying claims in order
to facilitate decision or choice among alternatives.
Incidentally, among other features of interest, is
the degree to which such arguers put themselves at fisk.

The point of O'Keefe's critique of Brockriede was not
to reject the general characterization of plves where
arguments can be found, but rather to distinguish two_
different phenomena that may be discovered in such places
O'Keefe's argumentlrefers to a kind of sspeech act indexed
in everyday talk by expressions like "making an argument,"
and argument2 refers to an interaction ifidexed by expressions
like "having an argument."1 Now, it does not follow necessarily
that, because there are different phenomena, there must be-
different constructs of argument; and indeedeBrockriede
argued in his rejoinder that the six characteristics of his
wholistic construct of argument all applied to the two
phenomena identified by O'Keefe.4 Nevertheless, ftom the
recognition of discrete phenomena, as in O'Keefe's essay,
there emerges a strong'suspicion of the need for discrete
constructs, conceptions, or perspectiveS for analysis. The
purpose of this essay is to begin explication of three such
conceptual schemes or perspectives'tHat have evolved to
facilitate the study of the severarphenomena comprehended
by the term "argument." I am not concerned here with the
phenomena, per se, but with ways of looking at them, and
my analysis cuts across O'Keefe's distinctions.



As-I observed earlier, this essay extends certain lines
,of thought thai have.been touched on, or partially developed,
in other Works on argumentation. Fisher and Sayles1 for
exaMple, developed a distinction between the rheto ical
lokical.views of argument in a manner generally co siste t

"k.with what follows.° Finally, some ideas advaneed
essay--perhaps the most important Oneswere expressed by
Maurice Natanson in an essayti+acink the movement from a. ,

. naive concern-for cOncrete'arguments,,to a more reflective
regard for arguments-as-such, to a philosophical concern
for argumentation as the means for risking, and thus
creating, the self:

Who moves from an argument to the logical form of
arguments of that type turns,from an argument as
such. Argumentation, we may suggest, goes a con-
siderable step further: there is the total range
of involvement of arguments--arguments as such--
and the arguers participating 14 such proceedings
are subjected to a theoretical order of sckutiny
which seeks to arrive at a rationale for the entire
enterprise. In these terms, an arkument is a naive
content of daily life; argument as such is the
theme for a disciplined inquiry which must stand
outside of common-sense affairs; and theory of argu-
mentation is a distinctively philosophical enter-
tainment:6 .

Natanson's discussion of this movement recognizes the
rhetorical, logical, and dialectical impulses that hfNe
shaped our ways of construing argument. What follows is
an effort to clarify the perspectives of rhetoric, logic,
and dialectic as applied to the study of argument.

-I will begin by describing ,the three perspectives,
first sketching them broadlywand then filling in finer
detail. For the most part, I Will describe the reflective
outloot§pof the scholar-critic-analySt on the relevant
phenomdra. At certain_points in the discussion, however,
it' will be useful to:comment on the perspectives of naive
social actors as :arguers.; Certainly ordiniry persons
4pderstand in a:general way some Of the distinctions that
undergird disciPlined inquiry, e.d., -between a "persuasive"
argument and'a /*sound" arguMent. The emphasis, however,
will be.on the scholar's understanding; In the final
section of the paper I will suggest how awunderstanding of
the three prSpectives sheds light on some recent problems
in argumentation.'

:Of the e'vetal senSei in_which scholars use.the term
"argumeWJand:.its relations, threeare-of immediate
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importance: argument au rocess, argument asverocedure;,
and argument as krorductI. 1Though the three senees are
indexed rOughly in oiarnary language (e.g., 6presenting
arguments," "engaged in argumentation,'" "judging an .

argument"); it is ,the scholar's applicatiOn ofqhe three
senses that is of prinCipal intoirest. When used by
specialists, etch sense of the term refers:implicitly
to a digtinct perspective taken in the examination qf
arguers and their behaviors, and the perspectives _are
roughly alignod with the disciplines that have'histbri-
cally been- concerned with argument. fhusk; the three senses
cOrrelate respectively with the perspectives of rhetoric,
ditilectic.tnd logic.

We speak of argument in the process sense whenever we
apply the name argument dr arguing to the phenomena of one
or more social actors addressiRg symbolic appeals to others
in an effort to win adherence.u. When we say, Viz. example,
"Clarence Darrow argued for social-justice," we think of'
the man as situated in the Teal world Of social-political
action, speaking to other persons so situated, for the
purpose of influenping their attitudes, beliefs and actions.
We conoeive of his motive as persuasion; and our purpose in
examining his behavior, its antec6dents; and its conse-
quences is to understand the process of persuasion. TO
be more precise, when we speak of studying "argument" from
the rhetorical perspective.,, we mead Ahat we seek to under-
stand Certain elements embedded in.the prodess of per-
suasion. Thus, the rhetorical perspective construes "arguing"
as a persuasive proCess.

41,

A second sense of the,term is of argument as procedure,
and it is in tshis sense that argument is allied with
dialectic (and other ways of managing discourse such as
debate and discussion). In ordinary language, we Often
mark this sense hy expressions such as."conducting. an
argument" or,"engaged in argumentatfon." .The dialecticia
perspective conStrues argument' As- procedure or methodology
for bringing the natural proceS uing undbr some sort
of deliberate control. The par r s are understood,"not
as mere social actors, but as seL scioas advocates, and
their,motiyes are conceiVed as: afr-uniquel.y cooperative effort
to reach joint dpcision or pnderstandiw. The element of ,

cooperatibn is revealed most clearly in their overt agree- ;-

ment on rules of procedure. The entrS, into a rule-rgoverned .

methOd of discussion is presumed to alter the nature ot an
argumenfatixie interacticit. ).

Argument in the third sensA my be,thought/of as the
product either of naive eocial actors argVino, or df
scious advocates engagbd n argume6taqon, but it owes'
ite existenFe to, someone's construing iartipular utterances
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as "arguments." In Ois, the logical sense, an argument
is a set of statements (premises and conclusion or evi-
dence afid claim) by which someone chooses to represent t
"meanings" abstracted from the ongoing processes of
communication. \Such argument-things are impartial and
imperfect representations of human utterance, but they
constitute significant efforts to objectify, aspedts of -

meaning which may be appropriately subjected 'to gical -

analysis and criticism. In everyday language we nvoke
the logical perspective when we speak of ."laying ut an
argument" OT "examining an'argument."

It should not be surprising that there-are different
senses of the term "argument,".A that,they reflect quite
different perspectives, for the wOrd is used:to refer to
a range of phenomena %ssociated with sOme of our most
complex and significant ,human behavior. The contemplation
of that behavior has given rise to the practidal and
theoretical interests which are historically associated
with rhetoric, dialectic, and logic: the interest ih°
adapting disCourse efTectively te particular auditors; the
interest in devising and' using methods of collective '

decision-making; and.the'interest in discovering and
6

employPng standards,for:rktional judgment. Each discipline,
trains its lens op the same general range.of human,activity,
but each highlights different phenomena. Thus, if 'One asks .

of each "What is argument?", the answers are likely to
differ shsvply: "An argument," say4 the logician, i"is a
set of statements consistingof premises and conclusion, -
or claim and support." "Argument," says the rhetorician,
"is a mode of appeal, a means of persuasion, a behavior
typical of'symbol users communicating%" "Argument, says
the dialectician, "is, a disciplined method of discourse
tor the critical testing of theses." To each of these
statements, One is inclined to respond,v7ell of course,
that's right--as far as It goes." But het as the human
body can be Studied-anatomically or physiologically or
chemically, so the processes of argumentation can be studied
rhetorically or dialectically or logically. In each case,
the several studies complement.and enrich one another. Be-
cause thetr boundarieg, are inevitably obscured, however, a
'word of caution mak he in order here. The categorization
of perspectives is necessary to recognize the starting
points of inquiry, the strategic questions of each discipline,
,and the sort of results to expect from ?each. Dut we must be
prepared for that neat pattern to blur at just those points
where one perspective merges with another, where queitions
of physiology, say, are transformed into tfiose of bio-
chemistry, where problems of logic b#come those of dialectic.
A full understanding of the processes ,of argumentation'wilr
consist of an eventual synthesis of results achieved 1, the,
three perspectives.

./
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To this point, the broad sketch of three perspectives
merely rinapitulates what has been recognized, to some
degree explicitly, in recent analyses or argument. Some
advance marbe made on those analyses, however, if we
focus mote precisely on several telements that are commonly
invoked in attpmpts to conceptualize argument, specifically,
the pOtions of purpose, situation,- rules, standards, and
agents. The following finer analysis of those elements
will enable us to build up a fuller understanding of each
perspective. Moreover,.such analysis will help,to'reveal
how each pekspective is informed both by the practical
interests of a person acting.within it and by the
theoretical interests of the critic-scholar examining such
action.

I I

- Purpose

The three perspefatives are'distinguished fundamentally
in terms pf the conception-of purpose that features in each
one. As I observed before, the modes of action and inquiry,
embodied in the conceptiorw of rhetoric, dialectic, and
logid originated in the practical.purpose6 of language users
In each-case, theory 4eenis to have followed upon practice.
For that reason perhaps, although _theory in each discipline.
has a descriptive element, it is ultimately applied fof the
sake of a presoriptive or normative interest. In the'case
of each perspective, therefore, it will be useful to keep
in mind that the theoretiCal purposeS of scholars are con,
ditioned by the practical purposes for which the disciplines
evolved. ,

, The art ofrhetorac was created to meet the needs of
persons who sought ,to persuade others, and despite all the
variations, of definition by rhetorlcal theorists, their
core Conception of the purpose of rhetorical behavior re-
mains the same. Arist2tle's Miscovering the available
means of persuasion,"-ku Campbell's "adapting, discourse
to itS end,"11 Bryant's "adjusting ideas to people and
people tç ideas,"174 and Perelman's "winning adherence to
theses,"13 all come down to the same basic task: to mar-
shall the resources of Armbolic'representation (typically
linguistic) in order, to express our. 4nderstandings of how
thAngs are and how they ought to be in a manner that makes
them attractive to other persons. Within theorhetoricali.
perspective,,therefore, arguments are construed as one '
mode of symbcillic representation that has certain unique
potentials for influenchig people. When they obserVe
persons making arguments, rhetorical theorists and critics
'are interested in the full communicative act.(As opposed to
an abstracted syllogism or whatever), in the expression in
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4 natural language (as opposed to some formal logical
latiguage), and in the relation of the communicative_
act to actual spenkers and listvlers (as opposed,to 1"P

ILsome idealized rationarbeing)." It is.the interest
.in argument as persuasion that undergirds these aspects
of.the rhetorical perspective'that distinguish it.from
the logical.

"Rhetoric-," said Aristotle," exists to affect the
giving of decisions."1 And so, of course, does .dialectic;
but the two disciplipes serve the decision-making process
in complementary ways. As an art'of adaptation, rhetoric
gives the ability to make ones views attractive to others.
As an art of management of dibcourse, dialectic provides
the'means to make, our expressions candid as opportunities *f

are provided for question and answer,_definition and
clarification, refutation and response. The ultimate
purpose of dialectic a's a method of argumentation is to
promote critical scrutiny of alternative expressions of
understandings of how things are and how they ought to be.
Granting the use of dialectical skill for intellectual
training and casual encounters, Arikotle considered
dialectic useful chiefly in the philosophical scionces
"because the ability to raise searching difficultles on
toth sides of a subject will, nake us detect more easily
the truth and.error about the several points that arise."16
On a theoretical level, the dialectical perspective includes
all studies of forms Of discourse that eek to understand
the conditions affecting critical decis on-making.

The purpose of logic is also to r der decisions; but
on a microscopic lever, foll logic as a practical art
applies rules and standards to specific, limited sets of
statements offered as expressions of legitimate reasoning
processes. In the logical perspective, therefore, argu-
ments are construed as things or products that may be ab-
stracted from the ongoing communicative interaction of
rhetoric or-dialectic. As a theoretical study, logic
seeks to discover or develop canons of correct inference
that enable us to settle oh.certain expressions as reliable
knowledge. ,

Thus, the three perspectives are governed by distinct
purposes. Students of.drgument adopt the rhetorical per--
spective in order to investigate the conditions of effective
expression, the dialectical perspective to undqrstand-the
conditions of candid and critical expression', and the logical
perspective to-Tea-the conditions of soundness,in expressing
our claims*to khowledge.

Situation

,
The notion of situation is differently construed in

each of the three perspectives. To,begin with, one way
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to distinguieh the outlooks of the rhetorical and dia-
lectical approaches is to say that the rhetorical situation
is "real;" while the dialectical is "contrived. Argu-
ments come to our attention in situations that everyone
will surely agree arts rhetorical. Ordinary arguments
conpist of real utterance produced by real social actorb
in situations of exigencies, constraints and potentialities
that are part of-a social ieality.17 In the face of an
actual exigency, utterance is' aimed at producing action
by listeners. The elements of the rhetorical situation
are understood by the theorist or critic as real, con-
crete, partiCular, and immediate.

In contrast, the dialectical situation is characterized
by an attitude of "let us suppose . . ." The natural world
f social action is suspended (momentarily, at least) as
ersons enter into a special realm of dialogue. The
hetorical motive, to cope with an exigence through per-
uasive discourse, gives way to the din:lectical motive,
o criticize theses; and the real, concrete, particular
and immediate substa-ce of rhetorical appeal, gives way
to the dialectical consideration of matter that is hypo-
thetical, abstract, universalizable, and mediate.

The kofound importance ofrthis distinction between
the petorical and dialectical situations is brought out'
by Jurgen Habermas who bases his consensus theory.of truth
partly on the possibility of-genuine dialectic. Ordinary
"communicative action" (rhetorical behavior), he explains,
is founded on a tacit background con'Sensus including agree-
ments on facts and norms. When the lattet are called into
question, they can be redeemed'or rationally established
only by entering into "discourse" (i.e., dialectic):

In communicative actions, the factually raised
claims ta. validity, which form the underlying consen-

. sus, are assumed naively. Discourse, ow.the other
') hand, serves the justification of problematic claims/

- to validity of opinions and norms. Thus the system \
- ,.of action and experience' refers us in a compelling

Manner to a form of communication in which the
participants do not exchange information, do not
direct or carry out action, nor do'they have or
communicate experiences; instead they search for
arguments or offer justifications./ Discourse there-
fore requires the virtualization of constraints on

Vaction. This is intended to render inoperative all
motives except solely that of a cobperative readiness
to arrive at an understanding, and further requires
that questions of validity be.separated from those of
genesis. Discourse thereby renders possible the
virtualization of claiMS to validity; this consists



in our announcing with respect to the objects of
communicative action (things and events, persons and
utterances) a reservation concerning their existence
and conceiving of facts as well as -of norms from the
viewpoint of pbssible existence. To spbak as Russerl
does, in discourse we bracket the general thesis. Thus .

facts are transformed into stateS of affairs which may
or may not be the case, and norms are transformed into
recemmendations and warnings which may be correct or
apptopriate butu.also incorrect or ida0propriate.

Selely the structure of this peculiarly unreal
form of communication guarantee6 the posibility of
attaining a consensus.discursively,, which can gain
recognition as rational."

1
For pAposes of dialectical theorizing, therefore, the .

situation is construed a an arena for discourse that is

°ask
created for the.purpose f facilitating a critical process.
Both the rhetorical the st and the dialectical theorist
would be interested in the situations in which argumen- .

tative intsractions (arguments2) occur, but the foci of
their attentiob would differ markedly.

1 The logical perspective brings into operation a third,
and quite-different, conception of situation or 'coptext. '

For purposes of logical analysis and criticism, Burleson
writes, "TOulmin's notion of field-dependence is a '

particularly useful.and insightful way of conceptualizing
context. Properly understood, the Toulmin diagram leads
critics and theorists to consider what may be termed the
substantive context of an argument."19. The logician
focusei on a saf7T statements-abstracted from oommunicative
context, objectified and depersonalized, and contemplated
as a construction of potential epistemic imPortance. To
evaluate that construttion, however, requixes-that it be
re-situated in a "logical conPixt" determined by the field
of inquiry.for which it claims significance. Burleson
describes such a context as .

a locus of ideas' and relationships among ideas shared
Among members of a community. A consideration of
this context dictates concern with issues such as:
What constitute believable and relevant data and
backings? What kinds-of claims legitimately can be
put forth? What factors,determine the extent to
which claims must be qualified? What types of- warrants
,afe permissible? Obviously, this.list could be
tended to encompass a variety of similar issues."

Of course, fields of argument May be extremely diffuse
and unstructured or they' mu be compact and highly insti-
tutionalized discililines. No' matter how-they may vary in

a
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formality'or precision, however, all .f4elds of serious
discussion are distinguished by practical purposes that
give meating to their standards and rules of infe ence.21
That point is illustrated by the use of three pe pectives
on the study of argUment, and the next section wIll touch
on the staridards appealed to in theorizing and criticizing
in matters rhetorical, dialectical, and logIcal.

Rules asnd Standards

Ttese elements serve to discriminate among the three
perspectives in a straightforward way; from the standpoints
of both_practitioner and theorilkt. If the rhetor is a
social actor in a real situation,-he must be bound funda-
mentally by certain tacit social rules. This will be the
case whether he is an unlettered rustic speaking,up in the
local tavern or a sIsilled parliamentarian in Congress.
Such rules form'a part of the background consensus that
makes ordinary communication possiblb. Should they be
called into question, e.g., by a bill to change parlia-
mentary rules, or even by a claim to be justified in using
objectionable language, equilibrium could be festored only
by a suspension of ongoing communicative action and a
resort to dialectic: The tacit, and usually unproblematic;
understanding of such hiles is a constitutive condition of
rhetorical action. It is, of course, an important part
of the "shared frame of refefence" that Brockriede
stresses as a basis for argument. 22,

Turning to dialectic, it appears that the conscious
articulation of rules is a defining characteristic of
that perspective on argument. The decision to suspend
the constraints of action, to enter the realm of discourse,
to subject theseb to searching examination, leads inexorably
to the realliation of a need for rules of procedure. Not
just any sort of discussion will serve the interests of
dialectic, but only that method or procedure that.gives
maximum opportunity for criticism of propositions advanced.
If the touchstone criterion for the rules of rhetoric is
"effectiveness," that of dialectic may be described as
"candidness." Each step in a chain of reasoning is to
be displayed .plainly; nothing is to be assumed; certainly
nothing is to be concealed. Thus, Socrates extracts from
Gorgias a promise to mah2 short answers, offers reciprocal
questioning, and so on." As Perelman and others have ob-
served of the classical form of dialectic, the rules
limiting dialogue to brief exchanges, or question and
answer, insure that each premise will be examined\pefore
it is permitted to form part of a chain-of reasoning. No'
rush of eloquence will be permitted to carry,a wokk point
with an unreflective audience: "the reasoning here [in
Platonic dialectic] advances step by step; each step has
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to be tested and mnelt be confirmed by the approval of
,the interlocutor."44 Thus, the dialectical view envisions
argumentation as a procedure governed by ruleti that are
overtly articulated and agreed upon 'rather than tacit
and unexamined.

The rules characteristic of the logical perspective
'are perhaps too obvious io require extensive discussion,
and it is equally obvious that they differ from those of
the rhetorical and dialectical perspectives. The logical
critic is determined to assess the worth of an argument 1%

abstracted from rhetorical, process or dialectical pro-
cedure, and the'iogical theorist is concerned to formulate
the.rules and standards which permit such judgments. The
key term here, pitrallel to the' rhetorician's' "effectiveness
and the dialectician's "candidness," is the logician's
notion of "soundness."

Speaers and Audiences

The speaker features as an important element only in
distinguishing rhetoric and dialectic, and soMething has

. already been said of how the speaker IA construed in each
of these perspectives. We may.speak of a "rhetor" af a
"naive social actor" because-one need have no particular
awareness of role to act as, or to be construed as, an
agent of persuasion. 4-We are all rhetors. Our human nature
is so bound up with linguage'and sociality that we cannot
avoid rhetoricaloction. Not so with dialectic, however.
In the face Of opposition, we may invoke mumerous strate-
gies of mvoidance. Thus, dialectid requires, first, a
recognition of anoiher who stands somehow opposed to us.
The decision to talk abou* the conflict, to "air our
differences," rather than breaking off the interaction,
carries with it aw implicit recognition of roles as advo-
cates, and the development of a genuine dialectic entails
a grawing self-consciousness by the participants. For
this reason, we may sp'eak of the .parties in dialectic as
self-conscious advocates.

It is in thleir roles as receivers of messages that
persons are more significantly distinguished in the three
perspectilres. The relevant roles construed by theorist.
or critic are those of the rlietorical.,audience, the dia-
lectical interlocutor, and the logical critie; for these

-f-are the three who in various ways pass judgment on argu-
ments. A useful set of distinctions derives from Perelman's
eharacterization of audiences as particular or universal:15
The rhetorical audience is understood as a particular
assemblage of persons either inihctualit or in the speaker's
4onstrual of perSonb he addresses. The act of rhetoric ts an
adaptation of ideas to particular Persons in a particular
Situation.
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The logical perspective, in contrast, has traditionally
construed the receiver/examlner/critic as an impersonal
embodiment of universal rules. .Such at least is the
idealized conception of the critic that follows from a
purely formal logic. An uncharacteristic slip into that
formalism seems to be the cause of Perelman and Olbrechts-
Tyteca's remarks that "Argumentation addressed to a uni-
versal audience must-convince. the reader that the reasons
adduced are of a compelling character, that they are self-
evident, and possess an_ absolute and timeless validity . . ."
and ". . .maximally efficacious rhetoric, in the case of a
universal audienge, is rhetoric 'employing nothing but
logical proof."26 The conception of the logical critic
that emerges from such a.formalistic notion of logic is
not so much that of a human exercising judgment as of a
"logic machine" applying some invariant rules of validity.
Ploreover, one wonders what sort of propositions and argu-
ments (excluding mathematical statements) dould possibly
be% "self-evident" anq "possessan absolute and timeless.
validity." So, Pereloman and Olbrechts-Tyteca seem to
lapse into that uncharacteristic formalism because at
that.point they focus on the nature of the appeals as the
ultimate grounding of. validity and soundness:

An alternative reading of Perelman and Olbrecllbs-Tyte,ca
would emphasize the persons who make up the universal
audience as the basis for logical judgment. -On this villw
an argument is sound only if it could win the approbatiqn
of the universal audience which is defined as consisting
of all qualified judges.7 On this view, furthermore
logical soundivess is nO-longer construed merely in terms
of formal structure and self-evidence, bulfrather is based
as well on any substantive criteria that qualified observers
invoke. Now, this is a much broadericonception of logical
criticism than that which is implied in traditional, formal
logic. More importantly, perhaps, it is a conception of
logical critieism that fS considerably more difficult to
envision in practice. After all, anyone of ordinary intelli-
gence who.can learn the, rules of a formal system can apply
them, and criticism bedomeS a relatively simple task. In
contrast, it is much harder to conceive of a univerma
audience bringing to bear all the substantive knowledge
relevant to a.full critique--knowiedge of the history of
the subject, familiarity with all relevant evidence, aware-=
ness bf special cases, and so forth. How, then, could this
sort of logical criticism be realized? The historic answer
has been: through dialectic.

The interlocutor in dialectic may be understood as an
amalgam of the rhetorical auditor and the logicalAcritic.
The discussants are in fact particular persons, blt the -

critical procedure enjoins them fo represent the idealized
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TABLE r
THREE PERSPFTIVES SUMMARIZED

tart

"ractical

Rheiorical Perspective
focuses on "arguing"

as process

Dialectical Perspective
focuses on "argumentation"

'as procediare

Logical Perspective
.focuses on "argument"

-as product

purpose- "ersuasion Criticism .Judgment

Theoretical
Eurt: To understand To explain conditions

-
To establish

conditfons for for candid and critical standards for
effective arguing Argumentation sound argument

Situation: Natural rhetorical.
situations

Contrived arenas of
discourse

rielas Of argument

Qules: Tacit social rules Explicit procedural rules Explicit inferential
rules

Stanlards: Effectiveness CandidneOs Soundness

Speaker: Naivesocial actor Conscious advocate Impersonal explicator

Listeners: Particular audience Particular striving for
universality

Universal audience
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witvermal audience. The dialectical interlocutor may
thus be ccAstrued as a particular person "straining":for
.liniversality. Her/his particularity is undeniable and,
indeed, influences'every actual discourse. 'But the role
of interlocutor, qua interlbcutor, is just, to"endeavor to
,ropresent the universal audience of all qualified respon-
dients'.., That role is intuitively understood by anyone who
seriously takes on the role of devil's advocate and tries
to-raise every legitimate objection to a line of argument.

Still, the problem of realizing full critique within
a dialectical fraMe remains, for no ()Re or any group can
actuallx embudy the capabilities of a universal audience.
because that protilem is a fundamental one for any disciplined
inquiry, solutions have in fact been devised which represent
the application of the dialectical perspective. In demo-
cratic societies, the "free marketplace of ideas" is one
such solution. In science, as Toulmin has explained, the

; maintenance of appropriate arenas for the testing of
scientific condepts mresents an application o(f the dia-

.

lectical perspective.''s None of these arenas presupposes
a static universal audience, but rather each relies for
full critique on the likelihood that every qualified per-
son will have a fair chance to advance theses and to
criticize them. Moreover, the certainty ot critical
response in such arenas generates a motive in every
participant to endeavor to meet the standards of-the
idealized universal audience. Thus it is that the
.dialectical perspective informs all disciplined inquiry,
and entails the view of participants or interlocutors
fulfilling a critical role.

Summary
,

Table I provides a summary of the elements examined
ih this sketch of the three perspectives. In closing
this section, it would be appropriate to take note of the
instrumental relations among the practical arts from which
the three perspecti'ves developed. In any problematic
situation where people must make choices, rh4orical skill
enables speakers to preSent,their views of the world'in a -

manner that engages the attention of others.. But rhetorical
power, by itself, guarantees only the supremacy of the most
eloquent or most clever. Dialectical procedures do not -

deny the functions of eloquenm but they do insure that
alternative rhetorical visions can be created and considered.
Dialectic requires,:further, a periodic halt in communication

N so that premises and inferential leaps can be examined. Here,
logic enters in to apply canons of correct inference to
specific structures of argument that discussants "lay out"
for public examination. Thus, the creative power of rhetoric
is harnessed to the judicial power of logic through the
critical.procedured.of dialectic. On this view, all three
perspectives ere embraced in a conception of argumentation
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as the rationale of critical decision making.

In

With-that description of the three perspectives before
us, it is now appropriate to say something about how4hat
formulation might contribute to scholarship in argumen-
tation. I will make four claims for the utility of the
system and discuss them briefly.

First, the taxonomy provided by the three perspectives
may, in itself, help to clarify the significance Of previous
work in argumentation as well as the potentialities of
future lines of.research. The significance of much previous
research becomes,clearer when /ramed within the purview of
the three perspectives. Studies on evidence, for example,
have sometimes been plkinly focused on the effects of cettain
kinds of supporting material, thus contributing to our
rhetorical understanding; other times they have dealt
plainly with the probative value of evidence when tested
by.well articulated logical standards. But there'have also
been studies of evidence that confounded the rhetorical and
logical perspectives, and.hence, yielded questionable results.
The use of Toulmin's model provides another example of the
perspectival problem. Many students on first learning the
model construe it as a rhetorical prescription; they can
easily be disabused of that notion if someone explains to
them how The Uses of Argument constitutes a refinement of
the logiciT-perspective. rinally, with respect to future
research, an adherence to the three perspectives as an
organizing principle enjoins scholars to specify clearly
the location of their projects within the broad framework
and therelation of their hypotheses and results to the
general purposes of the perspective,involved.

Secondly, a recognition of the three perspectives can
be especially beneficial in clarifying the different sorts
of critical or evaluative studibs of argument. Just as the
term "argument" may be construed differently, so the
question: "What:is a good-argument?" may.elicit at least
three responses.. (Mori-than three, actually--but I am
deliberately avoiding the matter of ethical judgment for
the moment,) From the standpoint of riwtoric, a good argu-
ment is an effective one; from the standpoint of logic, it

is a sound one; arid-from the standpoint of dialectic, it is
a cananind critical interchange. The failure to distinguish
thostrait,16aT'perspective4, grounded in different disciplines,
has 'given rifie.to a number of issues ih the literature that
I would characterize as "pseudo-problems." One of these
was the debate over the relevance of logic to rhetoric that
involved most notably Mortensen ang Anderson on one side,
and Mills and netrie on the other41 In convention papers
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and articles, the-adversaries took positions that they,
and Most of us-presumably, believed to be inconsistent
or indompatlble. .Mortensen and Anderson challenged the
prOvailing-vievi by arguing that logic had little to con-

--;
trAbute to the study of marketplace argument. Their
position was grounded on assumptions and'observa4ons
along these 1ine6: that argument is to be underlfood as

.a means of persuasion; that such understanding requires
a full comprehension-of the social, material,.and linguistic
contexts of,utterancesi that the forms and methods of both
context-invariant and context-variant logics precluded such

. .a full comprehensiOn; that logical analysis necessarily
gave a distorted account of argument as communicative
phenomena. Their position was,'1hus, located within and
conditioned by a distinctly rhetorical perspective,. What
they flad established,Was that loOcaf methods'do tiot iield
thetoricaL-understanding.

and'inetrle r,plieid' with a detense of logic that
recognized its necessalgy interpretation and abstraction
from the ullness of marketplace discourse. "Thus by
admitting fhe pioblems,of translation," they concludedr
"one can retain the traditional account of,logic" and also"
"become sensitive to many facets of argumentation and to
the total context of an argument."30 The two positions.in
.the dispute were not really incompatible (in their main
features at least), 'and a just appreciation of their
different emphases and values can be gained by placing
them within the three perspectives sketched here.

Essentially the same dispute was reopened by Yillard's
attack on the Toulmin model. His two initial objections
were (1) that there is confusion about what diagrams are.
supposed to represent, and (2) that persuasive arguments
are too complex to be adequately depicted diagrammatically.31
By "persuasiVe arguments" Willard referred to events in the
"phenomenal world of the social actor." He continued to
explain,

!Then person A sends a message-to person B,a Myriad
of complex variables must be brought into play to
adequately describe 'what happened.' The source's
perceptions of the situation, of symbol-meanings,
of other persons (anct.their motives), and of his
available options'for contribute-to his
choices of certain propositions over others. Para
linguistic, kinesic, and proxemic/managerial cues
will have important effects upon the receiver's
ultimate understanding pf the Propositions.

Now, if such phenomena can be adequately.analyzed at all,
it must be done trom the perspective of rhetoric (or
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perhaps of interpersonal'commnication broadly con-
strued), and4he question of argumentAlagrams id
dimply beside the.point. Thus, Willard'esedond
objection seems to be directed against a strawLman.

Turning to hi's first point however, one finds a
more viable issue: can argumeht diagrams be uded-wirl-
out conceptual contusiop? Once agkin, the simple 4

recognition of,perspective4 on argumentation provides
the basisifor a satisfactory answer, for the argument
model is 'a straightfoiward applicatioWof thelogical
perspective. Burleson has argued this issue quite
clearly, explaining how the 'Toulmin'Model can be employed,
with sensitivity to-the communicatioW context in Which
claims'are made and Aupported, for the sake of re-situating
them in th2 logical'Context where'thiv.may be properly,
evaluated.-J3 Thus, Willard's call for argumentation
theorists and critics to "eschew the'use of diakrams"
le hardly warranted in light of -an appréoiation of what
different perspectives can offer.

-)

A second "pseudo-problem", based on a cOnfowading.of
perspectives appears in'the recent'quest foi that Magical
stuff that-transmutes base Sophistry into precious widdom;
i.e. "rhetorical validit." Farrell and McKerrn,,in
separate essays, each set out to?win tha1mlgoal:3'* Their
journeys had several points in common. In-the first
place, each found his path strewn with the boulders of
earlier philosophical traditions which necessitated
awkward circumlocutions. Farrell, tor example, overcame
the hurdle of logical necessity this way:

To speak of necessity lira rhetorical context may
seem rather unusual. Nonetheless, the first con-
stituent of rhetorical validity would reinterpret
"formal necessity" as the necessary participation
of an,audience in the elaboration of rhetorical
"form."35 (rmphaSis in the original)

At later points in the essaxA "valid" is 'equated with.
"relevant" and with "true."j°

McKerrow opened his essay with a straightforward
confounding of logical and rhetorical purposes: k

Argumentative discourse is reason-giving
activity. 11xcept in rare instances, the reasons
advanced do not provide absolute proof of the
truth or rightness implied by the claim. In order
that an advocate can accurately assess the efficacy
of his discourse, a logic compatible with the
requisites of such non-analytic activity is required.
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In more general terms, contemporary rhetorical
theory requires- a working logic compatible with,
:the xigencies, constraints, and-uncertal.ntas
governing situatians defined as rhetorical."

This represents, I sUbmit,,a confounding of logic and
rhetoric. It isAlot the business-of-logic to ."assess .

the efficacy of discourse.". McKetrOw recognizes the
danger Df confounding Plikspectives; but still insists

-. that a conception of rhetorical validity is necessary.
"for thejetermination.of4,the bases of-justifiible
belief,"" Granted, when we apply the.logical per-

.specti've, we should'employ-Models that respect the-
mature. of substantive arguments4 but we should not m x
up thx purposes: of-ihetoricalAmpd logical inquiry.

. lir

It must be said.in Farrell's and McKerrow's
,

defense,
however, that each exhibits a certain embarrassment over
the use of theterm "rhetorical validity.m Farrell
takes explicit notide of the,awkwardnes6 of such usage.fa"
Certainly, my purpose in these.paragraphs is not to.
disparage the-genuine- itisights' contained iwthe two
essays,-but Only to maintain-that they. Would have'been
clearer and better focused ifAhe authors had'tkken
cognizance- ol discrete perspectives on Argument. Such
pseudo-problems as a conflict betWeen the purposes of
logic and rhetoriC, on one hand,.or a. confounding of

.thoseLpurofied;.on.the Other, should not be allowed to
distract us from more significant inquiries. .

. ,
"A ithird claim I would advance for the three pe;;-

o

',/spectives as an organizing principle is that they
demand a more complete and candid treatment'of the
total field, of argumentation by textbook:Niiters and
teachers. Me have seen textbook treatthents oicte
subject swing,,pendulum fashion., fromthe const ints
_of an eXcessive concern for 'logical form to t'streis on-.

,

aualence adaptatiOn (frequently-witk,a.conCommitant'loss
otrigor).. Doubtless,. textbook wriebti and teachers are
struggling to dajustice to both loOcal and rhetorical

--aspects
l.r

of.argumentCatio ,'and future works are likely to
pimpro.e the merger...0 hopes that the dialectical per-,

spective-will. begin.' receive more explicit ittention,al

umt that the relations among the three will be Clarified
further. ..--

.,. q .

0

The last remark introduces my final claim: that the
_...

dialectical perspective-shotild now be recognized, analyted,
, and^investigated on an equarfooting with the rhetorical' ,,..

'-'4,nd 1§gicalIt is msf impression that wOrks,addressed to
the 4Oncerns of-the dialectical perspective.have not been
so well integratecUinio the scholarship and teaching of

.

4
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argumentation as_have the other two.4° Although°I am
not prepared to develop the argument here, I suspect
that the dialectical perspective may,deserve the central
place in a'conceptualization of argument, for,it is only
within the framework of a dialeCtical encounter that the
resources of rhetorical appeal and logiCal rigor are
combined for the critical teiting of theses.

To return to an ppening remirk, these three per-
speCtives_have been around for a long time. This essay
is intended to bring them into sharper focus. Doing so
may help us to see betier what we are about Ili the rich
variety of studies in argumentation.
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WiIRZBURG REVISITED: SOME REASONS WHY THE
INDUCTION-DEDUCTION SQUABBLE IS IRRELEVANT Tn ARnUMENTATION

Charles Arthur Willard
Dartbouth College

It is of more thanopassing intereeit that Toulmin,
Rieke, and Janik reoently published their Introduction
to Reasoning as a practidal argumentation text wilhout
a single reference to deduction or induction.1 This is
an unsurprising break from tradition.2 Toulmin has often
attacked tgrmal logic for its inapplicability to ordinary
discourse.a Formal deductive logic--a sc4ence of pure
form, of entailments--is irrelevant to ordinary talk.
Inductive logic--sometimes understood to be everything not
demonstrablehas beem recast by Toulmin in "field" terms.
Logicians are interested in this approach because it is
one variant in answering Hume's "problem of induction."
They have sometimes accuAed Toulmin of surrendering to
content, of retreating from the problem. Argumentation
theorists have latched onto the field idea because it
seems to be a sensible way of looking at ordinary argument.

Toulmin tias replaced the a priori logics with a'field
dependent logic which retains certain features of serial
predication. Despite his attacks, Toulmin remains committed
to understanding justified true beliefs. He sees the field
notion, rooted in the practices of compact scientific dis-
ciplines, as the best means, short of surrendering to
psychologism, of understanding discourse and the knowledge
it produces. One gleans from the Introduction the sense
(but no explicit claims) that philosophic squibbles between
Aristotelians and Baconians, or.Humeans,and Popperians, are
eitheeirrelevant to practical argutentation or can at
least be bracketed for the moment. Argumentation is A
full fledged theoretical domain, standing on all fours as
it were, needing no help from.formal logic.-

. IR this essay I shall attempt to moke this break with
tradition somewhat more explicit by pursuing the theme that
the "problem-of induction" and most of the philosophic mork
undergirding it is irrelevant.to ordinary argument studies.
My focus is upon'the interactional view of atgument,' but my
arguments here at4e amplifications and further specifications
of the implication§ of the interactional view for a product
sense Of argument,' The claims I shall defend are these:
(i) solutions to the problem of induction are irrelevant
to argumentation; although the inductivists have doubtless
produced lucid-, rigorous, and powerful thinking; I should
like to play the hunch that induction, or at least what
passes muster for induction in philosophic circles, can be
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happily dispensed with; it is irrelevant to ordinary dis- '

course r to experience construed as social knowledge;
(11) .06 personal construct theory (nCT) view of reasoning
is sOt-sustainlng; needing no help from formal looic and
not Ifequiring the notions of deduction, induction', or the
distinctions between them; ex erience needs not be tied to
serial predication; and (ii fie v --ew of argument as a
social comparison process is a superior explanation of
social knowledge to induction understood as serial pre-
dication. These claims collapse, perhaps, into the single
idea that the concerns of logicians are not our; Own.

.

I am stalking of course a ppychologic which makes no
arbitrary assumptions about the forms or directions of in-
_ference. This coal is held in low esteem by phAlosophers
pursuing an epistemology,untainted with psychology or the
tacts of daily life. I take Namlyn to be typical in his
argument that "the mixture of philosophical and empirical
issues involves in each case a muddle, . . . the philo-
sophical and psychological questions which are at stake are
different from each other, and . . . there are no.grounds
.for th# belief that philosophical questions can,,be answered
by appeal to empirical evidence'or vice versa."' Stated
bluntly: "philosophiCal questions about the na,ture of a
certain form of understanding and about its conditions and
criteria are utterly divorced and distinct from psychological
questions about the conditions in which such understanding
deyelops in individuals." For Hamlyn, this is an assumption
rather than a claim needing proof. The interactional view
of argument exposes the arbitrariness of such approaches.
Hamlyn's is an "oia-water" sort of argument mtich, if my
arguments below are correct, only constitutes a reasonifor
siding with the social knowledge theorists over the
logicians. Traditional logic, espeClally with respect to
induction, leads to an epistemology.which is more or lese
useless to students of discourse.

It may suffice to say here that the interactional view
can undergird a relativistic epistemology and morality that
does not necessarily surrender to what Toulmin calls
."defeatism." Torking from observations of individual
perspectives, one can derive cogent accounts of the charact-f

eristics of daily-argument and the stabilities it displays.
I espouse, it might be said, a pa1e sort of skepticism. I ,

shall assume here the reader's familiarity with my earlier
expositions of the "constructivist/interactionist" view of
argument, but for referential ease offer the following propo-
sitions as the chief tenets or that view:.

1.. Argument is a Process of interaction in which two
or more actors maintain what they construe to be
incompatible positions.
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,

2. The interaction notion in prior to the product
notion. Co-oritntations give meaning to argu-
ment products.

3. Arguments (interactions) are co-orientations
based on perceptions of dissensus.

4, Arguments (interactions) are social comparison-
processes, thereby serving epistemic functions
regardless of the arguers' Motives-(dialectical,
persuasive, or dialogical).

5 Arguments (products) are not uniquely or even
primarily linguistic. Non-discursive elements
are often prior to and give meaning to words
and propositions.

a. Discursive and non-discursive elements inter-
, mingle in construct systems.

b. Regnant constructs can be strongly affective--
a person can be inarticulate-about theo.

c. The effects of regnant constructs are intui-
tively sensed, but may noI be reflected upon
by a person. What intuitionists mistook for-
the "moral sense" was the elfects of regnant
constructs giving meaning to..the constructs
they subsume. '

d. Determinism in PCT consists of a construct's
-being determined by the constructs which sub-
sume it4 unexamined constructs curtail a per-
son's freedom:

e. "Reasons" need not be linguistic. Reasons
are more often than not tnarticulate, non-
discursive. This is not necessarily bad
since "rationality" hus only arbitrarily
been equated with propositional thought and
utterance.

6. The man-as-scientist metaphor sees humans as for-
ward looking beings. A person.builds constructs
and tries them on for size. DehaVior is propor-
tionately experimental,.

7. .People construe fhings so alit to enhance their
predittability,

8. Argument fielis are best understood as psychological
orientations.u-

9. No useful distinctions between reason and emotion
can be drawn; rationality.is a' holistic prodess
partaking of bdth, in ways which cannot be con-
ceptually distinguished,cat least with present
conceptual instruments.11

These propositions may be sufficiently lucid to serve as
backdrop for the exposition which follows.
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I shall not soon forget my delight RS R student Of
logic, in learning thitt formally valid serials could en-
tail false conclusions. I greeted the standard exmmples
with lusty enthusiasm and,, perhaps, a certain perversity.
A favorite, Belton Thomas Howard's I believe, was "All
fixed stars are planets; Arcturas is a,Fixed stark Arcturas
issa Planet"--a serial in which all three premises are sub-
stantively false. Because I was less interested in a
science of pure form thad in ordinary argument, it was with
some disquiet that I subsequently learned that there exists
a vast philosophic tradition devoted to making induction as
much like deduction as possible. These people bore watching.
It seemed intuitively doubtful that the form of ordinary
arguments could be more important than the substantive
truth or falsity of their premiies. A true but fallaciously -

derived conclpsion seemed preferable one that was false but
validly derived, Content hkd to matter. thinking, ot
course, was greatly inflvenced by psychologists such as
Johnson-Laird and Wason."

One finds-the idea of induCtion used variously in
different domains, some psychologists define their work
in perception or concept acquisition as induction. Piaget,
for example, has often employed formal logic's principles
and has seen his work 44 contributing to a general under-
'standing of induction." Thus, as a psycholOgical term,
induction is often equated with "experience" or "learning"
in ways analogous to Aristotle's.priginal formulation of
the idea. Logicians, on the other hand, see induction in
uniquely serial predicative terms--"units of proof" or
"arguments." Though the psychological and legical approaches
to induction are not necessdrily incompatible, logicians
have had little truck with psychology. Where the psycholo-
Oats have often borrowed log.ical ideas, the logicians have
sought a purely non-psychological system of judgmental and.
explanative canens for inductive logic. rinally, scientistS
and philosophers of science have often equated induction
with scientific-method. nome logicians, qoubtless under'
rune's sdell, have concurred in this approach. leither the
locjcians nor the scientists are-especially interested in
orainary discourse or its contributions to social knowledge.
They do not deny that people:gain experience through pro-
cesse9 akin,to induction, they are nerely uninterested in
tho, "or the most part, their foci have been narrow and
speCializedspecial cases of the search for justified true
Wiers. Experiential droCessos. of ordinary learning do not
often tall within the range of convenience of these systems;

Argumedtation theorists have usually followed the
logicians vis-a-vis induction, although they have not con-
tributed substantively to the ongoing dialogue about the
problem of induction. They have preferred to function as
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an applied logic, focusing upon discrete units,of proof or
inference. My claim here is that they have been following
the wrong banner: (i) since the logical goal is.a, priori
canons, argumentation Can never substantively contribute
to that body of'theory--its relation to logic will always
be one-sided; and (ii) the psychological_ approach is
superior to the logical for argumentation's purposes--
there are no especially convincing reasons why induction
needs to be equated with serial predication.

The."Problem of Induction"

HuMe's formulation of the problem of induction stimu-
lated a vigorous tradition which has sustained spirited
disputes for,wany years. A vast body of literature has
accumulated," mostly devoteLto attempts at making induct-
ion deductively respectablell-i teastog general canons out
_of specific arguments or praCtiges," or defending induct-
ion's autonomy from deduction.1° There are great complexi-
ties in this literature, but it As not altogether too
facile/to say that the "problem of induction" is that it
is not deductive. It is not uncommon nowadays to see in-
4uctive arguments defined as those not-meeting deductive
standards, those falling short.of entailment.10 There are
many versions of the reasone tor this informity:

(i) Inductive arguments hlve psychological kremises.
One can never know Aeiber premised bave been
suppressed. If they are suppressed,'as in enthy-
memes, their nature can only be guessed. Brodbeck
has thus said that the problem springs from the im
relation between observed and unobserved premises.''
This is congenial to psychologists: Johnson-Laird
and Wason have stressed the need for a striet dis-
tinction between conscious inferences and everyday
thinking. This iiTTEJF-Ttay, probably a reflection

. of a more general gontrast, °between explicit and
implicit inferences. The inferences that unaerlier
problem solving are often slow, voluntary, and
at the forefront of awareness; they are explicit.
The inferences that underlie the ordinary processes
of perception and comprehension are rapid, involun-
tary, and 9utside conscious awareness; they are
implic1t."13 This reasoning dovetails nicely with
mil as the next section.of this epsay-shall dhow,

(ii) Inductive conclusions are probable: There are many
aispuies among logicians about this issue, especially
with reference to the.ptatus and uses of probability
theory.. We most often encounter the work of thc.
"empiricifits" or "frequentists" such as Russell."
or Wisdom:4u who have sought to justify induction
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by virtuct of postulates which h6ld-true. with
secure frequency. The foundational wgrk in
this tradition is that of-Iteidlienbach" wbo.-
siiv probability as the root justification for
induction. There is aothing psychological ,

about these formulations--probability theory
being an exacting, self7contained, and for,All
practical purposes,a priori science. Lord'ttussell
articulated the core idea of this tradition and
its main divergence trom the deductivists by
stating that there are ho practical differences
between a certainty and something 99 percent
probable. This proposition.exemplifies some of
the differences between.logicians and argumentation
theorists since logicians have enjoyed.disputing
the claim while argumentation theorists surely
agree with it. It probability is conceptualized
as a Psychological matter, it becomes very
different stufkg-having little to do with proba-
bility theory."

WO Inductive serials always involveTresuppositions.
AriStotle long ago set-deaU-ótiOn off from other
sorts or reasoning because its serials needed no.

"term from without." Theorists such as Burks
have deen prewpositions as the key.characteristic
of induction.-'3 Dy doing some violehce to his
intentions, nurks' thinking can be made to_fit
neatly into an ethnomethodologist's search for
background awarenesses or aSsumptive frameworks.-4
As a logical matter, however, presuppositions pose
great-difficulties: they are characteristically
unsubstantiated and are usually much broader,
than specific Inductions they are used to justify.
Theorists such as rloodman have thus seen the
search for presuppositions as needlessly "expen-
sive."25 This,,again, exemplifies the subject
matters of argumentation and logic As I have
elsewhere argued, psychologists of argument must
start withAn actogg's presuppositions, be they
.dubiou or sound.'"

(iv) Inductive serials cannot be entailments. flume
hoTievea the problem to -be Insofuable. Maw; con-
temporary theorists, Relchenbach and reigl"' are
exemplars, have focused not on a general justifi-
cation.of induction but on justify4ng particmgar
practiew3. Attempts at general jUstification:have
failed; inductien always has and always will fare
poorly judged by deductive standards. Thus the
focus upon narrower justifications is a more
linited aim, Ilut nonetheless an attbmpt tb conk.
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entailments from the indfictive subject matter.
This is rt reasonable program for logicians, but
irrelevant to argUmentation since ordinary
course can display entailments only serindi-
pitiously. Stated bluntly, even limited justi-
fications will not substantively affect the study 4_
of ordtnary argument.

v) Induction is field dependent. Since Hume, science
-has often been thought to exemplify induction; and
at least two lines a thought are distinguishable
by virtue.of their concepts of science. nlac1(4"
exemplifies the theorists seeking to "vindicate"
induction by searching for generic canons charact-
erizing all sciences. Just as Carnap sought the
unity of the sciences in the language of physics,
Black seeks unifying clowns of practice justifying
scientific inferences."' His work has not,been
greeted warmly by logicians because he seeks induc-
tive justitications for induction, A more
influential approach to science has ben the "field':

\\theories,
gpecially those of Toulmih,3' Straws:ion,"

and Harre. They have bracketed or even obviated
the problem of justification and turned instead to'
the idea that arguments take-their form and sub-
stance from.the fields in which:they,occur. They
have sensibly argued that traditional approaches
to induction have too much ignored the actual
practices of scientists and that inductive norms
vary across fields.

This list is not exhaustive but may serve to hint at the
range of projects being pursued and at the differences
between the interests of professional logicians and argu-
mentation theorists. In each case, the most extreme di-
vergencies from strict logic are most congenial to argumen-
tation. The field notion merits special attention in this
respect because it has exerted groat influence on argumen-
tation theories. A closer look at the "field's" status as
a logical program may serve to further illustrate the
differences between the interests of logic and argumentation.

The status of the Field Theories

The field theories, especially Toulmin's have been
severely criticized by logic1ans.j3 The force of these
criticisins has, unSurprisingly, been field dependent:
whether these attacks draw blood very much depends upon
one's point of view;Q, The very idea of an 'argumeht field
falls quite short of apodeictic goals; but,the field notion.;
calls these goals per se into question, at least vis-a-vis
ordinary discourse.
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The charge that Toulmin's work is a "counsel of' dis-
-pair" may be sensible to those pursuing the vindication of
induction in general. Viewed alternatively it misses the
point. Toulmin has himself attacked the counsel of dis-
pair he believes to inhere in relativism, T have surveyed
and-criticized his exposition elsewhere34 but it needs
saying. here that (i) Toulmin's attacks on traditional logic
have echoed Hume's insistence that the justificatOn problem
is insoluble; (ii) his acute observatiOns of.the discourse in
col pact and diffuse disciplines goes rather far toward ex-
pl ining this insolubility; and (iii) he has tried to des-
cxitbe the sources of stability within disciplines--hardly
a counsel of dispair. rurther, this criticism tells only
i one grants the importance of general justification. Des-
lite the complexity of their work, t4e inductivists have not

de especially convincing arguments that induction ought
to mime deduction. Toulmin, I think, is pursuing the possi-
bility that induction may differ in kind from deduction.
If an inductivist eventually formulates a solution to the
problem of induction, the result may say more about his own .

cognitive system than about discourse in general or the
ontology of cog-nition. The result may be more an artifact
of his thinking than of the realities ost thought. Some
logicians, perhaps many, would agree with this proposition--
which nicely illustrates the differences between their
goals and argumentation's. The logician's dispair may be
a social theorist's pviductive and exciting program.

Toulmin's work simply does not resonate well with the
inductivist's program. Kyburg, an otherwise profound stu-
dent of these matters, has accused Toulmin of equating Ibe
modal term "probably" with the attitude of the speaker,J°
thus displaying a startling unfiRraiiiqty with the field
idea. Heason in Ethics also devotes much span to criti-
cisms of.-the emotivism of steVenson and Ayer." His disd
cussionof "speaking guardedly" vis-a-vis probability
statements, which Kyburg criticizes, is perfectly reasonable
if seen as taking its meaning from the facts of an individual
field. Kyburg is attacking Toulmin for failing to do some';
thing he never set out to do. The criteria for-modal terms
are, for Toulmin, field dependent.

-7:37burg also says that Toulnin has abandoned the goal
pf normativb logic. This vivifies the differences between
I:yburg's.inductiVist program .and the field dependent approach
to sciencd.. ror Kyburg, who has not abandoned theTeneral
flustifipation goal, "normative" means.a.priori and general.,
/Toulnifq.of course, has lookod.at the norms within fields
and frori\a social theory Perspective cannot rightly. be
charged *ith abandoning normative goals. confess a certain,
affectionVfor Kyburg's criticism since I have,.in another
paper for\this conference, attached Tonlmin for hewing too
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clololy to a norhative program." 'This')Ierely shows that
ToullAin io tryin te_steer m niddle_courne. betWeen
absolutism and relativism--a saijing plan ho has' repeatedly
underscored. Ne could only expect flact: from both sides.

ly own criticisns of Toulmin have emanated from the
relativist side and have led me to urge a psycholOgistic
coUrse--an approacli 1:yburg wduld doubtless find too loath-
some to bear mention.. Tt is certainly a course which has
nothing to do with formal logic. The impOrtance of these
disputes 14 that they shoNi the chasmatic differences bbtween
logic and argumentation.. ror argumentation, the core issues
are rhether or not Toulmin's field notion is too rigid,
assumes too much stability in ordinary talk, or imposes
too many scientific presuppositions upon drdinary
Me field notion was never inteMed to generalfVjustify -

induction, nox shoueld it have been. Its value resirdes in
its capacity to illuminate ordinary discourse. To my
mind, the only realistic concern for argumentation is
whether -Toulmin's exposition of the-field idea veers too
closely to the absolutist side. Tkin is a fine_thing for'
us to dispute and should keep our ournals happily fat for
many years.

Induction and the Nature of Everience

9any philosophers haveenjoyed a comfortable equivocation
in their views of serial preaication and of experience. They
have thought experience to be inductively derived and
induction to be a form of serial predication, but have not
explained the plac of conscious, predicative, serialized
arguments in th gaining of experience. My claim here is
that, although serial predication can be iMposed upon
experiences, there are few, obvious reasons for supposiag
that experience is actually attained thj.s way.. Thus,'I
pursue here the theme that defining inductive eerialkast
experience or experience as.inductive serial predicatiod
is counter-intpitive.-

Aristotle saw induction as the core experiential function
of nous. Over life's couTle, one derives generalizations
from pirticular observatiOlIN. Inductively derived general-
izations serve as deductive.prefilses--inductIon, indeed,
beinT; the precondition of caduction. ThUs, in discussing
experience, Aristotle consistently uped the language of
logic: his examples were, in a phrase, "inverted syllogisms,"
moving from specifics to general premises as ifthe major
premise of a deduction were the conclusion of an induction.
nacon, in attacking the scholastic uses of Aristotelian
logic and proclaiming the primacy of induction, retained
something close to Aristotle's conception of !mug. Re
used, eqdhlly, the /anguage of logic-to descrfErthe getting
*of experience. r'
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There are some unobjeceionable features of this
.thinking. Aristotle and bacon defined experience as

accumulations of-the images a Verson takes in--they \
were both thoroughgoing monidts. Nous perceived the
recurrimg themes in events and geneiiied generalizations
about tftein. Yet, thpre is ambiguity here if experienee
is construed as an on oin rocess. A serial predication
has clear boundaries--emporal and even spatial. Aristotle,.of course, was preoccupied with causation, the four
causes, and a traditional Greek view of stasis. Thus,
experience consisted of starts and stops, dri-Cretp move-
ments involving formal and material changes in the soul
And its bodily,substratum.38, Experience, then, would
.presumably consist of countleits movements, discretely
marked off from one another.

How does one learn that "all As are Bs" or that "allmen are mortal?" One could be taught these things, but
this courts deduction and does not fit consistently.into
the physicalisi paradigm Aristotle developed. Deductive
logic is a.language of discrete--characteristically narrow--
temporal units. A syllogism is a unit of proof, a thing,
a serialization which one can run through in a specifiable
time span.- I shall take for granted here that no contem-
porary theorists wish to view, cognitive development through
the lens of dreek physics and that, despite diffékences,
most theorisfs prefer to think of development as an ongoing
process rather thaL a. series of discrete movements. The
serial predicative language is not well suited to such.
gradual, long term developments. Ayistotle possibly chose,
to employ this language because he saw no clear alternative
vocabulary to explain and describe the gradual accumulation
of experience. MOre likely, however, his preoccupation
with causaticAl and apodeictic logic blinded him to the
essential differences between discrete units of proof and
long term cognitive development:, Few commentators have
doubted that syllogistic logic was, for him, a fundamental
conceptual lens. .

The intuitive-weakness of equating experience with dis-
crete reasoning has ocdurred to me in vario0 guises. I
recallepreparing for a.lecturelby rereading De Anima,, the

-YeTt

two Analytles and the Tapica and real ng wifti more that
a 1.ft-tie dieRiuiet tha I looking at a funda-
mentally false explana . I had never actually--at,least
conseiously--thought that way. I found that, while it,was
easy enough to create inductive serials, they werec'not'
especially convincing examples. That is, they strUck me
as different in kind from the actual acquiring of experience.
Experience had.to be automatic', largelY intuitive, iffective
as well as codnitive, and essentially nonconscious.
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Aristotle possessed the fheoret*cal resources for
deaiinF with.noncOnsciousc thought, but he ap'pealed to
the idea in 'very limited kfidepecified ways. Only With
respect to the practical and enthymematic syllogisms did
things ."go without saying." this he meant that some
things *ere so obvious that as unneceillary to reflect
upon them or articulate them publigy. We pass rapidly
over them--which is not quite the same thing as noncon-
soioué thought. In Western thought, it was not until
llelmholtz that noncomicious thought was given an important
place in psychology." ,.The Wilrtzburg' school; with its
view of imageless thoulat, ,believed that introspection
was the only avenue toward understanding the automatic,
nonconqcious, and intuitive character of ordinary know-
ledge.40 Aristotle was not thinking along such lines:
serial predicatioi *as at the core of his formulation and
was itself founded on a thoroughgoing monism.

4,.

"t,

Aristotle's views clearly cannot serve a contemporary
approach td\experience: For one thing, deduction and

0
induction become hopelessly confused as one attempts tor
describe experience. If one heard three rock tunes and
concluded that "rocinnusic depends upon a strong beat" or
A'rqck has weak lyrics," onecmight be either inducing.or
'deduCing. If one Uses a priori (previously formulated)
principlvs to judge,the new tunes, one is clearly using
the present Oxperiences as minor premises in deductive
serials. The varied versions of WeltanschaUutigan theory,
if. we force the matter, . Come closer to deduction than
induction (as Popper and Wisdom, among oth*rs, have'
stressed). They .suggeet that one understands events from
frameworks which have been built from previous interpretations
PCT takes up this theme; and, if b'ehavior is experimental,
hypotheses can certainly be said to be deductively derived
from theoretical frameworks. Thus, deduction and induction
are confounded if we insist upon thinking of eigerience as
serial predication.

This thinking can also lead to a chronological morass%
Ari6totle's views of,the relationship between deduction and
induction are elegant, but they do not ring true if one.
thinks of cognitive development as an ongoing ptocess.
Aristotle thought that induction was the necessary precon-
dition to deduction, yet this is less clear thao it seems
given ,Weltanschauungan assumptions This is a "chicken
versuq:egg" sort of confusion. Piaget solved it by making
essentially Kantian assumptions about a priori structures
to. which events are assimilated. Whether or not his
assumptions are arbitrary has become an important issue
in developmental psychology.41

:To come at.the.problem another,way, what would happen
if we did not possess the idea of serial predicative induction?
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Aristotle cleaYY.could have explained the sources of
deduction experientially as well as explaining exper- ,

ience along roughly the same lines fie actually employed
without appealing to serial predication at all. PCT, as
the next section shows, makes no use of predicatio hor
does it need td. "Construing is the active vertfin that
system; and it bears no resemblance to serial p dicative
induction.

Is the opposition between induction and deduction
theoretically useftil? That is; does fnduction get its
yalue from displaying something important about deduction?
Viewed apodeictically, deduction is self-sdataining, ,

needing no grounding in experience. It does not especially
matter how one Acquires empty symbols. Viewed epistemi-
cally or morally, of course, it very much matters how one
acquires beliefs. One could not have a justified true
bekief unless it was possible to specify the grounds of
justaicationthe 'whole problem of induction in a nut-
shell. Viewed psychologistically, it may or may not
matter how one acquires beliefs: it depends'upon the
question being asked. If the question is how people come
to see their beliefs as certainties, the logical justi-
fication of their beliefs is ancilary to the main question ,
of what assumptions they use to ground their beliefs, a
purely ethnomethodological question. The nature of justi-
fied true belief is logic's domain; the nature of the back-
ground awarenesses and assumptive frameworks undergirding
ordinary discourse is argumentation's domain.

There are at least two ways of asking the question "how
do you know a belief is true?" A traditional logician or
epistemologist would trace the regress ,of reasons backwards,

to the funpmental ground of the belie!--4,Abure progression
of logic.4z The-a priori assumption underkltding this
approach would be that certain formal characteristics are.
so solidly Understood and theoretically secure'that they,
are standards up to which all-neasoning can be tleld. A
second way of approaching the question is tb,bracket a
priori justifications and io inquire into the justificatibns
actually used by a person. Most of my work has been devoted
to expanding on the theme that thelustifications people

4% actually use bear little or no resemblance to the work of
logiciags. Logical form can be and often has beenAimposed
upon ordinary thought and speech, but only by virtue Of-fhe
arbitraryand quite monistic--assumption that deductive
form informs all existence. Aristotle thought of the
syllogism in that way; the Cartesians saw geometry in that
way; and contemporary logicians apparehtly see deduction in
that way. Psychologists who have picked'up aril used logicalNideas have forc -fitted their objects of research into that
mold. They have also force-fitted discourse into an
essentially propo itional mold, thus I think distorting the
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character of'experience.

Wr" Vislf N

To summarize, "reasoning" or "inference" are active
verbs in common'parlance--something'that people do or ean
do. They have temporal dimensions: at least three tenses
and unitary scope. -By unitary scope I mean that they have
identifiable beginnings and endtngs; they can be isolated
as 'discrete units of meaning. A syllogism is a,movement
from premfses to conclusion--it has an identifiable beginning
and end--precise boundaries. The "problem" of induction,
to gloss over many specifics, is that, treated as a form
of serial predication, it does not meet deductive standards.
Logicians have attributed this failure to weaknesses in
their own theoretical instruments and have tried either
to work around it or to, as it were, beat it to death by
further expanding the possibilities of,inductive logical
systems. Whether or not this program ultimately succeeds
or !Ws is irrelevant to argumentation because the fact
that inductions can or cannot be made into entailments
says nothing about ordinary argument. Ordinary arguments.
are shaped by ordinary experience; and argumentation needs
a cogent account of experience to explain its special
aspects of social_ipteraction: Serial predication is not
congenial to this program; indeed, it is counter-intuitive.
The field notion is the best resource for generating a
suitable explanation of ordinary Justified true biltief;
and it is up to argumentation theorists to debate the
design specifications of argument fields..

I now turn to an exposltion of.PCT's view of experience
.with an eye to its usefulness for argumentation theory.
, The,first task is to define inference (reasoning or
thinking) in a way that does not require serial predication
but does not rule it out. I shall adopt here Toulmin's
distinction-between logic as a public manifestation of
rationality and inference as private ratiocinative pro-
cesses. Where Toulmin prefers to start from the facts of
public discourse (and would prefer not to discuss inference
as in any way central,to. his system). I see inference as
the starting place because it. gives meaning to -pdblic systems
of discourse. Public diecourse is symptomati of private
processes; grou a (fields, after all, are made Up of groups)
consist of indivTduals interacting with_each other as they
develop ongoing lfnes of Action and attempt to coordinate
them with the demands of others. I assume, ihen, that
understanding how an individual reasons may explain why
he adopts a certain mode of diecourse over others; and this
does much toward explaining the 'character and stability of
the system itself.
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II

There 4ire two distinct but interrelated sensesof
movement or activity in PCT: (i) developmental activity
consists in a person's building of constructs and con-
struct systems; and (ii) use activity consists in a
person's movements (in consciousnes6) through pathways
of constrUcts in systems. The second mode is a species
of the first. Developmental activity is constant, funda-
mental to all aspects of cognition; and the term subsumes
traditional labels such as "learning" or "interprethtion."
Development AA evbrience. The use activity contributes
to the developmental when a person changes a construct
system to meet specific needs. The developmental activity,
conversely, can determine the outcomes of specific uses,
especially lf a person. Us unreflective. As Kelly stresses,
each unexamined assumption is a hostage a person gives to
fortune,

The developmental sense of activity is expressed most
fully in PCT's "experience corollary," which holds.that a
person's construction system varies.as he successively, con-
strues the replications of events:

Since our fundamental postulate establishes the
anticipation of events as the objective of psycho-
logical processes, it follows that the successive
revelation of events invites the person to place
new construbitions upon them whenever 'something unex-
pected happens. . . . The succession of events in .

the course of time continually subjects a person's
construction to a validatio process. The constructions

:i
one places upon events are-h Potheses, wilich are about
to be put to the test of ex erience. As one's,anti-
cipations or hypotheses ate successively revised in
light of the unfolding sequence of events, the con-
struction system undergoes a progressive evolution.
The person reconstrues. This is experience.43

Substitute the term "discipline" for'"person" and you have
something close to Toulmin's evolutionary view of scientific
knowledge. Yet, PCT is a psychological rather than a
sociol cal theory. Kelly's focus is upon the thinking
person r ther than upon a community's traditions of dis-
course. PCT can undergird a field notion, but as I have
argued, it is a more psychological field than Toulmin would

'prefer.

PCT makes much of the man-as-scientist metaphor, thus
directing our attention to commonalities between ordinary
thought and scientific method. People, in personal ways,
seek prediction and control of events. They have their
theories, test their hypotheses, and evaluate their experi-
mental evidence. Their theories have been derived from
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previous. interpretations of the recurring themes in
events. Their actions are experimental (though they
need not construe them that way) and*may produce findings
which bolster a theory or which cast it into doubt. The
episteMic function of this constructive process is
elaboration of the cognitive system: people are assumed
to so construe events as to enhance their understanding of
them--to make the events more predictable and therefore
more manageable.

Thoughts, Kelly says, do not flutter about intunstructured
fields. They move through networks of pathways in con-
struct systems. Kelly is fond of the term "navigation"
to describe this movement. Thinking consists of pro-
gressive choices, just as navigation requires constant
monitoring and corrections to maintain a course: "Thinking
things through" consists of moving from construct to con-
struct in a system. Thus, construing itself may be "con-
sIdered a sequence of events. Segmented in this manner, it
is proper to speak of construing as taking place successively. 1144

Constructs are ordinally arranged, pyramided, or other-
wise hierarchically structured.. A system's shape reflects
how it was built; and its-form makes up the pathways which
thought follows. These networks of,pathways have certain
consistent characteristics:

(1) They are flexible--capable of being modpied, indeed
assumed tov,vary as-a person successively construes
events.

(ii) They are structuredthey are channels which cir-
cumscribe onefs range of navigational decisions;
prior assumptions Constrict and channelize
thinking, makinglreedom and determinism features
of a person's construct systems rather than of the
outer worlds.

(iii) They haVe a focus-they are channels with destin-
ations, directing thinkin0 toward-certain things
rather than others, making certain lines of
reasoning easier than pthers; they'have foci and
ranges of convenience--events for which they work
best or will stiffice.

(iv) They are future oriented--like the construct
systems which give them shape, they are directed\
toward preaiction and control.

(v) They are constructive--using a system leads to
evolutionary,change-rn the sYstem; they direct
thought so as to,enhance the predictiveness of
the system; systems are not static, though they
are more stable than fleeting thoughts. ,

Movements through a system are accomplished by successive
constructive choices. Kelly stresses that "constructs haye
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to'do with processes and not merely with the spatial
arrangement of static objects. The use of constructs is
itself a process also. Thus the use of constructs is a
matter of choosing vestibules.throqgh which one passes.
.

"45 One uses a construct by fitting something onto
it, by choosing one dichotomous pole over the other. Con-
structs are "channels in which one's mental processes run.
They are two-way streets along which one may travel to
reach conclusions."46 Thus, "when each person must move
he is confronted with a series of dichotomous choices. ,

Each choice is channelized by a construct. As he recon-
strues himself he may either rattle around in his old
slots or he may construct new pathways-across areas which
were not previously accessible."47 These choicegA as I
have detailed elsewhere, are always elaborative."0 That
is, a person chooses that alternative in a dichotomized
construct through which he anticipates the greater,pbssi-
bility for the elaboration of his system.

Experience, then, consists of successive constructions.
It consists of what a person thinks he.knows, the matters
toward which he has turned his attention.' The analysis of
experience becomes for PCT "a study of the field of fact
which one has segmented into meaningful events; the way
those events in turn are construed; the kinds of evidence
against which one Kas checked tile validity of,his pre-
dictions; the progressive changes which the constructs
have undergone; and, most of all, the more permeable and
durable constructs AllhAch have subsumed the whole evolvement."49

Construing, then, is not equivilant to serial pre-
dication. For one thing, it is not uniquely or exhaustively
verbal or propositional. PCT completely abandons the class
division of psychology into cognitive, affective, and
conative domains. Kelly repeatedly stresses that constructs
are often inarticulate, inexpressable, non-discursive, .For
another, movements in a system are from construct to con-
struct in ways that do not fit the standard logical terms.
Only the most Procrustian interpretation of construing can
make it fit induction and deduction. In every case, reg-
nant constructs give meaning to subordinate ones; thus,
every induction could be said to be deductively derived.
Hypotheses, usually deductively derived from theories,
could be said to be induced if they represent limiteb
generalizations which a person uses to "make do for the
moment," a supporting system being ad hoced afterwards if
needed.

The idea that constructs can be superordinate or
subordinate means that movement within a system only
imprecisely fits the logical terms for inference. Con-
struing, Kelly says, can only be described inductivelY



or deductively as if-but-not-then or if-then-but-not
toms ot reasoning because constructs involve choices
between dichotomous poles: J-

. . the structure becomes an in-then-but-not form
of reasoning. The elements which follow the then
are the like elements in the context and the emn.---

ments whia-follow the rt -are the contrast elements
in the context. . . . f-Mary, Jane, and Alice con-
*stituted the entire context of the construct--that
is, if the construct did not,cover any other persons
in its context--then our statement would become
simply 'if this person is gentle, she is Mary or
Alice, and she is definitely not Jane.' . .

The construct may be employed inductively,
although as elleryone who has tried to draw general-
izations from research knows, this involves practical
difficulties. In this caseithe form is slightly
changed. We may say, 'if this person is Mary or
Alice but not Jane, then this person is gentlex'
This is an-ff-but-nof=fWen form of reasoning.ou

This is a dense thicket. Kelly seems to $elieve that
serial predication is a framework which can be force-
fitted onto constructive processes, but which does not
really fit, at least not comfortably. Hierarchic organi-
zation of constructs facilitates a sense of reasoning
which does not need the terms induction or deduction to
describe it.

Let us flesh out this difference between construction
and the traditional logical view of inference more fully
by.specifying an essential difference between the relation-
ships obtaining between them and their outer objects.
Propositional logic uses the notion of "concepts" which
have certain clear rerations to the objects they describe.
Constructs are related to.the events they interpret only
by virtue.of their apparent "fit." This is quite a funda-

rmental difference which further illuminates the uncongenial
` 'fit of logical terms in PCT.

Constructs Versus Concepts

Kelly explicitly abandons the "classical notion of
concepts."1 Since constructs are dichotomous abstractions,
they, are based on similarities and differences among at'
least-three elements, viz., "John is tall" contrasts John
and tall with short, the proposition makes no sense Without
the idea of shortness, and this is held by Kelly to be
true of all ideas. If, for example,A:and B are men and C
is a woman, a construct focused on sex would unite A and B
versus C: "the notion of masculinity is predicated upon a
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companion notion of femininity, and it is the two of them
together which constitute the basis ot the construct.
Masculinity would mean nothing if it were not for femininity.
There would be no point in using_the_term man in the ot2

masculine sense if it were not for thelnotnii of sex."'
Terms, then, .take their meanings from the contexts in
which people construe them rather than from the events
outside that they .describe.

This is a way of combining meanings which does not
precisely fit logic's program:

. conventional lokic would say that black and
white should be treated as separate concepts. More-
over, it would say that the opposite of black can
only be stated as not black, and the opp3iNg of
white as not white. Thus, /a person might/ . . .

have shoes that would be just as much not white
as the time of day, and he would write on paper
that would be just as not black as the distance
to his office.53

This is a profound difference, reflecting a view of
dichotomous form which dpes not fit into traditional
logic. The dichotomy view of PCT is closer to what
Burke and the interactionists often call the "universal
negative" in language: to say that something is some-
thing is, of necessity, to say that.it is not something
else. This ks not a deterministic effect -67-language
per se--a person's dichotomies can be quite' idiosyncratic,
although communication requires some commonality between
persons.

There is, however, a more fundamentaldifference beWeen
constructs and concepts. Concepts, as usually understood,
take their character from the events they describe, the
reality they express. They have truth conditions (as
Hamlyn says) and are potentially falsifiable (att; Popper
says). By this view,.concepts are features of the nature
of the things they rtuaresent.54 They are,not interpretive
acts. They are, as Russell contended, expressed "natural
connections"-between ideasfand events: "in the case of
ideas the relation is 'natural;' i.e., it does not depend
upon, the behavior of other people,,but upon the intrinsic

, similarity and (one might suppose) up9u physiological pro- c
cess existing in all human beings:"°° By this, Lord Russel

tipres ably meant that concepts have a sort of "natural
meani ;" and, ifmistaken, can be confronted with the events
they i correctly describe and corrected. An important
liariant of Russell's view is the approach whkoll links con-
cepts to features of language (or logical form) rather than
outer events." Concepts, by this view, take their truth
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from the objectivity of discourse.57 Ayer'e version of
"language, truth, and logic" in perhaps an arehetype_of..
this approachL-an exemplar of Vienna Circle positAvism.7

Consiructs are nothing like this, although they are'
abitractions. Most basically, they differ from concepts
in that they :17/fiterpretations, personalized represen-
tations of ev ts having no necessary connections to the
evehts they represent. Kelly says that this approach to

,constructs is in the tradition of what nineteenth century'
psychologists indisted on calling "percepts" because per-
cepts entailed personal interprétations.Du Yet, percepts
were rather concretistic, Kelly says; they were not ,

abstractions while constructs are most basically abstractions:
"the construCt is an interpretation of a siGNon and.is
not Aself the situation which it interprets. ur yiew of
.constructs makes it appear that all people's thinking must
be abstracted, and never absolutely concrete. . . We do
pot envision the possibility of an entirely concrete
psychological response . . .." althoughAome people have
more concretistic outlooks than others."

The truth conditions of a construct are features of
the system in which it is embedded rather than features .

of external events. Behavior is experimental. One tests
the predictions derived from a system; ypt one assesses
the experimental results by ref,tence to the standards
embedded in that same system. k justified true belief,
by this view, becomes a belief which has been tested and
has seemed to Work out.

Subjectivity, Objectivity, and Psychologism

Subjectivity and objectivtty have, in t,he West at
least, nearly always been dichotomized;' as theoretical
elements, they have been assumed to be antagonistic. Those
whO have believed objectivity to be a product'of subjectivity
or objectivity to be the necessary preeondition of subject-
ivity have often been accused of ourrendering to psychologism,
of reducing morns, social processes, and even the presuppo-
sitions of discourse to "mere" cognitive processes. In this
spirit, even Wundt took care to avoid psychologism by stipu-
lating that.mental eVents were "conscious" or "actual." He
was reacting to the extreme views:of Beneke and Fries who
held all species of philosophy to be subsets of psychology:
introspection was the root philosophical tool becavse all
knowledge took the form of cognitive development.°4 They
derived their views from a critique of Kant's rejection of
psychologism: he had insisted that a priori mechanisms en-
sured empirical truth independent ot-any-psycholOgical. pro-
cedses." The iveakness of this extreme defense of psychologism
is its inability to explain stability--the fact that some
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public veridical and judgMental standards have been consis-
tently sustained and appear to work.

Milder versions of psychologism have been employed even
by logicians. Mill, for example, believed that mathematical
and logical axioms were ultimately reducible to introspect-
ively derived principles.(34 Hamilton saw logic as a-species
of psychology which undergirded a public manner of discourse--
a point of view./for which I have considerable sympathy.

Heidegger, surely inflUenced by Husserl's extensive
critique of psychologism, nonetheless located the essence
of human nature in.the purely subjective experience of dread.
One could not read.about such ideas and fully understand
them; one had to actually experience dread. For Heideggeri
objectivity was an attainment--a stance--which sprang from
subjectivity; subjective experience was its necessary
precondition. The two standpoints were not dichotomies or
antagonistic theoretical terms: they were each ways of
looking at the other. There are elements of this thinking
also in Sartre, who refused to ground knowledge in any
particular thought but did couch it in a person's attain-
ment of transphenomenal knowledge.

Positivists have been the most consistent critics of
psychologism. Frege,and Carnap, for example, stressed
its incompatibilities with the chief views of positivism.
Yet, the positivists themselves surrendered to elements of

,psychologism in their view that mental events are private
and cannot be probed by the methods of science. 'Few of,
these theorists would have any truck with introspection.
Positivism is a discredited perspective,04 but this does
not mean that positivistic criticisms of psychologism are
all inacourate. Centrally, if one is to defend a brand
of psychologism, one must clearly explain stable 0111112
systems of language; logic, and science and how these public
systems of discourse and evaluation relate to private mental
processes.

My own attempts to "psychologize" argument and to
critique Toulmin and others for attempting to "de-psycholo-
gize" it have been flawed because they seemed to rule out
the possibility of dependable norms, stable language con-
ventions, and veridical logics. The history of the psycho-
logism debate is a combative one; and ,I have appeared to
take the side of the most extreme version of psychologigm,
denying by implication the historical status of social/
normative systems. 'Thus, many writers who may have had
considerable sympathy for my criticisms of traditional
argumentation have hesitated to follow the constructivist/
interactionist lead becaupe, I think, thAp4saw it as a
rejection of the possibility of logic. This has never
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been my intention, but the fault is largely mine because
I failed to specify the brand ol psycbologism being advo-
cated and its implications for riormative approaches io
argumentation. I have never intended to embrace the
Beneke-Fries vision and, in fact, do-not belIeve that
psychological processes are always the source of public
systems. That would be to deny that these systems them-
selves influence thought--much too extreme a psychologism
for my tastes.

My arguments about the irrelevancy of the induction
problem do not and need not deny argumentation a normative
element. The same holds for my arguments elsewhere that
descriptive Ark is prior to evaluation: to evaluate a
man's arguments requires that we know what he thought he
was doing; this requires reference to psychological pro-
cesses but does not vitiate the application of some judg-
mental system to specific instances. The warrants of
judgments must themselves be warranted--these final warrants
being aspects of some system of thought. I have elaborated
this thinking in my critique of Toulmin's field notion for
this conference. The key distinctkan4here--and here--is
between searthes for a priori prin8501%s and searches for
presuppositions. I share with Toulmin a rejection of the
logician's goal of definAng the a priori grounds of reason.

But there are several possible ways of explaining
presuppositions as the grounds of reasoning.. Toulmin
,follows a "sociological" path because he bekieves that
grounding logic in psychology makes logical form obscure.
He believes that language and logic can:tnever tle reduced
to individual psychology because p9ople commlnidate througti. 0
them as common media. They-are idealized transcendal ele-
ments, located only adventitiously in any single mind.
Yet, these are justific alt ions forthe systemic approach
per se, not attacks on ps hologism; they are not reasons
why the two approaches cann t be complimentary. -Toulmin
assumes rather than argues that psychological approaches
can only muddle logic. -

Another approach to presuppositions, which / h
embraced, sees presuppositions as social,conimnti/1344ns and
norms whose effects ,are best understood through examination
of specific instances. view subjective and_oblective
are not amtagonistic dichot mies--they are.each prodUcts of
the other and necessaryprec ditions of the other.
Objectivity makes no sense unless seen in relation to
subjectivity. Social comparison processes cOnsist,of a
person's checking his views against those of others: a
public systenvis produced lrom such processes, consisting
of_the fiistorically evOlved best guesses and firmest,truths
of a group of people,. subjectiVity consists of the ways
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individuals employ those public systems. Both are legiti-
mate objects of study because the daily routine activities

* of actors are both affected by and themselves affect public
systems. Subjectivity and objectivity are thus inter-
dependent: subjectiyity creates objectivity because it
cannot do Otherwise," It cannot, that is, securely inter-
pret events without reference-to a standpoint which lends
credence to subjpctiveTerformances. Conversely, object-
ivity creates subjectivity by giving a peison a point ef
reference other than his own thus alloWing him to distin-
guish his own perspective from others. thus, subjectivity.
is an objective accomplishment and objectivity is.a sub-
jective accomplishment,

Speaking loosely about the field notion, we often use
"sociology" and "psychology" as dichotomous species of
"objective" and "subjective.° Toulmin seems to use the
terms in this way, and thus locates the warrants for
judgmental warrants in fields or disciplines. This blinds
him, I think, to the importance of daily communicative
practices ot actors within fields. If we believe, however,
that subjectivity and objectivity are inter-dependent, not
antagonistic-7preconditions for one another--then perhaps
it is not so great a leap to see "sociology" and "psydbology"
similarly.

This explains the invpropiiateness of the "vindi-
cationist" approach to induction for argumentation. It
becomes non-psychological by virtue of adopting an extreme,
strAturalist, and possibly deterministic "sociology,"-
completely ignoring individual practices-. This will not
do for the study of ordinary argument and its presuppositions.
For one thing, argumentation theorists Are interested in,a
clasiNf questions which lie well beyond this normative
palm. , When ordinary argument occurs, knowledge--or -what
ptisses-muster for knowledge among ordinary actors--is often
attained. It is legitimate and necessary to ask how this,
happens; and here our interest in logical norms is purely
centered upon their practical effects upon-spegific actions.

For another thing, if objectivity and subjectivity are
not antagonist!ic, it is essential to know what a man thinks
he is doing when he t n s he is e aving_ rat onal y. '

this will both enhance our understanding of normative effects
and of the historical evolution of. evaluative systems. Just
as extreme- psychologism cannot account for the stability of
veridical and judgmental systems, so extreme versions of
sociology cannot account for innovation and change. This
.leads me to suspect that rationality is not any real thing,
having ontological status, but merely a name for activity
which somehow fits a public system or diverges from it in
ways that the systein itself Would declare to be orderly.
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It will 'not do to say that rationality tonsists of
rule following because. in circumstanced discourse, the
rulesof language or logic are often tacit. The did
course analytic tradition, tor example-776r which Uhave
Alrditt sympathy and dee as roughly consistent with and
contributive tO mY Own approach, 1110;001 argument as a_rule-
zoverned method for managing certain onversa iOn v
This is a non-psychological approach to .natur4 connrsat on
which does not rule out psychological explanations."7 From
this perspective, it would be counter-intuitive to equate
rationality with tacit rule-following because the focus is
upon conventional, activtty in ordinary circumstances--
womething few philosophers would care to.pin their views of
rationality to. As a philosophic Tmtion, the idea of.a
tacit rule does not fit well--it is almost a contradictioh
in terms3 It is at best vague and miuivocal.

1

Yet to pin rationalitysto explicit appeals to rUles
highlights the interdependence*of objectivity and subject-
ivity becaUse one who carefully calculates.the applications
of a rule to his own activity 1.0f4taking'a subjectively
accomplished objective stance. Thus, we pan better under,
stand why communities of discourse treat certain propositions
ael.f they were axioms by understanding an individual
does so. Logicians often say that logi concerned with
how men in general (not a man) reason. is begs the
question if men in general follow, systems evolved from
specific practices.

PCT, a subjective psychologyo 49 sure, contains
principled which explain how objdcti

1

ity is a subjective
accomplishmeint. Its view of ttie nature and operations of
cognitive systems is analogouswto, consistent 'with, and
can dovetAil elegantly. into Weltanschauungan approache4
to scientific knowledget A privitte sysfem is far richer, 0
i.e., tmploys more Oiverse modalities of expression and
relies"more extensi101y on intuition, .thin a publió one.
Public system§ are historptally evolved creations or the
communicative accomplishments of actors, thus reflecting
some of the character of private systems. They are re-
sidual constructions ofpast.publid Accomplishments which
people resort to with a certain kiAd of faith that they
will continue to be useful.

The knOwledge-belief4;chotomy, on which the history
of epistemology has turned, is perhaps a .clear,subset of
the objective-subjective construct. This expliins the
faith people place in systems and their willingness to
subject personal constructions to public verification and
judgmenti But subjectivity and objectivity need.not be
dichotoniized, which casts the opposition of knowledge and
belief into equal doubt. Again it can be seen that each
is a precondition of.the other. The history of evistemology
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has been preoccupied with the knowledge-belief dichotomy,,
because few thought to challenge the main argument of the
skeptics, viz., that knowledge can eopsist only of certaih-
ties. The problem of induction is but a,piece of this
larger problem: to say that A knows X s to say (1) X is
true; (ii) A believes X; and (iii) A levee. X-for good
reasons, reasons apodeictical rived from the
essential nature of X. This string t vipw of knowledge
loaded.the dice in Vavor of the skeptical critique (and'
gave birth to the 0oblem of induction).. It also fueled

%

the attacks of psychologically inclined skeptics who saw
clearly enough that (i) and (iii) -might Rasily be circular.

Even the analytic account of.knowiedge makpp beliefd
'precondition ol knowledge (which became justified true
belief). Thus a great deal dependeernion the nature of
the systems one used to determtne justification. Syllo-
'estics, mathematics and geometry, logic, and scientific
method have attracted their adherentP,and many interesting
'disputes have emerged, Yet, one. umbrella psychological,
notion uniteg these alternatives: what passes muster for,
knowledge in a community of discourse does so because of
the faith and commitment peOple have for the system pro-
ducing it. Indeed, the idea of a public system of thought
makes no sense without referen6e to the.people who believe
in it and use it to check their individual lines of action.

Knowledge and belief are'thus not dichotomous and'can
be contrasted,best,on a continuum of confidence. The word
"knowledge" is'an abbreviation of a phrase, "what passes
muster for knowledge." I need make no assumptions here
as to whether inference can be equated with its public
expressions. Thought doubtless occurs in a far more' exotic .
environment; and I have elsewhere said that logics seldom
'(i/ ever) adequately represent the internal complexities
of inference. But the khowledge-belief relation does not
depend upoh the logic-inference relation: Log otand
inference need not be continuistic; they likely4-, e not;
arid they' probably differ in kind. 'Knowledge and '.elief, 41,

, cid the other -hand, need to be understood as continuistic
(on a dimension of confidence) and need not, differ in kind
except on a dimension of public accessibility. ThiS view,
incidentally, does not rule out asp.ects,of pe'rsonal know-
ledge, especially intuitively derived vtrieties if an
intuition can be communicated and can "paps muster" and be
accepted by others. "Personal" and.'what'passes muster"
do not differ always on a confidence dimension; they are
merely two standpoints.toward knowledge, olten differen-
tially appropriate to variant classes of phenomena.
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HscaRitulation

PCT is superior to modal logic in explaining experience.
Its explanation of development parallels Toulmin's view of

.disciplinary evolution, though it leads'us to assume more
of a two-way flow of influence,than Toulmin may wielh-. The
nature and'impertance of public,systems can best be assessed.
through observation of individual appeals to them:. People
do not routinely turn to s stems for adltice and comparison;
they turn-to other people w o somehowerveas the spokes-4
men for the system. This seems most true in What I have
called the ordinary fields and the diffuse disciplines.
It is possibly, though by no, means certainly true that in
the compact'disaplines, solitary individuals can actualize
a system with less dependence upon Communicative acts and
more upon written documents. I am unsure; however, that'
this can be defended ms a categorical dMerenoe between .

the compact and diffuse and ordinary disciplines. As
Toulmin-stresses, the professional assqpiatiOns among
scientists even in the most,compact disciplines are de-
cisively important. Thus, my claim that people turn not
to systems but to people is plausible. It means that one
can bestuoderstand the practical Amplications of any pub-
lic veridiEal and judgmental system by observing individual
cases of its uses.

Experience can only 01/force-fitted onto the Serial
predicative. model. Serialiling is a conscious, problematic,
attentive-activity. It Tits most precisely into accounts
of philosophic lrgumentation such as those by Ryle; Hare,
and Johnstone.e7 Experience, conversely, is essentially
intuitive. It is largely'couched, as the discourse analysts
believe, in communication guided by tacit and exPlicit con-
ventions. It is developed through cOnstrUctive processes
which are sometimes tested publicly by a persod. When in
actor sees neLneed for social comparison; experience is
gained throuffillunreflective activity.by people emersed in
the duree--the ongoing stream of eventain.daily life. Pub-
lic systems are specialized rigors Which people can and do
turn to when the need is apparent. Working logics are but
one sort of judgmental and veridical system; and my argu-
ments that the problem of induction is irrelevant to argu-
mentation do not mean that people never use logic. The
essential character of.these logics offields is that they
are embedded in presuppositional frameworks rather than,a
priori conditions.

Cognitive development consists of the progressive'.
elaboratioy,of mgnitive systems, movement from diffusion
and global evaluation toward complexity, differentiation,



and specified evaluation." The U)cus'of causality'is
always the individual, though this does not rule out
social'influence. Communication is a root process of
development as individuals attach meanings to the on-1
going stream of events in daily life, often a tacit and
intuitive process engaged in unreflectively. Problems or
novel situation§,may create doubt in an actor that his
constructions e sufficient,to the needs of the moment.
Thus, people can and'often do attentivelY comOare their
constructions with thoee of others. Comparisons may occur
more or less automatically as parts of broader ongoing
interactions, or they may become the foci of interactions.
When comparisons are the foci, interactions often become
arguments. Thus, I have noted elsewhere that argimentative
interactions serve important epiStemic fulictione." This
is an intuitively plausible proposition, especially for
academics who are a'ccustomed to hashing natters out,through
public debate. Despite many significant dispuigp,
gtantargumentation theorists have been united'in-the-belief
that arguments are possibly the best means for testing the
soundness of claims.

People sometimes do and other times do :not choose"to .
test their coastructions of events against publi6 6riteria.
This_probably has to do with their confidence in siveif
interpretations. Public systems, as I have said,-(both
endow and acquire confidence: they endow personal%inter-:
pretations, with'authority, especially whey they function
as tacit assumptive backdrops tor inference; they icquire
confidence is people turn to them for guidapce and as they
seem to bredict events sec*relyk. Thils, any person could.be
said at different moments tO.be guided taCitly by a-system
Or to consult it as anlauthority sourCe or to use it as a
critical instrument,fOi- veridical and judgmental purposes.lu

Yet, locutions such as -"guided by" or "refer to" or
"use" are not as clear as they at first seem. 'Guided by"
presupposes tacit compliance and must be studied largely
though not exclusively through disdourse analytic means.
"Refer to" and "use," however, are much more difficult.
They'suggest that a person chooses to align himself with a
system, beAt a logic or a scientific perbpective. But of
what does such,an alignment consist? Many of the Weltan-
schauungan theoriSts, Toulmin is no exceptiwAroften speak
of sVstems as if they were somehow "just there,' waiting to'
be consulted. This loosely conceived view objectifies
public systems, reducing thtiM to tangible (read "conbultable")
'd buments. Host of these tfiborists' would surely protest that

is is an unfair description since professionals in a field
to use ToulmAq's langUage) pass Principles and values along'
to their Students, creating a genealogy of associations as -

as.a genealogy.of.problems. This is a senaibleieply,
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but nearly, always it gets muddled with the documents of a
field. If we ask "how do the professionals transfelOviews
and values?" we are usually told to look at the writings
and texts of the professionals, thus reducing a field's
communication to writings.

I have argued that systems consist of individuals and
17ut secondarily, of documents; and I intend this proposition
to apply to all sorts of fields--professional disciplines as
well as ordinary fields. My assumption is that when people
decide to seek verification of their views or to expand
their perspectives, it is usually most fitting to dansult
other people. They do, of course, read documents--but these
are usually recommended and preinterpreted for them by others.
Thus, id a most fundamental sense, the-ckaracter of alield
is revealed in the ways it is routinely communicated.

.1

'Thus, belief becomes knowledge--i.e., confidence is
enhanced--through social comparison pwcesses (SCPs). The
SCP notion originated with restinger,' although there are
no special reaspns why one has to accept Festinger's idea
that people tend to seek the opinions of others whose
competencies or abilities are perceived as similar to their
own." Indeed, the above reasoning would seem to suggest
`that in at least some instances, actors would seek compari-
6ons with persons perceived to be superior to themselves
in 'some importance respect. Otherwise, we would be left
with the counter-intuitive view that students seek the
advice of other students rather,than.professors with respect
tu.subject matters. More likely, even if a student seeks
advice from adbther student it is because that person is
perceixed to posess some attribute mhich is superior to
the seeker's. The reseafth with which I ant familiar seems
to showthat similarity is important mOstly wi,th resAct to
social issues (as opposed' to professional judeiehts'or corn-
FriTriubstantive decisions aboOt ideas).13

4

Thus, by sociar.comparison I most basically mean in-
stances when actOrs seek out the opinions'of others,
testing their own constructipne against the of others.
SCPs are thus basic-organizational piocesses of ordinary
(as well as .sodtespoiciatized) fields, as well as core con-
tributors to the ,confidence individdal actbrs place in their
interpretations

Loic twd Psychologic
w .

For the most part, psychOlogical accoUnts of inference
.

.
..,_

'.have been based upod.teiljar 'logical prindiples, often .

taking these principles-efor granteC combined with attempts
to integrate motivational plementi; into them. Thus, McGuire'
gave thought traditionarsyllogistic form but,glIeld that it

' was often contaminated by'"wishful thinking."" Iti a similar

-424,4111V
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vein, many researchers have probed the "atmosphere effect"
which suggests that the mood. of a syllogism (e.g., whether
one or more premises are negative, or particular) eano,Rre-'
dispose a person to accept a similar conclusion mood."'
Syllogisms are assumed to comprise the core ot human rec;
Boning but to be compromised by moods or "tental sets.""°
Critics of the atmosphere effect have largely accepted the
centrality of the syllogism but challenged the importance
of sets, e.g., Chapman and Chapman proposed that syllo-
gistic errors reported by,the atMosphere studies were
simple ernrs (mistaken premises or poor combinations of!
premises." Other theorists such as Wason%and Johnson-Laird
have used.traditional induction-and deduction as the models

----of thought and relegated some Qt the motivational contaminates
to a "pathology of reasoning.""

SuCh research max have profound pedagogical implications
for logic, but its flt with the need'g of argumentation and
practical reasoning theory is far less congenial. The
contamination studies share, despite differenbes, a com-
mitment to logic, as a taken-for-tranted, not-to-be-questioned,
or bracketted description of ordinary inference. -These
studies, doubtless prove that Ss can be made to work with
syllogisms-or inductive serials;-&-it this is the strongest
olaim,to- be made Tor them. None of the researchers probed
the views of the Ss about the experiments add it is pro-
portionately unclear just what their findings mean. These
studies may mean little more than the proposition that
"people forced (in artificial contexts) to work with un-
familiar inferential techniques often make unaccountable
Orrors; IA appears that they contaminate the 01440411 with
their own points of Many of the atmospbOe'studies,

for.example, did not assess their S's familigrIty with the
content subject matter of the syllogisms,-'Thus, there has
been lit:tle consistency from study to study in the atmos-
phere'effect obtained. Further, there are differences in
atmosphere effect according to the types Of tasks Ss are
faced with. The theorptical framework behind most of this
research has been unable to account for these discrepencies,
leading Wason and Johnson-Laird to speculate that the atmos-
phere effect idea al best needs to be supplemented by incor-
poration into a cohftent theoretical frameworks whieh explains
its variable appearance: "however,- taken. in conjunction
with Wilkins',differences between familiar and symbolic
material and with Sells' differences between valid and

.invalid inferences, they suggest* more radicalalternative.
Perhaps there is no atmosphere effect in syllogistic reasoning.
at all, but merely an amassed set of data which,, when casgAlly
viewed, gives rise to the illusion of such'a phenomenon."

T n

The contaminate approaches to psychologic, Ahen, have .

',.placed special emphasis on logic (as the unproblematic core_
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of inferential processes) while more or less tacking-on
the "psycho" as an irritating or confounding intrusion
into.otherwise pure processes. This approach is not
unfamiliar to readers of argumentation texts. In the
fifty-odd history of that domain', most theorists have
believed motivational elements to somehow "fit onto or
into" logical form--as an afterthought. The typical
eXplanation has been.that, although logical reasoning
secures truth,_persuasion and entional appeals are needed
to 'secure the assent of others.°u Errors of reasoning
have characteristically been explained along contaminate
theory lines.

Other approaches to psychologic have followed implicit
.faculty psychology assumptions, dealing with inference with
explicit explanations of the role of motivational elements
in the proceds. Despite Bruner's sustained interest in
intuition and creative thought, the classic study by
Bruner, Goodnow, an0 Austin essentially brackets the con-
tamination problem°1 It presents a circumstance-focused
version of modal logi9, focusing on such traditional themes
as attributes and concepts, concept attainment, categori-
zation, and probability. Problem solving tasks are held to
reveal insights about more complex cognitive operations.
Despite the familiar differences with Piaget tier the
relationship between thought and language, BrUner's views
on the development of inferential processes are congenial
with the Genevan program. Piage and:his associates have
conceptualized development along orMalist lines--the.con-
crete operations stage being eharac erized by the beginnings
of deductive logic and the formal çprations stage being
devoted to the attainment of logi s of iMplication,
,atistraction, hypothesis-testing, and propbsitional serials.
Logic, in the Geneiran view, is a set of operations capable
of being internalized; internal logics are capable of sus-
taining thought and freeing the individual from outside cir-
cumstances. This is Kant revisited and a thoroughly'monistic
account: the attainment of formal operations is an inter-
nKlization of the essential forms in the external world by ,

a mind naturally endowed and predisposed to embrace these
forms.

Criticisms of Piaget for underestimating the effects
of communication are lamiliar; and they seem to apply
,equally to Bruner's program in A Study of Thit4ing whiCh
focuses exclusivelp upon a silent and solitary thinker,
although this view 1)6 ever explicitly stated. .The.
aplpended chapter by Roger Brown focUses On the stable cate-
gorizing efects oflanguage rather than communicative pro-
cesses.- The book's stance toward communication is equivocal:
one does not know why communication has been ignored,
whether the authors believe that it has 'no relation to
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thinking.or that its relation to thought is too ambiguous
to be adequately dealt with. IN

The relations between thought and motivational elements
are often difficult to grasp in both Piagetian and Brunerian
works. Piaget has explicitly defended a parallelism bekween s

logical and ftral domainslan approach recently elaborated
by Kohlberg." Yet, the parallelism itself has remained wgre
an assumption than a claim to be defended and researched."
Bruner, in a variety of places, has defended the view that
emotions are physiological activities to which persons
leain to attach labels. These labels presumably could fit
into the framework of concept attainment and serializtng.
Yet, it is surely possible that such labels are rather pale
reflections of the feelings experienced. Proportionately,
it might,be quite misleading to integrate labels for the
passions into serials without dealing carefully with the
issues raised by the contaminate theorists.

All of these approaches have seemed to be premised on
the implicit value judgment that syllogistic or inductive
logics constituted the "higher mental processes" which were
distinctively human.. Development, implicitly understood,
was movement from global "primative" emotional responses
toward calm, cool, rationality manifested in serial predi-
cation. Moreover, since Aristotle theorists have seemefil,
to albsume that the higher processes somehow control or
subdUe the-emotions--the relatiOn between affect and cog-
nition being essentially antagonistic. These implicit
assumptions have been trenchently criticized, mostly on
the grounds that the value judgmts are perfectly arbi-
trary and contrary to.lntuition." There are, in fact, no
special reasons for believing that development entails
movement away from emotion or that the emotions them-
selves dd not develop, become integrated or bound up in
other cognitive operations to such an extent that they
cannot be meaningfully separated from thought.

Flavell has argued that there exists no principled,
nonarbitrary way of excluding mental events from the
"Higher Processes."86 Nearly everything seems to operate
cognitively, in some nontrivial sense:

If there is no nonarbitrary place to stop once we go
beyond a-narrow, purely Higher-Mental-Process image
of cognition, why go,beyond it at all? The answer is
that we simply cannol talk coherently and realisti-
cally about the nature and desielopment of cognitiop
without enlarging and complicating that image. There
is a deep and not so deep reason why this is so. The
latter reason is that processes like perceiving,
remembering, evaluating other people, exchanging
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information with them, etc., are routine functions of
the brain ind mind; they simply7are as 'cognitive' by
any reasolgble deglinition as syllogistic reasoning is. .

The ep reigon is that the psychological events
and processes that go into making up what we call
'thinking,' 'perceiving,' 'remembering,' and the rest,
are in fact complexly interwoven with one another in
the tapestry of actual, real-time cognitive functioning.
ach process Fs believed to play a vital role in the
6peration and deyelopment of-each other process,
affecting it and being affected by 1t.87

\ Thus Flavellsfavors a broad, complex, and inclusive develop-
mental model whioh sees thoUght as made uP of many elements
and as contributing to many elements. Reasoning (serializing)
and problem-solving are narrow foci which, to be sure, have
produced important findiigs, but which oversiMplify the
character of thinking. By this view, serial predication is
but a.narrow, specialized version of cognition--not at all
well suited to the, role of master paradigm of thought.

POT seems to adequately meet these design specifications
for a theory of ratiocination. Its focus upon construct
syptems presuppose (and explains) the,interactions of various
medital elements. rt presume§ no antagonism or even oppo-
sition between logic andibmotion. As I have elsewhere argued,
PCT does pot need to see,cognitive development as"the gradual
evolution of means of 401apressing the emotions. Itthe early
emotions are "primitive;" so is early logic; if the primitive
emotions are the first.shapes-of the events of the world,
inextricably bound up in all thought, why can we not suppose
that the passions themselves develop, become more differen-
tiated and specified--changing in quantity and kind? The
Wernerian developmental view suggests that new structures
subsume old ones; ird this should be true of the emotions
as well as every other aspect of cognition. Intuitively,
adult emt1on8 differ markedly--in a host of nontrivial
ways--from, those of childre4 Thus, no logic-emotion
dichotomy is needed to sustain PCT's account of thinking.88

Constructs eake many forms; they arelbuili by a person,
often as the result of social comparison processes--pommuni-
cative acts--with others. Thus, PCT is a rigorous framework
that can illuminate Flavell's "complicated image." The
holism of cognitive processes is assumed, making thought-
nothing more exotic than movement through networks of path-
ways in construct systems. Serial predication is one narr6w,
specialized form of sucb movement. Interestingly, PCT pre-
dicts a sort of atmosphere effect since movements are em-,
bedded in sytems1 systems .are atmospheret their effects
changing as they are appliOd to different tasks and problemS.
oreover, syllogistic reasoning is predictably difficult for
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actors in some cases because that is not how theii
systems are set up. Of course, this is a sense of
"atmosphere" rather different from what the original
atmosphere researchers had in mind.

Probability and Psychologic '-

Recent attempts to explain inference by using proba-
bility theory have raised issues far too complex to sur-
vey here.89 Many of these theorists have set out, with-
out telliffg anybody, to folve the problem of induction.
This work has been essentially nqttive, i.e., they ex-
pi:ess optimal uses of reasoning t'rcdeal with new beliefs
or to adjust other beliefs when one has been changed.
They start with a formal probability calculus and see
how well Ss work with it. Unsurprisingly, Ss can and do
work probability calculi, but have displayed divergencies
from the norms of a significant and curious sort.

Bayesian probability theory has been the basis for
many attempts to explain the effect..4 of new information
on the revision ofl other beliefs or ''t* formation of-
still other new onles,90 Characteristtcally, researchers
provide $ s with saknples of larger, populations, asking
them to assess the chances that the characteri§tics of
the samples are to be found in the population.V1 The E,
of course, has precalculated the odds according to ayes'
theorem. Nearly all of the studies have reported t at Ss
try.to keep beliefs probabilisticly coRsistent and 13o re-
vise their beliefs in an orderly way.9:6 T e curious prob-
lem with these studies is the failure of th SA to :;:iTate
qeually with Bayesian predictions, i.e., th y are T
conservative. Two general explanations hav jleen/advanced,
both assigning-blame to the Ss:' (i) tHe Ss may misperceive
the diagnostic value of a given item (they may not see its
actual--read "Yeal"--probability implicatiOns); or (ii) the
Ss misaggregate the data, i.e., they 00 not combine elements
in the ways the Bayesian model does.93 Both explanations,
ot course, attribute "mistakes!' to the Ss because they fail
to work properly with the probability calculi. The better
explanation is possibly that ordinary people do not think
-in probability calculi and therefore, doing the best they
can on an experimental project, fall rather short of the ideal.

I

The.Bayesiip pAgram hag l#tery.focused upon the con-
servatism problem. Interactions between probability
estimates and subject matters have not been assessed in
detail and can only be speculated aboutr.--/ Most of these
researchers do not embrace the fiela notion; and Bayesian
probability theory is more or less a6sumed to be inturiantv-
Thus, no estimations of the S's views on the appropriateness
of the experimental procedures have been 'advanced-. Two
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recent studies have experimentally reduced the conservatism
effect by asking Ss to express calculations in odds rather
than probability statements; but it is unknown whether the
Ss attached different meanings to propositional and numeri-
cal formulations.u4 Thus, the Bayesian program, like its
philosophic counterpart,'is.rather far removed from the
needs.of argumentation or practical reasoning theory.
Fishblein and hjzen, after a generally favorable review,of
this literature, seem equivocal in their summary comments.
Note, incidentally, that sentence two flatly contradicts
sentence one:

In conclusion, Bayes's /sic/ theorem specifies optimal
revision of beliefs in ltght of new information, and
it thus constitutes a model of a 'rational' person
whose inferences are unaffected by hts desires or by
other extraneous considerations. Available evidence
indicates that the model provtdes a fairly accurate
description of actual inference processes. Bear in
mind, however, that at the present time Bayes's
theorem has been applied only in a limited range of
situations, and it is possible that greater deviation§
from the model will be observed in other situations.°

For Bayesians, statements one and two are not contradictory
since they define "inference" so as to rule out "desires"

, and "other extraneous factors." Rationality is thus
sharply distinguished from the emotions; it is a firm
suppression of the passions; and it is, by fiat, defined
in terms of an S's ability to work with Bayesiaft proba-
bility calculi. Moreover, most of these studies do not
carefully control for emotional effects; they ignore them,
apparently assuming them not to obtain even in cases of
S errors.

It is far too complicated to speculate here about
salvaging this research for our own purposes. At best,
the research has a narrow and specialized generalization
range which may or may not ultimately fit into a broader,
more inclusive theoretical framework.

Other mathematical apprgathes have been equally norma-
tive, assuming a correspondance between subjective proba-
bilities and mathematical expressions. Fishbein and Ajzen
have described this Kantian.assumption:

Following Savage (1954) it has usually been assumed
that subjective probabilities have the same mathe-
matical properties as the objective probabilities of
mathematical probability theory. Thus it As usually
assumed that subjective probabilities range from 0 to
1 and'that the subjective probabilities of a set of .

mutually exclusive and exhaustive events sum to 1.Q6
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As with the Bayesians, "nOnrational" elementi; are fiated
out; possible field differences are not considered; intera,
actions of subject matters and forms of reasoning are notw'
probed; and the status of mathematical probability theory
vis-a-vis ordinary reasoning is a tot-to-be-quesjtioned
assumption. ,

An interesting Variant of the probabilitxp.tradition is
Harold Kelley's approach to causal schemata.' Causal
schematas are general conceptions people have about how
certain causes interact to produce effects. The base
model here is of data being placed in a"complete analysis
of variance framework, which"Kelley sees is a subset of
the broader formulations of Inhelder and Tiaget. This is
as normative an approach as the other mathematical systems,
but Kelley makes sensible assumptions whiph'can ultimately
be tested: (i) the ANOVA model is most appropriate for
individuals making a-"full dress" causal analysis; (ii) the
ANOVA model is clearly an idealized view which is not des-

. criptive of everyday, informal attributions; (iii) many
b. events are not important enough to warrant a full dress

ANOVA; or even if they are crucial, there may be insufficient
time for such careful ratiocination; and (iv) full ANOVAs
are rarely required in daily life. That is, every person
has made 'partial or complete analyses before and can refer
to such experience in dealing with new events:

Furthermore, the mature individual undoubtedly has
acquired a repertoire of abstract ideas about the
operation and interaction of causal factors. These
conceptions afford him a solution to the need for-
economical and fast attributional analysis, by pro-
viding a framework within which bits and pieces of
relevant information can be fitted in order to draw
reasonably good causal inferences.98

These presuppositional causal schemata, texperientially
derived, enable actors to deal with partial or even
insufficient information. They "roflect the individual's
basic'notions or-reality and his assumptions about the
existence of a stable external world--a world comprised of
permanent, though moving and a6parently variant, objects;
a world separate from and independent of.himself; and a
world.seen by other rrsons In,the saMe way.as by himself."99,

This reasoning gets rather claser to the PCT view than
the other mathematical approaches, though there are no good
/reasons to suppose that full dress analyses are (i) uniquely
causal--Kelley would probably not insiop that they are; or
(ii) limited to ANOVA procedures. Otherwise, Kelley's
thinking can fit into the broader PCT framework. After all,
a key element of Kelley's thinking fs something very close
to George Kelly's man-as-scientist metaphor. The causal
schemata are derived from actions which have the character
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of experimentation (hence, the ANOVA's appropriatenese. to
in -ereitce)7u There-As-assumed to be-ap. experimental tenta--
tikrpees both"to behaviOr and (analogouily) to the research
or that behavior since "the individual's repertoire of con-
ceptions *bout-the operation and.interaction of causal
factors . . . provides a marvelously versatile and compre-
hensive means for making sense of incomplete data. 7 . . ..

However, one must identify the many important instances
in wbich the appropriate schema is broUght,into play only
tentatively and inferencei ,frara it are withheld until
additional information can be gathered.. .11100 This
dovetails nicely with my earlier expositionsabout the
social stimuli of argument and 'argument's status as a

- /
4 means'of knowing.

, .

Another line of research, typified by McGuire
101 and

Abefson102 and-their various colleagues, has combined
probability theory with formal logic. Mc(uire has focused
mostly on aonsistency while Abelson has pursued an elaborated
"symbolic psychologic.1u3 They have stimulated a research
tradition far too vast and complex to survey here; and I .

must be content with Wome simplified generalizations about
the appliCability of their work for the present framework.
The core question of this research (actually poded by
Abelson but applicable to McGuire's work as well) is a
eneral one: given certain evidence, what is the probability
two senses: probability'that one will accept and probable
truth) of a conclusion? Several things need saying about
this question.

rirst, the question betrays the normative character o'f
the two program. Performances bi Ss are compared with
a priori assessments of probability; the probability that
an S Will accept a statement is assumed to be a function
of his agreement with the content of.the propositions and
on hie perceptions that certain serial predications are
valid_ Indeed, these programs are to be complimented for
probing the relationship (for Ss) of form and substance
which the other mathematical approaches ignored.

Second, the question betrays the value judgment that
"higher mental processes" consist uniquely of the logico-
mathematical principles used by the researchers. The
generalization range of the research is,proportionately
narrowed.

Third, the que§tion displays the assumption that Ss are
expected to deploy and employ the logical system in similar
(indeed, interchangeable) ways. Thds is not a specif4
question about this person; _it is a generic question having
to do with the Eirifications of modal logic per se. It is
thus doubtful that specific predictions could be made from
this.research if we believe that context-embeddedpess is an
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important input. I propose, following Kelley and> host
of like-minded theorists, that all activity of o dinary-
life is context-embedded and value-laden. Ordinary
inference, then, may have little resemblance to tbe sym-
bolic. psychologies or consistency theories. These are
surely specialized routines which some individuals might
use for certain tasks in quite specified circumstances.

Speaking loosely, my criticisms here ,are rough
repetitions of PlavelI's view that the lipher mental pro-
cesses do not consist of any o'ne elemenror any,single'
mode of inference. As one kooks at the various approaches
to inference, one is tempted,to see them as stances appro-
priate to different tasks and different circumstances;
ThAs may he altogether too facile, especially sine.
some of these alternative approaches are premised upon
quite incompatible presuppositions. It is doubtless
possible, by doing some violence to the theoretical postures
of the variant approaches, to integrate them,into a broader

, framework, to see them as but.small pieces of the larger .

,puzzle. I Shall not attempt such an undertaking here if
for go other reason than that most of the alternatives are
based upon something akin to Kant's synthetic a priori
ideas; and integrating research guided by such presuppo-
sitions into the pluralistic PCT framework will be a.diffi-
cult, cumbersome, andhperilous task. Too, it may not be
worth the trouble since-PCT (as I have argued) possesses
an adequate account of inference without appeal to induction
or deduction. Serial predicative infeeence,could probably .

never be more than a small part of that frameWork.

Recapitulation

il

We have, as it were, come full Thcircle. e pro em of
induction posed by Hume stimulated a vigorous phil

l
ic

tradition and, it seems, a counterpart in some psyd tgical.
approaches to inference. The link between the two traditions
is two-stranded: .formal logic and probability theory. Most
psychological accounts of inference have used these systems
are core models of the processes of thought. Their work,has
suffered some of the same problems that have plagued the
philosophers and logicians. The psychological accounts
havetwork froM the implicit value judgment that higher men-
tal processes excluded motivational-elements (a rather strict
and arbitrary duality of logic and emOtion); and they have
assumed that.some a priori system of logic or mathematics
inforMed.all cognition. They have thus ignored fc i. the most
part context-embeddedness, value-ladenness, individual con-
structions of a subject matter and 'options at hand, and a
host of other factors which PCT leads us to focus upon.

-,-/- ,

The psychologists also have not possessed the field
notion. They have generally tried to force-fit ape-Effie

k.'
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tasks.into a priori systems. They haAre often succeeded in
thin by virtue of trivializing.their findings. Toulmin has
Made a convincing case for the field notion vis-a-vis log.ic
(aw public discourse)--a far easier task than dealkhg with,
inference.(as a private pracess). My argvments about- the
field wition at this conference '(note 8) can be eaprAulized
into the proposition that inference cannot be underitood
without the field idea because thought never occurs in
yacuuo. Thus, Playell ts quite correct in arguing for a

t cciriception of higher mental processes that takes account
of all inputs. PCT iS a useful framework for this. It has
Ooduced, loi example, the idea of co nitive com lexit
w.pich can account for a host of dif erences In traMtional
research findings,104 Thib aspect of PCT is well plowed soil
and need not cqncern us here.

Conclusion

Toulmin has said that "to grasp the true nature and
complexity of 'cognition,' 'understanding,' or 'conceptual :

thought,' one must be prepared both to reanalyze our ideas

0-
and terminology in light of new?empirtcal.discovertps, and
also to restate our empirical guesti9ns in the light ot
better conceptual analy6is."-°D- In this spirit, I haVe'
argued that argumentation has reapheti a point at 'which'it
can define its subject matter alonvmore productivd lines.
The limits of formal logic yisca.-vis ordinary discourse are,.
manifestt: deduction has been irrelevant'since-Aristotte;
induction and the problem of inductiow-now appear to be
equally inapplicable to.nrgument studfes. Tbis is not a
case for throwing out logfC altogether. -It ts rather an
arftument for careful and extensive work in field theory, for
conceptual and empirical work in defining the natUre of
field logics.

The vartous approaches to Hume's problem Nave not
produced--nor have they intended to prodube--principles
applicable to ordinary discourpe. 'The varAous inductivisi
programs moreover are not well suited as mOdels for argu-

, mentation. The rigidities anktrtarrowness of the psychological
accounts of inference display this ill-suitability. A
satisfactory psychologic can lie4renerated out of PCTswithout
reference.ito serial predication (escept as a'specialized
form--a field dependent logid). PCT uses an exOlanation-of
experience that needs no appeal' toninductive logic, although

. it cap utilize such ideas when applicable. PCT has the
kdvantage of most "multi-Yalued" logics: at minimum, it
'meetp Playell's call for understanding the higher mental
processes Jin new ways. The'imiqicit ;rattle judifment'surrounding
formal-logic and mathematical systems is discarded, then, in
the present view.
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These arguments are, posSibly, igirly capsulized in ,

this propoSition: 'argumentatton'-ddoes not need to bOrrOw. ,

t .

a priari systems or presupObsitions from lOgic. The fteld
depqndent structure of.ordinary,.discourse can e-its '.

starting point and should provi40 a far rrcher and more ._
productive theoretical.perspective.'. The'problemis tb !
account feki stability in discourSe as well'as Persdnal'inno-
vation and adaptation. ..The field idea may well, be thv .

avenue to follow.in solving this' problem, .thOugh it remains
tobe seen how "psychological" the :field vieVi:will have ,

. . ,

to be!.---1
. a . rk ,

A

. ' .

We may. owe o Perelman and Oltirechts,Tyteca 'the notion,
however,vague, of "quasi-logical":arguments.- This notion

,

seems irktuitively attractiVe, but the Belgians,hav, hardYy,

we surely'do not wish to define iltiai-logica ,argitmconts'ag,
pinned the'notion down. If my.arguments her ,arla'sound, - ._

, . 4

,

formal -serials which are somehqw iecbntaminater',by ttv
emotio

..,4,.

nal.spewings of animal soia. ArapmentatimPthborTW ' "46, ::44
can reformulate the idea of jcigic 03ith.:1,eferec.cdetomove-.-.

''.- --:::04i.:-.7,4.

mentg in construct-systema,'needlqglino:Appeal (to 48.1i:fibs-
. ,-P 4

A'of logic and eMotion, convidtibn.and persuasion,'-er
.'' .\- .' E,"',''':-7,

.' (pdssibly) even fm and matter. Thts'Atancemgy gring' -.

us far closer to ungerstanding "te Fectle kis la Decilpion Wafts
lg Theorie de la COnnaissance.." ....
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.
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61
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gism," in Paul Edwards, ed., The Etpcyclopedia Of Philo-
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to my mind, the most significant and potentially pro-,
ductive line ptesently being pursued in' argumentation,
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act theory in-hitherto unsuspeote0 wftY4, 'Their .grgu-
ment, for example, that enthymemes take-their 6haracter-
from Oricean implicatures (i.e.,-they are expansions
based on disagreement) As quite elegant.
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Alfred J. Ayer, ed., Logical Posttivism (alencoe:
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-.-..
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ARGUMENT AS LINGUISTIC OPPORT6NITYt
A SEARCH FOR Timm AND FUNCTION

Bin Dhlthrop
The University of North CarolinaChapel Hill]

If any agreement charatterizesthe.study of "argument"
during the'past two decades, that agreement rests upon two
shared assumptions. F1rst4., that argument in the natural
wórld'bears little relation to formal logic; in'other'words,
standards of "validity""must be found in the nature of argu-
ment it4elf and 4n the.intersubjectiVe world of social -actOr.s.
Second, that argument is no longer perceived as a ,univocal
concept. Indeed, argument may never have'been perceived in
such fashion ,as scholars and others relied'upon tacit know-
ledge to recognize differences in usage; .put the listinctions
between argument-as product afidtproéess,-=even,,in bome
instances,-as procedure-has been an importpit development
in the stddies of TKegre, Brockriede, Willard, Wenzel and-
Burleson among others These shaied assumptions.seem
rooted in a redognition of the limitations invdlved in

; applying 1Wormh1" and !!symbolic" logics-td.the world of
eve;tryday discourse as well as an indreasing ddsire to inte-
grate argumentation:theory more Comfortably into-the main-
gtrean, or_rontemporary-scholarship in communicatabn and,

s.rhetorical,theory and in criticism. Such veoring away fromi ,

-ldng-accepted views of argument has beefi a liberating factor
in many reSpetts; but mucti remains unexplaxined. Further, one

-occasionally expoeriences the nagging doubt. that argumentation
-scholars have exhibited'a prepensity, in abandoning traditionhl
assumptions,,to apply"principles,and,to aocept'assumptions
which may-not be most apprOpriate.to the Study,of argumen.t

«:

In the study of literary and.rhetorical genre, many
agree that.genres exist over-time and,that specific acts of
literature or rhetoric establish certain formal expectations
upon thOse which follow. At the.same-time, hOwever, each aet
which follows alters the 'genre in some way. Atilhe genre
changes and adjusts over time, pne of the mdat radical act*
is to return to the' fundamental assumptions which provided
the roots for that genre.n To be lure, those roots cannot
be experienced in' the same manner as 6efore given'the altered
perceptions which result frowthe accretion of novelty and
change; but,those /roots cid Provide a contrasting--pften

4

enlightening--pefspective to the current exercise Of that
genre, This thaf much the same Wighten-'
meit may be four* n retugning to Ahe roots of Wrgumentation
'theory. 4
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I admit freely t t-this endeavor is speculative--
some might conclude wil ly so; but I. shall advance the
following claims, each distinct and important in its own
right but interrelated with the others:

1. That.argument is 4 particulaTized instance of
symbolic form serving a unique function yet
subject tO the logic of symbolic forms; I

That argument--w.hether perceived a6 product, Pro-
cess pr procedure--is inherently discursive and
linguistic;

'That linguistic knoWledge, in conjunCtion with
shared public or cOM@Inal knowledge, provides
the generating principles tor argument;

1

. That lokic is an inevitable characteristic of
symbolic form, language and, hence,'of argument;

5. That argumentative process and procedure are
"Knowable" only through observable product;-and

6. That the critic of argument assumes a preeminent,
role in promoting the understanding of argument, .

however perceived, and in thp ultimate construction
of a well-formed theory of argument.

In arriving at these claims, I have drawn liberally
from the thought of Ernst Cassirer and Susanne Langer, from .

the principles of transformational-generative grammars and
their derivations (most notably generative semantics and.
textual grammars) and trom the argumentt circulating iff the
interface between sociology, linguistics, logic, psychology,
philosophy and communication studies. I have borrowed ideas
from one scholar and united them with those borrowed from
another--neither'of whom might be terribly comfortable with
the association. Suc actions involve, gpant, a certain
epistemological navigation 'through dangerods shoals, per-
haps even vdth the danger of the world's edge creeping ever
closer; but, as one may often do in such moments, I have
found comfort in the words of Kenneth Burke. While con-
sidering the implications of drawing material from a dispip-
line when experts within that field #,re engaged in controversy,
Bufke notes that,

,

One thing common to all the specialized saiences is
the fact that each Specialist uses some kind of term-,
inology. If, then, yoll specifically_substribe to dome
one overall nomenclature, or theory of,terminology in
general, any choice you make from among,,competing k
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specialists outside your field can be method-
, ologically jutified in terms of your 1-5iTTiTular

overall' termizni:stic perspective.3

Ah, the wonder-si of transcedence. (

The Sym12olic Function of Argument

A

Thei.increasing distinction of, kin s and communities
of argument and, in some instances,.an entire shift to
describing argument as a "kind of initeraction" contains`
greatTromise as well as greaf risk.4 A 4roadened view
of argument contains the prospect of diRlinishing the con-
ceptual value ot the genre of discourse which is labelled
asrargument." Professor 7/illard, for instance, finds it
"intuitively obvious that all kinds.of communication may

'be/construed along discursive And/or non-discursive lines
and that arguments, because they are a kind sof cgmmunication,
refject the same ftality."b Such statements run the risk,
quite grave from my perspective, of equating the properties
of all forms of communication and all interaction with those
of argliment and, in so doing, of losing sight of the unique
functional importance of argument.

The analysis of argument offered in this presentation
begins with the assumption that it is one aspect of the
"philosophy of symbolic forms" explicated by Ernst Cassirer:

The philosophy of symboliei forms starts Trom the
presuppoSition that, ff there.is any definition of
the nature of "essence" of man, this definition can
only be jinderstood as a functional one, not a sub-
stantiarone. We cannot define man by any inherent
principle Which constitutes his metaphysical essence--
nor can we define him by any itiborn faculty or in-
stinct that may be ascertained by empirical obser-,
vation. Man's outstanding characterittic, his
distinguishing mark, is not his metaphysical or
physical nature--but his work. It is this work,,it
is the system yf human activities, which defines and
determines the circle of "humanity." Languaglio, myth,
religion, art., .science, history are the constituents,
the various sectors of thid ci.rcle. A "philosophy of
man" would therefore be a Philesophy which would give
us'insight into the fundamental strugture of each of
these human activities, and which at the same time
would enable us to understand them as an org ftc
whole.. Language, art, myth, religion are n isolated,
ralidom creations. But this bond is not a vnou um
substantiale, as it was conceived and dose be in
scholastic4hought, it is rather a vincul functionale.

5.,
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It is the basic function of_pt00,.of myth, of
art, of-religion that we mpttrelk far beyond
their innumerable §hapWfilidAit)'erances.

s- s

While Cassirer isl,tlepLay. co lerned with categories more
extensive thttn_thatAt arjj11ent per ,Se, he recognizes.
differentiatAon yOrOid e bxoader construct of symbolic
forms. which 'pr941iles.those of language, art myth, religion,
cience and hfstoilta While each shares the fundamental
rinciples f symbolic form, each 1,0 nevertheless quite
it§tinct rom the others although each may also contain
emep , of the others through the interpenetration of
rm . Not,oply does, particularazation exist among these
psolic forms, but within as well. Thus, art, which
ctions to.permit TETVicression of feeling and emotion,

is"further individuated into music, painting, sculpture and
so'on. Similarly, I submit that argument a particularized
fotm of 11. ngyage use which serves the function of "reason-
iv 'I' or. of rovidln ustilication.

6

,

'Thtif conceptualizapon of argument as reason-giving or
as justificatory is widely res gnized wnd does not need
extensive development here. Suffice it to say that Toulmin's
description of argument as the justification of.plaims,
Perelman's-observation that "a justification will be given
for . . . opposition, reasons.found for which, in certain
circumstances, in concrete situations, the rule -shOuld not
be applied" and McKerrow!s'standard for rhetorical validity
which rests upon the extent to which an argument "serves as
a pragmatic justification for the adoption, Of a belief"
all give testimony to the wide-spreld acceptance of_this
function of this form of discourse. This function seems
to serve as a "first-principle" f6r argumerit e'ven it viewed
as interaction or procedur0 since the former would involve
the process of presentAng. and refuting_justifications and
the latter as establishing rules for the inVestigation.and
testing'of justifications.'

. At the same time, however., argument--and all symbolic
forp -is characeerized by a:certain logic dethanding, is
Langer interprets- logic, a "relational structure." The
rOational structure, or logic, of symbolic form is that
which the symbol itsrlf.creates between the experiential
and the intuitional. Carl'Hamhurg observed that,

. .. tho symbol-concept is to cover the "totality
of alf phenomena which--,in whatever form--exhibit
'sense in the senses (Sinnerfuelling im Sinnlichen)'
and in which something !sensuous' is represented ag,
a,particular embodiment of a 'sense' (nedeuping,
meaning)." liere a definition'of the symbor-conceiit
is given hyn*fty of the two tetms of the sensVous.on
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the one hand and the sense (meaning) on the other,
and a relation between the two, which is most fre- n

quently referred to-3,as "one representing the other."'

In other words, the iyMbdl-concePt is the means by which
the relation is established between the sensuousi.e., the
sensory, physical world--and the pense in terms,of meaning,
the:significance which the relation has for the intellect.
The sensory data, perception, interacts with the spirit,
the intuition, and forms an image which is.the, means by
w4irch the relation between sense and sensuous is created
and, hence, becomes representative of the whole experience. ,

This image is the symbol.' .

Ais vision of symbol:passes /ar beyond the realm of
"something which stands for something else" for the symbols
about which Cassirer,wrifes have become imilued irith the,

intellect, the spirit of knowing. rurtherf these symbols
contain as their essence a "logic" and function as preOcates
in fhat, as Roger Fowler wrote, they are "responsible for
delineating the various relationships which'obtain between

?objects or between concepts. . . .410 'While Fowler Ls re-
ferring to,language specifically, to the extent that the
symbol does delineate the relations between sense afld

sensuous,tall symbolic form, and as a cbnsequence,/arl
forms of knowing rest upon predication; upon logic,: Even
non7discursive form, 'as'Langer writes, "has a IlAbgic of its

owp . . . which is yery complex; it is largely/bytvirtue.,,:'
of its complexity that it can present us with images of
our even more complex subjective activity."1,1 l'hus; all

symbolic form, including argument, inherently sOves a
prt1cularfupctIon an.d rests upon a logic of predication.-

Argument a$ Discursive Form

The discursive na,turp.of argument as sym olic form is
clearly indicated by Perelman and Olbrecht&-T teca,when they
write that, "the.object of the`theory'o0 argt4hentation is
the study of the discursive teehnique allowi g us to indbge
or to increase the mind's adherence to the t eses presented
tor its assent."12 Mosrscholars,also aqqep't that the usual
form for arkument I lihguistic and, as 4 result, thit argu-

.

ment is discursive. More recent studies, h wever such'as
those conducted by Professor Willard, cont nd that argument
may be expressed through non-discursive-to s." if, by
non-discursive Willard means) "don-sequenti l'or that reasons
and justification may be transmitted by.n -verbal or non-
linguistic means, then,perhaps. the contus on lies in ambiguous

word choige. If, on the other hand, "non discursive" is

equated with what Langer ideweities, as "p ese tationil" or
"artistic" form, then Willard's position/would preclude 'argu-

ment from fulfilling its symbolic functi n of presenting,.

justification.13a
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. IsiOard himself, seemslirfall victim to-some_incon-
.si

C 'stenciesin-thip poncernfter argUihg-that.argument
may be non-discursive and tyat deciSions may .be based
uPon grounds Which cannot be .categorized.as discursive,
Willard still Seems to,view argument as "a kind ot:inier-
actidn in,Which twoor\inore people mainta16 what they pon---
Strue :to be:miltually-miclusive:prepositions:"15' This .'

description of argumentr. however, 'is not possible-given
Langer's concept of non-discArsive form. In. her influential?
work, Philoscliby In A' New Key,'Jianger.writes that, "Artistic .

symbols a4e untranslatable; their sensO'is hound to the
partigularjorm which ittbas taken, At alWays im lici
and 6annotbe explicated-bylin.inierpretationY'V us,
the intersubjectikrity dedessary for ityteraption to oópur
between varti6ipants:engaging in argument,,cannot exist --

withoutsome sharing of experience'or the :representation
'thereof. Such Sharing cannot exist withont.the experience'
being "translatable!' .intOthe other's. pskchological con-
structs, whether the construct's-themselves are disbursive
or not.

Another characteriStic,of Wilfard's description is
the exclusivity of propositions; but again Langer's con-
cept of form precludes non-discurisive argument. Langer

1 wrttes that, "since presentational symbols have no nega-
tive, there is no operation whereby their truth-value is
reversed, no contradiction."17.Any conceptualization of
argument which-admits to the characteristic of the nega-
tive excludes solely Presentational form as the means for
argumentative interaction.

Finally,.it should be pointed out that, although one
can "know" through presentational form, one cannot expli-
cate or provide justifications'for that kdowledge without
engaging infliscursive form. One'may "feel" and may predi- .tx

cate relations between sense and sensuous which are accepted
intuitively or aesthetically; but, as Langer notes; "the
recognition'of how the illusion was made and organized and
hOw the sense of import is immediately given_by a strong

.piece . . . that recognition is_a product of analysis,
reached by discursive reasohing: ."143

,This claim that argument-must be 'discursive in form
should not be construed as am attempt to exclude all elements
of presentational form from argument as reason-giving: 'Tp
do so would.be to ignore the fundamental nature Of,language
and to discount pe interpenetration of symbolic forms.

# What such a view does maintain is that all argument is sym-
bolic form which functions as a unique creation folft the
giving of reasons and justifications; ahd, further, that
it is a discursive symbolic form., Expressive, or non-dis-
cursive symbols cannot be separated from sense and do not
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have any refbrenbe beyond the lerms per se. As Langer
su6pinctly coneludes in Peelinis and'Form, "where the.sym-
bol does not haVe an accepted r2ference, the use of it is
net.properly !communication.."1"

,

.
,

biscurslve reasoning itself arises in discourse and,

shares its characteristics: that is, it posits relations
both syntaCtically abd semantically and-through the funda-
mental representativeness 'of linguistic symbols. Second,
discursive reasoning is sequentia

1

--for.without sequence,
verbal expression cannot exist. I * is from such insights
that Langer observed in Philosophy, Ih A New Key, "the laws
of reasoning, our clearest formulatien of exact knowledgek
are sometimes known as the 'law8 of discursive thought7-"20
If the symbolic function of argument is reason-giving or'
presenting justifica.tioh, then that fUnction is accomplished
tprough discursive means--for reason-givittg requires analysis
bt.yond mere expression. And, in the practical world of
both the naive and the more sophisticated social actor,
suCh analysis is usually conducted linguistically. Language'
is, in facte a "very high form of symbolism" for-L4anger,
and it is concerned with relations, however "psycho-logicial"
such,relations might be.

One. might still maintain that'non-linguistic forms may
be used to provide justification. "Grave doubt, however,
is cast upon this proposition by Jurgen Habermas' 6ontention'
that; "NonlinNistic actions . cannot assume represen-
tational funbtioms" in and of themselves. They requirev he
continues, that the implicit Propositional component fmnst
alreaO'be known to the participants it the expressed (i.e.,
nonlinguistilbehavior is to be understandable. . . :the
nonverbal exprssionJitself cannot bring-the _propositional
content of the presuppoSed norm'to expression because it
cannot take on representational functions. It Can, of
course, be understood as an indicator that calls to mind
the propositional content of the'presuppoSed norm."21

' I would submit, however, that there can be no indication of
validify--in virtually any interpretation of the concept--
or of explanationdor justification without linguistic forms

' being employed in either,the construction or expression of
the behavior. One is left., then, .with the conclusion that
argument is a Unique-symbolic creation permitting justifi-
cation and that it fulfills this function through discursive,
linguistic form.

./ Linguistic Approath to AratIment

If justifications must be presented by advocates and/or
constructed by recipients through linguistic means, then
scholars of argument'should focus dpon.these linguistic
aspects of the interaction. In other woi=as, while argument
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may be examined profitably by concentrating upon its intex-
actiVe elements, ane shouldinot forget that it is the sym-
bols themselvesin'this case.langUagewhich cdnStitute or
generate the interaction. This seems to demand that argv-
mentation scholars pay closer, attention to the logic of .

language and its implications for argument than is usually
dbwe.

Langer appears:to presage, the view of argument as inter-
action in the phenomenal world when she writes in PhilosoPhy
In. A New KeY, 2The intellect which understands, reshapes,
and employs linguistic symbols,-and at the same time tampers
its activities to the exigencies of ever-pressing, signific
experience really works with a Minimum of actual perception
of-formal judgment. 2,2 Such statements seem tO reflect
those same justifieations advanced.in critiques.of syllo-.
gistic and other formalistic approaches to argument--that
Ls, such models 'bear little relationship.to'the ways in
which naive social actors thinlc- add give reasons, But
Langer continues:.

Yet all those familiar signs and abbreviated ,

symbols have to be,supported by a vast intellectual
structure in orft,r to function so smOothly'that
,we:are almost unaware of them; and this structure
is Composed of 'their full articulate formA and all
their implicit relationships, which may be exhumed
from the stock"of our buried knowledge at any time."

Although Langer herself does hot make the specif c'conn9ction,
wTiting before Chomsky advanced his concepts of deep" and
."surface" structures, her description of this sy bolic
functioning bears stronger resemblance to the stJructure
of language g vanced by trahsformational-genera ive
grammarians.- The "employing of linguistic sy bols with
little perceptfOn'of formal judgment" is strikidgly similar
to linguistic surface structure while the supporting
intellectual structure is reminiscent of deep structure.

Transformational-generative,grammer assumes that a
bphavioralist approach to language acquisition and use is
unrealisticthat the infinite permu;tations of syntactical
and semantical meaning could neVer he accounted for by the
behavioral model. The most-Oausible alternative, acdording
tothis view, is 'that Ortainliuniversal rules underly all
ltnguistic use'and that these rules ai-e constitutive or
generative: that is, th6y permit the generation or creation
of an infinite variety.ot sentences. These rules are of two,
kinds: first, phrase-,structure rules, which generate the
dhderlying structures ami are'usually syntactic; and second,
transformational rulep which alter deep structure into sur-
face structure. .
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The phrase-structure rules consist of the most funda-
mental aspects of producing grsammatically correct linguis-
tic acts. These rules, often called constituent strgcture
rules, consist of.the discrete symbO14 or groups of symr
bols which identify objects, events or'attributes--the con-
stituents--and the relationships which exist between them.
ror example, many linguists contend that one of the uni-
versal rules ouf language is that all grammatically correct
Sentences'contain both a noun phrase and a verb phrase.
Since, these mre necessary requirements, such.ruIes are .
frequently termed "mandatory rilles." Thus, a noun phrase
consists of-an article, an optional adjective, and a noun.
Similarly, a verb phrase must consist of a verb but may
also inplude a noun phrase as an object or a prepositional
phrase.4.3 Importantly, the relationships or patterns con-
tained ln constituent phrases are lunctional but are ex-
pressed through linguistic forms.2° Such rules and their
flinttional performance creates language,. which Ronald Wardaugh
defines as a "set of sentences" produbed by a grammar that
is itself a "description of the possible arrangements of
words in a language, and sometimes also the possible arrange-
Tents of sounds."27

Deep structure thus entails all-of the relations an0
characteristics of a language and constitutes; according
to. Richard Bandler and John Grinder, "a complete represent
tation of [a sentence's] logical semantical structure. .

Included within thisistructure is completeness, ampiguity,
synomymy, referential indice's and presuppositions.29 The
linguistic expregsion which is the observable phenomenon of
interaction is the surface structure, or in Langer's tierms,
.those linguistic symbols tempered "to the exigencies of
eyer-pressing, signific experience". This means, of course,
that the linguistic symbols used to present arguments, 4for
example, may be quite'different from the complete structure
Which permits the phenomenon to occur and to be constructed
by the recipiefnt. The deep structure s thus "transformed"
into surface structure through'another set of rules. .

. I

These transformational rules permit movement from the
mbre complete, complex deep structure thrbugh intermediate
structures to the surface structures which are themselves
symbolic representations of the former. Example's of such
transformations are the following: (1) the imperative
transformation which permits the omissiori of ifyou4 in
commands, requests and the like; (2) the permutation
transformation which permits ,word /order to vary In surface'
structure; (3) the surface-structure deletion transformation
whiqp allows parts of the logical semantic representation to
remain unexpressed; (4) the nominalization transformation
which tuins processes into events; and (5) the preshpposition
teansformation which allows certain presupposed constituents
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to remain in deep structure--such as, "Sam doesn't reialize
that there is a cat.on the tablA" presupposes that, indeed,
a cat Is on the table.30 Such transformations permit both
synonymy and ambiguity to occur: the former when different
structures share a common deep strUcture and the latteryhen,.
one surface structure may be traded to multiple deep structures.

One of the difficulties encountered by scholars con-
cerned with huMan behavior, howevet, is that relations and

,

meanings are ubually'constructed not through individual
sentences in an:idealized environment but in utterdnces
expressed in social situations. From such concerns, a
variety orlinguists, sociolinguists and psycholinguists .

developed approaches' known variously as generative seman-
tics, text grammars and-discourse analysis. As Diana:Ddrstein
wrote in 1_917, Several-semanticists such as George,Lakoff,
John Ross and James McCawley and others "consrder not only
rules ol syntax Eemphatsized as more- importint4n traditional
transformational-generative grammars] , but lasso, rules of
appropriatenesss, presuppositions, and inferences There-
fore, the- tfieorr. has resulted in a focus on contdxts and
on the communicative function of Tangudge. ."31

l' .N

The value of text grammars for students of argument
is predipated upon the similarity of characteristics between
argurrient and other text-s and the.ways4in which individuals
perform-langue acts. Teun A. van Dijk.explained the value.
of text grammars: "utterances . . : are tokens of texts
rather than tokens of'sentences"; "dative speakers are -.

able to process . . . such utterances qs coherent wholeq_.
and not merely as a sequence of (unrelated) sentences"; and
"Native speakeri do not process texts/u4erances verbatim,
e.g., -by literal recall and by pTog amiOng sentence.structures,
but by the formation of Onderlyin ,plans."32 Thus, the.
principle of text grammars is that, ihile the 4entence and.
a "base grammar" provide the foundation; texts and utterances
provide a form Of superstructure which relates the logic and
functiton of language Oso' specifjc situations.33

The proposed similarities between ,texts and mtterances
and sentences goes further in that,deep and suilface structures
and translormational rules are all still applidahle:

A set of transformations wiU relate macro-structures
,with micro.structnre. The macro-structure is con-
'sidered 'to.be.the abstract underlying structute of
"lojecal'form" of the tekt add will be identified r4th
the deep structure of the text. It cOnsists of global
semAntic.representaTIOns qWTriiiag the meaning of a
,text "as a.whole."

Correspendingly,.thicro-structure is consiaered
he the surface structure of the text, which coRgists
of an ordered n-tuple,of subsequent sentences.°q

,
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It is, in fact, the "relationship between the surface
structure.and the deep Structures b sentences" within
texts which controls "the features of tone and tityle."35
And, these relations are exemplified by the textual trans-
formations which are, aecording to van Dijk, extremely
similar to thoselin more traditional linguistics including
addition,. deletion, substition, permutation, repetition and'
otbers.3ti If, indeed, linguistic utterances are the sym*--
bolic florms by which the function of reason-giving is per-
formed,'thea deep structure and tranedormations may be
helpful in explaining why people either reject or accept
certain propositions or claims and their justifications.
Such acceptance or rejection may ultimately rbst upon the
extent to which claiMs and justifications presented and
interpreted through linguistic texts are evaluated as
':valid" according to logical predications.

Logic and Auument:s The Relation Reconsidered

The analysis presented thus Far rests1 upon the formal
relations, or logic, inherent within symbolic forms and
the inevitable incorporation of that lftic into argumenta-
tive utterances. Such an interpretation volild seem to be
at odds with the prevailing belief that "people just don't
think in terms which can be subjected to formal logic" or
that systems of formal logic are inapplicable because ot
the inevitable invariance such systems would impose.37
Perhaps so--at the surface structure level of,utterances
at least; but a strong case can be made that linguistic
forms and their relations do reflect'how people think and
interact with their worlds fa.t the deep structure level.

Writing in Lan ua e find PJa ic, Toshihiko Izutsu
explores the univeisal founc.fatfon of.linguistic tom and
finds a yelationship between experiences t(nd our linguistic
creations that is remarkably similaT to the process of
symbol creation outlined by Cassiret:

There is good psychological reason grounded in the
very make up opf our world experience why the living
creatures and material objects tend to obtrude them-
selves as permanent, insistent "till/1gs" solid enough
to be bearers of various attributes, i.e., as sub-
stantiae. Their names are naturar nouns; they are
prgdestined to become the objects of predication. In
the same way the names of attributep discerned in
these substances and believed (rightly or wrongly) to
be more or less permanent, constitute natural adject-
iveS; and the more .transitory and fugitive aspects of
these objects of sense, that is to say, actions, pro-
cesses and events, that are believed to take place
in or through them are represented by natural verbs A
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which are phenomenon words It will be'easy to see
thatopubstance-words, attri ute words, and pheno-
menon words everywhere tend to develo15 most naWally
into nouns, adjecti4es and v rbs respectively.
i

, Thus, Oopositionality and predicE4ion m'ay_be .essential
, characteristics of human perception mnd the constitution

,

of reality. Syntactically, prediciop is ihhetent within .

the constituent or phrase structure rules of transformatiorial-
generative grammnr--in that each gx*Imatical sentence requires

. a noun and verb phrase: Fiwther, Roger Fowler speculates
ttlat:

4

'Predlcates.fall into a number of basic semantic
types whical seem, interestingly, to answer,cfose,ly
to some fundaMental distinctions in the ways human
beings perceive properties, action and change in .

. the phenomenal world: some are Ations . . some
are states . . some are changeW-61states . .

It is possible that.this semantic cla'ssification may -

derive from innate categories of essential human per-
ceptidn, and it may be universal. . .39

The subject-predicate structure for humin'thought may,
in fact, be uhiversal. Langer concludes that, "tg,all.,
speakers of Indo-European languages the classical7Ayllogism
seems to be a logic of 'natural inference,' because they
speak and think in subject-predicate forms."40 Iiiitsu goes
one step further, contending that "far from being a
peculiarity of Western thought, [predicate-subject thought]
seems to be normal and'universal wherever the human mind
has attained.a certain level .of loacal thinking as far,
at least, as it Is carried on by means of verbal symbols."41

To posit the universal existence of such logical
thought processes, however, does not refute the criticism
that ordinary.actors do not argue according to logical
forms or that standards;of logical validity do not provide
a pragmatic.means for emeluating argument: But such indict-
ments might be ,answered by noting that, while such logical
forms do exist in'deep structure, they may appear as
"distorted" in surface structure because of transformational
"errors" made by the presentor of justifications or by the, -

recipient. 7urther, such indictmentsdo not deny that
logical predication functions as a generative rule which
permits the constructioniof-sentences aRd texts. The study
of logic by Aristotle ana others assumed certain rules for
human reasoning and that those rules wouldmanifest them-
selves in the expressions of natural language. HoWever,
according to rreorge Lakoff, the "discovery and development
of symbolic logic 'can be viewed in part as the discovery
that the regularities involved in human reasoning cannot be

1-
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stated in twns-of the.surface forms of sentences oi'lnatural
languages."'" ,The acceptance of a deep linguistic structure,
based upon lögical predication, provides a means for
resolving the paradox of much scholarship'which argues on
the one hand that nattral thought and expression do not
conform to formal rules of relation while at the same time -

searching for liutandards, of "rhetorical validity," "working
or natural logics," and individual "psycho-logics."43 As
Lakoff wrote'in "Linguistics and Natural Logic,"

4.

. the role of rules of grammar is not simply to
separate out the grammatical from the ungrammafical
sentences of English, but also.to pair surface forms
of sentences with.their corresponding meanings, or
logical forms. Thus, rules like adverb-preposing
appear to have two functions: to generate the
grammatical sentences, filtering out the ungeammatical
sentences to their corresponding logical.forMs, while
blocking any Incorrect assignments of logical form to
surface form.'"

M st indictments of formal logic by argumentation
sdholar refer, either explicitly or implicitly; to the
ategorical or syllogistic logic arising from Aristotle

o to symbolic logid. Delia's attack upon the logical
fallacy and its application to etthymematic thought and
discourse relied:extensively upon Morris Cohen and
Ernest Nagel's boogs, An IntrOduction to Logic and Scientific
Method, publishedvin X934.4-0 Will.ard's more rebent con-
cerns also indict "trAditional,explanations of the epis-
temic functions of arguMent Lwhich] have been based upon
a serial predicative vjew."4''' For argumentation scholars
to accept the jogic of Aristotle's categorical syllogism
oreveri. of thal advances(' bY positivists only'twenty years
ago; as the'final developm6nt pf logical form ls to. ditOrce
themselves from intellec.tual advances in other disciplines
and to accept the Kantian permanence of forms.. It was, An
fact, failure to account for the continued development of

4 individual syMbolic forms,that led gassirer ito mod1fy L '
Kant's notions of Schema. Particularly since the-intro-
duction of trandformational-generative grammker, logicians
have advanced !Ilew" logics ih attempting ,to discover the
rules which generate natural languagesr Just as logic
adjusted tO the anomalies created by quantum mechanies,by
creating a '"non-standard" lbgic, so, too,' have inductive,
logicians posited a number of non-traditiorial logics: .

'a. calculus,of indivOlials ,,

b.- event logic including logicof teAses
c. pragmatist theoryv.of rational beliet

, d. theory of explanat*on
,

e, theory of inductiV4 interenoe as inferende to the

irbest of competingo laRktions
f. theory Of partial'b lief , .1, ,

g. theory of.epistemiC 'Consistencyc"
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While such logics Areknoi fully deveI ped or 'completed,
, ,they do indicate thatlogfcal 'rules t6re being disdovered-

-and invesilgated which.6eek to explain the generation of ".
natural languagès, bottr.sententially andAextually.

LakoWs,Statement that rules geek tO-blook'"incorrect
assignments,of lOgigal fdrm to eurfa.e form" has important
implications for argument. It wouls seem much more likely
to block such incorrect assignment mhen dealing with,the
\traditional element 6f lirigUi'potic nalysis, i.e., sentences,
'than with the more complex compil tons of relarions And'.

! predications found in texts'and u te'rances-. Even so, to
the extent,that any surface stAc ure.ista.symbolic repre-
sentation:of the deep structure,-th ery-nature of symbolic
transformations inevitaDly vroduces Idi tortionsl.
Burke notes, each symbol is necessarily areflection, a
selection and a-deflection of ome,phys cal' or symbolic ,

reality .48 Language itself, .as d symbo ic form, perpetuates
these chdracteristics. -The logiCal pri ciples of predication

. permit segregation and congrekation'of e periences into dis-
tinct categories and, as a cOnsequence, p mif symbolic '

representation to build upon itself. Lange .tes that this '

"tendency_to organize the sensory field into gro ss and
patterns.of sense-data, to perceive :forms rather than a
flux of iight-impressfons, seems-to be inherent in our
receptor apparatus. .. . But this unconscious Appreciation
of forms is the primitive root of all abstractions, which
in turn is the'keynoteof rationality. . . :"49 It is
this capacity which allows individuals to select certain
aspects of their 3,111bolic%reality as appropriate to specific
situations without bringing along unnecessary baggage. In
other words, the rules of symbolic transformation, predi-
cated upon logical form, provide the ability to.represent
the representation: Banner anc Grinder provide a u§eful
insight:

The Deep Structure is the fullest linguistic repre-
' seniation of the world, but it is not tRe world

itself. The Deep Structure itself is derived from
a fuller and richer senge. The reference for the

----beep Structure is the sum tottl of all the client's
experiences in the world. The processes which
specify what happens between the Deep Structure and
,the Surface Structure are the-three universal pro-
cesses Of huTan modeling, the rules of representation
themselves': Generalization, Ipletion and Distortion.50

.

Generalization is the transformation'of individuated
experiences,to represent an entire set of.experiences
perceived-as essentially similar,. Deletion is a "process
by which we selectively pay att4ntion to certain dimensions
of our experiences and exclude others."51 And finally,
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j distortion permits transformations in our interprbtatiODS
of'aata and, by the'ncture of'altering the deep structure
through permutltion, substttUtton'and others1 the surface
structpre is inevitably a distortion of it.52

,

Thus while jingulstic deep structure conforms closely
to logical form, the bYmbolic transfdrmations that ptrmit
utte*ncesL-including argumentsIto 6ccur also explain the
deviations.from'logical expectation's im surface structure.

\
Nevertheless, the surface expression restsqttp a. foundation

f logical form.

One final connection between logical form and language
use is the assumption shared by transformationar-generatiw
grammar and the Cassirer-Langer conceptualization of
symbolic form is the importince of intuition, or innate..

CagaditieS, for knowletige. -Katz describes the transformational
assumption:

The rationalist-transforAationalist theory
takes pie child''s innate ideas about language to be
the'content of the universals in, the (transformational)
theorylpt grammar. That is,.the Child, though he
cannot be assumed,to know what. particular language
he is going to learn,- can know, tacitly, that it is
one of a quite restricted set of possible languages
meeting the constraints imPosed .by these universals.
Thus, he is assumed to know, iniktely, thdt the
grammar of the language has the forms of a trans-
'formational grammar as given.in phonological, syn,-
tactic'and semantic theory, i.e., the forM of the
rules can be formulated, and the principles tor
organizing such rules into a system.53

. .

_While Katz posits a stropg vdtsion of the theory, one
might contend that these capacities for language acqui-
sition and symbolization are the result of certaIn
physiological evolutions. Nevertheless, both the strong

, . and the weak versions grant Om Innate ability of humans
to engage in symbolic action.'Z

The_sink 'to symbolizationand &logical form--is
made quite clear by Langer. Intuition is, she writes;

-

. the beginning and end of logic; all discursive
rea§Oning would be'frustrated without it. The simple
concatenation of propositions known as "syllogism"
is only a device to lead a person from one intuition
tl another-1 Anyone who,.convinced that all men kre
mortal and even granting that Socrates is a man,
stilPdbes /hot recognize that therefore Socrates ie
a mo'rtal, is.dev.oid of logicAl'understanding because
he does not respond with normal intuition af every
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station of'the discourse. .Eyen at a lower leVel.
,rationality woftld fail if infuitioh, did not duly
take place: if that astonishinglI ungifted person
'mew tfle Teanings of,all,tte words: ."Socrates,'"
;Imarl," "is," and "a,",but failed to understancl,
the meaning of "8ocrates is a man" because the
order qf the word's did not wield their pense.into.
a single concept for hin.G1 he could not even get as
far as the "therefore" hurdlev,;'. . but when the ,

syntactical signs (inflections, verb forms) as'..
well as the"aenotations of all the words are really
understood, the sentence-meaning suddenly emerges.
That emergence of meaning is always/a logical in-
_tuitiqn or inslght; All,discoursejams at building
up,.cumulthively, more and more complex logical
,intuitions.55,

It is'intuition, or,tnnate capacities, which provide for
the,emergence of symbolic forffis and the lOgical rules of
symbolization which generate increasingly'complex, logical
and analytical symbolic forms--like argument%

The result of this analysis is that standards of
"validiti" for argument still must rest in the' nature of,
argument Itself and in the intersubjective world of social
actors. But, importantly, the nat re of argument Itself
is permeated with.and is.generate by logichl rules.'
Further, the intersubjective world f social actors can
only be constituted or generated via symbolic forms which
are themselves the products of logical relations. This
defense of logic's application to argument nevertheless
posits a different perspect1v6 than that traditiohally
associated with this relation. .Critics Of formal logics
are probably correct in their contention that the require-.
ments for a valid categorical syllogism are inappropiiate
for evaluating argument; but the perspective advanced P

here is that logical form, rather than providing criteria
for evaluation, tecomes the mechanism throu h which argu-
rient is created and evaluated. Logica orm thus provides
the rules by which those to whom arguments ard addressed
nterpret and construct meanings for them. The'evaluation

of argument ultimately rests upon the extent to which an
advanced claim is justified or, in other words, the extent
fo whiCh presupposed social knoWledge, the claiA advanced
and the 'justifications provided cohere into a unified and'
".erue" explanation.56 It is,, nevertheless, logical tules
which permit the process to occur.

--No

A Critical Perspective Toward Argument

As approaches toward argument ditferentia;te between
product, process and, procedure, questions arise about the

.1* 1.99t.
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mbst appropriAte Means for studying arieume t and creating
well-formed theory, StVents of argument ave trWdEition-
ally focused upon-vifrbarbexpressions,of.adocateR, a
Vilhactice-chaEacterized br some as dealing ith argumeRt
as "thAng."" -Witfi a growing appreciation of the infer-
action whfch exists between arguers, some ftipIn that.
the focus should shift frOm 'tte produCt tO theperspectives
or the interactants'. Willard:for example, Writes that,

The -constructivistiinteractionist view holds that
. words-people use ate more often than noil only the

b*rest symptoths of the more complex and 'fundamental
processes which produce them. Kelly's stiess upbn
nonverbal aspects of constructs . . . forces the
'student of argument to focus ,upon,the personal per-.

thspectives of actors rather An the things they Pay.`"°

Although not eXiAieitly stated, Willard does seem to iMply
a distinction between studying the m(;ssage--or argument aS
product--and focusing upon the processes by, which actors
create and interpret these meRsages; and seems, further,

pr lcesses by means more profitable than the "words" used
indicate that one can somehow gain insights into such

or the "things" said. .

I agree with the position that surface messages en=
coun red in the phenomenal world 'are "only the barest
symptoms of the more complex,and firaamental processes
which produce them",--equating those processes with deep
Structure, but this does not Mean that symbolic creations
should' apt remain the apprdpriate focus of attention.
After all, the procedure of argument outlined by Wenzel
is Oesigned to subject the product of argument to greater
scrutiny. Similarly, it is' only through the linguistic
artifact of the argumentative utteraRce that interaction
can occur. The product of an adtor's mental creativitk,
thus beComes the meant" by which one gains access to-the
'mind of another.

It would appear, then, that the student of argument
should focus attention upon the product An order ,to, dis-
cern the unique qualities of that interaction character-
ized by the giving and,testing of reasons and to make
inferences about the personal perspectives of those in-
volved in the argumentative process. We are, after all,
concerned with the analysis of discourse uttered4o per-
form a particular symbolic function. Like other attempts
to better understand linguistic acts, detailed analysis
of arguments proyides the means ba which broader insights
can be gained. netailed descriptions of conversations,
transcripts, audio and video recordings and the like
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indicate.to con4ers,ational analypts the."way that language
is wised in the dese.tiption provides clues to the.way peop,le
conceptualize and interpret the original (frligment of thqp)
episo4e,"59 Simjlarly, RógeT rovaer contends that lin,
uistic antaysis is appropriate for texts:

- ,

. . . if. we conceive psi' lAnguistids nOt just as'a
device tor formalispc analysis capable oktlY of
tracing the outline; texture and contours Cif a
.text, but as'a mode of/analysis whIch can suggest
interpretations of strfttural form. Choices of
words and sentence-typA possess conventional
reverberations', associations, for members of a.
reading commuivity. If we employ a linguistics
which is sensitive to these community associations
of language (a linguistics which treats the socio-
logical and psychological aspects of language), we
can begin to interpret a writer's linguistic
structure in relation to the values add preoccu-
pations of the community for which he writes.60

At this point the student of argument creates a critique
of-a particular symbolic creation in Black's sense of
"apprehending it, examining it, coming to understand it,
placing it into history.

In maIly ways, contemporary" ccholarship in argument-2-
a's evidenced by the investigation at this conference--is
making significant strides in better underStanding the
phenomenon. But I would urge each of us to bearan mind
Leonard Hawes! admonition to the discipline of speech
communication that we "engage in baSic-descriptive and
interpretational work befgre weknow what, if anything,
needs theoretical accounting."6.=, He continues:

Communication has never gone through the
. phase of systematicaaly observing, describing and

interpreting all Manner of human communicative
-- activity. During the three or so generations we

have been training.social and behavioral scien-
tists, few have been trained to observe, describe,
and interpret; most have been trained to exp,eriment.
But now concern is being expressed about the
,question's we ask and the variables we manipulate
and control. . . . Perhaps, so gdes the thinking,
the problem qs a confusion over whicli mold we ought
to cast our'theories into. On the contrary, I think
the problem is insufficient description And interpre-
tation of the communicative activity our theories
are supposed to explain."

7bile scholastic ethnocentrism would lead me to submit that
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students of,rhetoric and argument.are better trained in
descriptiop and tbservatlom than.ourmore empirically-
e'riented OblleagueS,'I do beHeve t.hat the Vleme of
Hawes' commentis equally!applicitble to.argumentation.64
Only wtth14..the'past few,y(liars kave schoArs-lfrequently
under the-stimulation of such' t4tdtd1soiplinary thinkers
as ToulOin,Pdreluian and reeScam.ine the
assumpVions upon which the stud.J5f,a2'gument was based. .

As this re-examination occurreq, additional issues arose
cOncerning standards of yalidtW,i.whether argument is pro-
cess, product or procedure-N4 Omething else, whether
quarrels. or shbuttng-matches'arelegitimately Classified

i. as argUment,. Only by extensive descriptive and ,interpre-
' tive scilolarship can such issues be resolved.

.

Ono possible approach wCiAld be to engage in "generic'
criticism" to discover whae'are the fundamental patterns
of areimentative discoUrse.'fRuth Ann Clark anci Jesse Delia
noted recently that one apprpRch to "help undover both the
lines ofrinference and commOnicktive strategies" is "akin
to what,has been labeled rheitprNical genre Criticism":

i

The method here is to select existing illustratioris
o/ one objective of comirunication [such as providing
jOstification?] and tolaUempt to determine the under-

, 1Sring strategies and cPmmon themes of inference
typical of this form. !One!cructal feature of such
Ein approach, however, $ that the genre itself must
be defined by a specif c r4etorical objective rather
than by an occasion or setting." .

A similar perspeátive is in icated by Fowler although he
recOpizes the importance ot recurring situational
'exigencies: ". _. . contextS of situation are not unique
and fortuItous . . . but reduirent and classifiable
accp ding to.a few simple variables recognized as signifi-

* calitiwithin a culture.- And a certain-type of speech sIxent
req4res a conventional type of linguistic behavior."' 1

Speclific contextsiof situatipn would appear to make certain
ceMmlunication objectives--or'functions--more.appropriate than
others

Delia and Clark alscexedommend thatvresearchers rely
upo *other approach to the analysis of discOurse, one
whi hiseemS particularly. appropriRte given'the position
adv nced in this paper. .This approach utilizes 4nvestiga-
tPryj Methods,common in linguistics:

1\
Rather than'foacusing on strategies, they concentratet
on identifying the hlternative ways of articulating
the same fundamental speech act. For instanCe..
Trvin,Tripp has specified five forms an imperatiVe

'
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may.take: (1) interroufative ("(lotta match"),
.(2) imperitive ("Gimme a match"), (3) imbedded,
imperatile ("Could,you gime me [sic) ;t match"),
(A) stateMent. of need or desire ("I need.aoliatch"),' -
And (5) statement of.extdrrial condition ("There

7 en't.any matches her) . . It should be possiblep
-bcmin with alternative.modes of expressing a,'

f ,SpeeCh-act,-andto specify the kinds of interences
a Message recipienttis.likely to make froM. each.07.

. 1

A similar cOnClusiOn is-reached by M. A. K. ealliday. lie

notes that such \rariatiOns may at first appear tb be little
more-than alternative ways of saying the same thing,, "But
it is very likely that on.closer inspectipn they will be
'found to represent more delicate (though perhap§,,still
signilicant) options in the.4aning Potential.""

This emphasis upon'the text does not mean that
extrinsic factors are unimportant. :As indicated previously,
text/utterances are the manifestations of an actor's
choices in responding to situational exigencies.69 Th6
personal perspective of the'actors is also important in
that their construals and shared knowledge are important
in attributing meaning. At the same time, hbwever, the
text provides one means of inferrine,-construal processes
andjnterpretations of knowledge. *In sum, the approach
indicated for gathering the data by which argument as
process, product or procedure may be described is 'similar
to the first two stages of criticism outlined by
Karlyn Campbell--those of description, concentrating upon
the text, and interpretation, considering the influence-Os'
upon text of extrinsic factors170

One other caveat should be mentioned and concerns the
selection of objects for criticism. Until the beast is
better known, I would urge that investigations of argument
center upon thoSe items which arw.clearly identifiable as
providing support or justificatiqh for claims advanced. It -

may, in truth, turn out that argumentscan Acquire presen-
tational form or that nonverbal behavior can,provide
justification or representation; But to cOncebtrate energies
upon phenomena which are intuitively borderline is to rUn -

the risk that characteristics may be included as belonging.
to the giving of reasons in specific,situations which are
not essential to such activify and which might, in -fact,
obscure those which are. This is not to suggest that:4,
investigations consider only those justifications advanced
by eruditd and sophisticated social actors. To fully
describe argumentative discourse requires that.ekamples be
investigated from many contexts an4 employed by Many
different actors but the most effective use of time ank
intellect would seem to dictate concentration Upoh clear
inetaives of argument.4
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In issiing this appeal for descriptive investigatione
of aigument,%.1 do not mean to imply that knY."objective"
result's will be obtained untainted by theoretical influence s-

and researcher.bias. As Nofpinger.sucCtnctly noted in'
1977., "Desèriptiveu qualitative research wjll, of cqu1.Re, '

be guided by some theoretical paradigm%(explicit or tacit)
whfell helps the investigator debide wligat to obserye, what
to Aescribe, what to say about.it, and so on."71 But
until,such time as sufficient descriptions have been
generated, forays into-argumentation theory will remain
at the level of sOeculation.

Nor should this pOsition be interpreted as implying
that the efforts of argumentation theorists and critics
have been of no significance. It would appear, in fact,
that recent insights are moving in this direction:
4cKerrow's diRtinctions between.social,-philosophical
and personal communities of argument, Wenzel's investi-
gations,into the rhetorical, dialectical and logical per-
spectives and Willard's work'on argument construction all
represent significant advances toward.this description of
argiument and, 'ultimately, toward the formation of theory
of Argument at once cowaistent with a broader conceptuali-:
zation of rhetoric/commuhication but which provides
insightful explanations about the unique symbolic function
of argument.

Conclusipn

As stated earlier, thiS.paDer has been'admittedly
speculative. It existe, in part, as a rglaction to'some
of the theoretical Constructions of argu.ent which have
been advanced in recent.years and, in part, as an attempt
to provide explanations which resolve some of the areas
im dispute in argumentation tileory. Argument has beem : P
characteriz6d here as performing a unique symbol* functfon-.-.%
that of providing justification for belief and abceptance
of claims--which is grounded in language. As such, the
aspects of argument which derive Srom symbolization and
linguistic usage have received grOttes't emphasis. The
logic of symbolic form and the rules Of transformational-
generative grammar have been described.as means by which
argument and argumentative interactions.are brOught into
phenomenal existence.

At.the same time, hOwever, such logical and linguistic
rules do not result in a deterministic view ot communication
in general or of argument in particular. Rather, it is .

this perspective which seems to maximize the potential for
argumentative opportunities. As Young, Becker and Pike
observed, the creation 'of text "involves making a Multitude
of linguistic-choiCes and . . . these choices are affected



1

by both the linguistic a90-extra1inguistic.contbxt-in
which they are made--by what might-be called the writer's
universe of discourse."72. Ahd from this universe of dis-
coirse the actor in search of justifications begins the
nuest.

es-
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ARGUMENT COMMINUTES: A

Ray E. M
University Qf h

Philosophical argu
variety of argumentatio
the typology of argumen
tant questions in t6e't

TEST FOR DISTINCTIONS

10arrow
ine - Orono

ntation is not the only
The very problem.ot

tion is one of the impor-
ory of argumentation.1

One of the central prob Ms in argument theory con-
Icerns the distinction betwee argument as process and as'
pioduct.2 In the former sen , there is a tacit assumption
that arguments exist-only in articular environments and
that the conditions for such Eknvironfflens can be specified.
In the latter sense, there i la tacit assumption that argu-
ments possess definable stru thres, and that the methods of
creating and testing such st Uctures can be discerned and
applied. At the risk of ove tqmplifying complex differences,
the'disparity between existi vdoscriptions of argument's
nature can be accounted for '.th5t.,%tendency to view argument
as either process or as produ t. -14en though the two are
not necessarily mutually excl si they often appear to be
essentially antithetical dedc ipti4Rs of argument.
1. A. Brutain, for example, d finesphilosophical argument
as "a sirstem of methods, devi es and meins."3 Henry.W.
stone, on the other hand, con ntrates attention on the Pre-
conditions for the existence o arguments.4 Charles Kneupper's
disagreement with Charles Willar4. to,cite an additional
example, also-can be reduced to the dich2tomy between argu-

. ment!as process andoargument as product.0

An underlying assumption of this essay ls that the
) opposition between process and product viewi of argument

creates unnecessary difficulties-in the creation of .theorlk-
, ivmoving from one "variety" of argument type to-another,lt

as suggested by. the headnote to this essayo the relative
importance of conceptualizing arguMent in Orocess or product
terms may necessarily shift. As such changes occur, there
is wcorresponding alteration in the KpPlicability of
theoretical explanations which seek to account for argument's
natjure.in a particular context. A corollary assumption,
itjlicit in the foregoing, is that there are multiple
"theories," with each having potentially greater explanatory
Power in one domain or area than in others.

The final'assumption central to this essay is that
, all theoretical descriptions apply to.argument in the contexi
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of controversy: Even at the most elemental product level
of "reason plus claim," an argument implies the potential
existence of an,equally weighty counter argument. In the
absence of this sense of the problematical, argument ceases
to possess any theoretical interest beyond the labeling of
pristine forms expressing certain or absolutely known con-
tents.

With tt,hese assumptions as a basis, this,essay addresses
thp problems,posed by the differing perceptions of process
and of product. However, instead of approaching the
problems in terms of a review of specific theories, I shall
focus attention on a typology of argument coMMunities. The
discussion of similarities and differences between and among
three communities--social, philosophical, and personalwill
highlight the roleS-6Y-Fiocess,and product perspectives as
theoret14hl accounts of each communities use of argument.

Argument in the Social Co unity

The first community to be examined is that of social
argument. Although the phrase "public argument" would seem
more appropriate; the reference to social is intended to
convey the "collective" or "societal" nature of argument
addfessed to persons in this community. In addition, the
term avoids the possible confusions with the sense in which
arguments in the personal community may possess a "public"
naturg.

Social arguments are audience .oriented: particular
serial predictions owe their existence andoften their
shape tothe stance one takes toward an identifiable audience.
To paraphrase Karl,Mannheim's discussion of collective or
social thought, social argument "constitutes a complex which
cannot be readily detached*either from the psychological
roots of the emotional afid Vital impulses whlth underlie it
or from the situation in which itierises and which it seeks
to solve." Thus, argument is more than a'serfes of
isolateable forms, identifiable,as to type.and Otential
effects. -For eXimple) social argument typified by the phrase
"Cold War" cannot be perceived simply as alrinstance of
particular individuals addressing mass.audiences at finite
moments in time; nor can it be perceived as a cacophany of
sounds; ultimately identifiable as "arguments from justice"
or ts "non-sequiturs." .The significance of the Cold War
argument lies in the fact that it is complex; its parts '

.cannot be isolated and diesected without losing a sense of
their original force upon the collective consciousness of
Americans. As legitimate leaders, individuals Such as
TrUman., Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon, have-had the'"ear" of
the."people,"Y' Each could, and did, generate arguments
based on a societal Understandlng of America's mission in
the world, of our emotional involvement with and sense of
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obligation to honor that mission. Soctal argument involves
and usesras its motivating force the accepted modes of
thinking within a culture to promote socially defined elide.

Social argument differs substantially from argument in
other communities in its emphasis on an idelatification with
the collective conbciousness of the audience-. Nixon's
November 3, 1969, speech on Vietnam is'one example. Designed
to appeal to America's sense of honor on the'battlefield, it
was an irresponsible rhetoric which effectuated a division
within-the populace by pitting,An "old" consciousness against
a "new" emerging collective attitude towards America's
,destiny:P Peter Rodino's and Barbara Jordan's impeachment
addresses are additional examples'of rhetoric aimed at the
collective consciousness of the "people."9

From a proess pelspective, argument in the social
community id premised pp socially"defined norms, trans-
cending the personal lives of indivittuals. The precon-
ditions for argument ake, in the general sense, the same
as those for other types of discqurse. Jurgen Habermas'
criteria for communicat\ive competence are sugkestive of the
kinds of "rules" which govern the acceptability of particular
addresses.10 While such "rules" are idealized abstractions
for "perfect communication," there is at least a tacit
acceptance oftheir pot4ncy in directing speakers to address
audiences in a truthful,; comprehensible, and sincere Planner.
What counts as "truth," owever, is determined by the social
cOmmUnity, and not by sorheexternil standard of truthfulness.
In thiemanner, the truths that are uttered by a Nixon, a
Ro'dino,' or a Jordan may be no more than the' accepted myths
of the prevailing ideology. Furthermore, the employment of
such arguments, ,in accordance with the linguistic constraints
imposed, are risk-provoking only in the sense that any
linguistic act is a revelation of self.

,

The risk-provoking.sense otsuch arguments does not
entail a attribute accompanying all
attempts a argument. While Nixon'..s abuse of.linguistic
conventions of.truthfulness and sinceritymay be taken as
evidence of his.negation of my person, his propef use of
these-and other.preconditions for the conduct of arglitment

(or any other discourse, for that matter) do not elevate
Us to any new or refined sense of personal relationship.
The conventions Are shared interdubjectively with the
community, but are objectified in such a ymy that they no
longer have much- impact on any level of interaction re-
motely near that envisaged by an I-Thou encounter. There
is self-risk, but it is cohtrollertiTibe normative in.-
fluences of the' soCial conventions governing the act of

arguing-. To say that arguers in this community are not
lovers is hot to decry their efforts, not is it to-consider
them is "second-class" arguers. nn the contrary, it is
simply to affirm that such allusions are inappropriate in
this community .11
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The stock of argument forms commonly employed in social
argumek may be characterized as 19ss formal than those
utilized in the philosophical community. While the basic
element of"reason plus claim" is the saJne in both arenti-S,
the standards governing the relationship between reasons
and claims differ radicallY. Perelman and Olbrecht-TYteca's
-treatment of quasilogical,arguments Such as incompatibility
exemplifies the difference betwee'n social and philosophical
argument.12 In addition, social argument employs forms
which are considered fallacious in the'philosophical
community. Michael C. McGee has illustrated the rhetorical
efficiacy of ad hminem and ad populum arguments in the
social community.IJ Tjubtless, a case could be made for
the potency of appeals to authority and other argument '
forms traditionally dismissed as ineffective because for-
mally flawed. 'Finally, as l'icnuire's research has suggested,
the.social community is much less rigorous in its evaluation
of the relationship between reasons and claims.14 If the
conclusion is acceptable or bejievable, the audience is
more likely to ignore formal flaws in the reasoning which
has been used to advance the claim.

The roles of process and Product are integrated in the
function of argument within the social community. In the
absence of sufficient data to know (in the an'alytic setise
of that term) whether a certain action should be Under-
taken, argument in the social community seeks to justify
belief and action. niven its relationship to the cultural
consciousness of the community, "truths" that are held by
the membership are verified through argumentation. Here,
"truths" axe not perceived as entities verifiable by re-
course to external.standards, but rather as the aggregate'
of beliefs adhered to by thst populace.

Thus, social argument is. characterized by.virtue of
its appeal to the consciousness of the community, its
adherence to socially defined linguistic conventions which,
in their normal operation, are shared intersubjectively but
do not necessarily confer personhood on the other in the
interchange, its appropriation of rhetorically efficacious
forms, and its function of justifying belief and action and
of verifying the "truths" of the community.

ArquMbnt in the Philosophic Community
-

There is a particularly rwealing remark about the
nature of philosophical argument in R. Hare's discussion
of "philosophizing" at 6xford. The atmosphere he illumi-
nates in the following passage is one of Socratic probing:
refining statements so as to produce clarity, and then
adducing the "logicality" of the,position:
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Philosophical argument's., conducted in the way
that I have described, have the same sort of
objectivity that chess gamed have. If you are
beaten at chess you are beaten, and it is not
to be concealed by any show/Of words; and in a
phirosophical discussion of this sort., provided
that an unambigUously stated thesis is put,for-
ward, objective refutation is.possible. Indeed,
the whole object of our philosophical training
is to teach us to put our thesis in a form in
which they can be submittealo fhis test. Ambig-
uities and evasions and rhetoric, however uplift-
ing, are regarded as the mark of a philosopher
who has not.learnt his craft; we prefer professional
competence to a superficial brilliance.10

Although Harp uses "rhetoric" in a much narrower, and more
pejorative, sense than is implied by contemporary rhetori-
cialns, the comments crOate the piCture of an objective,
rational process whicK focuses primary attention on.the
language uiga' to express reasons and claims, and on the
relationship between these elemental properties of an argu-
ment. Language, or "rhetorical flourishes" which mask
meaning impede the progress (If the search for logical con-,
sistency.

In this context, hilosophic3lly polverlul arguments
are distinguishable from r1etdr1caly persuairve arguments.
As Gilbert lityle puts-the ist nct on: IOn the whole, Plato
is rhetorically more .efficient than Aristotle, bUt we can'
distinguish the question whether a certain argument of
Aristotle is more or less power.ful than a corresponding
argument of Plato from the question whether the presentation
of the one is more or less persuasive than the other."16
Power, in Ryle's sense, derives from the "boundary setting?'
function of arguments: it aims Jnot at a collective con-
scious nor even an individual person, buP instead at what
the community regards as an appropriate external standard.
The.community defines what constitutes reasonable 'dechictions
from "logical type's" in acpordance with the dictates '0/
the standards or criteria governing "efficient" or unam-
biguous statements. The concern for words, at least among
linguistic philosophers,'is exemplified in an approach to
the topic of pleasure. Plato suggests that the-enjoyment
we derive from eating is the spume as that which we obtain
from drinking: we are merely moving from one "state" to
another. Aristotle objects to the equivalency implicit in
Plato's analysis: -if enjoying were a process ofmoving
from "state" to "state," a.person could begin a process but
not complete it, as in starting a meal and not finishing it.
Enjoyment, however, exists for a finite time: it cannot be
fractionalized, hence you cannot equate "dining" with "en-
joying"--the terms do not belong to the same logical type.



In this fashion, Aristotle objectively reTmtes the argu-
ment presented by'Plato. His concern is net for a cultural
analysis, nor even for Plato aA an individual. Instead',
his concern is properly focused on the tmplications de-
riving from the use of,particular wordeT arranged in a
particular orderer?

, Obviously, Ryle's choice of logical ;typing as the
principal task of the philosopher'is only one of many
poSsible modes of "doing philosophy." What is'central to
his approach also is common to all others: "arguments are
effective"as weapons only if they are logically cogent, and
if they are so they reveal connexions, the disclosure 'of
which is not the less necessary to the discovery of truth
for being also handy in the discomfiture of opponents."-T
The arguments Ryle(is concerned with are neither drawn from
experience nor from axioms. Thus, although philosophical
argument shares the lense of the problematical with other
communities, the content and form of the."probleM" and its
disposition are quite differedt. Discovery of "truth" as
a philosophical enterprise takes precedence over the des-
truction of an.opponent's position.

When use'd in refutation, the field of argument forms
available to the philosopher is much narrower, as all ad,rem
arguments lack the logical efficacy'of either arKumentum
ad hominem (in Johnstone's sense) and reductio ad absurdum
(in Ryle's sense):19 Because they are derived TiOm exper-
ience, the former cannot be used-i--n-any manner other than
establishing an alternative viewthey do not, in and of
themselves, act to'destroy a position. The latter, On the
other hand, conCentrate on an internal analysis, and are
not dependent on the "facts" of experience for their logical
potency. Both seek to illdstrate logical contradictions
entailed by the acceptanceof a position.

Tacitly accepting the same constraints on the environ-
ment for argument that were imposed by'Hare and Ryle,
Jodnstone broadens the analysis of process to question the
very possibility of argument in the philosophical -community. %
Johnstone resolVes the diffiCulties posed by the-dilemma he
constructs by hypothesizing the existence of the "self" as
the locus of controversy: the. "self" is empowered to both
embrace a philosophical position and to,recognize the exis-
tence of its opposite. The strength of arguments is moni-
tored through the agency of the self, thereby pridecting the
normative standards of the community from abuse.-.6" The pre-
condition.for ad fiominem argument is the emergence of the
self as the pivot76E7WErch controversy turns.

Thus far, argument in the philosophic community has .

been characterized by its adherence to an environment in
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which arguments cl be analyzed for their consistency,
\

its objective appiphisal of argument as product, its
emphasis on the discovery of truth, its employment'of
internal argument forms (ad hominem or reductlp ad absurdum),
and the role of the self as 117 agency throuji wErcEFhe
argument .is conducted. Because argument in this community
is neither experientjal.nor axiomatic, it focuses on
abstractions rather than on concrete:public policies and
values (which are products of experience). Since the focus
is on neither the cultural milieu ner the advocate, the
commitment an arguer makes or the risk he or she assumes
differs from that assumed in other comMunitites. The arguers
agree to express themselves in accordance with the linguis-
tic conventions of their community: while their'agreement
amounts to intersubjed-tiTely shared perceptions of what con-
stitutes appropriate argument:their conduct of argument
does little to advance relationships beyond the norms
defined by the community. These arguers respect for the
other is aimed at that person's use of clear language and
logical reasoning; argument as process,merges with argument
as product insofar as both of theae standards are met by
the persons involved. While each is willing to risk a
philosophical position, the risk is premised on rigid
standards af what constitutes a "reason for change."

A final question deserves attention: are arguments in
the philosophical community rhetorical? The most recent
statement by .Johnstone regarding his journey "from philo-
sophy to rhetoric and back" ia instructive: "To be human,
then, is to practice rhetoric. . . . It has icing been
acknowledged that one peraon can use rhetoric to call the
attention of another to conditions of which he had been ,

unconscious. It is no mort than a natural extension of the
use of the term to attply it to sltuations in which the
person makes himself attend to data. This reflexive rhetoric
Ipst occur wherever consciousness occurs'. /f philosophers
are conscious, they mist engage in rhetoric that 1. s at

least self-directed."'" In Johnstone's view, there is a
"rhetorical vector" attendant to al/ dialogue within the' 1

philosophiCal comMunitV::: rhetoric serves' to evoke an aware-
ness Of the other's position in a *manner which allows dia-
logue to continue in a rational and deliberate manner. Even
though Johnstone allows rhetoric to inhabit the province of
philosophical dispute, it should be noted that this is a
bilateral rhetoric, and not the unilateral; manipulative,
deceitful rhetoric he so clearly rejected in his early
writings on the relationship between rhetoric and philosophy. 22

Thus, the rhetorical environment, With a focus on argument
as product, parallels that advanced by Hare and ityle; any-
thing less would be "rhetoric" in Ahe pejorative sense in
which Hare employed the term. The linguistic confusions
which prevail in the social and personal communities remain



foreign to the conduct of a philosophical dialogue. Rhe-
toric is only legitimate as a resident of the philosophical
community when the 'process admits of blIaterality and the
argument is phrased clearly and In consistent form.

-Argument in the Personal Community

As in social argument, personal argument is problemat-
ical% derives from a similar stock of arguilient forms, and
seeks to justify belief and action. However, instead of
being addressed to collectivities, personal argument
addresses individuals. The standards essential for the
conduct of such discourse are initially drawn from the same
general- linguisticfrules in effect in-the social community.
The decision that one must change his or her views is pre-
dicated on a criterion of validity chosen by the participants.
'In the social community, the criterri5F76f valTaity is derived

ic
rom the collectivity or the "people"; in the philosophical
ommunity, it is imposed on all participants by prior agree-

ment. To conducf a social dispute or, a philoqophical argu-,
ment, in the senses these have 'been explicated here, W
person adheres to community judgment. In actuality, only
in the personal community are individuals free to embrace
standards drawn from othet sources (communities) or to
Create their own set-of standards. One implication of this
freedom is that there is no "community" present, except in
the sense-of an aggregate of individuals, each with the same
freedom to ignore all standards.other than the one agreed
upon with a participaWin an interchange of views. While
the standard chosen may appear absurd or ludicrous to an
outsider, it nonetheless remains as a validating force for
those agrdeing to its jtrictures. The principal difference -

between this community and the others lies not in the process
of validation, but in the kinds of standards chosen and
their potential influence over others not directly involved
in the particular argument.

,

Because of the possibility for each person to be
intimately involved in the validation process, arguments in
the personal community assume the greatest potential for
being risk-bearing 1440 person-building. This community also
pObsesses the possibility, to am extent much gieater than
that present in other communities, of moving a relationship
beyond the mere intersubjective sharing of standards to a
communal athte or a truly I-Thou relationship.

- Perceiving argument in process.terms is more useful in
'this communiti than Is its perception as a product. The
- examination of the elemental properties of arguments
(reasons plus claims) which was dominant In the Philosophical
community gives way to 'an analysis of a person's understanding
or construal processes. Two recent attempts to focus attention
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on a process view have considerable merit: Charles Willard
presents.a constructivist/interactionist perspective23;
Dale Hample presents a cognitive based perspective.24 The
differences between these.are significant: Willard rejects
the argumeint as product view in its.entirety in favor of
an analysis of the construal process; Hample begins 0.01
the assumption that arguments can be assessed in product
terms (as syllogisms) and tests evidence's probative poten-
tial and the predictability of an audience'.s adherence to
claims. The common focus'of the two perspectives is equally
important; both examine the individual's reaction to an argu-
ment.

Conclusion .

This essay began with the assumption that the tendency
to view process and product perspectives as antagonistic
posed unnecessary difficulties for theory building in
argument. With the foregoing analysis as a basis for dis-
cussion, the nature of argument as process and as product
can be more clearly delineated. A recent statement by
Willard provides a useful point of departure for elaborating
on the contrast between protess and product views:

Traditional explanations of the epistemic functions
of argument have been based upon a serial predicative
view. Arguments'were products, units of proof, serials
of propositions, "things," having existence apart from
the personal perspectives of the people who used them.
The constructionist/interactionist view rejects this
insistence upon the "thingness" of arguments by
focusing upon the personal perspectives of social
actors who "are having an argument." My position is
not that the analysis of things people say is impossible
or unwise but that theanalysis and criticism of talk
should be guided by assumptions about the most funda-
mental serise of the term "argument": as a kind of
social interaction.25

In contrast to Willard's view, the objective of this essay
has been to suggestthe7:arenas in which process'and product
perspectives are most useful, and ta idetitify,what each
term meanS in the communIty to which Li-is applied. There
is no particular theoretical stance which'enOompasses'all
communities or governs the- Analysis of argument wherever* it
occurs, "Process" answerito different' meanings and inten-
tions in each community.' Likewise, "product," while re-
ferring to the form the.argumefit takes:,-assumes different
degvees of importance in each of the,communities.

. Theoretical explanations of argument in the social
community must account for the manner in which argument
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addresses the collective consciousness of the members ot
that community. ..The process of argument follows socially
derived rules*for the conduct of discourse. The critique
of argument as product takes place at the macro level of
analysis: the concern is for the force of argument in
shaping societal values, addressing ideological bellefs,
etc. Individuals, qua individuals, are not the priae
concern in such critiques. Contemporary studies of fan-
tasy theme/rhetorical visions and of ideology/myth are
typical of those appropri,ate in the social Oommunity: they
go beyond.the argument and style of a single person to an
analysisof the interaction between rhetoric and the beliefs
of the collectivity.

Thdoretical explanations of argument in the philosophical
community, on the other hand, must account for the possibility
of argument and its ability to advance thersearch for truth.
While argument in this domain May be addressed and received
on an individual basis, any attempt to map the cognitive
structure of the advocates wohld miss the whole point of the
enterprise. Arguments are linguistic properties to be, man-
ipulated, whelher by.one set of individuals or another.
Hence, .analyses of argument focus attention on the elements'
of form and language clarity. Th standard of validity,
agreed upon by the arguers, is o e shared by all who would
claim residency in the commu

Johnstone's analysis of philosophical argument, while
not the only one, is exemplary as a theoretical account.
Johnstone hypothesizes a self capable of legitimizing the
existence of argunent and establishes the sphere of its
form in a discussion of the relative potency of ad rem and
ad hominem arguments. While he still denigrates rhetoric
whicti-is unilateral, he outlines the evocative function of
a rhetoric capable of making persons aware of their and
other's presuppositions. This latter sense of rhetoric is
the only type fitting for philosophical dispute; all other
uses are alien to the environment within the philosophical
community.

Theoretical, explanations of argumentin the personal
community must account for the manner in which arguments are
constructed. The participants are free to adopt any vali-
dation mechanism, hence it becomes more important to under-
stand how they perceive the argument and to predict their'
probable reaction to it. Cognitive mapping or constructivist
assumptions are both.relevant to this community. The pheno-
menal world of situated actors add their co-orientation to
each other and the-world is more accessible on an individual
basis in this community. Accordingly, a process view takes
precedence here, just Rs a product view assumes dominance
in the philosophical community. Precedence and dominance
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does not necessarily imply superiority, nge does it imply
rejection of other perspectives. no the extent that One -..
view is emphasized, itmay suggest that other's are ingppro-
priate as explanatiOnsi of the nature of Argument within the
community. The interaction which occurs is on a micro
level: the concern iS for the individuals in the-iiiiiirchange
and their particular yvays of construing arguments. Argument
as. product becomes i portant only insofar as one is concerned
with the predictive potential of the reasons (evidence)
offered in support o claims.

-

One final commoint: this essay is unreservedly in favor
of a pluralistic apOroach to argument theory. What is
required in future/research is less emphasis on the deni-
gration of one theOry in favor of a preferred alternative,,
and more attention/to precisely where and when a given
"theory" is mOit usefully applied. Hopefully, this essay
is a contribution in the latter direction.
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PRODUCT, PROCESS, on POINT OF VIEW?

David,7arefsky
Northwestern University

A paradox inheres in the idea of a conference program
on the definition of argument, as it does in the fact that
this topic has consumed such a significant amount.of our
Journal space in recent years. In many respects, such
discussions are a sign of professional health, in that they
signify a willingness to engage in reflection and criticism
as to what we furidamentally are about. Moreover, they are

; necessary to set the boundaries of our field, to form the
basis of our.,constructs and theories, and to give direction
to our research.

At the same time, however, our concern with definition
may be a Sign of distresp. As competing views are put for-
ward ind scholars "choose up sides," we may prematurely and
needlessly divide ourdelves--giving rise to unnecessary con-
fusions and wasting out energies on pseudo-problems.
Additionally, definitional concerns may distract us from the
substantive issues we wish to investigate. It would be a
small gain indeed if theorists and critics of.argument
concerned themselves so extensively with defining what
argument is that they never got around to studyina it--to
criticizing arguments, explaining the procesp of arguing,
or developing theories of argumentation.

It is my belief that our scholarship has reached the
point at which we are colirting the dangers I've just mentioned,
and that further work along the same lines may. .not be pro-
ductive. I hope to explain why I hold this belief and also
to suggest that we may be able to avoid the dangers by changing
the terms ot-our problem. I believe that we need to articulate
a pluralistic conception of argument, and I shall make *n'
attempt at that task. / confess that tbe details of-my
notion.are hot fully thought through, but I hope at least
to be able 'tO describe its general outline.

In a provocative essay, Daniel O'Keef g. distinguished
between two senses of the term "argument."1 The first
referred to argument as a proquct,--a propositional structure
created by arguers in a specific controversy but available
for inspection and analysis by anyone-interested. O'Keefe's
second notion identifiedAhe process by which arguers seekto
gain each other's adherencce.. An argumenti is something that
people make, ap argument2 is something that they have.

4
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The distinction between process and product is at the base
of Much of the recent literature on the nature of argument.
rhile I. no doubt oVersimplity the ca04-6-, it seems to me that
most of our disputes over definition turn on the question
of whether arguifient1 or argument2 should be,the Oimary notion
Anforming our reneatch.

Parentheticallyv I do not wish to ignore the third sense
of argument introduced by ProfesRor Wenzel on this morning's
program: argument as procedure. I need to give thtS idea
More thought, but my initial reaction is the suspicion that
argument as procedure may be a special case of argument as
processa process that is, structured, by convention or
stipulation, to maximize the chances for thorough and candid
testing of ideas. At any rate, I'll proceed on the convenient

-assumption that my suspicion is dorrect, and confine the
following remark's to the distinction between product and
process.

As I say, I think the chicken-and-egg question of
"which comes first" is at the base of mopt of our definitional
disputes. Dut an answer to this question depends'upon
answers to at least four others', and I don't think that those

quqstions can.be resolved. Compelling theoretical argu-
ments aa'paradigm cases can be :found to support each of the
competing positions.

(1) Should our definition of argument be normative or
descriptive?,. One view sees argumenI as. communication Which
satisfies some normative standard. Certainly this view is
implicit in the treatment of traditional textbooks which
equate "argument" With "logic" or "rationality." By this
view,-argument is an ideal form of discourse, characterized
by the attainment of standards toward which all persuasive
communication should aspire. Good reasons easily could-be
given for a normative *view of argument. Withodt w normative
conception, audience adherence would be the only measure of,
argument's strength. Argument would be indistinguishable
from any other type of appeal, and we would face the pros-
pect described by Wayne Booth, in which, any arguer could be
validated by securing the assent of apy audience. Charles
Manson would be validated by the assent of his witches, and 1

Hitler by that of his SS troops.3 Seeing argument as norma-
tive offers a way out of this problem by providing.a standard
toward which discourse should aspire. Lf it meets the
standard, the discourse is called argument; if ii fai4p.s, it
is given some other designition.

To be sure, a normative definition of argument could be
applied either to argument., or argument2. Ehninger and Brock-
riede, for example, define'debate as a_process in a normative
way, stipulating the conventions and Nosumptions which ought

,
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to be shared by the participants in tho process.
4

And a
normative definition of argument, seems to resemble
Habermas' notion of the "Idea°. slieech situation,"3 Yet,
if a normative view is our goal, defining argument as ro-
duct would seem more useful. After all, the only way we
can determine whether the participants in a controversy
achieved the ideals of the process is by examining the
products which the controversy Y ielded. We could determine
whether the participants believed they had met the ideal
standards by interviewingFNURTUut only by looking at the
arguments they produced could we tell whether their beliefs
were well founded.

Compelling reasons also could be given, however, for
avoiding a normative definition in favor of one that is
descriptive. .The normative view leads to evaluation
according to norms that may be irrelevant or prematurely
conceived. Among the great contributions of Toulmin,
Cottlieb, and PerelMan, is the explanation of why,formal
logic is of limited applicability as a set of standards for
validity in non-formal argument.("5 rathout such a field-
invariant standard, though, arguments could.be evaluated
.only on the basis of norms shared within particular'fields.
But deriving such norms requires a conception of argument
fields. ,And, as Willard argues in another paper at this
conTerence, the notion of field currently is murky at best.'
Accordingly, when we invoEe normative standards to evaluate
argumenti we are likely to do so hastily and to select
standards which may not be pertinent to the particular contro-
versy we wish to evaluate. On this view, we would be better
off' avoiding a normative definition of argument and instead
using a descriptive notion, one which would focus on ex-
plaining what. argument actually is.

If detscription is our.objective, then regarding argument
as 'rocess would seem to be more valuable. While description
coul( be applied to argumenti--identifying the premises and
conclusions in a discourse, for lnstance,the approach mould
classify rather than explain. rar more productive, it would
seem, would be an attempt to describe what is going on when
people arz;uc. !luch a focus wOuld examine the communication
behavior which'is.present in the .type of 4nteraction which
we call "arument." 7ecurrent processfeatures, in fact, are
what would define the situation as "having an argaithent" as
opposed to am interaction or some other type.

(I) Is arjonent primariky interpersonal or_public?
The process view of argument, as I understand it,.is best
suited to interpret argument as a particular kind of inter,:-
'dersonal transaction. Indeed, the process is situated in
the interaction between the disputants. This view seems
less well siingd to explain_appeals to a broader public
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audience, to explain a situRtion in which argument and
response are separated in time, or to explain a dispute,
such as appear among scholars or in the public press,
which-proceeds, not through claim and counter-claim but

, through the successive presentation of and response to
entire cases. To cite but twO eXamples, a process view
of argument would not help us.to understand the contro-
versy between Willard and Kneupper,8 or between Willard
and T3Irleson,9 because the process is disjointed in time,
What we see are the presentation of successive products.
Indeed, it is interesting to note that as -soon4as Willard
"goes public" in explaining and defending his view on the
primacy of argument as process, he must do so by making
serial predictionsthat is, employing arguments-as-product!

So which is it, an ihterpersonal or a public focus,
that best characteriz03 argument? Again, paradigm,case
pleas could be made tor either position. An interpersonal
perspective could be defended on the grounds that it views
argument as organic, that it approximates the dialectical
encounter, that most significantinteraction is interpersonal
that public utterances are often ritualistic in nature, that
an interpersonal perspective permits us to study the behavior
of naive social actors, and so forth. On the other hand,
a public perspective could be defended on the grounds that
what gives rise to argument is problems which affect a
community and which demand decision, that deliberative dis-
course is produced in response to social urgency, that
society is logically prior to the individual, that only a
public focus permits the evolution and testing of ideas
over time, and so on. My goal is not to develop any ef
these reasons in depth, but to observe that they do notit
point consistently in one direction or another. Yet,
depending on how we resolve this question, we will be more
likely to see argumenti or argument2 as the primary focus
for theory and researcfi.

(3) Is argument necessarily discursive? To qualify as
an argument, is it necessary that the form be propositional
(or even tierministic, since every term is an implicit
proposition)? This question, obviously, forme the major
dispute between Willard and Kneupper, and

J.
addressed by

Dalthrop in another paper-on this program.lu -Since the
reasons for both positions have been aired thorOughly by
the participants in this exchange, I will not repeat them
here. I would only add the hardly profound conclusion that
to view argument as necessarily discursive would favor a
definition of argument as product, since the product--an
implicit or explicit propositional structure--is by nature
discursive. Likeldse, a belief that argument-need not be
discursive, or that it is fundamentally non-discursive,
wouild favor a view of argument as process. While non-discur-
sive products certainly can be identifiedpainting and
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music, for example- the possibilities of analysis are far
richer'if we. view arzument in process terms and include
within our purview all the non-verbal elements of an,
interaction as well as the web of myth, metaphor, value, .
and personal commitment that lie beneath the.surface and
never receive explicit mention.

(4) Should arzument ever be roMoved from context?
Obviously, argument occurs within context. People have,
and make, arguments in response to a combination of
personal and situational constraints and opportunities..
The question is whether is useful or defensible to
study argument apart from its context. Perhaps an example
will help to illustrate.

.0!

I currently am beginning a study on argument in the
controversy over slavery in the 1850's, hoping better to
understand why an issue thought to be settled with finaltty
in 1350 would precipitate civil war bai'ely a decade later.
ly initial reaction was auazement. Here was Abraham Lincoln
insinuating that two Presidents of the United States, the .

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, 'And Senator Douglas of
Illinois were engaged in a conspiracy to make slavery legal
all over the nation and that4the Dred Scott decision was
an instrument of this conspiracy. Here was Stephen A. Douglas
attacking Lincoln largply on the basis that he had opposed
the popular Mexican War and that he now was cpgaged in a
conspiracy to aid and abet-the abolitionists"--a charge so
odious that Lincoln took great pains to deny it.

One position would suggest that a study of this type
is valuable, even though the original argumentative context
cannot be recreated. The study might yield examples of
different types of argument, might illuminate the nature
of conspiracy argument asrl. recurrent genre, might provide
a means for.judging the soundness and effectiveness of the
positions taken, and might, contribute to a theory explaining
the coming of the Civil rak. Another perspective, however,
would find the study I am beginning to be of minimal value.
One cannot know, for example, that the advocates at the time
perceived their messages in the same way as.would the contem-
porary critic. As David Potter has Ruggested, the whole'
debate about slavery in the territories--which admittedly
has an unreal quality to it--may have been a way of. "speaking
in code" about another matter altogether: lAhe problem of
resolving the values of freedom and,union.."' On this view,
a study of argument in the 1850's would be valuable only if
it could be grounded in the context which produced it. But
since only fragmentary evidence of context survives, and
since our world-view has shifted so drastically, contextual
reconstruction ts impossible. Therefore, as this perspective
would have it, I would be better advised to study something else.
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It seems apparent to me that the first of these
positions--that it may be valuable to study arguments divorced
from their context--is conducive to a view of argument as
product. Indeed, it is oT, as products that arguments
could be said to outlast t eir contexts. By contrast, a.
view of arguments as fleeting, ephemeral experiences which
lost meaning outside of context would favor a view of
argument as process, since the process notion emphasizes
the interaction of arguers within a given context.

So far I have suggested that a choice between argument1
and argument9 as our primary definition depends on how we
answer at lcAst four other questions. But, unfortunately,
we can't just answer those questions and therby have the
choice made. I believe that the troublesome feature of
these questions is that they cannot be answered in the
abstract. When we deal with paradigm cases, both positions
usually are right. For example, it is true that without some
sort of normative standard, argument would give way to a
vicious relativism. And it is equally true that we may not
yet have an appropriate basis for normative standards. It
is true that argument is a form of interpersonal communication,
but also true that public issues typically give rise to
argument. Since paradigm cases will not resolve the issue,
it seems pointless to me to engage in extended theoretical
discussion over whether argument1 or argument

?
TWTFETLiFF

To avoid this impasse, we may need to change the way
in which we think about the problem. nespite their
differences, the'view of-argument as product and argument
as process have one essential feature in common. 'hey both
re,;ard arument as existing in the naturql environment; they
both see it within the natural attitude." Argument1 regards
arguments as real things to be discovered and then analyzed
by the critic. Argument9 likewise views the process of
arguinr,; as one which takes place among real social actors,
the job of the critic is to locate, describe, a'nd explain
this process. By this view, dispute about the nature of
argument becomes a territorial dispute, involving the question
of what elements of the natural world are ours to study. When
the issue is whether we ought to study one part of the world
or another, the Rtakes are high: people'q careers and re-
search programs could suffer a mortal bloW'if the object of
their study were judged by their colleagues to be trivial or
otherwise inappropriate. When the stakes are so high, at
least two changes occur in our professional literature.
rirst, it.becomes increasingly polemical, tending not only
to lay out but to plead for a particular approach. And,
second, there is a frantic quest for drawing distinctions
to separate what we do study from what we don't. The traditional
view distinguishes arguments from other discourse types on
the ill-conceived basis that argument is composed of "pri-
marily rational" appeals. The constructivist view differentiates
argument from other interaction processes on what I find the
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equally dubious basis that advocates maintain what they
construe to he incompatible positions.. -What takes place
in the literature is a vigorous defense of one's boundary
line coupled with the denial of another's ability.to draw
his boundary line. This struggle for territory will per-
sist so-long as we see argument as existing in.the natural
'attitude, as being literally an object of study.

`'zuppose, instead, that we regarded argument as neither
process nor product but as a point of view, and suppose
that we attributed 'this point of.view not to "social actors"
(Naive or otherwise) but to analysts and critics (scholarly--
or otherwise). According to this approach, our object of
study would not be some part of the- natural world but all
communicatiOn behavior. The cqpcept of argument would be
hermeneutic; that is, it would be a way to interpret
communication. I cannot help thinking that a notion like
this was in, the.minds of the Sedalia conferees when they
referred not to "the study of argument" but to "the argumen-
tative perspective on communication."14

As m,gratuitous aside to 71rofessor Willard, I might
add that this approach seems as firMly grounded in personal
construct theory as does the approach he espouses. If I
understand ielly, his central point is that the natural
wOrldour environment--is chaotic and confusing. "fan,

guided by a striving for predictability and control, "forms
constructs and tries them on fir size," PA construct "fits"
if it helps vo to understand, predict, and control our
environment.:" If.we regard argument as-point of vieW,
we are saying that communicatiOn behavior takvo place in
this chaotic, undifferentiated natural orld. t.There are
numerous constructs by which we could seek to explain this
behavior, including those of ritual, myth-making, artistic
expression, and eulogistic covering for naked_self-interest.
,rhen we choose to impose the construct of "argument" on the
communication, we are saying that we-cAn make sense of it by
viering it as "reason giving by people'as justification for
aCts, 1)eliefs; attitudes, and values."IM The crucial point
is thatlit is not anything about the process or product in
the natUral world which merits the name of argument; rather,
it is a perspective or poiht of view selected by the critic.

I miOt illustrate this approach with'a brief, and
hopefully not too immodest, rererence to some of-my own
research. I have'lust finished a piece on Lyndon Johnson
and the 'Ireat Society.1 I examined the discourses in which
the "resident used or referred to the idea of the nreat
loctety, as well as what information I .could find on the
processes by vhich those discourses were generated. Now,
this sauple of communication .could be.interpreted as symbolic
rea.ssuranCe to kmerican liberals, following urray Edelman's
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notion of the symbolic naturo of politics.
ln It could be

seen as a set of pseudo-events intended mainly 4,8 be news-
vorthy. following.the ideas of Daniel noorstin. it could
be seerias a ritualistic statement of goals such as,we.have
come to expect from nresidents, particUlarly Democrats.
While there may be value in all of these construals, I
found it useful to view Johnson's-communication fromithe
Perspective of argument. That is, I was looking at it as
reason-giving in justification of the President's proposals.
I tried to identify the types of reasons Johnson habitually.
selected (arguments1) and to explore the implicit logic by
which they were thought to be sound, as well aS to exglore
the Proceses (arguments ) iv-which they might be expected
to be efFective. Now I ito not contend that Johnson neces-
sarily saw himself eithe as making arguments to justify
his proposals or as hVi arguments with his opponents.
Nor do,j contend that-fge communication I examined can be
designated as argument and thereby distinguished from'other
types of communication. Rather, it is I, the critic, who
have chosen to Cdnstrue Johnson's behavior as argument, in*
thejyelief that I could thereby better understand, explain,
andrpredict the behavior,investigated.

This concept of argument as point of view seems so
elegant in its simplicity that one legitimately might .sus-
pect that it evades the fundamental problem of definition.
ror, having said that the critic construes communication-
as argument in order to investigate reason-giving, we
still have not said whether that construal should be of
argument dr argumentr, or (as in my example) both. The
critic s 1purpose shoufd govern the-answer. I agree with
"Tenzel that the critic may wish to examin6 soundness; ot
candidness, or effectiveness, and whichever purpose is
dominant will influence'tfie.nature of his construal.

But what of the question whether argument, or argument2
should be the primary focus of our research? The virtue I
find in seeing argument as point of view is that it trans-
forms this unresolvable question into a pseudo-problem. Put
bluntly, it doe's notematter. Since we are no longer trying
to answer.the question of whether to study X or Y, but .
rather what emphasis should dominate our construalOf
whatever we study, there is mo need to answer the question
a Rriort. instead, it can be put to the-pragmatio test. If

,pi normattve focus on argument as product is best, that
preference should be demonStrated by the heuriStic ymlue of
.argument studies which proceed along those lines. If.an
interactional focus on argument as process is more valuable;
let that value be demonstrated in the heuristic potential of
naturalistic studies of argument by naive social.actors.'
Better yet, let the comparative merit of different donstruals
be determined by the quality of studies of the same
communication behavior which consftue it variouirras argu-
ment

1
or argument2.
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ThiS fomul4tion of argument wpoint of view, while
admittedly sketchy and incomplete, has a potentially"signif-
icant implication for 'what we ought to do by wify'Of theory,:
and criticiSm.. Ince the dimensions of the.diperent con- /
truals ofarguMent have been laid out, there'may be Jittle
valuein attempting to plead for the primacy of one or
another on 4 ppori theoretical a.roun-ds or-by argument from I-

paradigm caies-7717Eitictilarly-if am right in stating that .

the Osputes cannót,be resolved op that level.. Perhaps the
variotis exchanges involving Willard and his critics might
be 1,rou:,,-ht to a gracious end, or at least a truce. ,tean

while, let us see the-pragmatic consequences-of critics'
Construing communication as argument along the lines which
they respectively endorse.7 In making this observation, T

have cone full circle, because T am saying that_further
progress in defining the construct "argument" is less likely
to cone from a priori theorizing than fromthe labors of
practicinG crftics and the response their work receives in
the marketplace.

I
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ARGUMENT AND FORENSICS

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENTAL CONFERENCE ON PDRENSICS:
AN ANALYSIS OF FOUR BASIC THEMES

George W. ZiegelmuVAr
Wayne ,State Univerlity

On September 1, 1974, almost exactly five years ago, the National
Developmental Conference on Forensics held its opening sessiOnsin a near-
by state and in a mountain setting similar to the one in which we are
meeting today. For the preceding eighteen months 'I had devoted virtually
every extra minute I could squeeze from my regular teaching and admin-
istrative duties to the i)lanning, financing and tmplementing of the
Developmental Conference.

In the years since the report of the Conference was published, I
have often been asked what, if anything, did it accomplish. Obiiously,
the Conference did not revOutionize either the theoryNor practice of
forensics in America. While one can point to some obvious changes
which followed the recommendationsrof the conference--cross-examination
,debating, the.use of,parameters, tbe growth of individual events contests
--it ii difficult to isolate the Develbpmental Conference as tbe sole or
major cause of these changes. As an ad hoc meeting,,the Conference
lacked any real tegislative perogatives, and even the AFA with its
greater authority and more.elaborate organizational structure has had
only limited success in-Mandating modifications in ideas Or practices
within the forensics disciple. Thus, I believe, it is unrealistic to
attempt to evaluate the National Developmental Conference in terms of
an effects criteria. Rather, I prefer to consider the significance of
the Conference in terms of the intrinsic worth of the report itself.

While the final report contained more than sixty individual recow.
mendationt, there were implicit within those Tgcommendations a more
limited number of general themes. I should like briefly to examine
four of these themes. In, each instance I will (1) establish the per-
vasive nature of the theme, (2) tonsider where we stand today in refer:- -

ence to the theme, and,(3)1consider prospects for further,elaborations
of the theme.

4

The Centrality of Communication

The Conference recommendations clearly identify communietion as a
central concern.of forensics education. Forensies as Communication was
selected as the title for the'published report 0-the tonference. :The
definitional statement considers "communicating witil people:" as one of
two concepts inherent in forensics. -The department of speech communi-
cation is%accepted as the most appropriate home.for forensics -*grams.
The section on theory and practice, recommends that "audience debating
thould be promoted .through public debates." And the development of
"students' communicative abilities" is established as a primary goal of
forensics education.
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A

During the.years iUrrounding the Developmental Conference,
mechanical, rapid fire, abbreviated, and often incomprehensible
delivtryies atAts zenith. Since tha,t time, however, there have
been several developments Which sug est an increasing concern for
"communicating with people." The omenal growth of individual
events has necessitated greater is on presentational skills.
While analysis is important in individual events, the lack of direct
refutation reduces the importance of run milly information processing.
Moreover, the desire to make a,speech stand out in a field of six
to eight other speeches encourages concern for interest factors,
audience analysis, and evoCative delivery. The equIlly amazing
growth of CEDA style debatint also reflects, in part, a desire to
make communication skills a More important aspect of debate competi-
tion. The CEDA instructions to judges place extraordinary emphasis
on communicative delivery.. NDT level debating even seems to have
become less breathless'and less out of control--although the rate of
delivery is still extremely rapid. This renewed emphasis on communi-
cation in forensics practice has:of course, found theoretical support
in the writings of Toulmin, Perelman, ana most other contemporary
argumentation theorists.

Whether or not all levels of forensics or all orensics coaches
will come to accept the idea that communication is as important as
analysis remains to'be seen.' Clearly, the continued use of selected
Judging panels (at the national Debate Tournament aqd other major
tournaments) Aich give special priority to young, non-comMunication
trained judges 411 work'against the full realizations'of this goal.
Nevertheless, the importance placed on communication,by the conferees
seems justified in light of subsequent events. Surely, most members
of,the profession accept the ancient judgment that "truth" alone is
not sufficient and that training in all aspects of rhetoric is essen-
tial to enliven "truth" and to assure that it Will prevail.

Wider Variety,of Activities

A second theme of the Developmental Conference is Olt participa-
tion in forensics should be broadened by offering a widerNariety of
activities. This theme was most fully articulated in the conferees
first recommendation under Goals and Roles:

Opportunities for experiences in forensics should be pro-
vided for as many people as possible by, developing programs
thit are responsive ta changlEr-ik the composition of students
populations and to their emerging needs in other settins, and'
by adjusting the demands of instruction in forensicslo the
goals of a liberal education and the uicial and intellectual
development of people. Every effort should, be made to encour-
age the.participation of minorities in forensics activities.

,A number of other recommendations also relate to this theme: more exten-
sive developthent of forensics related courses, theinstitution of tourna-
ments using alternate formats and non-policy topics, more audience debates,
greater Participation by women and minorities, opportunities for participation
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-in both debate and IMividual events, and the development of judicial
formats.

While many of'the specific recommendations of the Conference have
not been realized, there has been considerable movement in the direction
proposed by the repbrt. As noted earlier, individual events contests
-have elpanded greatly. There are now two natiOnal L.E. tournaments pro-
'Ode opportMnities to work with narrower, more value-oriented topics,
and a few institutions nowoffer forensics contests mtilizing legal and
other non-traditional formats. Courses in advanced argumentation theory
are now offered at a number of institutions,and as the programming of`
this cpnference indicates, interest in courses in legal advocacy seems
to be increasing.

In spite of conSiderable progress, the broad and varied opportunities
envisioned have not been fully achieved. At many institutions, individual
events have been substituted Aar debate, so that while new opportunities
have been opened up pther types of experiences have been foreclosed. The
number of schools participating in legal and other non-traditional formats
is still quite limited, and very often the schools interested in these
alternate approaches have abandoned traditional debate: Thus, the overall
result has beensome greater variety of opportunities nationally but not
necessarily greater variety at given institutions.

In the coming years, it seems likely to me that the National Debate
Tournament style of debating will persist but suffer at least modest
declines in popularity. The extremely broad, open-ended topics selected
for national competition make it difficult for students with varied acti-
vities.interests, demanding course loads, or heavy work schedules to do
the amount of research required to compete successfully in NDT level tour-
naments. The Iradual expansion of the pool of at-large-bids and the con-
tinuing dominance of the NDT by a few large programs may also discourage
schools with less resources.

The CEDA type of-tour:nament, on the other hand, will probably continue
to expand because it offers opportunities to those students who want debate
training, but wklack the time far or interest in the NOT level of compe-
tition. While thZre is considerable interest in judicial debating, a
wholly satisfactory format has.not yet presented itself. One wonders why
an adaptation of moot court procedures hasn't been more widely utilized.

The challenge offered by tne National Developmental Conference is to
osexpand and broaden our forensics programs so that they will better meet
the individual needs of more students. Such expansion of programs will
undoubtedly require larger forensics staffs, but once a demand has been
created staff additions may be more easily justified. Our colleagues in
music and athletics learned some time ago that their programs could be
strengthened and their stUdents benefited by offering a variety of types
-of musical and athletic opportunities. Perhaps, in this one area, at least,
we could learn from their experiences.
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Controlling Forensics Practices

A third theme suggested by the Conference is that forensics prac-
tices can best be controlled through research and modifications in the
rhetorical situation. While the Conference did not specifically reject
rule making as a way of controlling practices, it Aid not encourage ex-
pansion of the AFA's role in that direction. The conferees belief in
research is evident in Resolution 23 of-Theory and Practice which calls
for research to ". . be conducted -into contemporary tournament practices,
including those that may be controversial." [the spread, dperational
definitions, and linguistic shorthand] and in Resolution 25 which asks
the AFA to ". . . establish a study committee to examine current practices
in forensics for their underlying theory, to examine other theoretical
positions, and to suggest alternate practices ,Xo implement different
theories."

That the members of the Conference believed that changes in the rhe-
torical situation could have a positive effect on forensics practices is
seen in their call for a statement of parameters, acceptance of cross
examinatibn at the National Debate Tournament, increase judge involvement
during debates, development of a system of pre-tournament case discovery,
and the institution of constructive innovations through the National Debate
Tournament.

On no issue were thl members of the Conference more divided than on
how to--or even whether, to--control "bad" debate practices. Some members
of the group believed that the primary function of the ConfeMInce should
be to prohibit, once and for all, squirrel cases, rapid fire delivery, and
Weird new case forms. Other members were adamantly opposed to any external
regulations or inflbences. Research (or in debate jargon, a studies counter-
plan) and situational changes offered conveptent means of bridgtng these
differences. The research proposals recognized the possible existence of
problems without specifically identifying their nature. The proposals for
changing the rhetorical conditions of academic debate suggested ways of
channeling or influencing practices without imposing specific standards.

In the five years since the Developmental Conference the conferees'
call for researcil into practices and for innOvations in the situational
context of debate have received only limited responses. No major new
research efforts directed at contemporary practices have been reported in
our professional publications. Cross examination debating has been adopted
by the Nitional Debate Tournament and most other tournaments have followed
the NDT's example, Theparameters are used by the topic selection committee
although their beneficial effects have yet to be determined. A few tourna-
ment directors experimented with systems of case discovery but most have
abandoned these efforts.

Inspite of this lack of widespread support for many of the specific
recommendations in this area, the genera) perspective of the Conference
regarding forensics practices seems sOund. The AV Code of Tournament
Standards has unquestionably had some beneficial effects, but the Association
has found enforcement of even this very limited code to be extremely diffi-
cult-. Moreover, given the lack of general consensus regarding matters of



style, delivery, analysis, and theOry. the conferees wisely avoided
endorsing the expansion of regulations into these areas. Underlying
the Conference's recommendations for research and experimental, contexts
was an acceptance of a free market approach to debate theory and practice.
Academic debate has been in a period of change for several years. All
of these changes may not ultimately be desirable ones, but in our search
for high standards we must not discourage experimentation. While I am
hardly a primary advocate of alternate justification cases, conditional
counterplans, or hypothesis testing, I al.so recognize that these ideas
are in some respects appropriate responses to our shift from specific
topics to general topic areas for debate. Perhaps, the conditions of
competition can be appropriately controlled through rule-making, but when
it comes to judging matters of form and content the free market should
prevail.

Professionalism

A fourth theme of the Developmental Conferenee is that forensics
should become m e ofessionalized. - The detignation of special task
groups to con 4er "P eparation, Status and Rewards" and "Research and
Scholarship° indicate the importance placed on this.theme by the Confer-
ence planners. The recommendattons of the Conference develop'the theme of
professionalization by establishing an obligation to contribute to forensics
research, by establishing preparation guidelines, and by urging greater
recognition of the special circumstances of forensics instruction.

There can be little question that forensics scholarship has improved
in quality and broadened in scope over the past five years. Articles in
forensics journals Are less eekisively activity oriented and are increas-
ingly concerned with argumentation in a variety of contexts--legal, nego-
tiating, legislative, and even interpersonal. Descriptive, quantitative,
and critical methodologies are almost equally well represented.

While the quality and scope of forensics scholarship have improved,
there is, however, little indication-that the number of Active forensics
coaches contributing to research has increased substantially. Much of our
current scholarthip is the product of ex-coaches, graduate students, or
non-coaching rhetorical theorists.

The preparation guidelines suggested hy the Conference have been accepted
by some state organizations at the secondary school level, but the lack of
a sufficient number of teachers who can meet the standards have limited
their effectiveness. At the local level, some collectNe bargaining agree-
ments have recognized the special status of forensics teachers through
contractually,required reduced teaching loads and/or 'extra financial com-
pensation.

Much remains to be done in order to achieve the professional-status for
forensics envisioned by the Conference. Although the Conference report
properly sought to broaden the scope of forensics scholarihip beyond inter-
scholastic competition, it failed to give proper recognition to a broad
spectrum of scholarship associated with forensics education. Analysis of
debate topics, articles describing new farensics practices, extended critiques
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of championship debates--these and othet types of writings have real

pedagogical value and should be recogniZed as equal to other writfngs in
communication education. Now that the Journal of the American Forensics
Association has become more of an outlet for theoreiical andresearch
oriented 'articles, perhaps it is time to think about the establishment of
a new jou'rnal of Forensics Educ tion, At the very least, we should seek
to assure adequate recogn t on for pedagogically-oriented forensics
scholarship no matter what its source of publication.

At the same tfine that we seek to expand the scope of recognized
forensics scholarship, we must also admit that it is unrealistic to require
really active forensics coaches to meet the same standards of publication
that our non-traveling colleagues are expected tq meet. The Conference
report recognizes both the obligation of forensics educators to contribute
to scholarship and the fact that forenstcs personnel should be.tevaluated .

primarily on the criterion of teaching effectiveness. Umfbrtunately, how
the demands of scholarship and the criterion of teaching effectiveness are
to be balanced is not spelled out. With a tighter job market and rising
stmdards for promotion, tenure, and merit salary increases this issue
becomes particularly timely. There is increasing need for the ADA Profes-
sional Relations ComMittee to address itself to this problem and to develop
a strong, detailed position paper on standards for promotion and tenure for
forensics personnel. The American Educational Theatre Association, long
ago, developed such a position statement for teachers in the theatre arts.
Such a statement is needed not only to protect the jobs of individual faculty
members but also to.preserve programs and to win acceptance of,a more realis-
tic view of the prace of forensics in departments of speech communication.

Greater_ professionalization, control through research and 'situations,
broadened participation, and a focus on commun4cation were four-of the
major themes of the National Developmental Conference on Foi-ensics. Undoubt-
edly, many people will examine the final report of the Conference only in
terms of its specific,recommendations. Such a surface view does a disservice
to'the efforts of the Conference participants. Inevitablj, some of the recom-
mendations contained in the report are self-serving; others are statesmen-
like compromises;'a few,are intended as specific policy guidelines. But
underlying these specific recommendations are basic values and general direc-
tions. It is these values and directions Ihich should serve as our real
guidelines for the futute.
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SEDALIA PLUS FIVE: FORENSICS AS LABORATORY

David A. Thomas
Auburn University

Abstract: This paper is addressed to the theme of what progress has
been made in forensics since the Sedalia Conference.in 19744 The Defini-
tional Statement refers to forensics activities as "labolatories," a
metaphor which has gained currency. This essay interprets the laboratory
metaphor to tnply that forensics.activities are defined as service outlets,
as learning and teaching environments, and as settings for research. To
the extent that all of these meanings of a laboratory attach themselves
to forensics activities, symbolic justification is achieved. However, the
essay finds little concrete evidence of progress in any of these senses of
a laboratory except in the availability of more individual events and in
the CEDA debate league, and in a broadening of the meaning of the "argumen-
tative perspective" to include elements of human interactive communication.
Recommendations fon future action are provided.

SEDALIA PLUS FIVE: FORENSICS AS LABORATORY

The axiom, "necessity, is the mother of invention," can.be paraphrased
as '!doubt is the catalyst for change." Five years ago we gathered at
Sedalia as a discipline pligued by doubts. Administrators doubted the
wisdom of investing large sums of money in an activity which apparently
served only an elite few. Speech educators doubted the transfer value of
some competitive speech activities. Argumentation scholars doubted the
credibility of argumentation theories which were rigid and narnow in focus.,
Out of the Sedalia Conference came rhetoric, intent, and commitment to
address those doubts and to effect constructive Fhanges. Our purpose
today is to examine our called-for changes in light of those doubts and
to evaluate what we have achieved.

The Sedalia Conference held that the overarching objective of foren-
sics is that of "providing students with experience in learning to communi-
cate with people. The Definitional Statement-of the Conference went on
with this metaphor: "From this perspective, forensics activities, includ-
ing debate and individual events, are laboratories for helping students
to understand and communicate'various forms of argument more effectively
in a varlety of contexts with a variety of audiences."'

The "forensics as laboratories" metaphor was a happy one, for it pro-
vided a marketable rationale almost poetic in sits ri-ch ambiguities.
"Laboratory" suggests several different functionsi at least three of which
are favorable to modern educators, both within and without the forensics



community. The Conference made specific recommendations which spun off
these three constructions of the meaning of a laboratory. These three
meanings were workshop for service, learning environment, and research
setting.

,Incidentally, in yesterday's Keynote address, Professor Zarfsky men-
tioned the distinction he saw between forensics (as theoretical underpinn-
ings) and forensics activities (as laboratories for student experience).
As one of the thirty-one participants at Sedalia, I do not remember the
distinction being made so clearly at the, time. Neither was my three-part
analysis of laboratory metaphor something %tended by the Sedalia conferees.
Rather, I think we equivocated on the terms we used so bravely then, out
of confusion or the illusion that we could do and be-311 things.

1. The laboratory may be a production workshop where something is
made or analyzed as a public service. For instance, the drug store sends
your Kodak film to a photo lab for developing and printing. The FBI sends
clues from the scene of the crime to a crime lab for analysts. No experi-
mentation is implied in this sense of a'laboratory. Our educational enter-
prises in speech communication also have laboratories for production and
analysis. Students cut PSA's in the radio-TV lab for later play on the
campus statibn. You can have your hearing tested in the audiology lab.

By analogy, we can view forenOcs activities al laboratories in this
sense, where argumentative communication can be created and/or analyzed
for wo'rld uses. Some of the Sedalia Conference recommendations of this
type included:

Forensics should influence public affairs by various means,
including educational seminars and programs-for general audiences,'

--- 1 publication of the products of analysis of public problems, and
dissemination of such analyses to appropriate officials: Argument-
ation specialists should assume more active roles as critics of
public argument. (#2, p. 13.)

A

Forensics should provide a variety of forums for the system-
atic analysis and discussion of significant contemporary issues.
Forensics has a societal responsibility to promote rational deci-
sion making and to provide training in adapting argumentation to
a vdriety of audiences and situations. (#7, P. 15.)

College forensics educators should expand the range,of services
provided by their inStitutions to high school forensics Programs.
(#9, p. 27.)

Audience debating should be promoted through publq debates on
the national topic and on issues of local concern, as well as through
tournaments, or rounds within tournaments, based on the audience
vote model.'(#22, p. 32.)

In the past five years, if there has been a systematic attempt by the
forensics community to increase services to a larger sodety, it has escaped
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- my notice. I am not aware of any major progress made towards fulfilling
Sedalia's metaphorical vision of forensics activities as a laboratory for
creating products for public consumption. I wou4d be.delighted to be
corrected on this point, but has there been an upsurge in public debates?
Television debates? Publications of our analysis of public issues? Have
we sought more influence over public affairs? An expanded range of
services to high schools? Conditions today appear to resemble those which
prevailed when the Sedalia Conference first made thete recommendations.

This ()Onion may be a reflection of my limited exposure. If VD,
perhaps other members of this panel can elaborate on this point. [Balthrop
provided two examples.] If not, are we content to maintain the current
level of forensics-generated service to society? Should we be? I shall
venture an opinion later.

2. The laboratory may be a teachins and learnin environment. Basic
courses in chemistry, biology, an ot er sc ences are o ten termed "lab
courses." Students are compelled to spend unpleasant afternoons (my bias)
concocting potentially hazardous compounds over Bunsen burners, or dissect-
ing earthworms in an atmosphere of formaldehyde. Such lab experiences are
meant to demonstrate lessons 0out the laws of science to students. The
outcomes of,these experiences are foreordained. Failure to duplicate the
correct result usually signals an error by a hapless student in following
the lab manual instructions.

Granting that our field of speech communication lacks scientific rigor
in describing.whatever laws govern human interactions, we nevertheless
seemed to find it useful at Sedalia to promote forensics activities as
learning laboratories where students-could be provided with. experience in
learning to communicate with people. The focus is on learning through
participation and practice.

Related recommendations from the Sedalia Conference included these
examples, among others.

Forensies should be viewed as humanistic education. Forensics
educators should provide a wholesome, exciting learning environment
in which students are encouraged to dev*lop positive attitudes toward
the worth of ideas and toward th selveother persons, and society
at large. (#4, p. 14.)

;

Forensics should develop students' communicative abilities,
especially the abilities to analyze controversies, select and
evaluate evidence, construct and refute arguments, and understand

use the values of the audience as Warrants for belief. (#8, p. 16.)

\ Although the forensics educator has significant roles in the
development of theory, in research and scholarship, and in the admin-
istrWon of forensics programs, the primary role is as teacher.
(#11, p. 18.)

Students should have the opportunity.to participate.in both
debate and individual events. (#13, p. 19.)
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To improve the ability to participate in abcritictze
decision making in society, preparation of students for inquiry and
advocacy concerning propositions of public policy should be continued.
In addition, new programs should'be developed that adapt to decision
making in other areas, especially the judicial. (015, p. 20.)

Since these recommendatioge were approved by the Sedalia Conference,
we have witnessed some stepsktforward in the growth of alternate outlets
for student participation in forensics. In particular, both the American
Forensic Association and thrNational Forensics Association now sponsor
nationaltournaments in inlividual events. Both have experienced rapid
growth and popularity. Over tem,categories of contest events in rhetorical
and aesthetic skills attract manY students. (I do not have current data on
the extent of student participation, but I would not be surprised to hear
that there are at least as many students involved in individual e/ents as
there are in debate.)

Also, as an alternative to "NDT-style debate," the Cross-Exam Debate
Association (CEDA) has grown to include participatiop from 91 schoolsin
25 states, entered in nearly 40 tournaments in 1978.4 The CEDA experience
is designed to offer students a "different emphasis in debating--away from
a rapid-fire, qvidence-output orientation, and toward a reasoned, communi-
cative style."'

From the students' standpoint, this application of forensics "labor-
atories," as a place to gain experience through Participation in tournament
activities, etc., is probably the most muningful interpretation of the
metaphor of the laboratory. They join Mb activity in order to participate
and compete. Some students, perhaps, use their opportunity in forensics
as an altruistic vehitie for service to society, but they would comprise a

'1Thminority.

These developments are in the extracurricular/eocurricular activity
, arena. What of the formal curribulum in forensics? Two years ago, Prof.
J. Robert Cox offered four action proposals. These included model-curricula
generated by the AF a new survey of undergraduate forensics.curricula, a
blue-ribbon panel tudy curricular development and methods of assessment,
and an SCA short cour ç on grant proposals to win financfal support for
these recommendations 4' To my knowledge, the area 4as not been touched.
It is as pristine tod y as it was then. Consequently, achievements in
classroom application probably remain as they were.H I do not mean to
downgrade the efforts by individual forensics educators who attempt to
innovate-in their classroomkapproaches, such as the example's cited in Prof.
Cox's paper. However, in the absence of a systematic examination of curri-
cular status, development, and evaluation in forensics education as outlined
by Prof. Cox, accounts of individual efforts will be scattered and anecdotal,
with little impact on instructional practices typical of the field as a
whole.

3. The laboratory can be the settin for controlled_scientific research. ' ---
Recall that prior to Sedalia, 1 e e of speec commun cat on was-un ergo
a rapid, somewhat stressful transition into a more behavioral discipline.
Curricular offerings generally, and forensics activities in particular, were

(
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portrayed as being rooted in prescriptive, performance-oriented assump-
tions. As such, they were the,tirgets of criticism and even derision as

, anachronistic thnywbacks to the quaint,.if-eloquent days of elocution and
literary societies by the new breed of empirical researchers and scholars.
In a sense. the Sedalia Conference was the forensics response"to the
New Orleans Conference. It seemed emeliorative to label the debate team
and the readers theatre as laboratories, implying that new knowledge could
'be generated by experimentation by students and forensics educators.

Some of the recommendations of the Sedalia Conference which were con-'
sistent with the research mission of the laboratory inclUed...

, Forensics should encourage research and scholarship for the
purpose of expanding knowledge of argumentation theory and the
effects of argumentation practice. (#6, p. 15.)

Many disciplines contribute to argumentation theory. Argu-
mentation theorists should monitor, evaluate, and, where appro-
priater utilize theoretical advances in related disciplines. In
particular, theorists should develop models simulating a variety
of decision-making situations. (#1, p. 22.)

Evidence should be evaluated not by its quantity but by its'
quality, determined in part by its credibility and audience accept-
ability. . . .Further research should be conducted on the efficacy
of evidence. (#24, p. 33.)

All members of the forensics community should be acquainted
with, and should feel a responsibility to contribute to, research
and scholarship. (#2, p. 37.)

Differsent research questions and the way they are pbsed suggest
,

different methods for providing answers. Researchers in forensics
should be prepared to employ a Nariety of methods; attention is
called to the possibility for process-oriented field research in
various settings. (#3, p. 37.)

Before we bemoan the low state of empirical research in forensics (a
familiar theme over the years), let us note that our colleagues in other
interest areas of speech communication are also being weighed in the balance
and found wanting. The April, 1979, ACA Bulletin is afspecial issue devoted
to the topic, "Research in the Communicative Arts and Stiences: A Review."
Here are two sample conclusions from spokesmen of other interest groups:

.1

Ronald E. BassettlInstructional Development]: "One has to be sur-
prised at the paucity of original research investigations designed to pro-
vide eopirical data with implicatfons for objectives, methods, or evilua-
tion."

Julia T. Wood [Interpersonal and Small Group]: "In this report I hive
highlighted six is,sues. . . .Lack of adequate theoretical foundations, exten-
sion beyond the conceptual boundaries of human comlitnication, triviality of
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research questions, me hodological preoccupation, lack of focus ond ,

clear conceptualizatio and the need for thoughtful exchanges."°

In addition to t e ACA Bulletin material, similar critical commentary
has recently appeared in other sources. For instance, the Spring, 1979,
Central States S eec Journal is devoted to the topic of the criticism of
researc n speec Ce n ea ion. Rather than "stack-cards" in this paper
by drawing out yet ore conclusionary qtiotations along these lines from
writers such as Pro . Dennis Gouran and Prof. Gerald Miller, suffice it
to generalize that the metaphor of the research laboratory is troublesome
throughout the spe ch communication discipline. If the metaphor of the
research laborato y is strained as applied to forensics, at least we are
not completely al ne.

In the CSSJJKumber mentioned in the preceding paragraph, one of the
contributed art cles is by Prof. Ruth Anne Clark. A refreshingly positive
approach, her a title is a list of suggestions for the selection of

,

research questiOns and the subsequent design of studies, richly illustrated
with examples ofpublished research reports which either vfolate or fulfill
her suggestions.

, We may take her suggestions as criteria for-guiding
research. In principle, some of her suggestions apply to research generally,
not only to empirical studles.

Prof.ClaWsmostcrucialsuggestimec' oin evaluativelterm) is
C6*-.

that research should cqncentrate on variables which reflect the core of
a conceptual position.' For iqstance, research in psychology coneentrates
on issues central to-its discipline, such as perception, learning, and
attitude change. However, alieview of research in speech communication .

largely fails to reveal adherence to a central core or conceptual position.
Two topics which,have approximated centrality to our research the past
were credibility and attitude change. For the future, Prof. Clark suggests
"adaptation to the perception of others" as another possib1 ? core concept
for speech communication research.

Now let us narrow our focus to forensics activities as a laboratory
for research. What is our cen al core or conceptual position? The, Sedalia
Conference Definitional Statemen said:

Forensics Is an educational activity primarily concerned with
using an argumentative perspective in examining problems and commimi-
eating with people. An argumentative'perspective on commun ation .,

,involves the study of reason giying by people as justific n for
acts, beliefs, attitudes, and values:8

.

.. It helps to realize that a perspective like that for forensics is rela-
tively recent, and the Sedalia\Conference undoubtedly-had a major role in
establishing it. In FoPensics as Communication, Profs. Brock and Rieke
stated that forensics educators wer2 wedded to a single podel; wt wete pre-
scriptive and tied to'formal logic./ The notion that argumentation is a
form of interactive communication was a novelty n forensics. Consider the
definitions of "argument" and "argumentation" in pre-1974 textbooks. They
reflect a limited'view of arOment as formal logic. For example,. Roy V.
Wooci defined argument as,"the IproCess of reasoning from the known to the

. 4
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unknown, from evidence to a conclusion."
10

'Wayne Thompson wrote that:

Argumentation is both a discipline and a form of discourse.
As a discipline, it is an application of logic to a proposition
and a means of determining whether the proposition is probably true
or probably false', As a form of discourse, it is a mode of convey-
ing to readers Q11 listeners organized evnence and reasons that
tend to prove or,disprove a proposition.."

The notion of atgument as a form of interpersonal communication pro-
cess was not totally missing from the literature of that period., Eisenberg
and Ilardo said that argument is "any kinc) of disagreement between two or
more persons," although they then defined argumentation as "the field of
inquiry made up of the basic principles of logiC ind rhetoric that under-
lie reasoned discourp," a case of the left hand taking back what the
right hand offered.14 Rieke and Stllars defined argumentation as "that
on-going transaction of advancing claims, supporting them with reasons, ,

and the advancing of competing claims with appropriate supRort, the mutual
criticism of them, and the granting of adherence to one."15 Richard Crable
wrote a year later that we ought to think of argumentation as "communication
where the symbolic transaction is aimc4 at presenting reasons for claims
and/or examining reasons for claims."' These latter three references were
promoted, and received', more as general argumentation textbooks than as
books with particular relevance to debate and forensics.

Since the Sedalia Conference, we have seen some Strong signs of change
in approaches to argumentation. The Winter, 1977, issue of JAFA was a
special edition devoted to theories of rhetorical argument. FF(Tf. Daniel
O'Keefe wrote about "Two Concepts of Argument," which he distinguished with
the Hayakawa subscripts as Akgumenti and'Argument2 These two concepts

.correstrid to the older logical forthat of an argument, and the newer inter-
active process notion. erof. Wayne Brockriedt wrote of argument as product,
and argument as process." More recently, Prof. Charles Willard has publish-
ed a goodly number of articles explicating a jheoç.y of what he terms a
"constructivist/interactionist" view of argum nt." His definitiod of argu-
ment its a "kind of interaction in which two o more people maintain what
they conStrue to be mutually,exclusive propositions,".is based on a blend
of Kelly's "Personal Construct Theory" and symbolic interaction. (This
approach, incidentally, fits closely with Prof.'Clark's suggestion that
"adOtation 'to the perception of others" might become a central core concept
for speech communication,researchi)

At the last SCA convention in Minneapolis, there was a seminar on
"Argumentation in the Learning Society." The seminar was led by Prof.
Stephen Toulmin and Prof. Richard Rieke, Other participants included Prof.
Brockriede, Prof. Willard, Prof. Crable, Prof. Vernon Cronen, Prof. Thomas
Farrell, Prof. Robert,Hopper, and myself, Prof. Leonard Hawes also concci-
buted a paper, although he was unable to attend the seminar personally."
The underlying assumption of the seMinar was that formal logic may have out-
lived its usefulness as the major frame of referen e for understanding
argument. Each participant contributed a paper w ich addressed alternative
assumptions which might be more suitable to repla,e the formalistic stand-
point of the past. Prof. Willard offered the construc*ivist/interactionist

21
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approach as an alternative to formalism. Prof. Crable suggested "eicono-
logy," or analysis of the fit between the subjective knowledge of the

arguer with that of the larger discipline within which he ,

argues. This approach is based on Kenneth Boulding's theories about
privaite and public images. Prof. Cronen put forward his theory of the
,"coordinated management of meaning" as an alternative perspective for
the study of "logic-in-use" in human-interactions. This method involves
the application of rules to episodes of talk. These and other contribu"-
tions to the seminarsall emphasized alternatives to formal logic as
approaches to the study of argument. Although there are significant
differences to be Teen among the various approaches offered, one element
these alternatives hold in common is the willingness, indeed, the insistence
to view argument as a communiative process.

Returning to Prof. Clark's suggestions for improving research in
communication, another criterion she advanced was that research design
should focus on underlying processes, rather than on surface level var-
iables. Surface level variables are easily observed descriptors which'do
not explain relationships, such as age, sex, race, dress, etc. For
instance, a study might determine that people who habitually wear blue
jeans invest less money in the stock market than people who wear three
piece pin stripe 'suits. The clothing does not explain the behavior.
Similarly, research which produces results such.as, females are more
persuasible than males, does little to explain tile derlying decision
processes of the recipients of the messages.1°

If forensics literature now identifies a fp of interactive-communi-
cation as the core concern of argumentation, does our research in forensics
focus on its underlying processes, rather than on surface level varfajiles?
For instance, do we have any data to suepprt the assertion that individual
events (particularly aesthetic events) ar'e best approached from an argu-
mentative perspeFtive? It should not be so difficult to study an oral
interpretation event to see whether a source conveyed a message to a
receiver, consisting of reason giving for the purpose of justifying the
source's claim upon the attentfon, beliefs, attitudes, or subsequent behav- /3

ior of the receiver. Research which undertakes to measure the effects of the
ge, sex,.race, dress ofiVle debater upon the win-loss record; perceived
attraction, budget'allocaSon, nUmber of evidence cards may indeed find
significant differences to report; however, once such differences are noted,
me would still know nothing more about the underlying processes of argumen-
tation or commupication.

Profs. McBath, Bartanen, and Gossett reviewed forensics res.earch for
the ACA Bulletin:

_

On balance, we would say that too much of the scholarihip is
.cogiterned with forensics al an activity. . . .The uses of forensics
as pragmatic communicatioeremains unstudied. . . .There is all

obvious call for research effoets into substantive debate, the
application of argumentative principles to fields outside academe.
The kind of quality of research activity in legal argUmentation can
be extended to government, politics,, advertising, industry; judiciary,
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volunteer associations, and wherever else people.use reason
giving as justification for acts, beliefs, attitudes,.and
values. . . little current research is addressed to the
social applicationi Of forensics-concepts on to Oe pedagO-
gical methods employed to teach them.'/

Possibly,as an=expression of hope that A who are engaged in
forensics are most vitally cOncerned with r earch,about it, McBath and
his collaborators suggespd that more of the i4search should be done-by
those currently active in it. The unstated preMise here is that much.
of the research is done by, those who are not active. Why As this recommen-
dation m!ide necessary? We can speculate about sage possible rdasons:

sit)

A. Active forensics educators and students lack an Argumentatlie
perspective towards forensics. They,do not,ent to do research about
forensics. They would fiot know what kinds orWesearch questions to ask
about forensics if they did want to. lost students who participate do not,
study rhetoric or speech cOmmunication; they,ar;e pre-law Or pre-business
majors. Also, many forensics e4ucators did not receive formal academic
training for their professional careers; coming into coaching as a result
of personal satisfactions derived from their own undergraduate forensics
expertences. There is little incentive towards academic research in
forensics. At Aubyrn Univeristy, We have occasionally conducted'research
during our annual tournaments. There have always been some subjectt who
complained that our testing was'out of place.for such reasont as "We're too
tired," "It's holding up the tournament,"sorWhat for?".

: B; Active forensics educators'and students do not perform,research,
though they may indeed want to, because of the heavy demands on their=t-ithe
and energy by the actimity,itself:

C. Active forensics eiducators and.students who do attem0 to perform
scholarly research suffer from a forest-and-trees syndrome. Their strongest
interest at the moment often resides in Vrsuing questions about the meaning
of topicality in debate, or in the amoun of foot movement allowable in oral
interpretation before it becomes acting, rather than in more central Ilbeit
more theoretital issues arising.from a perspective of ar

'
ntation as a

form of interactive communication.
r .

T" What recommendations can be supported by the foregoing essay on the
forensics-as-laboratory metaphor? Let us retrace our steps, beginning with
the last and moving to the first of the labqratory settings we have examined

1. Forensics as re earch laborator The igecommendation isAO con-
tinue sCho ar y.researc a .to ncu Cate more favorable attitude towards
coOperating with research projects among our students and ourT011eagues.
However, a thajor task confronting us is to explore more fully What our cen-

. trill core of concern in forensics really,is: When the Sedalia Conference-
told us that"Forensics as educational activity is primarily concerned tvith'

..usifig alrargiimentative perspective," they believed they had somehow settled
the major parameterspf our.cohcern. They could not foretell the numerous.
twists and permutations thatSimple.statement would take, and not-only due
to PrOf. Willard's conStmict theory; either.
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Tomorrow, Prof. Wenzel's paper will tell us that argumentation may
be viewed from three perspectives: rhetorical, logical, aAd
Prof. Balthrop will tell us that argumentation may be viewed as. linguls-
tic, whose logic is derived from generative and textual grammars. Prof.
McKerrow will tell us that aegumentation may be found in three distinctive
Communities, tncluding social, Ohilosophical, and personal. Prof.,Willard '

will continue his usault on logic and his explanation of argument by
naive social actorr. And Prof. Zarefsky will tell us,that argumentation
should be viewed, not as Argumentl and ArgmTent, but rather as something
drawn from the perspective of the critic."

Earlier in this essay, mention has been made of the trend towards
viewing argumentation as interactive human communication. Mention should
also be made of,resilStance to this notion. Prof: Jqhn Powers argues that
such a view is ill-founded, not only for argumentation as a species of
communication, bUt also for communicatton itself. In Prof, Powers' view,
argument as a form of commurijcation it what it has been fiar twenty-four
hundred years: "The intentional assertion of conclusions based.on pre-
mises which are offered as support."'

4.

Obviously qur options have beeti broadened. As Prof. Clark said, our
research concentratmon_variables which reflect the core of our concep-
tual position., In the area of forensics, that means an argumentative
perspective-Las- defined abover

2. Forensics As LearninQ Laboratories. If westill believe as we
did at Sealia that forensics, actieities.bare la6oratories for helping stu-
dentt to understand and communicate various forms of arguments," the next
recommendation is tb take another look at the fit between What we think
argumentation is, am,' the activities we have devised.for students to use
in ord6 to gain experience in it.

A. If argumentation is a form of interactive communication, then we
should devise new, cooperative formats for featuring interactions. Perhaps
a revival of Prof. Lashbrook's Group Action tournament is now due.

B.. If arguAlwation is something a critic does, then let students
judge and criticize the arguments of others. Rhetorical criticism (or
Communication Analysis) deserves a higher prtority in our 6aching order.

C. If argumentation is a linguistic exercise, we should structure more
events employing writing. (I believe this suggestion would also be appro-
priate for Rhetorical Criticism.)

So far, my recommendations have zeroed in on definitions of argumenta-
tion, and suggested forms of student activity which would exemplify them.
Now let us atk whether,the student activities we have to have reflect the
argumentative perspecttv0- After all, we should nof ignore the system in
use.

In my view,, most of the individual events do not reflect an argumenta-
tive perspettive, except possibly the rhetorical events such as persuasive
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speaking or extemporaneous speaking. We ae overdue for an examination
of aesthetic events such as oral interpretation of literature, in terms of
defining what the central conceptual position the activity gives students
experience'in learning.

, The same comment is equally applicable to debate. None of the defini-
tions of argumentation surveyed in this essay deal with competing claims,
refutation and rebuttal, and decision making based on the strategy of drops
and shifts.

3. Forensics Activities As a Public Service Laboratory. In view of ,

the apparent confusion over the central core conception of argumentation,
the next recommendation Is that we should go slow in planning public expo-
sure of the products of our efforts. I do not mean that students should be
deprived of opportunities to debate to public audiences such'as classes or
service clubs. However, these activitieg should.be promoted'as,student
experiences and not as efforts to intervene into public a(fairs. I am not
aware ofany other discipline which urges.that the productl.Nef student lab-
oratory exercises should be made public for their potential Nalue to society.
Other disciplines seem to realize the limited purposes such student exercises

.

can play, and they do not particularly want to hold up student products as
representative of their relevance to society.

1

'Professional criticisms of public argumênt are another matter. torensics
educators and scholars should assume their4 share of responsibility to do
research and to disseminate their findings, as Sedalia recomnded. tut
this goeS beyond the student laboratory metaphorl doesn't it.

In conclusion, the metaphor of forensics-as-laloratories has proveh to
be serviceable to our field. In this essay,, We have explored three mean-
ingful intel*etations of the laboratory'metaphor: foftnsics as a wort(shop
for sc:eial-service, as a teaching and Fearning environment, and as a setting
for research. These three meanihgs happen to correlate with the three chief
aims of higher edutation, which are service, teaching, and research. We
can now, as we did five year;s ago, claim a.meesure of justification for
forensies in these missions'implied in the laboratory metaphor. Me delude
ourselves if we think we can, each like Oon Quixote, ride off will-nilly
after them all at onee. In the next five years, hopefully we can make more
progress towards achieving them,than we have-.
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THE UNFINISHED AGENDA OF SEDALIA

-Jack Rhodes

University of Utah.

believe there are three standards by which the Sedalia Conference
(and other similar conferences) should be judged: the ideas generated
by the conference, the association and interaction of colleagues at the
conference, and -- especially in the case of a gathering designed to

, promote and encourage action -- the Action which has taken place in
light of the conference recommendations. There seems little doubt that
Sedalia did in fact succeed at generating a few occasionally challenging
ideas, although, .as I will indicate in a moment, I do not necessarily
Agree with some of those ideas. And, from all reports, the interaction
at the retreat near Denver, Coloeado, was both profitable and "wholesome."
My objections to and observations about the conference do not derive from
these first two areas but cqnter instead on the unfortunate dearth of
response to the proposals ggnerated for action back in 1974,

.We must also avoia post hocreasoning which might lead tit to believe
that certain phenomena in forensics have occurred becausg of Sedalia when
inlact they seem simply to have happened since then. Iirefer here to the
adoption of the cross-examination debating7(7iiiiat by the National Debate
Tournament and by most "on-topic" tourna ents aroudd the country, as weil
as to the proliferation of competitive o ortuhities in individual events.
In the one case, as George Ziegelmueller observed in his paper this morn-
ing, the change was close to happening anyw cress-examination seemed in
1974 lfte "an idea whose time had -come"; a d several tournaments, as well
4,S the CEDA organization, were alteady experiment)ng with the format when
Sedalia convened. In the other case, as I will argue in a moment, the *.

conference not only failed to encourage the action in any meaningful way
but rather discouraged that action by virtually ignoring the individual
events as a class.

, Let us also acknowledge that there are problems inherent in any judg-
ments about Sedalia for many reasons, not the least of which is'that we
lack any effective means of measuring and evaluating the action recommend-'
tions. With this understanding, I propose to"single out three of those
recommendations for brief attention. The first of these is: "College
fotensics educators whould expand the range of services provided by their
institutions to high school programs."' At the San Antonion convention of
SCA and AFA, there willape a program devoted to K-12 training in forensics.
Perhaps at that time we wl1l hear some encouraging news about the implemen-
tation of this particular/retommendation. But I doubt that we will. Other
than the continuing stream of high school workbooks, manuals, anti handbooks
from an ever-expanding number of colleges, am not aware of any action on
this very legitimate conference recommendation. ,



The second recommendation I wish to acknowledge is: "All members of
the forensics community should be acquainted with, and shoyld feel a
responsibility to contribute to, research and scholarship." Of course
this suggestion is very laudable. But it defies evaluation, measurement,
or meaningful comment because it is so broad and non-controversial that,
while little disagreement can le provoked by the recommendation, little
action can be specifically generated. There is, in short, no "follow-through"
mechanism. We do not know whether Sedalia did its job on this proposal
because the language here is so vague and generalized, so "consensus-
oriented," that we lose the ability to focus on the proposal; having lost
our focus, we have no direction in which to proceed.

The third recommendation I will mention is: "The forensics program
.should receive the support of other faculty members, especially assistance
in the preparation of studerits and with travel and/or administrative respon-
sibilities of the program." Surely there is not a single forensics director
in the nation who disagrees with this plea for support and encouragement.
But in this recommendation, as in most of the others contained within the
section of "Preparation, Status, and Rewards," the Sedalia Conference
tantalizes the forensics director with an idealistic statement that has no
concrete means of implementation. In this particular recommendation, the
debate coach is sure to be reminded of the old definition of "should" as
"ought to, but not necessarily will and probably won't."

It is admittedly unfair to Isolate three recommendations from the many
proposed by the conferees in 1974. I have done so anyway because I think
these three recommendations are symptomatic, though not completely repre-
senta-five,' of the unfinished agenda of Sedalia. All three are universally
commendable goals; and all three contain no genuinely new or useful mechan=
isms for adoption, implementation, or measurement. It has seemed strange
to me ever -since Sedalia that a gathering of forensics educators -7 long

' known for their famous wrangles over both large ahd small issues at AFA
business meetings -- could convene on the subject of forensics and produce
so little genuine controversy and so few thought-provoking ideas.

If I understand George Ziegelmueller's remarks correctly, a central
purpose of the conference was to create as much consensus as possible, to
provide A casebook for "where forensics is at and where it is coming from"
as viewed from the vantage point of 1974. I think the conference almost
completely succeeded as a creator of consensus. And I believe that that
very reason explains why Forensics as Communication is practicalliunread-
able and a "dead document" in 1.79.

To.be sure, there is4one area in which the conference did create a
controversy -- its basic definition of forensics:

Forensics is an educational activity primarily concerned
with using an argumentatOe perspective in examining OrobleMs

. and communicating with people.... From this perspective, for- 1

ensics activities, including debate and individual events, are
laboratories for helping students to understand and communicate
various forms of argument more efffctively in a variety of con-
texts with a variety of audiences.4



Perhaps at this stage, with the'burgeoning of individual events compe-
tition and the development of the AFA's National Individual Events .

Tournament, it is too obvious to point out inlietail that, in the above
definition, the *lie conferees failed to concern themselves meaning-
fully with the va 'area of individual events especially those related to
interpretation. In a paper soon to appear in Speaker and 4vel I have
outliped in more detail my objections to Sedalia on -this unfortunate exclu-
sionz A perfectly clear instance of the conference's attitude toward
individual events occurred.when the conferees overwhelmingly rejected a,
proposal for a natiOnal tournament in individual events. Since the AFA
had, in late 1973, finally'appointed a committee to consider such a

national tournament, the news of its rejection at Sedalia merely created
\ a "GO Slow" attitude which delayed the implementation of. this very popular

tournament until.more serious negotia0ons with the National Forensic
Association could be resumed in 1976.°!

Let us try to focus these comments into some sort of a Conclusion.
What did the conference accomplish? What is the unfinished agenda4pf
Sedalia?

It seems to me that, in terms of action items, Sedalia's agenda is
mostly mfinished. A re-examination of its recommendations seems in order.
Hopefully there can be an attempt to discard the recommendations which are
obsolete or not deemed desirable and.an even more assiduous attempt to
implement those which remain after reappraisal.' In terms of Its general
'spirit, its impact on generating pregrams and portions of conferences such
as this one, its potential for disseminating infOrmation and stimulating
,some scholarly interchange -16# these areas I think Sedalia must be given
the benefit of the doubt and7Bunted as a success. The lack ofraction speaks
for itself, however, on many.of the proposals.

The challenge of the next five years is for the forensics community to
-make some substantive progress toward implementing the best of the proposals
so that, in 1984, we are not once again looking backward through time and
asking, as ti)e little,boy asked his grandfather in Southey's The Battle of
Blenheim: 1

"Bbt what good came of it at last?"
Qudth little Peterkin.
"Why, that I cannot tell," said he,
"But 'twas a famous victory."'

4
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FOOTNOTES
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At this point in the presentat-on Professor Rhodes read approximately three
paragraphs from the Speaker and Gavel article.

6Documented in exchange of letters between AFA officers and Professor Rhodes,
then chairperson of the AFA Committee on Individual Events, in the
files of the author.

7
Robert Southey, The Battle of Blenheim, in English Poetry and Prose of the

Romantic Movement, ed. George B. -Woods, Chicago, 4950, p. 426, 11. 63-66.
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SOME SPECULATIONS ABOUT EVIDENCE

Charles Arthur Willard
Dartmouth'College

INTRODUCTION

A: "I got something here that'll put an end to this /hands
photograph t6 B/. Look at that. You tell me that ain't

-human. /Pause, B looks at photograph/T-7 don't see how
you can look at that and say abortion's not murder."

13: "This doesn't prove abortion's murder."
A: /Angry, emphatic/ Look at it!"
B: %I'm looking. But I still don't see murder. Bloody,

stuff . . . /like this/ doeSn't Orove it. Pictures don't

prove."
A:1 "Alls you'have to do is look at it. I don't see how you

-can say pything else. Unless you don't give a shit about
people."'

This piece of an argument may serve to illustrate evidence use in

ordinary argument. A clearly believes that his photograph of,an aborted

fetus self-evidently proves something. It needs no explanation, no inter-
pretation, and does not admit of alternative construction. Any right minded

person will see the photograph as A does; only perversity would lead some-

one to dispute the self-evident meaning of the evidence. This is, I submit,

an archetype of evidence use in ordinary argumeht, exemplffying a naive

stance toward evidence. By naive stance Ipean:', (A) A does not see that

he is interpreting, he draws no distinctions between his point of-view and
the "world as it is;" (ii) A is unreflective about his assumptions, he may
believe that he looks at the evidence from a presuppositionless perspective;
and (iii) A, although he has probably not thought it out, works from that

assumption that things "are what they are" and are not anything else; '

meanings are irrelevant when one looks at things--things have obdurate

characteristics which one can note by merely looicing at them.

The uses and interpretations of eVIdence in the natural attitude merit

study In and of themselves.- Yet, WS one peruses the literature on evidence--

mostly argumentation and legal argument texts:--one readily concludeS"that
naive uses of evidence are not too far removed'from the views expressed in'

- the texti. Most of the texts define "proof" as consisting of "evidence"

and "argument." Evidence or argument can "prove" something.when someone
draws a connection (causal, contiguous, temporal, or other relations)

between the proof and the Proposition needing proof. Evidencethen, has
usually been conceptualized as a subset of-proof and has been viewed through

the same conceptual lenses'theorists. have used for resolving epistemological

matters. 1h9s, most texts.face their readers with a perplexing duality:'

the (i) saythat evidence becomes proof when so interpreted by someone,
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but (ii) largely Ignore the implications of this idea In explaini the
requirements of proof--sharing as they do the analytic dichotomy bet
"mere belief" and "proof"'(correctly grounded true belief). This clasSlogical view,sees proof as a pathway to knowledge and holds it strictly
accountable to analytic tests of knowledge. Thus, argumentation andlegal argument theorists have used the analytic view of a logic Ns a per-.
spective from which to look at naive evidence.

I shall argue here that the notion of the natural attitude is a useful
way of looking at ordinary arTiment and at the applications of logical'
'principles to normative analyses of argument. The first goal iS rather
prosaic and will need little elaboration; the second., however, may provetroublesome: it raises,a complex of nettlesowe difficulties, some ofwhich I have attempted to confront elsewhere,' and others which are
possibly too diffuse to adequately confront in a single essay:' Thus, Ishall focus here upon the subject of evidence. My argUwent is that this
narrow issue may illuminate the broader'problem of 'Ienerating normativesystems out of psychological observations. My core claim, then, is that
viewing evidence as a phenomenon usually confronted by actors in the
natural attitude is a productive step toward generating normative princi-ples of evidence.

First, I shall speculate upon the implications. of the natural attitudeidea for a theory of evidence. Second, following a Thomistic path, I willask wnt it would mean if we did not possess the concept of the natural
attitude; that is. I will look at some implications-of naive accounts ofevidenCe. I will use implicit quantifier research t6 illustrate the superi-ority of psychologized accounts; that is, I shall argue that this researchboth illuminates the narrow applicability range of formal logic and serves -to tie the present view of evidence into the broader framework of attribu-
tion theory.

Although often couched in formidible language, the natural attitude
,notion is a fairly simple one. A naive actor is so immersed in ongoing
events that he does not reflect upon his constructions of their meanings--he does got stand back and look at his intehoetations, how they are made
up and what alternative§,might be available. Bergson called this level of
consciousme5s attention A la vie--attention to life: one becomes submerged
in the duree, the stream of consciousness of daily events.

Ii

- Kelly's personal constiruCt theory (PCT) sees ."experience" as the ongoing
constructive accomplishments of an actor, ttle changes he makes in construct
systems as he successively interprets the replications of events. Changesin cOnstruct systems, however, can occur over time without.a person being
especially Aware of the process--and this is a defining characteristic ok
the natural attitude. Schutz has described such etanges as products of a
person't,preoccupation with ongoing ordinary events:
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I/When I immerse myself in my stream of consciousness, in mY.,.
duration-i-fdo not ftnd any clearly -differentiated-experientes
at all. At .one moment an experience waxei, then it wanes.
MeanWhile somethiAg new grows out of whit was something old
and then gives place to something'still newer. I cannot distin-
guish-between the Now and the Earlier, between the later Nov
and the Now that has just been, except that_I-know that what
has just been ts different from what.now is. For I experience
my duration as a uni-dtrettional, irreiersible stream. . . .But

I cannot become aware of this while still immerse4 in the
stream. . .The very awareness'of the stream of duration pre-
supposes a tUrning back against the stream, a special kind of
attAtude toward that stream, a 'reflection,' as we will .call
it.'

One cannot observe 'the stream of captiousness while still swimming in it;
but biti's is 'an imprecis.e metaphor sfnce Schutedoes not mean that one can
step out of the stream, sitting on the-bank, as it were, and observe the

-strealill. The act of;reflection, because a perspn's constructive processes
are the stream, involves inhibiting temporarily the movement of the water
T4FTle the,person notes the nature of the water. To pursue the metaphor,
the reflective per'son can Ask the water to "go back and come down again
while I watch." The reflective person will know that,.as the water "comes
back down again" the movement is not precisely the same as the immersed
experience: he is observing it now--therimay be a Hawthorne effect.

There are, then, two levels of consciousness: the attention, la vie,
submerged in the ongoing stream of consciousness, and the reflective
attitude, in which one temporarily inhibits the flow of the stream in order
to understand its nature. The first level is the natural attitude, which
by definition cannot reflect upon itelf. Thus, a core aspect of the phe-
nomenological program isrreduction--revealing the character of.the natural ,

attitude and its implications for philosophy; philosophy's Sob is to reveal
the character of both the natural attitude and reflection itself and how
the two domains of consciousness are related. Some but not all phenomenolo-
gists believe that there is a tension between the domains--what Schutz pre-
fers to call a tension between thought and life. This has also been inter-
preted as a dialectic. The complex issues of phenomenological psychology
and philosophy emerge here, but need not concern us at present.

I am int:rested ip the natural attitude here for two reasons: (i) it
provides a useful frathework for explaining ordinary evidence uses; and, as
I. have detailed elsewhere, (ii) At explains the sodal grounds of ordinary
argument.q This second interest"is drawn froth Schutz, who believed that
the core of social liferconsists of the taken-for-granted assumptions which

, guide peoples' actions.' Argument is a social phenomenon which, like all
other social actions, requires a stock of knowledge about the social world--
a stock of taken-for-granted assumptions aboUt social regularities.
Societies--indeed all coordinated enterorists--would'not be possible unless
indiVIduals were united by the common preSuppositional frmmework--ihe
recipes of daily activities.° The-term recipes, in fact, is an eipecially-

, appropriate one: ethnomethodologists sua-asticourel hive been research-
ing the ways children learn social proCedures--the ways of interpreting
social events--and the term recipes does justice to the learning of routine
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social acts. Recipes routintze. normalize, and stabilize--Schutz pre-
fers typifydaily events--make them predictable and therefore manageable.
Thus, if arguments are social phenomena, their character is best discerned
by revealing their recipes--the background awarenesses,' pre4uppositions,
typifications, or implicit agreements that make them possible. This-is
why most of my earlier work has stressed the importance of the meanings
actors attach to events as research foci.'

This theoretical orientation draws heavily from Schutz although I
find his insistence upon the importance of idealjypes uncongenial.
Schutt, gt course, drew heavily froM Weber, Beret!), And JAmes as well.as
Husserl.° Weber's verstehen--interpretive research--view was especially
influentialA althouWSchutz was dissatisfied with Weber's explanations ,
of meaning. The key element of this interpretive sociology is that social.
behavior is enabled by routine understandings permitting behavior in the
natural attitude. One either acts in that attitude erereflectively--not
realizing that he can stand back and examine these assumptionsdr by
bracketing reflections, being aware that routine acts can be reflected
upon but behaving as if there are no problematic aspects to daily conduct.
One could, after aTTTUecome too reflective, too introspective, making
gaily life difficult if not Impossible.

Although'we as yet know little about them, social argument conventions
undoubtedly guide the actions of arguers,'when they define themselves as
arguers. At the conclusion of the argument about abortion which prefaced
this essay, the arguers--prior-to moving on to other matters--made some
revealing statements:

B: "You don't hve to get so mad. Just arguing /this isn't/
life and death."

A: "Argue for the sake of arguing, I guess. I'll do that.
I just don't like your attitude about dead meat."

B: "They, either are or aren't.".-
A: "Shit. Well, no harm doneVI guess; a good fight never hurt

anybody." '
,B: "One thing Catholics can't stand is,argument."
A: "Want's start again, all over /addressed to others/--can't

leave well enough alone. I don't knoW, I always argue about
this kind of stuff, get ready for church, know more about
what I'm talking about."

Now. B talked A into that open.minded view of argument; A had been rather
upset at many stages; but the "jusf arguing" idea gave A an option other
than fists for getting out of the argument. Thus, A articulates an "arguing,
:for the sake of arguing"iand an "arguing to understand things better" view
of the interaction. Other constructions were available, but might have
resulted in mo're serious consequences than either A or B were Wling to
pursue. It appeared as if, throughout the argument, B Fad been following
that "for the sake of irgument" orientatidn, but A had-pot. Thus, mile
taken-for-granted social recipes Ove shape to the entire interaction and
permitted a socially satisfaaory conclusion.
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''The naive use of ,evidence, exemplified by4the sample argument at the
beginning, seems to 1,1ame these characteristtcs: At) the possibilities of'
alternative construction are either.unknown, bracketed,- or ruled out--in
this sample. A and B seemed not td consider the possibte legitiMacy.of each
bthers' interpeetatiOns; for A the-photograph we's a thing with clear char-
acteristics; for B it "meant nothing;" (40 "thingness" is focused upan--
that is, something seems to be "evidence" when it is tangible, Observable,
quantifiable, or otherwise objectified; there appears to be no clear sense
in which "arguments"-as-products serve as "evidence," though most argulnen-
tation texts view them this way; if this is a typical.case, we should
expect to find juries insisting that Mpg& are evidence while arguments
AprOucts) are "just arguments,",eot 6evIdence" of anything--this is,
indeed, the case in rape trials;" and (iii) the arlguers see no need to
leave the natural attitude (if,_ of course, they are even aWare that they
are "in" it)--they see no need to stand back to examine their ways of
interpreting, attaching meaning, to the evidence. Even in this sapple,
however, argument served an epistemic function: A became aware, for the .

first time apparently, that another person could see the photographs as
"meaning nothing." This particulat: exchange led to no detailed probing of
the two points of view, however.

One of the most common devices in_mystery fiction is the piece of
evidence that one person (usually a policeman) interprets as proof posi-
tive of a person's guilt while the hero sees that same item of evidence as
proof of innocence. In a Rex Stout story, for-eXample, 4 freshly washad
cup and pitcher combined with the admission by a defendant that he had
served a poisioned man (apRarently lethal) cocoa and then washed the items,
was clear proof of guilt.'4 Nero Wolf, hbwever, saw the same things' as
perfect, proof of innocence, since nobody could loe!so unintelligent es.to
premeditate murder and then behave in such an incriminating manner. There
are two very different points of view represented here (and they bear rela-
tion to two different research postures toward ordiviary discourse): tNe
policeman saw the objects and thR act as evidence, standing on-its own,
with no,need to refer to the actor's motives toward the objects and the act;
Wolf saw the actor's meanings as the starting point for understanding the
objects and act. ,

-

Some arguments (interactions) do probe the'background assumptions of
the "thingness" orientation. Consider the following exchange in an academic
debate:

f

1.1

C: "You interpret the Brenner evidence, which says that there is a
correlation in temporal terms between economic Upswings and
death'rates, as meaning that Brenner thinks employment is harmful?"

D: "Yes; he has abondoned his earli-e view that unemployment is more
harmful than employment."

C: "Does he explicitly say that?"
D: "Yes."
C: ,Nhere4 Be specific."
D: "Die evidence says,that there is A temporal correlation between

. upswings and death rates."
C: "Temporal means they occur at,the same time?"
D: "Yes."

)
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C: "Does Brenner believe in* time lag?"
0: "Yes." -

1

,

C: "So how, from Brenner '-iiPoint of view, could uPswings and.deathA rates occill. at the same ttme -if it is employinent that kills?"
"Uh. . .flong pause/. Let md.think."

C:- "That evidence couldn't Oossibly mean what you say it mea.ns,
unless,Brenner is an idiot Do you think he's an idiot?".

D:
C: "So come on, explain how that Ard could possible mean what yqpsay it meanS."
D: "Let me bring it up.later; I ca'n 't think u0 here /at the podium'/."C: "Pk( way; you have to take a PosItion'on the evidence you read.

Doesn't that: evidence actually Mean, that ,unemployment is harmfuland that its effects (which start during a 'recession) are-not
*felt in health terms until the upswing starts beCaus) there.4s a
ttmel ag ?"
"Well, probably; so we'll go 0..0 Eyer /anoih eresearher/."..

,

..

,1
. ,t ..A 4 . * A .

" 4 " tC and D are trained debaters, though Siete' is:. a clear still Offsiretrtet'-D `....,%- .,..,
,

4104fries fo defend a naive interpretation of the. meaning of. 4 votirstion CC,knowing thai the interpretation is. incorre4, -easily, exildget this, Evin inthis specialized context of a competitive:debat;e, one debater-q-Moved to . o'i's,':."`"1admit the incorrectness of his interpretatiOnt 'He fold tneslater rttiat;he 'honestly thought that. the' phrase "high cerreldtion temporally betweerrupswingsand.deathrates".meant "Just that." Tbe otberidellatbr got himitto see, hpwevr,...,,:that in the broader context of his source's work, the Statement 'cOuld,notpossibl;y mean "just that." It meant, fit-fact. the pr4cis'e opposite '0,i' Ills -.I.,interpretation. One debater was clearly More' reflective about-the- eviAlence , ,,. .

ithan the other.

Does this sort of th
trained debaters? If it

. . ' ...s ' a
-.,,,,...z..- .e.

-..: 1-

.

C
.

:,.ak
occur in more or nary d'icour'se,' not invOlvi,ng:,

es, argument per. §Lcane be said to have an epis- * 4temic function' vis:a-vis evidence, irrespealvt oaf -the skills .of-, the indivfdual A-argiierS. I -have obtained several instancesof or:dinary...argUment in which: --1 .something of this order ii "appagerrtly' happening:.
A'e ,., _

I.. Ei "Ttiey found hairs that were Oswald's 430:ihe blftntek ahd--the
, ...

blanket was in'the schoolbccik dippsitlit,';-"
F:. "That doesrv't mean Oswald's there..? ...,... ,, - ,..7.E: "He Qorked. there. Everyboyd knows that;."._.,. * .,

of F': '"DoeiTrETnean he' was in that room 4e4Vrhee, shots" were fired:"
-"Ii means that' he s'pent a- lot- o:4 tfit. titat room wilitlih9 for411A #th . motorcade io ptiss."

,.,- p Fr have Put that 'blanket, there f rs-I wanted tcf incrimintte?"
E.:: "You lveren.' tethere."'

ti

la

"Qampift;..Sti .k.t,6w what I mean." .-

E:..- "Yeahhhhh. ,yOu can tiprpve ottfat anybody did IthivEli
"Can you:prove'anybody didn'tr e ,....;

f 0E: ',rtes. *Ofwalck worked there. He wa's,-,there that morning.1 :'..., ,-,, . N,. "And you ihink theft proves;he'plit blanket thereer ' -
. nun-, 'kJ's circumsta,nti-althei prolobly dtd."..

,. F : .'Itf.hewas smart 'epough td plan that murkier; wiii'Ve in' hell A id,hp ,.l,ive. that blanket there 'That 's cra'ky.,.". qt , ,
.

- .1 . . ., - 1. .. :
4 y .' .

* t '-'..

4
"4. *

" 0' le. , . ,. . .- i .
0 C. .

" k r -w" 1° '4 . .. '. 0 "..". .
vi 267.,...

_ . I. ' 'i,4,- ' S. ' , .t **
%1

.
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"He probably was crazy."
/Afterlpog pause/ . . ."co.urse, crazy Reople think OK aboul some

.. things. took, I'll admit that the blanket isn't 'quite, as s_trong
a's I said, but the web of circumstaniial evidence 4 . . .

. 1.. 41 $ -,. , 4 ; 4, I

a. t -I.:. Iheseare, by the evidence of their-talk, well. educatpd and-well spoken
P '1Ad1v1ddel s; they ,had qn argumgnt lasti,ng about thirty minutes about the
, '1,V JFK assassinatioh of which this Sample 'was a pirt. .In interpreting this ex

'
-

- 'e change a's An, instance fit'which a pfeCe -of ev,idence was, at first, regarded
,.4 liy E asdi -seg.-evident ANN hijt witi later seen-as part of a web of gircum-

,.
staritialrevidence. His interpretation haftbeen criticized, rather rigorously,
anst he had. ,b 'n-"forced .tp atter. it. Aphother sample, .a pers6n is forced

. to change,his iriterpref.ation `of ..a piece of evidence by the bther's tone Kf
voice: rr- , .,

1 _Al
., c,- II., ,.. ' .4 V '

*

/ f

4 # II. - G'.: "'You know he's rich;"look.at.that car.": ,

,

herfairi laughtlei./ "tiavent't .yOu...,ever tteard "of installments?
. -. In business school they' teach,,you "to put up a good -front .""

"OK, but ..ft's/ a nice c" '
.4,

.

.

/faughgf.
G: "Sb . .4edbesrl:st yrcolche

,
s t"14 ,

s rt, * r-.The next sampl e is posi b merely -Anius trig r btit riote, the
.

qui-ck r;einterpre-
tatiorp 42 ',91-, ;

. ' tY
,4

5 III. .1: '"Cartir got: peAge-'in,,t.he'..Middi e Eat, ; that's- a" good- President."
.

P "OK, so it 'doesn4tlisrove he,rs .iall%good; he's .not al -bad."15
+.

Ordinaryt.argumen, then,.,do' se4m to 1.ead to Corrections. Arguir start
, 'with extf.ehre andsometimes. naive eviden"ce.interpretatips and are subsequently

, forced to abahdon thein 'as the: arguntents`progres. In the above samples,
4

arguet.-s tended Ito be thore caleftA,1 once they had.been corrected or forced
away ;from an -intOrprefation'. : Thqt ,41,- atter., some of the exchangeS quoted

...., above, the Al rgtieri tended' tb bez, (or% aptieai4. to -tie). Ora, refl ective about the
,

. statas and meantng'' of "evicience;'`. They Are elieirlyless pione to make
''.. iextreme'clems ar,bout the'evidence meaning "jusot what it means." 'the expec- ,

.,, !.i- *t_ftion of altaa'seemed,,,to-riiakke thetn more'.careful .
, . ..

o , ''' 's . " $ .. ( , '. , -,-. . .Irgtolipts-, nearli.always start in' the :,natUril Atitude;- e itiejtce.; at
.

...If,' St $ is lithe,

r "naively interpreted Arid 'used .. . As arpgumenAs rbdressi r.f.., . .7.,

however; arguers becine.biare reflecti'veAbOut eviiiende,ind ar uments (though .'

L have riot, been a bl c t.6.. ffndlingtances tn .whick ;hey .a pow...more. ref:I-Kt ive,

about the interafctior) mot Ie, their;.co-orientation with,.the other' rier'sorY). -, A
, Otdinary aigt. ers do not,apparyntly 2 stoprthii Streim:"'-for crctical'reflectiók;.

..

:,, they are- immersed in theedur6e. Butrthe co-orteittation 1 tsel f41 eads 'to
' unusually reflective tAlk, more sthategic Iconsidehations:about how evidence,.

;is to be used. I tocate thereason for this. in the exriectation of. attack.
.i 'Thus, 'arguers do,,not lesave the natural attitude but nonettieLess behave more .:

. .
4

'
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If we did not poSsess the idea of the natural' attitude but were awarethat people do'. change their vievishof evidehce, we should be forced to say..."either (i) that the characteristfes of the,evidence changed, or (ii) that."someone had at first, somehowv, "incorrectly" viewed the evidence,to See its "actual" nature.- We would-be .assuming, of course, that the
9 A, evidence posSessed characteri-stics which self-evidently revealed theessential character of' tht,ohjecq.: We would be objectifying evidence.

Argtimentetion %texts/do t1t4s: they say. that "proof" consists of ."evidence"
4 and argument" &rid that it can lye jnteepreted, but they explain interpreta--tions along objectivist lines;.,they use the thing orientation to' explain

differences of opinion:10 Thus, people can incorrectly.-interpret evidencebecause they are miltaken about its nature,
10 .

We-owe to Aristotlethe,equation of evidence with things: His "inartis-'tic proofs' were things (testimony, witnesses, Objects, oaths, etc) Which ')
were to be icked up and mused by rhetors. They *fell`:ou'tside,the rhettbrital
art because their essences were immutable and sel,f-ey'ident; 'the .persuader
did not give them meading7-intteetle4here needs e no relerence`to Meaning in'Art istotl e' s view of perception. 1 /- Things are.,What they arj., in apd, of them-sel ves; people do not interpr-erthemo or assignineaniqgs'td therif-,- they slnse

1them by tjking in their forms. This .is, of cout-se, -a'thorpttgh-going mônism;, )and it is als6 Why..zost of Aristotle's treatmentoVevideke fell within the-rubric of "inartistfc proof:" one did not manipulate or as§Igh special mean-2ings to objects; one-merely ptcked them up, as thiy wire,''and used them.That one might use them artistically did not seem to occur to Aristotle-- .

most prObably becatise hits monistic -theory of perception did not'admit ofmuch interpretive latitude. .9ne tould be eithdrcorreCt or incorrect.
,

. This has been a pernicious 'doctrine because it. ledSrubsewenAtheortsts,
. , . ,. ,.

who wished to adThit the interpretive possibility into their schemes', to
explain interpretation in terms of the characteristics of the-objects inter-preted. One's internal: Constructs, ,as it were, took-the form; Content ,-: and-.

meaning they dicrbecause.they reflected the charatteristics of the'objects
anti events represented-4 causel , necessary, or _otherwise expl icabl e ,rel atAon-
ship obtained between internal construCts and external objects. This -hat ...,', been true both of theories positing outside causation and, those. positing
internal causal "forces. II ,

49 V.

s

The man-as-scientist metaphor is the only a.ssumption needed here tr;,- .
exIplain the interpretathe processes which effect -and affect actors' con-
structions of evidence. lid mr assume i)that people construe evidence -so as to
enhance their understandidg of it; to retnder, it intelligible, ithathbiguous, .-
clear,.and unequiVocal. This should be.true 'of ordinary arguors, jurors and ,judgeS, or anyone else using public argument to.solVe problems-or determine.the adequacy of claims. Evidence tests are,features_ of actors' construct
systems; eviidence is looked,lat'according to the'perCeived needs at. hand. .. .
Thus); someohl might uSe the standard legal tests, Viz., asking whether the,.

: evidence is relevant, material; and competent; or Other quesitions might
appear:more.appropriate to the. needs of the mOment. Thtts, ordinary arguers,:.
construe evidende not by V,irtue of the obdurant Characsteristics of ti,evtv

.'denc-e but by virtue of how .the ;evidence fits into the \caftstfuct systO1W-in-ese. - ,
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Naive..actors, of eourse, might draw no such distinctions between their -

perspectives ind the facts atAand--which is why they would regard evi-
dance as sel f-evident, needing no." interpretation.

The traditional claim of argumehtation texts that evidence becomes
proof .if ztnd only if .it. secures bel ief seems Sound, when iraterpreted' as. a

claim about' NA perspectives shape. perceptions. Sce Baker published his
classic text in 189,6, this equation has been used,'/ although mpSt' of.the
argumeniatioh thebrAsts assumed a monistic relationship between'mtnd and .

external objects/. One can retain the general claim, but alter its mean- u
ing by changing'the assumptions-. underlying it: evAdence becomes" prOf wheri
so- integrated'into a construct system that it. fUnctions to"uprove". something. .

- u

Ii has lat4ly become popular to tie the evidence notion into ToUlmin's
argument 'model:making evidenCe a field dependent phenomenon. I have elAR-
where raised, I think, serious objections Cto this use of.the field idea,"
,and it may 'suffice here"to say that field'treatments- o'f the evidence notion
have not j)een eS"pecially clear. Note, .lor extuliple, nthe comments of Toulmin,
Rieke, and'Janik: ,

, . )
R.

In certainrespects, the conditioms of xerevance of grounds /"evtdenge"
or "Data"" in the Toulmin model/ are ully intelHgible on12 wrien wt.
take int6 account the larger demaiids af.4the rational enterprise within
'which, A's claim is presented. Whaf preCisely is irviolved in the
advancing of a scientific hypothesis or in comments% '60 a.moiie or in
an application .for a judicial injunitfonnr fkll those who,present 9en-'
uine claims and enter, imto sef-imm discupt6n about, their justitfka-,
tion within_science or-the law, for example, hav:0 to'-have sonle 'general,
understanding ,of the defining fealures of -those ,enterphises... . So

- the-precise status of 1...,.c.kaim (as a. scientifit, hypothesis, a criminal
Wictment, or a medical odiighosi§, say) will determime the triteria
by which he can select,' certain: item?.q1 infortgation,-,as beiml,to the
point for Seierftific (o0egal w )ed* al ,purp6ses..,./t5 .

,e11

Thii may be true of science; ,but, as I argued' (note. 20), moit.6f.the gefferai
izations vis-avis the law, Seem either false or-a best .hal f-thithi,.. 'None of.
these statements sehtli,especially applicabletd ohlinar'y cijscoUrs-d. The fie10
'notion, tif divorced from the psychological. perspectives or irguers,ee*
to have little useful to say .abotti. how -evil'ence As giVen. metntng4 by situated..."
a ori. My jttempt to reformulete the 4Iela not ion,inordinary, dtscOurse:'At A

east--froe'the perspectives of:act'Os may redeelfi'e-explanatorikNalue'of
the. field notitti v CS-a -V is exidence:' it would ex lain JlOw' and Ili...evidence

is,interpreted in giyen "ways because construct systems-inuse 14,e certatn
.

charatteristics Therp is actually very liXtie_ 0:Pence-that lawyert: judies,
'or jUrors, talee iheir standards of relevance -(or..,of materialne;s or cOpetenCe)
frbm "prevailing Tegali staridardsi" -ThOis are illudi.more-tometcated than-that., .

. _

The naturalattitudp 4.Pktoff. is- a. usefUl .strin ace f61..Understanding
7-'77:4114,0 'Pave. tkrmed "Urdinary,*.gpmeht, fi el ds . " 2z It l'ezips'theaanal y,st- to .

, fpctis kuPori the .taken4(4-gi-antect,-. not -to- he-quest ioned 4batkgroVhsd awarenesses

cdmbinid- with the social recipeSratractor uses which inform his argumentS.
. Thesefunquestioned a0umptions ate the roots' of his argUments Onteractions_

. - _.

.
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and serials)--they give meaning ,to them. The field notion is not ,especially
helpful 1-n explaining how evidence becomes proof unless it itself grounded
in psychological explanation.

IMPLICIT QUANTIFIER RESEARCH

,
The pr44ent formulation, expressed here aild in two'other -papers tit this

conference," is a preliminary conceptual analysis aiming at an empirical
program to illuminate ordinary logic. - In soriT i-espects it is a pqrSuit of
Perelman andtlbrecht-Tyteca's view of quasi-Mgical arguments: it assumes

0 th,e truth of the propositidn thet "formal reasoning results from a process
or simpl iftcati9n which is -possibl e only under speciat conditions., Ithirt77::*-40
isolated andgmited.systems."14. My "WUrtzburg Revisited" paper specifies

.,,
.

the truth of is proposition and discusses its implications for the'creation-
._. of a useful psychologic for argumentation. , TheBelgians', hcriiever;-: follow

the above statement with- a pronouncement I bel ieve 'to be &false, viz'. , that
"since there are fOrmal prioofs of recognized validity, quasi-logical argu- ...

merrts derive"their persuasive strengfh'from their similarity with these w,e11.-:
establishim modes .o'fl-easoos."25 True, they are -persuasive to philosoptiers.

.,11...1.1;i4.04; and krgdfifettt:ation theofists ol formal istAnCi ination. But as a
t.-..;., 4 ',''' tt,itterOnt a bout 'We' perhs5Aive,imii. ct of ordintary arguments, this propogition .,.

. '. 7.4s.-itemoihstrablx,falge:rMuch of th -evidence neviewed in "WUrtzburg Revisited".. , .,jorovesAhis; :and the,re,s4rchtra., itjon reviewed;':here al so exposes the
k irrel eiw.e -6.f. folra'togie tO ordinarylissouriii.' Here, I am especially

- - 1.nterested,-4n `Wr4iiituitiveprobabil ity judgmetifs.. people make about the..i .

.. ,-"probity.and dia9nostfic, value -of' evidente.
.,-`:7-,,- 4 i

-4 . '.* ''.f, .
i: , ,

-guadtifiei research"; largely owed to' Kanouse, Abelson, and
t- their' colleagu.es ;2° can, be ir.terprfeted', tft- idyport the present formulation.

It, indirectly proves thit Jormala, logi& is A narrom,, special ized procedure
, rarely used in ordinary! d;Rcourse: °Mbrir impOrtar4, howevex, it directly .

'supports my arguments eldwiteret,hat force-fittim firilipary. disc.thitSe into
forma1:14 molds distatS itLnatur I shall procée,d careful fy with respect- ' tb.thi's idea since Kanouse and,A son se traditional formalist rredeli as
'their, core exklihation and would strorigl 'assent tO,.titetelgians',. second
.propositien noted a.bAe. -0I.am pdrAsing, Alien, some' interpretations of their!.
research differing from theii- -olsin. ,,. -

..-: :./'-
- -

The core idea (behlnd., file 'impl icif Aquantifier (IMQ)re,search is that
,
. actors make attributions to opopfe anCeviiits on ;ttle:.bagees, of assumptions.
,

. The rocus . here, is ireassum.ptioris about Ale Oneral ity ol 'relationships
.. -between propositions an& evenps.. The reiearchers belieieci that, in the

absence of specific in'formation-abOut .i geoeralliedrelAtonship (say, a
7logicel principle), iiCtor§.. would Make normative generalizations of their own- in Order to deal .no.VieV .146stcof-,14m,resear has .asked Ss
to characterize' (et to truth .or'falsi.ty) lists or-proposift

--. . n.- ." ,-.. .:'`-- `,'. '' ,

. ' ,..' A :''. The ;traditional logicai .'view of "concltp.W. wowleVlead. one to expect
that most ludgment§'are made by-refere066 to: the,§0jectsand objects of

-'sintencis-y.:this vt*W, the probability of_a, promition ought ta reside
ill obdurate'chaea t4rfstksof subjects,apObblkftS.' Thq prediction, An sum,

is for naive-Ss'to engageflin the same redUctionism involved in logical systems
, . ...

,, .-,!:,,,,-., k .04 ,
. .

..:.- 4- f . .... \.,/
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.

per se. PCT, as I. have argued in the Wurtzburg paper, predicts the
opposite.since constructs differ ftom concepts in that they are person-
al interpretations.. Concepts have thith conditions in the evinits they
"stand forlConstructs have truth conditions in the systems in which
they ice embedded. Thus, PCT can account for the curious outcome,qf
thesePropositional studies: a disfinct "verb effect" was.noted."

-It is Zith".-SaYing that these researchers chose the term "verb
effeci", because.it,accurately reflected their-belief that they.had dis-

, covered an effect of verbs rather than of the interpretations of people..
The present formulation questions the eXhaustiveness-of such.an inter-
pretation on the assumMion that there odght o be interactions .between
tnterpretationt.and thenanguage syttem. Yet, however we resolve this,
-thete researchers reported that the ease with which Ss worked with induc-
tive generalizations was directly related to the nature of the verbs in
the propositions. Two dichotomous constructions of the verb effect
.were offered: "manifest--subjettive" and ."positive--negative." Manifest
ter6s are more specific le.g.,-use, have, produce) and tend AD be more
incluiive and categoricil..- Subjective.berbs (e.g., love, trust, hate)
permitted wide,interpretative latitudes:

To all outward appearances, the statement 'Maurice buys
-musical instruments' is as sweeping and unqualified as the
statement 'Marry hates musical.instruments.' The fonmer,
however, is construed to mean 'Maurice buys same musical
instruments,' while the 'inter is taken to.mean 'Harry hates ,

all musical instruments.'"

Verbs in propositions, then, are not self-evident or specific. They can
0 have a penumbra of meanings. The studies of inductive serials reported

low rates of agreement with propositions containing subdective'verbs (if
the prepositions were generalizations)' and high agreement with the manifest
verbs.Ju

In inductive seriils, positive verbs gasnered more aneement than did.
negative ones. ,Ah invcse relationship, however., was velioeted for deductive
serials. In the deducton tests, the positive--ne4atIve construct was far
more saltent than the manifest--subjective dimension,because the Ss were
much more willing tottake-deductive inferences on the basis of negamtive
verbs. Kanotise concldded from this that "Verbs and evidence forms1hat pro-
duce strong inductive inferences yield rather feeble deductive inferences,
and 'vice versoit?4For both typeS4of inferences, however, the verb appears to

. be of critical importance. . .

lk

Thus, naive Ss select quantifiers (eAg., few, many, most, or all) by
focOsing upon the verbs in propos1t1ons.J4 Asked to specjfy the minimal
evidence 'they thought necessary ler accepting aVven proposition, Ss have
consistently. revealed a 'penumbra of'IMQs around verbs, especially.the sub-

* jective ones. Thus, the IMQ5.for 'a term like "avoids" might be "most" or
"all." The IMQs for etermlike,"loves" might be "some" or "possibly."
Most important for the present argument: IMQs are not fiatOres of subiectst
or objects; they are.features'of the field of meaning around verbs.
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There are two things to be drawn-from this, one prosaic and theother possibly pro-found. The prosaic implication is that propositions'implying "some" or "possibly" are easily amenable to inductive proofwhile .propositions with IMQs like k st or "all" are more 4ongenial todeduction and much harder to prove to e satisfaction of the Ss.
C,1

The more proThund- insight, I think,, is t'modal terms like "pro-bably" attach more often to verbs than to subje s or objectik; the-
plicit atilt field depenr
of their own). '-Thus4

of the force of

modal terals of ordinary discourse are most often
dent,din the restricted sense fshat they oliey logics
theciMQs of verb's explkin the,psychological chardcte
propositions, al though. priably not exhaustively:

. .the differential susceptibil ity ;f verbs to i
.deductive 'evide4.e may be mediated-by the' /IMQs/ . . .
with the verbS. ',That .tSitt the iOference may he dictated-were,- 'by the :logic ' offthe impl icit quantifier.. This notMt verb differences, apnea
are not' expl kitty .stated'
tering the assertion tol'reWd
cation of this notiOn is that
quaotifiers are held cor4tant

etive and
ssociated

as it
ion impl ie

by v of the,fact that quantifiers
are 1 eft the individual. encOun-

' The obviO empirical impli-
rb effects shoul appear when
being made explicit s

This l'argel; fits oar ir°aditional 'thinking ._abotil.enthymenieS, but .introtlyces. the novel' idea that the verbS in preinises are the key contributOTs tO thburden of proof naive actors place upon .advocates.
. .It-is pointless to Ay that IMQs are ",illogical!'.or "unsound." TMresearch means that "the ethergence of substantial _vet% effects .in studieof subjective inferenc$1 .B a .persistene and rel iable phenomenon."34 -' IMQare aspects of the explanatfve systems naive Ss bring, to bear upon probl slthey represent-the penumbra of meaning attached tci Ver6s and, thaUs, the

..minimal causal, proof a'Lnaive actor will 'accept as sufficient to prove aproposition. IMQs, then, lead to explanations;'and this fact suggests t ecomonalities between argumentation and attribution theory.
.

Most.of the assumptions of attribution' theory'are_Ucely.cotastent1) with PCT and the present perspective: (i) a-ctors are'.stren-as consteucti. 0,. thinkers placing interpretations upon events in order to understand Lind-
control them; (ii ) the search is for :the-rules actqrsemploy io deal irithevents; (iii) the basic assumption is that actors follow explicit aq,d i pli-ycit "theories" and that it is essential ,to.underStand how these_theorieaffect their actions; (iv) behavior- is thad s-ee0Sexperimental--actor
testing their..naive-theories Of personal itY; cat1Sil1ty, selfgcharacteriprobability,,knd discourse; and (v) 'daily:activiti6s,,Ancluding argumen

.. well as -dommunicatiOn in general, produce know1ed9e.; thus'* the vttribUtitheorists often term their domain a variety cif 'psychol'ogi.cal episteBolAttribution theory. fits, intb PCT, then, because it works equally:folk aman-as...scientist met a Mr-. ' -.

5,

4

.4 .. e" , 1 ,r4

t .

1, r'''''

:

;OW ;lay .attr butor . . genOally acts like a *good scientist,. .

eXamining the cölia;rfatiow'betweentLigiven effect and various pOssi
caUses..% Under the press of time...and, the competition ;of his other

.
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Interests, however, he often makes incoMplete analyses, settling
.

ct for smpl samples of data and incomplete data patterns. In these
instances, even though his availaIlle information does not permit
,him to make a 'covariance analysis,' the lay attributor still uses
it in'a reasonable and unbiased manner.

We then encounter some important exceptions, in which the
available information is used in systematically biased and even
erroneous ways. Our problem becomes one of trying,to make .sense
out of.jhis total pattern of results /the combination of biased
and unbiased processesr, . . . It is proposed that our theory of L.
attribution must be,grounded in a view of thelayman as an 'applied
.scientist,' that is', as a.person conterned about applying his know-
ledge of causal relations in order to exercise control of his world,
This .proposaFis made tn the. belief that the person's motivation to
control has consequences for his attributions and, further, that the.
Orocess by which attributions are made and the nature of both the
accuraciesan4 errors they exUbit can be explained by the probiems
of coftrol- he commonly faces.,3°-

This general conceptual analysis goes' far toward explaining why IMOs are -
held by naive2Ss to be satitfactory standards for'evaluating the diagnostic
value of .evidence or deciding on the burden of proof for given propositions.
That is, IMQs- are implicit, initfally satisfactory attributionsexplanations
that will suffice for the moment if no additional problems crop up. This
seeMs to be a naive and implicit version of the parimony rule, i.e., do not
'make things more complex than they need to be.: Thus, Taive actors differ,
from ,scientists and phil6sophers ,by not seekingthe besto)fe'Ws:.'w

.

, niciidual'S May be primarily motivated"to seek a single .

suff.t ent or satisfactory explanation for any given event,
.ratherthan one that is the best of-all possible explanations.'
.That_ fs; Individuals may exOrt more cognitive,effdrtein Oek-
ing an adequate explanatillp.whOn One has as yet come to mind
than%theyAo in s.etking for further (ahd'possibly better). expla-

7,niiilbnwhen an 'adequarte one.ft-alreadfavailable".. .This bias may
reflect a tendency to think Of'unitary events,andHaction§ as-having
unitary-(rathei-than multiple) caues; Indtvtduals may.assume, in
effect, that no more than.one.sufficient explanation is likely to
exfti for a single phenomenon.. Thus-, when more than one satisfactory .

7 ,.explan6tjon is potentially,savailable-ato an individual, which one be
adopts.may depend Orimitily on Which of the various possible expliina-
tions is most salient.

. .

,

-......
.:\ ,

, . 4 I 0

One appeals to the principle\that gets the jobrdOne rather than to the.best- .

imaginable one. This naive process is far removed, say, from the awing
: law explanations of deductive'explanation; and lt exemplifies the distance
,.between ordjary.discourse and'reasoning and the formalist-treatments of 7A
their philosophic IcounterOarts. '-' -,i

.

My-critique of Toulmin's field notion fdr tbislcpnference specified,
sever'al senses in.which ordinary fields differIfrom their'disciplinary counter»

-parts. ,,Most important-, t)le-various prOfes'sional disciplines conAinuillr
:'strlve.to 4det'better"to became more.complict, to derive more treble,

, /
t

^

it
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dependable, and more widely agreed upon judgmental and veridical stan-
dards The °present formulation, .however, suggAsts still another difference
between the ordinary fields and the disciplines, viz., the primacy of
"salient and sufficient" explanations. Scientists maY sometimes_be attracted
to salient and sufficient explanations, but they do, by the yery character,
of their enterprise, reflect upon the assumptions of an explanation. At
optimum, at least, they are not iaPposed to be naive profetsional actors.
They are not expected to remain in the natural attitude about profeSsionat
discourse. No similar demand, however, is-placed "upon..ordinary-arguers.
Unless problems crop up, the salient and suffic-ient eiPlanation will, be
used. Nor is -there, anything especially.wrong.with this In may contexts,:
explanations often are able to bear an interpretative load because they are
sufficiently accurate to permit accurate predictions.

Of course, salient and safficient eAplanations are the root of many of
the problems studied today: prejudiCe, discrimination, inaccurate and' harm-
ful attributions, or personal* characteristic .not of the construct but of AtS
place In construct systems. Whether some evidence is "sufficient,". then, -...
is not primarily a feature df the evidence:, it stems instead from-whit the .

actor thinks he is doing.mith the evidence abd 'from the characteristics he
bel ieves it to have.

LOGIC, P.SYCHOLOGIC,' AND EVIDENCE
, ,

...
-11rAn himportant legacy. of formal logic to argumentatián is the bellef:that"

the- truth-of a condusion i's most _basically-grounded in the retSoning which
prodUces' it. Formally valjd serials can produce false- conclusions, -but they
d94not usual ly do so. The ..assumptions here 1.s that .form is somehow superior

.,to'substance in diagnostic.value, We owe this to Attistotle_who` couched his
view of essence .in formal terms' because substantive elements.:were neirly

c always capable of b'efng-transfbrmed lby other forms) into 'different things.
Thus,. what a thing is "Oy its very nature" is niost easiry expressed formally.,
Logic thus became a science Of forms, Argumentation, ,as an;appl le,d- logit , .,

followeesuit in explaining orliinary argument and practical 'reasoning in .

formal 'terms,. For the fOrMal ittst: the tests' of evidence were formal Matters,
. .

even though eVidence `iias per se a subStantive.6Vment. 1. . .

'
ti. -

The ffeld theorists- chpnged "'all- that. . T, hejacts of a,:fiell a`re,after. ,Lall ,, subStantive ,elements , the, c9ntents ,of propositions rather .than the mood$: ,

of a 'syl 1 ogi sm . Where forilial isfs had expliine4 form.-substa,nte relationships ..

in terms.:of, the arrangementS of terais in Serials, the."'lield thedrists:fisocuseWs.
upon the historical status of c,oncepts,:'how they -evolved thed gh publ ic. di's 4..:
course, and how they were, understood thrOugh the conceptual '1'. ses of public
Judgmental and Yeridictl standards'. FrOm:. this perspective, al argumentS.C'..
could 'still be formal l't analyzed., bp-t formal logic. could:never` expl a% .,how,,
,and why evidence is accepted or reje'cted . itt individual 1'10 ds....Koreover;

, fo.i-Inal. 1 ogi6: coul4 '. not_ explain: theContent Of field,.lependent..evidence,.stan,
dards, . their shistbriciti as..011. as thq':faith aCtors' 'lodged, in them...

iel-d 'accmints wOOt. beit,for P1e.compact'd1Scipl ines WhICIoV clitarly,..
articuTated 'evidence `Oondxt'rd's;:ii:The 4lagiostic italue And ,probity..of.t1/41.00:
is, in these flelas, clearr spe1Id put.and'a'gfeed ;upon .in aAvance

. .

t.
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given employment of them. But what of the "ordinary fields?" What are
the evidence standards employed by naive actors in nondisciplinary fields?
Do they employ implicit theories of evidence (in the same way that they use
implicit personality theories and the like)? Just how is it that actors
come to believe thit they ere using salient and sufficient explanations?

These are legitimfte questions for many reasons. For one thing, they
point to a rather different Subject matter for the argumentation domain.
It ts .;s substance closely al l ied. to ethnomethodology and attribution theory,
but with a special focus upon circumstanced argurhent.. The descriptive
study of ordinary argument has been neglected in argumentation, but is a
perfectly,,Arwopriate line of research for the discipline. For another
thing these .questiens Suggest possible contributions argumentation can '
Make to other doMains, e.g.., persuasion, communication, and practical rea-
soning theories. owFor example, logical .systems do not possess.the theoretical
resources.for explaining, IMQs, except--arbitrarily--as 'deviations from
sound printiples...*- I suggest that IMQs are Merely one symptom of the
intultiVe bases *of judgment and that there are surely many others needing
studSi. The.belief of -PerelMin and Olbrechts-Tyteca (quoted above) that
arguments tike their persuasive force from their correspondence to logical
form is profoundlyerroneous; and research along the lines suggested here
will serve not only to expose the error more.decisivel,y but to contribute
substantively to broader explanations of periiiaove effects,

"Western logicians and- the tots temol O9ists .and argumentatlo.n theoilsts
who :fol lowed .their lea4 have-:-.npkrly always i-1§orOusiy.:41:stiriguitlled :betWeen..:
"reason" and 0611 on tne..geoun'4 'that intUition'tionot be inferential
Two main senses -of 0.intilition",'hiore emerged: s'(1) intUltion whic.h cannot ,be

,,.expressed _i nferentlall .knowt X but ctnnOt.; eXiiress*: r.Osons for
; and' ( .not.'deeiVol'Inferenti al 1 y , -,con after.. the
fact:be iust1fed inferent1al1y Thus, the. -fOttOioni stt. khelr :. dritlts
have *Seethed tO, agree-:44pon. this fundamental: dlc he.i.to0-; Intuition -donsistS

.of-.either.,.genu int. or .apporenC-knowl edge ..0.4ich: either:Cannot be inferentially
expressed -(or ju§tlfied) :or"shich. Cen pot facp be inferpntially.'expressed

,whic,:h di ffei. , in ki.nd sfKini-: the original: source -bf .the
km-444000:-. '-

The, .preSent ,formtilation and the--IMQ reSearth reviewed..,.hint at.,the.possi-
.P"aditionpl, diChotpritY. tt.ilt :inttortion ond

:inferento are .0.t; 'antiVonistit polar Oppottei.,.,,,.:.',.-the.,01() reseitth:. di spl ays:
-0e sense', 4..rr which Intuition ...a,h4 ki...e.::.:4.40.4-'_iitAother in the, cbmpl
se,Oct.tr;kg$,r.pr 9 r 4fhary -re4s9n rttor...t fhiS

0...COnta1000100 Ofi.'*Oti01-01.! V1004, :'0.60?.h,0111.0:;te;: 0-400ing :. the. valulty .

of 'h'...e'..intiiftiOr.v.ilnfer4,ce dfch6tomY rather than arguing for It, yet the.
reseirph beini*:,41Scusse0:Aire04..C411 ks.the dlchOtOMY..14.0.:AuestIon . More-
oyer.:;\'.0e would be assuming rather than arguing for the 3.0ktift:c.atign .of
imposing logical form on bt.diriafi:'th044*.g0fimethIll'CV1.0t. resea0,ii
and t hi f'OtVii.la

. .

- . . .

, . It .
further 4011 tOeit.ej',14h.:iii... not;, . ,ift*

Cwi*:;'cloe.s
skifp.b a 41t-egery, tiocti41
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reasontng and discourse, intuition and inference appear inseparable--so
inextricabtylinked that only arbitrary assumptions permit conceptual
distinctions.. It is possible that a friendly polarity Could be derived
by subsuming intuition-inference under a substance-form dichotomy; but
this is tar too complex a possibility to pursue here. Since at least one
passible interpretation of the present formulation'is that intuition fits
neither end of a substance-form dichotomy, this matter will muire careful
and extensive consideration.and, for the presents must remain T fugitive
possibility.

These arguments Are not decisive, but they are.strong enough in the
present formulation to suggest that they can be made so. The epistemic
and persuasive effects of evidence are but narrow.elments of this larger
issue. This review paints, I think, to the need for an intuitionist
account of evidence which clearly accounts for its uses and effects in
reasoning. The natural attitude idea combined with various "quasi-logical"
research programs (of which the IMQ work is but on, example) comes tanta-
lizingly close to this goal. Many questions remaino iota require a more
general conceptual analysis as a preliminary framework. I envision this
general analysis'as taking the form of an explanation qf the place of.intui-
tion in argumentation and of argumentation in intuition. ,

III
.It is._ now appropriate to- take up the questio.n of the 'warrantability of

nornuitive statements about evidence. This_is..a mishievou.s subject for
Argumentation-._since most argument theorists. haVe..been sperfectly satisfied
with taking principles of formal logic and applying them to ordinary.dis-
course. The study of how argument actually occurs .and the back'ground
assumptions Which make it possible .has 'not been cOnghnial .with this ,porma-
tive .Program.. yet, given the very Serious 'criticism o'f -formal logic.vis-a-

,vis ordinaiv .discoursek-and the '."4armtn:withwhich these criticisms have been
receivedf,in arguMentation:lt is now clear that arpthentation texts hav.e
sustained their.xhaustively northative orientationonly bY, virtue of a

studied inattention' to the details of their subject matter.

The evidence iSsue iS merely a signtficant sidrinish in the broader
battle for .defining the pla.ce of logic in ptactical reasoning.a-Tt is .

ignificant becauseit po-ints the way toward Vie broader, dispute's resolu-
tion my argument here is that the excl usively normative content of the
domain's textbooks points to A.fundamentat def1'clency.4-viz.,. the la.ck of a
carefully defined descriptive base for norMative prAnCipTes." I do, not intend .

here to parrot Comte or the Viennajtircle ..that theoretic statements'must be,
deductively derivable from proposi ions which has occured at the expenseof,;,
badly needed conceptual tnalysis nd research in the nature, Ofordinary dis
coursel I intend' this criticism n 'a weak. Sensp and.aistrbng

, .

The:weak sense of..the critAcislT1 is thior,e0CCupatiOnith nOrmative,
'proclamattons qbout. proper e0dOnce use (as. Vaill as.Othtr'-fA4t0'4'nf
ments) has .sent us qff to ;the'.11brariesto peruse ,7trettiSes
sophic tracts on theplace of 1POlc' in -Poi stemol og,k No SuStOned i0,terest
developed, until neCently in the domain.;fOr 'studying ar'gument..in-tts. natural

. :Settfilgs. Thus, the...weak'.seriSeOfthe critiClIm Is that the domalh Of
mentation has suffered from .M441aCed

o
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The strong sense of the criticism is this: preoccupation with
formal logic led to the belief that researching ordinary discourse was

.unnecessary. Logic consisted of a body of a priori Rrinciples informing
all ratiocination; specific instances would merely exemplify logical prin-
ciples. If one is a card-carrying rationalist, one needs little more-than
these assumptions to dismiss naturalistic research entirely. Thus, argu-
mentation's version of rhetorical criticism amounted to,little more than
seeing how far an instance of discourse fell short of'the ideal.

Poincar4 As said that-the.most dangerous hypotheses are the tacit,
unconscious ones 'aecause we make..theM without knoWing it, we are unable
to abandon them."7 The assumption that.formal logic.expressed relationstipt
infohning all being has ban tacitly made by argumentation theorists through-,
out the domain's history.'" It was hardly a unique view: most of the PsY-
chologists who tried .to research the hatuee of practical.reasonjqg made the
same assumption. It was a not-to-be-quettioned background.awareness:' one
could understand ordinary discourse, by fitting it into the formalist mold.
Hence,,argumentation and psychology shared a bewildering'preoccupation with,
accounting for the-differences between ordinary speech and forinal logic.
For the Psychologists, it amounted tO explaining unusual inteeferencei and
intrusions of psychological fartors into otherwise neatly designed experi-
mehts. For argumentation theorists, especially those interested intrhetorical
criticism, it amounted tobreast-beating, bemoanipg the low state of cirdinary
argument. In both cases, the tacit.assumption that formal.logiC could be
Used to reveal theicharacter of ordinaey,argument. was the villian.

, It can' rightly be objected that everyone needs a way of looking at
phenomena and that logical form it a conceptual lens, a way of looking at
ordinary argument. But two things need Saying about such an. argument. First,
most early.argumentation theorists (as well as the psychologists of argument)
did not use formai logic this way; thetdid notsee.it as a standpoint,'
perspective., or.conceptuallens.. It was, rather, tacitly assumed to be'.
descriptive of le form pervading all discOurse (just as Kant saw geometri-7,-
cal unity in all-movement inclOding the'mOvements of the'-umoral law:within?).
jhe second objection, however, is possibly more deCisive although much harder
tO formulate. It goes like this:- if one recogRizes that one is using logic
as a conceptual lens--that it is something lest than the fundamental harmony
of the universe,,then one presumably,has this recognition because one can
specify the sense in which other factors interplay with Ihe mtlitate against'
logic. A lens, after all, magnifiesbrings one closet to the.phenomena
under scrutiny. If the lens itself has effects on the'objects being/studied,
it would be'plain silly to use the lens witliout havidg a seture Understanding,
of those effects. Scientists who usi electron microscopes knowlhat the
activity'involved in observing 'organisms and'Oects itself can Affect the
things under ttudy and can distort one's vision of 1.he objects. Thus, a
field tas emerged which preoccupies,itself net with thethings studied,but
with the effects of using electron microscopes per se uppn the'objeCts
dbserved: Electronmicrosccipists may be said to knew a great deal abou.,t these'
effects (otherwise it would be fooliih to even use the instruments); yet, the
existence of the field as a self-sustainOlg scholarly'domain testifies,to
the exisf4nce of many unanswered questions.

4
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. A biologist can be pardoned if he assumes that observational effects
not constst of a cell or a microbe feeling alienated because an immense

,eyeTi observing them. A psychologist of argument, conversely, can make
.no such assumption because he asks thinking Ss to perform specializNi

, routines; the correspondance of We special routine to the S's usual habits
of inference is surely a core question. The various,"effects" (e.g., the
atmosphere effect, the verb effect, etc) may be plausibly explained as
results of thy S's fixing his attention on a special and unusuOl tas,
rather than features of his ordinary inferences. More likely, these effects
are mulf-iiiTe-caused, created by both the specialized task and by Vle S's
habits. Yet this is by no means clear.

V
The various offshoots of PCT research hint at i possiblel,esaarch line' ,

for argument that might avoid these perplexities. Instead of askin!Os to
work with, say, semanfic differentials With the E's adjectives.at.their poles,
theTCT researchers mostly elicit the S!s adjectives and the cbmparisons

, and contrasts the S prefers to draw. The difference is between seeing how
. well an S works wlth the E's constructs and seeing how, well he works with

his own constructS. This avoids Roger.Brown's famous guestion'"is a boulder
'sweet or sour?" There is no reason,why similar techniques cannot be employed
for argument research. Instead of seeing how well Ss work with syllogisms,:
it might be better to see what sorts of reasoning they themselves proauce in
answer to some problem or task. ,

erb effects are cleat)), evidence staadards of some sort.. It is an
implied criticism of the research that we cannot precisely specify these.
effects or.definifively declare them to be offshoots of-the S's inferential
hAbit$ rather than the fact that the S is in an odd context being asked to
do odd things. The same research could be accomplished by noting the verbs
'S's select ond how they use them when they provide their ownlpropositions.
The presentsformulation facilitates distinctions between an S's habits of
inference and the special effects of an experimental task.

Abf
.404Just as ethnomethodologists and attribution theorists Search for the? '

theories people use to guide their,behavior, argumentation theorists ought
to search for implicit argument theories. The examples presented in the .

first Section'of this essay..,su§gest that there are such things. S4ch a
program may lo far in explaining why oeople choose.the strategies, accept
the clatms', and evaluate certain ideas as axioms in the waY's they do. Pro-
bability theorY, for the present purposes, is less relevant than ordinary
understandings of probability.

TESTS OF EVIdENCE

.I can perhaps exemplify fhd force of these arguments by comparing1the
present program with a representative (exclusiiiel/normative) view of
evidence. This may illuminate the charge that no*ative assumption% inform
beliefs about "facts." I thusaropose to engage in i running commentary upon
Freeley's "tests of evidence,'" Freeley's approach is, I think, typical
of the-field, being neither more nor less normative tban other texts,44nd tan
,be singled out for this reason.,

I. Is there enough evldence? Freeley'equates'this standard-with "a fair
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proponderatice o evidenci," but does not specify whit this means..-,He_-..
stptes that. the advocate "naturally seeks" conclusive evidepte, iihich is
at/ odds with the research _cited .above/. He contrasts court stendards with
the persuasive -requirements for given audiences;.but downw-WieCifY*the--.,..
nature._of the differences. This is' an unclear and proportionately'doubtfUl

'normative standard. It needsra secure descriptive base (part of .which is'
provided by the IMQ research .surieYed here). Interesting Westi Ons Include
"how much is enough?" In what contexts?" "Do people actually ',..weigh-evi- -
denct, balancing claims agkinst one another:?" "if so.,, how do they do* this?" .

"What presuppositions affect their weighing?"
N

2. Is the evidence clear? The example is -a code.message; and Free leyapparentlTlifard to apply to the comprehension of the
message, -This iinplies that ivitlence artifacts have meaning Wand of them-
selves. From the present perspective, comprehensibility is assumed to be a
characteristic of the cognitive system in use rather than-of the evidence inand of itself. Further, this standard presupposes that the evidence can- be
clear. Such a presupposition merits doubt: there eye some subjects aria
contexts v'sbich are by nature unclear. If we tmend the statement to making
the evidence "as clear as possible," then who decides the _standard of poisi-
bil ities for clarity in a given subject? It is dthibtful, thep, that this
standard can itself be warranted except with riference tb.someone's subjec-
tive evaluation -of the possibilities in a field. Febm the present view,
the interesting questloh,isAf fieldi, have standards of clarity, how do
they relate to the public 'system of judgmental and veridical- standards?- How
do people use them? Are there* context-embedded divergehces from the noims?

so, w4t1166-s-th1s.say about the norms? ).

3. IS.the evidenCe consistent with other known ,.evideeoe? Freeley,Ooes
not- speci fy the. rarige of tiie phrase' 'hother known ev depkce ," what val'iety Of
.evidence an evidence artifact needs to cohere.with. This is a telling ambi-
guity in a normative sttindard since it leaves the fpcus and range of conven-
iencv of a standard up'to circumstanced individuals. This could mean that

'the only permissable criticism of actors is that they ate not omniscient..
Further, the standard teems to presuppose that "consistency" is not itself

amatter of interpretation. This is not tenable because we routinely encoun-
,,,ter instances of disagreement.

4

e.

Descriptively, this standard ignores a vast res**earsch literature suggest-
. .

iqg that cognitive complexity is the-determinant of the inconsistency an
itildividual will accept. copplex systems can subsume inferentially incompa-
.tible inioration by:virtue of higher level understandings. Thus, the norms-
tii.fe standard ought to focus not upon consistency per sse butsupon the aoicuracy
of the. higher level interpretations an individual uses to understand infer-
entially/incompatible, information.

,,,,, 1
.

4 A
. . I

1.1 . .

4. ft.-the .evi ence consistent within itself? Here "evidence"-means a
prose quo a on, e stan ar $ napp ca e o propositions (except in
the Most extrenie instiinces'.of self-contradictorApropositions) or *to attri- i
butions. "It assemes- th t Coniistency is not a matter of interpretatiqn.
Descriptively, Wenetod oknow where consistency stands in perspn.'s hier-

ifarchy of evaluative sta dards. Most decisively, we must know whether 'co-
, -a

sistency is a context-embedded standard--whether it is more appropriate to j.,, ".,
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certain subjects fand conN*tcs and not to others. Ordinary factor analytic
resear0) will pot suffice fc:4,, this question without careful study of actors' ,

definitions of situation and eorrelations of judgmental or veridical stan-
dard& and their definitions. If an 'actor decides that some normative
standard is inappropriate to'a matter, is the critic limited to merely
saying`that he was mistaken? Are mistakes matters of moral science? Can
there be a moral hierarchy or er?ors?

5. 5 tbe evidence verifiable? Here Freeley means.(and I agi-ee
peruy'ought to identify the sources of their information to pia
cri ical evaluation of t4eir-research. Another sense of verificat
how ver, lurks.behind this standard: can the eyidence.be conclusively delion-
st ated? Here, the field notion is essential since "conclusively demonstrate"
takes:its meaning and force from the standards of a field.

6. Is the source of evidence competent? No objective measure of
"competence" are provided. The rough and-ready rule appears to be "does the
source:haye the proper occupational titlgr Witnesses in court are discussed
extensively. The descriptive question is what are the, rules of thumb
dipary peop+e use in evaluating the statements of others? This ties the

nce into traditional ethos theorg and research.

7. Is the source of evidence unprejudiced? Freeley apparently means
'"objective." If so,-this is a fie1d dependent judgment since standards qf
objectivity reside in the standards in use in a field. If everyone works
from personal perspectives, it is imyossible to be unbiased in the sene
implied bx,Freeley. Thus, the standard imylies careful and rigorous study
oftthe field-out of which the evidence comes.

Freeley.advances several.other general standards, but the foregoing
will,perhaps &uffice.to illustrate the difficulties confronting exclusivtiy
normative accounts of evidence tests. If the field notion is accepted,
these cannot be general standards since they tWe' their meanings and ranget
of Convenience from the facts of the field from which the evidence comes.'
The IMQ research hints at the possiblity that ordinary actors employ their
own standards or tests of evidence, however imperfectly. they may be formul-
lated and however tacitly they may be used. We cannot understand the effects
of evidence without linderstanding these theories of evtdence. Further, it
is little more than academic conceit to presuppo?-e the superiority of any
bady of standards until it is convtqcingly demonstrated that naive theortes
are somehow inferior. This cannot be done until a convincing picture is
drawn of their character and effects.

CONCLUSION
,

,..
. .,

The natural attitude has beu defended here as a useful way of looking
at evidence and argument. It avoids the absolutism &o ,common to argumenta-
tion textt' discussions of evidence and guides the search for the nature of
naive theories of evidence. the IMQ research seems to demonstrate that'naive .
actors are guided by implicit eyidence theories (as'well as argument theori
and causal assumptions). It is thus suggestive of the future directions of
argumentation research. .

41.
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, My own research has been surveyed with respect to its implications for
naive evidence use. Naive evidence use seems to assume that evidence
artifacts are self-evidght, self-sustaining, requiring no personal ,inter-
pretations. Arguffilints often test these pssumptions, causing naive actors ,

to re0afr to more'reasonable positipnt. 'Thus the naturalistic study of
arguments and evidence.use illustrates one feature of thb epistemic funCtions
of argumeoti

.1 -
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THE USE OF EVIDENCE IN VALUE ARGUMENT:
A SUGGESTION

Marilyn J. Young
Florida State University

For more thah two decades tfie competitive debate community lias
actively avoided a confrontation with that type of resolution popularly ,

known as the "proposition of value." The fevi times that such a proposi-
tion has appeared on a. ballot, it has been voted down. While there are .

stirrings of the nativps here and there, in such forms as "off-topio"
debate (note the semantic load of that label), sporadic effortt as
"parliamedtary debate," and oceasional articles dp JAFA, the majority
of the active debate community continues to push rerallessly toward
policy debate based on quantitative (and, therefore, presumably, mpre
rational) analyses.

Perhaps this'steady lock-step refleCts the attitudbs of our tech-
noJogically and scientifically based age. Perhaps it is indicative of
a national outlook based on 'how much rather than 'how good.' Just 'as
likely, is the ,idea that value propositions, and therefdre, value argu-
ments, are,impossible to 'prove,' or to evidence satisfactorily.

Certainly, there is nothing in the literature of argumentption to
shed light on the process of grounding.values in'the traditional methods

. pf proof., Those occasional articles mentioped above actively bemoab this
drOught, but proceed to do little a6out it.'' Stephen Toulmin'in Reason

'. in Ethics and (with Rieke And Janik) in An.Introduction to Reasoning., c1J5_--
cusses ethical argument.,c however, theieWitussions add little to our
quest, since the judgment of ethical behavior is ultimately grounded in a
value expressed as-the:warrant. The-values themselves.are not brought.
Into dispute in,the examples cited; nor is much light shed on the settle-
ment of disputes.based on competing values.

Toulmin, Rieke and Janik do make a pdint, through the examples they%
use in their discussion of ethical argument, which is tangentially perti-
nenl to this paper, however. Two_of the examples they use, the question '

of whether a captured member of'the PLO,is lying when he gives false in-
forma,tion to his captors and the.question of-first trimester abortions, .

illustrate the notion that many questions which we viewoas involving
value arguments are really lpihly definitional arguments.' In the firtt
ins a ce, that of the captured member of the PLO, the real pointat;issue
is whe r such a person is a soldier or a criminal terrOrist. Most
socteties cept the notion that it is wrong for a soldier to impart infor-
mation to hi aptors which'would damage'his confederates; a terrorist,
'Who is regarde as a criminal, has no ticW privilege or obligation imposed
oh his-i.elatio hip to his'captors.
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The abortion issue is somewhat more complex, and thus also illustrates
a second notion: often definitional questions Oust be settled before
argument over values can take place. The present argument focus,es primar-
ily on the propriety of first trimester abortions, and the slogan adopted
by the anti-abortion forces -- the "right to life" -- serves primarily to
cloud the isMie. At its most basic level, the argument is dne of defini-
tion: should the first trimester fetus be defined as a. human life, with
all orthe rights and privileges that definition entails? The frefinition
Ai the crux of the issue, for if the fetus were so defined, then the inter-,
est of the statd in preserving potential life would be invOked and-the pre-
cedent set in Roe vs. Wade might be SUbstantially altered. In any event,
the argument could-then prOceed to a genuine debate between competing
values: the interest of the state in preserving potential human life ver-
sus the women's right to privacy and control of her own bodily functions.
But the present debate is not, despite the popular misconception to the
oontrary, an argument oven competing values: the pro-abOrtion forces do
not deny the right to life or the primacy of human life as a value. Rather,
they deny that the first trimester fetus can be classified as human life and
thus invoke a different primary value: the women's,right to privacy and .
control of her own bodily functions. The Supreme Court has thus far
supported this interpretation of the argument; a reversal of the Court's
opinion would require a re-definition of the status of the first,trimester
fetus, and new argument focusing on the competing values thereby brought
into play.:

But as we a society and as members of the debate coMmunity, have*
largely avoided addressing this or any other issue at the value level:.

fl

And we Piave managed to give the impression of suc eeding. However, our
relentless pursuit of the tangible and the quanti iable has been in vain,
for, as a moment's reflection will indicate, value questions, arguments,
.and judgments are intrinsic to the consideration bf-pblicy alternatives
and to the process of debate as we know it.

Consider the concepts of harm and significance. "Both of these con-
cepts are value oriented. An act or event can be labelled "harmful"
only insofar as it has.a negative impact on somethiRg we value. Since
there is no absolute standard of significance, either in terms of numbers
or events, the level at which a phenomenon is labelled sufficient to justify
action depends on a vdlue-orientation. Likewise,,the concept of disadvalt-
tages is fundamentally value-basbd, since it, too, depelids on the value- -

oriented'concepts of harm and signifiCance to justify a decision of no-
action. Indeed, the notion of,considering the disadvantages inherent in a
course of actidn carries the value argument one step further; into the
realm of-competing values or competing means for achieving oe violating a
value.

, Even our case orientations are really manifestations of values. ,The
traditional "need" or "harm" is value-laden in the same manner, as-the
concepts Of harm and significance di cussed above. The advantages case
is value-laden in that something gai ) ed cannot be an advaritage unless it
embodies something which is valued. And in the 'goals' case, the goals
selected must represent values held by society at large in order for the
analysis)to be viable.
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Thus, although we have attempted to separate policy argumemt from
Value argument, the dichotomy is an arlificial one. The implementation
of'a policy is nothing more than the-manifestatiori of a value judgment
(or' a momentary value hierarchy) and the acceptance of a prediction rela-
ting a course of action to a value. In this light, even the-judge's
decision in a debate round is'essentially a value judgment, in the sense
that the decision for one team or the other is tacitly a decision ;pat such
and such'a value is greater or more important-than some other value and/or
thaf, the consequenC.es of violating B particular_value are greater than
some other value.' Thus, at the moment of decision, the judge accepts or
creates a momentAry value hierarchy, albeit one which may be reversed in
a 'succeeding round.

Most value judgments and value arguments sin this context can andore
factually grounded. Harms, for example, are usually pragmatic and obser-
vablq: death and.disease serve as indices to the valueiof human life;
hunger, housing and monetary lose are indices to the value of the quality
of life. Even the so-called "philosophical harms" have pragmatiC. mani-
festations; a reduction in a freedom, such as freedom 'of speech, means
that the behavior of some individual or group is curtailed in some speci-
fic way. The,difffeUlty in defending these- tYpes of argwents lies in
the relationship between the specific curtailment and the freedom -as.f
whole; in other words, convincing the hearer that, to'paraphrase Donna,
diminishing one aspect diminishes the whole for all individuals or groups.
At-this point, the arguer must usually fall_back on appeals to authoi-ity
and historic,a1- preeedent.

But even in arguments of this type, the values themselves are not the
point at issue. It is indeed rare to hear (lor read) someone argue againi
the value of human life on freedom of speech.' Most so-called policy argu-
ments revolve aroundbne of two issues: ,thp :relationship of a fact pattern
to an agreed on value, so that the argument becom4s one of the degree to

.wIlich a particular value is violated (dratained) by a particular policy.
Alternatively, the argument may'involve com eting values,.i.e., which

A

values should be involked in this particurar Mtuation given this particu-
lar set of facts? ,So, for example, in 1978-79, many debates revolved around
the tssde of whethee.it, is more important to,provide meaningful,employment
for all.of the la* force0or to protect the population by keeping emplo36-
ment to necessary 'minimum (numerous.'hazards presumably assault the
qmployee, from road hazards on the way to work to a lack of lafety standais

.in the workplace), The question to be resolved'is not one of whether a
value is violated, but, rather, one of which value is more import nt in this
instance.

Aiften the,debate developes into a 6i)emma: If we create mire jobs,
more people will die (through/increased auto accidents, industrial acci-
dents, exposute tO hazardous S,Libta4es, etc.). 'But if we fail to crgate
.more jobs, the economy will stagnate, causing increaied misery and suffer-
ing. Thus,-depending on the policy decision, we either increase death or
we,lncrease suffering. An alternate dilemma would read thus: If we create
more jobs, more people will die (56e. above). Bufif we fail fo createmore
jobs, more people wilr die (assuming Brenner's theory that .unemployment kills).
Either way, more peopl,e die. All such dilemmas may well be false, and
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deMonstrating this may .well be i'he primary functiOn of the so-called
."plan spike." In the examples cited above, for instance, the CleCision
to somehow create more jobs could be accompanied by a companion. dectsidn .

regarding hazards in the workplace and on the roadway. A previously
. unconsidered alternative of this type serves to resolve the question of'
competing values, though it will'unaoubtedly raiSe other questions.

The dead-bodies syndrome,;the adding up of numbers of people killed
with and without the policy inidispute, maY well serve.o obscure the real
issue, however. /n its present form, it represents the fiTst type of
value argument mentioned above -- the degree to which a particular value
is violated or attained by a particular policy. The yalue of human lif'e
-B not in question, simply which policy preserves the most life. But

the question may not be one of how many lives are saved, but of what other
values are sacrificed along the way. Human history is replete with the .

nofion that while human life'is a.pre-eminent value, it is not an absolute
one. While the value of human life has certainly been displaced for less
than worthy,causes,' it has also.been sacrificed in those causes which
historians, philosophers, and indeed even those doing the.sacrificing
have considered most noble.., This pervisive unwillingness to test the
value of human life against otherbless fangible values is yet another
manifestation ofdiscomfort with the concept of "value argument." 1Yet

all of us make this very type of decision daily, mainly in our personal
lives.

When this type of individual value argument takes place, a reversal
occurs: that which we in the debate community have so long regarded as -

tangible -- that the threat to humon life -- becomes the intangibie.

Likewise, that which we regard as intangible -- the threat to personal
liberty (along with some intervening Variables) -- becomes the tangible.
Thus, we smoke despite the warnings of the Surgeon General and others, we
drink pop which contains sacchrine, we drive without seat belts -- the ,

list is endless. But in each instance, it is the threat to our lives,
the probability that we will contract cancer or have an accident, that is
too abstract to weigh heavily in a decision-making calculus. So perhaps

we have erred in making the value of humanilife so'absolute in competitive
debate that it outweighs all other value consideration's. Yet, when act-
ing in the role of policy 'maker for millions of persons, how does one
weigh the value of human life against other value considerations? In

areas where only individual behavior is the primary target, the policy- .

maker might be aided by a calculation or risk (using actuarial tables
and/or'othe i. statistical measurements) combined With a measurement 'of the
level or point at which the individuar is willing to sasi.ifice his right
of choice in favor of a potentially life-saving action.4 However,.this
calculus'is of Tittle assistance in.areas of broad national policy where
individual behavior is of little or no consequence. In these instances,
risk analysis alone.appears. to be the only recourse: assessing the level

of risk or.probabili that a nuclear holocaust will be precipitated by the
proposed policy, and c mparing that with the pursuit of peace. A careful

copsideration of probabilities should enable debaters, and judges, to keep
these arguments in perspective. To condlude that any level of risk of ,
widespread disaster is too great, renders debate meaningless as a decision-
making tool and condemns us to live (both as individuals and as a nation) a
life in which we gradually trade'our birthright for a 'mess of pottage.'
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. V ; . ...'.,D;:-.;,.,; ,Z.......Certainly, one --of thlYe other value cOnsidera.tAfins'..1;k.ffer.i;f.10.:4t);oi2le:is eilbodled th the wordin".of, every Inter:col I e,giat.0,.,404te::-.Ssia)tiop,o_,:::::,

: ill thou:lh .we lie.v er ..-deba te: t him ';'..qu i t e . t hi ...s," way.,',.jo'-. -,.6.0..----#Sricoio.:f0t.-,:::tliAi,-;term '..s hou14-' which appeal-s fn every resolmtib..h.. *V*1:I ti .Oriall.f :t1.0f1,40;.,-,
-.-- as. ".ought to be but not nees'Sari ly will'. be.,:!' --.T4f-tii):.eralit: 407.4..!.;1100.1;-...:',..,...,

"ought. " I f the. word ..i.Should' i n!' the piop4slti'ad-.i.s aoiliiiivsi.:4:C;i:iiii,9,ht?':''::-.-;---,,
then. the P.ropkivit,ion qs.el f ..can e debated ..-4.:`-v.0,1°110.'..4*qistirt,451):::.:- 1h ..... -., .., ... .....terms of .recept resol utionsli the. que.l.t ion '..beCOlye '100,0::!7"..ii..r9))p,y.'D.4..,co.1,;..,-, .-::,...,
of 'government.; a $.. i n -."..ft esol yed , that -t he .federal gbsei,figle.O. :.4.0,41,41:iiea,.0.:-.:.-;.;.,:i'::.;.......!olight1.. to) adopt.... .. '..-eraployment bPportunitie§.. . ',..'" .-T/Soit.,0g. .:thS7A2,rp.,,sq:-: .'-:.;'.:' .,;..3-ution as a ,(val ud proposition, .the c(ebate is :Oyer _WheffOr".rit-J as?..pi2oper

-, function of:goveinment .to -instirie emelloyment Opport.unities::. :-.4.?'" '' -:-....?-... t- ,. ., .." , . . .., - :,

--:The wile constr.)Acticrn .. a-ppli es 'to the current -rescilutiJa.n, "ResolVeitipl
,

that .the federal go4rnment: shthil d -I( rea...0 'ou4ht ' ;to ) rrIncrease the regil.;
l a tion cif.,nia.ss iffediI,::comoinication-:.... ::'." Iry thfs instance-; ,the7 value of
some. Y'.egill at i on is accepted . -The duesiion i's whether the' :proper roTe of
government includes regulating the:. masg, Media lq some.. addit ional. way".and

... or th'e regulation of some.. additional media.'
. ,..., .

When' propositiOns ere debated in this-manner, the values inVolved
are more likely tobe truly competingfor: ft is" impossible to%both-Tro-
vihe and not provi'de empToymènt Oportunittes or to both increaSe regu-
lation and not increase regulation of -Mass-media. Communicition:. A con-
sideration of the natiorial timic from.this :Point-of ,/ . should pray* a
reasonable means of apProachpig broad yalue luesti s in nOtal,:sinee
only subsetS of the ques'tion'of what the role of theAovernment ought to
be Cah be evidentially grounded,..-That the argument mkt be brolcen
into its component parts (values, -goals) before jt con-be' rationally ...

dea)t, with.
p+ ,

As Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca point out,.-there typeSof
values: abstract values; Which generally constitOte 6ases: for cl)ange:
and concrete values, whict generallY constitUte..b4ses :for changpl: and::
concrete' values, which are the foundations for. Abstract values .P
crete yalues,.which serve as subsets of. abstract 'vA)ues, can be eViden
tially' grounded); indeed, they can often 6e empirical ly grounded. Thus,
the abstract value .of liberty tan be broken down it1n6 conctete-values
involving freedom of speech, fleedom of press,.:freedom of .eligion, -ft.ee7;.
dom to choose one's government7 etc. Eath of these concrete values can
be evidentially grounded,. or if necessary, *omposed further, OW each
yields to evidence, (as ean the ones which ompete against them in'a given .

debate). "The argument then becomes a hierarchical,decision in _tents of .

which value(s) should be sacri'ficed or diminished and whiCh should prevdil .

This decision can be based on traditional criteria for the use o'f reaspning
and evidence.

Consequently, the problem mentioned above of convincing the auditor
that diminishing one Aspect of a value such as freeddm of speeqh dimin-'
ishes the whole for all indiViduals or groups ("whole"...may represent both
the specific freedom in question and the abstract value of, in this Instance,
liberty) becomes a problem of convincing him/her that this value should
figure more prominently in the hierarchy than a competing value such as
publ ic order.
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.and:
.00-07-rt$40-00,,-4r10-....ty:extep0012-iiiltoNc'citiaos,1s:t. other .metbod:',,-

..bettOv.App8rOlti.]-010 1119- to Perelman

V

,As ;used jy. classl 1ter, '44,..,46:*.re%beact.fngs tinder
*:Whtch4r9Oment

elheY'.1070:40o0tited
:with * c0.1)Orrt to help :*, slie0140. fiivehtive efforts
atd invtve the 104114 of relevatit mkterit0 scr that
it c01,,be 'found- alain *hen required Loci h*V.e
InglYAiOek deflned a. Attorehousiis- für arouments

:Following -PerOman's example, only tWO of the,,loqi will 6e di$cus-
.sed in anydetait.,-.. The of thes4 is ;the lOcus 'quantityjeven
.Aristotle and Cicero l iked" for ak"gUmeritS to be' qUantifiable). Arguments,
from ttie locus 'of quantity include: .a.',gr'eater number o.f gooa thirls
mare desiraEliT than '4 lesser fiumber; a goPod thing useful for, a' large,"
'number of ends is .roore desirable than one 'useful for a lesser number;
that which is -more lastinlj is' preferred; This locus- also 'works in the
negative, since,4 lastihg eVil is more-to be feared- thaft a moMentary',,evil

.Thus,, arguments' Showing the. effectiveness of a means are generally regard-
ed by PerOman and-tthe classical authors as involving the 'locus of
quantity.'

The secorid lotus is .tha.t of' quality, and is used primarilywhir the
strength'of nuMberM's challenged. Loci of quality tend to be used by
reformers in revolt against commonlyFird opinions,..acc.ordi,ng, to, Perelman.
The primari,a'rgurnents from quality are those of UniqueneSs, preCariousness,
a-nd, irreparability:. Those things which,4re unique, easily threatened, and

. once lost are gone forever are the values', antposseSsionS, we. hold most
dear, Certainly ecologists and environnientalists have Used these loci to
good advAntage inslowing the destruction 'of the .earth's ecology and- envi-
ronment,°

Other relevant loci include those..of -o'rder (that which exist's earlier.
preferabl'e' and tuperior tO that'whichOmet rater) and exiStqnce, (that .

whfch exists i$ preferable and superior to the possible).. Perh*ps _these
two loci- form the classical' basis for presumption. Both of these.loc4 can
be lTrik-eA tO tfie loe65 .of quantity, .in terms of 4ueapil1ty anA stability,
and to'-'tile, locus of quality, in terms of uniquppess.

. .d --
Somparing these traditional loCi to the types of,arguments we hear

in intercollegiate .debate' (Old, petNips; taking solne-additional liberties
,with them);, it .becolues- apparent that many .of the arguments we have so iong

. .; reg6i4ed as quantitative, are, in the . cl ass ical sense, .qual itative., as was
first lindicatedin'the introdUction to this.. paper.. -)In fact, from this"'
perspective, only, the plan-meet-need (advantage) arguments are truly :

quantatiVe_in the'classical sense, since they'deal with the -effectiveness
of a Means. :. -4-,

.....-: 0.
..
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:The remafnder of thktraditie onal. argume.ts used in debate are

qualitative jn nature, although the evidential grounding for thes'e
-arguments may.be empirical.- For example, th4 'Concepts of need, advan-'
tages, and disadvawtages,',as indicatiO above,,are,basically qualitative,
since :they derivetheir,true-impact from the effect OK that.which
valued., These arguments generally fall'into three typeSt the first.I
14tfl term 'consequehtial arguments,' since t ey refer tO the- effects.of
specific actioris; such irgdments-indlide thf§e that predict fncreased
inflation, nuclear war, .enVironmentil'dama e 'and the like. 1.6_a degree,
these arguments depend om quanfitatilme loi a's they are,predicted on
'the notion of.some great, and perhips las hg, evil: JUrato the extent
these arguments have impact, it it 4:lue t their relationship to the loci
of quality.especially those of precWOu ness amid Irreparability: the :
lamage is easily inflected, and repaired, t all, only with extreme
difficulty.

The second category is that of "4 act arg
required in order to show that the dama e is tru
fically, this is the argument that increased num
a restrit of the consequences of the'proposed pol
are qualitative in nature, since they, rely on the
As unique, precarious, and unreplacable.

ents.," those which are
y irreparable. ipeci-

ers'of people will die as
y. These arguments too,

emfse that human fife

Third-is the category of the so-called 'philosophical harms,' generally
those which argue that the effect of a policy is, or will be, tyranny.
(or some lesser form of tyranny, such as a loss of a specific freedom).
This class of arguments we have long regarded as value oriented, since
empirical evidence is hard to come by. From Ihe classical perspective,
this category of a.cgument may be more quantitative than qualitative,
however. GrApted, the premi§e for such arguments is that freedom and
liberty is unique, precarious, and its loss is irreparable. But this cat-
egory del:Ands for its impact on the notion that the loss of freedom poses a
greater arAii more permanent evil, while the'preservation of freedom insures
the greatest number of good things.

In none of these catewries of argument is the debate over the merit
of the value itself;. rather, the debate revolves around the degree to which
the Nalue(s') will be violated-or enhanced by the propoged policy (if at all):
ant], to the extent that they may be-violated, or enhanced which value 'should
be given pre-eminence in the hierarchy. The first of these species of value
argumett-(whether the value is violated at all) is, in.the opinion of the
author, somewhat spacious in most instances. All policy decisions entail
some cost in terms of thing§ valued;.to'the extent thiS argument has any,
merit,..it is ih establishing that the coSt is efther great or minimal,
thus assisting in the establishing of 4 bierarchy. The questiOn of whether
a policy enhances, a'vilue would appear to lie a legitimate one, on the other:
hand. Nevertheless,:thts question, too, ifrelatedeto the question of hier-
archy, since ofnecessity, a policy 4hich enhances one value'must diminish
other values. Thus, for"example, we may conclude that busing will indeed,
enhance the value of equnity of .educatiohal opportunittes; but before im-
poSing that policy, it must be, weighed tigainst'the values .which -are dimin-
ished, such as neighborhood schools.
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Additional arguments fpr a specific hierarchy are to be found'in
the ,"storehouses of argument," the hici. Each of the loci.suggiist.
arguments -- both general and topictspetific -- which cati be evidentially .
groutOed and which, when developed properly, will provide a rationale fpr,
a.giv,en ordering, of valuest by extension, this system will also provide
us:with a means fbrAeaiing with the so-called 'value arguments'An
systematiC fishion:

. IN,cdnclUsion,.competitive ddbate, as we know it, iS'replete with
value argument, because values are an intrinsic part 0 policy argument.
Many of the issues which we Tegard as value-orientea are in reality defini-
tional arguments and are more arguable if they are treated as such. But
ir feis, if any, cases, are the merits of 'the values themselves at issue;
rather, the debate is over the ordering or values into a hierarchy or the
degree towhicka value is enhanced or violated. In both cases, the reso-
lution of the argument is necessary to the decision-making process. A
procedure for,systematizing value-argument (i.e., grounding these argu-
ments in evidence) can be found in Perelman's adaptation of the classics.:
breaking the values down Intb their concrete.subsets and manifestations, and
drawing arguments from the loci of quantity, quality, order and existence.
TAese arguments can-then be supported by evidence, both authoritative and
empirical.,, By Approaching value argument in this fashion, we can remove
this long-neglectO but vital enterprise from.the realm of the esoteric
and mysteriout And plate it in the realm of the pragmatic and 'real.'

r
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',THE "STUOY".AS. EVITENCC AND AROUMEOT:
IN ACADEMIC,'POLICY DEBATE

Sara.E- Newell
University of Utah

-"' In a continuing effort to establish death, suffering, and mtsery,
debater's haye coMe to rely more and more upon the use of s ientiftc
research to support their cIabps. In effect, the "study" h s-become a',
fifth tYpe of evidence, added to the classics of fact, opin on, example'
and.stattstick, Unfortunately, few debaters have a solid grasp on how__
to approach a study as evidence or argument. The,only misery clearly
established in many debate rounds is that of.the poor judge who is

? subjected to battle cries of, "What is the methodology? You do not ,

know!" add song and dance routines to the tune of; "It's Only.
correlational." The problem appears to,be two-pronged, First of all,'

most debajers lack the scientific expertise to adequately analyze a

, study. And second, argumeneation theory is particularly lacking in
how ti argue a study. Notably;, the problem is not unique to the debate
wOrldf "real world" policy makers suffer from the same confusions. The

Advisory Committee on Government Programs in the Behavtoral Sciences
comme tt, "The process of bringing knowledge,into the decision-making
proce s-is little understood and yet is taken for granted as a mark of .

rationality."'v.
. A scientific study is"different from other types of evidence. The

uniqueness,otstudies creates the confusion and the attraction: Although

studies af-e essentially compOsed of facts, opinions, examples and
statistics an understanding of each of these types of evk1,ence is not
adequate for a compRilensive understanding of a study. In his sense,

a study follows the pOinciple ornonsummativity, the whole i more than

the.sum of its parts. A study Is unique in that we are prov ded not
only with'opinions (the conc,,usions of the study) but also t e fact§
(observations/data) on which those opinions are tased; we are prOvided
not only facts but also with an explanation of how the observationi

,

were made; and we are provtded not only statistics but also with an

expert interpretation of the statistics. A study then is evidence which
includes an argument for its own-credibility. This unique combination
gives a study the potential to "carry-more weiggt," to be more conclusive
and more credible than.other types of evtdence.

But as with most things in life, "you don't get something for nothing".
Just as with any other type-of evidence the argument must be made for the
study's credibility. But, since A study ft a much more complex,type of
evidence, a listing of source, source qualifications, and data is sorely
inadequate. Without fulfilling certain burdens of proof the conclusions
of a study are'not worth any more than simple expert testimony. The

purpose of this paper is to clarify the responsibilities one must fulfill
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in using a scientific stuly as ei/idence for a policy claim. Two major
Ourdens of proof will'be elaborated, the'establishment di" internal

r -and external validity. Internal validily concerns the quality of thli
study it4elf and:, thus, the tredibilitylfff the conclusions. Extrnal,
validity concerns establishing the correspondence between the conclqions
.of the study and the polity' fdr which the study is offered as evidtnce.

INTERNAL VLIDITY

. A study is a scientific argument. Within the argumentative 'field of'
science there are constitutive rules for the acceptability of the "argument."
These .rançje from general expectations of what makes pod science,sto
disciplin and perspective specific standards. With the almost infinite
variabili of scientifiCI-esearch, this paper, perforce, is limited to a
discussion of the general expectations of what Makes f6r good scientificresearc. These expectations include objectivity, accuracy, and precision
of observation, and logical consistency throughout the study.

Debaters frequently argue' for the superiority of a sludy as evidence
because, "It's empirical!" Webster's definition of "empirical" ranges
from "relying on experience or observation alone often without due regard-
for system and theory" to "capable of'being verified or disproved by
observation or exper1ment."4 The first definition is the antithesis of
science. The second definition is probably what debaters are trying to
imply, that scientific evidence is."stronger" than other types of
evidence because the observations are systematic and objective. The major
4haracteristic of scientific research is the striving for objectivity,
fbr nonbiased observation. TO the extent an observation is objective
anyone following the same procedures should "see" the same thipg. Again,
.we are brought back to the unique appeal of a scientific study: The *
conclusions of a study are based upon systematic observations which can
be verified.

S.

But the striving, for objectivity is a journey, towards an impossible
ideal. The objectivity of a study is alwa)Is a matter of degree. An
argument must be made for the objectivity, of a'study, for the quality and
credibility of the observations. If a study is empirical, the issue is
wtat is the accuracy of the observations. Is the study replicable?
Ha it been replicated? With what results? Is there a flaw in any aspectof t e research that would prevent another researcher from coming up withthe same results?

The context in.which the study is performed can have a profound effect
'on the objectivity of the findings. .The traditional concerns are who is
financing the study, whirWins,titution is the researcher working for--
extraneous but potentialry biasing influences. Also part of the context
for a study is the theoretical perspective which guides the research. All'

' research is based on observations made from one perspective or another.
The theory or assumptions which guide the observations may not be
articulated but they are implicit in any study. A theoretical perspective
suggests what is problematic, where and how to look for.the answer to the
problem, lind criteria tor deciding when an dnswer has bgen found. In.orderto adequately assess the objectivity of a study one must know the perspective
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from whtch the observations are Ade% The debafer needs to establish
that.the study is theoretically,sound--that the assumptions are reasonable.--
and that,the,theory ts accepted by other experts in,the field.

_

. Suggeting specific critirie for evaluating the qualtty of a study
. : is somewhat difficult since 44t1ei varj, in terms of logic and goals--from

S

simple descriptton to,preciseAllrediction. Kerlinger, however, proposes
yfour typiCal components of research (theesearch design, metnodology,

meikrement, and analystS)3 whictiare useful to illustrate'that the issues
aremore yaried than, "What is tbe Melhodology?". Design, methodology, and
measurement are particujOly importiikin establishing the objectivity and
accuracy of the observations. nalysts is important in supporting the
inf,erentlal leap .from obsqvations/datá to conpusions.

.
.i I'

The research desjgn is an issue,when the study is experimental or
qu si-experimental-4udies where the:experimenter manipulates at leaSt

.

ovje ;iariable in order/ to,obsei've the effect on at least one Other variable
w ile exerting some.4ontrol over possible "nuisance" variables. Design
1f the blueprint of: he eXperiment. Important aspects of design include
t e selection of th independent and depedent variables, the plan for
ntrolling the nui ance variables, determination of the sample populat1on.

4

aqpbell and Stan14 suggest eight threats to the internal validity Of a
tudy which can b [controlled for with proper experimental design (history,

maturation, testiii instrymentation, regression, selection, mortality,
and interaction o thee).D The design of the study is. important to
establish that th obse6ations are systematic, complete (no important
Variables left ou or,Inadequately controlled), and accurate (the effects
111)eivig observed ar the.result of manipulations of the independent variable,
,landinot the'infl ence;.of intervening variables).
I

If design I. the.blueprint theemethodology represents the
procedures folio ed'in the "building" of the study. Having a well thopght.
'out blueprint i not a guarantee that the house will beiwithout fault.
:Methodological oncerns include how the subjetts or sample are.selected,
lhow treatments re administeredi-what the.researcher actually does in
Icarrying out th research design. Once again, the issue with methodology
Iconcerns,the ac uracy of the observations.

Measuremen
the research is
'quantification
the study is de
'measured (the n
!year,. and the n

'The major issue
the measurement.

,measure what th
lin part the acc

. Analysis is
'cussion of the a
tool of quantita

is the quantification of the phenomena of tnterest. If
of an experimental design then measurement mightle the
f the dependent variable befovie and after treatment. °If
criptive then the existence of different phenomena may be
mber of non-smokers who died froM lung cancer in the last.
Mier of lung cancer victims 0 fhe last year Who smoked).
concerning meaSurement are the reliability,ana validity of
instrument--,is the instrument consistent and does it
researcher thinks, it measuresrs Measurement then determines

racy and. precision of observation.-

the compiling and Making sense-of the data allowing dis-
gregate rathec than the individual. Statistics are thp
ive analysis:1. The critical iluestion's concern the
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significance, appropriateness, and rigor of the statistical tests,
Analysis provides

iN
the 6ridge from.data to conclusions.

The generalizat4 from s'ample da.Xa lo.population fact is -the
culm)nation.of many a study's argument. Kerlinger. cautions, " e of the ,,
gravest.din*rs of resgarch--or perhaps I should say, of any human
reasqning=-is 'the inferential leap'.from sample data to population fact."8
The credibility of the inferenceig dependent-upon each component'ofthe
argument--the.research,design, methodology, measurement,. and analysis--as
well as.the theoretical context: Furthermore, all of these parts.must fit
togethers-a congruentand conSistent whole: The logic which guides the
research'must be consistent throughout the study.'

Three types f logic are most compon :o scientific research (1) causal,
(2) conditional, and (3) correlationalt Even aytursory understanding of
these types of logic can help immensely in evakuating and using studies.
.The nature of fhe Yesearch question dictates the logic that must be used
for.the research. So, for example, if the research problem concerns the
effects of TV violence on children the logi must be conditional; corre-
Tit-TO-nil data cannot answer the question of effects. The degign of the
study must allow for control of nuisance v riables; the statistical analysis
must go beyond simple frequencies.

EXTERNAL VALIDITYvi

Studies guided by different types of logic accomplish Offerent
results and thus vary in their application to policy claims. "Causality"
is often a God-word in.debate rounds--the ultimate criterion fqraction.
Debaters would often like to discover, the "killer" study that clearly
esXablishes the causal claim. Unfortunately, causality in the strict
tcientific sense is not so easy to establish. Scientists.tend to be very
cautious in their claims fon causality and use the term very specifically.
The logic follows the form, "If, and only if A then B." Tie claim of a
causal relationshi3O is fairly limited in scientific researdh due to the
strict'criteria.which define the relationship: (1) the events are con-
tiguous; (2) the "cauSe" (A) precedes the "effect"'(B); and (3) the cause
is a necessary and sufficient condition foil the occurrence of the,effect.
The stereotypical, tightly controlled laboratory+experiment where alternate
explanations are carefully controlled for and systematically tested
attempts to fulfill these criteria.. Most often_the.claim for a causal
relationship is only made after an extensive research program (as opposed
to a single study) and is dependent upon how far a researcher is willing
to go out on the inferential limb. Often a causal relationship-Is one
suggested by theory rather than verified, empirical observation.

c

Until the time when an extensive research program can be completa on
a phenomenon, eliminating all possible alternative explanations, studies
follow conditional logic, "If A then B." A claim for a conditional -

relationship may be based upon a single study. While:control ig netessary
to make sure that A is the condition for the occurrence of B, it is not
necessary to attempt to eliminate all possible condition§ for the ocarrence'
of B. Here the appeal of causality becomes obvious: If a causal relationship
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is established then eb the extent that the cause coUld -be removed through
policy.action tibekabiolute solvency could-be guaranteed. On the other
hand, if the relatiOnship is conditional there might be a number of .
conditlions.for the occurrence of the-effects--If one of the conditions is
eliminated how much will' the problem be decreased?

Many of the events.9f concern in the making of policy decistons
(death, disease, corrupWion of the human organism) are so complex that
control becomes virtual1y iMpossible not to mention unethical. When
control is impossible th n observations may be made concerning the extent
to which phenomena occur' together.or contiguously, i.e., c4garette smoking
and lung cancer. Debate 'is eppear to be well aware that correlational
data doesn't guarantee tht nature of a relationship between two phenomena,
just that there is a relationship to a quantifiable degree.

The "problem" with s4dies as evidence iS that they cannot guaTentee
truth or dictate policy. tven the finest study is limited by the extent
of present day knowledge and observation powers. Policy decisions must
still be based on such intangibles as values and priorities: In a

particular debate round the debaters need to establish the criteria for
acceptance of evidence on which to ba,Se policy. These criteria must be
derived from the values and standards of policy makers--what may be the
definitive study for scientismay pd'inadequate for the policy maker to
base-action on. And in other instances,-what may be adequate for policy
action may be inadequate for scientific conclusion. If conditiionality is
unreasonable to expect due tp the difficulties of control then( corre-
lational data may belliore than adequate. But'criteria may then be offered
for: the degree of correlation necessary; the absence-or inadequacy of
cbunter-studies, the Preponderance of evidenCe suggesting the relationship,'
precedence 6f correlation standards 'kr other policxdecisions,
the risk of inaction if the relationship is valid Versus the risk of
action if the relationshtp is invalid.

The importance of the theoretical assumptions made in A study was
pointed out earlier in the diScussion of internal validity. 7he
theoretical assumptions,are Especially critical in establish ng external ,

validity. The findings of a study are only "true." to the ex ent.that the
assumptions on which theTesearch is based are true. Time !Vey eventually
illumtnate the truth or falsity of the assOptions but in deciding upon'
what action to take now the acceptability of the-assumptions 'usually
depends upon the correspondence between the assumptions made by the
researcher and the "world view" the policy makers.

:

For practicarreasons, any study must be somewhat limited. In

supporting a policy claim with a study, the scope. and generalizability of
the study 'i a critical issue. The.scope of the spdy determines to what
population, in what time frame, and under what conditions the.results are'
applicable. -The link between a study's conclusions and a poltcy claim is
dependent upon these three factors of generalizability.

Seldom is a researcher able to observe the entire population of
tnterest so the population muSt be sampled. The question then is: Of what'
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population, if any, is the samplk representative? To what degree is it ,

representative? Arluments for representativeness are most often made in'
terms of the size of the sample and the rand6Mness of selection. When
.random saMpling'is tmpossible loften the case in field studies) and an
inference is made 6.the general populatton then an acsument must be.

. made that the sample is not systematically biased in any ways that would
affect the canclusiOns of. the study. When one can't Ose'a,sample of the \
population of interest (humans have a habit of objecting to being
mantpulated, especially in ways which might endanger their health) the
question.becomes: -How analogous is the test population to the population
of interest on the crieical.factors. This has been the question concerning
many of the studies done on Suspected carcinogenic substances. How
comparable are we to .Canadian lab mice?

Another factor in establishing the generalizability of a study's
conclusions is the set of conditions to which,the results apply. How
anpogous are the conditions in the study to the cotbditions in the "real
wol-ld"?. This is particularly cruGial in experimental studies. _While
stronger r'elational statements can be made from studies folloWing
conditional logic, the generalizability of the results may be limited.
The conditions for control are not very like the conditions of the every-
day world in wh'ich policy,will be implemented.

Policy.makers are concerned with the effects of action on future
events. Studies tend to 40 bound either to the present or the past.4 The goal of research following conditional logic is prediction, but the
time frame is usually fairly limited. We live in a dynamic world; not .

only are the people ardund-us subject cto change but so.is the physical
world and the objects which scatter its boundaries. Thus, anissue,of
generalizability concerns for how long., hovrfar into the,future, can we
expect the conclusions of a study continue to apply before the important
factors undergo too much change.

An example of a particularly fine analysjs.of the limitations of the
generalizability c',4 a studyAs conclusions is the review, bfthe Union of
Con'cerned.,Scientists', of the NRC reactor safety study.9 They point out
that the conclusions-are not applicable to.all nuclear reactors but are

'limited to just the first\110 light'water reactors. Further, the risks
quantified in the study,only cbver the operation of the power plant not
the risks of nuclear power in general such' as waste diSpasal. The
probabilities of risk suggested by the study only ar(ply under specific
conditions considered in the study--the possibility is always there that
the unexpected will occur. Anqwthe study dies not account for conditions
of plant start-ups or shifts in safety precautions over tip years. And
finally, the review suggests that thLresults of the study are only
aTplicable up to 1980, beyond thaeallel cpnditions and reactors will
have changed too much in unforeseeable ways.'

fRAGMATICS

Obviously hours could be spent if a debater were to try to argue all:- of the issues concerning the credibility of a stud/ and the applicability
t
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of the results fo a policy claim. I am not advocating such a ridiculous
endeavor. But I am suggesting that debaters need to have a better under-
standing of scientific stUdies in order to fidequately assess ahd argue a
study as eviclente. While a study may pqentially be more conclusiveior
credible than other types of "evidence, the potential springs not froth the
fact that "This is Science speaking" but from the thoroughness of the
argument that.can be made for a study.

Reasonably, the person who introduces the study into the round needs
to give some standard or warrant for the credibility of the study. Three
major factors determine the extent of proof netessary (1) the controversial
nature ofIthe study's conclusions (2) the'existence of counterstudies,
and (3) the importance or controversy of the policy claim. The warrant

'may range anywhere from general qualification of the expertise of the
researcher, to evidenca from other sources Proclaiming the study to be
good and acceptable, to specific explanation and support for the external
and internal validity.

While this paper has suggested a number of i.ssues concerning a study
as evidence, the arguments indicting a study are generally of five types.
In,hierarchical order, according to persuasive power, they are: (1) counter-
studies disprove, (2) the study is ilawed--specific indictments by experts,'
(3) the study is flawed--general indictments by experts, (4) the study is
flawed--specific indictments by the debater, and (5) 'general indictments
by the debater. "The study is flawed" just means that something is wrong
with either, the internal or external validity.

One of.the basic aims of scientific researth is to eliminate rival
hypotheses or explanations of phenomena. A counterstudy then is a very
strong argument because it suggests that an alternative explanation is
not only possible but also has evidence to support-At. A counterstudy, in
order to be plausible-, must do at least an equal job of research. When

*. this can be established then the counterstudy essentially neutralizes the
argument. If the debater can combine a counterstudy with the argument
that the rival study is flawed, and show that the counterstudy has sur-,

mounted the flaw/s, then the argument is turned to the advantage of the
team_presenting the counterstudy.

The arguments whlEh just establish that the study is flawed usually
are not as strong as the presentation of.a counterstudy because the amount
of damage done to the conclusions is not as clear. If a study is flawed
there is still a question of the extent to which the validity of the,con-
clusions is decreased. This is the reason why I suggest that specific
'indictments are superior to general indictments--the extent of damage is by
definition clearer. A§ a rule, indictments by debaters are weaker than
indictments by experts. First, debaters lack the background and training
of experts. And second, even if the debater should happen'to be on target
the probability is.that the judge will lack the expertise to adequately assess
the indietment and may dismiss it as.lacking in credibility.

.

afraid misery and suffering.are here to stay in debate. Hopefully
howelier, if debaters have a better understanding of the use of studies as
evidehce the mi-sery will be of objective rather than subjective reality for
the judge.
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THE LIBERAL AND THE COMERVATIVE PRESUMPTIONS:.
ON POLLTICAL PHILOSOPHY AND THE.P9UNBATION OF

PUBLIC ARGUMENT

G. Thomas Goodnight
Northwestern University

.America and the democracies of the WeSt have long
celebrated the value of open pdblic debate. For generations
great leaders and private citiziens have taken to the public
foruM to defend'themselves, thdir comMunities, and a vision
of the truth. Despite this rich tradition podern argumentition
and debate theory and pedagogy abound with logical, quasi-
logical, and pyschological schemata.for evidence, reasoning,
and evaluation while according scant attention to more abiding
questions concerning -no') relations among individals, govern-
ments, and the common weal. For example, scholars have recently
L2441offered "systems analysis" as a perspective sufficient to

compassthe construction, presentation, and evaluation of
ublic argument; alternative political perspectives within this
system serve largely as iMpediments.to the dreation of a single
decision-making calculus.1 The purpose of this essay is to

, reconstruct a vision of public argument which will hopefully
demonstrate the intrinsic place and merit of political philosophy

-b within public deliberation. Toward ihis end I shall essay a
definition of presumption--a basic element in any theory of
public argument--which although grounded in individual judgment,
through political philosophy, is emergent to collective action.
The essay will proceed to (1) examine the characteristics and
,limits of public argument; (2) evaluate alternative definitions
of presumption; (3) Sketdh a view of presumption in accord with
public argument, outlining the liberal and the conservative
presumptions; and, (4) suggest possible theoretical and peda- ,
gogical implications of the analysis.

THE LIMITS OF PUBLIC ARGUMENT

In large measure our.view of the-nature, value, and limits
of public argument is a legacy from ancient Greece. Speaking to
the value of "fry() knowledge, free expression, and free ballot"
PericleS thunders: "We Athenians are able to Judge all everqs
if we cannot originate, and instead of.looking on discussionUas
a stumbling block in the way of action, we think it an indis-
pensable preliminary to any wise action at all."2 Aristotle's
reflections on deliberative discourse points up the kind ot
practical intelligence guiding public argument and consequently
'furthering the best interests of the Wis. While such know-
ledge could not attain the certainty a-theoria its virtue
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resided in providing probable knowledge directed "towards the
concrete situation," grasOing "the circumstances in their
infinite variety."3 He tells us that political spea4ing is
"advisory"; "it urges us to do or not do something.' Hence,
Lts,domain is the "possible" and its objective is to advise
"whlt should be done hereafter."5 Althdugh Aristotlb's views
are rooted in a particular cosmogony and cultural milieu,'
three assumptions are Still tentral to our view of public
deliberation. (1) "Speech serves to indicate the advantageous
,from the harmful, and herICe the fight from the wrong." *If
speech cannot lead to a,better course of action, despite the
difficulties of disagreement, then deliberation is fruitless.
(2) "Each situation has a good which intelligent inquiry can
hope to discover."' If there is no hope that a single best
alternative can be discovered, or at least.one better alternative
among many,-then any preferential decision could be accepted
without .deliberation. (3) In the long run the best interests
of the,individual are served by advancing the interests of the
community of which he is a part. If there is no link between
the interests of the individual and the,community, then public
deliberation becomes irrelevant to decisions about future
conduct. In sum, public deliberation assumes importance because
it can produce and evaluate alternative courses of collective
conduct which are releyant to the well-being of the individual
and the community.

The Western tradition has not always placed such trust in
the results of practical discourse. Still the supporting ideas
of prudentia.and elqauentia have from time to time been reaffirmed
as neC-e-ssti-ry to generate knowledge concerning practical conduct
in the world of human affairs. ror example, Vico writing in-
the eighteenth century in behalf of the humanistic tradition
issued a defense of sensus communis, practieRlwisdom, -- "not
nourished on the true, but on the probable." "The'sensus
communis is the sense of right and the fTeneral good fffat fs to
he founa in all men, moreover, a sense that is acquired through
living in the community and is determined,by its structure and
aims."9 Thus, Vico sought to supplement the critica of Cartesian
rationalism WIth the old topica. As Hans nadamer writes, "This
is the art of finding arguments and serves to develop the sense
pf what is coaYincing, which works inAtinctively and ex-tempore
and fog this very-reason cannot be replaced by science." '
Thomas Reid, echoing Vico's belief that abstract reason cannot
fill the horizon of human knowledge'affirmed practical intelli-
gence generating knowledge to "direct us in the common affairs
of life". . . "providing a cure for the 'moon-sickness' of
metaphysics. 11 But in support of AristOtle and Vico who saw
practical intelligence as a form of prudential wisdom and in
contradistinction to 4achievellan practicalism, Reid added that
the sensus communis contains "the basis of a moral philosophy
that it54-ify does fUstice,to the life of society. u12
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While the idea .of a comMunity guided by commOn sense
articulated In public argument'may have its most Contem ora,ry
roots in the evolution of the English liberaijiad t on,,t is
idea has found its most congenial soil in the new world,"
Enshrined in the foundation rnyths.f our cbuntry and protdcted,
bY its highest laws is the idea that a freepeople through
public deliberation can determine their'own cOurse of govenment.,14
This concept was most fully developed assa theory'of knowledge
and praxis by the late nineteenth and early twentiethObentury
pragmatist philosophers. While the'implIcations of their viork
are too numerous t9 be explicated here, I would like to examine
two lAportant implicatiOns which suppleMent the older notions
of public argument.

1

Over the course of Western histbry many governmentS had. .

risen and fallen. How is it that consideration of opinions
assures that ultimately wise decisions will be Made?
Charles Sanders Piercereaffirming "critical commonsense"
establishes a reason for evaluating all opinions, thus expamding
public ardument beyond Aristotle's limited notion of excellenqe
and intellectual virtue within the polis.

Human opinion universally tends.in the long run to
a definite form, which is the truth. Let any human being
have enough information and exert enough thought upon iny
question, and the result will be that he will 1).rrive at
a certain definite conclusion, which is the same that any
other mind will reach under sufficiently favorable circum-
stances. . . . There is, tHen, to every quebtion a true
answer, a final.conclusion, to which the opinion of'every
man is constantly gravitating. He may for,a time recede
from it, but give him more experience and time-for
consideration, and he will tinally approach it. The
individual may not live to reach the,truth; there is a
residuum of error in every indOichial's.ppinions. No
matter; it remains that there,As i definite opinion to
which manking is, on the who in the long run tending.

-
On mahy questions the fina.l ; c. els already reached,

.0*
on all it will be reached if - 4. time is given. The.
arbitrary will or other indivi eculiarities.of
sufficiently large number ot.M 68 may Rostpone the
general agreement in that opinion indefinitely; but
cannot affect what-the..pharacter of that opinion shill
be when it is reached."

In short, Pierce believes that individual opinions forme4.
through a process of criticaldeliberation, will in the long run
Voduce a. true consensus. This eioncept broadens the Aristotelian
perspective by opening to critique all opinions that cahnot
withstand the -loOcal'investigation of '"a comniunity of inquirers
infinite tn number, and capable of carrying an inquiry for an
infinitely long time."16 *So important was this- concept of a
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community of free inquiry to the evolution of enlightened self-
government, that Walter Lippman concluded, "it is not possible_
to reject this" taith in the efficacy of mason and at thesamek
Cime to' believe that communities of men enjoying freedom could
govern themselves successfullY."17

N

Whereas Pierce provided the justification for the proCet4s
-public argument adhering to freedom of inquiry and expression
for--aultimate community', of inquirers, John Dewey sought to
discove-r,the memberships of finite:'concrete, Und organizvd
public. A--mer.t.ca with its various 'Strands of nationalities,
creeds, and cu/tmres did not know the homogeneity of ancient
*Athens. The enthOmmatic basis for.-acgDialeht lacked a ccimmon
fund orprudential wiTh. Whereas'the Greek orator could rely
on a comMon understanding'uadergirding the ideal of the Eons,
the common ends of an America6--Rublic were not as clearcut.
Even Pierce's ideal "community otAtiquiry" could not provide
the necessary glue of practical intefests for evaluation of
what is ekpedient or inexpedient for ourSelyes as members4f

/a community. DisilluSiondd with the.failure'ol the ProgressiKe
movement to sustain its oWp public, Dewey consiAered the prq-
J.equisites for advancing the:self-interests of the pu1lic. 1°
Lloyd Bitzeriwrites: a

Why could Dewey find no identtfiable and a'rticulate
public? Because, he thought, there was not
community and because the arts'of communication
sufficientuto form community were absent. 'Without
communication,' he wrttes, 'the public will remain
shadowy and formless, speaking spasmodically for
itself, but seizing and holding its shadow rathef
than its substance. Till the flreat-Society is con-
verted into a ateat cOmmunity, the Public will remain
in ecliPse.'1P, Or

itzer's conclusion follows a long tradition of teachers of
argument who have sought to increase the competence of those
building and articulating _public argumentso, "The formatioh.of
the public-requires community; and community requires.the
sharing of rich umbols, interests and ideas by means of
communication."2" Aristotle could,assume that audiences would
know *and defend the ideals of Athens.' A modern heterogeneous
culture; however, faces the problem of identifying and
establishing appropriate publics: Without spokesmen who can
,disCoiFer and articulate 'common interests'ahd.without a community
which is capable 'Of evaluating alternative interests or ends,
pu6lic argument ceaseS to function.

At this point, I think public argument can be defined.,
'If argument in general., as Perelman claims,'"aims ar a choice
among possible theses, u21 and if "a public," as Bitzer contends;
,is a "ommunity of persons who share conceptions,,principles.

rtt
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ind interests and values, and who are significantly inter-
dependent ,"22 then a private disagreement becomes a public
argument when the consequences of choice go beyond the inter-
locpters (ahd perhaps even the immediate audience) 0 involve
the interests of a community. When this dispute enters a fofum
with more or less specifjc procedure-A for airing and adjudicating
disagreement, public,argument becomes public debate. The
function of public argument is to generate prudential knowledge
guiding the interests of individual and community. 'PUblic
argument is possible only if (1) the future is undecided;
(2) rational discourse can present and evaluate options for
collective conduct; (3) individual judgment and action is
relevant to the options expressed .in discourse; (4) the process .
adheres to freedom of inquiry, and dxpression in the long run
establishing a true consensus; and, (5) a community of common
intdrests can be discovered and articulated through discourse.

What are the limits of public argument? In one sense the
.

limits are implicit in 4ts own ideal. Public argument functions
best when alternatives are undecidecy, capable of expression,
vital, freely discovered and presented, and made articulate to,
all those who must suffer cosequences of the outcome. Like
RabermaA' concept of a'perfect connnsus, public argument has
'yet to achieve its\full Potential." Rather than examining
historical and institutional problems with public argument, 1

would like to discuAs another limitation, a way which would -.

negate the ideal of gradual extension of rational self7interest
ey with vispnary immediacy, often precipitative of violence.

. ,An irrefutable distinction between public argument and.its

Nhnegation,,faqat ism--"blind commitment to an irrefragible
truth"--is diffi lt to establish, in part because the domain
of public argumen dontinues to unfold,and contract. For
example, on the one hand what was viewed as an irrational or
-.even coercive act pay become interprirted as a symbolic gesture
which is somehow rationally linked (or through critical .

explication linkable) to the identification or articulation of
community interest.. On the other, what was once considered
within the domain of public discourse may be entrusted to
experts mho accord once-decideable issues the status of
autonomous facts. Therefore, a deXinitional distinction would
only reveal my own convictions asi.to what is-kppropriate for ,

public argument rather than establish).ts limits.

Anoth r approach may be more promising. Itrbegins by
admitting t at "in all likelihood there has never been a period
in the thou ands of years of the history of the' human race^ which
isunacquaikited with the fanatic and has not experienced and
suffered outbreaks of blind, raging fanaticism,"24 and asks the
qdestion: What kind of experience is tharacteristic of .

of social actio, I shall endeavor to describe-this experien e,
fanaticism? Following Schutz's method, for examining the

il
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although, of course, the key element--The Truth which energ4es
and fulfills fanatical conviction--cannoi be fully presente4e5

Chaim Perelman provides a starting point for our investi- .

gation.. Considering the alternative.episteMological positions
of dogmatism and skepticism, he wrices:

Since rhetoric proof is never completely necessary .

proof, the thinking man who gives his adherence to
the conclusions of an argument does so by an act that
commits him and for ,which he is responsible. The
fanatic accepts the commitment, but as one bowing
to an irrefragable truth; the- skeptic. refuses the
commitment under the pretext that he does not find
it sufficiently definit1ve.26

Viewed from the perspective of social action, dogmatism and
skepticism become opposite sides of the same coin; both lead
to the rejection of public argument. Public argument is
negated to the extent that'all personal beliefs need no
explanation and are held as not susceptible to doubt, improve-
ment or exception, but are nonetheless preSented as iptegrating
symbols arousing adherence, through conversion or violence. In
order to-illustrate thiS phenomenon consider the great
archenemies, the radical and the/reactionary.

The revolutionary stands at the far left of a continuum of
feeling about social act4on. He is a "ianatic" for no proof
is necessary to defend the self-evident proposition that all
must be chanUed. He is a skeptic also. No amount of proef
can possibly make a conclusive case for standing still.
Meaningful arguMent is never possible because different points
of view are wrong. Those who cry out for permanence either have
been corruptod by weakness or are simply mad. The revolutionary
sees himself within the vanguard cpf impending change. Those
who would be touChed by.his message have only one real option;
take up his commitment to reform or be lost in the revolution.

The reason the revolutionary is impervious to Argument is
that he believes too much is at stake to risk'his,vision of
perfection to even the least uncertainties of doubt and
disputation. :As Alvin Gouldner explains, he.is "in prafpund
tension with whateve ig, however much this is an improvement
over the past" because his "value commitments bye helg aS a
set of 'nonnegotiable' demands on.reality."27 All changes-pale
beside his vision .of a perfect future. Any Course off action,
even sllghtly.different from his own, is a barrier to his
"yet-to-be-realized Utopia-."

a

At the far right stands the-reactionary. He, too, is a
fanatic, for no evidence is necessary to defend the self-
,evi'dent proposition that the essential must be preserved. Hea
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is also a skeptic because no proof is possible to conclusively
,

demonstrate a case for substantial change. He-sees himself at
the apex of culture. Those who would be touched by his commit-
ment have only one option: either act within the strict
prece4ents embodied in customs and laws or suffer the conse-
quences. Those who disagree with him are foolish because they
have been deluded into thinking that change is good when it is
not, or they have been corrupted--standing to gain from the
proposed measures at the expense of social order. In either
case, force.and deception are the only alternatives to keep
the enemy at,bay.

AN

The reactionary believes that there is too much at stake
risk indecision; nor, for the unbelieving, would argument

-do much good. He is driven by a vision of perfection which,
lies in the direction of an ever-receding-perfect-past. This
Edenic world view cannot accept any measure as fully restoring
lost virtue. Like the-radical he will always be in profound
tension with whate'ver is--however much on going actions are
legitimized by precedent.

. The commitment of the radical and the reactionary to a
-more perfect world is in part understandable within the frame
of public argument previously'discussed. Any argumentimplies ,

that the world is imperfect, and the arguer presents the
grounds and direction for a more perfect consensus. Thus,
even a strong ideological commitment does not preclude recourse
to public argument. Indeed, such positions may even enhance
discoutse by presenting a,more coherent direction than allowing
ends to be Wined by the particular circumstances surrounding,
each issue." However, the limits of argumeint emerge when the
vision supercedes all. Those who disagree (no matter how
minutely) become tainted with the full weight of imperfection
that needs to be redressed. Disagreement per se becomes a
sign that the unenlightened cannot participatern a truth vita -

to salvation.
40

The temptation to be caught up In these gkeat social visions.
has Nt times been' great. The reactionary beckons all to retiird
to an Edenic past--the past of legendary greatness and innocence.
The radical calls all to a Utopian future--the future of ultimate
progress and social justice.. They tell us thAt we could be
better than we are, if only we have the courage and will. Their
vision of order "show us a set spectaclelin which we are invited

. . to see men who have become different."29 To be taken in
6y Wher of these dreams is to leave the realm of argument:
once the truth has been grasped in its qstylized" self-evident
wholeness, there is no longer room for doubt or tolerance.

. A fanatical commitment to an iMmediate imposition of an
ideal world "rendeis him perpetually at odds with tho'Se who
disagree. And'disagreement inevitably arises; because in time



*
visions of perfection differ, within a society, or between
societies, or between one age and the next. Because a
Fanatic must reject all conclusions different than his .own,
that universal consensus which he hungeis for wil

-) never
!materialize. He will know neither the peace and Onfidence

of his forefathers, nor the triumphs and glories of the final
revolution. And as he recoils from the intractability of the
present, "the dream becomes everything; the world, nothing."
Thus, the revolutionary--succumbing to an "ideological
pathdlogy"--reasons: "All is rubbish" and there is no sense

reforming rubbish. The reactionary reasofis: all is
decadence and-there is no sense in respecting the rights of
those who detile the very term.. Unrelenting in his desire to
reinstatedorder, he will not be satisfied until all are -

sacrificed to theancient laws.

During A,

this century the dreams of perfection have been

; 4'

isowerful-producing the night ares of total war. Iinpatient
,with the power of sheOr word the alternative becomes sheer
force. Paradoxically ultima e yearnings for perfection
unleash primitive instincts for violence. Yet the fanatic
"glories in'the gigbt of the world coming to a sudden end.""
It is a peculiar belief that his is the decisive and final
battletbetween the forces of good and evil. If his cause is
not successful, if the world will not be saved, then it is
not worth §aving. In the words of Eric Hoffer, "Chaos is his
element.'3z In the now all too familiar patterns of revoaution
and Counter-revolution, of purge and revolt, a process of
eliminating disagreement through propaganda, suppression,
imprisonment, and liquidation emerge the limits of public argument.

%

TRADITIONAL THEORIES OF PRESUMPTION

-Averse to the teriors of extremism, twentieth.century
America has typically displfyed a centrist bias. Our own
profession emerged during an era of "Progressive Reform," a
curious movement which disavowed political ideals in favor of
pragmatic recourse.to the solution of social ills. In their
fight to remove "corruption," the Progressives claimed to find
the "middle-of-the-road," a narrow course which would avoid
the naked self-interest of politics on the ohe shouldR; and
the abstraction of philosophical ideals on the other." During
this period many issues previously accorded deliberation in
the public sphere were entrusted to the "impartial" expertise
of bureaucracy.

Over fifty years ago, Warren Choate Shaw established the,
goal of argamentation research and pedagogy to be the "creation
of a mechanical set of rules" wheggby objective decisions for
the' public goo& could be reachedwrr Borrowing from the stock
deliberative tOpoi of HermAgones" and John Dewey's categories
of-"instrumental thought,"'" a system of argument was established
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wbereby social problems could be treated with the pragmatic
attitude desired by the progressives. The arguer was much

I like a mechanic who probed the function of a machine, dis-
covered malfunctioning parts, found replacements, and tested
their merits. It has been held that argumentation and debate
can serve the purpose of a "decision-making insIzument" only
if it "deals . . . with means never with ends,".)'' Recently,
systems theorists have added a nUmber of new terms and
greater complexity to these categories, but still the great
problek which troubled Dewey-and brought about the historical
end of 'the Progressive movement has yet to be solved. How
can a public, on behalf of whose interests argumen't occurs,
be discoVered, defined, and sustained? The failure to answer,
or even address, this question is reflected in the confusion
surroundinf various views of presumption.

In its', fogmal-role, presumptionis said to be that
advantage which resides with one side in a dispute which,
absent the dispute, would be successful. The side which is
not attributed presumption need not even argu@, absent a
prima facia case presented by the opposition." The question,
why one side is favored and the other hot, is central; in its
answer can be found the epistemplogical and axiological
assumptions of any theory of argument. Although many
explanations are.possible, three considerations of presumption
are most prominent: (1) a contextual rule_derived from Anglo-
American jurisprudence; (2) a psychological or sociological
*predisposition on behalf of the audience; and, (3) a logical 4

constant 19 a theory 'of decision making.

The first explanation defines presumption by borrowing
the Anglo-American jurisprudential concept that gnpresumption
is mandated in favor of the accused's innocence." This does
not mean that any one person is probably innocent or in fact
innocent. Rather, the rule stands as an expression of a just_
relation between the state and the citizen. Only when the
government makes a legitimate and reasonable attempt to prove
guilt need anyone defend his actions. This legal relationship
has been used to explain the-obligations of arguers in the
public forum. Whoever brings the complaint, accusing the
"status quo" of some kind of social guilt, must prove the
case; whoever the complaint is lodged against need not be

-moved to justifi actions.short of a legitimate and reasonable
case. However, unlike a trial, social controversy has no

. fixed beginning or completely standard relation between
- contending parties. As a result which side represents the
- prosecution and which the defense is never fully predetermined.

Indeed, interested parties may struggle to show that their
side has the advantage of representilm the "status quo" (the
normal course of affairs Which in the name of jdstice should
-be continued until otherwise proven) while the other side has ,

the burden of ptoving complaint. Thus, advocates can interpret
,
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'differently historical continuance and present license and
thereby place the burden of prosecution, as it were,,on the
other Side. Finally even if a particular forum artificially
fixes presumption through procedural requirement, this may
give way to the interpretation of positiod within the
argument process.

'Another perspective would root presumption in the "values"
and "attitudes"%>of the "awdience." Cronkhitv,asserts that it
can be empirically determined for any group:" Others suggest
"an attitude test a semantic differential, or simply a public
opinion survey,"41 But how can presumption be assigned until
the judge and advocates know what.is at stake? Since expected
discourse may not appear, since presumption is sometimes at
issue in the argument, since the argument itself arises on
uncertain grodnds,-one side cannot be assigned the advantage
and the other not until tt* argument unfolds.

Although "the audience" might provide advocate and judge
with a useful mediating construct', conceptualized audience
norms are not determinative of the beginning or end of
argument because ultimately it is fhe individual who must
interpret and decide. Put differently, even if one happened
to embody "the" norm, there is no guarantee that the clusier
of attributes held relevant to a potential argument will be
those that emerge in the process. Even If it were possible
to somehow completely second-guess an individual, argumentation
still involves a tensidn between conserving old knowledge and
accepting new knowledge--such that the risk which the argumen-
tation process confronts the individual is his alone.

A third explanation Of presumption, and perhaps the most
common, is the concept of presdMption as a logical constant in
a theory of-rational argument. If presumption could be held
as a logical Constant, then the problem of rooting argument
in audience "momentum" could be solved, establiShing public
argument on strictly objective grounds. A logical constant
would clarify the restionsibilities of advocates and judge,by
setting,the.direction and degrees of proof'necessary befOre d'
need-to-be-proven poOtion could be accePted. Rieke and Sillars
explain.that "traditfonally it has been assumed that the
audience will favor rejection of, new policiesa presumption
fs left in favor of the status quo."4-z Why is this rational?
Whately explains that "since change is not "a good in itself, he
who demands a change should show cause."43 Kruger further
elaborates that "the status quo is known to be functioning,
however imperfectly, whereas in.advocating ti new policy one
can.only argue what will probably happen:"44 Freely echoes
this feeling when he writes that "the policy effect at the
present time is presumed to be a good 'policy."5 However,
perhapS aware that to admit that thd present policy at all
times is a good one, or even a functioning one, revealp a lbias,
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Freely also writes: "presumution does not mean that the present
policy . . . is a good one:' This contradictory explanation
is not untypical. Brockriede anoi Ehninger initially claim thaV
presumption "does not evaluate."17 It does not "say that a
judgment or,a policy involving existing interpretations of
Institutions, practices, customs, mores or value is intrin-
sically good." A few Pages later, however, they gonfess that
there.are "fully legitimaAle" instances where the feelings
and values of the auditor are Important in determining the
place of presumption.q5 If presumption,does not evaluate,
then how can there be exceptions?

The traditional /iction that a presumption in favor of
the status quo is logically 'neutral has been called into
question. Patrick Marsh observed that conventional wisdom
favoring the status qUo is not rooted in logical necessity
but in conservative political philosophy. David Zarefsky
contired this critique: 1

A

If &le opted for the positilm, that
chanK2 better typified human nature than
Hdstability and therefore that it pre-
occupied-the ground, he would be inclined
toward a different set of rules for
argument: now it wbuld be an interruption
Of change, an argument lor 9tability that A
Would have to be justified.'

Because presumption cannot be defined by a single,pattern of
placement, both critics abandon political grounding', one
critic because presumption becomes "confusing," the other
because it becomes "arbitrary."

To say that presumption is uncertain is not to condemn
it. In any dispute there ts no necessary single "ground"
but always a struggle to establish symbolic territory or
positions on which resolutions may be evaluated. Consequently
a debate may serve to order competing presumptions which are
more or-less uncertain because'no single Party in the dispute
owns the territory. Thus a debate may-serve not only to'
decide what should be done, but it may also serve to distinguish
exactly what is the present system extending into the future
and what would constitute deviation.

-7>
Zarefskyrb contention that in order to preclude personal

prejudice presumption Should invariably be placed against the
resolution is appropriate if argument aims only at certain
knowledge, but it conceals the kind of choice which invariably
must be made in science and public argument. Even in the
laboratory the "lines of greatest resistance" are ndt followed
because of practical limits of probable knowledge. In the
decision to accept the truth of a statement based on probability
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the dxperimenter always must risk error.. If-proof standards
,

are too high, for example, requiring an incidence of the
probability of the results happening by chance to be 1 in 10,000,
then the risk of rejecting a true conCluslon in favor of
lowering the odds against accepting a false one is incurred.
On the other hand, if,proof standards are too low, fOr example,
requiring.an incidence of probability of the results occurring
by chance to be, say, 1 in 20, :then the risk of accepting a
false conclusion in favor of 19wering the odds against rejecting
a true conclusion is accepted.a0 As a consequence any scientist
must make an inevitable choice, anchoring procedure in pre-
sumptive significance which is not held constant for all
e..Xperiments and all experimenters. Similarly in public argumen,t,
where the world stands at risk, an arguer can' achieve only
probable knowledge from the results of deliberation anh mdst
risk rejecting a goOd resolution because standards for acceptance
are too high or accepting a bad resolution because standards
for rejection are too low.

There is an element of truth in each definition. As a
jurisprudential rule, presumption reflects the notion of
fairness which undergirds the process of critically testing
opinion. As an audience grounded construct, presumption
reflects the collective self-interests of the community who

\53

must bear the consequences of'decision. As a logical constant,

\ presumption reflects the attempt to achieve an impartial or
bjective position so that the best knowledge possible emerges

as grounds for action'. However, because each definition is
only partial, alone it undencuts the concept of public argument.
A jurisprudential rule cannot take into consideration that the
context of decision-making ifself may be part of the problem.
Audience attitudes cannot account for the unique kind of risks

' implicit in the particular epistemological stance of the
knower. Logical contancy ,cannot adapt itself to the kinds of
personal community beliefs and interesn which anchor even the
most impartial procedure.

.Traditional definitions of presumptions are characterized
by reductionistic explanations; that is*to sayc each theory ,

assumes that in any given argument a single presumption exists
(or is appropriate), and that it is dictated.by contextual or
empirical or logical constraints. Yet two individuals can
hear the same reasons supporting and opposing a resolution
and disagree: one affirming a commitment'to the probable truth
of the resolution and the other rejecting it, or at least with-"-
holding assent. How is disagreement possible? Assuming that
both arp equally attentive, bright,' and capable of understanding
the argument the most that could be said (without continuing the
areument) is that disagreement occurred,because of different
standards of presumption. Sinbe public argument can never result
in ccirtainty--the future will inevitably be both more and less
than we expect--all judgment must account for the consequences
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'of risking.unknown error. Of course, epistemological stances._
may be.constructed to minimize bad decisions. (Presumption'is
with a certain side because.I believe that the.rules of the
forum are fair, or that the.opinion of the majority is usually .

rigpt, or that asserted statements #re typically false.) But
sinbe there are many possible Whys to reduce the risk of making
a bad decision and because not all of these methods are based
on compatible premises or suggest the same determination,
ultimately presumption rests with the individual assessment of
risk incurred in argument, I realize that this definition of
presumption gives away what-was once the particular domain of
the theorist. But it seems, to me that what is"returned is
that the individual, can be taught to fully understand why he-
of she accepts or should accept some. risks and not others.

The decision to return responsibility to those engaged in
argument should not be,taken lightly. Presumption is a core
concept, determining at least the beginning and end of
argument, hence that which leads to ind results from the
process. However, reductionist explanations, grounded in
particular epistemological methods or axiological rules,
inevitably disclose less than is fully relevant, for public
argument is limited only by the position of fanaticism in
which truth must be fully and immediately redeemed and of
complete objectivity in which knowledge is unconstrained by
and not strictly relevant to the ongoing world of human
affairs. Consequently, I shall endeavor to define presumption,
acknowledging these limits, but hopefully more fully disclosing
the grounds of possible choice.

THE LIBERAL AND THE CONSERVATIVE PRESUMPTIONS'

In the first part of the essay it was argued that social
action generated by the blind passions of fanatical commitment -.
precludes public argument. In the second part of the essay it
wasiargued that various definitions of presumptions from a
politically neutered perspective, while perhaps protecting
public argument from visionary pathology, nevertheless are
flawed because they cannot account_for community interest or
personal risk. In this section I wish to present a definition
of presumption which is grounded in the epistemological tension
intrinsic to argument; discuss the axiological implications' of
this definition; and,, outline a coherent view of presumption
articulated in twentieth century American liberal and conser-
vative,politicarphilosophies. 0

In the arguers world, choice is uncertain, but prior.
thought and experience lead to expectations of what normally
constitutes the accepted, approved, or beneficial courses of
conduct and their contraries. "Presumption," perelman observes,
"is connetted with what is normal or likely."51 If views are
held as presumption, then argument is possible. Exposure to

-
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new information, logical testing and different ideas results
in either confirmation, qualification, or completely overturning
presumption- or alternatiVely confusion, greater uncertainty,
further argument. Holding prejudgment as provisional, capable
of Moditication, engages the arguer in the world where the
future,is not fully disclosed; this also protects the arguer
from'the violent world of the visionary who must ride a single
truth to heaven or perdition. But such protection has its
price.' Because the afguer builds cases and accepts judgments,
on probable truth, the possibility of error is always present.
Whether the kind, direction, and degree of risk is fathomed by
inchoate intuition or well-defined philosophy, still "being
wrong" is always possible within a process that makes no
a fortiori guarantee at least in the short term, that any
particular decision will be right.

.Susan Langer conceptualizes this risk by reminding U8 that,.. "52ery new.insight is bought With the life of an older certainty.
Retry Johnston;s:211Vains that the tension between conserving old .

k.ewledge and- ging to new knowledge.is the very impulse of
argument.53 If presumption is the outcome of balancinenorm
and exception, then in its most essentia,1 characterization
presumption is that tension between the premature'denial of new
knowledge, falsely retainihg old knowledge, on.the one hand, and
the premature acceptance of new knowledge falsely denying old
knowledge on the other. Although this tension is.implicit in
every argument, the reasons why some risks are taken and not
'others may not be fully understood or even rendered. expreSsible.
Over the long term, howev4t, which risks are accepted as routine
and which in so far as possible are avoided discloses the
structure of presumption for an individual, method, and community.
Presumption may be renderpd articulate through historical
understanding...which reveals the kinds of risks accepted by a
community, separating out core interests from the more peripheral.
Presumption may be conceptualized in terms of theoretical under-
standing-as a theorist posits what risks ought to be incurred
and which not. Finally, presumption becomes expressive of
individual choice as the typical interests of community and the .

conceived directions of theory are weighed and,evaluated within
the process of argument itself.

exIf public argument is grounded in individual risk, and if
individual risk can be extended to common concerns, then public
argument not only"jeapordizes" -individual knowledge but also-
community interests.54 Traditionally town meetings, and now their
contemporary equivalents, bureaucratic decision-making sessions,
have been foci for debate because the community thrives or
declines pending the outcome of policy choice. However, there
is an additional way in which public argument jeapofdizes
community interests. In a dispute over a given resolution, it
may be discovered that the interests which once bound the community
are no longer sufficient to sustain the group; or it may be
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discovered that in order to extend the rational self-interest
of the whole comMunity, the common bonds which were presumed
to be its essential chardacterization must be revised. In the
first case the community divides, in the second, it looses
participation of those who are not willing to make the,nell
agreement. Thus, overturning presumption involves riskidk
meaqs, deciding betfer or %orse alternatives for extending
the goals of a community. but it also involves risking ends,
deciding that the purposes of a group are no longer.suffiCient
to sustain the community.

0---

nerelman's discussion of "abstract" and "concrete!' values
reveals the basiS for opposing ends Which may become at issue
in public argultlent. An abstract value is universal,"valid
for all people and under all circumstances,' such,as "truth"
or "justice."55 They "can readily 6e used for criticism because

theyare no respectors of persons add seem to proyide, criteria
for one wishing to change the.established'order,"3° ,"A concrete
value," by contrast, "is one attached to a living being, a
specific grou2, or a particular object," sUch as "the Church"-
or "rrance."51 Because abstract values elevate fhe conceived
ideal that which exins, "they are much easier to use when pne
wishes tO renovate."" Concrete v,alues "characterize conser-
vative argumentation" while abstract values "manifestia
revolutionary, spirit,"" Although these value orders are
'often brought into conflict, they are not necessarily exclusive.
Perelman surmises:

It seems that there have aiways,been people
who attach more importance to one set than
to the other; perhaps.they form characterial-
families. In any case their distinctive trait
weuld not be complete neglect of values of
one kind, but subordination of these values to
thoae of the other.00

The value commitments become exclusive only-in the perspectives
of the revolutionary who holds that all conceived abstract
Nalues must be made concrete now by.complete-change, and the-
reactionary who.holds that conceived concrete values are the
complete-fulfillment ot abstract values and must not be changed
forever. The arguer must continually confront the choice
between permanence and change, abstract and cohcrete values,
holding that the most prudent course of action can be discovered
or reaffirmed in the process of aigument itself.

If presumption functions as a balanding concept, minimizing
the likelihood of a bad'decision and'its consequences, then
political philosophy which explains the nature,, degree, and
direction of acceptable and unacceptable risks is the keystone
for formulating more adequate understanding of presumption,
ultimately improving the reliability of individual judgment and
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tiff, successful advance of community interests. However, sincepolitical philosophy emerges within dialectical reconstructionand historical 'controversy, any attempt to circumscribe politicaltheory is bound to meet with limited success. To definepolitical philosophies is itself to claim a powerful presumption.And even if political philosophies are not redefinedito renderwrticulate the exigencies of minority and majority positions orparticular issues emergent in history, still "somehow-, one'sown position, so delicately sculpted, so majestic in itsimplications, ip impoverished by such lables as are appropriateto describe the position of one's cruder associates.h'bl Butgiven Perelman's assumption that liberal thought, connected tothe primacy of abstract values, conrronts conservative thoughtis connected to the primacy of concrete values, it ought to bepossible to lay out the premises of political theory which makea case for the minimization of risk residing in one directionor the other. Thus the following section which outlines liberaland conservative presumptions is only a beginning, but none theless an important starting poimt in understanding the rlsks con-fronting the arguer.

The Liberal Presumption

Historically American liberalism has not maintained aconsistent position on such issueslts government power, economicregulation, and social welfare. Still, as lulford Q. Sibleyobserves, it has been continually characterized by commitmentsto "the high-order value of libertyi,,receptivity, to change;openness to experimentation in social and political affairs;distrqst of mere tradition as a guide; the poStibility of
rationality in collective life; and the potential for.moraland political progress."62 Distilling these characteristics
Pland and nreenberg define liberalism as: **

A pollticapl view that seeks to change the
political economic or social status quo to
foster'the development, and well-being of
the individual. Liberals regard man as a
rational creature who can overcome human
and natural Obstacles to a good life for
all without resorting to violence against
the established order. Liberalism is more
connected with a method of solving problems
than with a specific program.63

This definition is not untypical. VirtUally all characterfzations
of liberalism point to the assumption that change occursinevitably and should be guided to the fulfillment of abstractyalues. Wolfe summarizes, "the liberal welcomes orderly andgradual change which can be brought about by planQqd endeavorand.the conscious dirfction of social evolution."" In-orderto understand why this perspective should stand as presumptive
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of the nqrmal-boneficial course of affairs, it must be explained
why abstract values should be elevated above concrete values,
The following explanation butlines a number of premises held by
political philosophers, Which articulate a consistent but not
qxhauOtive or eXclusive 'explanatfon.

The liberal presumption fs that actions associatedWith
change are generally prudent. The progress-of.civilization
depends upon those who find social problems "sueceptible of
constant modificatiOn" and-improve the situation. "Ab4tract
valueS':--the goals toward which improvement tends--enable the
individual to take Action through conceptualizing ways to
improve society,-ultimately providing "man's rational control--
of his collective destiny."6-) To maintain an institution
because of some claimed intrinsic value is normally risky
because "amid ceaseless change that is inevitable in a growing
organism, the institutions of the past demand progressive
.readaptation."66 Consequently, the risk of the unknown--of
rejecting a true proposition or accepting a false one--lies
in the multiplication of arbitrary decisions which perpetuate
a stagnation, constricted, and mindlessly cruel social order.
Stemming from the historical beginning of liberalism, originally
a movement to expand freedom by challenging the rational authority
of the antiquited Ehglish jurisprudential system,. th4 liberal
nightmare remains in the actions of a decadentbyet pOwerful
reactionary regime whose hypocritical elites yictimlze all Who
would speak Ibe truth hence rendering societyiincapable of
improvement." This view of change his been explained in terms .

of-assumptions about human nature, law, knowledge, and social
action.

Following the Rousouesque philosophy, human nature is
conceived to bei. if not typically good,-at least sUSceptable
to improvement.08 The truly evil person is the exception
rather than the rule. The problem which typically confronts
society is that most people are kept from realizing their
capabilities because of complacency; they have been conditibned
to believe that the state of affairs are tolerable and not
susceptable to change. In the.name of peity self-interest they
give up the greater freedom to which :they are entitled. The
law, for'the most part was something created by more primitive
men and continually'needs to be updated.69 In the view of
Bentham, it is something filled with fictions and crusty'
traditions which serve as impediments to a more just order,"
Given better laws there is no fundamental reasons why prejudicial
attitudes cannot be irradicated. That which threatens-all laws
is not too much change but too little.

The 1 beral's view of knowledge reinforces his commitment
to change. The liberal venerates reason.71 The true test of
an individu 1 is whether he can advance beyond the superstitions
of the pas and 'the prejudiceh of the present. If icpason is
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givenra limited role, tuth suppressed, facts Ignored in favor
of outdated sentimepts, then people cannot adapt tg changing
condItiOns'and suffer, Decause the liberal feeli a
responsibility to this. generation., he will often evaluate
policies with.the attitude of function and practice. The past
'generation is past and cannot have faced the same problems;
moreover, they did nöt have the knowledge currently available.
Given that knowledke.is ever-expanding, it becomes a duty to
make use of the new opportuhities and forge a better world.
As a eesult the liberal impulse ts outer directed. As long as
the individual adheres to the 'ca6nons of logic and thv pursuit
of the common good he is mot in need of perfecting." ,

From this view of khowledge stens a vision of collective
action, Tr. knowledge is ever widdWing, better and more relevant
now than in the past, then everythfng,can be subject to .ftome
improvement. To reply that these claims represent a minority
point of view is not to say they are unacceptable because the
Aasses us a rule are uneducated, superstitious, misled. Once
they become aware of the better 'World- then they-will follow.
Even if-the motives of those-who would argue for maintaining
past courses of action are sincere (which most often they are
not because apologists usually have some social station to
preserve), to assume that something should be left alone

.

because no furtber improvement can bebrought about is the
rare exception."

This fervor fof reform does hot, often move the liberal -

into the radical camp; taking revolutionary action would
contradict many of the values which the liberal cherishes.
Put, as Eugene McGarthy says, the liberal "is-somewhAt Imre
willing to use government for the common good,than those who
oppose him." Consequently, the battle is waged on the grounds
of incrementdl improvement, and the improvement tends te,take
a definite direction'-,extending individual opportunity."'
Reforms self-evident to the liberal are those which employ
government as a tool to drag down the barriers of social
discrimination and reduce human suffering1:0 Toward this end,
the liberal seeks new legislation to curb prejudice and
mitigate physical-psychological. harms.

Because human.nature is adaptable,-,the liberal sees les6
'risk in implementing a policy for the g6o0 of the whole.
Indeed, he feels that blind commitments tOxlocal decision-
making often aggravate problems. The individup or local
decision-maker is likely, to be out of pouch Wltli the complex.
demands of an int Aopendent soci.ety.7° If a M re sophisticated
bedy of declsion-milcers do "not aot, then policie *ill be
maintained by the.sWish few which jeapordize pU ic health
and safety. If there are fiiw restraihtis on economi power or
local tyranny, then the individual may-become crushes by
transregional forces that he cannot fights or even reco:ifizes
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until it is too late.76 In any"society the opportunities for
government to bring relief to the poor and suffering are
virtually unlimitec6 Moral duty and commonsenSe demand that
public policy fulfill this obligation.

The Conservative Presumption

American conservatism is in the peculiar position of a
political philgsophy defined largely in reaction to liberalism,
consequently some of its contemporary causes', such as the
maintenance of free enterprise in opposition to government
regulation, take on characteristics of liberalism of a
perhaps bygone era. Greenberg and Plano, for example,
characterize conservatism as:

Defense of the status quo against major changes
in political, economic, or social institutions
of a society. (Mhe general conservative position
on issue6 has been fairly consistently opposed
to governmental regulation of the economy and
civil 'rights legislation; and in faAor of state
over federal action, fiscal responsibility,
decreased 'government spending, and lower taxes. ??

Rather than grounding conservatism in any particular issue,
it may be better to accept William Safire's definition of a
conservative as a "defender of the status quo who, when
change becomes necessary in tested institutions,2r practices
prefers that it come slowly and in moderation."7° Consequently
as A. B. Wolfe posits, the conservative presumptiOn is in
favor of "the maintenance of. 'social relations and processes,
thought, belief, and culture, practically aS they happen to
be at that time."9 Again the question arises, why should
Presumption be in favor of concrete value and permanence?
How does adherence to this position typically guarantee the
least risky course of action/

In distinguishing political right from left, Bernard Brock
argues..that the liberal accepts cultural driftAlnd gears

/ policies to,controlling that'drift. While the conservative,
in contrast, rejects the drift and the institutional changes
that follow. "Its policies are aimed at slowing down the
drift or maintaining Social policies in spite of it. These
social policies are usually prediqatedt,upon the premise that
it is possible to.prevent these changes from taking place."60
"Drift" to the conservative is neither Inevitable nor porfentous
of good; rather change to uncertainty is more likely to,bring
about chaotic conditions, As Edmund Burke said "it is with
infinite caution that anrman ought to verkture upon pullingg, down
an edifice which has answered in-any tolerable degree for ages
the common purposes of society, or op building it up again
without models or patterns approved utiloofty before his eyes. 81
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Lincoln captured this,essentiwl,seirit phen he wrote that .

"conservatism is aperence to the old and tried against the
new and untried.""

Conservatives hold that aetions associated with "permanence"
are generally prudent because !,'abstract values" are subordinate
to "concrete values." This position is rooted in the 'assumption
that there have,been institutions'born into history incarnating
hupan and (for some thinkers) divine value.8J TO invbke action
sanctioned by these institutions is to maintain the tested and
true pattern of civilization. "Change" and "abstract values"
have a place, of coursqo by and large it is ail, antecedent
one. Because individuil ta ents and desires are contingent,
ikach rmrson cqms to express social choice from a private
vantage point.'" Balancing selfish notions of change agiinst
true understanding of the common good is everyone's right and
responsibility. To elevate competing cohcepts of change in
the name ot abstract values, however, is to,rthk collapse.
Stemming from the historical origins of the movement, origionally
a reaction AO' the c!iaosnot the vrench Revolutlont-the conser-

. vative nightmare appears in the convul§lve phantasmagoria of
subversion, revolution, and aftermath.°0 The risk offiythe
unknown is the possibility that self-restraint may be abolished.
As Peter Viereck contends, "He who irresponsibly incites
revolutionary mob emotions against some minOr abuse within a
good traditioh may bring the whole hoUse crashing down on his
head and find himself hack in ne jungle--or its ethical
equivalent, the police state."'"

Conservative philosop,hers hold that mankind is mot naturally
good or selfless. In any age the AltruiStic citizen is an

4:exception because the great majority conceive of collective
'-'order in relation to shOrt-term personal benefit. The masses

are often misled to trust those who desire greater power, in
the name of greater security or ease, they give up hard won
freedoms. The Law was created by good men (although with some .

imperfections intermixed). It is viewed as a necessary
( restraint, a drag on those who,would constrict freedom for

some illusory gain.°7 Any bad law which is passed Would
impugn all other good and essential laws which hive allowed
society to flourish. What is reasoned toobe a good law in
any ohe generation will not likely be successful becaute
man's nature is relatively permanent or intractable.,4Ven a
logical well-intentioned policy will not accomplish its
objectives if tt cuts too=deeply agains the grain of tradition. 88

4111ilhe conservatives suspicion of hange is supported by
his conceptionsof knowledge. The conservative verferates
tradition. The true test of any gensmation is whether it can
achieve preceeding cultural heights." If tradition is ignored,
authority flaunted, the pietas rent asunder, thiln the accumulated
wisdom of the ages may piTiliE-in a single era.uu Knowledge is
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not cumulative, and the conservative has pessimistic expectations
for the likelihood of great new insights in a single generation.
The iddividual shcpuld seek to perfect himself, to be inner
directed, .rather than proselytize his notions of reform.

Reform is more often than not the last refuge of
scoundrels. If each person's knowledge is limited, a flickering
moment in time, then claims to a better world are most often
the result of misunderstanding rather than new insight. Even
if the advocate can convince the majority that his ideas are
worthwhile, thiS is not a Sign of truth since the masses are
eaSily misled. Even if the advocates' motimes are in the
right place (which most often they aren't) only tha test of
time is sufficient to weigh the probity of 1deas.°1

Not all change is derided. To do so the conservative
Would have to peny man's yerarning to achieve greater perfection--
and the collective pursuit of abstract values. Totalitariab
measures taken by.reactionaries he cannot in good conscience
tolerate. Yet, there is a direction toward which acceptable
change tends. Russell Kirk argues that the conservative
Stands for the return of "individual responsibilities" eyen
if in the name of "freedom" one has to risk "security."9-4
Thus, reforms which are least risky to the conservative are
ones that are aimed at trimming unnecessary laws, acts which
inhibit individual initiative replacing personal responsibility
with collective work. Since government was designed in the
first place to inhibit the behavior of people, where these
instruments of change are not necessary they should be abolished.

Social order is construed to be the natural relation among
people who, within the limits of their own imperfections, try
to work out personal problems, and, if collective action is_
necessary, convince their family, community, then region to
take action. A government which ignores this sequence even in
the name'of a greater gobd will not be,successful or desirable.
If the rule is not at the minimal level of agreement, then the
individual is less likely to recognize it as necessary or
beneficial.93 If this is the case he will ignore it, or. tailing
that, no longer participate in any collective action. .If.the
law favors him, however, promising gain at the expense of
others, he will take advantage: 'In any society such laws exist
and'othèrs are continually proposed. A.It is he duty of the °
conservative to oppose unnecessary prolgrams and to decrease
the superfluous ones that qxist.

In describing the liberal and conservative presumption,
I hoped to demonstrate that.there are fuddamental risks
'incurred by the placement wf presumption Whether or not such, ,

placement is made by inchowtO intuition. or welisdefined theory.
Furthermore, that the cho16e to characterize permanence or
change, abstractItor concrete values, old or new knowledge in
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terms of presumed "real" or "normal" courses of prudent
condubt can be explained In terms of a coherent set.of
premises stemming from philosophieal 4Ontiderations of
human nature, knowledge, law, and social action. This
explanation, however, is only a beginning. Historical
investigation, philosophical analysis, and public argument
itself may further refine the individual and community
understanding of presumption. Perhaps if presumption
becomes'developed to the point where the future can be
correctly predicted, the publip argument would disappear;
a single means would emerge through a single testing
procedure reflecting a single\terminus for individual and
community interests. However, so long as doubt and contro-
versy remain, public argument will continue. More adequate
understanding of personal and commAnity presumptions will
result in understanding our own order'of values and the
risks which are inburred.

PEDAGOGITAL AND THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

If presumption is to,be constructed by participants in
public argument in the roles of advocates or judges, the
question arises what implications does this have for the
traditionagLpedagogieal model of debate? The initial answer
is that Whecomes only one model of the whole process of
puhliè argument. Viewed from the perspective of political
theory, the model bears mbre than a little resemblanCe to a
clash between the liberal and conservative. Consider the
basic rules. The affirmative calls for a change; the negative
defends the status quo. The affirmative shoulders the burden
of proof, rationally demonstrating that a change would be in
our best interest. iThe negative stands with presumption,
representing the "tried and tested." The problem with this
model is that it represents only one possible clash of
position, and consequently truncates the process pf Invention
and judgment. For example, if it is unequivocally assumed
that the affirmative must call for a change, and that change
can be art4culated along the lines of the categories of
decision-making, then cases are formulated by brain7storming
and fitting the stuff of analysis to the qategories. Alter-
native theoretical rationals, resolutional interpretations,
and value positions become addenda that are not intrinsic to
the atgumentation process; as issues are supposed to be formed
de novo out of the situation.as logically discovered and con-
structed. When theoretical and value positions are predetermined
for the advocates, and when the judge is supposed to operate'
strictly withtu those constraints, the political and,ethical
grounding, hence the breadth of possible positions, disappear.
The limits of the'traditional model constrict theoretical
development and fragment the study of argument. At the root
of the problem is the assumption of an invarient and contra-.

dictorily explained presumption.
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At

By convention presumption has been abstracted from the
debate process_ It functions as a stipulated knd more or
less arbitrary rule at the beginning and/or end of argument.
It is assigned at the beginnihg because there must be some
pre-arranged position to argue against. It is said to rest
wfth the negative because the affirmative bears the'burden
of having asserted, nnd if the resolution is not auccessfuily
Advocated, it fails. At the conclusion the rule may be
invoked in favor of the negative in case of a "tie." This
convention is buttressed by asstimptions that are not
necessarily true: (1) that resolutions unambiguously call
for change, (21 that the existing state of affairs need not
be reconfirmed at any time, (3) that the negative does not
defend a greater role for change, (4) that all hold stability
.to be the real or most prudent course of conduct, (5) that it
is possible to have but a neutral view of the status quo.
Since all resolutions are to some extentambiguous, since
the negative may advdcate greater change, since the affirmative
may represent the normal course of prudent conduCt; since the
proceSs of Argument itself depends upon personal risks, the
conventional assumptions explaining presumption and grounding
the traditional model of public debate are inadequate. It is
ah unreasonableto assume the affirmative always has
presumption as it is ,to assume that the negative never has
presumptioh. Or, to return to the language of the social
sciences, all things being equal it is as dangerous to
arbitrarily reject a true hypothesis as it is to arbitrarily
accept a false -one.

It might be argued that presumption must function as a
single invariant rule in order to clarify the responsibilities
of the participants in, the debate process. Yet the clarity,
much less the wisdom, of a rule which ignores diversity of
political philosophy, cannOt be adjusted to preunderstanding
concerning particular resolutions, and supplants reflection
and responsibility with a simplified notion of collective
Action is questionable. The reason why one side is favored,
having but to confirm the'rule, and the other side dust
prove itself to be the important exception are varied and Io
some extent private. Although presumption grounded in /Ai&
may nominally lack the clarity of a stipulated rule, because
the decision of placement is the responsibility of those
engaged in the process, public argument is opened to exploxation
of personal and philosophical understanding.

Proposed Structure of Presumption

Any proposed structural theory of presumption would
examine the process of how the understanding of risk unfolds
in the argumentation process. The structure of such unfolding
is important to the invention of positions and the adjudication



of argument. Presumption, here, differs from the iiisties
surrounding the expedience or justice of the resolution in
that it answers the question, given the totality of arguments
in the debate, what kind of risk is being asked. Critical
Junctures include the statement of the resolution, the
development of the affirmative position, the development of the
negative position, and the relation of the decision to the
particular social context.

(1) Presumption and the Resolution
.

. The tendency to accept (or argue) resolutions in one form
Qx another typically reveals something about the character of
ttie judge, which side he will assign presumption., and standards
for winning assent. In the world of socials controversy,
resolutions commonly exhibit four structural forms.

.

I. Resolved: that government action should be instigated.

II. Resolved: that government action should be increased.

III. i.esolved: that government action 4hou1d be decreased.

TV. Resolved: that government action should,be eldminated,

In different times, people. will prefer to see resolutions stated
in one form.or another. niven some of the assumptions of 20th
century American liberalism acceptable propositions seem to
fall into the form of increase or instigation of government

,

action. In the best of all possible worlds, the liberal would
not have to consider these alternatives because there woul,d,tte
perfect social justice and all government could be abolisWt
Yet, because this world is one of gross injustice one hassto,
make do with the tools available. Occasionally a decrease or
elimination of government action in found to be necessary where
it interferes with individual rights.

Thil conservative prefers to see a decrease or elimination
of government power.80. In the best of all possible vmorlds, of
course, the consftrvative would not have to consider a decrease
or elimination Of government power because government would be
in perfect balance with private interests. Yet, because his
government is sometimes in error, he has to consider trtmming
unwarranted actions. Occasionally he will value an ingrease
or instigation or government power if civil unrest threatens
established order.

This is not .to say that the mere statement of"a resolUtion
determines the outcome of a debate. The willingness to partici-
pate in the argumentation process Wespeaks a belief that there
are'important exceptions to the rules which can be proven. lilt
is to say, however, that one side from the outset has the burden
of proving itself to be correct.
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(2) Presumption and the Development of the Affirmatimg

If the affirmative-has initial presumption, it may be lost
if they interpret the resolution-in a manner inconsistent with
expectations. Similarly, if it does not have presumption, it
may be gained by defining the resolution in an unexpected manner
consistent with the listener's philosophy. Where resolutions
are ambiguous the affirmative has greater latitude ip definition.
Where they are more specific, unusual interpretations may be
found unacceptable. The seledtion of particular forms of
support and kinds of reason for accepting the resolution may
be even more important than the substantive arguments behind
the case.

(3) Presumption and the Development of the Negative

The negative may be granted initial presumption,, but can
lose it in several ways. They may take a. position which is
incoherent or contradictory, fail.§, to clash with the affirmative
or is inconsistent with expectatt6ns. Although the negative
always maintains the option of not taking a position but simply
arguing that what the affirmative contends is untrue, they do
so at perilyi In cases where vo kind of social action is
affirmed, the judge does not vote for or against the resolution
but simply withholds assent.

A neqative which 'has presumption against it may try to
reclWim presumption by arguing what the normal or accepted
course of public action should be. Where expectations are with
a liberal view of social policy, the negative may argue for a
more or less extreme position than that proposed by the
affirmative. Thus an understanding of presumption can present
an array of possible positions to dispute as well as prove.

(4) Presump.tfon and the Decision "faking_ Context

So far it has been assumed that the argument is taking
place in a context open environment; that is to say, a judge
is not forced to make a decision by the particular rules of the
forum in which the debate takes place. This, dof course, is not
always the case. External factors May influence the place of
presumption. Rieke and Sillars, for example, cannot pnderstand
why bills are passed quickly'at the end of legislative sessions.
Believing that presumption should rest against those advocating
change and finding that legislation is passed without any
support they conclude that perhaps the "best case for a claim
may be total silence."81 Perhaps the situation could be
clarified if explained by the manipulation of presumption. As
frequently happens in the Texas State Legislature the major
appropriation bill is left until the very end where the judges
are left with the alternative of approving it and having state
government or not approving it and having no government.
Although there is always the possibility of reconvening the
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legislature, hesitations would have to be serious indeed before
a full scale session- would be reinstituted. A knowledge of
how to manipul te presumption can be ery powerful, Sometimes
it may stifle p oductive debate, at o her times it may forestall
more esoteric o jections.

The particular model of presumption presented is just one
of many different.wayS'of articulating presumption. Although
it would probably work well enough ziven a liberal majority
position and d -conservative minorty position on matters of
public argument subject to federal government action, it
cannot be extended .entirely across the board. Developing
structural mod6ls of presumption riven various.theoretical
politicos, resolution alternatives, contextual rules, and
historical'cOmmunity interests is the appropriate domain of
further research into public argument.
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LIBEBAL AND CONSERVATIVE PRESUMPTIONS
IN PUBLIC ARGUMENT: A CRITIQUE

Thomas J. Hynes, Jr.
University of Louisville

There are obviously a number of methods that may be
employed by a critic who is responding to the work of a
colleague. The first method widely employed by the more
venerable is the use of the ad hominem argumentnot in
Johnstone's sense of attackihg a position for not proving
that for which the position was never intended. Rather, I

attack in subtle but clear ways the character and dignity of
the author of another paper. Certainly'this temptation exists
for-this"critic. It was not in the too distant past that
Professor Goodnight was heard assuring the forensics communfly
that the tabula rasa was not a description of the\mind of the
President of the American Forensics Association. It was also
recently that Professr Goodnight wns quoted as remarking that
it was he who had provided any significant contribution to
argumentation theory Within the past five years. (In fairness,
the source of this information is highly suspect.) 41 will,
however, attempt to avoid this temptation,441 we should presume
Professor Goodnight innocent of previaus statements which could
be interpreted ai ad hominem arguments (at ieast until a later
time).

e

A second strategy frequently employed by critics in situations
such as these is what might be labeled the guerilla method of
criticism. By this I mean he approach to criticism in which
the critic launches a number of sorties at the initial paper,
initiated at irregular intervals, and intended to bring attention
quickly, to undefended areas of the initial essay. In this sense,
the critic divines a variety of large and small distracting
comments about a particular essay. Such comments lament that
the initial author has lapsed too frequently into stylistic
weaknesses, plead that the initial author has failed to share
in the critic's briMant insights of the problem area, and
finally claim that the initial author Shows considerable promise.
Such a criticism concludes with a sincere hope that the initial
author will continue his fine efforts. This approach will also
be of little value if it is unable to direct the.listener to
central,areas of author's inquiry, and to provide reinforcement

A for those areas which provide greatest promise to both the author
and the receiver of the criticism.1

This essay will conform to the notion that criticism is well
viewed as argument, and that the function of argument, as Goodnight

se;



observes, is "...to generate prudential knowledge guiding the
interests of the individual and the community." Accordingly,
this essay wtll consider three general areali: 1) Presumption
and AcOemic Debate, 2) Presumption and the Nature.of Public
ArgumenI; 3) Directions for ruture Inquiries about Presumption.

PRESMITION AND ACADEMIC DEBATE

The implications for academic debate provided in Professor
Goodnight's essay are limited to the last few 'pages. _In this
discussion., he basically argues,that a consideration of pre-
sumption can halle tpportant strategic implications for the
advocate in an academic debate. More specifically, he isolates
three areas in which a review of presumption should effect
practices in academic debate: on the analysis of the propo-
,sition, on the analysis of the affirmative, and'on the analysis

4kof the negative (the description of the decision-making context
will be considered in the second portion of.this essay). The
first area concerning propositions simply argues that the
direction of action isolated by the proposition will be pre-
dictive (to some extent) of the advantage held by either the
affirmative or negative with-reference to a non-neutral pre-
sumption. This, of -course, makes eminent sense. Among
acquaifitances in the debate community with whom I have discussed
this year's debate resolution (Resolved: that the Federal
Government should significantly strengthen the regulation of
mass media communication in the United States), I have fre-
quently heard the statement that it was a great area, although
its directionAs unfortunate, To discuss mass media is fine,
but to ask that the federal government further risk violations
of the first amendment made the task of the affirmative more
difficult. In other words, it seems a fairly.reasonable
proposition that the ideological beliefs of an individual will
be reflected in his/her preference for the direction, of debate
topics.

The notion that both the affirmative and negative can
account for the political ideology of the critic in determining
argument choice also seems to be a most reasonable position.
The notion-that the affirmative or the negative can claim pre-
sumption "by defining the resolution in an unexpected manner
consistent with the listener's.philosophy " is.consistent
with several current practices discovered at a large number of
intercollegiate debate tournaments. It is first consistent
with the difficulty in finding a large number of critic/judges
who will vote exclusively on the Stock issue of inherency. If
the discussion on liberal presumptions.found earlier in dood-
night's.essay is correct, such a tendency would reflect a large
number of Itberals among the ranks ofdebate judges. Such a
statement, while a lamentable state dr affairs to some, seems
a fairly accurate assessment of the present state of affairs.
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Goodnight's view seems consistent with a second current
practice--namely the search for a variety of disastrous conse-
quences of changes in present politices. If the liberal critic
cannot be swayed by calls for restraint because of the potential
of present institutions, he/she may be moved by the threat of
Armageddon.

While the debate community has lacked a consistent per-
spective for determining strategic choices about the nature of
arguments on a given resolution, it is clear that a feeling for
liberal and conservative presumptions has been utilized bY
advocates and critics alike fOr some time. The contribution of
this essay to that process is to highlight the reason for such
choices, and to provide a framework for such reasoning. Put
abother way, .teachers of debate have long known that some judges
demanded greater levels of significance, or clearer explanations
of causality than others% The relating of these Choices to the
general political philosophy of the critic grounds such choices
in Am area presumably more comfortable,to argumentation theorists.

It should be cleato even the most casual observer that
the central portion of Goodnight's essay is in the application
of Liberal and Conservative,pregumptions to the general realm
of public argument. To expect a theorist to apply concepts
equally suitable to both academic ant public debate is not
reasonable. There are admittedly difficulties for anyone
attempting to directly apply conceptions of academic debate to
the area of public aygument. First, argument within the public
domain must have affective and issue rejevant cognative dimen-
sions. That is to say, it is difficult for even the most
reasonable person to disassociate attitudes and beliefs held
toward a particular issue from his own resolution of policies
for that issue. For example,.the individual who believes that
current energy problems are largely the consequence of conspir-
atorial actions of ma)or oil companies, would be hard pressed
to accept oil and gasoline deregulation, even if the data seems
fairly eonvincing in support.of such. a policy. ,The debate judge,
on the other hand, is asked to reseeve judgment to those issues
presented in a specific debate. This difference is closely
related to differences in the purposes of public and academic
debaters. Within the context of a public debate, the participants
have a vested interest in the outcome of fhe dispute. If their
advocacy is entirely successful, then public action will become
more consistent with the advocates' views. Academic debaters,
on the other hand, are primarily concerned with the educational
consequences of their advocacy. The question of whether the
judge/audience will accept the advocate's beliefs is less
important than whether the judge/audience will reinforce the
debater's learning with another victory. In other words, the.
primacy Of the pedagogical function of academic debate often
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means that the cotrespondence between arRumeht theory for
academic debate and argument theory for public advocacy will
not be unity. The real strength,of Goodnight's paper is,found
in the area of public argument. It is with this portion of the
essay that I will direct the setond portion of this critique.

PRESUMPTION AND THE NATURE OF PUBLIC ARGUMENT

This portion of the essay will primarily consider the
second and third portions of the Goodnight papernamely
TRADITIONAL THEORIES OF PRESUMPTION and THE LIBERAL PRESUMPTION
AND THE CONSERVATIVE PRESUMPTION. The first section of the
paper--THE LIMITS OF PUBLIC'ARGUMENT--will be briefly considered
in various parts of this section.

Three basic positions are presented within the second and
third portions of the Goodnight paper: (1) that the notion of
presumption ought to be a critical concept for the dnderstanding
of public argument; (2) that present conceptions of presumption
are generally limited; (3) that the meshing of political
philosophy and argumentation will improve the position of
presumption as a valuable argumentative concept.

The first position seems a4reasonable one. That presumptions
should occur in an argumentative situation is consistent with
our expectations about the vague state of discourse. Presumption
in a sense establishes a starting place tor argument, a location
tor players to initiate public argument. As Perelman writes:

. presumptions are connected With.what is no/7;ml and
likely."1 This does not set them outside the domain of potential
argument, as Goodnight observes: "(S)ince presumption is some-
times at issue in the argument, since the argument itself arises
on uncertain grounds . . ." Certainly this is consistent with
Perelman's view: "But, although presumptions also enjoy uni-
versal agreement, adherence to them.falls short of being max-
imum, and hearers expect their adherence to be reinforced at a
given moment by other elements."2

Even if presumption does not underscore an area where
argument will not exist, its role as a point at which argument
may be initiated, and from which audience adherence may be
safely drawn is important. As Whately observed: "For though
it may be expedient to bring forward more proofs than Can be
fairly demanded of you, it is always desirable when this is the
case that it should be known, and that the strength of the cause
should be estimated accordingly."3 Presumption is .more than a
mechanism to determine,the victorious advocate in the case of
a tte--a position relegated presumption in much of the present
practice of academic forensics. Rather, presumption serves the
important function in public argument of giving the advocate
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some notion of where (s)he must begin and to what ends (e)he
must direct his/her arguments to gain audience adherence.

At this point, it should be observed that the 'concepts of

presumption discussed by Goodnight go beyond the presumption
that ilselerted statements should be supported.4 The advocate's
search for presumption is one wpich directs him/her to discover
the range of elements necessary-to increase the chances of
audience adherence. This is clarpied in'the discussion of the

second basic position presented in,the Goodnight essay, that
present conceptions of presumption are presently limited.

Goodnielt first argues that the wholesale boirowing pf
legal presumption for public argument is inadequate. In reality,
this view of presumption--that whoever accuses the "status
qUo" of some kind of social guilt must prove his cise--seems
the same as the view of presumption as a rule or logical con-
stant in a theory of "rational argument." It is with "a
Particular forum artificially fix(ing) presumption through
procedural requirement . . ." that Goodnight takes issue in
both parts of his essay.

The second view of presumption with whith Goodnight takes
issue is the view that presumption is rooted in the values and
attituaes of the audience. As Goodnight argues, knowing the
norms of the audience held as a collective body will,do little
good for the advocate attempting to convince individuals who
serve as members of that audience, and who will deviate from
the norm to a greater or lesser extent. Goodnight finally .

observes: "Even if it is possible to somehow completeky second-
guess an individual, argumentation still involves a tension
betwpen conserving old knowledge and accepting new knowledge--
such that the risk which the argumentation process confronts
the individual is Kis alone."

While I am in agreement that previous conceptions of
presumption based ()lithe belief structures of audiences ,are

troublesome, I am na certain that the best strategy of attack
is rooted in the individual/group effectiveness question. Put
another way, the use of political philosdphy as a basis for
Understanding presumption may still face the difficUlty of
assuming clustering where such an assumption is inappropriate.
As Goodnight remuks "somehow, one's own posltion, so delicately
sculpted, so majestic in its implications, 16 impoverished by
such labels as are appropriate to describe the position of one's

cruder associates."

I believe that the essence of Goodnight's attack on this
view of presumption is that previous audience based views of pre-
sumption ilave considered the wrong attitudes, values, and beliefs;
they have failed to "account for the unique kind.of risks implicit
in the particular epistemological stance of the knower."
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What noodnight appears to desire is an accounting of the
audience's attitudes toward changs, and the general preference
for either concrete or abstract values--those characteristics
which are later-aescribiTdas essential elements of either a
conservative or liberal political ideology. Such a criticism
seems fAir given the arguments made by Goodnight to support the
third general concept of his essay. To summarize this position,
I believe that Goodnight is correct when he argues that attitude
and value model4 at present do not account for individual views
of, and generally accepted reasons for, changes in the existing
order. I do not believe that.efforts to discover individual
assessment of risks--unique fromHan audience position as a
collective--will move us closer to a upeful conception of
presumption in public argument.

Goodnight Finally takes issue with the concept of presumption
viewed as a logical constant. Basically, Goodnight's indictment
of such conceptualizations of presumption must reflect a political
bias--that attempts to explain presumption as a logically neutral
rule are doomed to failure. Even such attempts as Zarefsky's
view of presumption as against any resolution must at some level
account for a view of whether change is a more or less desirable
state of affairs. What is important to underscore at this point
is the proposition that the assessment of the risks associated
with unknown risks must be a key element in presumption, and is
an element which is largely undiscussed in most previous views
of presumption. While Lichtman and Rohrer5 do in fact argue that
the presumption against change 4s based upon the risk of moving
from the known to the unknown, the potential,for wide variations
of this risk assessment is not underscored adequately. That is,
the risk viewed as associated with change will vary as the
political beliefs of individuals move from conservative to
liberal on a,political spectrum.

The importapce of personal dr societal assessment of risks
of change may well be the critical notion of Goodnight's essay--
namely, that unless we can get a handle on what individual
receivers or collective auOiences will use to determine what is
expected to be normal, we cannot obtain an appropriate under-
standing of presumption, and consequently of the appropriate
initiation and unfolding of public argument.

Goodnight's efforts to provide a framework for the response
to suc difficulties with present conceptualization of presumption
ire fot1d in his third basic position: that the meshing 'of
olitic,l philosophy and argumentation will improve the position
of presu ption as.a valuable argumentative concept. As Goodnight
otes, his attempt here is to "lay out the premises of, political
heory which make a case for the minimization of risk residing
n one direction or the other." As a beginning, Goodnight's
fforts are commendabIe. Focusing upon definitions of liperal

and,conffervative which emphasize the receiver's attitudes toward
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change, as well as the primacy of abstract or concrete values,
Goodnight provides a reasonable case for isolating differences
in the assessment of risk and hence presumption for different
individuals.. He concludes that such a beginning calls for
further application and analysis, which seems a fair claim for
the position at this stage in its development. With such fUrther
investigation, I would hope that a few concepts can be discussed.
First, the moderate remains a relative unknown on the political
sp'ectrum. While it can be argued that such an ideological view
would simply cftll for a minor Alteration in the Goodnight
position, it is possible that political moderate will be outside
of this discussion. Those who hold views of moderation may do
so.because it is a way in which one can avoid argument altogether.
As Daradat notes:

If a person takes a deliberately liberal or conservative
stance, he or she is likely to be called upon to defend
or at least explain it. However, people who call them-
selves moderates can usually satisfy the listeners, by
saying each side has its good points. This equivocation
tends to satisfy the American values of fair play add
politidal moderation."

Put another way, th ndividual may call himself a moderate not
because he is mi w between a conservative and a liberal. An
individual may be a moderate so aexto stay outside of the
political process and avoid thoughts of the donflict between
permanence and change.

A second difficulty for the relationship between politicarrTh
thilosophy and presumption is the 'Oresent confusion over the
nature of political ideology or philosophy. While a clear and
articulate ideological position may.be.expected among academice
in general and those involved in the study of argument An
:particular, such may not be expected for audiences in general.
The arrival of the single issue special inter-est advocacy appears
to breach in some way the ideological roote of the conflict
between permanence and change. Democratic Committee woman
Koryne reports:

It's.a whole new baitkame. The right wing is using
sophisticated political expertise to identify groups
of voters who will respond to special interest campaigns.
These are unholy alliances. . .All they want to do is
defeat the opposing candidate because of that candidate's-
stand on their issue,7

.

The use of the abortion issue in receAt political campaigns gives
reason .to -be concerned with efforts to distinguish liOeral and
conservative presumptions% This issue hie cut through traditional
blocs of voters who have in the past been swayed by general
political consistency, but who have abandoned *his in-Noting on

!
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single issues. "A liberal .cAndiOate," Horbal warns, "can no
longer rely on the traditional bloc of votes that have in the
past been the basis for our campa4gns."8

This second sectioh of-this critique has observed a general
agreement with Goodnight'p conclusions that present conceptions
of presumption are not well suited to the problems of public
argument. It further notes that the use of political philosophy
as a basis for reeonceptualizing the balance between permanence
and change implicit in the concept of presumption seems a
uniquely useful argumentative view. While some exceptions to
Goodnight's positions have been noted, I generally share in the
interest in applying .concepts of political philosophy to
argumentation Some'further observations about the implications
of Goodnight's position aro found in the final portion of thiS
critique.

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE INQUIRY ABOUT THE NATURE OF
PRESUMPTION

Goodnight argues that the rejection of rule-bound views
of presumption for an individual assessment of risk incurre'd in
argument allows that individual to "be taught to fully under-
stand why he or she accepts or should accept some risk and not
others." Whether such will'be the case can be determined only
after advocates--most likely ih an academic debate.setting--
make some effort to put such views of presumption to an argumen-
tative test. On the ()filer hand, there appear to be several
probable avenues of inquiry by which prelUmption, viewed in
relation to political ideologies, could, yield interesting .

results. Goodnight alludes to'the Reike and SillarsA'ascination,
with limited or no debate on bills passed near the end of
legislative sessions. Goodnight also notes a practice of many
state legislatures--to consider budgets at the end of a
legislative session "where the judges are left with the
alternative of approving it and having state government or not
approving it and having no government." To examine changes in
presumption relevant to context (Where, for example, a conser-
vative presumption to question greater government-interference
evolves into a reactionary choice of no government at all)*
certainly seems a fruitful area of inquiry.

To examine other communicative events in search of
_presumption could also offer communication critics yet other
tools qf inquiry. Take, for instance, the proposition advocated.
by David Lloyd George to the Irish people in 191G: namely; that
Home Rule for Ireland ought to be accepted. For. Ulster Unionists
there undoubtedly existed a presumption against Home Rule which
would include Ulster. For Southern Unionists, who would be
left as a minority in the Catholic dominated South, there was
a presumption against Home Rule--or at least igainst one which
excluded Ulster. For the Catholic majoritr, there was a



presumption for Home Rule (promised by the British Parliament-
prior to the outbreak of World War I). Discussion of the
operation of presumption--or rather.the variation of pre-
sumption based upon individual assessment of risksprovides
an effective vehicle for analysis of situations where perceptions
about what should be assumed to be normal or usual vary widely.

I believe that Professor Goodnight has offered some
important insights into the discussion of public argument. To
view presumption as a concept variable with the individual
assessment of risk, which in turn-varies according to political
philosophy and appropriate value hierarchies, seems a far more
fruitful perspettive than formal xules or semantic differentials.
This critique has posed a number of specific questions about
direct applications of political ideologies to a view of
presumption. But ultimately, I am in agreement with the
proposition that presumption in public argument shbuld take
into account varied interests--and that the individual assess-
ment and recognition of risks is one way in which this might
be done.
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SOIAE QUESTIONS ABOUT TOULMIN'S VIEW OF AWIUMENT FIEW

Charles Arthur Willard
-Da mouth College

UCTION

Those of us who havestfollowed Stephen Toulmin's work with
sympathy and admiration have been' encouraged by the precisiod
and compass of his ideas and by his focus on working logics
rather than' a priori systems. Our affectiod has Aoubtless
been rewarded by the new scope his thinking has introduced
into argumentation theory. The domain is. no longer a weak
sister--a mere applied logicusing logico-mathematical
principles to analyze ordinary discourse. This all too
obvious debt should not blind us, however, to the possibility
:that some of Toulmtn's ideas are now used to bear more
theoretical weight than they can rightly be expected to
sustRin. The introduction to Uses stresses at the book's
formulations are expertmental iliairsions or lions d' essai
designed to draw fire.' This modest eaves, s not prevented
many scholars from treating UseS,as a comp ete systematic
treatise. The idea of argument "fields," for example, is
widely usk;$ as if t were a fully articulated philosophicak
concept-- s if it virre sufficientlelaborated and self-
sustainin to serve as underpinninefor other ideas.4

I argu here t t the "field" concept and its conceptual
relatives are -e well suited to the ahalysiS of everyday
arguments. In pursuing thih themes, I defend the following
claims: (i) in Uses, the field n6tion is unsatisfactorially
clarified-R-its exampleAkfail to exemplify fields; (ii) Toulmin's
recent publications sugtest that the field notiokis synenbmous
with what Human Understanding calls "rational-enterprises; and
(iii) as developed in Understanding, the rational enterprise
concept (i.e., the clarified sucessor to the field concept)
is poorly suited to the analysis of-ordinary argument ttebause
(a) most ordinary arguments cannot be clearly categorized into
fields; and (b) the exemplary case of a rational enterprise-,
a\"compact discipline" such as atomic physics--directs.the
analyst's attention away from the psychological perspectived
of arguers. The implications of my arguments are-that (i) the
field notion is most useful to argumentation theorists-ail
psychological idea, taking account of the idiosynciatic per-
spectives of situated actors; (ii) the notion of "meaning"
cannot rightly be ruled out, of field dependent working logics;
(iii) "fields.do not_consist only of discursive, publicly
stated documerits; add (iv) Toulmin's exposition works best its

e



an explanation of argument for the "compact disciplines"
and less well for the "diffuse disciplines," "non-disciplinps,"
and the "non -disciplinible" domains ofdiscourse. These
propositions collapse into the single propasition that the
field notion may have to be discarded u s argumentation
scholars are able to defend the scienti metaphor in all
relevant partAculars as a way of under', hding ordinary talk.'

To avoid the air of an unseemly scramble, I shall staTt -
by skittching in priefest .compass my undersfinding of Toulman's
position. This %ay serve to sharply distinguish his program
from my own. Whereas I am interested in argumentaper se,
Toulmin is a philosopher of knowledge TINadly interested in
knowledge in all its guises and specifically concerned with
science as an archetypal way-of knowing; , I wish to avoid .

criticizing him for failing to do something he never intended
to do, i.e., Failing-to provide a reseal'ch exemplar for the
study and analysis .of ordinary talk. Yet, there are.places
in Uses where he seems to be pursuing precisely this-sort of
"or-dinary discourse" program; -and it seems necessary to,broadly
describe his thought in ptIrder to understand how the formulations
in Uses Are to be taken.° .

It is immediately apparent that- Toulmin and I come at the
nature of argument from very different directions. For him,
argument, is but a special case of knowing; for me it is the
root process underlying otheroavenues to knowledge. If,

"knowledge" is seen as a pyramid composed of various rational
enterprises---the pyramid's top being comprised of the most
6xact, rigorouS, stable, and Unified enterpKises'("compact

...iodisciplines"), the base of the ipramid being comprised of
diffuse,fuzzy, leSs stable ("non-disciplinible") enterprises--
ToulMin may be said to "start at the top" wOrking downwards
to explainlmowledge while I advocate,starting at he base,
in the non-disciplinible ardnas of -ordinary disc "i5..e and
.wOrkting,upwards toward the more compacf discipline-i There
may-be:profoupadifferences between these approaches. As I
"shall show, theorists,Working downward on the pyramid use the
principle4,of compactness to explain diffusion while theorists

.-working upWard use the notion of.argunient per Se toexplain
how greater eompactneSs is achieved out of the diffusion of
ordinary.talk.- Those working downward and those working.upward
intersect at-all pointS oh the,pyramid. Interesting:skirmishes
ensue. I claim that Toulmin-gets the better of these battles
at the upward end of the pyramid (vis-a-vis the compact
disciplinds) but is bested at the middle of the pyramid and

. .at its basd
*

, The pyraMid metaphOr is appropriate.to Toulmin's system.
He is a stddent of knowledge who sensibly assUmes,that it takes
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different guises, that it is hoth public and private, and that
it manifests itselg in public discourse at markedly differqnt
levels of exactness, rigor, precision, and consensus. He
believes that consensus ts fundamental to.public interaction
but is disinclined to reduce'all kinds of knowledge to mere
voting. Topping the pyramid of 'rational enterprises are the
compact disciplftes--their conceptual repertories being exposed
at every stage to "critical reappraisal and modification"
according to clearly shared veridical an0 judgmental Standards
by judges whose qualifications are verified by-their facility
with the shared standards. Immediately below the compact are
the "diffuse" disciplines--their knowledge procedures conform
Only "loosely12 to the rigors of compact disciplines. Next
come the "would-be disciplines"--they display few if any
shared standards but are potentially disciplinary if standards
can be agreed upon. Thus, as, one moves downward on the pyramid,
problems are 'less sharply defined;.approaches tt) them are less
clearly agreed upon or articulateld; and there are fewer (or
weaker) professional associations among aftors in the disciplines.
At the base of the pyramid, however, there are no clear links
at all. These are the non-disdiplinible fields--lacking shared ,

groblems,,often overlapping into one another, and taking their
character directly from the persontil perspectives of the arguers
working withch them.

Atomic physics is Toulmip's most extended exemplaT.of a
compact discipline. Difeuse discrplines are exemplified by
sciences "contaiming" competing schools of thought concerning
veridical and judanental standards.as well as differing problem
foci. Would-be drsciplines include many of the social sciences,
psychology and sociology are discussed at length in Understanding.
The fine arts are at best nów-disciOlines and possibrinon-

. disciplinible--this despite'the fact that Toulmin uses aesthetics
as a field exemplar in Uses (admittedly an óspecially difficult
one).

My does 3411 pyramid'of rational enterprises need-the
term "disciplines?" I shall develop; ip the third.section of
this,essay the idea that "fields". is a term used interchangeably
and synonomously with "rational enterprises," but it is worth
asking here what special distinctions the term "discipline" is
intended to introduce. It is at once clear in Understanding
that ordinary discourse occurs in non-disciplinible fields and
that "rational enterprises" is a more precise and rigorous
conception of fields because it includes disciplinary, diffuse,
would-be, and non-disciplinmry as well as non-disciplinible
arc;ument fields.

nisciplines aim at improvement,-tpward expanding and
making more precise their knowledge. Their veridical and
judgmental,standard have evolved over time with this aim in
mind. Despite their disagreements, actors within the disciplines
(aad the wouldbe disciplines), aim at greater compactness.
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No such aims are manifest in non-dia'ciplinible fields because
they are defined by the psychologicaractiVities of aCtors .

rather than by public, clearly hewed-to veridical and .

judgmental standards. Ordinary arguers do not aim at improve-
ment per se in the public system of discourse. They do, as
I interpret Kelly's personal construct theory to say, aim at
greater predictiveness in their personal construct systems,
but they do not share with, say, atoffifc physicists the goal
of making a public veridical and judgmental system mire compact.

Thus, moving down the pyramid (from compActness toward
ditfusion), one is confrOnted more and more with personal \
rather than'communal goals with respect to knowledge. Compact
disciplines, Toulmin stresses, have one 'and only one set of
standards; diffuse disciplines may have many; would-be disciplines
may have many, quite incompatible systems. Cho4ces 8etween
contending schools of thought inVolve personal a well as
communal (public) standards. The non-disciplines Ind non-
disciplinible fields, Toulmin says, are not or canilot be
disciplines precisely because their argument stwidards reside
in the personal points of view of'arguers. Our pyramid's
base, then, is comprised of the arenas of dicourse which
partake of many fields, which cannOt easily be classifiedlinto
discrete argumeht fields, which in.fact take their charapter
from the psychological processes-of the arguers. For
locutionary ease', let us call these fields "ordinary fields."

Where does Uses tit into this progra0, It is incorrect,
I think, to say that Uses is "about" ordinary fields while
Toulmin!s other works are "aboutscience. Uses dges devote
more ..kttention to ordinary ftelds, but its focus id upon
argument as a nethod of searChing for (and displaying)
compactness. Rktionality in that book js a Runic phepomenon,
often revealed through iirgument, which.draws its character
from the "facts of a field.." It emerges from the working
logics of fields, ordinary or' disciplinary. yet, argumentation
theorists Are centrally concerned with Uses as'a tkeatise on
daili discourse; and the next section oY-fias essay is devoted
to the argument that Toulmin's system is least effective with
restiect to these fields. Toulmin stands at the top of the
pyramid, using compact disciplines such as atomic-physics as
his conceptual lens; 'looking downward at the more diffuse
disciplines and the ordinary fields. That this posture
dis or sliis vtsion of the ordinary'fields is the theme.to
whi I now turn.

r

ief If one reads only UsRs, the ordinary field notion is
singularly unclear. The book offers only the sparsest expo-
s4tion Of.the idea--the bulk being devoted to field exemplars
Which Toulmin apparently takes to be self-explanatory. I
argue that these, examples.are ambiguous and equivocal and that

Air
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they do not,clearly or exhaustively describe the naturo of
ordinary argument fields. Sans examples the ordinary field
Aotion is immediately traught with difficulties. I propose
to expose some of these diffiftlties by developing the
implications °fit series of admittedly prosaic questions
about the characteristics of ordinary argument fields.

In posing these questions I shall coincidentally argue
that an adequate account of ordinary fields must account for
the ways the facts of the field are embedded in actors'
.personal perspectives. In U-Ses, Toulmin aims at de-ysycholosizing
argumeht to the extent'that-i-field can be described in terms of
its history tit- inatat,impersonally and abstracted 'from individual
circumstances. He is not unaware that actors' personal per-
spectives shape their actions--indeed, Udderstanding presents
a lengthy exposition of this idea. Uses, however, focuses
upon public reasoning contained in the written records of
rational enterprises. Uses more or less brackets personal
Perspectives--assuming fhlii to exist but to be tangential to
the concerns of logic. Arguments can be so treated and the
histories of ideas in fieldS may be-Important, but the goal
of de-psychologizing argument vis-a-vis the ordinary fields
may be a serious error. It may mean that Toulmin's field
notion has little of value to'say about ordinary discourse.

Toulmin's program in Uses is normatie. The rules of
logic'are "standards of acEreTement which a man in arguing can
come up to 9r fail short o?, and by whith his arguments can
,be judged." This logic is not concerned with a person's
manner or.technives of inference: "its primary business is
fkretrospective., justificatory one--with the arguments we can
Out forth-afterwards to malse good our tlaim that the con-
clusions arrived at are acceptable. . . ."5 Judgmental.

'standards, of,cours&,.are field dependent--roote4lin the
relevant facts of a field. In thib respect, at reast, Toulmin's
system geemszto'assume-that description -preceeds evaluation.
Insofar' as .evaluations are field dependent they must be based

'on the assumption that'the.facts of a field are relatively
well understood, capable of being'looked at, and amenable to
systemittio exposition. This assumption is vulnerable to_

.challenge fn:the sense that L might say "you are
mistaken, most ethfcal theorists do not embrace the law of
.the distributed middle"). 'Though it is doubtless true that

. the digtiplinary fieldsjure,-in yarying degrees, characterized
,by widely agreed to norms, itits Much'leg.is-clear as ohe moves

Adawn the pitramid that-norms are-construed in the same ways or
--. applied siffiilarly,in,pracre.- At the base of the-pyramid
there should be more dtss sidn than continuity. gbusl des-
clAptive statements aboutargumedt-fieldsare prior to-
statements about how actbfs, ought to act. I do not intend to °

parrot the view of Comte or.tte-Vienna Circle that .theoretic
statements must be traceable,to'descriptive propositions. All

..
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description, after all, is embedded in broader assumptive
frameworks--It alwkys reflects expectations and prior
assumptions." My concern rather is with acknowledging our
willingness to violate or ignore Hume's law: the field notion
seems to require that ought propositions be derived from is
statements. It makes ritffe sense unless value judgments

*are assumed to be rooted in the facts and practices of a
field. The degree to which a field's norms inform discourse
within the'field is a-descriptive question; and the degree 1,,o

which a theorist is unable to confidentally describe the .

effects of a field's system on specific actions may be the
degree to which his defense of a normative system is arbitrary.

Despite the reasonable claims in Underptanding, about the
importance of psychological perspectives in the ordinary fields,
Toulmln in Uses overstates the stability of ordinary fields.
In defending this criticism, I wish to-A.avoid defending the
mirror opposite view ttiat ordinary fields have no discernible
characteristics or that they are always too volfrile to be
described. To attack Toulmin for defending "always and equal
stability" for fields would be to attack a parody ot_his
Oosition. Yet, he does seem comfortable wilh the claim that
ordinary fields enjoy rather more stability than dissensus--
enough coheren6e, at least, that their normative systems can
be clearly understood and described without reference to
indiiriduai psychological processes. He views ordinary fields
through the lense of a compact discipliAb such as atomic
physics--and this leads him to see daily talk in terms of its
divergences from compactness. My arguments below suggest that
'it.might be better to see atomic physics as a special case
of ordinary discourse (moving up the pyramid, as it were).

In Uses, ordinary fields are understood air such kn
abstract level that it isiunclear how distinctions between
them are to be drawn. Examples become ambiguous.' It is worth,,
questioning at least whether the facts of ordinary fields con-
sist uniquely or exhaustively in written documents, formalized
rituals, routinized procedures, and shared dbmmunication
patterns morp or less equally applied in all sub-domains Within
an ordinary field". I_pee more valde in defining ordinary
fields in terms of th4ongoing'activities of the actors within
it--trposition I take to,be characteristic of CHIcago Schobl
Symbolic Interactionism.' If fields take their character from
the ongoing pradtices of actors, they should exhibit a degree
of transiende,' voUtility, .combativ.ness, and innovation as
characteristics of their routine prictices. Since Toulmin
accords the working logics of fields a status, (within their
espective fields) analogous to the status of.'ajFiT3iijogico-
athematical principleg, he may blur interfield and intrafield
ifferences in much the same Way that a priori logics blurred
,terfield differences. Some of my objections to Toulmin's

foirmulations in Usep bear a consequent resemblance to his
own attacks bn a priori logics. It is at least worth considering
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whether-his preoccupation with stable normative features of
fields.may have closed off from him the obvious importance of
individual actions. One can hardly doubt that such clOsure
has occurred given statements such as: "if one thinks or
logic as an extendion of psychology or sociology, the notion
of logical form remains impenetratably obscure-.7indeed it can
be explained only in terms of more mysterious notions, being
accounted for as a strUcture of relati2ns between psychic
entities or social behavior patterns,"

This distrust of psychology has long explained the
attractiveness of mathematical logic.- It appeared to offer
the only clear, easily understandable description of logical
form. Since Toulmin wishes to eschew any sharp distinction
between logic and epistemology, epistemologx is perforce
-expected to divorce itself from psychology.' This leads to
a comparative logic for which "validity is an intra-field,
not an inter-field notion. Arguments within any field can be
judged by standards appropriate within that field . . . but
it must be expected that the standards will be field dependent,
and that the merits to tre demanded of an argulp2nt in one field
will be found to be absent . . in-another."-lu Standards,
"then, must be independent of,individual psychologies; ordinary
and disciplinary fields can be characterized in feneral rather
than vis-a-vis individual perspectives:

0

-

Yet to turn logic into a bran h of-psychology . . . makes
it too subjective and ties it oo ólosely to questions
about people's actual habits of nference. (There is,
after all, no reason why mental yords should figure at
all prominently in books on log d, and no one can dis-
cuss arguments and inferences in ternis of propositions
asserted and facts adduced,in their support, without
having to'refer in any way to the particular men doing
the asserting and adducing.)J1

Such things can doubtless be done. The kernal itisue is
whether this foreclosure of psychology is arbitrary, pre-
mature, 'or otherwise\unjustified.

A coincidental byproduct of this look at the ordinary
field notion may be to call into question the asSumption that
Toulmin's work countenances the "rule-governed" view of
rationality--a wid9§pread.interpretation, the work of Gottlieb
being an exemplar." Special distinctions emerge in Toulmin's
work between public irnd private reasonings--between argument
(public) and inference (private); and Toulmin takes some pains
to note that rationali;ty resides in certain public procedures.
He needs tiot and does not'pin a view of private rationality
to simple rule-followillg. His words suffice:

ConforMity to logic is a merit . . . not a Sign of any
radical docility.in the things argued about . . . Yet
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the idea 'that inferring is a kind of performance to be
executed in comformance with rules . . . leads in turn -

to its own paradoxes. Often we draw our conclusions in
an instant, without any of the intermediate stages
essential to a rule governed performance--no taking of
the plunge, no keeping of the rules in mind or scrupulous
following of them, no triumphant reaching of the end cif
the road or completion of the inferring performance.
Inferring, in a phrase, does,not always involve cal-
culating, and the canons of sound argument can be applied
alike whether we have reached our concAusions by way
of a computation or by a simple leap."

Rationality, then, is not for Toulmin a characteristic of
individual reasonings except as they are made public. This
is, I think, intended in the same spirit in which epistemology
is expected to divorce itself from psychology.

Toulmin's notion of argument fields struck a responsive
chord in the argumentation domain because it was based upon
the intuitively true notion that at least some people routinely
conduct their affairs within differing domains of discourse.
The arguments of economists differ, say, from tho'se of
ethicists (unless they are Utilitarians) in that their
respective "facts of the field" differ. Presumably, a field's
facts are its self-evident truths, shared veridical and
judgm4ntal standards, And common standards of discourse. Thus,
Toulmin proceeds from the sensible view that justificatory argu:
ments take many forms and that it is questionable whether a
common procedure can be sufficiently general tO assess all
'kinds of arguments in all fields. The notion of comparative
stringency (whether one Can compare the standards of argument
in different fields) is vulnerable since such comparisons
require a common standard of judgment which crosses fields and
which applres to all arenas of discourse more or less equally
well. Thus, he intioduces the field notion: two arguments
belong to,the same field when their data and conclusions are
of the same logical type; they belong to different fields when
their data and conclusions are of different types.

In Uses the bulk of the exposition of the field idea is
devoted to examples. The pfoofs ireKatlid's Elements, the
calculations in the Nautical Almanac, and taxanomic arguments
such as ."this is-a whale; so it is a mammal," are all presu
fiom different fields because their data and conclusions are
different. Other fields are described by reference to exemplary
arguments: (i) "Harry's h4ir is not black, since I know for a
faqt that it is red;" (ii) "Petersofi is a Swede, so he is
presumably not a Roman Catholic;" (iii) "this phenomenon cannot
be wholly explained on my theory, since the deviations between
your observations and my predictions are statistically signifi-
cant: and (iv) "defendant was driving at 45 m.p.h. in a built-up
area., Qg he has committed an offence against the Road Traffic
Acts."" Other fiel0 eXamples incl thica and aesthetics.
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, Since field& are assumed to employ differing procedures
and techniques of, argument, it is impdftant to identify
features which aile dependent (unique) to the fields and those
.which appear to Iftoss fields (inliariant) as well. Toulmin
introduces the distinction between "force" and "criteria" of
modal terms to address this problem. A term's force consists
of the practical implications of its use: a term such ws
cannot includes a generalized injunction--something is ruled

This is contrasted to the reasons or standards by which
actors decide Oat a teiln is appropriate for use in given
circumstances.'" The force of modal ferms is invariant while,
\their criteria for employment are dependent. Thus, Toulmin
Is willing to'discard the term "meaning" because the force-
criteria distinction cuts across (and draws finer distinctions
than) a gross or global term such as "meaning." This is but an
extension of Toulmin's program for de-psychologizing argument;
and I shall take sharp issue with his use of the distinction
in the last section of this essay. It should suffice here to
note that each of the Uses's examples should be distinguished
by virtue of criteria Fifher than fbrce.

2.14 Do the examples glearly mark off fields or can their
criteria for modal terms*blur into many fields? The ordinary
field notion makes little s'ense Vniess one can clearly draw
distinctions between fields4 Edclid's proofs can.be (and
certainly were) employed in special ways by ethicists, econo-
mists, physicians, biologlats: metaphysicians, epistemologists,
and a host of other speciATists as invariant principles. The
criteria of their modal terms were essentially similar or the
same. The Nautical Almanac's calculations, it seems, could be
.employed equally widely--the criteria for use being the same
statistically significant (and have the same criteria.for use)
in any field which uses statistical procedures. I shall argue
below that there are differences in the ways sote disciplines
employ statisticafgeheralizations--but, contrary to Toulmin's
view, these differences often turn upon the force rather than
the criterid for using the statements. It nee-44-i stressing
here that the' disciplines which use statistics share certain
views which seem invariant,. i.e., principles.df probability,
tests of significant, etc: The proposition /11arry's hair is
not\plack, since I know for a fact that it i& red," is pre-
sumably intended to exemplify data drawn from an actor's personal
beliefs. But statistical statements, Nautical Almanac figures,
and proots drawn from Euclid can all be (and ofien are in daily
parlance) "known for a fabt."- "I know fOr a fact," indeed, may
embrace both the force and criteiia of modal terms. Finally,
the statement "Peterson is a Swede" is capable of being
statistically significant, bi appearing in an almanac, and being

41 4 ething that. "I know for a fact."

a) Do the examples in t'ses suggest field dependent canons
for _ju in ar ument7 Toulmin stresses that critical canons are
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dependent while the force of judgmental terms is invariant.
Interfield differences in canons must be irreduciple--incapable
of being collapsed into general invariant canons.14 Yet, the
examples seem interchangable and capable of being collapsed
into one another by virtue of tkeir criteria. Statietically
significant relationships are hardly irreducible. Significance
.tests are understood simila'rly by all who use them (force) and
_sometimes uniformly employed (criteria) by spectilists in varied
fields. "P < .01"--insofar as it is defined as "significant"--
has the same forte and mayihave the same criteria across fields.
Yet one man's "signitit'antfcorrelatioe is another's "vague
assoctation." Thus the force of "P 4 .01" may vary if a
physicist says to a,psycho16g-ist "P . .01 falls far short of
true significance (viz., p < .0001). They agree on criteria
but differ about force--the opposite, I think, of Toulmin's
position. Yet, among those who agree that the statement
"P < .01" is "significant," the statement has the same force
and criteria across fields. It serves as an invariant principle
just as the notion of probability of error per se serves as an
invariant principle even to those who.disagree about what levels

"equal "signifiCant" Forrelations. Insofar as drguers in lields
at the bottom of thei pyramid use statistical statements, the
Judgmental canons appear to be rooted in their individual
psychologies rather than in clear field arenas. As I shall
argue below, this is probably,also true of the diffuse disciplines
and would-be disciplines in the middle of the pyramid.

(b) .IS the force-criteria distinction best suited to
compatt disciplines at the top of theyyraMid and ill-suited
to fields at the base? fOulmip admittedly makes a sound case
f6i-U&W-TIWi-iFlii-Waal terms such as "cannot" and "probably"
take their,meanings from the'essential features of the problems
addressed in a fiela, geometrical terms till's differing from,
say, sociological terms. I have discussed the problems with
"probably" in-(a) above. "Cannot," I claim, is premised in
Uses on suspiciously congenial examples. The intuitive idea
is fhat, "you cannot be sick" assumes different implications
when uttered by a train steward than by a physician. Yet this
is possibly a trivial example since nearly everyone would
intuitively agree that there are marked differences between
statements about social niceties and those about medical
co-nditions.

,

Toulmin's field gxamples Are less clear. They seem to
draw their criteria for use not from the essential features
of a field so much as from the psychological processes of the
actors who use them. The meaning, priteria and possibly
force of "statistically significant" or "I'know for a fact",
or even "Peterson is a Swede" seem directly related to the
intentions of the person saying them. Each of these ean dis=
play the same force and criteria across a variety of circum-
stances. Thus, the force-criteria distinction does not seem
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especially useful to descriptions of ordinarvtalk. Clear
differences in force.and criteria of modal terms are surely
observable Only when the public veridical and judgmental
standards of a ratlonal enterprise are rigorously defined (as
they apparently (ire in atomic physics). Ordinary talk takes
elements from many fields, as I argue more fully below, and
the applicability of the force-criteria distinction seems
proportionately suspect. Stated another way: the distinction
can replace "meaning" as an 'explanative concept only in comz
pact disciplines; it becomes more and more arbitrary as one
moves down the pyramid toward diffusness.

(c)... _Is "statistics" a muddled example? This question is
but a specAal case of the qdestions above,-but it serves to
illuminate the senses in which diffuse, would-he, and non-
disciplines (at the pyramid's middle) as well as the ordinary
fields at the base intermingle and overlap. rirst let us
look at this question from the point ofyiew of the "discipline
of statistics" per se (which may in fact be a compact discipline), .

as opposed to the ways other disciplines pick up and use statis-
tical concepts. We usually think of the statistical discipline
(in Toulmin's terms) as a body of professional associations and
traditions as well as in terms of its shared problem focus
(reducing mass data to meaningful and manageable generalizations--
looking at. frequency distributions, normal probability curves,
measures of central tendency, variability measures, and corre-
lation coefficients). Now, vis-a-vis the field.notion, it needs
saying that uniquely statistical arguments are warrant-usiu.
arguments--which Toulmin is at pains to attack W-Tfh respect to
a priori logic. Statisticians, if their'_textbooks represent
their professional self-conception, pee themselves in terms
akin to the traditional logicians' descriptions of a priori logic.
Thus, statistics per se is a poor example of an ordinary argument
field.

If we look, second, at statisjJ.cs as a body of principles
picked up and used hy other dis lines, it further blurs the
dependent-invariant distinction. There are senses in which
statistical generalizations are invariant--a priori--and other
senses in which theyfre uniquely, situationally or psyobologi-
cally,- defined. A silTnificanee,test can-be looked at :statisti-
cally or substantively from another field. The importance (as
opposed to the meaning) of a T-test may be either a matter amenable
to field-grounded judgments or,a matter resOfFaire with reference
to invariamt statistical principles which apply equally across
fields. Thus, ad element can he simultaneously invariant and
dependent. Stated another way: statistical principles used
in different fields are of the "same-logical type" when so used;
their criteria are usually.the same; they use,and establish the
same sorts of warrants. Individual fields pick up and use sta-
tistical elements by assuming some of the characteristics of the
statistical'discipline. This should be true at the middle of
the pyramid as well as at its base. Statistics, then,
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is an example whith Muddles interfield distinctions; and, if
statistics is a uniqueYdiscipline, the force,criteria
tinction is vitiated.

It is to belabor the obvious to say that'different,schools
of thought in the diffuse and would-be disciplines disOlay J

marked differences in:their statistical apprdaches.., Some
economists, for example, see the Phillip s Curve as a fact of
nature--nothing more than a symptom of the essential covariation
6f-eMployment and inflation; others see the Curve as an artifact
of statistical assumptions which may meanAilferent things
when viewed from different perspectives; And still others see
the curve as a falsq:explanation of long term trends. By this
reasoning, economics is probably a diffuse or even a would-be
discipline since there are profoundly different wiys of con-
struing elements of which the Phillips Curve is only an
example. It seems clear that within economics, both the force
and Criteria for using the Phillips Curve differ. Depending
on how one looks at the Curve, it can function as either data,
'warrant, or conclusion (and, in some cases, a qualiVer) for
arguments. The differences may reside more in-the prsychological
perspectives of arguers than in systems of thought per se.

I now turn to a series of questions intended to expose
the difficulties entailed in using the argument field notion
at the middle range of the pyramid. Many of,my arguments
are similar to Toulmin's own comments about the diffuse, would-
be, and non-disciplines, but I draw ry different 'conclusions.
He clearly recognizes that these disciplines contain different
systems of thought. Indeed, the size and scope of the differences
between these systems of thoughts (the profundity ot their
di' ferencep) are for Toulmin precisely the reasons why they are

compadl disciplines. My-arguments below; however, suggest
t despite his recognition of competing schools of thought

w thin fields, Toulffiin overstates the case for stability and
underplays the need for a psychologically grounded Approach to
argument. The intuitive idea is that "school or system of
thought" may be a more precise designation of argument fields
than is Toulm'in's conception of midd)e range disciplines.

2.2. Can the field of aestheIics be genericall described?
This example appears in Uses to illustrate a di ficUlt case.
I take rather sharp issue with,Toulmin's.interpretations, how-
ever. My argument is chat opposing viewpoints within aesthetics
(and, by implication, other diffuse and wolild-be disciplines)
make it difficult-or even impossible'to confidently describe the
"field's" nature. Tpulmin explicitly recognizes this difficulty:
'in these fields, more often than in most, the answers to sA

questions remain matters of opinion or-ta&te.' Aesthetics is
an obvious field in which this is liable to happen, though even
there it is easy to exRggerate 'the room for reasonable dis-
a reement and to overlOok the cases In which only one informed
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opirlion can seriously be.maintainedt e.g., the superiority aS
A Itndscape-painter of Claude Lorraine'over Hieronymus Hosch."17

Several things need saying about this. First, itAs
difficult to believe that Toulmin intends this example,
seriously, viz., the comparative merits as landscape pitinters
of Lorraine and Bosch. A more uninteresting disagreement is
difficult to imagine (thdUgh compiring Poe and Pound as short
story writers dots come to mind). So, the example of unity
seems "true, but trivial," Second, differendes between
aesthetic theorists are often as complex as they are (in many
cases) unbridgeable. Theorists such as James, Santayana, Prall,
and Dewey (despite obvious and significantTdifferences) tap
easily be contrasted with the likes of Langer, Ducasse, and
Weitz, who (despite obvious and signisfiaant differences) can
be costrasted to.the,"psychoiogists" such as Petter, Croce,
Nahm, and Springarn. Differences between these contrasting
schools are most decidedly not mere matters of taste. It is
even insufficient to globally name the schools (e.g., the
"separatists" or4"psychologists" or "semanticists" or "meta-,
physicians") since differences within these schotas of thought.,
are often quite profound. Within aesthetics, Sartre and -

Merbitu-Ponty are both "phenomenologists," but,,some (not all)
ofirfe differences between them are dhasmatic. True, some of
these differences are recognized by virtue of commonly shared
assumptions which allow theorists to debate their differences.
Yet, some of the connecting threads are, to purloin a fictional
detective, "tenuous almost to nullity." It ought also be
said that differences between aesthetic theOrists and the
practitioners are most often than not insoluable, and-there are
enough fundamental disagreements among theorists that-little
agreement fias been attained even about the rough outlines of-
the aesthetic discipline.

Merely naming aesthetics a would-be discipline says little
about its character as an argument field. It.seeTs impossible
to generate meaningful statements about "aesthetic" arguments
from such broad categories. I am not unmindful of Toulmin's
warning that&it is easy to exaggerate the room for reasonable
disagreement r. but with respect to aesthetics exaggeration seems
difficult. Since the contending schools,of thought have not
even.beewable to agree on t,helneaning.of "aesthetics," we
could call aesthetics 'an argument "field". only by doidg great
violence, to these schools--by blurring their differences.

The aesthetics'example seems to nicely illustrate the
value of looking at systems of thought--as psychological
orientations as well as public formulations--to define awument
fields. Aesthetics exemplifies the sense in which schools of
thought transcend the usual diiciplinary boundaries. Most of

. those theorists have produced systems which apply more broadly,
viz., to psychology, ethics, sociology, .epistemology, and even
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metaphysics. Thus, perhaps, one can be a "positivist" in
all of these disciplines and have more in common with positi-
vists in other fields than with, say, existentialists in one's
own discipline.

2.3 Is the disci line of is chola a useful "ar ument
field" exemplar T s quest on cou e re ormu ate to say
"are the different schools of thought within psychology better
field exemplars?" In Understanding, Toulmlin recognizes the
often profound differences between.the coMpeting schools7-but
he does so with an eye to explaining why psychology is only a
would-be discipline. He does At address implications for
argument fields. My comments here bear a strong resemblance
to his own statements about psychology, but T shall draw from
them the conclusion that "psychology" is too btoad and vague
a term to be useful to argumentation theorists as a field
exemplar. Its individual schools of thought are better models.

The difterences between Freudian, neo-Freudian, S-R
'and 5-0-R behaviorist, cognitive, third force; constructivist,
lAychobiological, and physiological psychologists (as Toulmin
clearly recognizes) reflect often profound paradigmatic
differences entaiiing'very different ways of looking at theory,
research, and even.modes of inference. These substantive
differences subsume equally profound differences in the
-definitions and approaches to problems (as we shall see, this
is a central defining characteristic of "disciplines" for
Toulmin). At a gross and ambiguous level, Freudians and
behaviorists might be said to share an interest in human
behavior; but such abstract unity is surely insufficient for
Toulmin's purposes and is certainly insufficient for mine.
They do not always deal wtith the same problems: repression
may be a central research problem for a Freudian but nonsense

011 to a behaviorist.

The arguments of these divergent psychologists mai employ
data and conclusions of different logical types. Proponents
of laboratory research often scoff.at arguments.based on
participant observation or other "qualitative" approaches.
Some theorists see statistical work as a limited, relatively
minor part of the disciplin&while others see statistics as
the cor,e. Toulmin might protest that despite these. substantive
differences psychologists cling to certain assumptions about
science which unite them. This, however, has two weaknesses:
(i) it.elevates the scientific metaphor to invariant a priori
status in a manner akin to the Old view of logic; and (ii) it
is existentially false: Carnap's classic arguments that
psychology should be a science modeled after physics seem quite
incompatible with Kelly's arguments that "scientists are human
too." Differences between physicalism and humanism stem in
part from differences about the appropriate-data, warrants, and
conclusions of arguments. Kelly's problems are not Carnap's.
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One doet. not"bj1irom Carnap's perspective to Kelly's
because (to use Toulmin's criterion) Kelly's model better
solves the problems addressed by Carnap's model: Kelly
rejects most of Carnap's 'core problems as invalid.

At a high level of ahstractioh, Kelly and Carnap might
be said to share a common commitment to truthful reiearch, to
understanding human nature, and to careful procedures. Thin
high level of abstraction, however, disguises too wide an
array of differences for the-psychology discipline ("would-be"
as it is) to be called-an argument field: If'asked to, compare
gkiftner and Bannister as scientists, I might justifiably reply
that this is analogous to comparing Lorraine and Bosch as
landscape painters. Why the force-fitted category? Their
differences seem far more important than their broad commonalities.

2.4 Is sociolo a satisfactor ar ument field exemslar?
My arguments ere ec o t ose a out psyc o ogyi an nee
saying that Toulmin explicitly terms sociology a would-be
discipline because it contains divergent schools of thought.
These schools are different endugh,that it seems better to
look to them as discrete argument "fields branches of a single
perspeCtive--among many possibilities--within sociology, viz.,
the differences ketween Iowa School and, Chicago School Symbolic
Interactionism.16 These traditions display,markedly different
assumptions about research, causa,lity, statistical work, and.
many other matters. At a high_level ofbabstraction,. they

.

share some problems; but they,define them differently enough
that 'it cannot be said that they deal with theAsame problems.
Both, for example, deal with the '?Self," but Manford Kuhn and
Herbert Illumer define the theoretical and research problems of
self theory very differently:

A close examination i)lf the . . . Aifferentiation between
the Chicago and Iowa schools . . reveals the . . .

differences to have an organic and systematic character
. . . While Blumer's image-of man dictates his method-
ology, Kuhn's methodology dictates his image ,of man.
Thus, Blumer begins with a depeictiOn of man's behavior
ae entailing a dialogue between impulses and soctial .

definitions in the course of. which acts are conetructed. -

He proceeds to recognize a leVel,of'ineteriction devoid
of social definitions and reflecting sheerly spontaneous'
behavior. Holding the two preceding ideas, he questions
the extent to which human behavior-is predictable. And
finally, . he must urge a methodology that combines
scientific and humanistic elements.

Oppositely, Kuhn starts,from a.scipntistic concern.
eThis,-although joined with his symboli-interactiOnist

orientation, brings him to . . . a basically deterministic
image of behavior. In the service Of both scientism and
determinism, he denies to the I any- role in conduct,
thereby dismissing the Podsitollities of both emergence
and nonsymb0lic interaction." \
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DAscuseing the dim possibilities-for rejoining the two
perspectives, Meltzer. and Ovirass-nOte that the two traditkohs
Rddress basicalW different problems: Iowans tocus upon:-
OperationalizatiOn (reflecting their positivism) while .

ChiCagoans insist upon conceptual'Oarity as a prerequiqite
to operationalization. rprther, the two 'schools display:none

., of the-professional unities which Toulmin'holds to be essential
to disciplines: "as in the past'amd present, the two school*
miy' continue Vie pattern of taking little cognizance of one .
adother and of,going their Separate...ways. This-pattern is
evidenced byithe fact that representatives.oI each school;
rarely cite the works of the'other-school. This type of,
.0arochialism is fostered by tho fundamental. andA3erhaps'
irrecOncilabfb, divergence'of.the-schodls on the methodological -'

. level."-40. ,Within this single' subdivision of f terio-Vion'th'eorY,
then, none. of Toulmin's criteria for_ a :discipi ne ire met; ancr-

, ..

more harrowfng examples are durely pasible wit% iddoctolOgy..
,

4 ,

* ' , t.'tt 4 ,;..A .,.At the middle of the pyramid; thsen, the diffuqesdda ,, '%.,

Atould-be4Rdisciplines contain divergek 'sySteMs optNblikht which'
differ In enough respects to-vitiate;tlipe,;argufient field ft4ion. ,.

The above questions could be posed for other middle rstnge-,8 .' ( , ,.
-disciplines with simt4r results. Brotid iqsciplinkry-rubiiCs -,

(e.g., history, political science, hrbailology, policx-studles,
and Speech communication) probably cantaileschools:of Uhotight-
which are divprgent,enough to makerigsleadi*Any equationof"
diffuse-and would-be disciplines with 'argument_ fields., My

,claim iS. not that no:commonaliqes obtain.; )311t. that,intri- 4
disciplinary, differences are often gr WeA44Kh to vf.tiatte'tpe
argument field notion. 4,;paoki.ng at the. diyidual schools 0!.:
thought' seems to be a williFe precise way-'d defiblim argnment
fields.

, e e
:

. , .2.5 What is the importance.of the
4

jurisprUdential analogi "-

to Toulmin's system?, Theltnalogy, r thAnk,.Comprise0-fhe.core
Of,.his viewoof argumen't fields. pe takesconsistent Plans to
steer a middle course, between ablEcoluti,sat::ilind melityvism. Both

.are odiouS options.. Absolutism force7fitt:Its,a priori ystems
conto.all subjects,"appropriate or not: 4lativishl ignores
predents, the histories of ideas in fi0d6::"-Todlmind4_,
pAreholmizes argument piecisely because.troAhing 'argumentation.. ,

prInekAes an personal gOchoIogical terms Wena4.,1*.a sureender' ' r
to relatiyism. ,llis search ts,for the stable feiture6 of ru:ktiorial, '

glihc6d.rse pm spanifeeteddim Aublic;arguiltebt and he loca,tes.7.these
Deatur0 in, precedentArthus rdisifig:tihe jurisprudentill-analogy%
to a posltion of-doilbilqrable theor9tical importance:.' .Ther.,:-

. .--',Analggy 'is thet cpre.o.f his rejeption of r4lat,ivisi and thp, '.

:' ,' basi, ofmhis gpecihy thedry 6f, 'argument.tields; yet,it 4,.I
think, -thern of hi.W-systeld. everal questIoii4C .

-' b6],ow: Ecreflesrg9yd,to expose,tbe\mAiad di!O.cultiesmith 'Oriell
* analo' ., -A
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Uses i;eso s to the legal _analogy freguently, ,Imost oftell
4::1r one of .two retasons: to.illustrate asnbcts of-field 1'depAndency or to -dtIplay the field concerns o-f logic. I

\,.-. s-' pqfsue both aspects'of she, analogy here if for no other reason
. .,,-..t*an that Toulmin uses it to- delineate the -field concerns of

rogid--as a unique field, standinf on its own-without help from, sai)
t ..., \mathematics or g.eomqry . The; ana ogy is. the keystone of his,.

. . v, explanati9n of argument .proeesfiedt and dit is' fair to say ,that
lihe gets_son0,.clerable, mlleage from it., -Usfis leaves' little - ,

doubt tWi the analogi Its 1ntended riiiiiii1y--indeed, thatthe
term Etsnalogy 'may be too-wbak: ,a ..'w., , .., .

. .1* A N ID\ V

,

3... ,. evi 9:Ifid ne may.fa i.tsk, ..t.his. really an analogy at all? -. ,3,11 . it
t

6 - ...

. 'when . r. ay* sAn tl'pw' tar-the parallels between the twoJ

i
.,Attifibies cah 16e presed, miff may, feel that tfie term*

.
40, ,..'anfii.Ogy ',. is, too. reak.,. and the term ''metaphoi positively ., i" -r..migleadipg: eirefi, that' law-6111%3 ar just a., special-kind

.
of ratiOn.al -di§pute, f$!?r whieh the procedures and rules of. .

. ,.

. arg'umenet haVe fittrderieci Vito- institutions. Certainly it
is no, surprLie .to find. a;professor of Jurfspruden-ce taking

V 4. '
,i ' , ° .

- Alp. :. -aabprobWnis 411"Sh.is'oOst vb,jee-t, qiiestions familiar- to -t v. :.: - - - ,v .

us,frem treittiqe$§.atA 14aKis):1--1ueltionq", fRiins:Weei .about
' catoafion---and 4ox ttrIsto0e :,,,,. :,. the gap betweetifaieu-Opts in , the co'surt : and, arguments in the LycetimItbr Agora.

, ` would 'hal. seemed' euti 31-(01,ter than it does for us.z1 ,
1 A tv

. , . 2 ' 1 S. . , .

% TIfis4i, 'fbrceful-stu f,-As we lay i a,vigorous commitment to the
analoy, apparen'tly in.-0.1f-paitieulais.. Of most iMportance,

- . however, is- the,tritil- as a' root metaphor:%

, - * a N

.. n

. . n
V ilu q

i Lo'gic iq Oneerned with "flies gpu'ndness of the claims we
make--with the: sojidity of the 'grounds we' produce to.. puppottfh-eM, the firmifess o-f the, backing.we prcivide for,

. ....., theffl---pr;.. tillc1faiike thymataithor,: wfth 'pip .eort of ca.se
.. .,: we p'resen; `iic defelige ef Our clai.ms, ,- The legal analogy

. ... .,:pttn,fgr., onice. be a-, real help .' ..*. t.,iogic=; (we may say) ,; is genera:Vrzecljprispiuden.C'e. ,Arkumentb can be .compared., .4

'Y .' t'. With 1,aw Auits, and Ake Oaims we make and: argue for in 1-. *.
. extra-legal. cohtexts with! cl.aim. made in dourts while.... . . twe present. 'in, making. kood each kind .ot :ciatdr 4'.., ., ,:- .

..,,.
C 1 - can be compirqd''with'eaôh other. A ,mainrtask'ot juirl.4-7 .. 1? ,

ptudence is to-tharaitterize the, esselitialb of. the .1figal t
procdsg : .-',- the.'P"rpedures by which chlims-at-liw'are pat i . ." --t

N
forivaid , disPuted and def4rnlined;. and, the 4altegoriee -.in,:
terms of which this- is done. 'Outs,,own -inquiry is,a -.
parallel one:- -we shall aim,. . ...tbeharacterize what.. .

r I

may be -calnd the 'rational process, ' the proeedures and
categories by using \vhich_claime-ihrgeneral ditn, be argued

. for ahd settled.22
4

ItNi": 4iVe are, in,,sum, to take tbis analogy rather literally.
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The questions below reveal, I think, that the jurisprudential r
'analogy serves the argument field notion poorlyindeed, can
be turned agkinst it. It is ,not especially clear, fbr exhmple
what sort of rationalenter04se jurisprudence is assumed to '.

bethat is, Where it falls oa the pYramid. Amoked at in one
way; it pould be a diffuse'digciplipe; but, as'my arkuments.
1below show, trialt,do not-fit neatly into the sdheMe--they'are,
at least'in some senses non-disciplinible

/\ \ *44 ,, .
,

Trials aie a relatively minor feature of jurisprudence.
:0,

Youlmin would surely bp uncomfortable with casting the,analogy ,

4 : .

in terms of plea bargaining, although the .rast majority of ;

criminalicases are actually disposqd of through bargaining.
If the legal discipline possesses a, stabilIty and unity it is
hard to see that the ;trial, rare as At.1.0, is any-part of .

that unit . If'-we---o'ld,the analogy hostge to entailments of
compariso s9ith bargtliming, corporate.laNN,,torts, and disaster
-litigation, we ghall arrive at-the_view .thatAhe factg oC*the '

field cannot be-undqrs0o4 apait from the'perspectives of legal.
.

actors as they deal:with specifiê cases,In their Elgecial seg-
ments ot the legal domain'. 'One could"akoe; Of, coOrse-that-_
the trial metaphor could be abstracted out of.,the broader .-"

spectrum of lega4 activtties, although most:lekar-philosophers !

would surely be' uncomfortable with such an absIraction. Fur-
ther, this is not-the way'Toulmin deals' withAhe:compact . .

discipline of atomic- physics: if the textbooks paid lip
servicer to laboiator§ research .but atomic physicists,in
practice rarely' or never used such research, this would

. o s_ ,

surely be reflepte;d in Taulmin's survey of the stiared alrptians
of the discipline. The legal analudy, them, is-in seri
trouble if trekted as specifically as the scientifid'examples ... ,

,

are in Human UnderstandinE.
. ,

,

. a , a .

, There is another level of trouble for the legal analogY ,

reVealed. by the questions-which,follow: Kt may not be-
defensible to abAract trials Out of the' broader spectrum*,-. r,,

, of legal activities or out of the social events which. eventuate'
,in trials. -The questions below reveal that trials reflect the
psychological perspectives of the.legal actors in them and
they are processes vihlch nearly always display extri-legal .,. .

a pects. Determinant§ of.the outcomes of.trlals may only
rarely be the standards'of argument whi9h have "hardened into

.

institutioffs." T-hus, l'he trial mitaphbr turns against Toulmin
V

in.another sente: it ultimately supports 'the view that
arguMent can most accurately be described in thrms bl the

. ,psychological processes which produce them. .

441

-...,, . _
2.6 .h's jurisprudence a useful "field!) exemplar? dranting 44 A.;

for the moment that the i4ial metaphor is 'telf-sustaining, we"-.
,

should ask whether trial law per se produces arguments of the
"same logical type." 'There are ,difficultiet-with this, a§, .

.:Toulmin explicitly-recognizes. There are, for4natahce, 1111P' 0-

.
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different types of trialscivil versus criminal being. merely
one broad dichotomy. Some trials pursue common law issues
while others probe atatutory interpretations. Toulmin, in
fact, admits that.the conduct-of trials may differ and that
"the softs of :8,vidence relevant in- cases of different kinds
wilinaturally be very variable.3 Yet, essential to
ToulMin's program is the notion that trials have certain ,

aspecits in conlmon, -My criticism is that these common featureb
tend to be the most trivial features of,trials. The following
question's probe this-charke.

'(&)j Do different trials use the same sorts of evidence?
This is a crucial fasue ainca one test of,a lield Le the con-
tent of its data.apd conclusions. .Evidence, presumablyf com-
prises data (of;paft of the data) for trial airguMents. Toulmin
quite reamonably-recognizes that evidence may greatly differ:
"to establish negligence in a civil case, wilful intent in
a_case of nuirder, the.presumption of legitimate birth: each
of these will require appeal to evidence of different kinds." 24

,

(b). Are-there comgellinil examples of evidence,differences?
. Perhaps the mogt. interesting, feature of the tcopee trial was

Ats routine"deliarture from traditional-legal practices'and
principles. The data and conclusion's of both Bryan and Darrow
were more often than not extra:=Aegal., bryan worked from a

. perspective thatlargely identified the interests oi law and
v religion while Darrow worked from aeA"kree thinker,re perspective

which was decidedly more political.ibanlegal, The lieoPoid--
. Loeb murder trial is another interesting illustration. A '0

central theme of the 'defense summary was a view of justice (at
the level of data-and 0,441_which had,little or nothing tO
do Wit4.the legal.ispues at Tind. Darrows appeals for'clemeney

\
sprang from a popularize¢ conception'of justice and mercy

),. which was not entirely consiste ti rnt .wil legaprinciples of the .

time. ,Case law is irrelevant in that classic summation. Many,',
recent trials dealing with fair triaP--free Oreas issues have:
not centered upon the coniplx body of case law surrounding-this

, oontroverisy but upon tfie special cirbamstances of the'ca,4e at
haad'and acOnsidetation'of,the immediate pretrial effects of4 '

:publicit for the specdfic case. ,Sheppard V. Maxwell, the -I
par igm case in thUt bodroArIaw.,%cletalls a horrifying .hisi4ry,

. of oncompl*lance wifh legal prillpif3res. The 4avidence tillreVant'

, .-;----
o Sheppard c4sisted,less of'constitu-tional argument tff*n"Of ,

'detaflJngs of the excesses of,the press priok'io and dum1ng-the
o

,

4°
triscl.."' ,,

, . \ ,. 4 % 1 .4
- . k

. t

. . (c) 'Can "unheallthy," eicampl.es,ba disdIrded?:;Tonlmin
stresses OaChis 'study is of' theitgal process,in,av.healthy:
statenot in terms of its "Oathological difin Irattios."

.

Yet 4wo 4ht,ngis ,;fieed- attIftWabout-this';' FIrst, 1ile there is
,
,

ndt4111; per se wrong-with-Ohnine the metaphor t Adeal Vrocbsses,
, :41404-about descriptive aeCiaraty cari.surely not biTRiae on the
,baSis of-ideals. Second, Toulmin is mistakewif-he rgles dis-

a

11
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:
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tretionary actions out of the metaphor-because theY_are
"pathological disintegrations."

Iltnneth Culp Davis has stressed that discretionary
actions arp far lnore important in jurisprudential conduct

.

than rules:

Even in something generally supposed to be ao much
tontrolled by law as the administration of criminal
Justice, administrative4discretion is far more
important than rules. All the rules fhat call for
punishmeOf can be'nullified by any one of five sets
of discretionary power. . . .We have not yet 'found a
way to eliminate discretion with respect to i'rresting,
senfencing, prosecuting, paroling, and Pardoning
.withouIrdestroying,the crucial values we want to pre-
serve."

DisCrigkdv causeslpsf injustice, but the juillip, dential
1v#iem could,noI'liospibry function withoutit except at the
exPense-Of estpentiall;tuaues*. Rules alone. never 8uff4p, In
fact,,they are,sopetintes- the leaptimpOrtant aspects 4f a

, trial. 'the disorpft6ry interpretastions made by law ers,
jpdges-, ,juries,*4 9-tly.1egal actors are the action4 which
actUally.constifute a:ttial, Discretion, in fatt, is'a'tool

. that .i. "indispensIblethe individualization Pt justice.
. .Rtqes alone-untempeeed by' discretion pannot'cope with

the-complexities of modern,government alid modern justice.
Discretion is out principle source circreativenessAn govern-
ment and in.law. . . .In a governMent-oT men and of laws, the
Ortion that is, a government of mew,. . .ofc,en.tends to stifle
the peir:05on that is a government of laws. ,Perilaps "nine-tenths

1

'OfOinjUstice in our legal systemflius froM discrvtion and
perhaps only one-tenth from rulps,"Af7 JAlost AmeifeknAaw,.,
Pavis argues,.springs ;rom adjudication---from creativeness'-in
the process of deciding particular cases: "thecrucial point
in the ()Cass is Olscretl.opary power-go-be creative in
partic la Th'e *hole notidn of-indiviidualized

,.

juStice n this" individual'dreafivity*
4

-
,.

.

WhEin discretion sh ks Ioc) mublr, affirmative action is'._

needed to recreate,' . For many. circumsfastes the
.

mechanical applicaltion f7 a, rule Oaans injustice; what
is needed As individual' d-justfoK,,qii4. 46,. justice
which to 'the appropriate tent,is:taitbred-torhe needs
of thejndividUal-CIL/C- O y'thrOugh discr2tion can the

'koal%of individualized just' 4,4ta41014.-4
,4,7:44- . .. -- A .

. .

:is theThe.imosC.fulidgmentaloharacteristio .of_a tritil, thell
diboretion Wvaf ble,..to the Tegal imtetsAlitild 'their U\ es of it

.
e. -

,-:,.... .

. .11iscretlon, f'dourse. I;a- psychological matte. The'
judge exerciles p era acr's.fhl:bre4d0,44. 4the trii pro-

,
.desip, olay_af0 of *hioh al*epeoified by law, and4fe legal

,1. , 1 .

A
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scholars would be comfortableirith the chain that judicial
discretion is unrelated to the judge's psychological processes.
Trials have political aspects, for example, depending upon the
party affillations of the judge and prosecutor and their per-

%ceivedpOublicity stakes in securing guilty verdicts.- They
$aplay these aspects_not as atholo ical disinterations but
T utine feat res of da 1 con uct. A u ge s ru ng on the

;:frt ssa ty o ev ence may epen more upon film fears of
'being (1),Verturned.:(as a purely political matter) or %upon his
p reeptions of the probity of the evidenCe rather thain upon
j dgments about its legality. A prosecutor's decision to
b ig a case to trial may stem pore from the case's difficulties
v s-a-vis plea bargaining or from its publicity value than from
a y special judgments about the merits of the prosecutorial
c sit) per se. Thus, with respect to Toulmin's desire to de-
pApchologize argument, the discretionary aspects of the trial
metaphor encourage a very different--quite psychological

_ approach to argument.,- The discretionary analogy,implies that
the processes of argument directly reflect the processes of
reasoning Which produce themj-that they are special cases, to
be understoo-d with reference to,the specific circumstances in
which, they occur.

(d) DoestToulmin fobus upon trivial featdres-of trials?
As with the aesihetics .example, Toulmin makes his case with
respect to extremely broad and proportionately uninteresting
features of the analogy. Itt approaching trials he paints., as
we say, very broad strokes. Certain features are held to be
common to all trials, be they civil or criminal: "there must
be an initial stage 'at which the charge or claim is clearly
stated, a subsequent phase in which evidence is set out or
testimony given in support ofthe charge or claim, leasling on
.td the final stage at which a verdict is pronounced."" 'No*,
it must be said that with this statemelt the robust legal
analogy described above has paled considerably. This amounts
to little more than Aristotle's claim that "you must state
your case and kou-must prove it." At best, Toulmih's statement
is superfIcial: but, taken as stated, it describes a relatively'
trivial aspect of trials, their chronology. More to the Point,'
the 'statement say%nothin bout the content of,trials: the
legal metaphoWluSt sa hing about the content of trials
it it is to be used suppoit he field notion.

The legal analogy, as described by Toulmin, does not
contribute td the'field notion. "The statement that trials
consist in chronological stages amounts to little'more than
sayirig "someohe gets-cfiarged,arguMents are made, testimony

*is given, decisions'are reached." This is not interesting, nor
ia it terribly descripti4,of trials as they actually occur.
'This statemeht says nothihg about the criteria for Modal terms
in trials, although a psychological approach to disbretiOnary

\SUStice does hint afthe criteria for-applicability.in terms
like41probably," "possibly," and even "cannot."

4
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Toulmin's legal analogy also does not seem to illuminate,
the nature of argument well. Iy own formulation ot the analogy
suggests that the relationships between claims and the evidence
for them is always psychological. "Leape from data to claimafr
after all, are movements made by thinkers-r-which should mean
that they obey th6 mandates of the thinkers' cognitive systems.
Thesci leaps, if you will, are quite discretionary; and,.as a
descriptive matter, we will understand them best by opference
to the, psychological perspectives from which they spring.

(e) Is the force of modal terms'constant within trial
jurisprudence? The core idea behind this question is that the'
force-criterta distinction mai be vitiated by the jurisprudential
analogy. The fact that the criteria forMoAal terms Naries from
trial to trial, cbntext to."eontext, seems to call the trial
analogy-into qu6stion and-correspondingly to cast doubt upon
the field notion per.se, "Force," however, needs special
attention; the practical implications bf.ludgthentalcanonsr after
all, are supposed 0 be invariant. "Impassibility" is one
sustained example of a term's force which should remain con-
stant across-fields., 'I contqnd here that'lhiS terWs force
does not remain Constant even across trialS'.

,

While the criterid fon terms 14ke -"cannot" or- "impossi,
bility" vary, their force should not:: "what is commonoto
the statements /the implied sanctions, .the grounds for ruling-
out/ remains. Each oflithem 'can be written .inthe following

,

pattern so as 'to bring out thelMpliCations.involved: .'1) being
what ii is,,you must rirla citutanything involving 9; to do
'otherwise would be R, and would invite S.' The form is coMmoR
to all he examploNf what varY from case to'ckseflAre tfie
things we have to substitute for 1.),, Q, R, and S."P" Jurls-
prudential examples include statements such as "you cant
force a defendant's wife to testify."31

An example.leaps immediately to mind which meeis T
design specifications for the,force of a_term bnip which ca.0.-ts
doubt on the generality of the rule, viz., "you-cannottparce g
defendant's.wife to,testify unless in a divorce or othex'
proceeding." The wife, in a div6rce, liierally Can refui3e; but
ip another literal sense she cannot: some judgegFefuse_to
find for litigants who refuse to 1-eStify in 4ivorce suits; thus,-'
a wife can be fofged to te§tify without kóterenc6 tovclear,ruleb.
Discretionary conduct of all'trials insures-,that there will, be
circumstamces'in which-4gal: actors or defendants-have to
ignore'their 6rights" in order to meetthe practiCal reqUirements
Of.success.i2 Defendants routinely bargain away their rig4ts
just as plaintiffs routilnejy surrender their rights notttt)
testify. Informar Ulee,...!'linderstandinge.bOth among attorneys,

% and betwften a.ttores. and Judge4-create an"informal argumentatiVe.
.

agenda and'implicitAudgmental structure. In any given .circumtapee;

,
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bothvthe force and criteria of m al terms will reflect the
interpersonal understandings among the legal actors who deal
With them.

, The term "cause" merits special attention. It clearly
means very different things in, say, conSpiracy versus murder
trials. Individual murder defendants must be linked to
specific concrete acts. Conspiracy defendants need not be
linked to tRe objppt of their conspiracy in the sense that
someone can be convicted o'f conspiracy to commij murder even t

if the murder was not committed. The deliberation of the act
is the key--not a causal lihk.to. the criminal act,itself. Also,
civil and criminal proceediuKs-very differently define "con-
tributory Cause."

2.7 .Can the psycholomical ers ectires of le al actors
be,ruled out of the e o tr a gr spru once ou m n's
iiiirogy can be turned- against him wit respect to thp importance
of personal perspectives. Insofar.as.discretion rather than
rules characterizes-the routine conduct of.trial law, the per-
sonal views of legal actors_pust be accounted for. Every, trial,
as it were, 9reates,its own fdeld although it may borrow from
the penumbra of meanings.around statutes and'case law; Stare
decisis 4amost never consists of simple deductive reasonliii--
froMrcase'law to the'case ai hand;. and, in this respect, trials
are not at all analogous to ipdividual'eXperimenta-in bqience.--
They *re not.just special cases of the general rule. $tone,
after arg 6g-that .stare decisis consists-of choice-making at
the discre on of several legal actors, streSses that choice's _I

r in.law are onstantly expanding:
( (

Por the universe.of problemli raised.in judicfal choiceS-
at the'growing.points of law is-an.extoanding universe. t

The. area brought under control by.the accumulation of.

.

s.t;ast judicial choices is,of course, large; but that
. 0 0 *does riot yreven'thia area newly presented-for st11.1. .

rt
further'choices by the changing social, economic, and
teoknological, conditiOrs'from being also considerable.

I! And ithaS always.to'be remembezed that many occasions
- for choice arise,by the Mere fact that,no generation
looks out on

.

the woeld from.qaite the same vantage poin't
s its predecessyr, nor for that Tatter with the' saMe.

gyps, A different vantage point, and different eyes,
Often reveal the need for choice-making where former*

. no alternative, and 13rhaps not even any problem, were' ,
.- .

perceilied at all.". -

tbe ongoing practic9,s of legal actoreare not determinis7
tica/ly stiaped by the background asSumptions,of the legal
profession;.individual trials .require,special'actions. Legal
,a,ctors 06.ibtlesS share certain values an4 bodies of knowledge-1
-botit their RK914ems differ, often profoundly. Every trtia, then,
'reflecto. the personal definitions and interpretatiions 61f the

_
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legal actors involved. Trials containing. fair trial7free
press issues, for example, may operate very.differently
depending upon the biases of the judge and counselors: the
rules ma_y_be constrned in variable waxs.

. It is unreasonable to expect that WEI could explain what
happens at.any specific trial without reference to the ,

psychological perspectives of the Actors. 'The focus of dis-
pute in the Scopes trial, for example, ims. upon.two very
different personal construct systemsone ruled by a regnant
affective orientation toward revealed ieligion, the other by
a Civil Iibertxrian view ot the liMits of governmental power
over speech freedoms (in.,this case,' in the educational
sphere)'" The judge in that case passed sentence, apparently,
without reference to Stare decisis: political realities and
the dangers.of being-overturned-WJemed more important. A
triai, then, iS a,forum in which people hash out differences,
4nd th'e nature pf the .People As-far more important than the
nature,of the forum inexplaining.these events.. To characterize
the scopes trial as a structural proceduve guided by rides is
akin .to calling "On the Beach" a 'beach movie" or .(tt. la TV Guide).

'

describing "The Pawnbroker" with the phrase "a Jewish genfle-
man remembers his pasti"

AP' .

. Thd:signal characteristic-of theAlegal processlis dis-
cretion; and discretion is Auite by definition a matter ol
peponal perspectives. ..For Toulmin this means that logical
.totm will "remain impenetrably.obsoure"7-that is,. it May not
display .certain generalizabfecformal characteristids which^ Can
be described apart-froM the personal perspectives Of.the

,arguere. Toulmin has attacked traditiohal logic becadse it
did not adequately_serve the study of ordinary discourse-
(situated activity). Yet; in his concern for avoidiAg
relativism he may haVe,fallen victim to his own
he,may do defending an idealized-logic which cannat be met by
ordinary discourse, Ilfs,owli words viS-a-vfs traditiohal logic
II-int at this possibilitSv

. . ,/I/t begins to look as though formal logia has
indeed lost touch with its application, and is if a
systeMatic divergence has, in fact grown up between the
categorles of logical practice and the analyes given

b of them in logicians' textbooks and treatises.

. .Once, hoWever, we recognize the ourCes of the
deviation between working logic and logical theory, it
becomes questionable' whether these problems should have.

/ been raised in the first place. We are tempted to see
.deficiencies in thespiclaims only because' we compare
them with a philosopheWs ideal which Is in the nature
of8the cases unrealisable. The.ptoljer iask of epistem-
ology would be notlo overcome these imagined deficien-
cies, but to discover what actual merits'the aiguments

r
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of scientists, moralists, art critics, or ,

theologians can realistically hope to achieve.

The existence Of this 'double standard,' this
divergence between the philosopher's question about
the world and t4e ordinary man'e is of course a
commonplace: no one,has expressed it better than
David Hume, who recognized both habits of mind in
one and the same person--namely, himself. Usually,
the divergence has been treated as a matter of pride,
or at any rate tolerance; as a mark (at best) of
superior penetration and profundity in the thought
of philosophers, or (at worst) as the result of a
pardonablejouhological quirk. It seems almost mean-
of one to suggest that it may be, in fact, a conse-
quence of nothing more than a straightforward fallacy--
of a failure to draw in one's logical theorising all
the distluctions whieh the demands of logical practice
rectulre.3

These sentiments, I dare say, would seem'more appropriate for
a theorist not.quite so distrustful of relativism as Toulmin
surely is. As an intrafield'matter, at least, Todlmin defends
afi idealized rather than a working logic. The field notion is
the core of his attempt to avoid the entailments of relativism;
and the jurisprudential analogy is the core of the field notion
Yet, field dependent logics pecome a priort principles
functioning iiithin a field analogically to the a.priori sys ems
cif traditional logicians. Toulmin's.idea of a field would snake
little senae unless they did.

2:8 Is the conduct of trials a matter of mere convention?
Toulmin in loath to reduce field dependent-logiós to mere
mattere.of convention because it admit§ too much of relativism.
He is ubwilling to feducp "Knowledge" to "social knowledge"
because hesees in the-history 'of Scientific disciplines a'

' stable and enduringsdore of more or less agreed upon facts. As
a profouhd student of the history and.philosophy of science, he
has biought scientific presuppositions over into his trdatments
of social diecouree,syet, he does not explicitly defend this,
imposition of'scientifiC assumptions on more "social" ftelds.
The jurisprudential analogy serves him poorly in this respect
because'tt is'in,somee'ienses a mirror opposite to his design
specifications lor scientific disciplines. ,The case law idea
imports well ihto the sciehtific discipline exposition, but the
'scientific aSsumptions do not similarlk import successfully
into the legal metaphor.

Thit bluutly,,legalknowleqe'is-a, matter of convention%
. I Even stare decisii, which ouNkt to exemplify Ure stible and

ehduriftg score of the history of legal ideas, daes not:display
muCh individual choices made by legal actors.
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'There doubtless are commonalities across trials, but these are
classic instanceh of convention. Lawyerti pursUe-certain social
and professional relations among themselves and with judges;
prosecutors seek stable relationships between themselves and
their opponents as well as with the police; certain standards
of decorum are usually though not always maintained; sill of
these actors seek to reconcile their dailwactivitiesIiith the
political and social expectations of their local communities.
These are the stuff of daily practice; and they are archetypes
of convention.

It is again worth stressing that Toulmin is correct in
saying that one can exaggerate the room for innovation. Yet,
trials are characterized routinely by sometimes wide latitudes
of innovation. The grounds for innovation spring,out.of the
"facVls of the individual case" more than the4"facts of the
field--of law" or, at minimum, there will beta coristant inter-
play betweefi the two elements. This is:why I see trials as
individual fielas. If indeed trials do display this inter-
play between legal traditions and the needs of'the moment, Oe
interOlay per se cannot be understbod apart from the facts cif
the case. The trial metaphor, by its very character, supports
psychological approaches to argument an'd casts doubt upon,
idealized systemic logics. Further, the metaphor turns against
Toulmin because most of its stable features which endure acrOss
trials appear to be cenventionalized rather than anything
analogous to scientific knowledge.

The field notion, in sum, is unsatisfactorially developed
in Uses. The examples do not clearly or exhaustively specify
the Olaracter of fieIds--especially fields of ordinary dis-
course. The most sustained example, the ju;7isprudential analogy,
seems to Work against the goal of de-psychologizing argument.
It appears to mandate a conception of fields which would depne
them in terms of the psychologidal processes of arguers.

In the twenty:some years since Uses Was published, Toulmin
appears not to have,used the term "fief-P-6r ainy of its logical
relatives ("force versus'criteria" and "logical typés'!) in a
technical way. The word field is used in Understanding only
informally. It Is readily apparent in that book thateToulmin
wishes to focus upom fhe termi"rationril enterprises"-as a
generit rubisic io subsume spetific approaches to knowledge,
There is ao .reason to supposeAhat he wished to abandon the
"field" notion,- however, since he,states.flatly in the intro-
duction VS Understanding that the book is an elaboratton upon%
tpemes taken up in-Uses.

There are two compelling reasons to suppose that "field"
and "rational enterprise" are synonomous terms'for Toulmin.

37,3
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First, in his most recent writings, Toulmin and' his colleagues
repeatedly employ the two words interctlangably.340 They.are
employed in ways that seem clearly to show-that the authors
believed that either word would do--there are no 'special or
technical'differences between them. "Rafional enterprises"
seems to be a clarified successor to "field" in-that it serves
as a broad rubric containing divergent fields displaying varying
degrees of cpmpactness. Thus, our pyramid of enterprises
described in\the first section seems to accurately reflect this
interchangable usage. The sec.ond'reason for, believing that the
two terins are synonomous springs from the credibility of %he
exposition of Toulmin's system in the first section of this
essay. The explanation, I think, holds together. It explainh
why some of the field examples displdy-markedly d1ffero4tnt
degrees of compactness, why they do mot remain consistently'
autonomous. Non-disciplinible fields (as well as ihe'non-
,discipljnes) are expected to overlap in ordinary-discourse.
Fuzzy distinctions are predicted at the base of the pyramid.
Thus, the field examples in Uses'come from differentstations ,

on the pyramidexplaining why they operate differently and -
,

why Toulmin probably felt the need to deVve a'clarified
successor to the "field" notion. Thus, t is reasonable to '
adopt, as a working assumption, the.view that Umderstanding's
formulation of thfo rational enterpiise notton is an elaboration
of the field idea. If my arguments'in the second section are
compelling, it is now approptiate to consider whether the
broader strokes painted in UnderstandinK Salvage the field
notion's utility for argumentation.-theorY.

3.1 Is atomic eh sics a misleadin ar ument field exem lar
It is again worth stress ng thht my pqrposes may not e Toulm n s.
I ask the field notion to illuminate 6rdinary discourse at the -

base of the pyrttmid; Touimtn uses this compact discipline:to ,

explain discourse in the compact sciences,,Ue is Vulnerable,.
I think, iilsofar as he peers downward from the top of the
pyramid, using t'he clear structure.,of atomic phyhics-as a con-
ceptual lens--a-fixed reference point--to,explain activities in
the more diffuse enterprises. His preoccuPation-with structure,
with publicity of discourse, directs his attention' away efrom the
defining activities of social actors. He ends up, I think,'
with a position that'says that logic occupies`no clear place in
the.non-disclplines. He stre'sses the psychological roots of
the activitie§ at'ttiq pyramid's base, but steadiastly refuses
in Uses'fb give logic a psychological base. ahis is tantamount
to e-aying %hat his view of working logics hah no explanatory, .

value for ordinary talk--indeed, I suSpect that Toulmin wotld
not bq too uncoMfortable- with this description.

Let's flesh this out a bitkeeping the pyramid metaphor
in mind,. --Understanding presents a convincing case for the
compactness of atomic physics, making it an exemplar of dls-
ciplines. It displays a stability 4and coherimce that all other
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disciplines and would-be disciplines aim toward.. Despite
differences, atomic physicists have shared a problem focus that
has united their efforts over successive generations.coveripg
'A 70 year time span. This Todlmin oalls the human continuity
of a discipline. Every apprentice physicist has eRtered into
the intellectual ideals of the discipline:

Certain aspects of any science Can thus be described in
impersonal terms: their historical development can be
discussed as an episode in the history of ideas. Other
aspects cap be discussed in human terms alone: 4heir .
historical development forms an qpisode'in the htstpry
of human activities. At a more fundamental level, -4

intellectual aCtivities of a ftientific professiOn re-
_ fleet both the stance with which the men concerned

approach their experiebize of' Nature, and the concepts
in terms ofwhich they interpret that experience. At
this level,:we can no longer separate the activities oT
sCientists sharply from the concepts and theories which
are the outcome of those activities. .

. /T/he historical transfovlation by which the Q001-
tent of a'scientific discipline'evolves is intelligible
only in terms of the current.eXplanatory ambitions ofithe.
Alevant professional guild. Yet . . . the 'character of
ihose Ambitions can itself be explained onlyrby usfng
terms drawn from the vocabulary of the discipline. The
subject matter of a science is in fact 'problematic' at
all, only when considered in light of those intellectual
ambitions of the:Sci9ntists concerned; yet thaw very
ambitions can be forMulated realistically only'in light
of experience in. the relevant subject matter. In this
dialectical.manner the task of defining-the current
,ideals of a science with all the necessary prectsion t

, implicitly mobilizes the whole of its historical experience. 37

Atomic physics exemplifies tehis position; it'serves Toulmin!s.
needs'to Illustrate the profesSional and problem técus rOots
of compactness. These are ,the two elements which.bind,disciplines
togetherA The contin,uous affiliations among profesbionals are
impqrtant: iethe-groups of men Who wOrk as atomic.physicists,
or cell'biologists, or neuroanatomists, are,linked as masters, A

and _pupils in schojastic genealogie,s; the learned societies and
research centres of each science are,linked in similar dnsti-
tu,tional genealogies; while within a given science, other 4

genealogies link the experimental the explanatory
models, the terminologies, mathematical te hniques, and subject
matterA of earlier iThase§,/of the discipline4s development/ to
those of later phases."(5 In addition to such professional
genealogies, disciplines are also held together.bY genealogles
of problems, in the sense that, "In.the sequence of theories,' .

-liter models and concepts owe- their.legitimacy to having're-
solved problems f9r which earlier m9dels And concepts were

.,
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1,nadequate. .39 In this way; "the problem ardlund which
successive generations of sqientiets focus their work from
a kind of dialectical sequence; ddspite-all the changes in-
their actual concepts and techntques, their pvwblems are '

linked together in a contivous family tree.".

The disagreoments between Ttiulmin and Thomas Kuhn with
regard.to such development are fhmillar and need not concern-.
us here: A broader unitibetween these, eltanschauun an'
theorists is-more important: lyihether onary or
evolutionary, change occurs in disciplines-because they aim,
as a fundamental part'of their daily activities,,at improvement.
Scieatists organize their activities around the goal of
"getting better."

The aim of "getting better" Would seem to affect scien-
tists regardless of their individual points oT,view and
regardless of their respective schools of thought.when they
are in.compact.disciplines. The psychological importance bf
schools of thought, with the broad disciplinhil goaltpf
4etting better presumably increase,as one Moves dOwnward on
the pyramid, 'The differences between Toulmin "and, say,
Dudley Sfiapere may be attributable to,their respective foci
on different levels of the pyramid. Toulmin 'distinguishes his
view of disciplines from Shapere's notion of'"domain's" on the
ground that-c4b-ven,these domainP have to be identl,fied, not by
the'types of objects with'which they deal, but rather by the
questions which arise-About them." Shapere defines "domains"
in terms of;- (i) bbdies Of information, asSociatpd by virtue,of
sothe,relationship; (ii).shared views of problemS'obtaining in
the bodids ofsinformation; (iti) shared perception/3 of the
importance of the problems; And (iv) shared commitwAnt to some
"readiness" or capacity to.deal with the problems.' Thus,
Shapere sees less stability within disciplines thp,n Tbulmin
does--again, possibly because he focuse6 upon diffuse or would-
be disciplines at the middle of the pyramid. jor,hiM, inter-
field distinctions are often fuzzier and less precise-than,
Toulmin might wish. After all,_Shapere says, "nbt much
ingenuity is required to find some relatfbnship between any set'
of fiems. But in the case of those.associationd,An science
for which 4 will reserve the name 'domains,' the associations
are . . well grounded though 'well groundednesp is certainly.

1'a matter of degree'."'

Groundedness, is a matter of shared perceptions aboilt the
importance sq a problem; and assumptions about a "deeper unity"
wi.thin a domain are open to suspicion. That is,-"that a body
of information 'constitutes a domain is itilolf a hypothesis and'
may ultimately be rejected:' either. what were originally bupposed
to be adequate ground (relative to the state of science *al the
time) for considering the informaticin to constitute such a
unified domain should not have been as'ecapelling a4 they were

1
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taken to be, or else 'new in,lormation', uncovered later, so
altered the situation that, relative to that new state of
'science, the grounds for suSpecting disunity . . . come to
outweigh thobe for suspecting unity. In either case', it would
be found that the hqpe for a unifying account must be
abandoned, ang the previous domain, so to'speak, split.°44
Such cases, Shapero belieVes, Are common: "althbugh we find
a general trend toward unification, the history of scidnce

, doe not consist ofAavsteady, unwavering march towaNrd greater
and g eater unity."'

_,
, .

t

-qt

Moving downward on the pyramid, disciplj.nary stability may
be threatened bY competing schools or-thekught. Fields may wax
'and wane-7some absol'bing others as they expa d, others being
absorbed, and others becoming narrower and more cleai-ly,define.d ,

due to improvements in the rigor of their public systems.
ProblemS wssociated with determining the ektent of domaing
illuminate, the nature of domains;

ogpition of the importance of a domain almOst
nvariably leads to intensive 'eflorts to 'make the

domain more precise, and to determine fts extent
more accurately. Stip activity often eventuates not
6nly in greater prarsion with regard to the known
elements, but also in the discovery of new ones; and
evens, on occasion; in 41 shifting of the characteisization
pf the domain itself. Such shitting,may . . lead to
a reqatement (instead of a mere refinement) of the'
problem:which initiallN,gave importance to the investi-
gation of-the domain,"';"

.1

The diffuse and would-be disciplines, then,;aim at getting,
better; they'reflegt on their ,di4ciplinary status'when piob-
lems arise directing their attention that way; these problems

, are often results of differences between competing schools Of
thought. Thus, psychologists reflect on "the natUre of the.
field of psychology". when disputes between different schools
(Freudians yersus behaviorists.or constructiArists versus cpg-
nitivisis) seem to threaten the advances of the "field of
psychology" toWard compactness..

4 Two impoi-fant ideas elderge from this: (i) the term
"discipline"--and all its variants on the p3Tramid--entails a
"straip,toward i4rovement,;" it is the desire to get better
which distinguishes disciplines and would-be disciplines from
,the non-disciplinary fields; Ad (ii) this has only ambiguous
implications for arrAment--it is unclear that thebroad dist
ciplipayy r(ibrsics/15-1 the middle of the pyramid) are useful,
guides to the nature of argument,fields vis-a-vis these sub-
ject.matters.

,

The first notion sugge.sts that ToulminOrs development of-
"disciplines" contributes -little to an understanding of ;
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non-disciplinary discourse--ordinary talk--at the bass of the
pyramid. Here,,people dc) not share an aim toward ep temic'
trwrovement. They-pay join'int,e agreements and mas imoitments
that could loosely/be called "schoOls<of thought,7 ut I-sub-'
mit that such movements-are Oite.different in th t tney -are
not.usually, it ever,,aimed at improvement of kn Yedge. Most
popular Movements seem rather to 0.g:suppose som boay.of know-
qedge,-unrefXectively, and,to- work from such p,esuppositions. /

, .,toward,a tan4ible 'social or political goal, hue, activities
at the pyramid's base differ IA kind from dt ciplinary activities;
The "facts" of ordinary field's ire of a.uni order--partakinsg,of
many subjects, many divergent: assumptions. .,ollt,kapv;ledge, and
probably divergent viewspt argyrient.

d piobl4M foci are
fAlng argument fields.

;1611.ch the competing
chology ate better points/.

tOnal'ruhric'S. The 'lades
Ing plades for definini
or "behaVtorism,"sor

Fid so op.. Therelyre, after
erent *eholarly (academic)'
ehology,ApoIitical Scienee,
ore in dOmmon that, say, a
ho bOth?were, by profession,

I

TH(second notion,s uggests that s
not

e
especially good underpinnings.for

"

I have already suggested the senses i
schools of thought in sociology or ps
of reference than the'broaftr profes
for these schools seem superior sta
argument ftelds, viz., "positivism
"Yelativiem," or "phenomenotogy,"
all, "behaviorists" in several di
divisions; and.behaviorists,an

-and sociology would4beem to have
behaviorist alhd a construetivis
psyØhologists.

Tomphrase this Argument Toulmin's words, behaviorism
1s.,;1( "standpoint".from which e can argue about ideas and,
eVents--a point of view, a wi of,defining things. So are.)

that make up the diffuse an would- e disciplInes. These .
l

"Freudianism,P "cvnstructivi,1 ," an
g'

most of the other "ibms"

rubrics, of course, blur Ma "specifió dlfferences among
,

their,followers; but .they' ,' Seem-to CoMprise a person's
ashumptions about giVen su, eots, the fidld out of which he .1
generates arguments. Thusi, field* can be looked at as schools

. , of thoughts,orientations,packgr und assumptions which .affect
d person's thinkingo A p rson I o As a behaviorist may use

14that perspective as an or anizi pOint of View, a super-
ordinating system-which lows 1im to make other eventapanct

,

ideas meaningful.
4.

.

,
i ! '.

At the,pyramid's m dle, then, comDeAng schools of thought
are the best ways Of de tning illgument Ifeads,, whatever their
value to philosophers o stteAde. These schools, rather than *,

thd disciplines which c tain them, are the ts of the, data
and claims of arguments the sources of "difie ing logical,types."

),
The force and criteria , modal terms are simtlarly rootld in
the subject' matter as erWledly construed by a.school,of
tholugh ,to. I now turTt more'specific discussion of ordinary-:
argument fields.

1
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1.2 ',twit divary_;filds .be "ps:yelloloqically grounded?"
I have'argue a ve.that underbtanding the middle range dis-
cipTinea as'arg nen..;- Olds entails thts; And, wipth respect to

.#the ordinary-fields- claim is much bt?onger. The field
notion,_sa.nS .reference.to personal ,psychological perspectives
is incoherent and, at best, arbitrary.

4 .Atomic physics ip too felipitous a paradigm case; it
avoids tOe complexities of ordinary discourse if we take ,

ToUlmin'A exposition at face value. As an argument tield,
it.focuseq- upon the specialized communications between specialists
pursuing a relatively narrow knd rig9rously defined set of
comceAsns. ToUlmin's Wark'may tell much about the arguments
of atomic phystcists about atomic physics; but most argumen-
tation schalars are interested in much more difficult matters, .

say, the arguments of atomic,physicist's about politics, farm
prices, abortion, or any other subjects outside their pro-
feSsional spheres. Farmers doubtless discuss agiiculture,
but they ail's° discuss atomic physics, however inexpertly, tf
light water reactors are built near their farms. Physicists
and farmers, as wellias evdryone else, can and do argue about
matters outside their professional spheres; and the field notion
ought tb.be able to explain such arguments. Toulmin's formu-
lation avoids this,'I thinW. Understanding stresses the
psychological character OP Such,argdments, but'sees this
characteristic only in terms of how it sets ordinary,talk off
from,disciplinary discourse; That is a valUable concern, but
it helps argumentation scholars not a- Whit. scnce Uses seeks
to de-psychologize logical form, it Would seem that-7-6-almin
has little to say about ordinary argument.

3.3 Can 4c4 easi4 speOfy ordinary eield grounded arguments?
ghen 1alimer6 ancl physicists argue outside their respective
profes(Sional &mains, it isinot intuitively obvious what sub-
stantive "fields" they drawItheir data and-claims from. Abortion,
for example, can be and often is a toral, theological; socdolo-
gical, psychological, ethical, medical, biological, genetic, and
police issue. These are difierent,disciplines to-be sure, but
as disciplines, their approaches to the abortion Issue might
ifisiAar'important commonalities.. None of' the above catevIries,
in fact, seems self-sustaining, autonomous, or unique. Lodked
at ei pplice issue, for example, abortion has sociological,
psychological, theological, ethical, and biological implications--
all of.which are likely to arise when police officials disduss
abortion policies., And so on wIth respect to each perspective.
The abortion isbue, then, crossft disciplinary boundaries so
extensivIlik that it is possible Vo think of "abortion" itself
as a sorb- of field, drawing special features Of many Yields to
it as'hn autonomous issue% .

. T

' This is probable true of most political issues. Nuclear
power safeti, honesty"in government, judicial lenience, and a

iN
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host of similar.issues, seem similarly to partake of such an
extensive'list of subject matters that as issues.they seem to
Constitute fields--at.least in a lgose senSe of that term.
Any Specific WiTument Witr most likely employ data and claims
from many subject domains. The degree io which any argument
diectly takes data and'claims from domains, however, it .

always depend on the intentions-of the arguer, which means
that ordinary argument'muSt be understood from the psychological
perspectives of arguers.

01.t4 Is the force-criteriajaistinction misleading? It doeS
cut more filely across some distinctions than. doe6 the term
"meaning," but for arementatOn'theorists it is rather a
blunt instrument. It rules mobaning out by fiat. While this
may or may not be possible in the natural sciences, it is ,

surerykindefensibJe in the social sphere. JE am making a rather
cqmmon DOgument here, but it merits some emphasls because. 4;)
t e impOtance of the force-criteria distinction to Toulminws
v.ew of Argument fields, .

Many theoristsT-Cicogrel,47 MacIver,48 and.Web.er49 come
tmmediately'to,mina--have urged that there are fundamental
differences between the sub3ect.matters of the natUral nd
social sci1nc0. The intuitive idea has usually'been Xhat
events and objects have meanings for the people slpud d--theSe.
'meanings thus'being the oore research problem. .Sch tz has
stated this position succiAntly:

- //
he structure
formed by the

tural sciences.
hp alone to
1 rules of his

9 determine the
h are relevant for

t hand. -Neither are
nor is the obser:-

e world of nature, as
'does not 'mean' any- .

d.electrons therein.

47'/here-is an essential-differe66 ip
of the thought objects or mental colistruct
social stl nces'and those formed b.k.the
It i uptothe natura). scientist/and t
defi accotdance with the procedu
sci nce his observatAonal field, and
fac ata, and events wlXhin ft wh
hisf,)pr blems or scien'tific purpose
thc5e facts and,evemts pre-:selecte
ityltio4a1 field pre-interpreted:
explored Vr the natural solentis
t4ing'to the molecules, atoms,
)1e, observational field 9f the
A tly the social ret0.ity, ha
re7evancesfructure for the
anä thinking therein. By. a
structs they -have lire-sele
world whi,ch they expenient
datily lives.. It is. these
determine their behaviOr
objects constructed by s
grasp this social reali

, thought Ajetts tonstr
of men, living their

delal scientist, however,
a specific meaning and

P
man beings living% acting,
eries of common sens con-

,.

ed and pre-interpreted this
as the reality of thein

thought objects of theil°s Ohioh
y motivating it. The thought

cihl scientists, In order to
y, have to'be fodnded upon the

oted by the common sense thinking
ily life within their social world.'"

.
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. AIN
rIcourel,draws from this tha:t "the precise meastirement of
soci.al process requOes first the study of the preblem of
meaning in everyday lite. Social inquiry begins with
reference to the common sense world of everyday life. .The'
meaning comiunicated by the Wie (of ol*dinary day-to-day
laenage categorids and nonlioguistic shareCcultural
experiences inform every social act. .

The term "probably" could display couiltless gradations
toward certainty in ordinary talk; and th'ere are.no special
reasons to believe that tilese special melings can be precisely
determine& by ieference to lingufttib con ext It is to the
psychological perspective of tHe speaker that we must look in
determining the Côrte of the term as well as its criteria.
Toulmin repeatedly states that tIle force of modal terms is invar-
.iant, but never expTiZE-s why this is so. He Acconiplishes the
neatness of the force-criteria'distinction by little more than:p at, then, because.tfie Aistinction arbitrarily rules out meaning.
he distinction is a way of getting away from psychologized

argumentbut a perfectly arbitrary escap 2

31.4

3.5 Does Toulmin's rejection of "subjectivism" support
his "non-psychOloaical"-view of argument? fle attacks thesub-
jedtive doctrine for an."obvious defect: if ft were ,true,
there would be nothing to'be said when two people as erte'd oppo-
site views about the value of an object or action,"5 Thns, "no
subjbctive theory can give any account of what is a-good,reason
for an ethical judgment or provide any standard for criticizing
ethical reasoning"53. The meanings of these pronouncements are
revealed when one reall7es that Toulmin's exemplars for the sub-

,

jective doctrine,are Ayer and Stevenson,which, means thatlte con,-
strues subjectivism mniitiely in terms of moral responses. Stated'
perjoratively: )when a pexson says "X is good" he describeg,
merely the state of his glands. Thum, "if X is 'a wOrd for a
subjective relation, and two people are asked 'is this X?',Athey
will answer in logically independent ways: each'will say whether
X describes the effect of the object on They mai withOut
,contradiction give opposing prwersfor"11 may have opposite
effects on the twoof . .""q ,Ethical statements, then, cannot
be comparatively evaluateg becauseltwo'statements.by two different
persons are logical)y independent--by which he apparently-means
that they are of dilfering'logical types. The "fields" notion,
per se is not alluded to in thr disetission:

)

41

:Mit is an unfairly narrow\discussion of the possibilities'
for "psychological" approaches to ethics and reasoning.

A

Stevenson and Ayer Otoduced syttems whi-ch are more consistent
with psycHologipal behaviorism than with thtvconstructivist
view now gaining popularity.55 This view holds that an ethical
statement springs out of personal conStruct systemrhich inform

ft
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an actoC's predictions about events. The "man-as-scientist"
metaphor is at the core of this perspective. Toulmin advances

- some arguments about ethical reasoning and the perception of
consequences that seem quite conAistent inth this psychological
approach--and prol5ortionatery inconsistent with his categorical
rejection of subjectivism:

niven two conflicting claims . . . one fias to weigh up, aS
well as one can, the risks involved in ignoring efther,
and choose 'the lesser of thejw,evias.' Appeal to a
single curfent principle, though:le primary test of the,
rightneAs of an action, cannot tlerefore be.relled on as
a universal test: where this fails, we:are driven back
upon our estimate of the probable conAequences.. And this
is the case, ndt only.where there is a conflict of duties,
but also, for instance, in circumstances in which, al-
though no matter of principle is involved, some action
41y ours can nevertheless meet ahother:s need. .

So it comes about that-we can, An many cases;,
4 justify an individual action by referring to its

estimated consequences. Such ft reference is no sub-
- stitnte for a principle, where any principle is at

issue: but morat reasoning is so complex; and one has
fo cover such a variety pf.types Of situation, that no
one loical test "(such as 'appeal to an'accepted principle'l
can be exparted.to meet every case.56

, Thus, two kinds of moral reaioning are didtinguished. ra9ed
with conflicting claims, a person either appeals to an Accepted
principle or sebks to evaluate the probable consequences of.the
two claims: There are, ap it.were, reasonor individual acts
and reasons for-social practices. This'reasoning, however,
presupposes a forward-lOoking, calculative being who seeks to
.understand events in order to predict.them. This is uniquely
a psychological process. Further, it mewls that conflicting

,mpral claims can be compared according to some psychological
-sys.tem. TosipUiroin eicourel, the lact that a social scientist
needs to understand the background assumptions'and rules of
natme actors does not1mea9-that he has to adopt their evaluative
standards. A person judging competing claims will #esolve'them
according to whatever per-Sonal prtnciples'seem to have worked
best for him in the past.

. .Toulmin repeatedly stresses that 8:person's reasons for
actiolls must be w6rthy qf following; but it is not unfair-to'
say that he ambiguously pursues the'grounds for declaring
.actions and objects to be worthy. The quality of,reasons_ re-
vides in the reasoning processes employed toi get to them;, but
the quality of reasoning is field dependent: Thus, seriouS
'paradoxes emergeJand they stem directlk fromToulmirOs
dttempt to avoid psychology.

,

. .
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One can'argue in favor of a war,on purely 'economic
grounds: human lives ire assesse4 dollar values; different
national views of the value of life can be weighted and thus
compared; and a nation's interests in a war can bo expressed
in a simple profit-loss calculus. 'David Halberstam has argued
that the Vietnam war was condudted on such cost-benefit
grounds by a group,of like2minded men sharidh this system
of'thought. (The intuitive revulsion.felt by liberals toward
the war'Whs alien to this Community of discourse: issues of
good and evil, right and wrong, were redliced to simplistic
profit-loss*or costbenefit cakculations by decisioo-makers
who called themselveA "pragmatists." Now, how are we to go
abogt evaluating the conduct of these men? My argument here
is that the'field notion is useless.

To criticize the kagmatists, Toulmin could either
(1) identify the field's value system-Lits atandards of
believability, relevance, and legitimacyand accept it on
its own terms, br (ii) attack the field's standards from'out-
side--from another framework of values, presumably criticiing
the decision-makers for not.meeting those criteria. Yet, if
values are field dependent, Irom which field are the nOrms
of pragmatism to be attacked? If values are not field
dependent, then ethics must( be an)a priori sci-fi-It-ice along lines
similar to the traditional 4pproaChes which Toulmin criticizes.
Toillmin states clearly that the criteria for modal terms are
dependent. Thus, the applicability of ferMs like "good" and
"eyil" must be rooted in the field in-which they are applied.
So, 'the question remains: from which field are we to attack
tile pragmatists?

The degree to which we -are willing to say that there are
argument standards which every good argument (in whatever
field) must meet IA the degree to which we depart Toulmin's

1 program to defend invatiance. Yet, cost-benefit arguments
might well meet the usual standards of good argument (consis-
tency, relevance; etc.). Altheugh Toulmin does not qxplicitly
acknowledge it, he works'consistently witk a sense of material
validity when dealing with moral arguments. Yet, the truth
tests are always rooted in the standards, traditions, and
practices or a field.' For example, he argues that a paradox
of subjectivism i that it declares some.valid inferences to
be devoid,of interestr--

,

This is the conclusion te which any supprter of the
shbjeCtive doCtrine must come--and it is fatal to'
every subjective-theory.- For common senge will immed-
iately reply-- 'devoid Of. interest? If a man telPs me
ihat it is right for him to kick the piggers around,
because everyone else'does, is At of no interest whether
his argument is valid,or hot?'--Thus revealing the
paradox involved." h

4
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Now, the reasoning "I 'should do what everydne else does;
everyone else does X; I. should ao x" is formally correct--
to purloin Aristotle, it can only be attacked "from outsift"
in terms of the assumptions behind.its premises,- But this
builds 'paradoxes.tOto the field notion.

How are we to 6riticizethe liptnam war pragmatists?
There 4s nothing preventing us from assigning ethipcs an
invariant-status, but such a general ethic would haVa to .be.
intuitively derived or based on a logical system (viz., the
assumptions about reason ind- 1-easoning that produced the
ethical principles). If the formeriis true, intUition is
the starttng place far evaluation and the vAlidtty of
individua; premises (Toulmin%s examples or.my own) is devoid,-
of interest.' If the latter is true, we can attack the
standards of.one field fram a regnant ethical field if and
only if its logical system can-be defended as invariant.
This may.vitiate the field notion: if the.ethicaI field is
invariant, individual cases of applying its generalizations are
irrelevant to the deduction from the general rnles. . The facts
of individual fieldsarenas. in which 'ethical principles.are
brought to bearwould be irrelevant. If, on principles they
use (their criteria for applicability, for'example), tests of
the worthiness of reasoning to and from ethiCal principles
must themselves be rooted in the field--which, I thpik, means Nt
that ethics for all practical purposes .cannot bte a liegnant, a
priori, invariant field. If it is dot, how, are weito defend s'

imposing ethical principles on individual fields?. Why can
the individual fields'not-generate their own ethical systems
which better mdet their needs? Some facetiousneis, of course,
is intended here; but the example is, I think, decisive.'

it would seem, have to be rooted in somp,form
of intuitionism--at least vis-a-vis values. , I am using a,
special sqnse of intuitioniAm which is detailed elsewhere8 and
which, in briefest coMpass, sees intuition not as a faculty btt
as a repository of regnant values (constructs) which ""inforp
(give .meaning and direction to) cognitive systems. Constructs
Nre arranged hierarchicallyembedded in frameworks as it were--
and take their meaning from the regnant .constfUcts which sub-
sume them. Regnant dimensions stand 4 the top of the hier-
archies and their effectslare'so pervasive that they are. not
always apparent, even on social community filtered through the
interpreted experiences of the individual. 'They are the "moral
sense" that early intuitionists took for a faculty--but they do
mot comprise a faculty., they are merely the results of'inter-
preted experience. Thus, my statement that "McNamara was wrbng

, in equating lives with dollars" springs from an intuitive dis-
trust of`the cost-benefit field from which he was working. My
statement explicitly asserts the superiority of one set of values
over another--one field Over another. If the in-Olitionist line
is the best way'of salvaging the field notion, fields will have
tO be'identified with-the Iroughts and interactions of individuals.
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This approach to intuition doec not entail rejectind
Toulmin'.s ethical system per se but is.disjoins ethics from
the field notidn and "psychologizes" argument. Thus, the
place of feason in ethics is where the reasoning occursin
individual minds. To a point, this fits into Toulmin's
rbasoning. There exists 07Fe-existing moral code which
reflects the accumulated experiences'of the social order.
This compendium of Rstablished maxims is,never permanent,
although people may'choose to believe Wat it is (which is
why people believe intuitionsemetimes, to be "infallible").
This combined code is transmitted to individuals as they are
socialized into the social o,rder; but this is not a passive
deterministic process: the code is created anew, IA it were,
ag each individual constructs it throUgh interpreted e,xPerience.
This code, for Toulmin, consists of the "case lawm of morals-- ,

the metaphor with.his'treatment of scientific disciplines is
apparently to- 1)6 taken rather.literally. I construe thisbody
_Qf case law along lines suggested in my earlier critique of
the juridical analogy: considerable individual'innovation as
inherently 15ossible,; and a person is an gpided by-the appeal
to case law as,he ttanks he must be.

Theie i a constant dialectic between the-body of case
law and individual circumstances. Specific field pependent ,

judgments must be made; and fields are not static--they change.over time: Thus, the case law will itself change as new
elements must be dealt with and as it beccmeS apparent that
old principles no longer suffice for give& applications. Here,',1of course, L shall reverse Toulmin's rensoning: this evolutionary
process is inev4tablx "from is to ought" yalther than the
reverse. The needs of individual fieacth .crete new ethical
principles or poilit the Way toward the In'this special
sense, ethics is not a completely indep dent fielft. One
would worry about committing the naturaMptic fallacy only
if. one were dealing with,a body of-Anvari nt

To pursue another exgcmple, it is,unclear frdm what field
we are to vvaluate a, geneVh,l's statement, "we had to destroy
the town in order to save it." Given the general's community
of discourse4 there is little wrong with his logia. uSave it"
means keeping the tqwn free of communisM--the military goal.
Sartre's-oft-quoted definition of evil eomes dmmediately to
minds, viz., the abstraction of that which is concrete--a
proposition bn virtue of which the general's statement is morally
deficient. But-the general may rlehtly reply'that the ,

abstractness-copereteness dichotomy 1.6 inapplicable to mililary
matters. He might, that is, charrehge the criteria. Military
reasoning is inherently concrete, and the statement "we had to
destroy the toWn" is not an abstraction but a literal and
simple.statement that fRe town wits 'denied to the'communists--
which was the whole point of the military action. How, then,
can we justify imposing Sartre's-uniquely ethical statement to

4.
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a field which Is, by definition, pragmat4callyr-founded.a0
"outside ethics" (id the sehse of Oeneral Sherman's wonderful
mea culpa "war is.heli"). Imposition c'an be Justified on .

.

ethical groundsbut this .is 'arbitrary unless sonle.;Alea.
invariant princiRle Can be shown to,justify it. Tills 0 the
root dialectic Toulmin speaks of.between the. ethical:field and '

its specific'applications. .0ne must' derpfe principle's which
work from the imilied caveat,"under thesspecial circumstances
of the horrors of war, \the f011owing standards c) conduct are'
acceptable," Otherwise, ohe would'ignored the needs of the
milAtary field and say that "no conditions warrant such aqtions.
war is by-definition evil; so nothing done in the name of-war
can be morally justifigd".' The former risks proStitutiqg it-
self to the needs of military reasons and assuming the "Sky
Pilot" posture of justifying the.condftions of war; the jatter -
risks being,widely ignored: Such conflicts between the moral
code and field-rooted practic6s are, of colirse,common. I

contend that it ip unrealistic. to attempt-to explain them with=
out reference to the psychological processes by which Andividuals
in.practice deal wth such conflicts. Moral terms may have
force and criteria, but they also have strong affective
meaningswhich is why the soldier who has to-wrestle with,con-
flicting patriotic and'religious values is engaged in a
psychological process which is the core process of judgment.

Thus, Toulmin',& attack on subjectivisti) is not a strong
case against psychological approaches to argument. He attacks
'only a narrow and especially vulnerable variety of psychological
approaches, and more important, Ile arrives at a view which can
be psychologically. interpreted. One has only to grant that,
while societies have moral codes, they also have patriotic
codes and business codes and even contending ethical codes
which may conflict in indiyidual cases. Thus, we understand
the operations of the codes best when we see them in conflict
with one another--when we observe how individuals resOve the

conflicts. Interpreted.psycholosically, the cluotation from
Dickinson with which.TOdimln concludes Reason in Ethics ma$
well describe how, vis-a-vis individuals, moral- prEFTFles evolve:

It is the part of Reason . . . to tabulate and compare
results. She does not determine directly whai is good,
but.works, as in4,all the sciences, upon given data . . .

noticing what kinds of activity satisfy, and to whit de-
gree, the expanding nature ot this soul that seeks'nood,
and deducing therefrom, so far as may bp, temporary rules
of conduct . Temporary rules, I say, because, by the
nature of the case, they can have'in them nothing abso-
lute and final) inasmuch as they are mere.deductions from

a process which s always developing and transforming it-
self. System of morals, maxims.of conduct are so many
'landmarks le t to show the route by which the kioul is
marching; casts, as it were, of her features at various
stages of her growtho., but never the final record of her
Perfect countenance.09
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'1$.14$,:jhe .evp'AUtionary
viewthe?6

:sy.stew gyadualli pVolves-
newapproaehes to tht.probkems-orirldWdual fiplds. I
meteli add-that,:thiS iS'd6A0-4hr peOple,,:sit'uated actors
d'ealinq withAeanings and oftOn"Aisagreeing about them,

---mety.Ongs'of7ethteal-,princIplesand thetr.-criteriafor.
'

appl .

/ .

AuSt A'fields" bwuni uel lin uistic? I*haveelse-_,
where 'arg7,1 tiat,arghmentscons'st o a tie coMmUmicatibn

tb hamans1:--that.theY atenondiscursive
idiscUrsive,ci" jlropositional utterance, by

OmetinieS onlyd,minor Part of argument.
Tout1iin,b1"cpurse°3 equats fieidswith.statementS which can
:Ale made about them'Their histories of ideas,are compendiums
of propoSitions reaSonings, and fornealized assumptionS. Argu-
ments,.are.propositions. rOaeed. in:ways desci4bed byjlis
familiar diagram. _One cannot'diagram kimesic, Paralinguistic,

* and proXemic 6tes:and'thus Toulmin cdnc,eptualizes fields and
the arguments Oerein uniquely An terms Of propositional
utterances. :This f0Cus may be more appropriate toilil\-
philOsoPhy.of se.tenbe than tec social research, but I seriously ,

-.doubt it. By my view,,fields have-background.awarenesses,
unquestioned and unstatable assumptions, sequencirig rules, and
a host ot othdr. orienting rules 'which operate at :the backgrpund

-,Of awareness and which :direcAly Affect the communicatOISn:
between a field's actors. This-iA why it'seeMs better to-
equate fields withsystems qf thoup;ht, shared standards for
communication, and-:Lquite by definition--shared meanings-or
ways of looking at and explaining phenomena.

.

.0ne is able to de-psYchologtze argument by making it a -

,

_uniquely linguist,ic Phenomena Propositions Wriften on paper
can be looked. at independent of the perspectiVes of actors.,
,Lang.uagesof course, .are public codes which Sustain stability
across contexts and pepple; and such analyses may gain.insAghts.1,.
into a languagW:S_systemic dimensions. I conten4, however, that
such analyses offer few insights int6 ordinaiy argument and
are, probably fatally misleadding.. Ordinary arguments ire oral,.
not;written, and-involve sitZated actors dealing with,meanings7-
non-discursive and dinursive meanings. The complexity of thi.'§
'fabric of meaning cannot be depicted diagrammatically or other-
'wise set to paper. ThUS, there are no good reasons-for:supposing
,that tields of any sort consist only of Written docubents.or
0"ractices Which ean be fully described propositionally. In his
;profound study of partic-ipant observation, Bruyn states flatly_
that "social consensus has' an outer aspect -which is visible in
verbal agreements, but th(4.0 also exists an inner aspeot.which
is hullt from faith or .icontjdenco in the soundness of -4ose, -
signs or indexes of knowing truths."6-1 ,Writers such as
Kierkegaard, itafka, de TOcqueville, and Weber are seen by '

Bruyn aS researchers -irvthe best sense of that term,::
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They all observedl'and Ai the same.time participateWin,
the .social prpcesses Of communicatión .in their socieie8.
They interpreted man not simply at,the level, of'Sense
data, but at Ole, levItl of meuming evident fn theqe'pro-
'cesses, 'and mere thus hble toAcquire_a _kind of interior
vtsion which explained an inesapable and powerful
'reality,of mth living in'society.

.

: .
, .,, .,

, The uhrecordeq.eIements, the' unwrit,td procedures'
-:,which entbrad, int 'OW Maktlu;''of sudb-signilicant inter,

pretationa of Man, covalO'be made,explicit for others to
fOloli, in-their own arenas of social researCh.6z

.,y..., .
.

Thus, "'Me adequacy og a social meaning - . is deterMlned in
part ;4y social consensus whtch ip establi§hed by communication
-with ihe pectple-i,176-75OT4 thesemeaninga..1

4

-.The cohesiyenessof fields,stems frOm the affect e.pull
they exert on individuals.. Tr.iglft are,usuall.y.forthed around
what Pepper ha's called-"root metaphors" which gruyn se s./as'
Ahe spurces of the'great.ideals which.guide men in,;$1ociety: -

When roo't metaphors fUrICtion steadily in-the language
of Anyipeople, including social scientistsl-they
become accepted' without question as ha ing' eir own
reality.' When metaphors of science be omel. rge,and
compellipg and are vYewed in this; way, the m taphor
functions(as Myth,.64

Such, meanings are personalized 'indeed anii can becorrecfly
understood only visa-Vis individual perspectives. CassArer
has aygued thtscaseconyincingly:

, .'
. i ..

L
( .

. .all atiempts to intellectualize myth7to eXplain-
,

.it as an allegorAcal expreshidn of:a theoretical or,
moral truth-have.coMpletely fatled. Theignored.the'
fundamental facts 'of mythical experienee.f The real
.substratum of myth tsnotithe subtstratum of thought, ,

but of,feeling. Myth and.primitive religion are:by
.J10 means entireily incOherent' they are 'not berift of
sensejm. reasdn. But,:t.heir coherence aepends 'much
more dpwunity of feeling,than upon logical rules.
This unity is:one of the strongOt in-dmostprofollind
impulses of primitive.thought.00.'

. In the:natural and sOcial sciences,-4uyn says, the orianic
and'physical metaphors are taktin sb literalbe.that, they are
"de-ad,me*aphors", They have been harmf Ill01 in that 'y;

stimOlated a' research.focus uOn only those phenoment.!which .

.

fit:neatly into the framework of traditioril sc,iehde .Situated .

eanings' werenot apparently amenp.bleto clearquantlfication-
:and-YmodeIing and wereproporttonat ly igOored.- .

.,

.,:) 1 4 ),
\

l ,
.

5) 4) s . ?'

.
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Diltheywriting as An historian but ma,king a'case for the%
socidl sciences in generm1,- urged ft distipctiqn between natukal
and social sclencesWicause the.essence of 016 social subject .

matter,wms meaning.s."" .All'events, he argued, have,opter
4 -,shells of. imEression but are most fundamentadly co4stituted

'by 64-uated actqrs who endow-them with m ning... The inner
life of man ON:Fes elient's meaning.' For ample, the natural
scie'nces See ficoncept sudh as "pówer" yriothetically--i/s
walOity, is directly linked to th ide of causality; the
human isciences, however, see powdras A3henemenon that can
be experienced by someone--that'is ma ifested,in its psycho-

, lOgical etffeats."7 Thus, the neo-146 An rutional,goal is
reject#d becausestanding along--it d -..rts.,the character
Of social, action. For biltiley; just as fo Wéber,meaning
may have both objective and subjective-dime sions; and it
is distorted unless bpth. are correetly unde stood. One under-

' stands meaning subjimtively, in Weber'S wor s, "through
sympathetic partiCipation" in the emotional context of acticin.68
This is.similar to Duber's disiidction betw n "I-It and
I-Thou" relations: meanings are only unders od As consensual,
communaf, interactive productions between peop the "I-It"
relationship envisioned by traditional science 'will iss"the
point of mealiihg entirely.6" Fields, we might say, are
founded on a faith which defies any research which does not ,

- confront its human subjects as meaning-centered, mealling-,

producing, and meaning-communicating entities:

bb

o o

-*

Cultural life includes the dimensi9n of faith, And the
social scientist must.know of faith and be able to
explain it by understanding both the outwatrd symbolic 1

expressions and the personal . . . meaning of these
symbols . . . A social researcher-cannot- understand
the deeply felt religious belIefs or those political .

beliefs that bring people to the point of sacrificing
'their lives until heipas understood the symbolic
forms . . . which.identify these beliefs from each
joerspec'tive. . . .

It is only through personal knowredge of the
religious faith or the political loyalty of a peOple
thiii an observer can formulate adequately the concePts
ekplaining this reality. The concrete concepts which.
he formulates must have'a real referent to the inner
meaning of symbols.. 70

...This means that "the 'social scientist ciAnnot understand people
scientifically in any adequate sense ufiless hg .underStands
4hem.in particular, and for their own sake. This is part of
the human persp9ctive which now must be understood as Part
sof thescientific culture ofman, It is a 'participant re-
quirement' lor-the researcher who steks to know his subjects
adequately."71
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Intentionaliy or not,'Toulmin.woUld have us focus on the
artifacts--the tangible; obdurato dabuments,of a, field. This
ts something' close to an "r-It" view Of fields which ignOres
the situated actors whose daily.activities give the field
meaning. .This is. why Yruyn believes that participiht obser-
vation is complimentary tp'traditional research forms.: "sucii.

'meanings'become apparent to the"empiricist as he participates
,in the'prico4mes of.comhunication and symbolic life experienced
by thelpeople being studied. The .empiricist who.can-desigh:'

-.the major outlines of his sensory observationleyet remain open
to new meanings given symbolically.in the situations he studies
'is thus rewarded by finding new perspeCtives cast on his data."72'

Understanding a field entails role-taking: "the partici-
pant observer . . studies meanings which exist in the minds
of people other than himself, by empathetically taking their ,
roles as though they were his own; he partipipates in the .

natural mcesses of communtcation extant in the culture he
studies."'" One comes to know a field, then--to use a classic
1-31.1raseby "going native,:' coming to understand a coMmunication
system-by bOng,socialized as far as possible into it,--If
ields do differ'bffause their arguments are of different
types, they uodoUbtedly do so.by virtue of the 'common practices

Nand background awarenesses-of the actors performing the daily
activities central to the field. No written document can do
full justice to the cdmplex interplay of public standards and
private ffameworks that produces argumentk The senses in which
arguments are grounded in fields are as yt imperfectly under-
stood 'because argumentation scholars and logicians have,
following a natural science model, focused upon fiOds' public
records rather fhan their routine activities.

When people argue, they speak from their personal per-
spective's; they cannotdo otherwise. If argument.is a kind
of-comftnication, there is no reason to suppose that arguers'
do not use every available modality, just as they do.in other
kinds of social interaction. The full,repertoire of kin'esic,
proxemic, and paralinguistic will intermingle with propositions'

. tatking their meanings from the co-orientation of the actors,
their definitis, s of situation, their episodic and dispositional
attributionS4 each other. Definitions and attributidns are
'given meanin y what the actors think they are doing.

Argument fields consist of the co-:orientations between
arguers,'the grounds out of which they gerierate their.argu-.
ments. Analysts cab define-ordinary fields'by reference to'
actors' definitionsindeed, this is possibly the only way
to assess the effects:of ordinary fields on ftrguments. rtelds
are not static entities. They are shared'orientationstoward
ideas or events.,which are acted out and continually renewed
or revised in eh(i. OnFoing accomplishmes of the people Who
work from the shared view.
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$5
rlelds are incomprehensibje apart from the perpectives 2

of people: and prdpbsitional utterance ought never bp ripped
out of its situatnd coneext by virtue of the:arbitrary .

anSumption Chat 'propositions sbriehbw stand Alehe. The
stability'and'regularity.Ordinaky fields do displ4 is fnani-

.

fested in nCtioA--in the-regUlarities at ongoing.operations,
-The naiuraI sciefice model is not well-suited to understanding
'such routine accomplishments because it rples out perspective-
taking as the core process of research. Toulmin often. rOfers
to the sociological character of his program, which is
clearly understood(to be opposed somehow to psychoIogic,al
accounts. "This is an Urirealistic dichotomy reflecting the
distorting effects orthe natural scientisticflense,'the
effqcts ot looking ki,ownward'from the top of the pyramid and
making assumptions abbuf diffuse and 'non-disciplines based
upon obsdrvations of coMpact disciplines% This reflects too
strong a commitment to the nixtural scsience model and a. dated
:view of sociological "entities." Tollowing rather different
assumptiOns, I claim that^an ordinary field must be A social-
psychological construct and that the phenomena to be explained
by the- field notion must- be grounded in the meanings which
are traded, argued, and negotiated by situated actors.

SUM1ARY
.

.

. .-

Toulmin's field notion struck a responsive ,chOrd among
argumentation scholars because it seemed'intuitively sound,
a sensible alternative to the emPtiness of a priori logics.
Pew of us stopped to question whethe'r Toulmin might be .

qtepping to a cadence that was alien to the needs of ordina
argument analysts, whettier his program as a philosopher of
science Might te divergent or incompatible with the need 7or
descriptive analyses of daily discourse. Argumentation cholars
played the descamisados and took up the field notion without ,

carefully evaluating its .capacity to bear the theoretical
weight being placed upon it. Toulmin.cannot be blamed for tliis
except insofar as Uses proclaimed a feCus on ordinary discourse.

, Toulmin's treatment. of the ordinary.field.notion is too
unc ear'to serve as underpinning for theoretical development.
It singularl y. fails to.eiplain working logics in.ordinary
arguments. Despite the egalitarian terms in irhich he couches
his treatMent of Working logics, his system is best suited to
the disciplinary fields and'its focus of convenience is the .

compact disciplines. Given his goal of de-psychologiZing argu-..
mentation, Toulmin's system has little to say about ordinary
discourse which Understanding 'sensibly relegates to pSyghological
perspectives. Ile offets.the analOt no clear guidelines for
undertanding the logics-in-use in daily argument.

\ \

Toulmin stands at .the top of the Pyrptid..of rational .

enterprises,, looking.downward, his vision proportionately
..
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eolored by hi's observation or th6 compact diseiplines. These
disciplinès'provid.!) poor nceptual lens through which,to,
describe diso9urse inmore fuse and 1.1J-4efined domains.
Indeed, the/relation betwee discourse in compgct disCiplines
and thQ nokdisciPlihible fi lds is, to purloin Tohlmin's
phrase, "impe-netratabb, obsc (WI He uses the field iotiqn
to avoid the extremes:of trid \lonal 'logic and relativism, '

but it'serves him poorly 140 fsrespeét .as it becom,es
ambiguous and at ,timeS equfiroc

The best resources forsal ging the ordinary field
notion reside on the'relattksst ide anoi require abaodoning
the,gbal of de-psychologizing ark, 1,1ent.t .Toulmin's work, in
fact, "docA not present a compelli k cds.e for eschewing the /
psychological ling with respect to tordiba:ry, fields. He
explicitly aoknowledges the in'porice. of wsonal perspectives
for ordinary discourpe; his logicar y8tem amines only
tangentially.t6 it. Hi's attacks on ,.ubjecAivist.views focuS
upon a narrowtand especiially vulnerab e variety of psychologYI
most of the examples in Uses are best nderstoop from the
perspecrives of situated actors dealling\wi h meanings. The 1
,jurisrdential analogy,. which he c4lls\ce ral to his
syste makes little sense apart from the\ rsonal per-,
spectives of legal actors. That analogy vamprises, I think;

- 't:he strpngest criticism-of 411 work, ttie weakest link in his
formulation. It turns agailist him as an eloquent example of
the social psychology of argument fields.
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IL roOTNOTES

.*$1

St,ephen Edelston Toulmin, The Uses Of Aru en
(London: Cambridge University PresOr p.
Thereafter cited'ih notes and text ae Uses.

%

.2Criticismd of Toulmin's work by.profegsional
log-icians,are familiar; iPee, for eXample, J. C. Cooley,"On Ir. Toulmins Revolution in Logic," The Journal Of
PhOosophy, 50 (1959), 297-319;.J. L. Cowan, °The rses.
or 'ArgumentAn Apology tor Logic," Mind, 73 (1964),
27-45; and Peter T. ,Manicas, "On ToulMfh's Contributionto Logic and Argtmentation," Journal-of the American
Forensic Apsociation, 1 (1960)7-8354---1 7WEIE-WiVoid
this fray wifh respect to logic per se, but it is worth
oting that many of,these writers agree that Toulmin't'
central con'tribution is the field notion.. As Manicas
says, "the solution is Dot to rename validity to cover '
correct non-deductive argument, but to lqok more care-
fully into those field-dependent features of correct
.non-deductive arguments which make them correct." Thus,
in the procdss of seVerely criticizing Toulmin, Manicas
takes the field notion rather at Lace value. A recent
criticism of my own work similarly employs the field ,

notion as a self-sustaining.philosophical concept., See
Brant R. Burlesone ':On the Analysis and,Criticiam of
Arguments: &time Theoretical and Methodological Consid-
erations," Journal of the American.Forensic As9ociation,
15 (Winter, 1679), at-10: wTouImin's notion of field
dependency is a particularly useful and insightful way
of conceptualizing context. Properly understood, the
Toulmin diagram 4eads critics and theorists to consider
what may be termed the substantive context of an argument."
The features of fields are donadered by Burleson (146)
to be relatively stable: "The substantive context thus
provides critics and theorists with important clues as
to how ideas, cOncepts; propositions, and arguments are
interpreted and utilized within a given community. Un-
like transient and ephemeral interfmtional contexta,
substantive contexts are relativel, stable and enduring."
Burleson, then, aks the field notion to bear substantial .

ctheoretical,weig t.

3
Over. his #cholarly career, Toulmin's program seems

consistently tolllave been'the study of knbwlectie in all ,

cts manifestations Science has been central-to- this
task because Toulm gerriFis that it is archetypal of
the,processes of kn wing. See his The Philosophy of
Sciepce: An Introdu tion (London: ititc neon, 3);
.ind 'his otherAmoks 'on Specific science*, for exaMple,
Stephen Toulmin and June Goodfield, The Pabrid of the
Heavens: The Development of Astronomy

e
aralbynomics

,
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(Ievf.vol4k: Harper and Row,, 19(11,),..p. 15: "The tafik ot

v . .thesie is to irlustraate'and dobument themanner in
whi0;9ut chie!.; sctentiflt,ideas have been formed."-
FurttiO (a,. 12-13), "if we are to udderstand even our
oWnsOie tilic . . . We shall,de nett to study.
thettro g points of-the Scientific Systems Ihichf/pUr
upHt. d te calculi/ , . displAced. Prom the quandarieq
.andy#iffIeqltiesvhich delayed the fbrmatjon of our modern,
ccOlpon sense' we can discover beSt thel4rue character
anOlmeaping of our twentieth-century bonceptions" See:
a0o Stephen.Toulmia, "Criticismin thOlistory of Science:
Newton'on Absolute Space, Time and MotTon," Philosophical A

ve'r

'.1,iew; 68 (1051), 1-20; and Poresi ht and Understafidin
:Clewl,Forkf Harper and Row, 15311), erpa ter àitéff in notes.
,and text is Foresirht:. 'His "evolutionary view" of the pro-
ATress.of knoira-g--hgrad.pally emerged from,"Conceptual
RevO1utions in Scien.cel".in-TR. S. Cohen and M.. W. Wartofsky,

poston Studied An the Philosophy of Science; /II
..,(Dordrecht: Reidél, 10(7); and. -"TheIVOlutionary Develotiment
of Natural Science," Americangciedtist, 55-(1967), 456-471
See also his "Does the Distinction Between Normal and.
.Revolutionary Science Hold Water?" in Imre Lakatos and.
Alan- Ifusgrave, eds., Criticism and the:nroWth. ot KnOWledge
'(Cambridge: CambridgelTniVersity'.11-reas, 1071)4 00. 5-38;
and."The Structure of.Scientific TheOries," in Frederick Suppe,.
ed., The Structure oc Scientific Theories '(Urbana: University
Of Iffinois-Press, nd ech, 10-77), pp.:660-61C Thus
Toulmin has consiStently soultht toAevelop-an evorutionary
Model of conceptual change. _The place of Uses in this prp-
gran is specifying the place of rationality-3i bonceptual
change. 'He seems uliimatelvto be-after a groUndwork.for

, historical explanations of the.rooti of knowledge, He
foCuses therefore upok,its most publit-manifestations. In
this essay, I. treat ToUlmin's works(as 'ponstituting A )

relatively.u0fied system of thought, although there are.
soMe instances in which he seems.to have modified and
clarifie&some ideas.. Thus, the term "field" becomes
"Rational Enteorises".in his HuMan Understandin : The

4

Collective Use and Evolution orooncepts r ngeton:
,Prtnceton rniversity lress, 1.672),- fiereafter dited in
.notes and text as Unclerstanding_.

4t, A

4 p .
I.

5 ' .Ibid., p .
.

._..r... 6
6

6 I take this view, to be dOmmon to the Weltanschauungen .

verspective, typified by Toulmin and Thomas-kuhn, among
others. See ThoniaS S. Kuhn, The Structure ,of Scientific) 1

Revolutions, 2nd ed., /NW et enlarged (Chicago: University"
of Chfcagd-Press, 1968). See also"many of the essays,
especially the "Af:ter**rd," in Suppe. . . .
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7 ,

Exemplified by Herbert L. Blumer, Symboll.c.Inter,-
aCtionism: Pere tive and Method (Eqglewood, Cliffs;
ren re a.

B

S.

AUses, p. 43
^,

erti.bid.'; pp. 211-'?144. Ile notes .(p.'211) that "the
problems of 'epistemology', Af psychological at ill,-are
pretty clearly not psychological questions of any ordinary'
sort;" and (p.*212) "the boundarrbetween psychology and
logic,is op'en n both directions(:nd,\psychologi,sta ought
to pacogn.ize how tar rational pro edures are human arti-
faas rathe.r.than natural phenomena." This means, I
think, that for TOulnin the most interesting questions.
about argdffient are not descViptiv but comparative; he
is interested,in which logical systems work best, produce
the Most acceptable arguments.

"Ibid. p' 255.
'

11Ibid., p. p. Thus, hie goal; clearly, is something
different than explaining the psychological procesaes.of
argument (inferences). Thus, he told the SCA Seminar on
Argument as a Way of Knowing" that "I'm not sUre that in
this whole enterprise I'm in the explaining business it
all. , . . I'm not sure that what we have to do is pro-
duce explanations. So far as I'm conderned, the4ob'of.

' characterizing what goes on descriptively, in terms ihat
are adequate to the cOmplexity of what has to be-described,

. is a hard enough job in itiell without . . . b6fhering
about explana,ting. I don't know what explanations are
called for. ror me/it would seem enough if I could get
to the stage of being clear, of clearly analyzing what
alternative'standpoints there could be froM which issues
night give rise to.arguments." (p..SC of,working draft),
see David. Thohas,. ed., Arkument as a-naty of Knowing (Lees-
burg Pike: SCA,.forthcoming). I

.44,

12qidon, ottlieb, The Louie of Ciloice : An' !InvestiKation
of the Conce ts or nule and Rationalit (New,York: 4acmifl.an,
10) ; an see a so har es rt ur ard, "Thd Logic of
Choice," Journal of the American Forensic Association, 15
(Pall, 10TOT, 17,d-rn.

4

S.

'13Uses p. 5on. Thii3 reasoning demetalls with Toulmin's
assumpf0Ethat logic is'a, human artifact rather than;-a
natural endowmqnt.

3-4Ii)id6 pp. 14-15.

112.

"Ibid7.: pp. .3n-no.

p. no.
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,Bernayd N, 4eltzer, and John W. Petra44 "The Chicago

and Iowa pdhoo1s of Symbolic Interaotionism," in Jerome
Mants and Derbard N.Meltzer, eds., S bolic Nteraction,
2nd ed., (Boston Allyn an'd Babon, PP. .

19Ibid pt 54

2 , ,

PP. 56-5/.
21
Uses, pp. 7-8.

22 1h1d., P. 7. --Ibid., ill.. 16. 2
4
Ibid.

ql

25
Kenneth Culp bamis, Disdretionary Justice Urbana:

Univ'ersity of Illinoi Press, 1071), p. 18. 4.

26Ibid., . 25. 27
Ibid., p. 21. .

28
Ibid., 0. 19.

,

"Uses, p. 16. 30Ib1d., . 29. 31 Ibld..
.'

'This is far morecommon tha not. See Richard B.
lorris, Fair Triar(N2? York: liar er arid Row, 1967>;
Bernard Botein miff noYaon AMurray, The Trial of'the
Puture (New York: Cornerstone; 1965); Whittaket Chambers,
Witness (New York) Random House, 1952): Gerald Iplickler,
qin. on-Trial (New York: Doubledayt 1962); David.fFellman,
Thd 5eiendant'S Rights (New York: Rinehart, 1958);
Jerome rrank, Courts on Trial: 'nyth and Reality in American -.
Justiee-(Princéton: Princet2n University-Press, 1948);
Klgerifiss, In the .0 urt of Public 0 in n (New York:
Knopf, 1057); (o n Kaplan and JOn R.. tt, The Trial of
Jack Ruh/ (New York: tfacmillan, 1965); and three books by
William Tnustler, 'And Justice tor 411 (Dobbs Ferry:
Oceana, 190); 'Beyond a Reastmable*Doubt (New York:. Morrbw,
1961); amd The Minister and-the dhoir-grn er (New York:
Morrow, 10 41,0 c ass c treatments of the teractions
between politiâ and juridical'discretion are Ottoairch-
heimer, Politic 1 Justice: The se of Legal Procedure for
Political,Ends ( rinceton: rir4ceton University Ores6, 1961)
anct.Arnold TkebacC The Rationiñk ofJustice (New Brunswick:
Rutgers Uniyersit Press, er is wide.agreement
that occurrences i trials always haire roots in the contri-
butory processes, iz., discretionary police decisions,
prosecutor'choices political'inputs, press coverage, and.
the like. That tri ls occur at all "is notable--they are
always'exceptionh to the rule and,prop9rtionttely ,reflect
unusual inputs frOm various discretionary stages..4

33Julius Stone, Legal System and Lawyers' Reasonings
(Stanford: Stanford Viliversity rriess, lsao; r) fn.

4
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34ClaronteT)arrow, The Story of "Ty Lifet(New,York:
Scribner's, 1932); Arthi4-Ifitlitliefe,-iid-:;-Attornek for the
Damned (New York: Simpn And Schuster, 195n); and two
-A:taiTed versiens of those extralegal appeals: ,v
4aureep 4c1:ernan; T4e Amazina2Crime and Trial of Leopold
andLoeb (Newt York: 11-ew AMeticah tannery, 1157); atid the
pYgr-ifay printed The Plecrof.1Clarence Darrow) AugUst 22nd,,
23Fd and 25th 192T in-Defense of Hichard !Joel) and
t.t an opo r.t.on r a or ,ur er cago:

RAO Pletcher eymour, 1on4-) .

35,iy808:. , pp. 9-11

16,
Stephen Toulmin, lichard Ilieke, and Allan Janik,

An Lntroduction to neasoning (Jew.York: Macmillan, 1979).
Interchangable uses of the two terms appear throughout, but
see especially pp. 27-25 f" 3'4; 49:.

37Understanding, p. 10. 38Ib1d., p.. 146..
A A

s,

_

39'Ibid., p. 149.

"Ibid., p. 148. 41Ib1d., p. 149.
---

42Dudley Shapere, "Scientific Theories and Their
Domains," in Suppe, p. 523.

4 43Ib1d., p. 52. 44Ibid., p. 527. 45Ib1d. 46Ibid., pp. 531-:
532,

a.

47
Aaron. V, Cicourel, Method and Measurement.in Sociology

1 A(New York:. riree Press, 1R-4)7---'

43
T1. M. MacIver, Social Causation (Boston: Ginn, 1942).

49Max Weber, The Theory of Soc4ia1 and Economic Organization
trans., A. 4. HenUetswand Talcott Nrsons (New York:
rree,Press, ).047), especially p. ,113, for his di§cussion

..of.co-orientational meanings. Jfeber stressed but did not
el,aborate the notion of-Verstehen--the imaginative repro-
Auction in the observer's ml.nd of the meanings behind any
actions being studied. .This research posture4has lately,
been held in low'esteem by experimental/y inclined social
'scientists, although Weber saw Versteheti as a partnerWith
more traditional reserwch methods, ocial scientific fabts,
Weber wrote, had to be confirmed by traditional causal
Ipethods-and at the levelot, meaning.- The tWt1 approaches
should 110 co-equal partneN in pie research enterptise.
The more controversial claim ?or verstehen was that, with-
out references to the personal meiiiiiTsig actions. for
'actors, traditional research was doomed to steril and
irrelevance. The function, scope, strengths and w nesses
of this position have been explored in two essays
Theodore Able,,"The Operation Called Verstehenj" in
Heibert Peigel and qay Broadbeck, eds., Aeaditup in the
Philotophy ol iScjence 1New York: Appleton-tentury-Crofts,
10M), p.'618, focuses on criticisms of the notion; 4011
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Verstehende SogIg4g,lity ", AtInr12211_,I2m112.9.±.1D,tslollmy,
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.
50A1fred Schutz,"Concept and Theory Formation.id

the Social Sdiences," Journal 41 Philosophy, 51 (April,
1954), 266-267. ,See'altio his T e 'Problem of Social'Reality:
Collected Papers, Itoed,, Maurice Natanson fThe Hague:
tiartinus -Najhoff, 1962), p. 53! "By the term 'social reafity'
4)Nish to be understood the sum total, of ohjects and
occurrences within the social cultural worldNks experienced

. by the commonsense thinking of men living thelr daily, lives
among their fellow-men, connected with them in manifold
relations of interaction. It isithé world of cultural
objects and social institutions into which we are all born,
within which we have to find our bearings, and with which
we have to came to terms. From,the outset, we,, the actors
on.the social Scene, experience the world we live in as a "

world both Of nature and of Culture, ;not as a private but
as an intersubjective one, that is, as a world common to
all of us, either actually giiren or potentially accessible
to everyone; and this involves intercommunication and 1

language." See also Schutz's "on Multiple Realities,"
Philosophy and Phenomenolujcal Research, 5 (1045), 533-574;
and "-Common Sdnse and Scientific Interpretation of Human
Action," Philosophy,and PhenomenologicalaResearch, 14-(1953);
J-37.

\ 5 leicpurel, p. 14.

52oc. tephee Edelston Toulmin, An ExaminatiOnpf the
Place of ReaSbn in Ethics (Cambridge4 Cambridge University
t5ress, 1964),ap. 20.

53
Ibid. "Ibid., p. 32.

,.

.

rrJ
Much of that literature is summarized in Charles Arthur

Willard, "A Reprmulation of the Concept of Argument: The
Constructivist Interactionist.,FouridatioAs of a Sociology of
Argument," Journal of the Ameiican'Forensic Association, 14
(Winter, 1976), 121-140:

56Reason in Ethics, p. 147. 57I14d., 0. 39,

"Charles Arthur Willard, 'The Contributions of Argu-
mentation to Adedunts of Moral. JudgMent: A Constructivist/
Interactionist View," paper read at SCA convdntion, 1978,
copies available from author:

.59
Reason in EthIbs, p. 22

,
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°Charles Arthur Wibard, "On the Utility' of Des-
ctiptive Diagrams fox the AnalySis and Critibism of '

Arguments,V. Communication MonogROR, 43-0976), 308-319;
"Argument as Non-Oliscprsive Sym sm," Journal ot the
American Forensic Asdociation, 14 (Spring, 1978), 187-193;
"The Epistemic Functions of Argumedt: Reasoning An6d
Decision-Making,troMja Constructiist/Interactionist
Point of View,"'Jourrnal of the American Forensic Association;
15 (Winter, 1979), 169-19 4111 e Ep stem c unctions,of
Argument; Part II," JOrnal of th6 American Forensic
Association15,(Spring, 1919), forthcoming.

61Severyn Bruyn, The Human Pets ective in Sociology'.
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-la 1, , 6 ), p. 178. Thus,'*
(xv) ."in the knowledge World of the social scientist,-
particulars 9an.bia as important hs generalities; realism'
can be as important t*his outlook as idealism; a personal
explanation can be as/important as an objective explanation. ,

The understanding of such basic differences'in man's
perception of the world is the basis of the human'perspective."

62
Ibid., p. 199. This is supportive of'my arguments

(see "On Me Utility") thAt documents--especially texts of
arguments--cannot stand alone. Even if one brackets thb
issue of how adequately texts represent the events they
report, the interpretations of the_awayst are,the animating
force giving meaning to texts. See,1for example) David Couzens
Hoy, The Critical Circle: Literature and History in Con-
tempoYary Hermeneutics (Derkeley: University of California
Press, 101A); and Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth,and Method
(New York: Seabury Press, 1975), especlialy p. 253:

Ibid. p. 175 64'bid., p. 137.63

GSErnst Cassirer, An Essay on Man (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1944), p.

ce
,. .

Quoted in Bruyn, pp. 114-115. See. H. P. Rickman, ea:
Meaning in History:. W. Dilthey's Thoughts on Historx an&

,

Society, (London: Allen and'Unwin, 1961); aria H. A. Hodges,
the PhilosTahy of tilhelm Dilthey (London: Routledge and
1.tegan 1'cau1jt11952).

67Hodges pp. 152-153.

"Max Weber, the Methodology of the Social Sciences, fraqs,
".1 eds., Edward Shils and ilenry A. Pinch (New York: Pree
Press, 1949), p. 74.

"Martin Buber, I and Thou, trans., *Ronald Smith
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ON FIELDS AND RATIONAL ENTERPRIiES:
.A REPLY TO WILLARD

Ray E. McKerrow
University of Moine-Orono

Chafles Willardts critique of "argument ffelds" is a proVocative
challenge to current uses of Toulmin's Concept. The essay contains a
well-structured.discussion of the meaning and implications of the field
ndtion. Willard's closing statement on the constructivist position has
considerable merit as a crisp, precise summary of his projected reformu-
/lation of argument. To clarify,my reactions to the essay, I shall deal
with several of the concepts central to both Toulmin's "system" and Willard's
critique. The complexity of the arguments in Willard's essay makes it
difficult to respond-in detail to each claim, hence I shall react at a
more general level of analysis.

0

In the early pages of Human Understanding (HU), Stephen Toulmin
óutlines the argumentative strategy of his proposed trilogy on.the evo-
lution and establishment.of concepts. As he presents iti the research
plan consists of three.phases:

s

In the first pha'se,of our argument, we shall consider
concepts as entering into the conceptual aggregates,
systems, or populations that are employed on a collective
basis by communities of "concept users." . . . In the
second phase of the argument, we shall consider the skills
and abirities.through which an individual displays,ilis
personal grasp of concepts. . . . In the final phase of
the argument, we shall return to the underlying issues of
judgment and evaluation, and ask explicitly what 'geheral
account,of intellectual authority or rational-criticism
is consistent with,ourcurrent picture of copcepts and
,underltanding, both communal and individual.'

Phaseone is deal;t with in volume.one; phases two and three are the subjects
-. of the namaining volumes in the projected tHlogy. I mention Toulmin's

Preseara programme" for a reason: antlyses of his contribution need to
take apcount of the evolving character of the study he has undertaken.
Giiien the restricted nature of each phase, criticism should be related
only to the tasks set forth; failure to account for phenomena more pro-
ferly the subject of future work should not be considered sufficient
ground for the rejection4of current arguments. Phase one, for example, is
restricted to a discussion of collective uses,: with an analysis of individual
uses projected for 6 later volume. In addition, the linkage between HU and
earlier works, such as The Uses of 'Argument (UA), may be very strong in
general terms',-but more tenuous as..the'anaiysis. moves toward precise agree-
ments between specific terms or concepts; We.should be wary of forcing
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parall el s too , far in specific areas , s the, evolving natUre. of Tou_ __ _........._ ....loaTysis'-:martilmacti to `atter -. or midi fy original formul a flops .

h8araue, this becomes a .tiroblem in evalual,ting) the parallels between fielsd,11
diiciplAne";.and,rational 'enterprtie.

,

t.1
>.,, . Perhaps the best way to chartaerize my perceptions,of toufmiii s mg-Ir.--;
all approach to,the 'evolution of*concepts is to,set forth a-series 9f
specific propoOtional assertions .4nd elabdrate briefly On them. ,Althollgh .

there) is a similarity to kill ard' s general approach',;11 shall devilop my
underitandingot ToulmihWithouttfirect reference to each of Wilfard4s-,
proOositions.,-At the end"of the series of 'statements, .1 shall sumarize.

Major '4ifferences with"Willard's analysts and illustrate further,with ,

direct reference tp selectecl exaMples. .,.
,

'

,
.

.

..
( 1 As' employed in ,UA,,, the "field" notton is a technic,a1 term bearing
littte, if ally, similarity to "tisciplines.° The 'key to the field conceptfilts anOog, "logfcal -types:" Toulmin iss borrowing implicitly from the,
philoSophical perspective of Gilhert Ryle and others.' logieal' type is
neither, a. function of arguers nor of disciplines (though there may be para-llels in both instances). Instead, a field is a unction of the objects or
ideas named via language:, Harry,,: . ..-51"fsTa hair; proofs . . . geometry;
Peterson . . . Swede . . . Roman'Catholic:, The "steps" used in moving from .

, One term to ,anOther .1n ah inferential pnress call on di ferent sorts of
logical -types, hence belong to different fields. Taken in the context of ,-
Ryle's analysis of ',logical types, the examples are singularly clear; field' 'is nothirig more nor lels than a neologism for "type." The 'stabil ity of a
field derives from laflguage.. V Since meaning changes less frequently than do
the persons'using the language, logical typing is a ,relatively stable mechan-
itm for analyzing ,the impact of claims. While the claim that individuals

, ,createlanguage is inconte4table, thie implications .of this claim must-be
kept-within .their. proper sphere of influence. Once createdo language usage

. is'neithir -fixed and invar'4nt rior the, sole property of individual- whimsy:

eater $

.

iven the technical nature,of field noted in #1 a..ve UA bear's
m av4..t to t e to ects ro SI

oes o t e con ent'o p ase one., iraw ng on. e .egacy o sr, nary .,

anguage analysis, Which has little true. rel tiOnShfp to adinary discourse,
Toulmin,concentrates attention in UA orri question: "How far .Can
justificatoriarguments take one and t4le or involve appeal: to' one
and the .taMe set of 'standaly, in ally.the t.kindsr case's which We
hAve occasion.to considerr" In moVinglrpoV to otheriquestiens; Toulmin-

, examines' indi4iduil Claims that.are comOonleeveryday didourse and assesses
the.standards of evaluation in terms,ofthe."logical type" iTplications that'
flOW:from our,designating certain meafilrgs to, words. TheipatUre of thdivi-
dual eleiWand the standard4 of judgment arei it would appeari'theetoplcs
proposed for volumes' two and three. Thus, parallels' draWO'tetween UA and'

:part_one of. HQ may be.tenOou,s at best,..inappropriate at'-'wortt.

se or ales two an ree t

'

3. The technical sense of field isSbandoned b Toulmin in art ()lie of
HU. There sno rp erence n to eextens ono tefe a concept as
ilabOrated in UA (at least, I've not found one). Since the focus is on collec-
tive use, there is no need for an analytic method that is singularly appro-
jiTite for individual claims. Also, the major connection-between field and

4 rd



discipline, in'the'-technical sense of the former term, would be in the
narrowest of disciplines (e.g., the compact discipline of atomic physics).

. As one moves beyond such arenas of thousht, fields proliferate within .11

disciplines as rapidly as they do between them. In fact, HU appears to ,

regard field much as argument theorists have tended to use the tent.

Argument theorists have misOsed field by removinglit froM its lo;ic*al
'type context and applying it more-broadly to discipoines or definable
subject matters. The impetus,for such usage comes, -unfortUnately, frtom
Toulmin's own looseness with respect to the term field'. The field of
jurisprudence, as noted in UA,3 is more.'difficult to reconcile with his
own more limited definitioh, except to the sense that all matters within
jurisprudence are ultimately reducible to the claim on onet judgMent: a

verdict is sought whether the case is civil or criminal. Nevertheless, the
sorts of evidence called upon, which appears to be the Critical feature dis-
tinguishing field, varies as much within legal arenas as within other'arenas

. of discourse. "Field of inquiry" does equate well with the term "discipline"
but the appropriateness of either term to the technical sense developed in
UA is highly questionable. -Thus, it is not as clear.as Willard woultlisug-

Ar,gest, that we can speak equallj, Pi jurisprudential,fields, ordinary fields,
'and disciplines. In fact, "orilinary field" mitconstrues the technical ,

. nature of field, as the term,is tied to linguistic events which may or may
not be discussed in ordinary Contexts..

4. Criteria, while sensitive tO'their creation by'individualt,.are
granted influence on the basis of communal agreement within a gGen field.

, The communal nature of criteria is essential for,meaningful discourse in any
subject area or cbmmunity context: Individuals have input into the develop-
ment,and use.of standards, and in many cases; disputes may center more on
the criteria and their applicability than .on the merits of the "idea" being
discussed. Through individual efforts, communal standards may change over
time. Like other aspects of language usage, they are neither invariable '

nor the property of personal wiiimsy. The community standards enable one to
judge the' divergence.between individual aPproaches aft0 relevant criteriawfor
that particular field.. Thus, theylact as mechanisms of social control in

*providing sae continuity,to standards of judgment over time. Toulmin's
.perceptive analysis of the role Of institutions in effecting evolutionary
change in the develppment,of concepts-assumes the same communal/indivldual
interaction; The only alternatives to this mode are absolute rule and the
anarchy of individual taste and dis'cretion. The thrust of ToutMin's effort,
as Willard notes, is to provide a meaningful substitute for these alterna-
tives. Whatever their individual differences', UA and HU are linked in.this
common effort.

t. "Force showing is not stating."6 'Force fs tied to an individual 's
,sensitivity to the manner in which certain tenms, such as modals. have an

sh. invariant "meaning" across logical types. To emplo'y a particular qualifier,
however, is not to make a statement, in Toulmin's,Asense of the latter term:

`9

. P.,
Earlier in this essay, we distinguished bet ween,the,things
wtich an utterance positively,states, and those which are
not so much stated by it as implied in it. . When the
forecasters assert that it will rain tomorrow, what they.

a
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are ttalking about is tomorrow's _weather and not their `
own_al_iefs, though-no_doubt_onean_safely__infer_from
their Utterance that they 'do haWbeliefs of a certain
.kind. Likewise if they,say, "Wwill Probabjy. rain
tomorrow,'". what they.say is something 4 u e weather,

: and what me canifer_about_their_, Liefs.is_only_implied..
. Thesview that the 'function of-wor s like "probably"-is to

qualify the mode of,one's assertim or conclusion is one
thing: a prgposal that one shouldJanalyze,the statement
"It-will probably rain tomorrow" ai equivalent to "I am on
the whole incl ined to expect that it will rain.tomorrow" .

would be something quite different.'

Thus, the weatherman's obServation about rain makes no statment about his
personal bel iefs, even though one Could .imply such .bel iefs contained,
in the statement. Nor As any psychological analysissqf the individual -or
observer of any significance ikjudging the appropriateness of the state-
ment.. As Toulmin notes above, will probably rain"may be Judged on

'the grounds or criteria relevant to such determinations, while the Phrase
"I. am tnclined suggests ,a quite different type of analysis: the
distinctton between a.."logic" and a lipSychologic" analysis is at its
clearest in these examples. Psychological, questions mayhave their role

-.or place, but are irrelevaRt in tfill evaluation of. the claim "It will pro-
--sbably rain," whether made by 'a weathemah .or a farmer. As ttie context

changes, psychological variables may take.precedence overthoSe more normally
used in such instances The force of a modal term does not elimnate.refer-,
.ence to "meaning" as much as it offers ,a,conitant with ,respect to meaning:
"the characteristic function of our particular, practical .probabilityostate-
ments is to present guarded or qualified assettions and contlusions..0 Once
one understandsthe nature of modal terms, theilext ta0 is to use them
correctly; one maykbe mistaken .with respect.to a. claim., or even the appro
priation o a ijualffrtng term, but so long -as one does not indulge in
iMproper claims, theerro'r is forgivable.' The mistake relates ..to an error
in calculating the effect of the grounds' or evidence, or the relatIonship
of the criteria to the craim. Such errorsdonot, however, alter the nature
of either force or 'criteria; the one remains constant while the other varies
as the linguistic field ,changes. Force locates meaning in _a set of circum-
stances, varying from logical type to type, or'from field to field, which
Justifies the 'apprOpriatenets -Of employing a particular constant. To say

shall probably go, "when you knoW the chanceS*e slight is to misuse the
6riteria for the emPloyment.of the terms, to Utier an improper Claim, and
to mislead.those who understand the manner in which probab1e should be
employed in the circumstances in question. "It is the qUality 'of the-evidence
or .auument at the speaker's disposal which' dnermines what sort of qualiffer

. .-he is entitled to include in .his ttatements."iu. The terills used to qualify
our assertions'are sign posts indicating "how far propositions are'entitled
to ourtrust or.belief." The develópment of mathemiticaLtools,,such as tests
of-Itatistical Significance,.eccordingly leayes.the forCe of our probability

:statements unchanged; its vatO Is thatit ImathematfariFifineffientlgreatIY
"-eefinet the.standards to be 4ppealeCto.."11. As Toultin't ina)Ysis of Carnet's

, and Kneate's.tansei .prebability" illustrates,jt ii easy to
cOefuse the fOrce-of thi:modal'teme;With,.the ground-66 which it 'is premised:14.
Such is the case with tests Of.statisMal signiliCanee! "they act.as4rOund

.

.
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or criteria for the employment of modal er s; they should not be con-
fused with the force of ttt'e-modal term itself. The modal terms_stand
apart from the'criteria for thè&r use. Disagreement over criteria may
very well occur, and thereby mud e_j e guidelines within a given arena
for the employment of a modal term. Such difficulties do not, in and of
themselves, alter the nature of the invariant "meaning" of modal terms.

6. The divorce between:epistemology and psychology is not intended to
denigrate or downgrade the Titter. For Toulmin's purposes in UA and again
in HU, the proper reaTm o-f inquiry is a de-psychologized.epistemology.
This does not mean that psycho)ogy is any less important; it does mean that
epistemological questions, per se, should not be tainted with psychological
issues (e,g., Toulmin's example of questions over the innate abilities of
persons)." Logic is appropriately depsychologizedfor the simple reason
that indilidual matters.of.belief are not always relevant to the analysis
of groundi for the establishment of claims. "Kennedy will probably'run in
1980" may.be advanced as, a claim on the attention qf others--one may ask
"how do you know?" without inviting a psychologized response. In a response,
the focus is not on my belief per se, but instead on the grounds for my
judgment: what evidence is there that suggests that Kennedy may run in
1980? The question can be answered-quite apart from any knowledge about
my construal proceSses. The evidence I cite may give some indication of
such processes, but that is ancillary data, it is not data that 4 required
in.advince.of understanding the claim. Removing subjectivism from logic
(removing psychologisms) has the dual effect of (1) clarifying the distinc-
.tfon once again between stating and im-1 in and (2) discarding the notion
that logical proceisses, and hence the ru es of logic are carbon-copies of
the natural operations of the mind.

With respect to HU, the divorce between.psychology and epistemology is .

equally clear: collective use within rational enterprises also does hot
seek to denigrate psychology. What it does seek to do is to retain a per-
spective on the role of psychological issues in the total understanding of
the evolution of concepts. The discussion of the institutional arrangements
within a discipline, and of the role of personalities (e.g., specific known
figures within science or other disciplines).in insuring the publication of
"new" or heretical,waterials is an important dimension of the complete pro-
cess of evolution.'4° But, it is only one dimension, and its centrality
within historical causality is not guaranteed. Divorce is not 'equivalent
to banishmerit.

4

7. The uridical analo of UA and the ecolo analo of!HU serve to
explain qu te a ferent p enamena. e ur a Ca ana ogy serves tg eepr
in the centre of the picture the Critical function.of the reason."'5 The .

'ecological metaphor, on the other hand,..promOtes the analysis of populktional
shifts in the introduction and maintenanee of concepts. To apply the juri-
dical analogy to the populational analysis of disciplines and their.historiês

. misconstrues the nature of Toulmin's intent. In the special case of UA, the
juridical, analggy points to the relationship between .argument an4 generalized
jurisprudence.'° Jurisprudence operates on more precise foundations than
does everydayArgument, or at least has recourseto more precise "rules" in
the assessment of its. practices than does everyday argument.. The fact that
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new rules or other contemporary practices(ircumvent the application of,
argument in Jegal contexts in precisely the manner explicated by Toulmin
does not, by itself, change the general'nature of the analogy: argument
and regal reasoning both share the same function of arriving at a judg-
ment via a rational proceSs. Although judges may, and do, exercise dis-
cretionary power, they do so only.with in the context of an established
set of precedents or guidelines for behavior. TQ say otherwise would be
to convict-Judge§ of practicing shimsy or caprisious Judgment, and would
reduce the Judicial ,system to anarchy. Neither jurisprudence nor ordinary .

argument are perfect exemplars of either process as Toulmin identifies
Ai$ them. Nevertheless, the only recourse either lawyers or arguers have is

to assess what.happens in terms.of the standards or criteria that are
relevant within a particular domain. In jurisprudential contexts, the
Judge who-roams too far from established norms may be sharply reprimanded,,
as a judge in Wisconsin recently discovered when he used his discretion,
inla.rape case. In ordinary argument, the person who roams too far is
equally subject to the'sanctions applicable in the particular community'he
chooses to argue in.

8. The task in HU is not to arrange the disciplineS in a pyramidal
structure. In fact, it may be necessary to "ignore contemporary attempts
to divide off the various fRistemic disciplines by academic frontiers with
professional checkpoints."'' The concern isgwith a two sided question:
(1) how dfd disciplines emerge--what populational shifts occur within theM;
and (2) how has the organizational or institutional structure affected the
evolution of concepts? While it may be conceptually clear to view as
pyramidal, there are two important qualifications: cly the evolutionary .

sense which Toulmin strives to highlight may be lost in the static vision
of top/middle/bottom lev'els of,a hierarchy: (2) the very meaning of hier-
archy may imply some sense of superiority bn the part of those at the uppew
levels of the pyramid. Toulmin takes.special pains.to disavow this last
notion by pRinting to the compact-less state of the sciences in earlier,
centuries." He also cautions: "Iwgeneral,. however, to say that any
particular enterprtse is 'disciplined,' and that its historical development
den be analysed in terms of our evolutionary pattern, is not to congratu-
late 4A, but is merely to understand its particular rational structure and

'' For these reasons, a continuum is preferable to A pyramid as a
4onceptual grip or metaphor, as it pr-eserves the sense 6f evolutionary
development and Illustrates-the relative prbgress of disciplines acrossiklme
in teFms of a comffion set of standards. Equally important, the continuuml
alters the visual perspective of upward/downward and r,eplaces it with the
more important and relevant perspective of ttme. While all rational enter-
prises are included within the pyramidal vision, the continuum scheme allows
us to infer that some may not even'be oh tke ltne Al yet, insofar as their
development may match-the criteria "only in pare,""' Such would be the case
With non-disciplinable activities--which I take to be synonymout with Willard's
phr;aii "ordinary fields."

9. "Rational enterprises" IS not isomorphic with the techriical defini-
tion of field set forth in-0A. In UA, field is restrfeted to a ltnguistic.
analysts' Of individUal,claims; in HU, °rational -enterprises are characterized .

by more than a singular linguistic coMpOnent. For Toulmin, rationality is
tied to procedural change that.is not predised on either uniformitarian-or
revolutionary principles.: 'it is an intellectual enterprise whose'lrationality'"

I
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lies in ttle procedures governing its historical development and evo-
lution."'', Rationality is concerned with "the conditions on which, and
the manner in which a eerssn is ire are to crlticise and chan e those
doctrines as t me goes on. e e not on, as wr t en n 1 , may e
considered an em6ryonic form of the larger conceptua frame of "rational
enterprises; the modification in field removes it frm the logical type
analysis and replaces it with a more generalized ass ssment of the pro-
cedural "rules" go ing the evolution of concepts:

. Our anal of the communal aspects of concept-use
will accoF1ftgly focus on 'rational enterprises41 and
their historical development, It must accountoat the
same 1ime and in the same terms, for both the con-
tthuites and the.changes in such enterprises, by treat- '

. ing their intellectual content as forming "conceptual
popuAations." The developMent of these populations will
pe characterized-here, s elsewhere-as reflectinj a

Ille
balance betweenjactors f two kinds: innovative "factors,
responsible for the app nce of variations in the
population concerned, and selective ones, which modify it
by perpetuating certain favoured variants, And the
"rationalfty"-of those enterprises will be vindicated, in
turp, by identifying the specific loci within them at

t which conceptual variants are exposed to critical selAc-
, tion, and appeals to "rational consiftrations" play an

effective part in their develOpment."

The phrase "conceptual popplations" emerges within the larger frame of
rational enterprises as a better candidate for linkage to "fields." As
the ecological analogy is played out in HU, it becomes,clear that the
prime constituent of historical change, for Toulmin, will be "conceptual
populations"=different ideas within disciplines which emerge and are
sustajned by the discipltne. Given the evolving nature of concepts, it
would be more appropriate to equate field with discrete populations. .

This breaks the field notion away from direct comparison with its larger
framework of rational enterpOse, and givesothe development of field de-

)
pendent st ndards a much narrower and more 'precise domain within which to
work. Rat onal enterprises encompasses Toulmin's. earlier notion of force
and crite a: it may be that the latter term becomes alocaF point. for
the analysis of change from one population to another within the same
field. As populattons moVe through time,within a discipline, criteria do
not necossarily remain static and unchanging; the changing status of ,

criteria or procedures by which choices are made may mark,the emergence
of differing populations. Thus, there would appear-to be closer affibity
between' "conceptual population" and the technical nature,of "field" than
between the latter term and rational enterprises.

19. Neither UA's field notion nor HU's rational enterprise notion
achieves an a priori status, Willard argues that the development of field
dependent logics (tiken in their broadest sense) become " priori prtnciples
functioning withfn a field analogically to the a priori systems of tradi-
tional logicians. Toulmin's idea of alield would make little sense unless
they did.'24



One could argue that Willard is correct, ff a priori simply 'means
"before the fact"_Criteria must be agreed-upon-or-known; a-user-must,come-
to them in order to apply them to the argument at hand. Giving this mu
does not entail surrendering the remainder--that the system functions
analogicallysto the a priori systems of formal logic.. In a gener se,

this is true; but what is objectionable is the impl.tcaMon that the
system is as fixed and invariable as is the a priori system of the logi-
cian. This4Toulmin would deny. His chittque of Kant apd Piaget ts a
case in point. Having.reviewed their approaches to the existence of a
priori assumptions, Toulmin observesi

Changes of circumstance thus create.occasions for
motlifying our concepts'of causility,even at levels
which Kant regarded as immutable,and apodeictic. So
any attempt to argue that our "everyday framework" of
ideas about causation represents a natural functional
equilibriumich will not be upset by any forseeable
changes in human life and practicalActivity faces'an
almost intolerable bUrden of proof."

Tolerance for change thus must be a part of the system, and this would
apply'to the generation of sets of criteria as well as to the potential
for change fn the population at any given time.

Thus far I have considered several terms which are central to both
Touomin's evolutionary thesis and Willard's critique. Field, force, cri-
teria,,discipline, and rational enterprise all function'to advance the '

central,notions of Toulmin's attempt to understand how conceptS become
established, maintained; and altered wfthin the "human enterprise."
Several differerces between Willard's critique artimy appraisal should be
fairly clear from the preceding series of propositions. Taken in its
technical sense, field is not an ambiguous concept--it is one which is
readily understandable and "fleshed out" when theiccompanying "logical
type" analysis is brought into focus. Because field applies solely to
the linguistic_properities of statements, it makesilittle sense of speak
of "ordinary fields" as a discrete entity, Once "field" is taken in this
latter sense, it moves beyond the technical definition and merges into.the
sense of "discipline" which argument theorists hive tended tothaveln view
when employing the concept. Ordfnary discourse refers to it commvity of, -

talk, and exists quite apart from the analysis of particular "fields."

The entire discussion of force and criteria seems misguided, as it
plays interesting language wiles in.tts attempt to reinstitute psychologi-
cal analysis into ordinary Aiscourse. As a selected example, consider
Willard's treatment of the term "cannot" in relation to the jurisprudential
claim "you cannot force a wife to'testify," -Willard.argues that a judge'
can-apply pressure and force a wife to testify in one context: divorce
cases. If the wife desires.equitable treatMent,.she may be pressured by

.the judge's behavior to testify, ThiS can-be reidily granted without grant-
int the conclusion that the force of "cannot" is therefore altered. The
judge still cannot require that the wife testify, as-OW:ugh she had no.-
choice in the matter'. The game 'is intriguing, but Mnges_on the difference
between ,a literal "cannot" and a set.of'circumstances in which real choice
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appears tote denied. The denial of choice is premised, not on a c nge
in the sense of "cannot," but on subjective appeals which the judge h
will induce the wife to testify. This action does not alter theilter
force of cannot, even though it may play havoc with-the person's righ s.

-Force and criteria, as Wjllard notes'oawiys reflect at Some level
the "interpersonal understandings of the legal actors who deal with them."26
But, 90 does everything else, so wOat is the novelty here? In Willard's'

, view, the novelty is that argument is once again dependent on the psycholo-
gical processes of the arguers. Hence, Toulmin's attempt to de-psychologike
argument iso failure, and Willa?d's claim thit "argument can mostaccur-
ately be described in term;,of the psychological processes which produce
them," emerges triumphant." All other arguments aside, this seems to be
the major thrust of Willard's critique. Has Toulmin denied,psychology a
role in the assessment of arguments? 'I think not. As notea before,
divorce does not Imtail banishment, but it may refocus the places in which
logical and psychological issues are brought forward. Toulmin eliminates
psychological iestions from epistemological issues because linguistic
statements do rot need to be understood.in terms of the ,!'innate abilities"
of the arguers. Such abilities ma.y be *plied in the statements and if
focused on would constitute one form of analysis. But the analysis would
not be the equivalent of an analysis of the statement, nor wOuld it be con-
ducted for the same reasons.

//

The issue of psychology and argument can ke raised in another manner.
&major problem extsts in the definition of "orainary field." 'Ignoring
for the present the other difficulties presented by that phrase; we mi'ght
ask: what constitutes an "ordinary fiela?" Is legal talk ordinary, are
the arguments of political actors ordinary, is Carter's speech on energy
an exemplar of ordinary discourse? Is an understanding of the psycholo-
gical processes of situated actors essential in assessing argument in
these domains? Closer to home, are the papers at this conferente ordinary?
What information must Willard and I 4ossess about each qther, if psycholo-
gical processes are entailed within ordinary fields, inlorder to assess our
respective claims? These are the kinds of questions which'the notion of
"ordinary",posses. Its problematic nature can be explored further by -

taking a slightly different tack
AA.

Willard discusses the topic of abortion and correctly_notes that it
employS or dr6is On significant num6er Of'differ'ent "disciplines.' In

fact, it becomes so com0ex as to constttute itself,as a separate subject
matter, hence becomes a field. But how is one to assess arguments within

, this complex field?? The first problem should be apparent: fn naming.
abortion is a f'ield, Willard passes beyond the technical definition and
incorporates a broader, and looser, sense of "ffeld", in his discussion.
In the technical domain, each separate claim is analyzeable in terms of the
reference area.from which it is drawn. But is the discussion about abortion
"ordina\ry?" Are all discussions about abortion "ordinary?" I have attemp-
ted to respond to this general,:issue--when 4ge discussions "ordinary--in
another\paper presented at this conference.4°. In that.essay, I suggest
that there art three distinct "communities': A argument; philosophical,
social nd personal. The attributes of the 'perspnal communtty appear to
me to 0 ivalent to Willard's conception of the ordinary field. AbOrtion
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may be disputed in each community,with the processes of rational Judg-
ment differing across each communitg. In the personal community,
rotiOhtlity is not -thé less present because the apOlieation of rational
procedures is fragmented. Each,dyad may represent a "rational entirprisew'
and may eyen be understood in terms of a'"populational analysis" analogous
to Toulmin's 'discussion of disciplines. It may even be possible for a
aytd,to share, with otomic.physics, the compactnesi neceitiry to fulfill
the criteria of a discipline: What separates the two-,.the dyad,and atomic
physics--is not the adherence)to a set of standatds ftir insuring both A

stabilitY and change, but tnstead the fact thatathey'talk about different
issues and decide.them on different bases. Their processes are similar
in terms of adherence to general criterit'for all rational enterprises, ,

but that is as far as the parallel tan be drawn.

Willard presents another example which.appears to be within the
domain.of ordinary discourte and which functions to further dismantle
Toulmin's non-psychological approach to argument. The argument of cost-
benefit analysts--styled pragmatists-over the conduct'of the Viet Nam
war mlises significant yalue,lAdtn questions. Willard assess the,conflict
in teeMs of field analysis apd finds Toulmin't notion inadequate to the
task.* Insofar as his entire argument regarding ethics, intuition, values,
and fields misses the linguistic property of logical typing, he misses
the point of Toulmin's UA 'notion of field: One, could, howe4er, ctte
Toulmin's acknowledgement that, within the context of rational enterprises,
the five criteria elaborated on in HU are applicable only ,in part to such
domains as ethics. In doing so, we move from the technical dimension of
UA to the larger reference point of HU. The.fact that the rational Ater-
prise criteria are not as applicable is:not:surprising,'as it is not meant
to be in those context§ where the standards themselves are in such disarray.
The negative information gletKed.from the inapplicability of.the.criterja
may be JUst as valuilbt!. :at-more positive applications.. Another approach
:to the same.discussion%is to acknowledge the problem of field analylls and
ipoint.to Johnstone's ad hominem or Ryle's reductio'ad absurdum argueMents
'as ways 'of both accepting and denying'a position. Here, the purpose is to
Aeal directly with thvdifficulties inherent in any value laden context
such as the ethical dispute about the use of humans to win political ob-
-Jectives through military means. As Ehninger reminds ut, there isno
argument where the value "fields" tre so wide;m disparate that no comMon
consensus over the argument domain can occur.v There may be casts in which
,one.sirnplY'cannot argue with other persons.

,

One final point with respect to the ethical topic raised by Willard:
once again he moves the discussion to an assessment of individual minds--
reasoning occurs in individual minds, ergo individual minds must be the
target of evaluation. This reintroduces psychology and further reduces the
effectiveness of Toulmin's Claims. Onits face, there is nothing extri--
ordinary about the claim that people reason. Nor would Toulmin disagree.
Nor would he want to'remove 'from the tota1 process the potential'for attend-.
ing to the personal constructual pro6ess of the individual actoi.. But, as
has been noted before, such analysis has its function within &total complex,
but is not therefore to be substituted for other analyses in ill cases, nor
is it to be considered as the most fundamental facet of all _critiques. A ,

critique is not necessarily incomplete because it lacks it psychological com-
ponent, Depending on the community of argument, the personal processess of
the on-going interaction.
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I agree with much of what Willard has to say about What happens when
people argue, but I am interested in Oecifying in greater detail the
contexts in which people argue, and-tife relevance 9f differing t-ortS of
analytic models thlt might be applied to assess thdir argument. At one
level, Willard is 4brrect in asserting that "if ftelds do differ because
their arguments are 4* different types, they undoubtedly do so by virtue
of tKe common,practices and' background awarenems of-the Wors perform-
ing the daili aetivites central to the field:"." This appears to me,to be
a fitting stimmary for Toulmin's research programi conducted initially on
A collective level, and suikequently on an individual level. With communal
and individual contributions known, only then can the final diScussion of
the actual standards of argument be fully and completely known. This does
not, however, meAn that we tinnot learn much just from the early, forma-
tive stages of "field" analysis or from an assessment of.the criteria
applicable to rational enterprises. The propositions do not stand alone--
they stand with the colleCtive miliueu against which-they are constantly
being judged; And tWTOTTeFfive standardsjtejust as much a product of
individual minds as are more narrowly circuascribed disputes between people.
,While an ordinary field may require "vsociil-psychblogical.construct,
not all arguments will fall within this category, even though they will be
uttered and.responded to by "people."

This reply to Willard has dealt with several of the concepts that
appear critical,to the success of his challenge. To respond more specifi-
cally than I have would require a much more detailed and lengthy discussion
of Willard's claims and sub-claims. The many questions that he raiSes are
deserving of such extended analysis, as they illuminate some fundamental
distincitons between different modes of-appraising arguments. Hopefully,
this essay has pointed out some of the major difficulties posed by Willard's
critique and has presented,a geneeal response which a more extended analysis
might profitably follow,
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THE TEXTBOOKS FOR THE BASIC AR(HIMENTATION CLASS:
AN EXCHANOr WITH THE AUTHORS

Austin J. Freeley
John Carroll UniversitY

One of the'key'qualities I look for in a basic textbook
in any area of our field is teachability.. I hope that'I have
been able to provide for that quality in Argumentation*and
pebate as I designed the book as an instrument for the
prOfegsor to use to facilitaLte his or her teaching.

One aspect of teachability is flexibility. While there
is broad general agroenent of what should constitute a course
in argumentation I have learned over the years in talking with

,professors who use my text that there is much diversity in the
maim up of the class and in the way the course is taught. In
some universities argumentation and debate draws primarily from
the pre-lar students, in other,universities it is a required
course for all communication majors or for all students following
a certain curriculum, or it may be a free elective drawing a
broad spectrum of students from philosophy majors to pre-med
majors, sometimes it is a combination of all these and there
are endless other variations. The able professor adapts the
course to tliT students and brings his or her own insights to
supplement and enhance the author writings. Thus while I
have arranged the *chapters in a rder that I have ound to
be effective and have provided appropriate cross re erencing,
the chapters are, to,w large extent, free standing nd the
professor cah assign them in a sequence adapted to h s or her
protessional interests and to the heeds of the class

A second aspect of teachability is contem orarin ss.
This of course is the reason my text is how n ts rth A

edition and why I am presently writing the fifth edit on.
certain courses, Classical Rhetoric being .an,exampl

one adopts an ancient textbook, e.g. Aristotle's Rheto ic
simply because it is a classic in its field, ror t e b sic
course, however, I believe it is desirable to place bef re
the student a blending of the historic background of ou field
and the emerging research of the present. We are living in
the midst of a knowledge explosion: This conference is
evidence of that. From the papers presented here we will
take home with 6us new insights, new notions, and new cone p
which we will incorporate in our teachings this fall and
afterward'. -rh the preface to the fourth edition of my tex
I mentioned that, among many other sources, I drew on the
Nationil Developmental Conference on Forensicp in which I



Chad Oarti.cipated just a few months before that edition went
to press/ I am qt,lite certain that some.of the proceedings
4f this summer conference will find their way into the fifth
edition.

As I noted in the preface to the fourth edition, "The
simple _fact is that in many important ways we ho longer
analyze arguments, build cases, or conduct debates in the way
we did ten or even five years ago."1 The knowledgeable
professor seeks a,text that keeps up to date, in so far as
it is possible for a textbook to do so, vith the emerging
knowledge and shifting emphises of our field.

In a course of Advanced Argumentation and Debate, where
the basic course and several other courses tpe prerequisites'
and where one may be dealing with graduate students, I can .

readily envision the professor,using no textbook but choosing
to use a reading list including some of the now classic
articles from the earliest editiops of The quarterly Journal
of !Speech, selected university press put-Al-cations, the
fioceedIngs.of th.is conference, and current issues of our
Fiiil'essional journals. But, of codrse, this requires a
background of a, common body of knowledge that one does not
find in the basic course, which represents the students'
first contatt with, their intrpduction to, the field of
argumentation

This paper is brief, and I anticipate my fellow panelists
will make their remarks brief, for I. am looking forward, as
I am sure they are, to the "Exchafige" featured in the title
of this program. Authors get, and welcome, feedback from
their professional colleagues, but only at relatively rare
intervals do we have the pleasure of a conference program
specifically structured for this purpose.
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FORENSOS: THE TEXTBOOKS rOR THE BASIC AROUMENTATION CLASS:
AN EXCHANGt WITHTHE AUTHORS

Austin J. Freeley, George W. Ilegelmueller, and Malcom 0. Sil-
lars, aq authOrs of textbooks for the basic 'arguMentatiOn

V4

clatits, led a general discussion,abdut textbooks and the teaching
of a basic-argumentation class. PartiCipating in the
diseussion were Tom McClain, Jean Cornell, Carl Moore,
Charles Willard, Rill Dalthrop, Pat Oaner, Sara Newellt
John Reinard,-and Jack RhOdes. Dismission centered primarily
on what -should be included in the-W.11c text. The most
obvious problem, ip such a rapidly developing field, is the
tendency of the text to lag behind current theory. This
prpblem led to-a discussion of the roie of theory in the
basic teit: Should a basic text tpcus More on application
than theory? CShduld a basic text be written from a single
theoretical perspective or-attempt liYpreseht_alternative
theories? 'That is the potential for confusing the beginning
student by presenting unresolved theoretical dilemmad and
contradictions? Two general weaknesses of basic-argumentation
texts were suggeste*: (1) the historical development of
argumentation theory haS been neglect9d; ind (?) empirical
revarch relevant to arguMentitton theois%tends to be
slighted. And finally, the issue of the role ot the text
in the teaching of argumentation was distcussed. Conemrn was
expressed over too much lecturing and not enough student
p rticipation. General consensus appeared to be that:tA'

structor needs to avoid the temptation to congtantly
lecture from the book. Instead, the ihstructor must have
some trust in the stucjents' reading and comprehension..
Learning of concepts should be reinforced 'by "discovery"
through participation in argumentation activities.
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